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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INl'ftAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 466-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 412-12/86

BOARD OF BDUCA'ftOtf OP THE
SCOTCH PLAIMS-FANWOOD SCHOOL DJSTBJCT,

UNION COUNTY,
Petitioner,

v.
L.C. and S.R.,

Respondents.

C....,. P. Boebm, Jr .. Esq., for petitioner

Stanlef J. Kaezorowlld,
(Mitzner

o.'!c

Esq., lor respondents
Kaezorowsld, attorneys)
Decided:

Record Closed: June 5, 1987

July 13,

1987

BEFORE RDrrB KLDfGER, ALJ:

K.C., son of respondent L.C. and grandson of respondent S.R., hall been a student
In the Scotch Plains-Fanwood School System continuously since January 1983.

He is

presently attending the TerrW Middle School In the district. The petitioner has denied

N~w Jl!rsl!\'

Is An EqUtJI Opportunit.v Emplt~vl!l'
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 466-87
K.C. a free public education in the district under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l and seeks to collect
tuition for the 1986-1987 school year at the rate $28.98 per day.
The district filed a petition with the Bureau of Controversies and Disputes of the
Department of Education on December 18, 1986 and the matter was transmitted to the
Office of Administrative Law on January 21, 1987 as a contested case pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l

!1 !!!9·

A prehearing conference was conducted on March 13, 1987. A hearing was held
on May 4, 1987 but the record was held open to allow the parties to submit briefs. The
record closed on June 5, 1987.
The issue to be decided is whether K.C. is entitled to attend school within the
Scotch Plains-Fanwood School District free of charge under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l.
Based upon the testimony and the evidence, I PDID the following facts.
K.C. is the son of L.C. and E.B. S.R. is the mother of L.C. and the grandmother
of K.C.
K.C. was born out of wedloek in April 1974 and raised by his mother for his first
six years. L.C. visited E.B. but did not live with her or with the boy. E.B. was the
mother of six other children.
When E.B. became unable to take care of the child, L.C., distressed by the
conditions under which his son was living, confided his concem to his mother. He
suggested that S.R. raise the boy. She volunteered to take the child into her home and
bring him up as if he were her own son.
L.C. has a job which requires that he travel a great deal. His assignments
frequently take him to other states. In 1982, he was sent to Orlando, Florida, where he
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 466-87
remained for one year. In the year prior to the hearing, he made 15 major business trips.
In addition, he is presently unmarried and leading an active soelallife. In short, It would
be impossible for him to provide a home for K.C. under the present circumstances.
L.C. does not live with S.R. He did stay with her temporarily between January
1984 and July 1984 and oeeulonally at other times, but he usually has his own residence.
He uses his mother's address on his driver's license and automobile registration.
In January 1983, K.C. was enrolled in the public sehools of the Scotch PlainsFanwood School District. When he was enrolled, S.R. signed papers accepting run legal
responsibility for his education. No one at the time asked her to sign an atridavit of any
kind.

There is no question that K.C. lives with his grandmother. On the weekends, he
is the quarterback for the B team of the Junior Raiders football team. He also
participates In a basketball learue and on a buebaU team. During the summer, he attends
an arts and crafts program and plays on the softball team. Lee BUcher, the coach of the
baseball team, has, on occasion, had to speak to S.R. He has called her home during the
evenings and on weekends and has always found K.C. there with her.
S.R. has three children, none of whom live with her. She, her husband and K.C.
are the only occupants of her home. K.C. has his own room, which photographs reveal to
be unmistakably the room of a young boy.
In 1986, at the request of the district, S.R. signed an alfldavlt that she was
raising the child and was his sole support, receiving nothing In exchange for this. L.C.
was asked to provide an affidavit that he was not supporting K.C. but refused when he was
told that any gifts or vacations which he provided for his son would be counted as support.
He admits that K.C. spent part of his vaeetion with him and that he takes K.C. on trips
and buys him presents. It these things are considered partial support of his son then,
according to L.C., to sign an affidavit of nonsupport would be lying.
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L.C. uses his mother's address in Fanwood as his present address. Although he
seldom stays there for any length of time, he always returns. Her address is the one he
used on his 1986 tax return. In 1984 and 1985, L.C. listed K.C. as a dependent on his
federal income tax return, because, he explained, he lived in his mother's house for a
while during those years and paid some of the expenses. In 1986, K.C. was claimed as a
dependent only by S.R. on her tax return.
This ease is governed

by~

18A:38-l which provides in relevant part as

follows:
Attendance at school free of charge
Public schools shall be free to the following persons over five
and under 20 years of age:
(a)

Any person who is domiciled within the school district.

(b) Any person who Is kept in the home of another person
domiciled within the school district and Is supported by such other
person gratis as If he were sueh other person's own child, upon
filing by sueh other person with the secretary of the board of
education of the district, if so required by the board, a sworn
statement that he is domiciled within the district and is supporting
the child gratis and will assume all personal obligations for the
child relative to school requirements and that he intends so to keep
and support the child gratuitously for a longer time than merely
through the school term ••••
We will consider brlefiy the domicile of K.C. as required for a free public
education under section (a) of the statute. The common law provides that a child born out
of wedlock has the domicile of its mother until acknowledged by its father. It Is clear
that K.C. now has the domicile of his father. Although the record is insufficient to make
a finding, It may well be from the evidence presented that L.C. is domiciled in the district
and, therefore, K.C. is entitled to be educated there free of charge under
18A:38-l(a}.

~

In any ease, section (b) requires a sworn statement from S.R. that she is
domiciled within the district and Is supporting the child gratis, will assume all personal
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obligations for the child relative to sebool requirements, and further that she intends to
keep the child gratuitously for a time longer than the sebool term. S.R. has provided such
an affidavit. The board may also require a sworn statement from the child's parent that
he is not supporting the child aecompanied by documentation to support the validity of his
sworn statement. L.C. bas provided a- copy of his 1988 income tax return showing that he
did not claim his son as a dependent In 1988. He bas refused to execute a sworn
statement of nonsupport. However, his refusal is based on the board's representation that
any contribution in the form of gift or vacation constitutes support.
This is a misstatement of the meaning of support. "Support" generally imports
the provision of the necessaries of Ute and the means of livelihood, Including food, shelter
and clothing. Rieei v. Rleel, 90 N.J. ~· 214 (J&D.R. Ct. 1967) See also, Ballard v.
Ballard, 164 .!!:b ~· 560, 562 (Cb. Div., 1978). I PDID that any gifts or vacations
provided to K.C. by his father during 1986 do not constitute support. I further PlND that
L.C. reasonably refused to provide a sworn statement to the school board where his
refusal was based upon the erroneous definition of support presented to him by the board
and the faet that fumlshing sueh a sworn statement might expose him to proseeutlon as a
disorderly person under ~ 18A:38-l(e). He has given his swom statement at this
hearing and presented documentation that he did not support K.C. in 1986 in the form of
his 1986 tax return. S.R.'s testimony that she elalmed K.C. as a dependent in 1986
eonfirms this testimony.
I therefore CONCLUDB that respondents have proved by a preponderance of the
evidenee that K.C. was eligible for a free pubUe edueation tor the school year 1986-1987
in the Scotch Plains-Fanwood Sahool Dlstriet under N.J.S.A. 18A-38-l(b). Therefore,
under the statute, the sebool district Is not entitled to tuition for K.C. for the 1986-1987
school year.
There is no basis for any elaim by the sebool district for tuition for any prior
year. Under~ 18A:38-l(b), tuition may only be assessed for a student pro rata to
the time of the board's request for a sworn statement from the resident. No statement
was required from S.R. or L.C. by the district prior to 1986.
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This is not a ease of abuse of the "affidavit" statute,~ 18A:38-l. This is
not a child coming into a school district for the purpose of attending school in the district.
It is a ease of a child who is living with and being raised by a loving grandmother in her
home as her own because he has nowhere else to go. There is no hint here of the fraud or
abuse that the statute was designed to prevent.
It is therefore ORDERBD that K.C. be eligible to attend school free of charge in
the Seoteh Plains-Fanwood Regional School District and it is further ORDERED that
petitioner's claim against respondents for tuition for the school year 1986-1987 be and
hereby is DISMISSED.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMIBSIONBB. OP TUB DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA110N, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by
law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (45) daY'S and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with ~·
52:148-10.
I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with 8e.ul Cooperman for consideration.

Receipt Acknowledged:

JUL 1 ~ 1QR7

Mailed To Parties:

tiATE
PAR/e
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SCOTCH
PLAINS-FANWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT,
UNION COUNTY,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

L.C. AND S.R.,.

RESPONDENTS .

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by
the parties.
Upon review of the record, the Commissioner is in agreement
with the findings and conclusions of the Administrative Law Judge
and adopts the initial decision as the final decision in this matter
for the reasons expressed therein. Accordingly, the Petition of
Appeal is dismissed with prejudice.
Further, it is determined that the record in this matter
shall be sealed as it contains not only personally identifiable
information regarding the pupil, but also information proscribed by
N.J.A,_L 6:3-2.1 et ~-

IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
August 12, 1987
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OFFJCJ!'.OF AOMINISTRA TIVE .lAW.'

INmAL DECISION
SUMMABY DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 7596-86
AGENCY DKT. NO. 3411-10/86

CHARLES ENGLAND,

Petitioner,

v.
LENAPE VALLEY REGIONAL mGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT BOARD OF EDUCATION,

Respondent.

Naney Iris OxfeJd, Esq., Cor petitioner
(Klausner, Hwter lit Oxfeld, attorneys)

EDen S. Ball, Esq., for respondent
(Rand, Algeier, Tosti, Woodruff lit Frieze, attorneys)
Record Closed: Jwe 29, 1987

Decided:

July 16,

1987

BEFORE PIDLIP B. CUMIIIS, ALJ:

Charles England contends tbat the Board of Education of the Lenape Valley
Regional High School District. acted in an arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable manner
in withholding ,his salary increment ror the school year 1986-87, under ~

AewJeNcr ''.·In I </liU! (}pf"ITIWIUV f.'mplo•·er
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18A:29-14. On October 21, 1988, a petition of appeal wu liled with the Commissioner of
Education. On November 7, 1986, the matter wu transmitted to the Office of
Administrative Law as a contested case pursuant to~ 52:14F-1 !! !!9·
A prehearlng conference was held on November 21, 1986, at which time the
matter was placed on the inactive llst for a period of three months; the order wu signed
to that effect on December 3, 1988. Petitioner at that time was unable to proceed with
the action because he was suffering from a very serious health problem and was under
intensive treatment. '111e cue was thereafter llsted for trial on June 29 and 30, 1987, at
the Morris County Courthouse, Morristown, New Jersey, and the hearing commenced on
June 29, 1987. The petitioner was the only witness who testified, and the exhibits marked
into evidence are set forth in the attached Appendix. The record was closed on June 29,
1987, on a motion for summary decision at the end of petitioner's case.
Prior to the taking of testimony, the parties submitted a joint stipulation of
facts (including all documentary evidence) which Is annexed and made a part of this
decision.
In addition to the joint stipulation of facts R-1 through R-17, I make these
additional findings of fact.

1.

Petitioner teaches business courses to students assigned to work in a
field study program. The courses include both classroom and outside
work.

2.

Part of petitioner's uslgnment Is to visit students outside of school
at their work statiOIW. Petitioner performs these visitations after
lunch hour and during free periods.

3.

On a number of observations of the petitioner in his classroom by his
supervisor and administrators, a recommendation was made to
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withhold the petitioner's increments for the 1986-87 school year.
4.

In the classroom observation by Deborah Hay dated Deeember 9,

1985, the petitioner was noted to need improvement in a number of
areas (R-9). In the categories, "classroom management, discipline and
control, evidence of successful learning activity and appropriateness
of class activity," his overall rating was "needs improvement."
Petitioner was also observed in his classroom on January 14, 1986 (R11} by James Riccobono, the principal of petitioner's schooL The
principal found that the petitioner needed improvement In "classroom
management, discipline and control, evidenee of teacher preparation
and evidence of suceessfulleaming activity," and also gave an overall
rating for this observation of "needs Improvement."
On direct examination, the petitioner admitted that his students moved about
the classroom while he was teaching in order for them to do eertain filing. He further
admitted that he did not know if this affected the other students in the class; it did not
affect him. Petitioner also testified that students did other work while he was teaching
(such as homework assignments}, which he stated was not to be done In class but outside
the class after class time. The petitioner further agreed that students prepared
themselves to leave the classroom before the end of the teaching period. No teaching
occurred during the last three minutes of each class.
I FIND all of the above to be factual and incorporate them In my FINDINGS OF

FACT.
DJSCU8810N AND FINDINGS

The legal issue to be considered in this ease is whether the respondent acted
properly in withholding the petitioner employment increment based upon the observations
of the petitioner's supervisors and administrators In the petitioner's classroom on a
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number of occasions. In order to resolve this Issue, It is first neeessary to establish the
respondent's authority In this matter and to articulate the proper standard for reviewing
respondent's actions. In this regard, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14 provides:
Any board of edueation may withhold, for Inefficiency or other
good cause, the employment Increment. • .or any member in any

year by a reeorded roll eal1 majority vote of the full membership of
the board of education.
It is further noted that
The decision to withhold an increment is therefore a matter of
essential manqerlal prerogative which has been delegated by the
Legislature to the Board. Board of Education of Bernards Tp. v.
Bernards Tp. Education Association, 79 N.J. 31i, 321 (I979).

Thus, a board's decision to withhold an increment will not be overturned unless
patently arbitrary, without rational basis or induced by improper motives. See, Kopera v.
West Orllll(e Board of Education, 60 N.J. ~· 288, 294 (App. Dlv. 1960).
The burden of proving the reasonableness of the Board's action is on the

challenging party.

~·

at 29'1.

The petitioner in the present ease has totally failed to prove that the Board's
action was ln any way unreasonable. In Caet, the petitioner admits students moved about
the room during teaching time. He further admits that the students were ready to leave
clul three minutes early and that he stopped teaching In order to aceomodate this. He
alllo admits that the students did homework ln class. I therefore FIND that the Board
acted within Its administrative power in a reasonable manner and wu not arbitrary or
Induced by Improper motives.
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I therefore CONCLUDE that the action ot the Board being within its prerogative
should be APPIRMED and 1 therefore ORDER that the increment of the petitioner be

withheld for the snhool year 1986-1987.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA110N, SAUL COOPRRMAN, who by

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-Cive (45) days and unless sunh time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with

~·

52~148-10.

I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.

DATE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mailed To P~.

//

'

I

'

/

DATE
par/e
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CHARLES ENGLAND,

PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD 0!' EDUCATION 0!' TBE LENAP'.!
VALLEY REGIONAL BIGB SCHOOL
DISTRICT, SUSSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by
the parties.
Upon review of the record. the Commisaioner ia in full
agreement with and adopts as his own the findinga and determination
of the Adminiatrative Law Judge that ~etitioner baa failed to
demonstrate that the Board • a action to w1 thhold his 1986-87 salary
increment was arbitrary, capricious, unreasonable or otherwise
violative of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14.
Accordingly, the Petition of Appeal is hereby dismiased
with prejudice for the reasons expressed in the initial decision.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
August 18, 1987
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PASCACR VALLEY REGIONAL HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICT, BERGEN COUNTY,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

NJSIAA,
RESPONDENT.

For the Petitioner, Robert E. Sulyma, Ed.D., Superintendent
of Schools
For the Respondent, Sterns, Herbert, Weinroth & Petrino
(Michael J. Herbert, Esq., of Counsel)
This matter was opened before the Commissioner of Education
upon filing of a letter of appeal seeking an order of the
Commissioner to set aside the determination of the New Jersey State
Interscholastic Athletic Association's (NJSIAA) Executive Committee
denying petitioner's request to permit a student from Pascack Valley
High School, where there ia currently no such team due to lack of
student interest, to compete on the gymnastics team which does exist
at Pascack Rills High School, in contravention of Article V, Section
1 of the NJSIAA bylaws.
By letter dated July 16, 1987 the
Commissioner granted the parties permission to file briefs or
memoranda to supplement the record before the Executive Committee of
NJSIAA. Both parties replied. Petitioner's supplemental letter was
received on .July 28, 1987 and NJSIAA's letter brief was filed on
July 27, 1987.
The aforesaid
Athletes, provides that:

Article

V.

Section

1,

Eligibility

of

A student, to be eligible for participation in
the interscholastic athletic program of a member
school, must be enrolled in that school and must
meet all the el1g1b1llty requ1rements of the
Constitution, Bylaws, and Rules and Regulations,
of the NJSIAA. (emphasis supplied)
(Handbook, at p. 36)
Petitioner
seeks
reversal
of
the
NJSIAA
Executive
Committee's letter decision dated June 11, 1987 denying a waiver of
Article V, Section 1. Petitioner's letter supplement dated July 25,
1987 states:
***I have nothing additional to supply in the way
of argument for our position.
I believe that
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everythin& baa been aaid that can be said in
au~port of our position; nor can I cite any caaea
wh1ch ai&ht strengthen our argument.
Our poai tion ia one of what appears in the beat
intereat of the one student from Pascaclt Valley
Bigh School who would like to participate in
l)'lll!lattics.
(Supplemental Letter, signed by
Dr. Robert E. Sulyma)
The issue poli ted to R.JSIM is ezpreued in petitioner • a
letter to Robert F. Kanaby, Executive Director, R.JSIAA, dated
May 21, 1987:
***[W]e are looking ahead to the time when,
despite
our
croup
3
classification,
our
gymnastics situation will become even more acute
due to low subscription in both schools. Will
students -- 2-3 in each school -- then be denied
the opportunity to join together in a worthwhile
extracurricular activity without transferring
from one school to the other?
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Paacack Valley Regional Bigh School District is a two high
school district.
2. Both achoola are clanified aa Group III schools, within the
RJSIAA clallification system, each high school having a
population of approximatelf 700 pupils in grades 10-12. (RJSIAA
Supplemental Brief, at p. )
3. Paacack Billa Bigh School in Montvale baa a gymnastics team.
4. Paacack Valley Bigh School
gymnastics team.

in

Hillsdale

does

not

have

a

S. In Septeaber 1986 a 9th grade student at Paacack Valley Bigh

School was peraitted to be coached and to practice gymnastics at
Pascack Billa Bigh School, althou&h said student did not compete
in any aeeta with the Paacack Billa team as a member of their
team. lather, coached by the Pascack Billa coach, said student
constituted a team of ooe in competition from Pascack Valley
Bigh School. (Tr. 12-13)1

6.

May 5, 1987 petitioner wrote to NJSIAA asking "if there ia
anyway (aic) for the gymnastics teams to be combined on a trial
baaia since there are ao few kids involved from both schools."

On

1 The Coaaiuloner notes that, in all instances. transcript \)&ge
reference• are made to pages numbered within the actual tranacr1pt,
not as numbered within RJSIAA'a Appendix.
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7. On May 15, 1987, HJSIAA Executive Director, Robert Kanaby,
replied that such an accommodation would be at variance with
Article V, Section 1 of the NJSIAA bylaws, but sucgested two
alternatives through the board of education:
1) transfer or
reassicn the pupil for attendance at Pascack Hills High School
or 2) provide a separate coach for her.
8. On May 21, 1987 petitioner replied to NJSIAA • s letter dated
May 15, 1987 stating that the Board of Education had rejected
NJSIAA • s suggestions and aaking to appear before the NJSIAA
Executive Committee on June 10, 1987 to seek a waiver of
Article V, Section 1.
9. On June 10, 1987, said appeal was denied by a vote of 27-2.
(Tr. 32) Said appeal was denied on the following basis, as
expreued by Mr. Kanaby in letter to petitioner dated June 11,
1987:
***[T]he issue could be resolved at the local
level by the auignment of the student in
question to the appropriate school in the
district which sponsou
the program.
This
procedure is similar to other situations that
sometimes occur in the academic sector of the
school's curriculum.
In fact, it was indicated
that the school system would be willing to assign
the student/athlete to meet her needs.
The obstacle to such a solution rests with the
request of the student and parents to permit the
student to remain in attendance at one school,
but compete athletically at another school,
thereby coming into conflict with the e~ressed
purposes of the membership's rules proh1biting
such arrangements.***
10. The instant appeal followed, by letter from petitioner which was
filed on July 8, 1987. (N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-3)
11. On July 27, 1987 HJSIAA filed both its Answer and the
accompanying relevant recorda of the matter, including a
transcript of the Executive Committee meeting held on June 10,
1987.

·POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
Petitioner asks for a waiver of Article v, Section 1 which
would then permit a Paacack Valley High School student to
participate as a member of the gymnastics team at Pascact Bills High
School without having physically to transfer to Paacack Hills.
"***We'd like to do this as a one-year experiment***. ***We • re not
looking for this, for this move as a permanent solution, but we
realize our enrollments will continue to shrink. and the matter may
resolve itself.***" (Tr. 14)

j
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Petitioner concedee knowledge of the fact that while
epecial permi11ion was &ranted by NJSIAA to Group I and II echoola
for euch practice, it was denied to Group III and IV echoola because
"(w]e represent meraeu which could result in powerful teams in
particular eports." (Tr. 15) However, petitioner argues he seeks
"no auch action for the numbers participating in gymnastics. Our
situation is minimal and threatens to become even more so. We seek
only to provide an excellent learning opportunity for justice due to
athletea involved in gymnaaties.***" (Tr. 15)
Petitioner suggesta that the alternatives
RJSIAA in its letter of Kay 15, 1987, are

proffered

by

options and they have been considered by the
Board, the administration, the girl's parents
and, of course, the girl herself.
One must
remember, however, that as I said earlier, our
students have strong allegiances to their
ass i'ned high schools.
We • re talking about
prov1ding an opportunity which doesn't exist in
her assigned school.
(Tr. 15)
Petitioner' a supplemental letter dated July 25, 1987 adds,
"Our position it one of what appears in the best interest of the one
atudent from Paacack. Valley High School who would like to
participate in gymnastica."
RJSIAA's brief and appendix dated July 27, 1987 argues that
the Commiaaioner ahould affirm the decision of the NJSIAA denying a
waiver of Article V, Section 1 of ita bylaws because the rule in
question ia "a valid rule which has strong policy reasons for its
existence." (Brief, at p. 8) NJSIAA avers that:
In addition to engendering loyalty among high
school atudents for the school that they are
attendin,, it has particular application to the
twenty-e1ght multi-school diatricta in thia State
by preventing those diltricta from creating only
one aporta team in selected schools for superior
athlete• for
competitive purposes,
thereby
eliminating the teame in other schoola and
concomitantly, reducina athletic opportunitiea
tor youngaters who may not be aa athletically
lifted or ak.illed.
(Id.)
It summarizes the instant circumstances by stating:
In thie particular case, the student and her
parent• have chosen to ask for the best of both
worlde irrespective of the conaequencea to
overall State policy.
This etudent wishes to
attend Paacack Valley Bigh School but yet be a
member of the Pascack Hills gymnastics team
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simply because of convenience and her "loyalty"
to her friends. · (Id.)
Relying on Burnside v. NJSIAA (unpublished decision of the
Appellate Division, Docket No. A-625-84T7, decided November 15,
1984) for the proposition that a student does not have a right to
participate in interscholastic sports, NJSIAA contends that it has
attempted to aecollllodate the one student involved in this appeal,
notwithstanding a recent decision by its membership excluding
Group III schools, such as the two in question, from participating
in a program available to Group I and II schools to allow
cooperative sports programs or combined teams among small schools
with declining enrollments. "Larger schools, ***including the two
Paaeack Valley Regional High Schools.
were precluded
from
participation, because of the belief that these schools had
sufficient resources and enrollment to have full sports programs."
(Brief, at p. 6)
Among other eases, NJSIAA cites D.S. v. NJSIAA, decided by
the Commissioner January 30, 1987; Gordon Van Note v. NJSIAA, 1983
S.L.D.
; and R.S.R. et al. v. NJSIAA, dec1ded by the
CommlSSlOner November 13, 1986, as standing for the proposition that
the "Commissioner *** will not substitute his judgment for that of
the NJSIAA where the Association has followed rules promulgated
pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:ll-3, et ~·· and where .procedural due
process baa been afforded to the appellant." (Bnef, at p. 7)
"Indeed the Commissioner has held that he will not reverse a
decision of the NJSIAA and grant eligibility unless 'compelling
reasons' are given for him to do so." (Brief, at p. 7) NJSIAA
cites R.S.R. et al. v. NJSIAA for this proposition.
Stating that the policy is a valid one with a history that
dates back "to the very origins ot the N.JSIM almost seventy years
ago" (Brief, at p. 4), NJSIAA urges that the Commissioner dismiss
the ap~eal of the Paacack Valley Regional High School District, from
the wa1ver denial of Article V, Section 1 of the NJSIAA bylaws.
The Commissioner, upon a careful review of the record,
including the transcript of the hearing before the NJSIAA Executive
Committee and the arguments of the parties, finds that there is no
compelling reason advanced by petitioner to reverse the decision
reached by NJSIAA denying a waiver of Article V, Section 1.
The COillllisaioner notes from the transcript of the hearing
testimony of
before the Executive Committee, the following
Mr. Herbert, Dr. Sulyma and Dr. Poli, principal at Pascack Valley
High School:
MR. HERBERT:
The point I'm getting to is the
only thing at least I heard why you did not just
allow for a reassignment or transfer of the
youngster to attend Kills which has the team is a
problem of loyalty?

'/
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DR. SULYKA:

As a factor.

MR. DllBERT:
As a factor.
Wouldn't that same
factor be evident if we were to grant that
request?

DR. POLI: Can we clarify one thing? It's not a
9-uestion of whether the Board or Superintendent
1s allowing the student.
We would allow the
student. The ttudent and the family thinks it's
an inappropriate thing for her to go to a new
school that is not the district school, that is
for the district that she resides in. We would
have no objection. We're holding --

MR. DllBERT:

The reason why the youngster is not
being reassigned is solely because the parents
don't want that to happen?

DR. POLI:

That's correct.

(Tr. 18-19)

The Commissioner further notes from the transcript the
testimony of Robert Kanaby, Ezecutive Director of NJSIAA, concerning
the reason for the rule in question:
MR. tANABY:
Right.
In your support data we
8umm&rize the rule essentially that a youngster
must be enrolled. The membership, obviously, has
this rule in place for one very basic reason.
The basic reason essentially 1s that school
dietricts with multiple high schools obviously
then could field the limited numbers of teams
taUng the better athletes in a given sport and
sponeorinc them all out of one particular high
school, for example, and ueing the Union County
Regional School System or better yet the Toms
River School Dietrict, which is made up of IIIs
and IVa, might essentially decide to have only
one ice hockey team or one specific team and
taking the best athlete• of all.
That, of
cour1e, would not be in the fair competitive
spirit under which the anociation was founded.
So, that's et8entially the reasoning behind it.
(Tr. 10-11)

Finally, the Commissioner notes the explanation proffered
by counsel for IUSIAA as to why Group III and IV and Parochial A
echool8 were excluded from the N..JSIAA program allowing Group I and
II and Parochial B clanification schools to combine team• among
1mall 1choole with declining enrollments in a "cooperative sports
program" (Brief, at p. 5):
"[b]ecause of the belief that these
schools had eufficient resourcee and enrollments to have full sports
programe." (Brief, at p. 6)
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In light of the above testimony and evidence, the
Commissioner agrees with the RJSIAA that notwithstanding sug~estions
from it as to how the situation might be resolved without v1olation
of its rules, "[i]n this particular case, the student and her
parents have chosen to ask for the best of both worlds irrespective
of the consequences to overall State policy." (Brief, at p. 8) The
student could be assigned to Pascack Hills, the school which
sponsors a gymnastics program. Under such circumstances, to permit
a waiver of Article V, Section l of the bylaws would, in the
Commissioner •a opinion, be substituting his judgment for that of
NJSIAA.
The rule was promulgated in a manner consistent with
N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-3 and due process was provided to petitioner in the
prescr1bed manner. See Van Note, supra. As such, the Commissioner
will not substitute his JUdJment unless compelling reasons are
provided in the record for h1m to do so. See R. S .R. et al. v.
RJSIAA, fupra. Where the only obstacle to a resolut1on to th1s
matter 1 es in the refusal of the student and parent to avail
themselves of the option readily agreed to by the local board, that
is, to transfer the student to Pascack Hills, no such compelling
reason is evident.
The Commissioner so finds.
Thus, the
Commissioner concludes that petitioner has failed to sustain its
burden of proving that NJSIAA in the instant matter acted in an
arbitrary or capricious manner. R.S.R., supra
Accordingly, the Commissioner affirms the decision of
NJSIAA denying pet1tioner•s waiver request. The Petition of Appeal
is hereby dismissed. Pursuant to R.J.S.A. 18A:ll-3, any appeal
taken from this final decision of the Commissioner is to the
Superior Court.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
August 19, 1987
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Decided: July 10, 1987

BEFORE BRUCE B. CAMPBELL, ALJs

Joseph Rosania (petitioner) alleges and the Midclesex

8oroulfl Board of

Education (Board) denies that the Board improperly withheld his employment and
increments for the 198&-87 sehool year. The Issue to be determined is
whether the withholdlnp were proper in raet and, If not, to what relief the petitioner is

a~ustment

entitled.
The matter was opened and joined before the Commlsslorier of Edueatlon, who

truwmltted It on August 12, 1988, to the OfCiee of Administrative Law as a contested
ease, pursuant to~· 5;:148-1!!. !!9• and~· 52:14P-1 !!. ~· Arter notlee, a
prehearinr eo~erene4! was held on Oetober 3, 1986, at wllieh, among c.ther things, the
nature of the proceeding and Issues were defined and the matter was set down for hearing.
I
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For good cause shown, the hearing was twice adjourned. The matter was heard on
February 19, 1987, in the Middlesex Borough Municipal Court. All post-trial submissions
were scheduled to be made by March 19. Both eounsel, for reasons beyond their eontrol,
requested enlargement of the time. The opportunity to file replies terminated on :\1ay 26,
1987, at which time I closed the reeord.

RELEVANT EVIDENCE
The petitioner testified that he began the 1985-86 school year with good
evaluations. He received a memorandum from his building principal on November 15,

1985 (P-2). The memorandum discusses a meeting held with the petitioner the prior week.
It raises questions of an Instance in which the petitioner left a class unattended and
Incident in which he stated his lesson plans were done when, in fact, they were not. The
petitioner says the principal's memorandum Is completely Incorrect.
identified a teacher observation report dated October 23, 1985 (P-1).

The petitioner
The petitioner

believes this Is a good evaluation althou&fl he acknowledges that It contains reminders to
effectively fulfill other duties such as hall duty; library duty; communications with
students, parents and staff members; general supervision of the physical education area,
and the like.
The petitioner also stated he believed his observation reports dated December
12, 1985 (P-4) and January 8, 1988 (P-5) are positive. Exhibit P-5 does eontain one small

eomment about a pupil eating In class.
A teacher observation report dated February 24, 1988 (P..8), does contain rather
detailed observer reactions to and recommendations eoncerning the events observed.
Exhibit P-7 Is a memorandum to the assistant principal and principal from a teaching staff
member stating that the petitioner was not in the gymnasium during a claa on Pebru,ary
27. The memo states, among other things, "The class began to fool around and push on
large divider doors. Result Is door damaged along with molding."
Exhibit P-8 Is a memorandum dated March 4, 1986, from the principal to the
petitioner. It summarizes a meeting held on March 3 foUowing'-Up on the lneldent of
February 27 referred to In the preceding paragraph, The memorandum mentions damage
-2-
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to the IYIIl partition and the fact that the petitioner left a class unattended while they
were doing aerobics. The memo IOflll on to express concern with situations occurring
almoet daily. The principal states, "' have spent the last few years trying to help you by
making appropriate recommendations. It is obYious that nothing has worked because the
situation gets worse."
The petitioner replied to the principal by memorandum dated March 17 (P-9).
The memorandum, in part, states:
In reply to your memo

ot 2/%'1/88.

I had gone to the team room
As for

tor VCR Tape for my class and returned Immediately.

damaging the partition, the partition wu already damaged In
some areas. I uk what type of damage! In fact on 2 dltrerent
oeeaslons I reported to Mr. Freeman and
made
recommendations concerning (sixth period) Improper and lack of
enoup personnel. We have to supervise the total gym area
adequately. I am In the boys' locker room and Miss (tt) is In
the girls'•••• This is when some of the damage is occurring. I
did not teaett hockey this cycle and I can honestly say on
several occasions eheeldng (presumably during hockey
Instruction or exeretses) by students during games causes
damage. I feel singled out In that this memo Is written In what
appears that my class damaged the partition. In our normal
routine In teaettlng we cheek attendenee [sle] , have exeretses,
explain procedure llc then go to get equipment, so kids are left
alone for brief time to get equipment.

1 feel Mr. Freeman <ld not talk to me immediately when this
occurred, or shortly thereafter - I did not hear or sea him at
that time.
I am very upset at the way this wu handled and these ettarps

made against me.
The witness stated there earlier had been a dlscUislon In a department meeting
concerning superVIsion of pupils, espeelally in period six.
On March 8, the department c!'llliPrnan again wrote to the prlnelpal and Ylee
prinetpal, this time concerning damage to the main storage room door during period two
(P-10). The essence of the memorandum is that the chairman had given equipment to
another Instructor before the fll'lt period. Before the third period began, the chairman
again went to the main storage room to find that during period two, taught by the

-3-
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petitioner, the door to the main storqe closet had been kicked In and unlocked. The
petitioner denies that this incident occurred during his class. The chairman merely
assumes it was the petitioner's class. In order to reach the storage room it is necessary to
go through two double doors. Teachers In the pest did give keys to pupils and allowed
pupils to secure equipment but were instructed to stop the practice and did so.
The high school principal notified the petitioner on Mareh 10 that he had
received a report from Mr. Freeman suggesting that the petitioner had been careless and
had allowed vandalism to take place during the second period on the day in question (P11). The petitioner replied, stating essentially that he and another instructor inspected
the damage the next period and found two slats "which were very loose had been pushed
in." He did not see any pupils In the area and asserts that the damage could have occurred
during the first period before he held his elass. The petitioner aJso stated, "1 did not allow
anyone in its my word vs. Mr. PoelUer u to when the damage occurred."
The petitioner next testified concerning an Incident in which he reported his
student attendance cards lost. The cards contained the attendance, discipline and grade
reeords for each pupil from the beginning or the year. The witness stated the care. could
have been taken from his office, which then was shared by three persons. The door was
usually uniocked and the tile cabinets were unioekable. No harm accrued to pupils
because of this incident. The petitioner simply recopied information from master sheets
onto new cards. U someone had not mentioned this to the assistant principal, nothing
would have come of this.

Another incident concerned noise made by the petitioner's pupils who were
permitted to exercise In a hallway (P-14). The petitioner testified that hallways had been
used for certain activities over a period or time. The memorandum from the vice
principal states, "1 agree that In tha past other teachers have permitted their students to
use the hall for variota activities, however, this Is the first time that other teachers have
complained to me [eoncerning noise]." Ibid.
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The wltn. . acknowledged receipt of a Jetter from the superintendent of schools
dated April 7, stating:

:

This is to advise you that you will be dlsci.Ued by the Middlesex
Board of Education In a private agenda session on Wednesday,
April 9, 1986 at 8:00 p.m. and at the regular Board of Education
meeting on April 14, 1986. ( P-18]
The petition• testified that no administrator had spoken to him prior to that day
oonoerniJII the possibility of a withholding. The witness received a letter dated April 17
from the superintendent advising him that the Board had voted on April 14 to withhold the
petltolnel"s Increment and given four reasons thet"efor (P-21). The petitioner testified
that this was the first inklilll he had of a withholdiJII.
The superintendent of schools testified. He routinely reviews 8.11 building
administrators' reports oonC!et"nlng staff. He reviewed the evaluations ot the petition•
durlfll the oourse of the year. He saw exhibit P-18, the April evaluation by the vice
prlnelpal, before he sent his letter of April 7 (P...l8) to the petitioner. He had discussed
the matter thoroughly with 8.11 high school administrators and had reviewed exhibits P-1
through P-15 before making the decision to recommend withholding to the Board. His
reoommendatoin to the Board was besed on the reoommendatlon of the high school
administrators and the documentation they provided.

The Board sew the petitioner's whole rue, including the above materials. The
Board voted to withhold and the petitioner was noticed In aeoordanee with statute.

The aalstant prlnelpal who performed the bUlk of the evaluations testified that
In 1985-1986 he was responsible for physical edueatlon department evaluations and,
therefore, evaluated the petitioner.
The witness wu Involved In teacher duty
uslpments. During the course of the school year, the petitioner had hall duty, library
duty, an asslpment known as 219 duty and he also wu uslped to the guidance
department. Teachers are not usually rotated In nonteaC!hlnr duty assignments. In each
of the duties uslped to the petitioner, however, problems arose. Each time the witness
moved the petitioner, the witness told the petitioner wby the move was being made.

-5-
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In the ease of the petitioner's removal from library duty, the librarian had
complained that the petitioner was not always there when he was assigned and was not
doing assigned tasks when he did appear. The assistant principal directed the librarian to
retrain petitioner. The petitioner continued to perform poorly or not at all. The vice
prlnel.pal told the petitioner that the vice principal was not satisfied with his work in the
library. The petitioner protested he was doing the job properly and then stated if given
more time he coUld do the job properly.
In the guJdance department, the petitioner again provided unsatisfactory
performance. The director and staff complained to the vice prinicipal that the petitioner
had misfiled materials. The vice principal again spoke to the petitioner and the petitioner
blamed the mistllinp on other persons. The vice principal again spoke to the guidance
personnel and they stated they woUld prefer that the petitioner not be assigned to their
department.
This witness also reviewed each of the teacher observation reports he completed
concerning the petitioner In the 1985-88 school year. Each of these was diSCUIIed with
the petitioner. Concerning the evaluation of June 6, 1986 (P-5), the witness pointed out
several deficiencies to the petitioner and told the petitioner that they were indeed
serious. As the exhibit demonstrates, the vice principal was partleularly concerned with
pupils eating during the course of a class and leaving the class area without permission.
The petitioner protested that the nature of the class made this sort of behaYlor possible.
The vice principal acknowledged that this has happened to other teachers, but not nearly
to the extent as with the petitioner. There have been as many or more Instances
concerning the petitioner's el811t!S as have concerned the classes of all other physical
education Instructors combined.
Concerning the teacher observation report dated February 24, 1988 (P-6), the
vice principal stated that tha checklist was not all positive and that several problems
were brougtlt out in the narrative portion of the document. During their eonterence
concerning this observation, the petitioner did not know what equipment had been given
out and returned during the observed period. The vice principal stated he had discussed
equipment management with the petitioner three or four times before the observation of
February 24.
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'nle viee princlplll also stated that he was particularly eoneerned with the
petitioner's Icm of attendanee, dlsclpUne and srade record cards. Other teachers reported
they were not reeelving these eards from the petitioner. When the viee prlnclplll asked
the petitioner where the cards were, the petitioner repUed that they must have been
stolen from his oftlee. It was possible for the petitioner to reconstruct what other
teeehers had reeorded, but he would have had to do so from his own memory or notations.

The viee princlplll testified similarly about the other Incidents and observations
documented above. He amplified his testimony eoneernlng the February 24 observation
stating that he would not Intrude Into a dlsclpllnary situation l.llless some danger to pupils
as present because he was there to see how the teacher handled the whole class, Including
potential dlsclplinary problems.
'nle department chairman testified similarly and provided detail as to eertain
memorandums Identified above. He stated speclflcally that on February 27, he observed a
situation serl01a enough to require that he memorialize It (P..T). The chairman was, at the
time in question, In a storage area. He could hear classes In the divided gymnasium. He
heard an Instructor call out to pupils on the petitioner's side of the gymnasium, "What's
going on with the door!" The chairman went to the area. The crcmwise divider was
extended Into the room beyond the eenter partition track. An aerobics tape was playing
on a video cassette recorder. The respondent wu not present. Several of his pupils were
wrestling, some were doing aerobics with the tape and several were dolllf nothing.

It took approximately 15 seconds for the chairman to get from where he was to
where the petitioner'! pupils were. The chairman could not find the petitioner in the
coaches' room. He did locate the petitioner in the chairman's offlee using the telephone.
The chairman lrwtrueted the petitioner to get back to his class Immediately. The
chairman recalled that he had spoken to the petitioner about leaving his class unattended
on at least one prior oeeasion.
The hll(h school prlnclplll also testified.

He had made or caused to be made

several observations of the petitioner. This wu an unusual number for a tenured person,
but because of problems in the prior year, the princlplll had scheduled more. The
prlnclplll'l ttstlmony wu consonant with that or the vlee princlplll and department
chairman. He reeeived copies of each of the vice princlplll's observations shortly after
-1-
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each conference between the vice principal and petitioner. All checklist a.reas in the first
three observations were satisfactory. The narrative portions, however, raised serious
questiOM. i\s the year progressed, the observations became less positive and other
documentation built up concerning the petitioner's performance.

:
POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES
The petitioner asserts that the Board's withholding of his salary increment for
the 1986-87 school year was in violation of ~· 18A:29-14, and must therefore be
decla.red null and void. The review of the Commissioner and, therefore, of this tribunal, is
controlled by Kopera v. West Orange Bd. of Ed., 60 .!:!d· Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960). The
only question open tor review is whether the Boa.rd had a reasonable basis for its factual
conclusion. This tribunal must determine (1) whether the underlying facts a.re as those
who made the evaluations claim, and {2) whether it was unreasonable for them to conclude
as they did upon those facts. The petitioner urges that numerous education and Appellate
Division decisions require that there be a speciCic Identification of a teaching staff
member's inefClcleneies and/or deficiencies with regard to the performance of designated
professional duties which are based upon clearly identifiable standard'~ and norms adopted
by the local board of education. Further, the local boa.rd of education must establish that
there were comprehensive ertorts over a substantial period of time to help the employee
achieve the clea.rly identified standards and norms. What is more, the local boa.rd of
education mtBt establish that the affeeted teaching staff member had been placed on
notice that there were a sufficient number of perceived inefCicieneies so as to warrant
the withholding. In order for an increment to be withheld and the withholding to be
sustained on review, it mtBt not come as a surprise to the teaching staff member.
A long line of Commissioner of Education deelsions, Including among others
Gollub v. Englewood Bd. of Ed., 1980 ~· 1354, makes clear that the purpose behind an
evaluation procedure is to ensure that 11 teacher receives adequate notiee of any
unsatisfactory performance and notice or ways of improving future performance
suffielently fa.r in advance of economic sl!.n~tions.
The petitioner urges that the Board has not been consistent In its use of the term

"satisfactory." The petitioner'S first three observation reports indicate he clearly was
-8-
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satisfactory. Any problem with his performance, bued on prior years• eYllluetions, had
been remedied. The only memorandum given to the petitioner during the rtrst six months
of the 1985-86 school year that eritlcized his work performance failed to set forth any
specific facts to support the general observations that his supervision end lesson plan
preparation were less than adequate.
During testimony, there were several allusions to stories administrators heard
from pupils concerning the petitioner. However, the Commissioner has not yet permitted
a local board of education to withhold employment and adjustment increments based on
undocumented stories from school children.
The petitioner submits that he effectively had no notice, untfi literally days
before the Board action, that his increments would be withheld or that his teaching
performance Willi viewed by administrators to be so deficient as to warrant withholding.
The Board's decision to withhold the petitioner's Increment for the 1986-87

school year can only be Interpreted, consistent with prior ease precedent, as a decision to
withhold his employment Increment only and the Board must restore, retroactive to the
start of the 1986-87 school year, his adjustment lnerement and longevity Increment. In
Ormosi v. Kinpood Township Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2726-97 (May 29, 1980),
aft'd, .Comm•r of Ed. (July 15, 1980), the administrative law judge and the Commissioner
found that the Board acted properly on the principal's recommendation to withhold
Orm01i's saJary lnerement. Absent any board action to deny the adjustment Increment,
however, the board was directed to pay petitioner that amount. The petitioner maintains
that exhlblts P-15, P-19, P-20 and P-21 reveal that the Board acted to withhold his
Increment. No reference wa made to inerements nor was there any reference made to
the withholding of an salary Increases. There wa no reference to the withholding of his
adjustment lnerement and/or longevity inerement, which were both actually withheld for
the 1986-87 school year In addition to the employment Increment.
The petitioner lll"geS that In light or the compelling precedent, the Board acted
Dleplly and In violation of Its own resolutions when It went beyond withholding the salary
increment.
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Exhibit P-3 indicates that the Board, when it acted to withhold the petitioner's
increment Cor the 1985-88 sehool year, still acted to pay him his longevity Increment for
that year. Certainly, absent any specific Board resolution to withhold his longevity
increment for the 1988-87 school year, It Is clear that there was never an intent to
adversely affect the petitioner's receipt of his longevity increment, at the very least, for
the 1986-87 school year.
The Board argues that the petitioner failed to sustain his burden of proving that
the Board acted unreasonably to withhold his salary increment and adjustment increment
Cor the 1988-87 school year. A proper assessment of the reasonableness of the Board's
actions shows clear documentation of the number and nature of the petitioner's
deficiencies (P-1 through P-14).
The petitioner does not deny that student record cards placed in his custody were
lost. Rather, he claims that he was not responsible for their loss because of poor security

in the phyiscal education department otrlce. He testified to the number or pupils and
staff who had unimpeded access to the orrlce area. Whether the cards were lost or stolen
is immaterial to the question of his responsibility, however. In any ease, the petitioner's
testimony that the cards were stolen does not constitute a verified fact, but rather, the
wishful offering of an alternative explanation. The petitioner's testimony about his
supervision of pupils on February 24, 27 and '\larch 20 misses the point. It is a routine
duty of any physical education teacher to manage the rotation
pupils and to supervise

or

non-participants in a manner designed to maximize their involvement in the activity and
their good order when not participating. The petitioner knows this. Indeed, he is
commended for performing thl.s very task properly in the December 12, 1985 observation
report (P-4).
Furthermore, he Is specifically admonished in the January 8, 1988
observation (P-5) tor faiUng to involve and monitor the nonparticipating pupils.
As to leaving an aerobles class unsupervised on February 27, the petitioner

claims he should not be criticized for this because he had no choice. He claims it was
necessary for him to go to his office to obtain additional videotapes for use in the aerobic
exercises. The petitioner testified extensively that the ta~ were not provided to him by
the school but were, rather, prepared by him, voluntarily, to broaden the scope of
Instruction. This is laudable. However, all he had to do was bring the tapes with him to
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the Instructional area at the beclnnlng of the clUI. He eharaeterlzes as a necessity that
whleh was a matter of his poor planning and poor ehoice.
The petitioner makes much of the fact that the number of instances of
unsatisfactory performance on his obHrvatlons are smlll compared to the vast number of
satisfactory ratlnp he received durlnc the school year.
This elaim, however,
misconstrues both the nature of the evaluative procea and the limits the Commi!l!lioner
may place on a local board's diseretlonary action. In Frledelbaum v. ManalapanEncllshtown Restonal School District, OAL DKT. EDU 4417-83 (June 12, 1984), aff'd
Comm'r of Ed. (July 26, 1984), the opinion states:
The evaluation proeess is not a numbers game; even If there are
only a few areas of the Petitioner's performance whieh are
deemed to be either unsatlsfaeatory or needing Improvement,
they may be viewed by superviiOI'I to be so serious and
slgnlfleant to the teaching prooess that they themselves may
justify an lnerement denial even If overlll the other areas of
the teacher's performance are either good or excellent.
The petitioner faUed to sustain his burden of proving that the facts underlying
his unfavorable performance evaluation were not true. The petitioner contends that, in at
least four instanees, the factual llleptlons of unsatlsfaetory work performance were
untrue. However, this Is an lnerement withholding cue, not a tenure cue. Consequently,
under Kopera, above, It Is the petitioner who bears the burden of proving that the
allegations documented are falSe.

In the documents dellerlbed above, and In testimony, administrators stated that
they believed the petitioner left pupils unsupervised to play nag football for part of a
period. The petitioner offered no rebuttal beyond his bare denial. He offered no
corroborative wltn..... to support his elalm. He offered no explanation as to why
students would make falSe reports of this type aplnat him.
The petitioner did not dispute the principal's testimony that Ill teaching staff
members, Including the petitioner, were pven written notlfleatlon of the date on which
1.-on plana were to be submitted. The petitioner does not dispute the department
ehalrman's testimony that on the scheduled date ha asked the petitioner for his lesson
plans and did not receive them. He clalms only that he did not have them with him and
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submitted them a couple of days later. 'Mie department chairman testified that he
concluded that the petitioner had hurriecly prepared the lesson plans after they had been
requested becat.ae both the handwriting and the contents of the plans when received
indicated they had been prepared hurriecly.
Both the principal and chairman testified that the petitioner had to be removed
from duty assignments in the library and the guidance office due to complaints from the
respective statts. 'M1e petitioner admits that he was reassigned but denies that there
were any problems in either the Ubiary or the guidance office. He further denies that
anyone told him that his work In either of those duty assignments was inadequate. His
testimony simply is not credible. On cross-examination, the petitioner proved sufficiently
familiar with the substance of the complaints to characterize them as unfounded and
based on a personality confilct with the librarian. This testimony is plainly Inconsistent
with his claim that he was unaware of the complaints.
The petitioner denies the allegation set forth in the March 10, 1986 memorandum

(P..ll) that pupils in his second period class on March 6 were permitted to leave the gym
area and go to the storage room area unsupervised where they damaged the storage room
door. The Board concedes that, In this single Instance, there is neither documentary
evidence nor testimony in direct contradiction of the petitioner's denial. However, the
department chairman testified that he had oecasion to inspect the storage room
immediately prior to the petitioner's class on thet d&te and immediately after the
petitioner's class. Because the door was undamaged on first inspection and damaged on
the second, he concluded that the students from the petitioner's class were responsible.
He conceded that hia conclusion was, in part, based on his prior experience of the
petitioner allowlnr pupils to go to the storage area without supervision. Here again,
however, the petitioner's testimony Sllfi'8Sts that the fault lies with others.
The Board full>: satisfied its duty to give the petitioner sufficient notice. of
deficiencies. The petitioner contends that the tirst three observation reports provided to
him In the 1985-86 school year were so completely favorable es to lull him into a false
sense of security by causinr him to believe that his performance was satisfactory to his
superiors. This can be supported only upon a willful misreading of the documents. The
petitioner's Interpretation can be supported only if one accepts his erroneous insistence
that the checklist section of the observation report Is intended or understood to refer to
-12-
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anything other than the specifle elua which was the subjeet of the formll observation; an
insistence, unsupported by any authority, that only observation reports, and only the
cheeklist portion of the observation reports, may be eonsidered evidence of notlee of
unsatisfactory performance, and a refusll to reeognlze that, llthough the petitioner was
cited with 13 separate incidents of unsatlsfaC!tory behavior, several of the latter incidents
are a repetition of un~atlsfaetory C!onduC!t of a type precisely Identified and criticized
earlier. The testimony of the administrators Is elear and consistent. Nevertheless, the
petitioner contends, on the basis of the first three observation reports he received in the
1985-86 school year, he was led to believe that his work was satisfactory. This requires
that the princlpal'll memorandum to the petitioner of November 15, 1985 (P-2) be
completely dlsreprded. "''lls etalm llso requires that the scope and purpose of the
observation reports be construed In a manner lnoonslstent with the expressed terms of the
reports and Inconsistent with the tonr-establlshed practice of the district. Examination ot
the reports makes manifest that the administrators did not so view them. The prinelplll
stated he made reference to the events occurring outside of the cluaroom observation In
both the Recommendation Section and the Evlluatlon to Date Section of the form while
the vice principal stated he made reference to events outside or the observed elUI!I only in
the Evlluatlon to Date Seetlon.
The Board fully satisfied Its obligation to assist the petitioner to remedy his
deficiencies. The language used In the four observation reports, above, as wen as the five
memorandums of admonition or reprimand, Is entirely C!lear. The specific faetull basis
for the Judpent or deficiency Is set forth. The deflcieneles In the petitioner's work do
not Involve pertielllarly subtle or complex aspeats of teaching. Rather, they involve baste
and simple teacher respoMiblliUes sueh as knowing where the students In one's eJass are
and what they ere doing, stayt111 with the elua during the instruetlonll period, not
allowing students to 10 unsupervised Into the equipment area, keeping traek of equipment
used during the elua and uaurlng It!~ ~~.~re return, aC!Oeptlng responatblllty for the
submilllon of leiiOil plans in a Umely fashion, accepting responliblllty for student ree!ords
plaC!ed In one's Cllltody, and the like. The employer's duty to provide Ul!llstance In
remediation does not and cannot be oonstrued as relieving the teaching staff member of
Ill responsibility to perform In a setlsfaetory manner.
The Board's resolution of April 14, 1988, was sufficient to withhold the

petitioner's salary adjustment and lnerement adjustment for the 191111-81 school year. The
-13-
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petitioner eontend!J that exhibits P-15, P-19, P-20 and P-21 demonstrate that the
resolution adopted by the Board on Aprll14, 1986 (P-20) made reference only to his salary
Increment. The petitioner argues that failure of the resolution to make express reference
to the salary adjustment requires the conclusion, as a matter of law, that the Board could
not have acted to withhold that adjustment pursuant to~· 18A:29-14.
At the outset of hearing, these documents, along with a number of others, were
offered into evidence by the petitioner and stipulated by the Board. They were accepted
by both parties and the administrative law judge as accurate copies or the minutes of the
relevant Board meetings.
However, during the course of the testimony of the
superintendent, It became clear that an error had occurred. The superintendent noted
that the documents in question were not, in fact, the actual minutes of the April 14
meeting but, rather, the agenda for the Aprill4 meeting.
The superintendent stated that the reference in the agenda was to an increment
withholding without mention of salary adjustment. However, the superintendent testified
that it was his recollection that the resolution actually adopted by the Board and spread
upon the minutes made express reference to both salary and adjustment. Because this
testimony was neither contradicted nor rebutted, the testimony of the superintendent to
the effect that the resolution referred to both salary and adjustment increments must be
accepted.

DISCUSSION AND DETERMINA'nON
The petitioner's testimony that he had no Idea prior to April 17, 1986, that his
Increments were In jeopardY is not credible. He knew when he began the 1985-86 school
year that the administration was not happy with his performance in the prior year. His
professional improvemen~ plan (R-6), signed by the petitioner, acknowledges certain
deficiencies and promises to work on them. The petitioner also acknowledged meetings
following each of his observations and that at each meeting recommendations were made
for improvement. Even where no negative entries are made on the checklist portion of
the observation, suggestions appear In the narrative. These suggestions highilght areas in
need or improvement.
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:

Concerning the Deeember 12, 1985 observation (P-4), the petitioner stated that
the observation report lndioated a problem eonoernlng nonteaching duties. He believed
the principal was eoneerned with his ability to perform a duty, not that there wu a duty
assignment open. Ttlls did not surprise the petitioner. Yet, he earlier, on direct
examination, stated that his September through February evaluations were all good.
His explanation of pupils who were eating during a period or Instruction wu, "I
was not concerned with those who didn't want to learn." While aeknowledging his duty to
keep pupils from eating or drinking during an Instructional period, he thought It was more
his duty to deal with those who wanted to learn then to get into an argument with those
who were eating.
The petitioner acknowledged that there were some erltielsms of his work. He
acknowledged that he had been told prior to Maret! 3, 1988, not to allow pupils to go to
the equipment room alone. The matter came up In a department meeting. Nevertheless,
he believes he was "close enough" so that when he permitted pupils to go Into the storage
room alone they were, in reality, supervised.
The petitioner acknowledged that during the February 27, 1986 aerobics class (P..

8) he did leave for "a minute or two" to get another tape. He also acknowledged he did
not have aU the tapes he planned to use with him at the beginning of the period.
More compelling then the petitioner's admissions, however, was the testimony of
the usistant principal. His testimony showed that he clearly looked at aU positives and
negatives In the petitioner's performance and exerclsed discretion u to what went into
the petitioner's evaluations. He could easily have dealt more harshly with the petitioner.
However, he decided to handle some things orallY; that Is, not eommlt them to writing.
Hls testimony wu not only credible, his comportment and bearing were that of a credible
witness.
PDm that the petitioner had specific and timely ldentffleatlon of his
lnefflcleneies or deflelencles. As the petitioner eorreetly notes, GoUub, above, and
related declsl0111 point out that the purpose behind an evaluation procedure ls to ensure
that a teacher receives adequate notice of any unsatisfactory performance and ways or
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improving future performance sufficiently far In advance of any economic sanctions
agajnst hlm.
The eases cited by the petitioner in which criteria utilized by observers, within
the laetual context presented, were found to be arbitrary !lfld unreasonable, are
distinguishable. In that context, a superintendent had not informed teachers that persons
with five designations of "needs improvement" from among the 28 possible responses in
their summary evaluations would not receive annual salary Increments. The present
metter is quite different. There is no question here of simply counting up negative or
positive responses. Importantly, it is the quality and not the quantity of the comments
made on observations here that are compelling.
I also PIND unsubstantiated the allegation that supervisors manufactured
incidents In order to support a decision to withhold the petltionel"' Increments. The
overwhelming weight of the credible evidence simply belles the allegation.
The petitioner's complaint that "stories" from school children to administrators
were relied upon Is cognizable only In part. Were the administrators to base any decision
concerning wlthholdlngs on purely undocumented stories related by pupils, that woUld be
offensive to a basic sense of fairness. Here, however, the principal merely factored In
these reports, which he deemed reliable, In his overall consideration of the petitioner's
performance for the 1985-86 school year. It cannot be sald upon this record that the
reports of pupils were a controUing or even a significant factor In the overall
determination to invoke~· 18A:2&-14.
I PIMD that the administrators did not merely point out deficiencies In the
petitioner's performance. They also made concrete sunesttons, orally and In writing, as
to what needed to be done in order for the petitioner to perform In a satisfactory manner.
The petitioner Is a teacher of long experience. He is paid - a payment computed In part
based on his years of experience - to perform the duties of physical education teacher.
His testimony in this cue illustrates that the basis of his problems Is a failure to accept
responsibility tor his own actions. There is no legal or lOflcal way in which that failure
can somehow be interpreted as Imposing upon the Board some greater responsibility than
previously Imposed by statute and cue law decisions.
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I PIND unconvincing the superintendent's testimony that the doeument submitted
u minutes of the April 14, 1986 regular Board of Edueatlon meeting is not what it
proports to be. It, u the testimony indleates, this Is an agenda rather than actual

minutes, the Board eoUld have produeed the minutes. The Board did not. This doeument
says, In Attaehment N, that Joseph Rosanla is to reeeive no !nerement and is to be paid
$30,300 for the 1988-8'1 sehool year. As the petitioner points out, this does not spell out
whether an employment lnerement or an adjustment or both are to be withheld. liowever,
the fact that the petitioner's salary Is clearly identified as being $30,300 for the ensuing
year makes it obvious that the Intent was to withhold all inerements. Had the Board
intended to withhold only the salary inerement, the $30,300 rigure woUld have been
different.
Obviously, the Board's Intention eoUld have been stated with greater clarity and
specificity. Nevertheless, the clear statement of what the petitioner's salary wu
Intended to be for 1988-8'1 shows the Board's Intent In the matter. Absent the inclusion of
that figure, the finding here might well be the same as In Ormosl, above. The eases are
factually different, however, and so are the resUlts.
In summary, I PIND and CONCLUDE that the petitioner hu failed to show by a
preponderance of the oredlble evidence In the reeord that the decision of the Middlesex
Borough Board of Edueatlon to withhold his salary, adjustment and longevity lnerements
for the 1988-8'1 school year Is lllepl, arbitrary or In eontraventlon of~· 18:29-14.
Aeeordlngly, the petition of appeal is DISM1I!ISED. n Is so ORDERED.
This recommended deel!llon may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMIIISSIOMBll OP THB DEPAR'l'IIENT OP EDUCATION. SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law ill empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, If SaUl
Cooperman does not so aet In forty-five f.l5) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise
extended, this recommended deelsion shall beeome a tina! decision In accordance with
~·

52:148-10.
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I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN tor consideration.
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JOSEPH ROSANIA,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

V.

DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF MIDDLESEX, MIDDLESEX COUNTY.•
RESPONDENT.
The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Petitioner filed exceptions
within the time prescribed by N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4. The Board's reply
exceptions were also timely pursuant to the above regulations.
Petitioner posits five exceptions which are su111111arized in
pertinent part below.
EXCEPTION ONE
THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ERRED IN CONCLUDING
THAT THE ORMOSI COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION EXTENSIVELY CITED BY PETITIONER WAS
INAPPLICABLE IN THE INSTANT HATTER
Citing Otto L. Ormosi v. Bd. of Ed. of the Township of
Kingwood, Hunterdon County, decided by the Co111111issioner July 15,
1980, petitioner contends that the Board herein could not, pursuant
to the prescriptions of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-l4, withhold his employment
increment, adjustment increment and longevity increment for the
1986-87 school year "when the Board minutes supplied to the
Petitioner and introduced into evidence made reference to the action
of withholding Hr. Rosania's increment only." (Exceptions, at p. 2)
Petitioner avers Ormosi held that
when the local board of education in Kingwood
voted to withhold Petitioner Ormosi • s "increment"
for the [1979-80] school year the Board of Education could not, pursuant to the prescriptions of
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14, also withhold Petitioner
Ormosl'B adjustment increment, absent specific
reference to the adjustment increment within the
applicable board minutes and operative board
resolutions. (emphasis in text)
(Exceptions, at pp. 1-2)
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Petitioner contends that in a letter dated April 17, 1986
(P-21) the Superintendent of Schools advised him "that the Middlesex
Board of Education 1 at its regular meeting of April 14, 1986 voted
to withhold your increment for the 1986-87 school year. '" <emphasis
in text)(Exceptions, at p. 2) Petitioner claims that the AW "while
not disputing the continued viability of the Ormosi decision,
concluded that one reference in one Board afenda toa figure of
$30,300 clearly indicated the Board of Educat 10n' s intent to freeze
Joseph Rosania' s employment, adjustment and longevity increments."
(Exceptions, at pp. 2-3) Petitioner contends strongly that
the Board of Education was bound by the specific
language employed in its resolution regarding the
actual withholding of Joseph Rosania's increment,
which mandates the conclusion that given the
Board of Education's reference to no increment,
the Board of Education may only be permitted to
withhold Joseph Rosania's employment increment
for the 1986-87 school year. (Exceptions, at p. 3)
EXCEPTION TWO
THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE CLEARLY ERRED IN
PERMITTING THE MIDDLESEX BOARD OF EDUCATION TO
WITHHOLD JOSEP!l ROSANIA 1 S LONGEVITY INCREMENT FOR
THE 1986-87 SCHOOL YEAR
In the alternative, petitioner argues that Exhibit P-3
indicated that the Board of Education, when it acted in the past to
withhold Joseph Rosania 1 s increment for the 1985-86 school year,
still acted to pay him his $760 longevity increment for that year,
"which was specifically added to his $30.300 base salary."
(Exceptions, at p. 3) Petitioner avers:
At the very least, the Commissioner of Education
should conclude that there was no basis for the
Board
of
Education's
decision
to
withhold
Joseph Rosania •a $760 longevity increment unless
the longevity increment was specifically referred
to
in the
appropriate
Board
of Education
resolution.
Certainly,
clearly
absent
any
specific
Board
resolution
to
withhold
Joseph Rosania' a longevity increment for
the
1986-87 school year, it would appear axiomatic
that there was never any intention on the part of
the Board to adversely affect the continued
receipt of Rosania's longevity increment, for the
1986-87 school year. (emphasis in text)
(Exceptions, at p. 3)
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EXCEPTION TDEE
TBE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE FAILED TO COMPLY
WITH THOSE PRESCRIPTIONS OF N.J.A.C. 1:1-16.3
(INITIAL DECISION) WHICH REQUIRE ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW JUDGES TO (1) ANALYZE TBE FACTS ADDUCED AT
TBE BEARING IN RELATION TO TBE APPLICABLE LAW AND
COVERING ALL ISSUES OF FACT AND LAW RAISED IN THE
PLEADINGS; (2) DELINEATE FINDINGS OF FACT WITH
REGARD TO DISPUTED FACTUAL ISSUES;
AND (3)
SPECIFY CONCLUSIONS OF LAW BASED UPON THE
FINDINGS OF FACT

Petitioner claims
the Judge in the instant matter simply failed to
analyze the factual issues presented to the Court
on behalf of the Petitioner, totally ignored any
discussion of critically important factual and
legal averments of Petitioner, and relied almost
exclusively on the use of conclusionary language
in his decision, in contrast to delineating
specific findings of fact.
(Exceptions, at p. 4)
Petitioner relies on his post-hearing brief and his reply brief in
support of his position. Both documents are incorporated herein by
reference. Further, petitioner suggests that recent Commissioner of
Education, State Board of Education and Appellate Division
decisions, in particular, In the Matter of the Tenure Bear;~
Patrick Caporaso, School Dutuct of the Townsh1p of Bellev11le,
Essex County, dedded by the Commissioner October 15, 1985, aff'd
State Board May 7, 1986, rev'd New Jersey Superior Court, Appellate
Division, March 19, 1987, decision on remand July 17, 1987,
"establishes that the following conditions must be met by a Board of
Education in order to fulfill the Kopera standards briefly noted by
the Administrative Law Judge in an early section of his Initial
Decision:

1.

There must be a specific identification of a
teaching
staff
member's
inefficiencies
and/or deficiencies with regard to the
performance
of
designated
professional
duties
which
are
based
upon
clearly
identifiable standards and norms adopted by
a local board.
These standards must be
applied uniformly to all individuals in a
particular
teaching
category
or
classification.

2.

The local board of education must establish
that there were comprehensive efforts over a
substantial period of time to remediate
~erceived
inefficiencies based on clearly
1dentifiable standards and norms.

3
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3.

A local board of education must establish
that the affected teaching 1taff member had
been placed on notice that there were a
1ufficient number of perceived inefficiencies with regard to the performance of that
person's professional duties identified as
part of the evaluation process so as to
warrant the withholding of an increment
sufficiently prior to the invocation of this
second moat aevere sanction against · a
teaching staff member so as to permit the
remediation of any perceived problema.
(Cases have clearly established that [it] is
not enough to supply this notice through
advising an individual that a determination
had been made to withhold hi a or her
increment days before the official Board
action.)"
(b:ceptions, at pp. 4-5)

Petitioner avera the initial decision is "largely devoid of any
specific factual findings concerning any of the proffered reasons by
the Board for the withholding of the incrementa at issue."
(Exceptions, at p. 5)
EXCEPTION FOUR
THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE FAILED TO MAKE ANY
FACTUAL FINDINGS WITH REGARD TO WHETHER THE BOARD
OF EDUCATION HAD PROFFERED ANY FACTS TO SUPPORT
THE FOUR REASONS ENUNCIATED BY THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION FOR THE WITHHOLDING OF JOSEPH ROSANIA'S
INCREMENT FOR THE 1986-87 SCHOOL YEAR

Petitioner avera that the ALJ did not require the Board of Education
to introduce facta that were specifically related to the proffered
reasons for the withholding of Joseph Jtosania •e increment for the
1986-87 school year.
"Judge Campbell deferred, in general, to the
testimony of Board witnesses without analyzing the factual averments
of the petitioner that pointed out numerous inconsistencies in the
testimony of the Board •a witneaaea concerning specific events that
the Board referred to in support of ita increment withholding
decision." (b:ceptiona, at p. 6) Petitioner cites again to his
post-hearing submissions for support of his position.
EXCEPTION FIVE
THE
ADMINISTRATIVE
LAW
JUDGE
FAILED
TO
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE OBSERVATIONS PREPARED BY THE
REPRESENTATIVES
OF
THE
BOARD . OF
EDUCATION
INDICATED SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT IN PETITIONER'S
TEACHING PERFORMANCE DURING THE 1985-86 SCHOOL
YEAR
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Petitioner reiterate• hi1 po1ition that the three evaluations
conducted of hil perforunce from September 1, 1985 through
January 6, 1986 indicate that hia performance wa1 satisfactory,
accordin& to the aeventy-five separate chect-liated areas and,
further, that other positive evaluative comments were contained in
aaid evaluation•. Relyin& acain on hia post-hearing submissions,
petitioner avera that the Board administrators
heavily · relied on undocumented stories of
unidentified atudents to aupport recommendation• to withhold Joseph Rosania'a employment
adjustment and longevity incrementa for the
1986-87
school
year.
Contrary
to
the
conclusion• of Judge Campbell there was very
little evidence presented with regard to any
personal observation• of any of the Board
evaluators regard1ng the entire withholding of
increment procea• affecting Joseph Roaania.
(emphasis in text)(Exceptions, at p. 7)
Petitioner aubmita that the initial decision should be
reversed and that an order should be entered directing the Board to
restore petitioner's employment, adjustment and longevity incrementa
for the 1986-87 school year, retroactive to the f i rat day of the
1986-87 school year.
"Most certainly, at the very least, this
utter should be remanded to Judge Campbell in order for Judge
Campbell to comply with the aforementioned prescriptions of N.J.A.C.
1:1-16.3 [now 1:1-18.1 et !.!!l·l·" (Exceptions, at p. 7)
The Board's reply exceptiont rebut, point for point, those
arguments raiaed in petitioner's exceptions. Said reply exceptions
are summarized in pertinent part below.
Responding to petitioner•• contention that Ormosi, supra.
require• that petitioner'• incrementa be restored, the Board concurs
with the ALJ'I analysis of that case and finds the circumstances in
the inetant matter are eoneonant with Ormoai. It cites the initial
deeieion, ante, in support of itl politlon, and further states that
"the Reapondent •a apecification of a salary fisure in ita minutes
leaves no doubt as to itt intention to withhold all incrementa."
The Board further argue. that Gail Gallitano v. Board of Education
of the Town of Ridufield. Ber&enCounty;, dedaed by the
Commissioner May 23, 1983, atf•d State Board October 5, 1983:
While not precisely analogous to the instant
case, Galli tano is clear: the ambiguous intent
of the Board will control. In this ease, as
Judge Campbell recognized, there is no doubt a a
to the Board's intent to withhold each increment.
(emphasis in text)(Reply Exceptions, at p. 2)

(
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Responding to petitioner's assertion that the Board failed
to give statutory notice pursuant to N. .J.S.A. 18A:29-14 that his
increment was being withheld, the Board avers:
The statutory language does not provide for a
voiding of the right to withhold an increment for
failure to specifically identify it in the
notice. And. no reported decision has held that
a failure to identify the specific increments in
the notice in and of itself mandates that
result.
When combined with the "Notice to
Tenured Teachers" dated "April, 1986" (Ex. R-27)
advising respondent that his salary for the
coming year would be $30.300, the respondent was
clearly notified that each of his increments had
been withheld.***
(Reply Exceptions, at pp. 2-3)
The Board submits that the ALJ was correct in his holding that
petitioner received notice "adequate to sustain the withholding of
his adjustment and/or longevity increments in addition to his
employment increment. To hold otherwise would be to exalt form over
substance in a manner contrary to law and common sense."
(Reply
Exceptions, at p. 3)
In response to petitioner's argument made in Exception Two
that, in the alternative, his longevity increment should be restored
because when the Board withheld his increment in 1985-86, it did not
withhold the longevity increment, the Board contends this argument
is without merit.
As Judge Campbell correctly found, the Board's
specification
of
the Petitioner's
1986-1987
salary in the context of acting to withhold his
"increment" clearly evinces the Board's intent to
include the longevity increment in its action.
The Petitioner in effect argues that the actions
of a prior Board can somehow estop a successor
Board, under different circumstances, despite the
successor Board • s unmistakable, expressed intent
to the contrary.
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 3)
In response to petitioner's Exceptions Three, Four and
Five, the Board concurs with the ALJ's analysis and review of the
facts, citing pages 8-16 of the initial decision for its position
that the ALJ carefully laid out the facts and arguments presented by
both sides, and for the proposition that petitioner failed to
sustain his burden, as found by the ALJ, based on his credibility
determinations.
The Board states in reply exceptions in pertinent
part,
"[That]
Judge
Campbell's
determination[s]
concerning
credibility were carefully considered is evinced by the fact that he
rejected the testimony of the Superintendent of Schools concerning
the minutes of the Board meeting in which the withholding action was
taken (Initial Decision, Pg. 17)." (Reply Exceptions, at p. 4)
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The Board counters petitioner • s contention that he was not
provided adequate time in which to remediate alleged deficiencies by
stating:
[T]here is no requirement in an increment
withholding
case
that
the
Administration
undertake efforts to remediate deficiencies.
This obligation, while present in the far more
severe case of tenure charges, Rowley v. Bd. of
Ed. of K&nd~an-En&lishtown, 205 NJ Super. 65
(App. Div. 19 5), bas ~ been extended to
cover increment wi thholdings. Thus, even if the
Commissioner were to disagree with. the ALJ's
amply-supported conclusion that the petitioner
was afforded remedial assistance, it would not
affect the conclusion. (emphasis in text)
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 5)
The Board claims that petitioner • s argument concerning the
contention that he was provided no opportunity to remediate any
alleged deficiencies is without merit.
Further, in response to petitioner • s allegation that the
ALJ erred by failing to make factual findings as to whether the
Board' 1 proffered reasons for the increment withholding were
supported, the Board posits the following review of the ALJ's
fact-finding which supports each of the proffered reasons:
The April 17, 1986 letter from the Superintendent
to Petitioner {Ex. P-21) notifying him of the
decision to withhold his increment delineated
four separate areas of deficiency. which will be
treated serially below:
(1)

Failure to meet the requirements of
established practices, procedures and
policies:
Judge
Campbell
found
credible the testimony presented by the
Board that on two separate occasions
the
Petitioner
left
his
classes
unattended,
that
he
inadequately
supervised students in his charge, and
that the Petitioner's performance of
non-teaching duties was so deficient
that he was relieved of such duties.

(2)

Failure to maintain records and reports
that are neat, accurate, and completed
on time: Judge Campbell found credible
the testimony vresented by the Board
that the Petit1oner had lost student
record cards entrusted to him, and
failed to submit his lesson plans when
they were due.

l
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(3&4) Failure

to stimulate student interest
and
enthusiasm
and
failure
to
demonstrate
appropriate
teaching
skills:
Judge Campbell noted that
testimony was taken concerning the
Petitioner's
failure
to
adequately
manage the rotation of pupils 1n and
out
of
activities,
to
supervise
non-participants
in
an
appropriate
manner in order to mu:imize their
involvement in the activity and ensure
their
good
order.
Again,
Judge
Campbell found the Board • s version of
these events to be the credible one.
Moreover, Judge Campbell found that the
Petitioner had in fact permitted a
student to eat and drink in class.
(Reply Exceptions, at pp. 6-7)

In reply to Exception Five, wherein petitioner contends
that the AW "erred by failing to •acknowledge' that the
Petitioner's observations indicated 'substantial improvement'***"
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 7, quoting Exceptions. at p. 6), the Board
counters petitioner's reliance upon the satisfactory checklist marks
contained in his first three observation reports for the year in
question as lulling him into a false sense of security, by
suggesting that the narrative sections of said observation reports
were critical of his performance.
Relyinf on Friedelbaum v.
Manalapan-En&lishtown Regional School Distr1ct, decided by the
Commisaioner July 26, 1984, and the initial decision herein, the
Board avera that
there is simply no way that a reasonable person
could believe, based upon the entirety of the
Observation
Reports,
that
his
superiors
considered bit performance satisfactory early on
in the 1985-86 school year.
(Reply Exception•, at p. 8)
In addition, the Board claims the memorandum of November 15, 1985
from Principal
Diskin to petitioner
(P-2)
which concerned
petitioner' a leaving a clan room unsupervised and his failure to
submit
lesson
plana
is
further
evidence
of
the
Board's
dissatisfaction with petitioner's performance during the early part
of the 1985-86 school year.
Further, the Board submitl that "most significantly, Judge
C411lpbell noted that the criticisms which the petitioner received
went far beyond the confines of the Observation Reports." (Reply
Exceptions, at p. 9) It cites the initial decision, ante. wherein
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the ALJ credited the Assistant Principal's te1timony a1 mote
compelling than petitioner•• admissions, and that the assistant
principal
decided to handle some things orally; that il,
not commit them to writing. Bil testimony was
not only credible, his comport11ent and bearing
were that of a credible witness.
(Initial Decision, ante)
The Board dismisses as being without merit petitioner's
contention that the administration relied on stories from students
in uki~ its determination. I t d tes ALJ Campbell • a language in
the init1al decision as removing "any possible objection to the fact
that Respondent's action took into account reports from pupils. As
Judge Campbell noted, *** •It cannot be said upon this record that
the reports of pupils were a controlling or even a significant
factor in the overall determination ... (Initial Decision, p. 16) '"
(Reply EEceptions, at p. 9)
In summary, the Board succesta that
the evidence overwhelmingly established that the
petitioner,
despite
clear
notice
of
his
supervisor's disatisfaction (sic) and their
assistance to improve, was consistently deficient
in his performance of the most fundamental
responsibilities of a teacher. As Judge Campbell
recognized, the petitioner's ar,uments do not
obscure the fact that the petitioner failed to
sustain his burden of demonstrating that the
Board lacked a reasonable basis for
its
conclusion***
(Reply Exceptions, at pp. 9-10)
The Board submitl that the Comaissioner should affirm and adopt in
its entirety the initial decision in this matter.
Upon hit careful and independent review of the record,
which, it i8 noted, does not include transcripts of the hearing
below, the Commissioner must remand the recommended decision of the
ALJ for the following reasons.
Initially, the Commislioner finds that document labeled
P-20 does not represent the minutes of the regular Board of
Education meetinc held on April 14, 1986. Rather, he finds that
said document represents the agenda for said meeting.
While the Commi11ioner agrees with the ALJ that P-15, P-19
and P-20 labeled respectively "Personnel Co•ittee Meeting, April l,
1986, A&enda", "Board of Education A&enda Meeting, April 9, 1986"
and
"Regular
Board
of
Education Meeting"
all
reiresent
manifestations of the Board's intent concerning what petit1oner 's
compensation for the 1986-87 school year would be, he disagrees with
the ALJ' s aese1111ent that any one of these documents is the actual
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Board minutes which would represent proof that the Board actually
adopted, by formal resolution in the same fora as su&&ested by the
aforesaid exhibits, the agenda items as listed therein. Neither
does the Commissioner find in the record before him, an e2planation
as to why the Board failed to produce the official Board minutes for
the April 14, 1986 regular Board of Education meeting.
Consequently, the Commissioner must remand the matter for
further findings of fact as to the precise language of the
resolution adopted by the Board establishing petitioner's salary for
the 1986-87 school year.
Without such determination,
the
Commissioner cannot render a determination as to the intent of the
Board relative to whether petitioner was to be denied the
employment, adjustment or longevity increments, or any combination
thereof, in question herein.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
August 20, 1987
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IM1'l1AL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8266-86
AGENCY DKT. NO. 358-10/86

KATHY PARTUS,

Petitioner,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
TOWNSHIP OP BELLEVILLE, &'!JSBX COUIITY•

Respondent.

Sanford R. Oxleld, Esq., for petitioner
(Oxfeld, Cohen & Blunda, attorneys)
NatflanJa 0. 81~ Esq., for respondent Board
(Scbwartz, Pisano, Simon & Edelstein, attorneys)

Decided: July 10, 1987

Record Closed: June 1, 1987
BEFORE JAMBS A. OSPEJ!fSON, AU:

Kathy Partus, a tenured teaching staff member employed u math teacher K-12
by the Board of Education of the TowMhlp of Belleville, Essex County, having used up all
accumulated sick days In early 1988, wu granted an unpaid leave of absence by the Board
from April 29, 1986 until June 30, 1988, during whleh time she wu disabled and underwent
surpry. 'lbereafter, at her fequest, the l'loard further extended the unpaid leave of
absence for two monthi In the 1986-87 school year from September 1, 1986 through
)

~w ltntty

Is An F.q1111l Opporrun/ty Employttr
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October 31, 1986. Upon her return to employment on November 5, 1986, she wu granted
twenty days sick leave (by N.J.S.A. 18A:311-2 and by contract) by the Board tor 1986-87.
In a petition of appeal riled with the Commissioner of the Department of Education, she
alleged she wu entitled to that sick leave u of September 1, 1986, even though she was
then and thereafter for sixty days on unpaid leave or absence. The Board denied her claim
for judgment directing grant and application or such siek leave entitlement during the
leave period.
The petition of appeal was filed In the In the Bureau of Controversies and
Disputes of the Department of Education on October 27, 1986. The Board's answer was
filed there on November 26, 1986. Accordingly, the Commissioner transmitted the matter
to the Office of Administrative Law on December 3, 1986 for hearing and determination
u a contested ease In aeeordanee with~ 52:14F-1 !.! !!9·
On notice to the parties a prehearlng conference wu conducted on January 15,
1987 and an order entered establishing hearing date of April 3, 1987. In the Interim, the
parties were directed to confer for the purpose of fashioning stipulations of all relevant
and material propositions of fact, together with documentation liS necessary, which were
to be filed In the cause no later than ten days before hearing. Thereafter, the matters at
issue were to be addressed and resolved liS it on eroa-motlona for summary deeislon in
accordance with N.J.A.C. 1:1-13.1 !.! !!9·• on pleadings, admissions, stipulations,
documentation and memoranda of taw. At Issue in the matter WIIS the following:

Did twenty days sick leave for 1986-87 (ten days by N.J.S.A.
18A:311-2 and ten days by negotiated agreement) aeerueili"'Ol
September 1, 1986 or November 1, 1986, date of expiration of
petitioner's extended leave of absence?
Such stipulations thereafter having been filed and time for posthearing
submissions having elapsed, the reeord closed.

-2-
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ADIDBSIOMS. STIPULATIONS AND FINDINGS OF FACT

Ttle parties having so admitted and/or stipulated, I make the following findings

of raet:
1.

Petitioner Kathy Partus, a tenured mathematics teaeher, K-12, has been
employed by the Belleville Board of Education sinee September 1, 1972.

2.

Between September 1, 1972 and January 3, 1988, Partus used all of her 150
aceumulated slek days. (Exhibits 1, 2, 3).

3.

On September 5, 1985, Partus submitted a note from her physieian, Dr.

Mlehael P. Wujiaek, diagnosing her appUeatlon as "renex sympothle [slel
dystrophy" and indleating that her expected date of return to work was
"undetermined." (Exhibit 8).
4.

Between September 1, 1985 and January 6, 1986, Partus failed to report to
work on aeeount of Illness a total of 75.5 days. (Exhibit 3).

5.

On Deeember 17, 1985, Partus was informed that her M!!QUest for additional
stele days had been dented, and that the Board wished her to be examined by
Its physlelan, Dr. Robert Lorello. (Exhibit 4).

8.

An appointment with Dr. Lorello was seheduled for Partus for January 7,

1988. (Exhibit 5).

7.

On January 15, 1988, the Board reeelved a letter from Howard L. Rosner,

M.D., lndieating that Partus should be able to return to work "within 2 to 3
weeks provided she Is able to eontlnue eomlng In for her Injections and
physleal therapy." (Exhibit 7.)
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8.

On January 22, 1986, the Board's physician Issued his report on Partus'
condition. Based on the Information then available to him, Dr. Lorello
concluded that Partus "could return to light work, such as teaching."
(Exhibit 8, p. 2).

9.

10.

During the month of January 1986, Partus was absent due to her physical
condition a total of 21 days, 18 of which were uneompensated. (Exhibit 3).
Partus returned to her teaching post February 7, 1986 (exhibit 3; see
exhibit 9) and continued to perform her duties, with sporadic absences, six,
through May 15, 1988 (exhibit 3), at which time she informed the high
school principal, via telephone, that she would be undergoing surgery on
May 19, 1988, at Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New York City.
(Exhibit 10).

11.

Following surgery, Partus informed her principal that she would be unable
to return to work for the balance of the 1985-88 school year. The
principal, in turn, so advised the Board. (Exhibit 11).

12.

Partus remained absent from duty from May 19 through June 30, 1986.
(Exhibit 3).

13.

On June 27, 1986, Dr. Christopher B. Michelson wrote to the Board
describing the operative procedure that Partus underwent and indicating
that she would be disabled for the next three months. (Exhibit 12).

14.

On August 26, 1986, Dr. Michelson again wrote, Informing respondent that
Partus• recovery had not progressed sufficiently for her to return to work
in September, but that he anticipated a return date of October 1, 1986.
(Exhibit 13).
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15.

On August 28, 1986, Plll'tUII requested a leave of absenee from teaching
duties until November 1, 1986. (Exhibit 14).

16.

On September 8, 1986, the Board granted Partus' request, approving a
"medlealleave of absenee without pay from September 1, 1986 to October
31, 1986." (Exhibit 15).

17.

Partus retumed to work on November 5, 1988. (Exhibit 3).

18.

Pursuant to statute

~

18A:3G-2, all persons who are steadily

employed by a. board of eduea.tlon and who are proteeted by tenure In their
position are allowed sick leave with run pay for a minimum of ten sehool
days In any sehool year. Pursuant to the contractual agreement between
the Board of Bd!.leatlon and Belleville Bd!.leatlon A.llloclation, Artlele xm, a
teacher having served In respondent's district for more than ten years plus
one day, throutrft fifteen years, Is entitled to twenty days siek leave per
annum. (Exhibit 16).
19.

The 1986-87 sehool year represents Partus' 14th sehool year with the
Belleville sehool district.

20.

21.

Partus has requested that she be l!'anted her siek leave entitlement for
1986-87, u of September 1, 1988.
Partul' request wu denied and the matter wu pursued throutrft the

district's contractual grievance procedure.
22.

The Board denied Partus' grievance at level

m ot

the process, taking the

position that the use of her twenty sick leave days would become available
to her upon her retum to work In November 1988. (Exhibit 17).

-5-
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23.

Pursuant to the above-mentioned contractual agreement, Article IV
(Exhibit 18), Partus referred her grievance to the Public Employment
Relations Commission for arbitration on October 15, 1986. (Exhibit 19).
The arbitration Is advisory per the contract. The grievance was denied by
PERC on March 25, 1987. (Exhibit 20).

24.

On October 27, 1986, Partus initiated the present action by filing a petition
of appeal with the Commissioner of Education.

25.

The arbitration hearing between the parties was held on March 4, 1987. No
decision hu yet been made.

DISCUSSION

Article xm of the contractual agreement between the Board and Belleville
Education Association (exhibit 18 at 2) provides that sick leave Is defined by~
18A:3D-1,!.! !!!9.·• as follows:

Sick leave is hereby defined to mean the absence from his or
her post of duty of any person because of personal disability due to
illness or Injury••• [N.J.S.A. 18A:30..1).
All persona holding any office, position or employment in all
local school dlstrleta. • • who are ~teadily employed by the board of
education or who are protected by tenure in their office, position or
employment. • • shall be allowed siek leave with run pay for a
minimum of ten school days in an:v sehool year. I~ 18A:30..2;
emphasis added] •

-6-
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:

Beeause of her prior service, petitioner under the agreement is entitled to
twenty slek days per year. J-1, no. 18.

Slnee petitioner did not eommenee employment In the 1986-87 school year until
some two months had elapsed, the question results whether construction and
Interpretation of statute and eontraet permit or require, In effect, a proration or sick
leave entitlement or delay in effectiveness until date of actual eommencement of
employment. That Is, Is petitioner entitled to the same number of sick leave days for
working two months less In the 1986-87 school year as are other employees whose work in
that school year was for a full ten months service? ln analogous circumstanees, the eourt
has held that in ~ 18A:3D-2, the Legislature eontemplated regular, full-time
employees and did not eontemplate employees who were hired for, or, presumably, worked
less than, a full school year. ln Sehwartz v. Dover Public Sehool.s, Morris County, 180
N.J. Super. 222 (App. Div. 1981), the eourt held that although the statute provided for
paid slek leave for a minimum of ten school days in any school year, it was not violated by
a eolleetive bargaining agreement allowing a proportionate amount of sick leave for those
employed less than a full school year, beeause the statute does not mandate that an
employee be entitled to ten days sick leave regardless of whether they worked less than a
full school year. Pacts in the ease showed that a full-time eompensatory education
teacher began working Mareh 1 and worked through June 30, during which time she used
one sick day. The following September she was informed that her sick leave aeeumulation
as of that date was three days. She had been allowed one day a month of sick leave for
four months, of which one day was ueed, leaving the three day balanee. The calculation
eonformed to a provision of the eolleetlve bargaining agreement that provided:
An employee whole eontraet Is effective after the beginning of
the school year shall be allowed one day of sick leave for each
remaining month of the eontract period.

-7-
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The court found N.J.S.A. 18A:36-2 eovered employees who were "steadily employed" and

not those whose service was not eo-extensive with the school year. M_. at 266-7.
One may note that Article

xm

of the Belleville agreement contains no such

specific proration clause as did the Dover agreement in Schwartz. But the rationale of
the holding is nevertheless apposite to faets here, in my view, and dispositive thereof.
Given the two-month leave of absence in September and October for which petitioner
herselC expressly applied (J-1, no. 14), and which the Board granted without pay (J-l, nos.
15, 17), I believe her delayed resumption of service on return from leave In November

1986 was sufficient to suggest she was not steadily employed in that school year or so

steadily employed as to be entitled to the twenty-day slek leave allowance of statute and
contract without proration. Boards of education have the right, moreover, to refuse to
pay slek leave for every kind of dlsablllty arising during an extended leave of absence.
See Lopndro v. Bd. Ed. Cinnaminson, 1980 ~ 1511, 1512. And once a board-approved
unpaid leave of absence Is granted for any reuon, the teaeher or employee is not entitled
to use accumulated siclc leave days after eommencement of the leave of absence. Cf.
Tchir v. Bd. Ed. Bloomfield, 1980 S.L.D. 1401, 1404; but see, in eontrast to facts herein,
Mariott v. Bd. Ed. Twp. Hamilton, 1950 ~57; afrd State Bd., 1950 ~ 69.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, I CONCLUDE (1) petitioner's entitlement to sick leave
for 1986-87 should not be conceived as having eommenced until her actual resumption of
service in November; and (2) even It It be assumed to have earlier commenced, a claim to
have it retrospectively applied to a period of extended leave of absence does not Ue. The
petition of appeal, therefore, is DJSMJ88BD.
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This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONIDl OF THE DEPARTMENT OP BDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPIDlMAN , who by

law is empowered to make a final deelsion In this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman
does not 10 act In forty-five (45) days and unless IUCh time limit Is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall beeome a final deelslon In accordance with

~·

52:148-10.

I hereby PILE this Initial Deelslon with Saul Cooperman for consideration.

JUL. \51987

Receipt Acknowledged:

hAft

bXtB
js

-9-
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ICATIIY PARTUS ,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BELLEVILLE, ESSEX COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Petitioner's exceptions and
the Board's reply thereto were timely filed and are summarized below.
Petitioner excepts to the ALJ's determination that she was
not entitled to 20 days • sick leave for the 1986-87 school year
until she actually resumed her service in the district in November
1986. The legal ar4uments advanced by petitioner in support of her
position are essentlally those contained in the brief submitted to
and considered by the ALJ before rendering summary decision in this
matter and are incorporated herein by reference.
Petitioner strongly objects to the ALJ's failure to address
specifically Marriott, supra, a case she maintains is not only on
all fours with the 1nstant matter but mandates a decision on her
behalf. She cites in specific support of her position that portion
of the Commissioner's decision, affirmed by the State Board, which
reads:
Whether petitioner iB entitled to twenty days'
sick leave turns on whether she was absent from
her post of duty. The respondent takes the view
that a teacher cannot be absent from her post of
duty until she has reported at the beginning of
the school term.
With this view, the Colllllliasioner cannot agree.
It is the opinion of the
Commissioner that a teacher who is una~le,
because of illness, to report for duty the f rat
day of school is just as much absent from her
post of duty u if she were absent on any other
day in the year. The statute does not provide
that a teacher must report for duty on the first
school day of September in order to qualify for
sick leave.
The Commissioner cannot read into
the law a ~roviaion which is not included. Under
the provis1ons of Section 18:13-20 [now 18A:28-8]
of the Revised Statutes, the petitioner is continuously employed. (emphasis supplied) (at 58-59)
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With respect to the above, petitioner avers that the ALJ's
determination that Marriott, supra, does not apply in the instant
matter is gross error.
Moreover, she contends that the ALJ's
reliance on Schwartz, su.2ra, is inappropriate as it is far wide of
the mark in thlB case 1n terms of applicability while Marriott is
directly on point. She sees the former case as inappou te because
she maintains it involved a scope of negotiations petition pertaining to a clause in a collective bargaining agreement which provided for a proportionate amount of sick leave for those employed
less than a full year which was alleged to violate N.J.S.A.
18A: 30-2, a contract clause not even present in the instant matter
as was noted by the ALJ himself in the initial decision.
The Board urges among other things that petitioner's arguments with respect to Marriott, supra, are fatally flawed because
while that case has admlttedly been periodically reiterated in
several subsequent cases, ~· Woodbridge Twp. Federation of
Teachers v. Board of Educatlon of Woodbridge et al.. 1974 S.L.D.
1201 and Reilly v. Board of Educati.on of Jersey City. decided
April 30, 1980, the law bas undergone substantial refinement since
1949. Moreover, she ignores the more recent State Board decision in
Logandro, supra, which, it contends, is currently controlling along
with the progeny of cases arising from it. With respect to this,
the Board argues that Logandro makes it clear that emoluments of
employment including sick leave can be rightfully withheld during an
unpaid leave of absence, a rule applied by the State Board in not
only Tchir, supra, which was cited by the ALJ, but also Headley v.
Bd. of Ed. of Jefferson Twp., 1980 S.L.D. 682, rev'd State Board
!981 S.L.D. 1433, aff'd N.J. Superior Court (App. Div.) 1435 and
Slattery v. Bridgewater-Raritan Regional School District, 1979
S.L.D. 747, rev'd State Board 1980 S .L.D. 1537 which states that "a
local board may refuse to pay sick leave for every kind of disability arising during an extended unpaid leave of absence***." (at
1537)
Further, the Board argues that even a case such as
Butchenson v. Bd. of Ed. of Totowa, 1971 S.L.D. 512 would not serve
to require the relief petitioner seeks siiiCelhe did not request a
sick leave as Butchenspn had after the illness she experienced at
the end of the 1970 school year prevented her from returning to her
position during the subsequent school year.
Rather, petitioner
herein requested "a leave of absence." (Exhibit 14)
Upon review of the record in this matter, the Commissioner
does not find Schwartz, suira, on point as the question of proration
of sick leave entttlement 1s not at issue. Schwartz stands for the
proposition that N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2 does not mandate that employees
be entitled to ten days• sick leave regardless of whether they work
less than a full school year. In the instant matter, the Board did
not prorate petitioner's sick leave entitlement. On the contrary,
it granted her the full 20 days due an employee with her number of
years of service, albeit as of November 1, 1986, the day she resumed
her teaching duties. (Exhibits 3 and 17)
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However, the Commiuioner acrees with the ALJ'a conclusion
that Lo&andro, fUpra, and its proceny provide aupport that the
Board' a action 1n tbia matter was appropriate. Lo&andro, Tchir,
!Yi!,!. and othera stand for the proposition that an employee onan
unpaid leave of absence ia ineli&ible to accrue or utilize sick
leave benefits once an unpaid leave commences.
In the instant matter, petitioner co1111enced an unpaid leave
of absence on Kay 19, 1986 which she anticipated would last only to
the end of the 1985-86 school year. Exhibit 12 indicates that as of
June 27, 1986 she would be unable to return to work for three more
months, thus precludin& return from her unpaid leave of absence at
the time the 1986-87 school year co1111enced. Ber physician's correspondence of Aucust 26, 1986 (Exhibit 13) subse~uently approved a
return date of October 1, 1986.
Notwithstanding her medically
approved return date of October l, petitioner saw fit to request on
August 26, 1986 a "leave of absence" from her teaching duties until
November 1, 1986 which now extended her return date further.
(Exhibit 14) Upon receipt of this request, the Board acted on
September 18, 1986 to approve a medical leave of absence without pay
to October 31, 1986 (Exhibit 15) which served to extend the unpaid
leave of absence which commenced the prior school year.
Given the factual circumstances in this matter, the Collllissioner concurs that Lo~andro, supra, makes it clear that petitioner
was ineligible to acquue or use sick leave entitlement until she
returned from her unpaid leave. Marriott, suira, nor any of its
progeny, is not seen as controlling since Karuott did not involve
the issue of entitlement to accrue or use a1ck leave once an
employee has commenced and not returned from an unpaid leave of
absence.
Accordingly, the Co1111isaioner adopts the recommended
decision of the ALJ dismissing the Petition of Appeal for the
reasons stated in the initial decision except as modified herein.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
August 24, 1987
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I.NlTIAL DECJSION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 0569-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 4-1/87
BOARD OP EDUCA'l10N OP THE
SUSSEX-WANTAGE REGIONAL

SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Petitioner,
Y.

LYNN JEHJSCH TYLER,
Respo11dent.

R. Webb Leonard, Esq., Cor petitioner
(Busche, Clark & Leonard, P.C., attorneys)
Sheldon H. PiDcus, Esq., for respondent
(Bucceri and Pincus, attorneys)

Record Closed: June 29, 1987

Decided: July 17, 1987

BEFORE WARD R. YOUNG, ALJ:

The Board or Education of the SUssex-Wantage Regional School District (Board)

certified charges of unbecoming conduct against Lynn Jenisch Tyler (Tyler), a tenured
teaching staff member employed by the Board for about 20 years. The Board alleged that
Tyler repeatedly lnfiicted corporal punishment upon pupils assigned to her second grade
class in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:&-l, and subjected her pupils to physical abuse and
intimidating behavior. Tyler denies all allegations excepting two, one or which she asserts
was reasonable, and with no recall of the other notwithstanding the stipulation. Tyler was
suspended without pay upon the certification of charges.
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The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law as a eontested
ease pursuant to ~· 52:14F-l !! !!!9· on January 28, 1987. A prehearing eonterence
was held on February 24, 198'1. The matter proeeeded to plenary hearing on May 12, 13, 19,
and 29. The reeord closed on June 29, 1987 with the completion of post-hearing
submissions.
On motion to suppre&S evidence of any incidents prior to January l, 1985, the
parties agreed to limit proofs as of January 1, 1984. Charges la, b, c and d of single
incidents alleged on September 12, 1969, !\lay 10, 19'19, and October 1981, respectively, are
therefore DISMJSSED.
A Statement of Evidence filed by the Superintendent of Schools, Robert Clark,
incorporates the basis of the charges certified, which eonsists of a reprimand and
memoranda prepared by Tyler's principal, Charles E. Lorber. All such references are In
evidence and resulted from one parental report, two parental conferences, and two
parental telephone eal1s with principal Lorber on the receiving end of

an.

The truth of

the charges must be determined by the testimony of thole present when the incidents are
alleged to have occurred. Those present who testified are six second grades, one firth
grader, end Tyler. Credibility of testimony is critical.
Each chal'fl'e will be Independently addressed although grouped according to the
child involved.
TESTIMONIAL EVIDENCE
l(e)- ON OR ABOUT JANUARY 1984, SHE SLAPPED A BOY
l(f)- ON OR ABOUT APRIL 1'1, 1984, SHE SLAPPED A BOY

Yi!- ON APRIL 24,1984, SHE SLAPPED A BOY
The charges above are Incorporated In the FIRST COUNT end
when he was a pupil in Tyler's second grade class.
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"M.D.'', a classmate of "K.B.'' in 1983-84, wu the only pupil who testified
concerning l(e). He testified that he observed "K.B." and Tyler standing and facing each
other in the front of the classroom, and that his view of them was from the side. He
stated that he saw one of Tyler's hands, but she hit "K.B.'' with the hand he didn't see. He
stated further that "K.B.'' told him that Tyler had hit him, and added that "K.B." fell to
the noor holding his face. On erou-examinatlon, however, he stated the latter was not
clear to him.
Tyler testified she had no recall of this incident.
The mother of "K.B." testltied that she and her husband thought it best that her
son not miss school or renew the trauma of incidents with Tyler by testifying. On cross-

examination she stated that her son's advocate, a Mr. D., advised that he not testify.
Mrs. B. testified she triggered an Investigation by the Division of Youth and
FamUy Services (DYFS) for child abuse by Tyler In October 1984; became a self-appointed
spokesperson for concerned parents; demanded action ap.inst Tyler In a December 1986
letter to the Superintendent with copies to each Board member; and wu an unsuccessful
candidate for the Board In the 1981 election. She conceded "K.B." was a troublesome child
who wu suspended from school for hitting a substitute teacher, and that she often hit her
son because of his behavior or disobedience. It Is noted that this January 1984 Incident
was not reported by Mrs. B. to principal Lorber untU she telephoned him on April 25, 1984.
See

P-L

Concerning eharge l(f) of the FIRST COUNT, Tyler testified she had no reeall of
the April 11, 1984 Incident, notwithstanding that It wu stipulated that it occurred. See PI and P-2.
Concemlng charge Ml! of the FIRST COUNT, Tyler testified that three pupils
were on the noor and engaged In a fight after recess; "K.B." was on top; Tyler pulled
"K.B." off the pile; "K.B." yelled at Tyler Indicating he didn't start the fight; and Tyler
slapped his face.
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1 PIND the Board has not met its burden of proof by a preponderance of eredib1e
evidence u to the truthfuJness of charge l(e) of the FIRST COUNT. I DO PIND eharges
I(f) and!!&! to be TRUB by stipulation and the testimony of Tyler in the latter.
l(h) - ON OCTOBER 13, 1986, SHE "POKED" A BOY ON THE
SIDE OF HIS HEAD

!ID - ON

OR ABOUT OCTOBER OR NOVEMBER 1986, SHE
THREW A BOY ACROSS HIS DESK OR INTO HlS SEAT
l(b) - ON OR ABOUT OCTOBER OF 1986, SHE REQUIRED A
PUPIL TO REMOVE A TOY FROM A TOILET BOWL
l(c) - DURING THE CURRENT SCHOOL YEAR, 1986-1987,
SHE HAS CONSTANTLY SINGLED OUT ONE OF HER
PUPILS, HAS YELLED AT MM AND CALLED HIM NAMES
IN FRONT OF HIS CLASS

l(h) and

All of the above are eoneerned with "J.R." a pupil in Tyler's second grade class.
the PIRST COUNT. l(b) and l(e) are incorporated in the

!ID are ineorporated in

SECOND COUNT.
Concerning l(h), "J.R." testified that Tyler poked him In the head with a finger
when he was getting a book. Tyler emphatically denied the alleged incident occurred.
Lorber testified that he had not talked to "J.R." eoncemlng this Incident until about six
weeks after it allegedly occurred, and has no knowledge u to whether it in fact occurred.
Concerning !ID• "J.R." testified that Tyler pushed him across his desk when he
wu getting a book out. On erosa-examinatlon, "J.R." stated he wu facing his desk when
this oeeurred; he sUd across the desk head first on his belly; his feet dragged across the
desk; and he landed on the noor on his back. Tyler denied any such incident occurred.
Pupil "S.D." testified that he saw Tyler pick "J.R." up u he sat at his desk and threw him
In his chair, and also stated that "J.R." did not sUde across the desk or fall on the noor.
There wu no testimony from Lorber relative to this incident or reference to same in any
memorandum, but an observation Is worthy of note upon review of P-3. P-3 Is a memo
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about "J.R." from Lorber to Tyler under date of October 30, 1986 which Is signed by
Lorber and Tyler as haYinr been reeelved by the latter on October 31. The last paragraph
of the lengthy memo Indicates that "1 met with Mrs. R ••• again on November 4 •••" •
Concerning l(b), "J.R." testified that Tyler made him remove a toy tire from the
toilet, but some unknown other pupU, and not he, had put the tire in the toilet. Mrs. R.
testified that "J.R." did not tell Tyler he did not put the tire In the toilet. Pupil "S.D."
testified that "J.R." threw the tire during a game and It landed in the toilet, and that
Tyler determined from the eoncensus of pupils that "J.R." was responsible. Tyler
reiterated the testimony of "S.D." that she determined "J.R." was responsible and told him
to remove the tire and wash his hands •
Concernlnr l(c), "J.R." stated that Tyler called him a daydreamer in class, and on
cr01111xamlnatlon testlned he was daydreaming. Mrs. R. testified that she knew It to be
a fact that "J.R." Is a daydreamer, but that although true, Tyler should not label her son.
Tyler said the daydreaminr "nam&-Calllfll" occurred when she spoke privately with "J.R."
either at the reading table or In the hall, but that her conversation with him may have
been overheard. Mrs. R. also testified that she and Tyler conferred on November 4 to
Improve pupU-teacher relations, and that "J.R." told her Tyler did not yell at him
subsequent to the conference.

I PDm the Board has faUed to meet its burden of proof by a preponderance of
eredlble evidence as to the truthfulness of chargas ~ and !Jl of the FIRST COUNT or
charge l(c) of the SECOND COUNT. I DO PDm charge l(b) of the SECOND COUNT to be
TROB.

1(1) - SHE HIT A GIRL ON OCTOBER 14, 11188
The above charge eoncema "A.G.", a pupU In Tyler's 1econd grade clasl and Is
Incorporated in the FIRST COUNT.
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"A.G." testified that Tyler hit her in the cheek with an open hand, which made
her face tum red, but did not remember when this ooeurred. She stated she had yelled out
an answer te a question asked by Tyler due to her belief the entire class was to answer out
loud. but learned that Tyler wanted pupils to raise their hands.
Pupil "A.S." testified that he saw Tyler's right palm make eontact with "A.G.'s"

right cheek.
Pupil "L.R." testified that he saw Tyler hit "A.G.", but didn't see the contaet and

didn't remember if Tyler piBhed or hit "A.G."
Pupil "F.B." testified that he saw Tyler hit A.G." with an open hand. On eross-

examination, "P.B." stated the ineldent occurred in the morning; saw that "A.G.'s" face
was red in the afternoon; he had Tyler as a teacher before, but not In kindergarten or first
grade; the current year is the only year Tyler has been his teacher; "A.G." sat In the first
row; he didn't remember where he sat but was far away; he saw "A.G." and the incident
from the side; after the incident "A.G." went back to doing what she was doing before the
ineident, but didn't know what "A.G." was doing before the Incident.
Pupil "S.D." testified that he didn't see Tyler hit or piBh anyone.

Tyler testified that she never hit "A.G.", but did place her hand on "A.O.'s" neck
and shoulder when "A.G." was standing in order to turn her around to sit at her desk.
Tyler is of the belief that those pupils who testified that she hit "A.G." may have
mispercelved that as a slap. She further stated that Mrs. G. never talked to her about the
alleged incident.
Mrs. G. testified that she discussed Tyler with Mr8. B., Mrs. R., Mrs. D., and Mrs.
S. individually, particularly with Mrs. B., and that they gathered at a group meeting
Initiated by Mrs. B. and herself, which was followed by their appearance at a Board
meeting to edueate parents as to Tyler's classroom conduct.•
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Principe! Lorber stated tt.t Mrs. G. did not eomplain to him, but that Mrs. R.
brought the alleged Incident to his attention. See P...3.
The certified eharre simply alleges that Tyler hit "A.G." on October 14, 1986. My
obHrvation of the demeanor of all wltne~HS, particularly of the tender ages of 1 or 8
years, and the determination of the erediblllty of testimonial evidence, leads me to the
belief that Tyler used her hand on "A.G." to sit her down, but did not hit her as alleged. I
FIND the boe.rd t.s not met its burden as t.:> the truthfulnell!l of the eharre.
l(k) - ON OR ABOUT NOVEMBER 24, 1986, SHE HIT A BOY

1(1)- ON DECEMBER 1, 1986, SHE STRUCK A BOY IN THE
PACE WITH PAPER

The above eharres are coneerned with "A.S.", a pupil In Tyler's seeond grade
elaM and are ineorporated In the FIRST COUNT.

Prlneipel Lorber testified tt.t his sole reUanee for these ehar'lfes was on the
telephone eomplalnts from the child's mother; he did not confer with children or "A.S."
about the eomplaint; he reealled no dlseu.lons with Mrs. s. other than on the occasions of
the telephone eomplalnts; Tyler denied ever hitting "A.S."; and that he advised Tyler that
It was necesary that he file a formal report with DYPS. See P-6 and P-1. He stated that
Mrs. s. advised him that ehar'lfe I(k) was an Incident that occurred on "balloon-launching"
day.
"A.S." testified tMt Tyler bit him onee, and that was with with paper [char'lfe
lQ)), but it did not occur on "balloon-launching" day.

Tyler testified there was no "belloon-launehfnr" event on or about November 24,
but there was such an event In September 1988. She added tt.t she may t.ve placed her
hands on "A.S." in requesting him to be seated, but never hit the child.
I PIRD the Board has failed to meet Its burden as to the truthfulnell!l of this
-1-
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Concerning charge 1(1), "A.S." testified that paper held by Tyler made contact
with the right side of his head, near the top. He stated he was playing when he should
have been working, and went back to work after the alleged incident.
Pupil "L.R." said he saw Tyler hit "A.S." but didn't remember what happened.
Pupil "A.G." said she saw Tyler hit "A.S." on his cheek with a piece of paper.

Tyler stated that "A.S." was talking end fooling around during a creative writing
period; "A.S." stood up from his desk when Tyler approached his desk while she was
passing out papers, at which time "A.S." brushed against the papers. She emphatieally
denied ever hitting "A.S."

I believe the Incident occurred In aeeordanee with Tyler's testimony, end PIMD
that the Board has not met Its burden u to the truthfulnet1111 of the charge.
This completes the recitation of relevant testimony related to the certified
charges.
DMSlON OF YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES (DYFS)

Antonio Villega, an Investigator in the Institutional Abuse Investigators Unit of
DYFS, testified. His testimony was limited on motion to an investigative follow-up of a
complaint filed by Mn. B. concerning charges l(e), (0 end (g) Incorporated in the FIRST

COUNT.
Villegas testified he conducted an Investigation of the complaint on December
10, 1984, end submitted a report of same to the SUperintendent of Schools, Robert Clark,
under date of June 3, 1986. He stated he prepared the report in late May 1986 from notes

he had made in 1984.

The 18-month delay wu attributed to his personal end office

backlog. The report was approved and forwarded to Clark by Susan McGrory, Statewide
Supervisor, with a covering letter from McGrory under date of June 3, 1986.
-8-
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Neither the report or eovertng letter were marked for Identification or
submitted as evidentiary documents during the plenary hearing, but both aeeompanied a
letter memorandum filed by counsel for the Board in opposition to respondent's motion to
Umlt proofs.
It must be noted that eounsel for the Board Incorporated in his certification in
opposition to said motion the following statement: "I personally know that a significant
piece of evidence which the Board welghe.J In certifying the charges was the report of the
Division of Youth and Family Services rendered under cover letter of June 3, 1986, a copy
of which Is annexed hereto as Exhibit A."

It was determined by the Investigator that the ease "was not appropriate for
referral to the County Prosecutor."
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS OF FACT
I PDm that the Board has not met Its burden of proof with a preponderance of
credible evidence as to the truthfUlness of charges l(e), (h), (1), (j), (k) and (1) of the FIRST
COUNT, as welles charge l(c) of the SECOND COUNT.
I a1llo PIND charges (f) and (g) of the FIRST COUNT and charge l(b) of the
SECOND COUNT to be TRD'B.
Charge 2 of the THIRD COUNT refers to eharfes above as having demonstrated
"a pattern of eonc1u<!t on the part of respondent which constitute other just cause to

warrant her dlsmillal as a teacher in the Dlatrict," which shall be addressed in
CONCLUSIONS.

-9-
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DISCUSSION AND THE LAW
The corporal punishment statute is codified in ~· 18A:6-l which states:
No person employed or engaged in a school or
educational Institution, whether public or private, shall
infilct or cause to be infiicted corporal punishment upon a
pupil attending such sehool or Institution; but any such person
may, with the scope of his employment use and apply such
amounts of force as ill reasonable and necessary:
(l)

to quell a disturbance, threatening physical injury

to others;
(2) to obtain possession of weapons or other
dangerous objects upon the person or within the control of a
pupU;
(3)

for the purpoae of self-defense; and

(4)

for the protection of persons or property;

and such acts, or any of them, shall not be construed to
constitute corporal punishment within the meaning and
intendment of this section ••••
Conceming charge ll(! of the FIRST COUNT, I believe It to have been proper for
Tyler to use her hands on "K.B." to quell the disturbance. ~· 18A:6-I(l). I also
believe, however, that It was improper for Tyler to slap him when he reaeted with a vocal
response.
Relative to charge l(b) of the SECOND COUNT, although found to be true, I
believe Tyler aeted properly In directing "J.R." to remove the toy tire from the toilet
bowl on her belief that he was responsible for its locetlon there.
Tyler's admissions In both testimonial and doeumentary evidence makes it
apparent that this seasoned teacher of some 20 years becomes frustrated when the
conduet or response of her pupils falls abort of her standards. Similarly, Tyler must
reeognize the frustration of her superiors when her own conduct falls short of their
-10-
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expectations. She must also reoognlze that a hlfher standard of eonduet must be imposed
on her due to her maturity than she imposes on children of the tender ages of seven and
eight years.
Other than the stipulated Ul'll'eC81led Incident In charge l(r) and charge

!!Bl of the

PJRST COUNT, I do not beUeve that Tyler exerclaed corporal punishment in violation of
~· 18A:II-l. 1 do believe, however, that Tyler rather freely uses her hands on pupils
to reinforce her dlreetlons In order to aeh:eve a desired response. She must develop the
self-dis<'!ipUne to refrain from sucll physt<'!al <'!Ofttaet with pupils If she wishes to avoid the
risks ell<'!OUntered with the <'!ertiti<'!atlon of tenure <'!harges and aspires to a continuation or
her <'!areer as a tea<'!her.
Extensive

<'!8Se

law was cited by counsel to support the position of their cUents In

their post-hearing submissions. They are Incorporated herein by reference, and are best
<'!haraeterlzed as establishing standards for tea<'!hers and imposing penalties commensurate
with the degree of eonduc!t falling short of INCh standards. Such penalties have ranged
from dismissal from tenured positions to reprimands.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based on the POmiMOS herein, I CONCLUDE that <'!harges l(e), (h), (i), (j), (k)
and (1) of the FIRST COUNT and charge l(c) of the SECOND COUNT shall be and are

hereby DIBMJMIID.
Having found ehargeiJ l(f) and (g) of the FIRST COUNT and charge l(b) of the
SECOND COUNT to be TRUE. I CONCLUDE the latter shall be DJSMJI!ISED because of
Its de minlmus nature.
Due to the truth of <'!harges l(f) and (g), and a finding of a pattern of conduct less
than the standard expected of a tenured teacher, I CONCLUDE that an impositon of
penalty other than dismissal as a teacher Is warranted.

-11-
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It is therefore ORDERED, ·that the compensation withheld from Lynn Jenlsch
Tyler during the first 120 days of bel;. s.uspension shall be forfeited. The Board shall
reinstate Lynn Jenisch Tyler to ~r tenured position as !l. te~~hing statf member in the
Sussex-Wantage School District, and that she shall be retained at the same step of the
salary guide through the 1987-88 and 1988-89 school years which determined her
compensation for the 1986-87 school year. She is not to be denied any adjustment
increments that may result from revised salary guides during that period. rr IS SO
ORDERED.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by
law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, It Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in aecordcncc with
52:148-10.
I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with Saul Cooperman for consideration.

JUL ? 21987
DATE

.n. 2 21981

DATE
g
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE
BEARING OF LYNN JENISCB TYLER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE SUSSEX-

DECISION

WANTAGE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT.
SUSSEX COUNTY.

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Administrative Law.
I t is observed tha.t the Board •a exceptions to the initial
decision, as well as respondent's reply to those exceptions, were
filed with the Commissioner pursuant to the applicable provisions of
N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.

In excepting to the findings and conclusions of the AW,
the Board has placed reliance upon certain testimony of the
witnesses at the hearing, as well as those comments and rulings made
by the ALJ, to argue that the ALJ erred in failing to find that the
Board had met its burden of proving that respondent is guilty of the
charges of unbecoming conduct including those charges which state
that she inflicted corporal punishment upon certain of her second
grade pupils during the 1983-84 and 1985-86 school years.
The Board argues that documents in evidence, as well as the
transcript of the testimony of the witnesses produced at the hearing
especially the pupil witnesses. establishes by a preponderance of
credible evidence that respondent is guilty of all of the tenure
charges in the First count except charge lOt) as well as tenure
charges l(b) and l(c) of the Second count.
Koreover, the Board takes exception to the ALJ's failure to
acceit as credible the testimony of those pupil witnesses who
test1fied with respect to the tenure charges against respondent.
The Board argues that the ALJ' a refusal to allow certain relevant
testimony of the DYFS investigator into the record to be responsible
in part for the error in his findings and determination with regard
to the dismissal of all but two of its tenure charges against
respondent.
Kore
exceptions:

specifically,

the Board argues

as follows

Petitioner takes exception to the refusal of the
court to permit the testimony of the DYFS
investigator with respect to his investigation of

1907
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charges against respondent.
The Court erred in
not permitting the testimony of the DYFS investigator with respect to anything other than his
interview with Respondent.
In the Court's discussion of the DYFS investigation at pages 8 and 9 of the Initial Decision
there is implicit criticism of the failure of
Petitioner to introduce the report of the
investigator in evidence. But there is no rule
of law or evidence that prefers a written report
to the live testimony of the preparer of the
report; just the opposite is true.
Also, the
Court deals only with Villeges • investigation of
the 1984 incidents which were admitted by
Respondent.
There is no mention at all of his
1986 investigation in which he did interview
pupils in Respondent's class.
Given the fact
that the Court did not find the pupils' testimony
credible, it would seem that under the residuum
rule. the investigator • s testimony with respect
to the recollection of the pupils at a time near
the incidents described might have lent credence
to their testimony at the hearing.
(Board's Exceptions, at pp. 8-9)
Respondent by way of her replies to the Board's exceptions
urges the Commissioner to adopt the findings and conclusions reached
by the ALJ in the initial decision as his own.
Respondent maintains that the ALJ correctly considered many
of the inconsistencies in the testimony of the pupils who testified
against her which appear in the transcripts of these proceedings.
In her letter reply attached to her post-hearing brief. respondent
also cites certain pages of the transcripts of these proceedings to
point out what she considers to be the inconsistencies of the pupil
witnesses who testified on the Board's behalf with respect to the
tenure charges against her.
Finally. in reply to the Board's exception that the ALJ
erred in refusing to permit certain testimony of the DYFS
investigator who interviewed the pupil witnesses with regard to the
alleged incidents of corporal punishment that occurred during the
1985-86 school year, respondent avers:
The exception to the refusal of the Court to
permit the testimony of a DYFS investigator was
proper and reflects the ALJ' s recognition that
the investigator could do nothing more than state
what students told him.
Not only is this pure
hearsay, it further took account that because
these very students were being called on to
testify in this proceeding, it had no basis other
than to waste time. The ALJ, moreover. properly
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recognized that even the DYFS investigator, whose
responsibility was to enforce an entirely
separate statute and administrative code, determined that the allegations were not appropriate
for referral.
The investigator was, however,
permitted to identify any admissions which
respondent had made to him. Clearly. the AW' a
handline of this testimony was proper and his
stated rationale did not constitute error.
(Respondent's Reply Exceptions, at p. 3)
The Commissioner bas reviewed the respective arguments
raised by the parties to the findings and conclusions set forth in
the initial decision. Each of the specific written exceptions and
replies to the initial decision raised by the parties which were not
addressed above are nevertheless noted and incorporated by reference
herein. Moreover, the Commissioner has reviewed the transcripts of
these proceedings as they relate to each of the specific exceptions
filed by the Board and respondent's replies thereto.
(See In_!'~
Morrison, 216 N.J. Super. 143, 159 (App. Div. 1987).)
In the Commissioner's judgment, the Board's exception to
the ALJ' s refusal to allow the DYFS investigator to present any
testimony on the record which pertained to the comments made to him
by those pupil witnesses dut1ng his earlier investigation of the
incidents related to the charges of corporal punishment against
respondent herein bears further review and comment.
It is clear from a review of the pertinent portions of the
transcripts of these proceedings that the AW did, in fact, preclude
the DYFS investigator from testifying on the Board's behalf in
connection with the prior statements made to him by pupils who were
interviewed by him during the 1985-86 school year. Those pupils
also testified against respondent at the tenure hearing.
The reasons given by the AW for his ruling at the hearing
conducted on May 12, 1987 were that the testimony of the DYFS
investigator 'I prior interview of these pupil witnesses during 1986
constituted hearsay evidence and would do nothing more than
overburden the record of these proceedings. {TR. I-112-118)
In reviewing the specific nature and circumstances arising
in these proceedings, the Commissioner does not agree with the AW's
underlying reasons with regard to his decision to disallow the
testimony of the DYFS investigator, notwithstanding the fact that
such testimony does. in fact. constitute hearsay testimony of the
pupil
witnesses
in question.
The provisions
of N.J.A.C.
l:l-l5.5(a), (b) pertaining to hearsay evidence, residuum rule,
permit hearsay evidence to be admitted in the trial of contested
cases. In the instant matter the Commissioner does not agree with
the position taken by the AW that the admission of the hearsay
testimony of the DFYS investigator would necessitate an undue
consumption of time (N.J.A.C. l:l-15.l(c)) or burden the record of
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these proceedings. What is at iuue here is whether the hearsay
testimony of the DYFS investigator with regard to the earlier
statements made to him by those pupil witnesses would be of
auiatance in the aueument of the credibility and reliability of
their direct testimony adduced approximately one year later at the
tenure hearing.
The Co•iuioner is fully cognizant of the difficulties
with which the ALJ i l confronted in auessing the reliability of
youthful witnesses. (State v. R.W., 104 N.J. 14 at p. 29)
However, the Commissioner finds and determines that he
cannot reach an informed decision in this matter without taking into
consideration the statements obtained from those pupil witnesses
concerning the incidents that occurred during the 1985-86 school
year which are related to the Board's tenure charges of unbecoming
conduct (corporal punishment) against respondent.
Accordingly, the ALJ's decision to exclude the testimony of
the DYFS investigator is reversed and this matter is remanded to the
Office of Administrative Law for a limited hearing and findings of
fact pertaining to the information the DYFS investigator obtained
from the pupil witnesses as the result of the investigation he
conducted of the incidents involving respondent which occurred
during the 1985-86 school year.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

September 2, 1987
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Df1T1AL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1218-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 11-1/87
BOARD OF EDUCA110N OP
THE TOWNSWP OP FLORENCE,
Petitioner,
v.
ELIZABETH PELLE,
Respondent.

Jeffrey E. Snow, Esq., for petitioner

Joeeph M. Pinto, Esq., for respondent (Joseph F. Polino, attorney)

Record Closed: June 24, 1987

Decided: July 23, 198'1

BEFORE BRUCE a. CAMPBELL, ALJ:
'11'le Florence Township Board of Education (Board), petitioner, alleges and
Elizabeth Pelle, respondent, denies that the Board overpaid the respondent upon her
retirement by $3,051.26. '11'le Board seeks reimbursement. '11'le amount claimed
represents $1,138.'16 in temporary disability benefits that should have been set orr against
salary paid during a period of temporary disability and $1,912.50 overcompensation for
accumulated unused leave.
'11'le Board rued a petition of appeal before the Commissioner of Education on
January 21, 198'1. '11'le petltion.er filed an answer on February 24, 1987. On February 27,
1987, the matter wa transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law for disposition as a

'

contested ease pursuant

.

to~·

52:148-1 !!!!9· and~- 52:14F-1 !!!!9·

New Jcrs~:v 1.• An l:'quul Opportunifl• Emp/.,_v~r
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After notice, a prehearing conference was held on AprU 14, 198'1. Among other
things, the issue was defined as whether there had been any overpayment to the
respondent and, if so, whether the Board may lawfully recoup some or all of the amount
overpaid. Preliminarily, eounsel were directed to address the question of timeliness of
the appeal. Counsel promptly submitted papers and an order issued on May 13, 198'1,
finding It would work an Injustice on the taxpayers of Florence Township and be contrary
to the interests of justice if the matter did not go forward. Accordingly, I relaxed
~· 6:24-1.2, commonly called the 91k1ay rUle, in this ease. The matter was heard
on June 9, 198'1, In the Merchantville Municipal Court. Counsel timely filed posthearing
submissions and the reeord closed on June 24, 198'1.

RELEVANT EVIDENCE
George J. Murphy, Jr., formerly the Board's superintendent and now retired,
testified. 'ftle respondent was a payroll clerk and as such had payroll and leave reeords in
her custody. She authorized the issuance of paychecks. The respondent retired effective
February 28, 1986. She was entitled to certain compensation upon her retirement, namely
payment for leave days accrued but unused.
Exhibit P-5, the respondent's lut pe.ystub, shows a grcss pay of $2,499.18 and
deductions of more than $'100. The respondent did the computations that produced these
figures. Approximately one month after the respondent's retirement, the Board directed
Murphy to look into the amount paid to the respondent.
Exhibit P-1 is the payroll record of the respondent. All leaves are noted. The
reeord was prepared by the respondent. Exhibit P-2 is a judgment of the Division of
Workers' Compe111ation In favor of the respondent. A letter from Selective Insurance
Company of Ameriee (P-3), the Board's carrier, explains:
[TJ he claimant's only total disability period was from January
4, 1983 to and including May 23, 1983. This was a grand total
of 20 weeks whiC!h we paid.
You will note that the claimant did attempt to argue and seek a
finding of eont1nuo111 temporary disability through 1984 but this
was rejected by the Court probably on the buis that not only
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our Doctor but her Doctor estimated permanent disability
earlier. You will note that the Judge did extend the disability
an additional 't weeks bqt thats [!!.£] all.
The witness stated that, upon his review, he believed a confusion existed as to
the respondent's number or aeeumulated sick leave days and number of days covered by
the compensation award. He wrote to the respondent on May 13, 1986 (P-6), and
explained the differences and diserepencles he uncovered. He noted that the respondent's
last compensation cheek was not endorsed to the Board. He emphasized that the
respondent's integrity was not being chGllenged. He stated, "Instead it would seem that
you were misinformed regarding your financlal entitlements." A complete calculation of
sick leave and compensation days is attached.
It became apparent to him that the respondent had mistakenly attributed 58 days
of absence to workers' compensation time but, in fact, the award only covered the period
up to and including May 23, 1983. Therefore, five days In May and 22 days In June, a total
or 27 days, were not covered by workers' compensation and should have been charged to
sick leave.
In the following year, 1983-84, the respondent was absent for 100.5 days. She
attributed these days to "workers' compensation." However, the compensation judge's
decision did not authorize these days as such. Thill, the 100.5 days were to be charged
against accumulated sick leave. The respondent had a balance of 128.5 sick leave days at
the commencement or the year and, therefore, a balance or 28 days at the end or the
year. The respondent also ended her full-time employment in June 1984.
In 1984-85 and In 1985-88, untU her retirement on February 28, 1986, the
respondent amassed 18 sick leave days as a part-time employee.

on March 1,

1985, the respondent was Issued a check In the amount

or $1,138.78

to cover the extended time granted by the hearing judge from April 4, 1983 to May 23,
1983. As with the previOIII compensation checks, It should have been endorsed and given
to the Board beea111e for that period she had been paid her weekly salary.
When the last compensation payment and the overpayment tor sick leave are
added, they total $3,051.26.

-3-
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The superintendent and the respondent met on May 2, 1986 to discuss the
question. The respondent believed she was not overpaid and believed that her
compensation award entitled her to all monies she had received. The superintendent ·
began a steP"'by-step review of the calculation and the respondent became upset, but
showed no animQ!Iity. She declared she was not trying to cheat the Board. The
superintendent assured her that he believed no cheating was involved but merely
confusion.
The superintendent also testiCied that the respondent drew up all payroll checks.
They were then sent to the custodian ol school monies for countersignature. As payroll
clerk, she also drew cheeks to government agencies that received withholdlngs. The
annual school audits were usually done in summer. The witness could not recall it the
respondent's records had been reviewed upon her retirement. The witness was sure that
all sick leave and personal leave as provided In the employee contract were given to the
respondent. Sick leave days are eumulative; personal business days can be accumulated
only for retirement purposes or can be used up to three per year.
Upon reexamination or his own calculations, the former superintendent observed
that the respondent had not properly been credited with $60, $30, and $9.26 representing
personal days not used in the last years of her employment. This still leaves an
overpayment of $2,952.
The witness stated he also reVIewed all insurance C!&M'Ier correspondence and saw
that the last compensation payment of $1,138.'18 wu not endorsed to the Board as had all
other such payments.

The Board secretary also testified. He stated that when an employee receives
compensation, he sends forms to the insurance carrier. He also begins to charge absences
against accumulated sick leave. When he is notified that the compensation C!&M'Ier will
cover some or all of the absence, he restores the charged sick leave to the employee.
This process takes "a couple of weeks." Notations are made on the records after the
compensation carrier approves the absence. An employee reeelves full pay during a
period of temporary disability. Checks normally are drawn to the employee and Board as
copayees. The employee endorses the check and the Board deposits it to the Board's own
account. The Board then pays the employee full salary.
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The Board utJlizes an automated payroll system. This witness did not review
respondent's last cheek. She fUled out the neeessary documentation, sent It to
computer company that provides payroll services and the company Issued a eheek to
respondent. In addition, when he went over receipts from the compensation earrier,
last cheek, in the amount of $1,138.'18, issued to the respondent was not there.

the
the
the
the

This witness also testified that he went over the respondent's reeords with the

respondent shortly before her retirement. At that time, she had the last compensation
check In her possession. He asked that the cheek be returned. She did not do so.
Between Februaf'Y 15 and 28, 1988, he ealled the Board's bank and tried to stop payment
but the cheek had been deposited. He had no copy of the compensation award at that
time. However, any cheek from the carrier should have been endorsed to the Board. He
made no effort to try to get back excess wlthholdinp from various govemment agencies.
He has no knowledp of the Board payinr IJI employee salary after entitlement to salary
hu expired while he has been In the Board's employ. He CIJ!not, of course, speak to what
happened before he was hired In June 1985. This witness betieves that there has been no
bad faith on the respondent's part.
The respondent testified that she retired at the close of business on February 28,
1988. While employed, she had full charge of payroll activities for the Board. At some

time prior to 1983, the Board adopted an automated payroll system.
On January 3, 1983, she suffered en accident arising out of and In the course of
her employment. She returned to work on the first business day of 1984.
The respondent reealll that compensation checks were mailed to the Board
office. She belleYell she endorsed some or most of these cheeks to the Board. At a
February 1985 compensation helll'inr an additional judgment was entered. She received
additional temporary disability In the amount of $1,138.18. The check went from her
compensation attorney dfreetly to her on March 15, 1985 (R·2). The respondent believed
the C!heck was hers IJid deposited It "because of my problems." No attorney told her that
the cheek should be turned over to the Boal'd. She beUeved whatever was sent directly to
her was hers to keep. The Board did not ask for the money until she received the May 13,
19881etter from the superintendent (P-8).

-s.
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The respondent does not recall a late February meeting with the Board
secretary. They did have a discussion at her desk, however. She informed him that the
additional temporary disability check had already been deposited. He mentioned a
discrepancy and she stated that she wu entiUed to the money because she wu in the
hospital, had physical therapy and then went back Into the hospital for traction.
The respondent acknowledged that, in 1983, she received a letter stating that her
benefits would end. In November, however, she wu ordered into a hospital for traction.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield did not cover this hospitalization because the injury was workrelated. A supplemental compensation judgment ordered the Board's carrier to pick up
the medical expenses through the end of 1983.
11le respondent stated she was "not reallY" Informed that her benefits stopped In
April 1983 and her sick leave was being charged. When she issued herself a cheek, she

would have reviewed her own card and made any necessary adjustments. She was under
the Impression that all days she marked on her record (P-1) actually were co'llpensatlon
days and she made calculations accordingly.
The respondent introduced the records of other employees and claims she has
been treated less than equally. She states a certain employee received an overpayment of
workers• compensation benefits In a situation similar to her own. Other employees have
little difficulty in having their absences covered by workers• compensation insurance.
11le Board secretary, recalled in rebuttal, testified that the employee who had
been overpaid compensation benefits had reimbursed the Board (P-10).

DISCUSSION AND DETERMJNA'nON

The Board concedes that It was shown at hearing that the respondent Is entitled
to a credit for six full unused business days ($90), and one part-time unused business day

($9.26), thereby reducing the amount owed to the Florence Township Board or Education
to $2,952.

-8-
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The lllleptions ooncerning treatment of other employees are untrue or unclear.
1n any event, the respondent has not made out a ease of disparate treatment. I so FIND.

The respondent renews her motion to dism1111 the Board's claim under the 96-day
rule,~·

motion Is
pUI'Iuant

6:24-1.2. For the same reMan~ stated In my order or ~ay 13, 1987, the
The Commi111ioner of Education, of ooune, may review this order

Dmmm.

to~·

1:1-18.8.

The respondent cites North Plainfield Edue. A.SI'n v. Bd. of Edue., 96 N.J. 587

(1984) and Stockton v. Bd. of Edue. of City of Trenton, 210 N.J. SU[l!r. 150 (App. Dlv.
1986) in support of her timeliness arguments. Both eases deal with employees who
received payeheeks in Incorrect amounts. 1n North Plabd'ield, the Court held the 96-day
rule eame Into play upon reeeipt or the fll'lt lnoorreet check. In Stockton, the Appellate
Division held that because the teacher had twice notified the Board that he disputed the
amount and because the Board did not respond untU February 8, the 9o-day period began
to run on February 8, not the prior November 9, when he received the flnt cheek in the
disputed amount. Although North Plainfield may by analogy lend some weight to the
respondent's argument and Stockton may do the same for the Board, the eases are not on
1111 foUI'I with the present matter. I have oonsidered them but do not find them to oontrol
the outoome here.
While discussing timeliness, I note that ~· 8:24-1.4 requires the
respondent(!) to serve an answer upon the petitioner within 20 days after receipt of a
petition of appeal. 1n the present cue, the petition wu fUed on January 21, 1987, but the
answer wu not filed untU February 24, 198'1. I believe the Issue and subject of this ease
to be sufficiently Important that the matter be disposed of by adjudication on the merits
and not on procedural grounds.
Having reviewed the evidence In this matter and having observed the witnesses
as they tastlfled, I FIND:
1.

Elizabeth Pelle wu employed by the Florence Township Board of Education
as payroll clerk from 196'7 through June 30, 1984, on • run-time basis and
from July 1, 1984 through February 28, 1988, on a part-time basis.

-7-
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2.

The respondent was injured in a work-connected aeeident on January 3,
1983.

3.

The respondent was absent from her job for all of 1983, returning on the
first business day or 1984.

4.

The Board paid the respondent her full salary for 1983.

5.

The respondent also received temporary disability benefits from the
Board's

compensation insurance carrier for 12.82 weeks, beginning January

3, 1983.

6.

'Mle respondent endorsed all compensation eheclcs for this period to the
Board.

1.

'Mle Division of Workers' Compensation entered a judgment on February 22,
1985, awarding the respondent an additional 7.18 weeks of temporary
disability benefits ($1,138.76), medical expenses through 1983 and a
permanent partial disability award not in contention here.

8.

The eompellSation carrier sent a check for $1,138.76 to the respondent's
then attorney in March 1985.

9.

The attorney sent the eheok to the respondent.

10.

The respondent did not endorse this cheek to the Board.

11.

Ttle respondent continued her employment untU her retirement at the close
or business on February 28, 1986.

12.

The respondent received a cheek for $1, 786.04, net after taxes and

wlthholdings, from the Board on February 14, 1986.
13.

This check represented her own calcUlations as to accumUlated leave
benefits, both sick leave and personal business days, due to her.
-8-
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14.

The respondent and the Board seeretary met briefiy in late February 1986,
at whioh time the seoretary asked that the $1,138.76 oheok be given to the
Board.

15.

In Maroh and April, the then superintendent looked into the matter and
beoame oonvlnoed that oonfl8fon or both parties existed as to the number
of days oovered by the oompensatlon award and, henoe, the calculation of
accumulated leave days for which the respondent was entitled to payment.

16.

The respondent and the superintendent met on May 2, 1986, to discuss the

matter.
17.

The superintendent reviewed the respondent's oaleulatlons of acorued leave
days in light of the compensation award.

18.

The respondent became upset and no agreements were reached at that
meeting.

19.

on May 13, 1986, the superintendent wrote to the respondent again
explaining the caloulatlons and demanding reimbursement or $3,051.26.

20.

on

May 19, 1986, the respondent's present oounsel replied and stated,
among other things, that because the matter Involved calculations based on
a workers' compensation award, It was neoessary to obtain the
oompensatlon matter file from the respondent's former attorney.

21.

The respondent's
ultimately did so
stating that the
oheek ($1,138. 76)

counsel had some difficulty obtaining the tne but
and, on September 12, 1986 responded to the Board,
respondent reasonably believed the last oompensation
to be hers and that the Board was time-barred from
collecting either the overpayment for accumulated leave days or the last

compensation payment.
22.

on

September 24, 1986, the Board's oounsel wrote to the respondent's

oounsel, again demandlnc repayment, stating the Board would institute

-9-
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action if the respondent refused and asking counsel to advise if the
respondent would comply.
23.

Apparently hearing nothing, the Board filed the present petition on January
21, 1987.

Whether the Board is sueeessfulln recouping the monies In question, the Board's
agents must be admonished in the strongest poaslble terms that their duties ot fiscal
responsibility are heavy and uneeaslng. Sehools are established under the laws of the
State and a school board Is an Instrumentality of the State itself. Durgin v. Brown, 37
~· 189 (1962). A school board Is a quasi oorporatlon. No political subdivision of the
State can make any gift of money or property. N.J. Const. (1947), Art. vm, SID, pars. 2,
3.
11le respondent urges the Board should be estopped from making Its elalm

because the Board's compensation carrier continued to pay the respondent's medical
expenses relating to her accident until the end of September 1983 (R-9, R-10). The
respondent therefore logically drew the conclusion that she still was entitled to workers'
compensation benefits. This argument must be rejected. The respondent was represented
by counsel in the compensation claim case. The compensation award was neither more
nor 1 - than stated on its face. 11le respondent'S former counsel had a responsibility to
be sure that his cUent understood the terms and extent of the award she received. This
applies both to the original award and the further award.
Laches Is an equitable doctrine to the effect that unreasonable delay will bar a
claim If the delay results In prejudice to the defendant or respondent. In the present case,
the respondent may argue that having had the use of the subject monies for some time she
would be unfairly prejudiced If required to return them to the Board. However, relief still
may be denied If the act complained of affects the general public. What the ease comes
down to, then, is a balancing between the seemingly dilatory behavior of the Board and
what under a contract theory would be called unjust enrichment of the respondent.
In Polaha v. Buena Regional Sehool Dlst., 212 ~· Super. 628 (App. Div. 1986),

the court remanded to the Commissioner of Education the question of whether or not
relaxation ot the 9o-day ruie was appropriate, pursuant to the discretion granted to the

-to-
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Commissioner, where the Commissioner had not considered his authority to relax the rule
In the ease and the parties had negotiated the Ultimate question for some time before the
petitioner rued his appeal. Statutory entitlements are exempt from the 9lklay rule.
Lavin v. Haekensaek Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 145 (1982). Where, as In this ease, there Is no
statutory entitlement, the Commissioner has the authority to extend the provisions of the
9lklay rUle. My review of the record In this matter reneets greater weight and
persuasive foree In the arguments that the 911-day rUle must be relaxed in this matter
because public funds are Involved.
I CONCLUDE that Elizabeth Pelle wes overpaid $2,952 in connection with her
temporary disability and In connection with her accumUlated personal business and sick
leave days at the time of her retirement. These monies miiJt be repaid to the Board. The
parties are ORDBRED to confer within 30 days of the date of final decision in this matter
and to draw up a schedUle for repayment. The Board of Education of Plorenee Township Is
further ORDERED to seek reimbursement of any withholdinp from the overcompensation
for accumUlated leave from the federal and state governments, the Social Security
Administration and any other agencies to which wlthholdings from that amount were paid.
I do not retain jurisdiction.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected bY the
COMMIS!IIONBR OP THE DEPARTIIBNT OP EDUCA'nOR, SAUL COOPBRMAN, who

bY law Is empowered to make a final decision In this matter.

However, If Saul
Cooperman does not so aet in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final deetston In accordance with

~-

52:148-10.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF FLORENCE, BURLINGTON
COUMTY,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

ELIZABETH PELLE,
RESPONDENT.

The Co111111issioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the findings and conclusions of the ALJ set forth in the
initial decision rendered by the Office of Administrative Law.
It is observed that respondent's exceptions to the initial
decision and the Board's reply to those exceptions were filed
pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
However, that portion of the Board's response wh1ch constitutes
exceptions to the initial decision are deemed to be untimely and
will not be considered herein.
In her exceptions to the initial decision respondent argues:
The arguments in opposition to the Administrative
Law Judge's finding on the applicability of the
90-day rule is set forth in detail in the
attachments.
The Administrative Law Judge • s
decision cites Polaha v. Buena Re&ional School
Diatrict, 212 N.J. Super. 628 (App. Div. 1986),
as authority for relaxing the 90-day rule.
As
set forth in the attachments, the negotiations
regarding this matter broke off long before the
petition was filed by the Board of Education. As
such, there is no unfairness in invoking the
90-day rule in this case regardless of the fact
that public funds are involved. I f an exception
is aade every time public funds are involved, the
90-day rule would not
be enforced
in
a
subttantial number of cases.
page 11 of the Administrative Law Judge's
decision, he finds that Mu. Pelle was overpaid
$2,952.
That
figure
includes
$713.14
in
withholding taxes which Mrs. Pelle did not
receive.
That was sent directly to the taxing
autbori ties.
The petitioner could have avoided
payment of the withholding taxes by stopping the

On
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transmission to the Internal Revenue Service,
Social Security Administration and the State of
New Jersey since it had knowledge of the alleged
overpayment and withholding& at the time the
check was drawn, according to the evidence
presented.
Since it did not
do so,
the
resvondent should not be obligated to pay those
mon1es back to the petitioner.
Therefore, the
total responsibility of Mrs. Pelle under the
decision should be $2,238.86.
That may be the
intent of the Administrative Law Judge in
ordering the Board of Education to seek the
withholdings
from
the
taxing
authorities.
However, the matter may be unclear and therefore
this exception is filed with that in mind.
Further exception is taken to the conclusion that
Mrs. Pelle must repay any funds to the Board.
The decision of the Administrative Law Judge on
the issues of estoppel for unequal treatment and
the reliance on payment of workers compensation
benefits is against the weight of the evidence.
(Respondent's Exceptions, at pp. 1-2)
Alternatively, the Board in
exceptions states in pertinent part:

its

reply

to

respondent's

Respondent argues that the ninety day rule should
be ridgedly (sic) adhered to in this case and the
petition for reimbursement dismissed.
It should be pointed out that the discovery of
the overpayment to the Respondent was discovered
within ninety days of the date on which it was
made.
Both the School Board Secretary and the
Superintendent discussed the circumstances with
the Respondent (who as payroll clerk was the
individual
directly
responsible
for
the
miscalculation)
and
requested
repayment.
Accordingly, Respondent refused to refund the
money.
Consequently,
a
detailed
letter
delineating the overpayment issued from the
Superintendent.
Within a week after the Superintendent • s letter
was
received
by
Respondent,
she
contacted
counsel, who by letter dated May 19,
1986
requested time to acquire the entire Worker's
Compensation file of the Respondent for review.
The Board acquiesced in this request through its
counsel in the hope that the matter could be
amicably adjusted between the parties.
The
compensation
file
was
not
received and/or
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reviewed by Respondent's counsel until in or
about
September,
1986.
By
letter
dated
September 12, 1986, Respondent, through counsel,
advised that no monies would be repaid. One last
effort was made thereafter on September 24, 1986
to obtain payment. All efforts at negotiating a
settlement having failed, this proceeding was
instituted.
Since the Board of Education attempted to
amicably resolve the dispute over time and most
of the delay was caused by Respondent
in
acquiring
her
compensation
file,
it
is
respectfully submitted that the Petitioner should
not be penalized for its spirit of cooperation
and receptiveness to negotiation.
Action was
instituted only after all attempts at settling
the case had been exhausted and the Respondent
refused to refund the disputed sum. (emphasis in
text)
(Board's Reply Exceptions, at pp. 1-2)
Upon review of the record and the respective arguments of
the parties, the Commissioner observes that the sum of $2,952 which
the AW found to be owing and due to the Board by respondent is
actually derived from two separate claims for reimbursement by the
Board:
a)

The Board claims that respondent owes it $1,138.76 by
virtue of the supplemental check she received on or
about Karch 15, 1985 from a supplemental workers'
compensation award.

b)

The Board further claims that it is entitled to
recover $1,813.24 in compensation reimbursement from
respondent by virtue of the error she made . in
calculating her accumulated sick leave credits prior
to the time of her retirement on February 28, 1986.

The ALJ concluded that each of above amounts totaling
$2,952 were not statutory entitlements (Lavin, supra) and therefore
warranted consideration by the Commiu!Oi':ier under the relaxation
provision of the 90-day rule set forth in N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17.
In
support of this ruling, the AW concluded that North Plainfield,
aupra, and Stockton, aupra, were not directly applicable w1th regard
to the factual c1rcumstances in the instant matter.
Instead he
relied upon Polaha wherein the question of the relaxation of the
90-day rule was-remanded by the Appellate Court to the Commissioner
for hil consideration.
In Polaha the Court held that the
Co11111inioner had not considered'1i'r8authority to relax the rule in
the case wherein the parties had been negotiating the ultimate issue
in controversy between them for some time before petitioner filed
his appeal.
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The Commissioner observes that the Board's claim for
$1,138.76 from respondent represents the supplemental workers•
compensation award she received on or about March 15, 1985 and
refused to endorse the check for that amount to the Board. In the
Commissioner's judgment this portion of the Board • s claim against
respondent is exempt from the 90-day rule. provision of N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.17 inasmuch as the Board's claim to the $1,138.76 withheld by
respondent is statutorily prescribed pursuant to the provisions of
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.l which read as follows:
Whenever any employe~. entitled to sick leave
under this chapter, ts absent from his post of
duty as a result of a personal injury caused by
an accident arising out of and in the course of
his employment, his employer shall pay to such
employee the full salary or wages for the period
of such absence for up to one calendar year
without having such absence charged to the annual
sick leave or the accumulated sick leave provided
in sections 18A:30-2 and l8A:30-3.
Salary or
wage payments provided in this section shall be
made for absence during the waiting period and
during the period the employee received or was
eligible to receive a temporary disability
benefit under chapter 15 of Title 34, Labor and
Workmen's Compensation, of the Revised Statutes.
Any amount of salary or wages paid or payable to
the employee pursuant to this section shall be
reduced by the amount of any workmen • s compensation award made for temporary disability.
(emphasis supplied)
Accordingly, for the reasons stated herein the Commissioner
finds and determines that the Board has a statutory entitlement to
the $1,138.76 which is recoverable from respondent as the result of
the workers • compensation award she received by check on or about
March 15, 1985.
The question remaining for the Commissioner's determination
is whether the Board is barred by the 90-day rule provision
(N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.17) from recovering the $1,813.24 that it
erroneously paid to respondent for accumulated sick leave credit at
the time of her retirement on February 28, 1986.
In the Commissioner's view, payment by the Board to
respondent for accumulated sick leave at the time of her retirement
is not a statutory entitlement but rather resulted from the Board's
exercise of its discretionary authority to formulate a policy to
that effect or was the result of the Board having entered into a
negotiated contractual agreement with its employees which provided
for compensation for accumulated sick leave credit upon retirement.
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The undisputed facts set forth in this matter clearly
established that the Board's action in filing its Petition of Appeal
on January 21, 1987 to recover, in part, an amount of $1,813.24 from
respondent exceeds the 90-day time period set forth in N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.17.
In thia regard, the Commiasioner does not concur with the
findings and conclusions of the ALJ that the 90-day rule provision
of N.J .A. C. 6:24-1.17 warrant relaxation in order to permit the
Board to recover this sum of money paid to respondent.
In arriving at his determination not to relax the 90-day
rule and to bar the Board from seeking restitution of $1,813.24 from
respondent in accumulated sick leave compensation, the Commissioner
has considered those delays that occurred between May 13. 1986 and
September 12, 1986 attributable to efforts by the parties to
negotiate a resolution to this matter. (Polaha, supra)
However, it is clear from a reading of the letter dated
September 12, 1986 from respondent's attorney to Board counsel that
respondent had definitively determined not to pay back such sum and,
thus, clearly any negotiations had concluded.
Consequently, even if the Commissioner were to ignore
respondent's letter of September 12 and consider the Board's letter
reply of September 24, 1986 to respondent as being the date upon
which the 90-day rule was triggered, the last date for the Board to
have filed its Petition of Appeal with the Commissioner would have
expired on December 23, 1986. Instead, without good cause shown,
the Board failed to file its Petition of Appeal in this matter until
January 21, 1987, approximately one month (29 days) after the
expiration of the 90-day period.
It is for the reasons stated above that the Commissioner
reverses thote findings and conclusions in the initial decision that
are
inconsistent with the Commissioner's own findings and
determination summarized below.
1.
It is found and determined that pursuant to the
provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.l, the Board is statutorily entitled
to recover an amount of $1,138.76 received by respondent in a
supplemental workers' compensation award. Respondent is therefore
directed to reimburse the Board said sum of money within 30 days of
the receipt of this decision.
2.
The Commissioner finds and determines that the record
of this matter fails to establish that the Board failed to provide
good and sufficient reason for the relaxation of the 90-day rule
(N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17) in order to seek restitution of $1,813.24 which
represents overpayment of accumulated sick leave credit to
respondent at the time of her retirement on February 26, 1986.
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Accordingly, the relief requested by the Board is granted
in part and denied in part consistent with the reasons stated by the
Commissioner herein. It ia so determined.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
September 2, 1987
Pending State Board
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIV~· LAW
•/

JNmAL DECISION

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8186-85
(EDU 2698-85 - Remanded)
AGENCY DKT. NO. 92-4/85
IN THE IIATTER OF THE TENURE
HEARING OF JUDE MAR'MN, SCHOOL
DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP OF

UNION BEACH, MONMOUTH COUNTY

Louis E. Granata, Esq., for petitioner

(Yaeker & Granata, attomeys)
'l'llomu W. C.vanagb Jr., Esq., for respondent
(Chamlin, Schottland, Rosen, Cavanagh & Uliano, attorneys)
Record Closed: AprU 13, 1987

Decided: July 24, 1987

BEFORE KEN R. SPRINGER, ALJ:
Statement of the Case
This Is a remand of a teacher tenure ease for psychiatric examination of
respondent Jude Martin ("Martin") and for further proofs on an appropriate penalty. As
the result of a prior hearing on the merits oC the charges, the Commissioner of Education
("Commissioner") adopted the administrative law judge's finding that Martin engaged in
conduct unbecoming a teacher in connection with an incident which occurred on
September 1, 1984.• However, on the existing record the Commissioner rejected the judge's
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8186-85
(EDU 2698-85 - Remanded)
recommendation that the appropriate penalty for Martin's misconduct should only be 150
Instead, the Commissioner remanded the matter to the
Office of Administrative Law ("OAL") with instructions to supplement the record.
Specifically, the Commissioner directed further consideration of four questions: (1)
Whether the conduct of respondent on the evening in question represents a momentary
aberration from the normal behavior of a stable individual or whether respondent's actions
on the night in question are an indication of more serious psychological or psychiatric
problems reflective of a disturbed personality unfit to return to his duties in the
classroom. (2) For what reason was respondent's license revoked? (3) Why was
respondent driving while on the revoked list? (4) Whether there are any circumstances
surrounding the events of September 1, 1984 which would tend to mitigate the penalty of
dismissal from respondent's tenured position.!
days suspension without pay.

Procedural History
In April 1985 petitioner Union Beach Board of Education ("Union Beach")

certified tenure charges of unbecoming conduct against Martin. Basically, Union Beach
accused Martin of having made unsolicited homosexual advances to a young adult and
having committed various motor vehicle offenses. Martin filed an answer denying any
improper conduet. Subsequently, on May 13, 1985, the Commissioner transmitted this
matter to the OAL for handling as a contested case. The OAL held tenure hearings on
September 18, 19 and 23, 1985. Later, on November 14, 1985, administrative law judge Leon
s. Wilson issued an initial deeision sustaining the charges and recommending a 150-day
suspension. On Deeember 20, 1985, the Commissioner remanded the matter to the OAL to
develop a more complete record regarding Martin's mental stability and his fitness to
teach.
ltn addition, the Commissioner reversed an evidentiary ruling which had excluded certain
items seized by pollee during a search of the trunk of Martin's automobile. On remand,
Union Beach was afforded the opportunity to introduce the excluded evidence.
Apparently the actual contents of the trunk had been destroyed and could no longer be
produeed. Union Beach referred to a police officer's subjective characterization of the
material as "pornographic books" and to Martin's adQiission that a "book about a
homosexual priest" was "among many other books in his trunk." While Union Beach eould
have called the officer to describe the material in greater detail, it chose not to do so.
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OAL OKT. NO. EDU 8186-85
(EDU 2698-85- Remanded)
Before the remand hearing was seheduled, Martin applied first to the
Commissioner and then to the State Board of Edueation ("State Board") for a stay pending
appeal of the Commissioner's order. Meanwhile, the OAL plaeed the ease on inaetive
status until resolution of Martin's application. Ultimately, the Commissioner on June J.L,
1986 and the State Board on August U, 1986 denied Martin's request for a stay.
Furthermore, the State Board affirmed the Commissioner's order of remand.
Consequently, on August ll, 1986 the OAL restored the ease to the active calendar.
Both parties selected Dr. Chester L. Trent of Neptune, New Jersey as the expert
to perform the psyehiatrle enminatlon ordered by the Commissioner.
Dr. Trent
examined Martin on October 22, 1986 and submitted his written report to the Office of
Administrative Law on December 4, 1986. Additionally, Martin retained his own expert,
Dr. Harry H. Brunt of Wall, New Jersey, to eonduet a separate psychiatric examination.
Dr. Brunt saw Martin on September 30, 1986 and prepared his written report on October 9,
1986.
Next, the OAL held remand hearlnp on December ll and 19, 1987. Due to a
recording problem, some of the tapes of the hearing on December n were not fully audible.
The OAL arranged for these tapes to be amplified to improve the quality of sound.
Counsel for Martin tiled a statement of evldenee on March 23, 1987. Counsel for Union

Beach filed objections on March 27, 1987. On April 6, 1987, the Office of Administrative
Law settled the form of the record.

Upon reeelpt of post-hearing briefs, the record

closed on April 13, 1987. Time for preparation of the initial decision has been extended to

July 27' 1987.

Plndinp of Paet
(l) Momentary Aberration or Serious P!yehlatrie Disturbance

or

utmost eoncem to the Commissioner is whether Martin's eonduet on

September l, 1984 "represents a momentary aberration from the normal behavior of a
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8186-85
(EDU 2698-85 - Remanded)
stable individual ••• or psychiatric problems reflective of a disturbed personality unfit to
return to hls duties in the classroom." It is unnecessary to recaptitulate the findings
reached at the earlier hearing. Suffice it to note that Judp Wilson found that Martin was
guUty of "unwarranted intrusion upon the privacy of a perfect stranger" and that Martin
had persisted in making "crude" sexual suggestions despite rejection by hls victim.
Insofar as this single incident might be indicative of latent homosexual
tendencies, both psychiatrists agreed that the evidenee was insufficient to make a
diagnosis of any sexual disorder. Dr. Trent, a board-eertified psychiatrist affiliated with
Monmouth Medical Center, opined that "it is not psychiatrically probable that Mr. Martin
has an established pattem of active homosexuality(.]"
Although Dr. Trent views
homosexuality as a disorder, he did not believe that "only one documented incident of
overt homosexual behavior" was enough to conclude that Martin was suffering from such
condition. Similarly Dr. Brunt, with over 24 years of private practice in psychiatry,
shared the belief that Martin should not be classified as homosexual. Dr. Brunt's opinion
was based on his personal observation of Martin's mannerisms, the absence of any known
prior homosexual experiences and Martin's self"1'eport of involvement with women.
Neither expert suggested that Martin posed any unusual risk to the safety of young boys
entrusted to his care.
Expert opinion differed, however, on the broader question or whether Martin
exhibited other psychiatric problems likely to interfere with his classroom performance.
In his written report, Dr. Trent reached a primary dlagnosis of "substance abuse, alcohol."
During his testimony, Dr. Trent pointed to several factors in support of this diagnosis.
Besides his recent brush with the law, Martin had been previously arrested for an alcoholrelated incident in December 1982. On that earlier occasion, Martin had consumed an
undisclosed amount of alcohol whUe a passenger on a bus trip to a hockey game. Pollee
apprehended him as he was driving home after the bus ride. Martin was acquitted of the
drunk driving charge when the case came to court. ln COMection with the current episode
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8186-85
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in September 1984, Martin acknowledged drinking "a couple beers" before operating a
motor vehicle. Arresting officers described Martin's demeanor as "carefree and cocky."
Again Martin was found not ruilty of drunk driving. According to Dr. Trent, these two
encounters with law enforcement officiala are symptomatic of an alcohol abuse problem.
Another factor on which Dr. Trent depended for his diagnosis was the result of a
medical examination performed by Dr. Lawrence Katz, a specialist in internal medicine.
Dr. Katz examined Martin on November 14, 1986 and reported his impression of
"questionable" moderate alcohol consumption. Laboratory tests showed "some minor
elevation" of enzyme levels, which Dr. Trent interpreted as being "biological markers" of
excessive alcohol use and "signs of disturbance" of liver functioning. Further, Dr. Trent
relied on Martin's own admissions regarding his drinking habits, including statements to
the effeet that he hils a "tendency to overdrink at parties."
After preparation of his report, Dr. Trent obtained a computerized psychological
profile generated as a result of Martin's responses to a standardized test known as the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory ("MMPI"). The MMPI is an instrument
designed, In the words of Its distributor, to "serve as a useful source of hypothesis about
clients" provided that its recommendations ean be "verified by other sources of clinical
information." Martin's own expert, Dr. Brunt, had administered this test battery as part
of his Interview. On one measurement, the MacAndrew Addiction Seale, Martin achieved
an "extremely high score," said to sugrest "great proneness to the development of an
addictive disorder." Not surprisingly, Dr. Trent regarded this new information as
consistent with his nndlnp.
Significantly, Dr. Trent was unable or unwllling to express any opinion on
Martin's fitness to teach, clalmlnf that such "ultimate question" was for the
Commissioner to deelde. He did concede that the lack of any reported difficulties In
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 8186-85
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school over an 18-year period indicates that Martin is able to exercise some degree of
control over any alcohol problem he might have. Nevertheless, he concluded that Martin's
alcohol abuse is more than an aberration because of its repetitiveness. Dr. Trent also
commented that persons with Martin's personality characteristics are resistent to
treatment and poor candidates for psychotherapy.
By contrast, Dr. Brunt did not think that Martin was suffering from "alcohol
abuse" in the medical sense. Referring to an authoritative diagnostic manual, Dr. Brunt
explained that each of three criteria must be present for a correct diagnosis of alcohol
abuse: (1) a pattern of pathological alcohol use; (2) impairment in social or occupational
functioning due to alcohol use; and (3) duration of the disturbance for at least one month.
Dr. Brunt emphasized that Martin had maintained an "unblemished work record" for 18
years and had served as head of the local teacher's association. Apart from the two
arrests involving alcohol use, Dr. Brunt noted there was no evidence of any behavior traits
characteristice of alcohol abuse, such as binge drinking, blackouts, violence, tardiness,
absenteeism, traffic accidents or famUy arguments. Rather, Dr. Brunt regarded Martin as
a "social drinker who oceasionally gets tipsy, rt but possesses the internal control to refrain
from excessive drinking. Dr. Brunt found support for his view in the fact that Martin has
not been involved in any alcohol-related incidents within the last two years.
With regard to the elevated enzyme levels, Dr. Brunt stated that such results
could be attributable to causes other than alcoholism, including hepatitis or Uver disease.
Whlle acknowledging that the MMPI score showed a susceptibility toward addiction, Dr.
Brunt did not believe that the remaining clinical information justified a finding of alcohol
abuse. ln sum, Dr. Brunt did not consider Martin to be in need of treatment for alcohol
abuse. He testified that Martin was fit to return to the classroom and continue teaching
at the elementary level.
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At the heerlng, Dr. Trent suggested for the first time a seeondary diagnosis of
"personality disorder." No mention of this alleged eondltion was made in Dr. Trent's
written report. Moreover, Dr. Trent was vague about the exact nature of this broad
disorder, exeept to say that Martin had some difficulty "curbing his impulses" and "dealing
with authority." Wustrative of these difficulties, Dr. Trent mentioned Martin's obesity
problem and his commission of traffic violations resulting in revocation of his driver's
license. Since "personality disorder" bed never been previously Identified as a problem,
Dr. Brunt did not dlreetly address it in his report. He did, however, testify that everyone
has some type of personality defeet, but that Martin's particular problems are unrelated
to his fitness to teach.

teach.

I FIND that Martin does not have any sexual disorder whicll renders him unfit to
Both experts qreed that the proofs do not establish a consistent pattern of

homosexual behavior, mucllless the degree of agressiveness and overtness whieh might
constitute a threat to the welfare of students or justify his rejection as an aeeeptable role
model.
With respeet to the eonfiicting evidence, the reeord elearly demonstrates that
Martin has a seriow. drinking problem. Undeniably, the facts are that Martin has been
arrested twlee for offenses involving lntoxieated behavior; that he shows objeetive
physieal symptoms linked to aleohotism; that he admits to oeeasional overuse of aleohol;
and that his personality profUe reveals a tendency toward addictive behavior. Regardless
of whether or not he fits the teehnieal definition of "aleohol abuse," Martin's important
responsibilities as a teacher require that his future use of aleohol be earefully monitored
to avoid potential trouble. Of eourse, this does not mean that Martin must be forever
excluded from the classroom. Throughout a long and distinguished teaching career,
Martin has never allowed his drinking to interfere with his job performance. Under such
circumstances, the publie Interest wW be adequately protected by requiring ongoing
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participation in a suitable aleohol treatment program. If Martin fails to oomply with the
terms of such program, Union Beach may initiate appropriate action to remove him from
his position.
Lastly, the evidence presented is inadequate to prove that Martin has a
"personality disorder" which might preclude his return to the classroom. Not only was
such diagnosis entirely omitted from Dr. Trent's original report, but also his testimony on
this subject was evasive and imprecise.
(2) Revocation of Respondent's License
All facts regarding this issue are stipulated. Back in December 1982, Martin had
Eventually he was eonvicted and

been issued a traffic summons for reckless driving.

received a three-month suspension of his driving privileges. As established by testimony,
Martin did not start to serve his three-month suspension until JUly 1984. Thus, his license
was still suspended on September 1, 1984 for a reckless driving offense which had taken
place one year and nine months earlier.
Although this explanation answers the Commissioner's narrow question, the
record has been expanded to oover Martin's subsequent driving history. On August 26,
1984, Martin received a ticket for operating a motor vehicle during a suspension period.
At that time, he was returnlnc home from a temporary job as a stage hand at the Garden
State Arts Center in Holmdel. His license was suspended for two months for this offense.
Martin also drove illegally on September 1, 1984. He was given another one-month
suspension for this second offense of driving while suspended. Additionally, Martin's
license was suspended six months for a breath test refusal arising out of the same events
of September I, 1984. Taken together, Martin lost his driving privileges for a total of one
year. Since restoration of his lieense on October 14, 1985, Martin has not received any
other tickets for moving violations.
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(3) Why R~t Wu Driving

These facts are also undisputed. The incident of September I, 1984 occurred on
early Saturday moming of the long Labor Day weekend. Late on the preceding Friday,
Martin started celebrating the end of summer by going to a loeal tavem in Keansburg,
where he consumed "a eouple beers." Because his license wu suspended, he walked rather
than drove to the tavem. There he en..."'untered a female acquaintance, whom Martin
described as "distraught" over an argument with her husband, also a friend of Martin.
After the tavern closed, Martin brought the lady to his apartment, where he gave her a
eup of eoffee, listened to her troubles and tried to ealm her down. She remained "very

distressed" and "wheepy." Understandably, Martin did not want his friend's wife to stay
overnight at his apartment. When he offered to call a taxi, the woman Insisted that she
did not feel like taking a cab home alone. In this eontext, Martin made the unfortunate
decision to drive her home himself. It wu on the way baek from this ill-eonceived errand
that Martin engaged in the serious misconduct whieh forms the main basis of the tenure
charges. Without excusing or eondoning Martin's unacceptable behavior, it should be
recognized that he wu motivated by good intentions when he Illegally got behind the
wheel of a ear.
(4) Mitiptil'll Circumstances

Judge Wilson has already set forth numerous factors relevant to any penalty
determination, including the non-criminal nature of Martin's eonduet, the lack of
deliberation or planning on his part, Martin's "laudable" record of service In his profession,
and the absence of harm to the administration of the Union Beach school system. On
remand, the Commissioner limited the scope of Inquiry to any additional mitigating
eircumstanees "surrounding the events of September 1, 1984."
Within those eonfines, it is noteworthy that Martin made no effort to resist
arrest and generany cooperated with the pollee Investigation. While it is ture that he
refused to submit to the breath test, he did so In the mistaken belief that be had a legal
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right not to take the test. Aa previously noted, a second mitigating circumstance is that
Martin did a good deed by escorting home a lady in distress. One can fault the wisdom but
not the underlying motivation behind this action. A third mitigating circumstance, which
goes beyond the events of September I, 1984, is Martin's expressed willingness to
participate in an alcohol rehabilitation program. During his testimony, Martin promised
to abide by whatever corrective measures are deemed necessary for him to get his job
back.
Conclusions or Law
Based on the foregoing facts, I COIICLUDB that the recommended penalty
should be modified to include as a condition of reinstatement that Martin successfully
participate in an approved alcohol treatment program and that periodic reports of his
progress be sent to Union Beach.
Local boards of education have the restricted function of reviewing charges
made against tenured employees and determining whether the supporting evidence
warrants the bringing of tenure charges. ~· 18A:6-ll. Only the Commissioner or his
representative has the statutory authority to hear the charges and, if they are sustained,
to decide what penalty to impose. ~· 18A:6-16. In re Pulcomer, 93 N.J. S!J?er. 404
(App. Div. 1967).
In assessing the appropriateness or a proposed penalty, the Commissioner should

consider "the nature and gravity of the offenses under all the circumstances involved, any
evidence as to provocation, extenuation or aggravation, and ••. any harm or injurious
effect which the teacher's conduct may have bad on the maintenance of discipline and the
proper administration of the school system." Fulcomer, at 422. While the tenure law is
phrased literally in terms of "dismissal or reduction in compensation,"~· 18A:6-10,
the Commissioner necessarily bas implicit authority to impose a lesser penalty than
outright dismissal or permanent reduction in salary, such as suspension without pay for a
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fixed period, In re Wells, 1982 ~· 170 (Comm'r or Ed. 1982), afrd 1982 ~· 173 {St.
Bd. 1982), or reinstatement contingent on satisfaction of reasonable conditions, ~
Bernstein, 67 ~· 73 (Comm'r of Ed. 1967).

It is ORDERED that the ebove factual findings are certified to the
Commissioner in accordance with his order of December 20, 1985.
Further OBDUED that, u a condition of reinstatement to his teaching duties,
Martin must fully participate in an acceptable aleohol treatment program operated by
Alcoholics Anonymous or other prorram acceptable to Union Beach.
Further ORDUED that no such program shaD be acceptable unless the person in
charge agrees to submit periodic reports on Martin's progress directly to the Union Beach
superintendent of schools. Said reports shall be due no less frequently than once every
month for the first six months, once every three months fo the next six months, and once
every six months thereafter.
Further ORDERED that no such program shaD be acceptable unless the person in
charge agrees to notify the Union Beach superintendent of schools promptly in the event
that Martin falls to comply with any requirement of the program.
And further ORDUED that all costs of the treatment program shall be paid by
Martin (or his health Insurance carrier) and not by Union Beach.
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This recommended ·decisi9·n ... R;ay be adopted, ·modllf~ 'or rejected by the
COMMJSSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by
law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, iC Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-rive (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with ~·
52:1413-10.
1 hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration•

...-:··.Receipt· Acknowled~L ..
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IN THE MAT'l'ER 01' THE TENURE
BEARING OF JUDE MARTIN, SCHOOL

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP OF

DECISION OR REMAND

tnttON BEACH, MONMOUTH COUNTY.

Tbe record and initial decision on remand rendered by the
Office of Administrative Law have been reviewed.
The Board's
exceptions were untimely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4. Such
determination it made having noted from the postal return receipt
cards (Form 3811) that two stamped dates appear as dates the initial
decision was received at the office of counsel for the Board.
Calculating the 10-day period for receipt of exceptions pursuant to
the above-stated regulations from either of the two dates, July 30
or July 31, the exceptions should have been received at the
Department of Education by August 10. In fact, the exceptions were
received in the Office of the Commiuioner of Education August 12,
1987 and are thus deemed untimely. Moreover, because the exceptions
are untimely, respondent's reply exceptions thereto are likewise not
made part of the record to be considered herein.
Upon his careful review of the record before him the
Commissioner remands the instant matter a second time for a limited
re-hearing for the reasons that follow.
Tbe Commissioner notes the absence of a full set of
transcripts from the two days of hearing on remand in the record.
Be further notes that the tapes of the first day of hearing on
remand conducted on December 11, 1986 are inaudible. Be also takes
cognizance of ALJ Springer's attempt to resolve the matter by letter
to counsel to the parties dated April 7, 1987 wherein he "settled
the form of the record." (Initial Deeision on Remand, ante) The ALJ
therein accepted from Mr. Cavanagh, respondent's counsel, over the
objection of Mr. Granata, Board's counsel, a "statement of evidence"
(Letter dated April 7, at p. 1) prepared from notes Mr. Cavanagh
toot from the tapes, albeit difficult to hear, of the first day of
hearinf.
With some deletions and additions based on specific
objectlona from Mr. Granata in his letter to ALJ Springer dated
Karch 26, 1987, ALJ Springer accepted said "statement of evidence"
as "an accurate representation of the evidence" adduced from
Dr. Barry Brunt, Jr., respondent's psychiatrist and witness.
(Letter dated April 7, at p. 1)
There is an obvious void in the record of this matter as a
consequence of the absence of either an audible voice-activated tape
or a atenograpbic record.
As a result, neither the parties
themselves nor the ALJ have been provided opportunity to properly
review and consider the testimony of these two crucial witnesses as
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it relates to their written submiuions. It is obvious from the
aforecited documents that the parties do not entirely agree as to
the exact detail of their testimony, one party's summation of which
has been accepted by the ALJ as a "statement of evidence."
In the Commissioner •s view said acceptance was in error
since there exists no conclusive proof as to whose recollection is
more accurate as to what are conceivably critical matters necessary
for resolution of tbis ease. Consequently, the Commissioner directs
that this matter be remanded to the Office of Administrative Law for
the purpose of permitting these two witnesses to re-testify under
direct and cross-examination as to the content of their written
findings so that there is opportunity to create an accurate record
for possible reference by the parties and/or the ALJ and ultimately
to the Commissioner for his dec1sion. See N.J.A.C. 1:1-14.1(a).
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

September 2, 1987
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IMITIAL DECJSION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2826-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 63-4/87

CALDWELirWEST CALDWELL llDUCATION
ASSOCIATION,

...

Petitioner,

BOARD OP llDUCATION OP THE CALDWELLWEST CALDWELL SCHOOL DISTRICT,

Respo111dent.
PaulL. Kleinbaum, Esq., for petitioner
(Zazzali, Zazzali & Kroll, attorneys)
Brenda c. Llsl, Esq., for respondent
(McCarter llc English, attorneys)
Record Closed: July 20, 198'7

Decided: July 31, 198'7

BEFORE WARD B.. YOUNG, AL.Jt

The caldwell-West Caldwell Education Association (Association) alleged the

Caldwell-West Caldwell Board of Education (Board) violated the tenure rights of a school
social worker by abolishing said position terminating the employment of the social worker,
but reemploying him on a contractual per diem basis as a social worker consultant.
The Board denied Its action was improper, and seeks dismissal of the Petition for

lack of standing and an untimely flUng in violation of

1943

~·

6:24-1.2.

You are viewing an archived copy from the New Jersey State Library.
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'Mle matter was transmitted as a contested case pursuant to

~·

52:14F-l et

!!!!· on April 21, 198?. A prehearing conference was held on June 19, 1987 at which the
parties agreed to submit the standinr and timeliness Issues for summary decision and
proceed to plenary hearlll( on the substantive lsaue if petitioner prevails in the former.
'Mle standill( and timeliness issues were briefed and the record closed on July 20,1987, the
date established for final submission.
'Mle timeliness Issue will now be addressed. 'Mle following stipulated facts,
Incorporated In the Prehearill( Order entered on June 19, 198?, are adopted herein as
PINDINGS OF FACF:

1.

'Mle cause of action occurred on October 20, 1988 when the Board
acted to create a soeial worker consultant's position, and appointed

Pasquale Spltaletta (the tenured soeial worker terminated by the
abolishment of a school soeial worker position on March 24, 1988,
effective June 30, 1988) to that position on that same date,
effective September 5, 1988.
2.

'Mle Petition of Appeal was filed on April 6, 198'1.

'lbe petitioner concedes that ~· 6:24-1.2 generally requires petitions to be
filed within 90 days of the alleged violation, but seeks relaxation of the rule through the
application of !!.:!!:!£· 6:24-lJ.? because of the expressed belief that the matter presents
appropriate circumstances.

Petitioner cites Shokey v. Cinnaminson Board of Education, 19?8 ~· 919
wherein the Commissioner determined that strict adherence to the 96-day rule would
place form over substance in a matter concerned with use of accumulated sick days during
a maternity leave.

-2-
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Wyckoff Bdueation Asllociation v. Wyekoff Board of Edueation,l980 !!:.!:&.· 233 is
el80 elted for the proposition that an action with a continuing rather than a terminal
effect should preclude the appUeatlon of the 9Q..day rule. Although the Administrative
Law Judp stated In Wpoff, 1980 S.L.D. 228 at 229 that "'ftte Board'S Motion to Dismiss
with respect to . ~· 8:24-1.2 wu denied upon the trt'O'JII(Is that the controverted
aetioo herein II not a preelse action; that Is, an action which hu been taken and Its
etreeta are terminal.", It must be noted that the Issues In that matter wu determined to
be ripe for adjudieation In light of elted statutes and State Board of Education
regulations. Petitioner buttresses ita argument with the contention that Its members
were continuou~ly denied tenure and seniority rights which may continue Into subsequent
years.
Respondent counters the "eontlnutng In nature" contention by citing ~
Plainfield Bd. All'n. v. North Plainfield Bd. of Ed., 98 N.J. 581 (1984), wherein the Court
determi!Mid·the withholding of a salary lnerement wu not attributable to a new violation
eaeh year, but rather to an earUer employment deelllon requiring appUeatlon of the 90day rule.
A dlstinetion between a statutory right and a elaim arising out of an alleged
violation of a statutory tenure right was made In Polaha v. Buena Regional Sehool Dlst.,
212 .1:!!!· ~· 828 (App. Dlv. 1988), wherein the State Board was atrlrmed In holding
!!d:!::£· 8!24-1.2 appUeable. The question then arises whether the to--day rule should be
relaxed pursuant to !!.::!:!£· 8s24-t.l'1 beeause strlet adherence should "be deemed
Inappropriate or unneeessary or may result In injustlee."
It must be noted that the petitioner In this matter Is the Alloelatlon, and that
Puquale Spltaletta "did not Initiate a grievanee procedure against the board nor am I
Interested." See Exhibit 8.
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.

.'

Notwltbstanding that the Board could be denied its statutory right to exercise its
discretionary ~uthority In· restrqetu;i~ its Table of OrganizatiOn pursuant to ~·
l8A:1H if the petitioner were to prevail on the substantive issue herein, I FIND
insuffieient indication by petitioner of circumstances warranting relaxation under
~·

6:24-l.l'l.
I also PIND the Petition of Appeal to have been filed 168 days after the cause or

action and is therefore time-barred, and that SUmmary Decision is GRANTED to
respondent.
I CONCLUDE, therefore, that the Petition shall be and is hereby DISMISSED.
I find no compelling reason under the circumstances to address the issue of

Standing.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejeeted by the
COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by

law is empowered to make a final deelsion in this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman
does not so aet in forty-live (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in aeeordance with
52:141HO.

~·

l hereby FILE this Initial Decision with &wl Cooperman for consideration.

31~

DATE

/?J'7
AUG -It \967

/j ~--·

I

DATE

l
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CALDWELL-WEST CALDWELL l!:DUCATION
ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
CALDWELL-WEST CALDWELL SCHOOL
DISTRICT, ESSEX COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. The Association filed timely
exceptions pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
The Board's reply
exceptions thereto were also timely filed in accord with the
aforesaid regulations.
The Association avers in exceptions that the initial
decision did not attempt to explain its departure from Delores
Shokey v. Cinnaminson Bd. of Ed., 1978 S.L.D. 919, aff'd State Board
1979 S.L.D. 869 and wxckoff Education Aii'Q, v. wyckoff Bd. of Ed.,
1980 s.t":D. 233, where1n "the COllllllissioner concluded that relaxation
of the 90-day rule was warranted pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.19, the
predecessor to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17" on the bans of "a •continuing
violation' ~hokey *** at 921 *** [or] where the •controverted action
continues 1nto *** future yean. '
wyckoff *** at 229."
(Exceptions, at pp. 1-2)
Further, the Aesociation would dietinguish the instant
matter from North Plainfield Ed. Aes 1 n. v. North Plainfield Bd. of
Ed. , 96 N.J. 587 (1984) on the bash that the "Board • a action was
not termlnil as wae true with the increment denial in North
Plainfield ***." (Exceptions, at p. 2) The Aesociation claims that
the "reemployment of an outside 1 consultant 1 represents a continuing
denial of the tenured and seniority rights of the individual whose
position was eliminated.***" (Exceptions, at p. 2) Citing N.J.S.A.
18A:28-ll and N.J.S.A. 18A:28-l2 for the proposition that a tenured
teaching ataff member hal certain aeniority and reemployment rights
after a IUF, the Association contends that the "Board 1 1 failure to
properly recall that teaching staff member affects not only his or
her rights but ·those of teaching staff members who may also have
reemployment rights. Thia failure by the Board will, therefore,
continue into the future." (Exceptions, at p. 2) The Association
further argues that said failure will continue into the future and,
thus, this matter justifies relaxation of the 90-day rule pursuant
to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17.
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Citing Freehold Regional B.S. Education Ass 1 n. and Walter
Holcomb v. Freehold Regional B.S. District, 1978 S.L.D. 960 and
~ckoff Education Ass•n. v. WYckoff Board of Education, 1981 S.L.D.
28, aff'd State Board l982 S.L.D. 1598, the Association clarms-Tt
here has standing as representat1ve of the employees as much in this
case as in both of the ~ck.off cues cited herein, because its
petition alleges that the Board violated the tenure and seniority
rights of one of its members. "The impact of the Board 1 S actions
here on the Association 1 s members i a no less than in the Freehold
and the Wyckoff cases." (Exceptions, at p. 4)
Petitioner requests that the Commissioner reject the
initial decision, conclude that the Association has standing and
remand the matter for plenary hearing.
In reply to the above exceptions, the Board notes that the
Association received immediate notice of the Board's action on
October 20, 1986 on which date it confirmed a consulting contract
between the Board and a former teaching staff member, Pasquale
Spitaletta, inasmuch as the Association president was at that Board
meeting. Further, the Board avers:
The Association has stipulated that the cause of
action herein arose, if at all, on that date.
Eight days later, on October 28, 1986, the
Association filed a grievance complaining of the
contract with Mr. Spital etta; but it waited five
months, until April 6, 1987 to file the petition
herein.
(Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 2)
Moreover, the Board refutes the Association's reliance on
Shokey and Wyckoff, au~ra. The Board suggests the Commisaioner did
not ado:vt the "continu1ng harm" theory in Shokey, but rather based
his dectsion on other grounds, not addressing that issue at all. As
to WYckoff, petitioner therein, according to the Board, alleged that
"the board 1 [had] asaigned and continue[d) to aasign personnel not
properly certificated .... '" (Reply Exceptions, at p. 2, citing
~ckoff, 1980 S.L.D. at 228)
Thus, the Board claims, Wyckoff is
dutinguishable _ __
since the Auociation herein does not claim the
Board has taken any objectionable action since
October 1986, or will take any such action in the
future. The alleged violation is the result of
one particular Board action, and the Association
admits that the cause of action arose, if at all,
on one particular date, which was more than 90
days before the filing of the petition.
(Reply Exce~tions, at p. 2)
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The Board -contend• further that !forth Plainfield, eupra,
eliminate• any eupport that the A1sociat1on ml&ht auater from
~koff, eupra.
Therein, the Board avere, the Supreme Court found,
t t the continuinc harm theory bad no relevance to a claim
involvinc ,witbholdin& of a salary increment, even thou&h the result
of such action was that petitioner would forever be one step behind
on the aalary acale. "Notwitbstandin& this continuing effect, the
Court found that the alleged violation of petitioner • s ri&hts was
the result of one particular board action. It therefore refused to
relaz the 90-day rule."
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 3) Citing
Ackerman et al. v. Oakland Bd. of Ed., decided by the Coaaiaaioner
August 25, 1986 and Arena v. Bd. of Ed. of the Westwood Regional
School District, decided by the Commissioner June 3, l986, the Board
also argues that in tenure and aeniority cases, the 90-day rule has
been consistently applied. Thus, the Board avers, the ALJ was
correct to dismiss the petition on timeliness &rounds, and it
submits the Commissioner should adopt the initial decision.
Averring that the Comaiuioner, like the ALJ, need not
reach the standing issue, the Board relies on its Brief in Support
of Summary Decision and the cases cited therein for its position in
regard to standing in this matter. Said submission is incorporated
herein by reference.
In summary, the Board avera that while a
teachers' association would have atanding to represent the interests
of its members, the Association herein does not have standing,
"since it does not allege a violation of the tights of any of its
members, and the only former member affected by this case does not
claim any violation of his ri&hts and does not seek any relief or
representation by the Association." (Reply Exceptiona, at p. 3)
The Board submits there is no relief which the Commissioner
could grant the Association, and, for that reason alone, the matter
should be dismissed.
Upon his careful review of the record, the Commissioner
grants summary decision dhmiuinc the instant Petition of Appeal
for the reasons that follow.
It is undisputed that the Association's Petition of Appeal
was filed 168 daya after the cause of action accrued.
The
Aasociation•a post-bearing brief atatea:
The Aaaociation filed its petition in this caae
raore than 90 daya after the initial violation.
The Board approved the hirin& of the social
worker conaul tant on October 20, 1986.
The
Association filed its petition on April 6, 1987.
This caae presenta appropriate circumstances,
however, to relaz atrict adherence to the rules.
(Poat-Bearing Brief, at p. 4)
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Initially,
the Commissioner finds no merit in the
Association's arpment that the instant circumstances constitute a
continuing violation warranting relaxation of the 90-day rule,
averring:
The social worker consultant continued to work
beyond October 20, 1986. The Association • a members were, therefore, continuously denied tenure
and seniority rights.
Similarly, the Board's
alleged violation may continue into subsequent
academic years. Ita action is not terminal but
continuous in nature as was the Board's action in
WYCkoff.
(Id., at p. 5)
Rather, the Commissioner agrees with the Board that the
Auociation's reliance on Shokey and Wyckoff for its position are
inapposite because neither ease involved a claim that tenure or
seniority rights had been violated thereby presenting cause for
relaxation of the 90-day rule.
The ease law is clear that in
matters concerning tenure and seniority, the 90-day rule shall be
strictly applied.
In Paul Gordon v. Board of Education of the
Township of Paasaic, Morris County, l983 S.L.D. 1141, aff'd in
part/ rev' d in part State Board March 6, l985';"'a'ff 'd N.J. Superior
Court, Appellate Division May 27, 1986, the State Board stated:
The State Board finds that the tenure and
seniority rights of teachers, unlike the right to
military service credit, are predicated on the
rendering of services as a school teacher. Under
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, teaching staff members acquire
tenure only after employment in a school district
or by a board for a specified period of time.
Likewise, seniority rights accrue only after a
teaching 1taff member has rendered services for a
period of time sufficient for him to have
achieved tenure. N.J .S.A. 18A:28-9 et ~·
In
both cases, the rights acquired are funetlonally
related to teaching experience.
As set forth
above, the kind of statutory right that renders
the statute of limitations inapplicable is one
that, like the right to military service credit,
doea not bear a functional relationship to
service aa a teacher. North Plainfield, supra,
Lavin, supla.
We therefore conclude that the
itiiUte o
limitations specified in N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.2 applies to claima, such as that In the
instant case 1 which allege the violation of
tenure or sen1ority rights. (emphasis supplied)
{Id., at p. 4)
Further. in the instant matter the Commissioner finds no
circumstances warranting relaxation of the 90-day rule pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17 such as those present in Charles R. Stockton v.

y
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Board of Education of the Cit~ If Trenton, Mercer County, decided by
the Commiasioner November 19, 9 4, rev•d State Board April 3, 1985,
rev'd/rea. R.J. Superior Court, Appellate Division May 16, 1986,
decided by the Commillioner on remand february 20, 1987, particularly becaun it ia unrefuted by petitioner that the utter ia
currently pendin& before the Public Employment llelationa Commiaaion
(PERC}. The Board•a Poat-Bearing Brief ao atatea:
The Superintendent and hia ataff formulated a job
deacription for the aocial worker consultant
position, and drafted a contract. In late summer
the Superintendent offered the contract to
Paaquale Spitaletta, and Mr. Spitaletta accepted.
Be began working as a conaultant on September 5,
1986.
The
Board
retroactively
confirmed
Mr. Spitaletta•s contract on October 20, 1986.
Like all official action of the Board, its vote
to confirm the contract vas taken at a public
meeting. Among the members of the public preaent
vas
the
Teachera •
Aasociation
President,
John llaby.
The
Auociation
thus
received
immediate notice of the Board's action.
The
Alaociation baa stipulated that the cause of
action in this matter arose on October 20, 1986.
Eight days
Asaociation

later,
filed

on
a

October 28,

Moreover, the Commiasioner notea from the record the
absence of any indication whatsoever in the Petition of Appeal that
the utter is currently pendin& in another forum as required by
N.J.A.C. 6:24-l.l(b) which states:
(b) Any farty to a controversy or dispute before
the comm1ssioner, vho ia a party to another
action before any other administrative agency,
arbitration proceedin& or court involving the
same or aim lar iaaue of fact or lav, shall
indicate the existence of such action or
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complaint with the petition of appeal or the
answer to the commissioner, as may be appropriate.
Failure to so certify may be deemed to be sufficient cause for diamiual of the petition of
appeal when, in the judgment of the co•iasioner
and/or the ALJ, such failure results in the
duplication of administrative procedures for the
resolution of a controversy or dispute.
(emphasis supplied)
The Commissioner does find in this matter that the
Aasociation•a failure to indicate in its petition the existence of
an action before PERC, based upon the aame facta and parties as the
instant appeal, to be cause for diamiual. See Sara Riely v. The
Board of Education of Bunterdon Central High School, Bunterdon
~. decided by the Commissioner September 19, 1978, State Board
dismissed appeal December 6, 1978, Super. Ct. (App. Div.) rev'd/rem.
to dismiss petition 1980 ~ 1532, wherein the Court stated:
If , aa it appears, respondent now contends that
her appeal to the commiuioner involves matters
that were not, or could not, have been submitted
for arbitration, in that such matters were
exclusively within the managerial discretion of
the local board, then clearly there vas no reason
to withhold the appeal to the commissioner during
the pendency of her arbitration proceedinJS.
Respondent had ample time to file the petitlon
after the promulgation of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. It
is evident to us that she fambied on a favorable
arbitration award and, bavmg lost, then decided
to seek further relief at the hands of the
commiuioner. By then, her petition vas out of
time.
(at 1534)
Further, because the matter is also determined to be
untimely, the Commissioner does not reach either the matter of
standing or the merits of the matter.
Board.

Accordinf1Y, summary decision is granted in favor of the
The Petit1on of Appeal is dismissed with prejudice.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
COMMISSIONER

September 10, 1987

(
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OFFt.CI!-OF·ADMINISTRATIV~

I,.AW.

INmAL DECISION
OAL OKT. NO. EDU 3808-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 178-5/87
BOARD OP EDUCA110N OP THE
TOWNSIBP OP WOODBRIDGE,
Petitioner,

v.
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OP THE

TOWNSHIP OP WOODBRIDGE,
Respondent.

C.l J. PaliRisano, Esq., for petitioner (Palmisano 4: Goodman, attorneys)
.Joseph

a. Bulman, F.sq., for respondent (Arthur W. Burgess, attorney)

Record Closed: JUly 13, 1987

Decided; JUly 31, 1987

BEFORE BRUCE ll. CAMPBELL, ALJ:
Tbe Woodbridge Board of Education (Board) appeals from the AprU 27, 1987

determination of the Municipal Council or the Township of Woodbridge (Council) to Cix an
amount to be ralsed by local tax levy Cor school purposes for the 1987-88 school year that

Is $2,220,000 less than the amount to be raised by local tax levy contained In the Board's
1987-88 budget u originally submitted to the electorate.
This matter waa joined beCore the Commissioner ot Education and transmitted by
the Department ot Education to the Office of Administrative Law on June Z, 1987, for
disposition u a contested cue. pursuant to~· 52:148-1!! !!9.· and

1 !!!!S·

.

}

New Jene•· Is A11 l:qrwl Oppt~rnmit.•· l:inplu.••"'
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 380D-87
The Board filed a motion for summary decision with its petition of appeal. The
Council timely tiled responsive papers. I heard oral argument on the motion pursuant to
~· l:l-12.2(e) on JUly 13, 1987.
The Board sets forth a chronology of events following defeat

o~

the budget on

April 7, 1987, and argues that it Is entitled to summary decision setting aside the budget

reductions made by the Township Council as a matter of law because the Council's actions
in reducing the budget were arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable. Specifically, the
Board alleges the Council failed to set forth its underlying determinations and supporting
reasons for the euts, the Council was polltieaUy motivated In determinating the amount of
the budget reduetions and the Couneil refused to meet with the Board after April 27 to
discuss settlement of the budget.
The Council argues that the Board has failed to satisfy the standards for entry of
summary decision. The Council maintains it properly articUlated its determination and
supporting reasons for each reduction made In the school budget. It denies political
motive in determining the amount of budget reductions and maintains it satisfied Its legal
obligations to consUlt with the Board following defeat of the budget at the polls.
The Board's second and third arguments need not be addressed because the
matter turns and is decided on the Board's first argument.

'nle record shows that the budget was transmitted to the Council, pursuant to
18A:ZZ-33, on Aprll 8, 198'1. Board's Exhibit E. 'nle two bodies met on April 20
at 7:30p.m. From 8:00p.m. untU 11:15 p.m., a committee from each of the two bodies
met In a joint closed session. 'nle Council's minutes of that meeting, attached to Board
Exhibit G, show discussion of some line items, but Ultimately action on a $1.6 million
reduction. 'nle minutes do not renect, by line items, how this figure Is reached and what
the reason for each line Item reduction Is.

~

The Council held a special meeting on April 27, 1987. Its minutes, Board Exhibit
J, show a combination of line Item and across-the-board cuts totaling $2,220,000 although
the Council had resolved on AprU 20 to reduce the budget by $1,600,000.
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On May 7, the Board passed a resolution requesting that the Councll meet with
the Board to discuss the budget further and that the county superintendent of schools be
invited to mediate the session. Board's Exhibits P, Q. The Council at first aecepted and
then refused the Invitation. Board's Exhibits R, S.

DETERM[NA110N AND ORDER
~· 18A:22-37 requires, In pertinent part, that If the voters reject any of
the budget items submitted at the annual school election, the Board of Edueation must
deliver the proposed school budget to the governing body of the municlpality within two

days thereafter. This the Board did.
The statute further provides:
The governing body of the municlpallty • • • shall, after
consUltation with the board, and by April 28, determine the
amount which, in the judgment of llllld body ••• II necessary to
be appropriated, for each item appearl!ll In sueh ~t, to
prc)vlde a thoroUgtl
eMCient system or scliOOiil the
district, and certify to the county board of taxation the totals
of the amount determined. • • • [ Emphull supplied.}

ana

The authority of the Commissioner of Bdueatlon and, hence, the Office of

Administrative Law to hear school budget disputes derives seneraUy from ~·
18A:6-9 and specifically from Bd. of Ed., E. Brunswick Tp. v. Tp. Council, E. Brunswick,
48 ~· 94 (1966). The Court's language In E. Brunswick at 105-106 Is particUlarly
Instructive.
Though the law enables voter rejection, It does not stop there
but turns the matter over to the local governing body. That
body II not set adrift without guidance, for the statute

specifically provides that It shall consUlt with the local board of
education and shall thereafter fix an amount which It
determines to be necessary to fulfW the standard of providing a
thorough and etflclent system of schools. Here, u In the
original preparation of the budget, elements of discretion play a
proper part. The governing body may, of course, seek to effect
savlnp which wW not Impair the educational process. !!t!!!
determinations must be indenindent ones ~operly related to
idueatlonll eonsl3era0ons r8 rier Ulili voer reactions. In
every step It must act consCientloiilly, reasonably and with full

-3-
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 380G-87

In Bd. of Ed., Tp. of Union v. Tp. Committee of the !p. of Union, OAL DKT.
EDU 2788-81 (June 5, 1981), adopted, Comm'r of Ed. (July 9, 1981), the Commissioner
stated in his affirmance:
In the opinion of the Commissioner, ••• the law set forth in E.
Brunswick, s~pra{ (requires) the munlelpal government to
recommend o he Board the supporting reasons for the
reduction or elimination of specific Une Items which It believes
necessary to total budgetary reduction. The Commissioner
deems it proper that such deelsions be made at the time of the
reduction and not on a contingency basis only, If and when the
budget reduction Is appealed by the Board to the Commissioner.
In the Initial Decision, adopted by the Commissioner, the administrative law
judge explained, "1'he governl"'' body must have the rationale for its reductions at the
time It acts and shall not be permitted subsequenUy to construct one in a 'boot-lltrap'
manner." See also, Bd. of Ed., Tp. of f>!ptfurd v. Mayor and Counell, Tp. of Deptford,
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 491G-86 (Mar. 9, 1987), rev'd, Comm'r of Ed. (Apr. 27, 1987).
The governi"'' body &r~Ues that summary judgment Is not appropriate. It
contends that there are genuine Issues of fact that must be determined. Nevertheless, the

case law discussed above Indicates clearly that the failure of a governi"'' body to speelfy
each line Item to be reduced or eliminated and the particular reasons for reduction or
elimination, at the time of Its action, Is a fatal defect.
Having considered the

&r~Uments

of counsel, I PIND and COifCLODE that there

are no Issues of material fact concerni"'' the reasons put forth by the governl"'' body for
the reductions it proposes. I PIND that the reasons are untimely or insufficient as a
matter of law or both and, therefore, must be set aside.
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3800.8'1
SUmmary judgment is GRAIITID In favor of the Woodbridp Township Board of
Education setting the reductions and restoring In full the amounts origlnlllly set forth in
the budget presented to the votet'! on AprU '1, 198'1.
It is ORDBRED that the sum of $2,220,000 be and is hereby eertlfied to the

Middlesex County Board of Taxation In addition to the $51,981,599 already certified to
the Board of Taxation for current expense purposes of the Woodbridge Township Board of
Education for the 1987-88 school year so that the total amount to be raised by tax levy
for current expense purposes for the 1987-88 school year shllll be $54,181,599.
Plnlllly, it is noted

that~·

18A:22-37 requires the IIOVerning body to aet by

April 28. Although a IIOVerning body has the power to amend its aetlons, I PDfD that the
failure of the Council to meet with the Board after that date is neither arbitrary nor
capricious.
Tbis recommended deeislon may be adopted, modified or rejected by the

COMIIJBSIONER OF THE DEP.All'l'IIENT OP EDUCAftOIC, SAUL COOPERIIAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so aet In forty-five (45) days and unless such time Umit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in aeeordanee with
~·

52:148-10.
I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPEBIIAIC for

DATE

DATE

-5-
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WOODBRIDGE,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION

MONICIPAL COUNCIL OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WOODBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX
COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Administrative Law.
It is observed that the Council's exceptions to the initial
decision and the Board's replies to said exceptions have been filed
with the Commissioner pursuant to the applicable provisions of
N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
The Commissioner further observes that the ALJ has recommended that the Board' 1 Motion for Summary Judgment be granted in
this matter by virtue of the Council'• failure to provide the Board
with ita underlyina determination& and supporting reaaona for ita
tax levy reductions in current expenses for the 1987-88 school
year. The ALJ concluded that the Council's action violated the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:22-37 and that the Council's action was
inconsistent with those school law deciaiona in East B swick Townahip1, supra, Union Townshiv. ,supra, and De tford
1 ,
suprf.
s noted that the Comm1auoner •s deciuon 1n e
rd Townsh
has since been affirmed by the State Board of Educat1on on August 7,
1987. In affirming the Commissioner's decision in Deptford Township
the State Board held in pertinent part as follows:
The question preaented by the Council's appeal is
whether the failure of a governing body to
provide the district board of education with the
reasons for its line item reductions at the time
it acts to reduce those amounts pursuant to
N.J. S .A. l8A: 22-37 invalidates the reductions so
as to . require reatoration of the amounts.
We
conclude that ita does.
In Board of Education of East Brunswick Township
v. Township Council of East Brunswick, 48 N.J. 94
(1966), the New Jersey Supreme Court conSidered
the question of whether the Commissioner of
Education had jurisdiction over a controversy
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between a township c.ouncil and a board of education resulting frOII the council's reduction of
the board • • proposed budget that had been twice
rejected by the voteu. lleaolvin& that question
in the affirmative,· the court further diltuned
the operation of the applicable atatutel and
the obli&ationa of aoverning bodies thereunder.
In this reaard, the court emphasized that

Id. at 105-106 (emphasis added).
We conclude that the language of the court
clearly require• that a governing body provide
reaaons for ita reduction• at the time it acta
1 We note that the statute involved in that
case waa a predecessor to R.J.f.A· 18A:22-37. We
however emphasize that the obl &ations elucidated
by the court in East Brun,wick also apply when a
governing body acta pursuant to current statute.
Brancbbur& Bel. of Ed. v. Branchbura. 187 N.J.
Super . 540, 545 (1983) .
--
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purauant to R.J.S.A. 18A:22-37.
Further, we
emphasize that the Commissioner has long held
that the rationale for the reductions must be
provided at that time, ~ Union Township Bd. of
Ed. v. Townahip Committee, decided by the Commissioner, July 9, 1981, and we fully concur with
the Commiasioner that the failure of the
governing body to know, identify and set forth
the specific line i tema of the budget and to
ennunciate (lie) aupporting reasons at the time
of the reduction renders the reduction an
arbitrary act. Union Township, supra. We also
agree that such arbitrariness is not negated by
the subsequent submission of information or
subsequent construction of a rationale. Id. We
therefore affirm that the failure of the Council
in this caae to provide reasons for its line item
reductions either at the time of its original tax
levy certification or of its amended certification invalidated the reductions so as to warrant
restoration of the total amounts.
To hold
otherwise would ignore the primary obligation of
governing bodies acting pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:22-37 to act conscientiously at every step to
effect savings that do not impair the educational
process. last Brunswick, supra, at 105-106.
Our view of the significance of a failure of the
governing body to provide the board of education
with the rationale for reductions at the time it
acta is reinforced by the specific requirement
imposed by R.J.S.A. 18A:22-37 that the board of
education notify the governing body if it intends
to appeal to the Commissioner within 15 days
after the coverning body certifies to the county
board of taxation the amount it judges to be
neceuary to be appropriated. In light of this
requirement, we conclude that to allow a
governing body to act without providing the
district board with its rationale at the time it
makes the reduction• would place an undue burden
on the board of education, and would, as here,
force diltrict boards to file appeals in the
ab1ence of any indication from the governing body
as to why it concluded that the reductions were
justified.
This would result in unnecessary
liti&ation and also would undermine the Commissioner's ability to determine quickly on what
basil the &overnin& body in tact made its
judgments.
(Slip Opinion, at pp. 2-4)
In itt exceptions to the initial deciBion, the Council
ar&ues that the ALJ erred in concluding that it was in violation of
the provisions of H.J .S.A. 18A:22-37 and that ita action was incon-
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liatent with the prescribed procedures discussed in East Brunswick
Township, supra, Union Township, supra, and Deptford Townsh1p, supra.
In support of ita contention, the Council aaintaina that
ita action of April 20, 1987 to reduce the Board •a current expense
appropriations by $1,600,000 for the 1987-88 achool year was preliainary to ita final deteraination to impose a total tax levy
reduction of $2,220,000 which it acted upon on April 27, 1987.
The Council, in relyinc on the ainutea of ita meetin~s held
on April 20 and April 27, 1987, as well as the oppoainc afhdavits
of Councilmen Nardiello, Oroa, and Czajtowtai, argues that the
•iecific line item economies with the Council' a underlyin' determlnations were considered in arriving at ita decision to uapose a
$2,220,000 tax levy reduction in the Board's current expense appropriations for the 1987-88 school year.
Finally, the Council argues that, anuming arguendo that
ita papers aubmitted in opposition to the Board'a Motion for Summary
Judgment do not clearly establish that the Council satisfied the
~rovisiona of applicable statutory and case law at the time it made
1ta tax reductiona in the Board'a 1987-88 current expense appropriations, auch papers at leaat eatabliah the eziatence of genuine
iaauea of material fact at the tiae auch reductions were made so aa
to deny summary judgment in the Board's favor.
In aupport of ita argument against granting aummary judgment. Council reliea on the atandarda enunciated by the Courts in
Siger v. Rational Fire Inaurance Company of Hartford, 110 N.J.
Super. 59, 63 (Law Div. 1970); RuvQlo v. American Caaualty Company:
39 If . .J. 490 ( 1963) and Judson v. Peoples Baiik & Trust Coapany of
Wesilleild, 17 N.J. 67 (1954).
The Board in reply to the Council's ezceptions urges the
Commissioner to adopt as his own the findings and conclusions
reached by the ALJ in the initial decision.
In support of ita
position the Board in its opposing brief relies on the exhibits and
the ainutes of the Council's meetings of April _20 and April 27, 1987
made part of the record to point out the inconsistencies in the
arguaents raiaed by the Council in its ezceptions to the initial
decieion.
The Board's replies are noted
incorporated by reference herein.

by the Commiasioner

and

The C0111111i11ioner has independently reviewed the record of
this matter including the various ezhibi ta, affidavits, minutes of
the Council and the respective arguments advanced by the parties
with respect to the findings and conclusions set forth in the
initial decision.

<I
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The COIIIlistioner caDDot acree with the position taken by
the Council that there are existinc outstandinc issues of material
fact which demand a reversal of the ALJ's findings, conclusions and
recommendation to award summary judgment in the Board's favor.
The ainutea of the aeetin&l held by the Council on April 20
and 27, 1987 (khibits G and J) eatablieh that certain members of
the Council were adamant in their views that substantial line item
reductions could be made in the Board'l current expense
appropriations. However, there is no evidence in the record which
reveals that the Council made a specific determination of "the
amount which, in the judgment of said body or bodies, is necessary
to be appropriated, for each i tea appearing in such budget***."
(N.J.S.A. 18A:22-37, empha~ad~. Further, there i1 no evidence
that the Council knew or identlfied the specific current expense
line items of the budget in which a total tax levy reduction of
$2,220,000 could be effected on April 27, 1987, (khibit N) at the
time it resolved to make its certification to the Middlesex County
Board of Taxation. Similarly the record is devoid of any proof that
the Council enunciated its supporting reasons for each of the
current line item economies totaling $2,220,000 at the time it acted
to impose such tax levy reduction upon the Board's 1987-88 school
budget appropriations.
In support of hie determination to &rant summary judgment
on the Board's behalf in the instant matter, the Commissioner relies
on the specific langua&e of the State Board •s decision in Deptford
Township, supra, recited in pertinent part above.
Accordingly, for the reasons stated above. the Commissioner
hereby adopts as his own those findin&s and conclusions set forth in
the initial decision.
It is ordered that the sua of $2, 220.000 can be and is
hereby certified to the Middlesex County Board of Taxation in
addition to the $51,961,599 already certified to the Board of
Taxation for current expense purposes of the Woodbrid&e Township
School District for the 1987-88 school year shall be $54,181,599.

COMMISSIONER Of EDUCATION
September 11, 1987
Pending State Board
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• OFFLCE

INmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NOS. EDU 5475-85 and
EDU 3894-86 (CONSOLIDATED)
AGENCY DKT. NOS. 255-7/85 and
175-5/86
LINDA LEDWri'Z,

Petitioner,
v.
BOARD OF EDUCA'ftON OF THE
TOWNSHIP OF MANALAPANENGLISHTOWN REGIONAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT, MONMOUTH COUNTY,

Respondent.

'lboma W. Cav......, Jr.. Esq., for petitioner (Chamlin, Schottland, ROHn,
Cavanagh and Uliano, attorneys)
Gerald L. Dorf, Esq., for reupondent

Decided: Au !JUSt 1\, 1987

Record Closed: May 5, 198'1
BEFORE LILLARD E. LAW, ALJ:

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Petitioner filed two spearate Petitions of Appeal before the Commissioner of
Education alleging that:

(1) the action of the Board of Education of the Manalapan-

Englishtown Regional School District (Board) to withhold har salary and/or adjustment
Increment for the 1985-88 school year was arbitrary, unjustified and ln violation of
N.J.S.A. 18At29-14 (OAL okt. No. EDU 54'15-85, Agency Dkt. No. 255-'1/5); and (2) the

J
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Board's deeision to terminate her employment wu in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:6-t0 et

!!!9· by virtue of her tenure status as a teaeher of the handieapped (OAL Dkt. No.
3894-86, Ageney Dkt. No. 175-5/86). Petitioner seeks restoration of her lllllary increment
for the 1985-86 school year and reinstatement to her teaehlng position effective
February 26, 1986, the date the Board terminated her employment.
The Board denies petitioner's allegations contending, among other things, that
its aetions were at all times proper and in accordance with the law.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
Petitioner fUed her Petition of Appeal with regard to the 1985-86 salary and
On August 29, 1985, the
adjustment Increment withholding on July 31, 1985.
Commissioner transmitted the matter to the Ortlee of Administrative Law (OAL) for
determination as a eonte1ted ease, pur~uant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 !! !!!9• and ~
52:14P-l !! !!!9· A prehearing eonferenee was held on Oetober 25, 1985, the undenigned
prelidl.ng, at whleh it was agreed to go to hearing on February 25 and 26, 1986. The
seheduled hearing dates were adjourned and the matter was reaaslgned to Beatrlee S.
Tylutkl, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). On February 27, 1986, the parties agreed to
plaee the matter on the OAL's list of inactive eases for a period of six months for the
purpose of settlement discussions and negotiations (OAL Dkt. No. EDU 5475-85, Agency
Dkt. No. 255-7/85). (~Order to Inactive List, dated March 3, 1986.)
On May 19, 1988, whUe the former matter was still on the list of lnaetlve
eases, petitioner filed her Petition before the Commissioner alleging the Board's violation
of N.J.S.A. 18A:8-10 !! !!9- and her tenure rights. The Commissioner transmitted the
matter to the OAL on June 13, 1986. A prehearlng was held by the undersigned on

August 19, 1988, at whleh, amolllf other things, hearing dates were set down for
Deeember 9 and 10, 1986 (OAL Dkt. No. EDU 3849-88, Agency Dkt. No. 115-5/86).
On November 18, 1986, Administrative Law Judge Tylutkl, with the eonsent of

both parties, Issued an Order to Consolidate the two matters. The hearing was eondueted
on Deeember 9, 1988, at the Manalapan, New Jersey, TowiVlhip Munielpal Building. The
parties requested and were granted leave to submit post-hearing memoranda. The last
submission wu reeeived by the OAL on May 5, 1987, whieh eonstitutes the elosing of the
herein reeord.
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As a result of the undersigned's Ulness and hospitalization, extensions for the
execution of the herein Initial decision were requested and granted by the Acting Director
of the OAL and the Commissioner, pursuant to N•.J.A.C. 1:1-18.8.

The issue with respect to the Board's action to withhold petitioner's 1985-86
salary and adjustment Increment is:
1.

Whether the Board's action to withhold petitioner's salary and
adjustment Increment for the 1985-86 school year was
arbitrary, capricious and/or unreuonable?

The issues with respect to the Board's action to terminate petitioner from her
employment position effective February 26, 1986, were agreed to as follows:
1.

Whether petitioner was certlflcate-eHsfble for the
designation of the teacher of the handicapped while employed
by the Board but the certificate was not perfected during the
course of her employment?

2.

Whether, under the circumstances, petitioner acquired a
tenure status In the Board's employ under her K-8 elementary
teaching certificate?

3.

Whether the action by the Board In terminating petitioner
from her employment position was proper under the
circumstances'!'
STIPULATION OF FACTS

Upon openllllf the record in this matter on December 9, 1986, the parties
offered this administrative tribunal a Stipulation of Peets and attached Exhibits (A-1
throurh P), which are set forth herein'>elow as follows:
1.

Petitioner became a full-time teacher In respondent's school
system during the scholastic year 1919-80. During that year,
and the following two scholastic years (1980-81 and 1981-82),
she served as the Resource Room (Special Education) teacher
for grades 1 through 3. During 1982-83, and the IIUbseqUent
scholastic year (1983-84), she continued her employment In
Respondent's schoolvystem in a self-contained neurolO(ically
impaired cla!JII, servicing grades 4 through 6. During 1984-85,
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she was employed in a self-contained neurologically impaired
class for second and third grade students at the Clark llo1ills
School. During 1985-86, she was employed in a similar
oosition with respondent sehool system for first and second
grades.
· ?..

Petitioner was continually employed in respondent's school
system in a full-time capacity as a teacher of the handicapped, beginning in 1979-80 and culminating in her termination on February 26, 1986.

3.

Petitioner received her K through 8 (limited) certification
from the New Jersey State Department of Education in
February 1965. That certificate was updated and recorded as
permanent in July 1973 (Exhibit N),

4.

During the entire seven (7) year period when petitioner was
employed by respondent, she taught only as a special education teacher in the various positions previously mentioned.

5.

(a)

During the seven (7) year period while petitioner was in
the employ of respondent, her employer did not raise
any question nor inquire of her regarding her certificate
as a special education teacher until the latter part of
January 1986.

(b)

Petitioner advised respondent on llo1ay 25, 1979, in her
professional employment application, that she had
completed her certification for classroom teacher of
the handicapped.
(A copy of that application is
attached as Exhibit A-1). Furthermore, petitioner's
resume, which was attached to her application, clearly
shows her claim that she had certification as a classroom teacher of the handicapped (Exhibit A-2). Therefore, respondent had no idea that petitioner was an
uncertified teacher of the handicapped until January
1986.

(e)

When respondent found out, and after several oral
inquiries, petitioner received a written memorandum
from respondent's Director of Personnel inquiring into
the existence of the original teaching certificate
qualifying her as a teacher of the handicapped on
February 12, 1986 (Exhibit A-3).

6.

On February 19, 1986, petitioner received a typed inquiry
from her employer regarding the certificate, which document
is attached hereto as Exhibit B. In that document, petitioner
admits she had applied for the teacher of the handicapped
certification in May 1979 and received it In the summer of
1979.
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7.

On February 21st, petitioner forwarded a request to the

Monmouth County Superintendent's Ortlce seeking the
Issuance of a teaching certificate for special education
(Exhibit C).
8.

9.

10.

(a)

Respondent school district contacted the New Jersey
State Department of Education, more particularly, the
Director of Teacher Certification, to Inquire regardillll'
the certificate of petitioner. On February 18, 1986, the
Director of Teacher Certification advised respondent as
to petitioner's only certificate endorsement (Exhibit D).

(b)

Respondent, through its counsel. contacted the Director
of Teacher Certification again to Inquire as to
petitioner's certificate for teacher of the handicapped
(Exhibit D-1).

(a)

On February 19th, counsel for respondent forwarded
another letter to Dr. Rorro concemlng the certification
question of petitioner (Exhibit E).

(b)

On February 20th, respondent's counsel received a
response to his February 18th letter from the Director
of Teacher Certification (Exhibit E-1).

On February 20, 1986, lllonmouth CoUege forwarded a letter

to respondent school district lndioatlng that, after a review
of their tile of certification requests. there was none
Indicating a request for a teacher of the handicapped certificate for petitioner (Exhibit F).
11.

On February 21, 1986, the Monmouth County Superintendent's
Office verified to respondent school system that It did not
have any Information regarding a certificate of the handi-

capped filed on behalf of petitioner (Exhibit 0).
12.

On February 28, 1988, a letter was issued through the

lllonmouth County Superintendent of Sehools verifying that
petitioner had applied for a certificate of the handicapped
through the State Department of Education. Petitioner filed
the application and the C!Opy of her transcript with the
Monmouth County Superintendent's Office which forwarded
the documents to the Department of Education ln Trenton
(Exhibit H).
13.

On February 21, 1988, petitioner received a eopy of a letter

lndicat1111 that respondent Board of Education would discuss
her certification situation at the public meeting on
February 25, 1988 (Exhibit 1).
14.

On February 24, 1988, respondent received a letter from

MUton o. Hughes, Monmouth County Superintendent of
Schools, advising respondent as to the prohibition of
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petitioner's emplovment as a special education teacher and
the law relating to .her continued employment with
respondent (Exhibit 1-1).
15.

On February 25, 1986, respondent Board of Education held a
hearing on the Issue of petitioner's certificate and
determined to terminate her e'11ployment Immediately, as a
result of her not possessing the aforementioned certificate
(Exhibit J).

16.

In March 1986, the New Jersey Department of Education
Issued a certificate to petitioner as a teacher ot the handicapped (Exhibit K).

17.

In October 1986, the New Jersey Department of Education
verified, through the Director of Teacher Certification, that
petitioner was eligible for the endorsement of teacher of the
handicapped, upon completion of the Spring 1980 semester
(Exhibit L).

18.

Petitioner wu terminated Immediately on February 28, 1986,
at which time her salary and all of her benefits were
terminated.

19.

A copy of petitioner's transcript, as forwarded to the Department of Education (Is marked as] (Exhibit M).
TESTIMONIAL EVIDENCE

The follow!~ Is a summary of the relevant and material testimony of the two
witnesses offered by the parties to the herein controversy.
Petitioner Linda Ledwftz testified on her own behalf usertlng, among other
things, that she had graduated from Monmouth College In 1964 and was Issued a Limited
K-8 Teacher Certificate by the Board of Examiners. Petitioner userted she had no
administrative responsibility for the aequlsltlon of the teaching certlfieate but, rather,
agents of the eoUege processed all the paperwork tor the Issuance and that it was awarded
to her upon her graduation !rom the college. Petitioner subsequently taught under her
certificate In the public schools or Long Branch and Middletown Township from September
1964 until December 1961 when she terminated praetlclng her profession to have a family.
Petitioner returned to teaching as a Supplemental Teacher with the Ocean Township
Board of Education In 1913.
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In or about 1973, the Bollrd of Examiners of the Department of Education
issued ~tltioner a ~rmanent certificate as Elementary School Teacher without her
applying for same (Exhibit N). Petitioner asserted that, without any effort on her part,
the new certificate just simply arrived at her place of residence by way of regular mall.
ln January 1976, petitioner commenced a gradUate program of studies at
Monmouth College with the intent of becoming certified as a teacher of the handicapped
in the area of special edUcation. Through her advisors at Monmouth College, petitioner
was led to belteve that the completion of18 graduate credits, or one-half of the credits
required for a Master's Degree, qualified her for certification to teach in special
education.
As a consequence of her belief and understanding, ~titioner applied for a
teaching position in special edUcation with the Board In summer 1979. At the time of her
application, ~tltloner had completed 18 credit couries ln the field of apeelal edUcation.
She was subsequently employed and asslped as a Suoplemental Teacher by the Board.
Petitioner was subsequently awarded the degree of Master of Science ln EdUcation on
September 1, 1963. During her employment by the Board from September 1979 untU
February 1986, while petitioner taught in the field of special edUcation, there was never a
question raised by the Board's agents concerning ~tltloner's certification.

Petitioner testified it was her understanding and belief that upon her
completion of the required course work the college would complete the necessary
paperwork for the certificate and that the certificate would subsequently be sent to
petitioner. This understanding by petitioner was consistent with her prior Involvement, or
noninvolvement, in the issuance of her certificates.
Petitioner asserted that she first became aware that there was a problem with
her certification In late January 1986. At that time petitioner was approached by Harriet
Bernstein, the Board's Director of Personnel. who informed petitioner that petitioner's
certificate as Teacher of the Handicapped could not be located in petitioner's persomel
file maintained by the Board. Petitioner understood the problem was that her certificate
had been misplaced and that as a standard Board procedure, lt was to be prodUced In order
to bring her fOe up-to-date. Petitioner advised ML Bernstein that sbe would search at her
home for the certificate. Subsequently, petitioner 81f8ln spoke with the Director to advise
the Director that petitioner was unable to locate the certificate; however, petitioner
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would continue her search for the doeument. Petitioner contended that Ms. Bernstein did
not express any eoneem or urgency in her request to petitioner to loeate the certificate.
It was petitioner's understanding that the Board's need for her certificate was a somewhat
routine, auditing process.
Subsequently, on or about February 12, 1986, petitioner was in receipt of a
memorandum. from Director 'Bernstein advising petitioner that the Director was still
awaiting petitioner's eertiricate of Teacher of the Handicapped (Exhibit A-3). As a
consequence of the Director's memorandum and upon advise of the Director, petitioner
completed an application to the Commisioner of Education, together with the $10 fee, for
the replacement of her lost or misplaced certificate (Exhibit C). This activity of
acquiring a $10 money order and application for certification occurred between
February 14 through February 20, 1986 (Exhibit C).
On February 19, 1986, after petitioner had completed her portion of the
reapplication proeeas, petitioner was hand-delivered a memorandum from Director
Bernstein, which was in the form of a questionnaire (Exhibit B). The memorandum raised
a series of five questions concerning petitioner's certification, which petitioner answered
based upon her understanding and belief. Petitioner signed and dated the memorandum
and it was returned to Ms. Bernstein (Exhibit ~).

Petitioner was unaware that on February 18, 1986, counsel for the Board had a
telephone conversation with Dr. Celeste M. Rorro, Director, Otrlce of Teacher Certification and Academic Credentials, New Jersey Department of. Education, coneemlng
petitioner's certification and teach!• credentials (Exhibit D-1). Nor was petitioner made
aware of counsel's subsequent February 19, 1986 communication with Dr. Rorro or
Dr. Rorro's responses (Exhibits D, E and E-1). In hill letter, dated February 19, 1986,
addressed to Dr. Rorro, Board attom~ Eric M. Bernstein stated, In pert:
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Petitioner was not provided with a eopy of eounsel's letter dated February 19, 1986, nor
was she advised of the seriousness of the matter or that the Board Intended to take any
aetlon on February 25, 1986.
Petitioner testified that she was not advised, informed or provided with any of
the eorrespondenee stipulated as Exhibits D, D-1, E, E-1, F, 0 ani\ H. On Friday,
February 21, 1988, petitioner was in reeelpt of a hand-delivered letter from Direetor
Bernstein wherein it informed petitioner that the Board would diseust her Teaeher of the
Handieapped eertlfieatlon on February 25, 1988, and possible aetlon thereby by the Board
with respeet to her employment status (Exhibit 0. 'lbe letter eontinued to advise
petitioner of her options as to an open or closed diseussion with respeet to the Open
Publie Meetings Aet (N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 !! !!9..). 'lbe letter was hand-delivered by the
building prlnelpal without eomment. Petitioner signed and dated her signature to the
letter whieb was thereafter transmitted to the Direetor (Exhibit 1).

On February 21, 1988, subsequent to reeeipt of the Director's letter advising
her of the February 25, 1988 Board meeting, petitioner telephoned the Department of
Edueation to inquire as to the proeedures for applying for eertifleatlon. She was
Instructed as to the proeedure, whleb petitioner followed bya (1) travellftll' to Monmouth
Collere and reeelving a sealed eopy of her offielal transcript; (2) obtaining a money order
from the bank for the required fee; and (3) eompleting tbe neeessary application form. On
ll&onday, FebruarY 24, 1986, petitioner took all of the above to the Offiee of the
llllonmouth County Superintendent of Seboois. A representative of the County Superintendent advised petitioner that It appeared she was ell(ible for the certificate of Teacher
of the Handicapped and that the rept"esentatlve would rush through petitioner's application
to the Department of Bdueatlon.
Petitioner was present at the February 25, 1986 Board meeting and attended
its exeeutive se111lon at whleh she presented a second eopy of her sealed eollere transerlpt
and explained what she belleved had happened with her eertifieate. She was subsequently
exeused by the Board durircits deliberations. Later petitioner was adviaed that the Board
terminated her employment as of February 25, 1986.
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The herein record demonstrates that petitioner was eertlfied eligible for the
certificate _or Teacher of the Handicapped in spring 1980 (Stipulation 117, Exhibit L).
Petitioner was in reeelpt or the eertifleate of Teaeher of the Handicapped Issued in Mareh
1988 (Exhibit K, Stiuplatlon tun.
Dlreetor Bernstein testified on behalf or the Board asserting, among other
things, that Its administrative officers were prompted to review the Board's staff
personnel files beeause it was subject to monitoring under the thorough and eCflclent
edueatlon requirements end to assure that the sehool district was In eompllance with the
regulations. As the result of the review, Bernstein determined that ten teaehlng staff
members were not In compliance with the regulations by not having their certificates
reeorded in the Offlee of the Monmouth County Superintendent of Schools. Petitioner
herein was one among the ten and was advised on January 29, 1986, to present an ori~nal
certlricate to Bernstein In order that It could be duly recorded. Nine of the ten teaehing
staff members produced their valid certlfieates. Petitioner Ledwltz did not so produce a
valid certlfieate under which 11M was teaehlng.
Ms. Bernstein testified that the Board's sehools and otrices were elosed on
Fridav, February 14, and on Monday, February 17, 1988. Prior to Bernstein's writing the
questionnaire letter to petitioner, dated February 19, 19861 Bernstein had telephoned the
New Jersey Department of Education and learned that petitioner did not possess a
certificate as Teacher of the Handleapped. The Director testified she sent the letter to
petitioner after learning that petitioner did not possess the required certlfleate because
Bernstein, "wanted to nnd out some Information from her, what her recoUeeUon was"
(TR. p. 95) (Exhibit B). 1\fs. Bernstein did not advise petitioner of her telephone call to the
Department of Edueatlon.
Ms. Bemllteln testified that on February 19, 1986, subsequent to her discussion
with agents of the Department of Edue11tion and learning that petitioner was not Issued a
certificate as Teacher of the Handicapped, she communicated with Monmouth College and
was advised that the eollege had never processed the. Teacher of the Handicapped
certificate for petitioner.
On February 21, 1988, Ms. Bernstein took all of the Information she had
eollected and presented It to the Superintendent. It was determined, on that date, that
the Information shoUld be presented to the Board for its deliberation and possible aetion.
The Director met with petitioner In the afternoon of February 21, 1986, subsequent to
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petitioner's receipt of Bernstein's letter (Exhibit 1). Bernstein advised petitioner that
there was no reeord of petitioner'll certificate and that the Board would di:K!USll
petitioner's employment status on February 25, 1986. The Director did not attend the
February 25, 1986 Board meeting at which the Board summarily dismissed petitioner from
her employment position.
FINDINGS OF FACT
Having carefully reviewed and considered the stipulated facts, exhibits and
testimony adduced at hearing, and·having given fair weight thereto, I make the following
FINDINGS OP PACT in this matter:
1.

The testimony of petitioner was credible with regards to her beUef and
understanding that llhe made no efforts to procure her Limited
Elementary School Teacher certificate upon craduatinc from Monmouth
Coll(!lfe in or about June 1963. ln re Perrone's Estate, 5 .!!:,!!:. 514, 522
(1950).

2.

Petitioner's testimony was similarly credible with respect to her lack of
etrort or appUeatlon upon the iasuance of her permanent Elementary
School Teacher Certificate by the Department of Education State Board
of Examiners. ln re Perrone's Estate.

3.

I FIND that under such clrcunlstance~, petitioner could reasonably
beUeve that upon the completion of the required courses for ellgibtuty
for the Teacher of the Handicapped certificate, Monmouth College
would have processed har application for the isiJuance of the certificate.

4.

The Board, In 1979, failed to Investigate and verify whether petitioner
was the holder of the certification required to be assigned to the pollition
as a Supplemental Teacher (Stipulation t5(a)).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The petitioner, who has the burden of persuasion by a preponderance of the
credible evidence, argues, In part, that llhe acquired a tenure statua In the employ of the
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Board by virtue o! her valid Elementary Teacher Certificate together with more than
three years of continuous employment by the Board. N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. Notwithstanding
that petitioner' was at aU times employed, taught and performed her professional duties in
the area of Special Education for Handicapped Children, she argues that all such
employment was within a K--11 school system and, therefore, she acquired tenure under her
Elementary Teacher Certificate. Altemativelv, petitioner argues she acquired a tenure
status by virtue ot her eligibility for the certificate as Teacher of the Handicapped. The
Stipulation of Facts clearly demonstrates that while petitioner did not possess the
required Teacher of the Handicapped certificate during the period of her employment
with the Board between September 1979 to and Including February ZS, 1986, she was,
nevertheless, eligible for the certlfleate in spring 1980.
The Board argues, eontr!!t that altho~~~th petitioner may have been certification
eligible, New Jersey law elearly establishes that a teacher must have the appropriate
certificate for the position In which one Is employed and teaches in order to acquir~
tenure with the school district. The Board cites N.J.S.A. 18A:Z8-4, In support of its
proposition, which provides that:
No teaching staff member shall acquire tenure In an position in the
public schools In any school district or under any board or education, who is not the holder of an appropriate certificate for such
position, Issued by the state board of examiners, In full force and
effect, •••
The Board obl!l8rves that N.J.S.A. 18A:26-2 and N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.1(a) mandate
that In order to be teaching staff member in the State of New Jersey, one must be the
holder of an appropriate teaching certificate. The appropriate certificate means a
certificate to teach in the subject In which the teacher Is teaching within the district, not
just the holding of ! teaching certificate. In this cue, Ledwitz was the possessor of a
certificate for elementary education, which governs the grades K through 8. However,
during the seven years In which petitioner taught as an employee of the Board, she was
hired and was assigned to teach as a teacher of the handicapped, either in a resource room
or In a special education classroom.

a

The Board eontendll that State law mandates that personnel who teach
handicapped children must hold a Teacher of the Handicapped certificate in order to
teach special education. The necessity for such a specitlc certificate is to insure that
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teachers are versed not only In the issues of special education. but also In dealing with a
speetne type of ehUd who requires a different type of teaching modality. A Teacher of
the Handicapoed certificate entails entirely different requirements and training than what
Is necessary to obtain an elementary education eertlfieate. Petitioner may not equate her
Elementary Teacher certificate with that of the specialized Teacher of the Handicapped
certificate for the purpose of acquiring tenure in the school district.
The Board asserts that State law mandates that a teaching staff member be
the holder of the appropriate certification, not just any certification. In termlnati!lfl
petitioner, the Board relied upon both N.J.S.A. 18A:28-4, cited above, and ~
18A:Z7-2, which provides that:
Any contract or 81'1«8rement of any teaching staff member shall
cease whenever the employing board of education shall ueertain
by written notice received from the county or city superintendent
of schools, or in any other manner, that sueh pel'liOn Is not, or has
ceased to be, the holder of an appropriate eertifieate required to
this title for such employment, notwlthltandlnt that the term of
such employment shall not then have expired. (See also, N.J.A.c.
6:11-3.2)
The Board contends that the position held by petitioner with the Board was as
a teacher of the handicapped pupils and not that of an elementary teacher. Petitioner's
fallure to hold a Teacher of the Handicapped certlrleate Invalidated any time she spent
with the Board for the purposes of obtalnllllf tenure. Furthermore, under State and
administrative law, the Board had the rlrht t6 terminate petitioner's employment
Immediately upon discovery that she lacked the appropriate eertlfteatlon. The prohibition
of employment without the proper teaehlng certificate, . as established by N.J.S.A.
18A:2'1-2, required the Board to terminate petitioner's employment Immediately upon
advisement that petitioner did not possess the appropriate eertlfleate.
The Board contends that the holdlnr by the New Jersey Supreme Court in
Spiewak v. Bo![d of Education of Rutherford, 90 y
tiS (1981) precludes petitioner's
tenure claim. Therein, the Court held. among other things, that a teaohlnr steff member
employed by a board of education Is entitled to tenure only by meeting all of the following
conditions:
1.

['nte person] works In a poeltlon for whleh a teaching
certtncate Is required;
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2.

[The pei'!IOn so employed} holds the appropriate eertlfieate;
and

3.

[The oerson)

has served the, requisite period of time.

[Spiewak at 74)
The Boar<! a~ues that under Spiewak, petitioner's failure to hold the appropriate eertlflcate made her Ineligible for tenure, no matter how many years she may have
served in the teaehinr position. The Board continues that beeause petitioner failed to
hold the Teacher of the Handicapped eertlficate her entire eareer is made null and void in
terms of legal protection. Because petitioner did not possess such certificate, the Board
had the right to terminate her immediately.
As Administrative Law Judge Daniel McKeown observed, there is a well-

established principle in Hansen v. Board of Education of the Boro of Runnemede, 1983
___, that tenure does not come Into beinr until the precise conditions lsid down in
the tenure statute have been met (citinr Zimmerman v. Bd. of Ed. or Clty of Newart<, 38
g 85 (1982); Ahrensfield v. State Boar<! ol Educatiop. 128 !!:!:h 543 (1941)). Judge
MeKeown also observed that teaehers without proper teaching certificates In full force
and effect are not entitled to tenure. Schultz v. State Bd. of Ed., 132 !!:!:h 345 (1945).

~

Decisional law, however, has clearly held that eligibility for an appropriate
certificate, rather than actusl possession of the eertifleste, ill suftielent to allow an
individual to usume an employment position where a specific eertlficate ill required.
Saad v. Bd. of Ed. Boro of Dumont (OAL Diet. EDU 4128·81, Commissioner's decision,
May 10, 1982); Fulton v. Long Branch Bd. of Ed. (OAL Diet. EDU 83-2/'78, Commissioner's
decision, October 17, 1980, afrd, State Bd. of Ed. February 4, 1981); Givens v. Bd. of Ed.
City of Newark, 1974 ~ 9061 Kane v. Hoboken Bd. of Ed., 1975 !:bQ:. 12. It Is also
well1StabUshed that the teaching starr member Ia primarily responsible tor procuring the
appropriate eertlfleate, however, "· •• ( i) t Is also the responsibility of the Superintendent
[of Schools) to insure that all teachinr staff members are either eertifled or apply In
timely fashion for appropriate certificates." Sydnor v. Bd. of Ed. City of Englewood, 197&
~ 113, 117, See also, N.J.A.C. 8:11-3.5(a).
In the Instant matter, petitioner credibly testified that she believed she
possesaed the appropriate eertlfieate. In any event, petitioner wu, and had been, eligible

for the required eertlfleate slnee spri!Hf 1980, There Is no evidenee that the Bo&rd's
Superintendent usumed his responsibility to Insure thet petitioner was appropriately
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certified or that he advised petitioner to apply in a timely fashion for the appropriate
certificate. Sydnor. In Saad, the Commissioner took careful note or the Board's
dereliction of duty and faUure to uphold the statutory provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:26-2,
which provides that:
No teachiflr staff member shall be employed In the public schools
by any board of education unless he II the holder of a valid

certificate to teach, administer, direct or supervise the teaching,
im~tructlon, or educational guidance of, or to render or administer,
direct or supervise the rendering of nursing service to, pupils in
such public schools and of such other certificate, If any, as may be
required by law.
The Commissioner noted that the Board hu assigned Saad to a teaching
position for a period of ten years where Saad was eligible for, but not in possession of, an
appropriate certificate. Based upon the Board's action and Saad'l eligibility, the
Commissioner atrirmed the findings and determinations of the Administrative Law Judge
to award Saad seniority rights which had been denied her by the Board, together with a
monetary award for her misplacement on half-tlme employment. Saad at 12-13.

In Givens, the Commissioner determined that petitioner's service time as a
teaching staff member during which she was eligible for, but had not reeeived, her
teaching certificate, was to be counted In determining whether her total service met the
precise conditions of the tenure statute for the aequilltfon of a tenure status. N.J.S.A.
18A:28-S; 1974 !:.b!!:, 910. The Coll'lmissloner In Givens cited the matter of Zielensld v.
Bd. of Ed. Twp. of Guttenberg, 19'70 ~ 202, rev'd, N.J. State Bd. of Ed. 19'11 lY=!1
664, wherein the State Board said at 668, thatt
••• These statutes [N.J.S.A. 18Az2'l·l and N•.J.S.A: 28-4) lead us
to conclude that it was not Intended to deny tenure to a teacher,
otherwise eligible. who ta\llfht continously and performed all the
dutlea of a regular teacher••••
Here, the stipulated undisputed faots clearly demo111trate that petitioner
served six and one-half years In the position for which she wu oertifioate-ellglble for at
least five and one-half of those years. Recocnlzlng that the Commissioner has held that
eligibility for a certificate II the euantlal Ingredient ln respect of possessing an
appropriate certificate, u opposed to the actual physical possession of such certificate,
Hanesen at 14, and, under the prinelples laid down In Saa4, Fulton, Givens, Kane and
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Zielensld, I CONCLUDE that petitioner's eligibility for the certificate as a Teacher of the
Handicapped neither precluded nor barred her from holding that teaching position
although she did not actually possess the requisite certificate.
The undisputed facts In this matter also demonstrate that the Board and/or its
agents failed to determine, at the outset of her employment, whether or not petitioner
was certified Qr eligible for the appropriate certificate to teach in the Board's special
education classes for handicapped pupils. Recognizing that the procurement of certification is primarily the responsibility of the teaching staff member (Sydnor at 117), it Is
equally r~ized that the Board, throwrf\ Its Superintendent, has a secondary obligation
and responsibility to "Insure that all teaching staff members are either certified or apply
in a timely fashion for appropriate certificates." Sydnor at 117; N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.5(a).
Here, the Superintendent neither Insured the Board that petitioner was appropriately
certified upon her initial employment, nor did the Superintendent insure that petitioner
apply for the Teacher of the Handicapped certificate when she became eligible for the
certificate In spring 1980.
I CONCLUDE that, pursuant to Givens, petitioner's service time as a teaching
staff member during the period she was eligible for the certificate as a Teacher of the
Handicapped shall be coonted In determining her tenure status. Consequently, I PIND and
CONCLUDE that petitioner Linda Ledwltz substantially met the conditions for tenure as
a teaching staff member with the Manalapan-Englishtown Regional Board of Education,
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(b).

Accordingly, It Is hereby ORDERBD that the Manalapan-En~~:IIshtown Regional
Board of Education immediately restore petitioner to her former teaching position. It is
further ORDERBD that the Board make restitution to petitioner all salary and emoluments due her from February 25, 1988 and for the 1986-87 school year, less mitigation.
It is further ORDERED that petitioner's Petition of Appeal with respect to the
Board's withholding of her 1985-88 salary and/or adjustment inere111ent is hereby
DISMISSED (EDU 5475-85, Agency Dkt. No. 255-7 /85). Petitioner failed to carry her
burden of proof, by a preponderance or the credible evidence, with regards to the
allegations asserted therein.
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This recommended deeision may be adoDted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by Jaw Is empowered to make a final decision in this matter.

Cooperman does not

10

However, if Saul

act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise

extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
N.J.S.A. 52:148-10.
I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.

"

DATE

DATE

thi'J«J

1117

AU8 -71117

DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATiON
Mailed To Parties:

AUG 1 11981
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LINDA LEDWITZ,
PETITIONER.,

COMMISSIONER 0!' EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

BOARD 0!' EDUCATION 0!' TBE

KAJW.APAM-EHGLISRTOWN REGIONAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT, MONMOUTH COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The record
Administrative Law
petitioner and the
as was petitioner's

and initial decision rendered by the Office of
have been reviewed.
The exceptions filed by
Board were timely pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4
reply to the Board's exceptions.

The Board takea exception to the ALJ' s conclusion that
petitioner's service time as a teaching staff member during the
period she was eli$ible for a teacher of the handicapped certificate
shall be counted 1n determining tenure status. Pointing to Hansen,
supra, and Schultz, aufra. it argues that to acquire tenure one must
meet the precise requ rements laid down in the tenure statute and,
as it is undisputed petitioner failed to do thia, she is therefore
not entitled to tenure. Further, the Board avers that the factual
circumstances of this matter are distinguishable from Givens, supra,
which the ALJ relies upon to reach his determination of tenure
acquisition because in the Givena case, petitioner had properly
filed for certification priortOreporting to her teaching duties
but the issuance of the certificate was administratively delayed.
Moreover, while it acknowledges that Sydnor, supra, does stand for
the proposition that the superintendent of schools has a secondary
reaponsibility to insure that teaching staff members are
appropriately certified, as stated by the ALJ, that case also
hi&hlights that the procuring of a certificate is the primary
responsibility of the teacher. With respect to thia, the Board
arguea that in Sydnor, the Commissioner rejected the petitioner's
tenure claims as she bad failed to meet the precise conditions of
1tatute and because the case was clearly distinfuisbable from
Givena, 1upra, in that Sydnor had not applied for cert fication.
The Board argues among other things that:
As the A.L.J. below notes in stipulation of facts
5.b. the Petitioner advised respondent on May 25,
1979, in her professional employment application,
that she had completed her certification for
classroom teacher of the handicapped, furthermore
that Petitioner's resume, which was attached to
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her application, clearly ahowed her claim that
abe had certification aa a elanrooa teacher· of
the handicapped, and therefore, respondent Board
had no idea that Petitioner was an uncertified
teacher of the handicapped until January of
1986. There ia no question that the Petitioner
took abaolutely no atepa whatsoever to obtain the
necenary certification which ia required under
the precise teras of the atatute required in
order to be able to teach per atatute. Aa cited
by the A.L.J. below, the Board relied upon both
H.J.S.A. 18A:28-4 and H.J.S.A. 18A:27-2 which
state in general that no tenure can be obtained
without
a
teacher
having
an
appropriate
certificate for a position, and further that any
contract or engagement by a teachiDf staff member
shall cease whenever the employ1ng board of
education shall determine that such person is not
the holder of an appropriate certificate
notwithstanding the tera of auch em~loyment shall
not have expired.*** (Board's Except1ona, at p. 3)
Additionally, the Board arguea that the ALJ appeara to have
skirted the iaaue that petitioner waa not forthright with recard to
her certification atatua, incorporatin& by reference ita Statement
of Law provided to the ALJ by cover letter of April 29, 1987 which
highli&hta the discrepancies in representation by petitioner as to
whether or not she had the required certificate. This reads in
pertinent part:
Ledwitz•a own atoriea
that abe had
the
appropriate certification were lies since they
changed constantly over a three (3) week period
of tiae until the truth finally came out. When
Ledwitz was first informed by Harriet Bernstein,
Director of Personnel for the Board, that she was
without a teacher of the handicapped certificate,
Ledwitz informed Mrs. Bernstein that abe did have
~ a certificate and waa lookin& for lt, bU£
could- not find it.
She continued to tell
Mrs. Bernatein thia even after she was advited by
her that the State Department of Education could
find no record• on file regarding such a
certification.
On February 18, 1986, Ledwitz sent a letter to
Betty Battle of the County Superintendent' a
Office stating that her teaching certificate had
been aiaplaced and that she was enclosing an
application to receive a duplicate certificate
(Exhibit C) . On February 19, 1986, in reaponae
to a letter aent by Mrs. Bernatein to her,
Ledwitz informed the Board that she posaeaaed a
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teacher of the handicapped certificate, abe bad
applied for it in May 1979 and had received it in
the auemer of 1979 (Exhibit B).
However, the
followina Tuesday evening (February 25) at an
executive aenion of the Board, Ledwitz, through
her repreaentative Joseph Murphy, for the first
time, advised the Board that she had never liied
for the certificate; and, in fact, Wiiln the
proceu of filing for said certificate when she
caae before the Board that night.
(See Exhibit
B - letter from Betty Battle to Linda Ledwitz
regarding her application for certificate which
only confirms the fact that she was without a
certificate when abe originally applied to the
Board, and lied to the Board during the investigation period.)
Only heightening the lies regarding this issue
was Ledwitz•s own testimony before this court on
December 9, 1986. On direct questioning by her
attorney, Ledwitz advised the court that abe
believed she was qualified for a certificate in
the auaaer of 1979 on the basis of the fact that
abe bad taken course work at Monmouth College and
that
Monmouth College was
responsible for
obtaining her certification. In fact, she testified that all you needed to get a certification
was to merely obtain a certain number of credits
and you are automatically entitled to certification (pp. 31-33 of December 9, 1986 testimony).
In fact, the credits she contended she bad which
aade her eligible were not enough since she had
failed one important and necessary course.
The crowning piece to this whole puzzle coaea
froa Ledwitz•s own resume which she submitted to
the Board when applying for the job in 1979. In
that resume {Exhibit A-2), she states at the
beginning of the auaaary of qualifications that
ahe had a certification aa classroom teacher of
the iiiidfCap~ed. Therefore, when she applied for
the job in979, a he lied to the Board and its
agenta that abe was a certificated teacher of the
handicapped, when in fact abe did not receive
such a certificate until March 1986, some seven
(7) years after she originally advised the Board
she was certificated and hired on the basis of
such certification.***
The mere holding of an elementary education
certificate does not save the day for Ledwi tz.
She never taught a class with the Board that
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merely required an elementary education certificate. She applied for a teacher of the handicapped poaition, and lied to the Board [in] 1979
to aet the job. She lied to the Board and ita
Director of Peraonnel on aeveral occaaiona
claimin& that abe had auch a certificate when she
did not, and did not admit to the lack of certification until the Board cau&ht her and took
actiona aaainat her which were proper under the
law.
(Board's Brief, at pp. 6-8)
Petitioner's reply to the exceptions summarized above
contend that no new le&al authority iB raised which conflicts with
the ALJ'a decision and that the Board ia merely attempting to
distinguish certain casea relied on by him. She urges that the ALJ
correctly found that caae law indicates that eligibility for an
appropriate certificate rather than actual poaseasion is sufficient
to allow an individual to assume an employment position. She avers,
amon& other things, that it cannot be argued that the case law
relied upon by the ALJ does not allow tenure to be acquired despite
the failure to actuaTIY poll ell an appropriate certificate,
maintainin& that the Board itself does not even argue this, but
merely attempts to distinguish the cases referenced by the judfe.
In aupport of her position she draws attention to the follow1ng
Stipulation of Facta and the factual conclusiona which constitute
the baaia of the ALJ•a decision:

***
2.

Petitioner was
continually employed
in
reapondent•s school system in a full-time
capacity as a teacher of the handicapped,
be&inning in 1979-80 and culminatin& in her
termination on February 26, 1986.

***
5.

(a)

Durinf the seven (7) year period while
petit oner waa
in the
employ of
reapondent, her employer did not raise
any ~ueation nor
inquire of
her
recardln& her certificate as a rpecial
education teacher until the latter part
of January 1986.

***
7.

February 2lat, petitioner forwarded a
request to the Monmouth County Superintendent's Office aeekin& the issuance of a
teaching certificate for special education
(Exhibit C).
On

y
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***
15.

On February 25, 1986, respondent Board of
Education held a hearing on the issue of
petitioner's certificate and determined to
terminate her employment iauaediately, as a
result of her not possessing the aforementioned certificate (Exhibit J).

***
17.

In October 1986, the New Jersey Department
of Education verified, through the Director
of Teacher Certification, that petitioner
was eligible for the endorsement of teacher
of the handicapped, upon completion of the
Spring 1980 semester (Exhibit L).***
(Initial Decision, ante)

1.

The testimony of petitioner was credible
with regards (sic) to her belief and
understanding that she made no efforts to
procure
her
Limited
Elementary
School
Teacher certificate upon graduating from
Monmouth College in or about June 1963. In
re Perrone's Estate, 5 N.J. 514, 522 (1950).

2.

Petitioner's
testimony
was
similarly
credible with respect to her lack of effort
or application upon the issuance of her
permanent
Elementary
School
Teacher
Certificate by the Department of Education
State Board of Examiners. In re Perrone's
Estate.

3.

I FIND that under such circumstances,
petitioner could reasonably believe that
upon completion of the requued courses for
eligibility
for
the
Teacher
of
the
Handicapped certificate, Monmouth College
would have processed her application for the
issuance of the certificate.

4.

The Board, in 1979, failed to investigate
and verify whether petitioner was the holder
of the certification required to be assigned
to the position as a Supplemental Teacher***·
(Initial Decision, ante)

And
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In addition to the above, petitioner excepts to the AW's
conclusion that her pouession of a IC-8 certification during the
period of time she taught in a primary school system did not give
rise to a tenure claim in and of itself and urges that, if nothing
else, possession of such certification should form an additional
basis for the equitable result reached by the ALJ. Petitioner also
contends that should the decision of the ALJ be reversed, she is
entitled to 60 days• pay because her elementary certification
entitles her to this benefit.
Further, petitioner excepts to the ALJ's disposition of the
increment withholding ease, namely, that abe did not carry the
burden of proof by the preponderance of the credible evidence with
regard to the allegations asserted therein.
(Initial Decision,
ante) She urges that the ALJ apparently overlooked the agreement of
the parties on the resolution of the increment withholding set forth
on pages 127 and 128 of the transcript. Thus, petitioner contends
that the ALJ's decision should be amended to indicate that the
increment would be withheld for the 1985-86 school year only.
Upon a thorough examination of the record in this matter,
the Commissioner is in full agreement with the ALJ that petitioner
has no claim to tenure by virtue of her possession of a IC-8
certificate. The fact that she taught in a primary system while
possessing a IC-8 certificate has absolutely no bearing whatsoever on
acquisition of tenure in a teaching position which requires a
teacher of the handicapped endorsement.
It is only under the
authority of the specific special education endorsements issued by
the State Board of Examiners, not the authority conferred by an
elementary endorsement, that enables one to teach classes of special
education/handicapped pupils.
As stated by the Commissioner in
Dullea v. Northvale Bd. of Ed .•. l978 ~· 638:
At all times during petitioner's employment a
specific certificate issued by the State Board of
Examiners was required for her to teach the class
of
handicapped
pupils
to which
she
was
assigned. **• It was only under the authority of
those specific certificates, not the authority
conferred by her elementary teachin& certificate,
that she could legally continue to teach and be
paid for teaching. N.J.S.A. 18A:28-4
(at 641)
See also Carol Gundlah v. Bd. of Ed. of Emerson, decided by the
Commissioner July 2, 1984.
The Board is correct in arguing that statute dictates that
tenure cannot be acquired unless one possesses an appropriate
certificate that is in full force and effect for the pontion held
and bas fulfilled the requisite time period.
N.J. S .A. 18A: 1-1,
28-4, 28-5. Spiewak, supra, succinctly expresses th1s when stating:
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By the ezpress terms of these statutes, an
employee of a board of education is entitled to
tenure if (1) she works in a position for which a
teaching certificate is required; (2) she holds
the appropriate certificate; and (3) she has
served the requisite period of time.
(90 N.J. at 74)
However, petitioner and the ALJ are likewise correct that
there exists case law allowing for tenure acquisition for time
served based on one's eligibility for certification even though the
individual was not in actual possession of same.
Saad, supra;
Fulton, supra; Givens, supra There are also several ca~ however,
wh1ch demonstrate that such relief is not always forthcoming
depending on the factual circumstances of the matter.
In S:fdnor, supra, ~etitioner did not prevail in her claim
that eligibil1ty for certiftcation is sufficient to qualify service
toward tenure acquisition. It was determined that Sydnor had not
even applied for certification and, thus, her circumstances were
distinguishable from Givens, supra.
Moreover, the Commissioner,
while recognizing a s\lpeilntendent of school's res pons i bili ty and
finding a delay of a period of years in meeting that responsibility
"abhorrent," nevertheless determined that "such inexcusable delay
does not create for petitioner a valid claim to tenure." ( 1974
S .L.D. at 117)
In Fischbach v. North Bergen Bd. of Ed., 1983 S.L.D. 1418,
aff'd State Board July ll, 1984, the Commissioner and State Board
also rejected the claimant's argument that eligibility alone is
sufficient to meet the requirements for tenure acquisition given the
factual circumstances of the matter which were found to be
distinguishable from Givens, supra, because the delay in obtaining
certification vas fou~be of no one's fault but petitioner•s.*
Therefore, the measuring of time toward tenure acquisition was
triggered as of the date of actual issuance of certification,
February 4, 1974, notwithstanding the fact that his eligibility for
the particular certificate extended back to 1968.
A review of the various decisions relied on by the ALJ
which afford relief to petitioners based on eligibility for
certification indicates the factual circumstances of each are
distinguishable from the factual circumstances in this matter. In
each instance the petitioner was eligible for certification from the
date of initial hire, a factor not present in this matter. Nor was
there any issue of representing that one already possessing a
certificate, wh~n this was undisputedly not so. Nor was there any

*

The November 15, 1985 Appellate Division decision in this matter
specifically refrained from addressing the tenure acquisition
issue.
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representation that one was eligible for certification by virtue of
successfully completing the necessary requirements. when the facts
were otherwise.
In the instant matter, the record demonstrates that
petitioner misrepresented her possession and/or eligibility for
certification as teacher of the handicapped on May 29, 1979.
Assuming for argument • s sake that she should be allowed to rely on
the advice she said she received from Monmouth College personnel
that she 11erely bad to complete 18 graduate credits for securing
teacher of the handicapped certification, at the time she applied
for and assumed the dut1es of teacher of the handicapped, she was
neither in possession of nor eligible for certification because she
had not completed or obtained 18 credits, due to receiving an
Incomplete for a course wh1ch was subsequently changed to a
Failure. (Exhibits A-1, A-2 M, P and Tr. 72-73, 83-85) ReJardless
of whether it be by a failing grade or an incomplete, it 18 clear
petitioner was not eli&ible for certification when she commenced
employment With the Board contrary to her written claims otherwise.
Further, when confronted with a request from the
administration of the school district when it was discovered a copy
of her certificate was not on file in either the district or the
county office, petitioner persisted in her representation that she
possessed the certification but could not locate it. (Exhibits B,
C, the latter of which is a notarized representation)
Upon a careful and thorough consideration and weighing of
the facts and arguments in this matter, the Commissioner does not
conclude that petitioner is entitled to the relief afforded in
Givens 1 supra: tcane, su~ra; ~· supra; Saad, supra, nor does he
determ1ne her to be ent tled to 1t as of the date she did become
eligible, namely at the end of the Spring semester of 1980.
{Exhibit L) As in Fischbach, supra, the Commissioner does not find
the delay in the 1ssuance of appropriate certification in this
matter attributable to anyone but petitioner herself. Moreover, as
was found in Sydnor, he finds abhorrent the inexcusable delay in the
superintendent meeting his legal responsibilities in this matter.
Nevertheless, such delay does not absolve petitioner of her own
primary responsibility to apply for and possess the certificate
required for the poution taught. Nor does the delay provide an
absolute right to the relief she seeks notwithstanding the existence
of caae law which has, under certain circumstances, found eligibility for certification sufficient for tenure acquisition.
Even accepting the ALJ's finding that under
the
circumstances, pet1 tioner could reasonably believe that upon
completion of the required couraes for eligibility Monmouth College
would have processed her application for the iasuance of the
certificate (Initial Decision, ante), this does not excuse her
failure for never taking ateps to acquire the certificate when it
was not forthcoming in a reasonable period of time. Nor does it
excuse her continued misrepresentation as to having received such
certificate in the summer of 1979 when she did not.
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Accordingly, the determination of the ALJ in this matter
granting her time toward tenure measuring from the date of her
eligibility for teacher of the handicapped certification is reversed.
Moreover, the Commissioner determines that the Board was
within its legal righta to diamill her as of February 26, 1986 for
failure to be in pouession of an appropriate certificate in full
force and effect. Therefore, in accordance with N.J.S.A. 18A:27-2
she is not entitled to the 60 days• pay she seeks.
Lastly, a review of the record appears to indicate that the
increment withholding matter was never heard by the ALJ. Thus, the
conclusion that petitioner failed in her burden of proof is in
error. The transcript at pages 127-28 indicates that a settlement
was reached on the increment withholding issue as contended by
petitioner in her exceptions and not disputed by the Board.
Consequently, the record is corrected to reflect that the
parties reached agreement before the ALJ that if the Board prevailed
in the termination of petitioner, the increment issue would be
considered disposed of as well.
Accordingly, the Petitions of Appeal are hereby dismissed
for the reasons expressed herein.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
September 16, 1987

Pending State Board
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BOARD OP EDUCATION OP THB
BOROUGH OF RtJTIIBRFORD, BBRGBM COUNTY,
Petitioner,

v.
STEPBANJ:B KARABAIC,
Respondent.

B. Roailld LeYine, Esq., for the Board

GreaorJ T. 9J'rek, Esq., tor respondent
(Buecert and PinCU;S• attorneys)
Record closed: May 26, 198'1

Decided: August 7, 1987

BEFORE JAMBS A. OSPEMSON, ALJ:

in a complaint filed on September 10, 1984 in Superior Court or New Jersey,
Special Civil Part, Bergen County, the Board of Education or the Borough or Rutherfor\1,

Bergen County, alleged It had employed stephanie Karabalc u supplementary teacher for
the school year commencing September 1983 until December 2, 1983, when she resigned.

·'

&wlenq /1 An Epl Opportunity Employfl'
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The Board alleged her salary payments then were projeeted on a basis of complete months

and that by reason of employment termination before the end of December 1983 (that is
by resignation effective December 2, 1983), respondent was overpaid in the amount of
$1,5'15 for services not performed. The Board demanded judgment of restitution in that
amount against respondent plus Interest and costs of suit. In answer on November 1, 1984,
respondent admitted sueh employment generally, denied lia.bfllty for judgment of
restitution or recoupment, and in counterclaim alleged that for the period in question as
well as for service In a prior year from November 22, 1982 through June 30, 1983,
respondent being a. properly certificated teaching staff member, she was entitled to
receive, but did not, salary comparable to that of other full-time teaching staff members
In the district of comparable qualifications and experience according to salary guide.
Salary payments made to her In those periods, respondent alleged, were unlawfully
deficient, thus entitling ber to judgment for the difference between sums actually paid
and sums to which she wu legally entitled. By order of the Superior Court of New Jersey,
Bergen County, on December 24, 1984, on respondent's motion, the matter was
transferred to the Commissioner of the Department of Education for bearing and
determination "Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:8-9."
Aeeordlngly, the Commissioner
transmitted the matter to the Office of Administrative Law on September 16, 1986 for
hearing end determination u a contested ease pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1!! !.!9·
On notice to the parties, the matter eame on for prehearlng conference in the
Office of Administrative Law on November 12, 1986 and an order was entered
establlshlng, inter !Y!o a hearing date of February 19, 198'7. At request and/or with
consent of the parties, that date wu adjourned until AprU 23, 198'1, at whleh time
testimonial evidence was concluded. Thereafter, posthearing submissions having been
completed, the record closed. The parties had been directed to confer for the purpose of
fashioning stipulations of all relevant and material propositions of faet In chronologieal
and sequential order, together with documentation as required. Such stipulations were
filed In the eause on April 23, 1987. It was provided by prehearing conference order that
the Issues thereafter should be addressed and resolved as If on cross-motions for summary
decision, should no genuine triable Issues ot fact remain upproven or uncontroverted, on
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pleadings, admissions, stipulations, documentation and memoranda of law. At Issue in the
matter generally were the following:
A.

Whether the Board Is entitled to recoupment of $1,5'15 in overpayment for
employment services tor the period of September 1983 to Deeember 2,
1983, when during that period and until the end of December 1983 the
Board paid respondent in advanee u It services bad been performed (they
had not) for the entire month of December 1983;

B.

Effeet of respondent'S defenses of laehes and the bar of Umitattng period
of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2;

c.

Whether respondent wu illeplly paid (In 1982 and 1983) in a manner and at
a rate unrelated to salarlu paid full-time teaehlnr staff members under a
salary schedule and at rates lea than those paid eomparably trained
teaehing staff members, eontrary to Hyman v. Bd. Ed. Twp. of Teaneek,
1985 ~-(State Board, Mareh 1985); and

D.

Whether respondent'S eounterelaims for deflclent salary paid during 1982
and 1983 ere time-barred by!!!!!!!! and/or N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.

ADIIIBSIO!!S, snPULA'ftOHB AIQ) PIRDIMOS OP PACT

The parties having 10 stipulated, I make the following
1.

~

of Pact&

Stephanie Karabaie wu employed by the Board of Edueetion of the
Borough of Rutherford, Bergen County, in the following eapaelties:
November 22, 1982- June 12, 1983

supplemental teaeher

September 6, 1983- Deeember 2, 1983supplemental teaeher

-3-
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2.

3.

While employed by the Board, respondent was required to hold a valid
teaehlng eertltication Issued by the State Board of EDminers. Respondent
possessed any neeessary eerttrication during all periods of employment.
Copies

ot the following

pay ehecks to respondent from the Board are

admitted:
12/15/82
1/14/83
2/15/83
3/15/83
4/15/83
5/13/83
8/15/83
6/29/83
10/15/83
10/15/83
10/31/83
11/15/83
11/30/83
12/15/83
12/22/83
4.

(J-1)
(J-2)
(J-3)
(J-4)
(J-5)
(J-6)
(J-7)
(J-8)
(J-9)
(J-10)
(J-11)
(J-12)
(J-13)
(J-14)
(J-15)

Copies of respondent's earnings records with the Board are admitted:
Fourth quarter 1982 (J-16)
First querter 1983 (J-17)
Seeond quarter 1983 (J-18)
Fourth quarter 1983 (J-19)

5.

By letter dated November 29, 1983, respondent notified tbe Board that she

would be resisnlncr from employment efteetlve December 2, 1983. (J-20)
8.

Admitted are two salary guides appHeable to full-time elaaroom teachers
in the sehool dlstrlet:
1982-83 (J-21)
1983-84 (J-22)

-4-
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7.

While employed by the Board, respondent wu paid an hourly wage u
follows:
1982-83 $9.00
1983-84 $12.00

8.

During her employment with the Board, respondent wu paid the following
total gross wages:
1982-83 $8,701.40
1983-84 $8,891.75

9,

Copies of the following letters are admitted:
December 28, 1982 (J-23)

August 12, 1983

(J-24)

September 20, 1983 (J-25)
10.

Copies of respondent's employment vouchers for the 1983-84 school year
are admitted:

September 1983 (J-28)
October 1983

(J-27)

November 1983 (J-28)
December 1983 (J-29)

11.

Wblle employed by the Board, respondent's responsibilities differed from
clusroom teachers In the following respects:
(a)

Her work year did not start and end at the same time;

-5-
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(b)

(e)
(d)
12.

She was not given any extra duty assignments;
Petitioner was not required to take part In in~ervlee requirements;
She worked with smaller numbers of students.

The following exeerpts from minutes of the Board of Edueation are
admitted:

(a)

13.

(b)

Deeember 13, 1982 (J-30)
September 12, 1983 (J-31)

(e)

Undated

(J-32)

Copies of the following doeuments are admitted:
(a)
(b)

Homeroom summary 1983-84 (J-33)
Respondent'S attendanee at faeulty meetings (J-34)

In addition, the parties stipulated at hearing, and I shall so POrn, the following:

1.

~mlng

arsuendo no counterelalms by respondent, the amount by whleh

respondent has been overpaid Is $1,575, by virtue of the faet that those

monies were given to her for work not performed.
2.

During dlseovery in the present Utlgatlon, respondent made demand upon
the Board for produetion of respondent'S time sheets for the 1982-83 sehool
year, but the Board was unable to loeate any sueh documents.

Called by the Board at hearing, Luke A. Sarsfield, superintendent of sehools,
referring to Board minutes of Deeember 13, 1982 and September 12, 1983 (J-30 and J-31),
testified respondent was a part-time employee slnee she was employed for less than a full
working day as were fuD-tfme teaching staff members.

-8-
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Respondent in testimony said her employment in the 1982-83 school year
required her to begin the work day at 7:50 a.m. It ended at 3:02 p.m. During that time
she was paid for six hours, twelve minutes, five days a week. She was not paid for her
lunebtime. For 1983-84, she said, time sheeta (.J-26 throufPI .T-29) lhowed her starting and
finishing time, the column showing "regular hours" being those hours for which she was
paid. She conceded she did not contest, however, and Indeed accepted, terms of her
employment in 1982-83 as those shown in the superintendent's letter of December 28,
1982, exhibit J-23, speclfleally, six hours per day, five days per week:, at $9 per hour.

DJBCO'IIBION

Respondent argued that evidence both stipulated and testimonial demonstrated
she was employed by the Board as a full-tlme teacher both in 1982-83 and in the first part
of 1983-84 and that, accordingly, her salary In both of those school years should have
been, but was not, commensurate with that of all full-time teaching staff members In the
district. Por her employment from November 22, 1982 through .TID'Ie 12, 1983, a period of
some six months and three weeks, respondent's prorated salary less sums actually paid
would yield the deficit still owed her to be $2,848.02, the amOID'It demanded by respondent
in judgment on her COID'Iterelalm. On the claim of the Board for restitution of a $1,5'15
overpayment during the 1983-84 school year, respondent argued she was goUty of no
misrepresentation and that the mistake, If any, was the Boaa'd1s. and not therefore
equitably reeoverable slnee her employment In 11182-83 at an hourly rate was conditioned
by the Board on the outcome of the Spiewak Utlgation. As to defenses of laches and the
bar of the limiting period of N.J.A.C. 8:24-1.2, respondent argued the defenses should bar
the Board's clalm for restitution, but not respondent's clalms for salary correction for
1982-83.
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'nle Board argued to the eontrary. N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 debarred respondent from
recovery on her counterclaim. The Board's claim against respondent for restitution, it
said, was not a eontroversy or dispute arising under school laws requiring exhaustion of
administrative remedies but was, Instead, one eognizable In a judicial forum where the
statute of Umltatlons in~ ZA:14-1 of six years applied, the 911-day limiting period
of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2, therefore, remaining no Impediment to recovery by the Board In
restitution.
Respondent's claim for underpayment of salary Is Umited to the period In 198283 school year, that Is, from November 22, 1982 through June 12, 1983, to the difference
($2,848.02) between her prorated salary of $9,349.42 for six months and three weeks work
in a placement on step one of the 1982-83 salary guide and the sum of $6,701.40 actually
received In salary during that period. Rb at 14-15.
'nle Board's claim against respondent in restitution Is the sum of $1,575
representing salary mistakenly paid her for work not performed in the 1983-84 sehool
year, from December 3, 1983 through December 31, 1983.

!
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 provtdt!sJ
(a)

To Initiate a contested case for the Commissioner's
determination of a controversy or dispute arising under
the school laws, a petitioner shall serve a copy of a
petition upon each respondent •••

(b)

The petitioner shall me a petition no later than the 90th
day from the date of the receipt of the notice of a final
order, ruUng or other action by the distrlet board of
edueation which Is the subject of the requested contested
ease hearing.

-8-
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The Board's claim against reapondent for restitution or $1,5'15 In salary In
December 1983, presumably sounds in unjust enrichment, a general principle that one
person should not permitted unjustly to enrich himself at the expense or another, but
should be required to make restitution for benefits received, retained or appropriated
where it is just and equitable that such restitution be made and where such action Involves
no violation or frustration of law or opposition to public poUey, either directly or
Indirectly. Unjust enrichment of a person occut1 when he hal and retains money or
benefits which In justice and equity belong to another. Thus one who has conferred a
benefit upon another solely because of a basic mistake of fact Induced by a non-(llsclosure
is entitled to restitution under the doctrine. Restitution claims may sound In tort or
contract and, generally, are subject to jurisdiction of the superior court. They may also,
presumably, be subject to the slx"'Yeat statute of Umltatlons In N.J.S.A. 2Ar14-1. Running
of the period, again presumably, begins on the date of loss, here, perhaps, the date of
December 1983 ending the period for which the last salary payment to respondent for
unpaid service was made. But that date Ukewlle, In my view, served to begin the running
of the 911-day Umitlng period of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2, since It is also the last date of action
on which the Board grounds Its claim. The Board's resort to a judicial forum on September
10, 1984 In Superior Court tor relief was suspended by the Court's order on December 24,
1984 transferring the matter to the Commissioner tor heating and determination
"pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:S..9." It is my view, however, that the transfer, made under
the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies under school laws, can neither
enlarge nor confer jurisdiction In the Commissioner not otherwlle granted him under
~ 18A:6-9 and the regulatory limitation In N..J.A.C. 8:24-1.2. Put another way,
even assuming the Commlsaloner'a disputes resolution jurisdlctlon Is broad enough to
entertain the Board's restitution claim, the act of transfer from a judicial to an
administrative forum remains subject to time limitations otherwlle restricting his
administrative jurisdiction. The six"'Year statutory Umltlng period does not follow
transfer to the administrative forum. Since the complaint In Superior Court wu filed
more than eight months after the Board's cause of action aroee, and since that delay
exceeded the regulatory Umltatlon In N.J.A.C. 8:24-1.2, the Board's claim is untimely,
there appearing here no reason under N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.7 tor relaxation thereof.

-9-
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Aeeordingly, I PIND end DB'I'BRIIINB the Board's elalm for restitution against
respondent should be, end Is hereby, BARilBD from eonsideration In this administrative
forum for untimely Initiation. By this judgment, I express no opinion on the question
whether the Board's claim for restitution may not be reinstituted In a judicial forum free
of the administrative limiting period of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. See Matawan Bor. v.
Monmouth Cty. Tax Bd., 51 N.J. 291, 296-7 (1968)("••• Ordinarily, administrative
remedies must be exhausted before resort Is had to the courts, but the exhaustion is
neither jurlsdletional nor absolute and may be departed from where, in the opinion of the
court, the interest of justice so requires.").

Respondent's counterclaim for judgment of underpayment $2,648.02 In salary for
the sehool year 1982-83 may be seen as a elalm independent of the Board's elalm for
That Is to say, eaeh elalm has Its genesis in differing facts and
restitution.
clreumstenees. Respondent's elalm for money judgment restoring her to salary parity
with full-time teaching staff members for her six-months service in 1982-83, however, Is
subjeet to the same limiting strieture of a necessity for timeliness as was that or the
Board for restitution. Broadly seen, respondent's elalm for salary parity for service In
1982-83 triggered eommencement of the 91hiay limiting period at least as early as
eonelusion of the 1982-83 sehool year and, therefore, was weD beyond the 91hiay limiting
period when lodged In eounterelalm on November 1, 1984. Under accepted enalysls,
respondent's claim for retrospeellve salary payment does not derive from eny statutory
entitlement. It was, presumably, under N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9, a matter of initial negotiation
between her end the Board at the time she began employment In the dlstriet since the
record shows no superseding eoUectlve negotiations agreement. It Is difficult to credit
respondent's argument that the Board's Initial eompensatlon of her In November 1982 was
conditional and that, as result, delay In registering her counterclaim represented a
justifiable forbearance, under Stockton v. Bd. of Ed., City of Trenton, 210 N.J. Super. 150
(App. Dlv. 1988), that she was merely awaiting actual creation of a "eontroversy" and
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that she wu never apprised one existed untO Institution by the Board of Its Independent
claim In restitution In 1984. £!. North Plainfield Ed. Assn. v. Bd. of Ed., Borough of
North Plainfield, 96 !:f. 581, 5114 (1984). Speelflcally, no IOUJid reuon Is apparent from
evidence or argument that respondent Is justified In not ha'vlnslonc since 1983 registered
her claim tor salary correction within the to-day Umltlng period.

I FIND and DBTBRMINB, therefore, that respondent's counterclaim against the
Board for judgment correcting an ostensible salary underpayment In the school year 198283 Is untimely and therefore BABRBD herein against the Board for untimely filing under
the time limitation of N.J.A.C. 6:2+-1.2, there appearing no justifiable reuon under
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.1 for relaxation thereof. £!• Conner et al v. Bd. Ed., Bor. of River Vale,
1986 !:bQ:.- (Peb. 18, 1986, slip op. at 34-35; aff'd State Bd., 1986 !:bQ:.- (Oct. 3,
1988); !pooner v. Bd. Ed., Bor. of Pal. Park, 1988!:.!:!!:- (Aur. 22, 1986; sUp op. at toll); aff'd State Bd., 1981 !:bQ:.- (Feb. 8, 1981).

COHCLUSIOH

Por the foregofnl

reuon~t

and subject to the reservation hereinabove, the

Board's complaint against respondent Is DIIIIIBSBD for untimeliness under N.J.A.C. 8:24-

1.2; and rapondent'l counterelalm against the Board for judgment of salary correction
for the year 1982-83 Is J)JBIIWRD for Uke non-eompUance therewith.

This recommended decision may be affirmed, modified or rejected by the
C0111081!10RBR OP TBB DBPABTIIBMT OP BDUCATIOH, SAUL COOPBRIIAlf , who by
law Is empowered ·to make a final decision In this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman
does not 10 act In forty-five (45) days and unletasueh time Umlt Is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shaH become a final deelslon In aeeordanee with ~·
52d4B-10.
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I hereby FILE this Initial De<!islon with Saul Cooperman for C!Onsideration.

DATE~{"1
Re<!elpt AC!knowledged:

AUG 10 t98l
DATE
Mailed To Parties:

AUG 1 21987
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF RUTHERFORD, BERGEN COUNTY,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

STEPHANIE ICARABAIC,
RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. The Board's exceptions were
not timely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4. Because the Board's
exceptions were untimely, respondent's reply exceptions thereto are
not considered in this decision.
The Co1111issioner notes from the record that the Board's
complaint was originally filed on September 10, 1984 in the Superior
Court of New Jersey, Law Division, Special Civil Part, Bergen
County, more than nine months after respondent resigned from her
position with the Board on December 2, 1983. Respondent's answer to
said complaint and her counterclaim were filed in Superior Court on
November l, 1984.
Therein, respondent sought to have the matter
transferred to the Co1111issioner of Education as a contested matter
pursuant
to
N.J.S.A.
18A:6-9,
averring,
inter
alia,
that
"Plaintiff's clum u barred by laches," that "Plaintiff has failed
to exhaust administrative remedies" and that "This court lacks
jurisdiction to decide this matter as it arises under the school
laws and is within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Co1111issioner of
Education, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9." (Answer and Counterclaim,
at pp. 1-2)
On December 27, 1984, the Court, having reviewed the papers
submitted in connection with the motion of respondent and having
considered the arguments of counsel, transferred the matter to the
COJIIJilissioner of Education for disposition pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:6-9.
Nowhere in the moving papers filed by respondent is it
averred that the matter before the Superior Court was time-barred
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2, the 90-day rule applicable to matters
arising under the education laws of the State of New Jersey.
Neither does the Board's Notice of Objection to Defendant's Motion
for Transfer and Request for Oral Argument argue untimeliness
pursuant to the 90-day rule.
Moreover, the COJIIJilissioner observes
that the matter was transferred to him for consideration of the
education law issue raised by respondent in her motion. That issue
is whether respondent was entitled to payment greater than that
which she received, citing the Supreme Court's decision in Spiewak.
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v. Rutherford Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 63 (1982) for the proposition that
she was entltled to receive a-salary comparable to that paid other
teaching staff members in the district, not the hourly wage which
was the basis for the compensation she received during her
employment with the Board.
Based upon his own independent review of the record, the
Co111111issioner is in accord with the ALJ that "no sound reason is
apparent from evidence or argument that respondent is justified in
not having long since 1983 registered her claim for salary correction within the 90-day limiting period."
(Initial Decision,
ante) The Co111111issioner finds and determines that the counterclaim
now-before him is time-barred pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 inasmuch
as respondent failed to advance any such cla1m for relief before the
Co111111issioner and only counterclaimed said argument in response to
the Board's complaint filed in Superior Court, and that ll months
after her resignation. The Commissioner adds that not only was said
counterclaim filed untimely, but also, upon review of the merits of
her counterclaim, that respondent has no legal basis to such monies
claimed as due her. See Frances W. Hyman et al. v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck, 1983 S.L.D. 699, rev'd State Board
March 6, 1985, aff'd/rem'd to State Board N.J. Superior Court,
Appellate Division, February 26, 1986, cert. den. 104 N.J. 469
(1986). (Board may maintain separate salary scale for supplemental
teachers so long as such guides conform to the requirements
established by school laws.)
Similarly, the Commissioner agrees with the ALJ that the
Board's claim for restitution, while not grounded specifically in
education law, is untimely, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
He
adopts as his own the reasoning embodied in the initial decision,
~.
in this regard.
He emphasizes the point made by the ALJ
therein that no opinion is expressed in this decision with respect
to the question of "whether the Board • s claim for resti tu- tion may
not be reinstituted in a judicial forum free of the administrative
limiting period of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2." (Initial Decision, ante)
Accordingly, the initial decision is adopted, as amplified
herein.
The Board's complaint against respondent is dismissed for
untimeliness under N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
Respondent's counterclaim
against the Board for Judgment of salary correction for the year
1982-83 is likewise dismissed for noncompliance with the same
regulation.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
September 18, 1987
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HAYDU GORZALIZ •

PETITIO!IIR,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD or EDUCATION or TBE CITY or
REWAH, ESSEX COtntTY, ESSEX COtntTY
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND
MEW JDSZT STATE DBPARTMENT Or
EDUCATION, DIVISION OF TEACHER
PREPARATION AND CERTIFICATION,

DECISION

RESPONDENTS.
For the Petitioner, Giblin~ Giblin (John L. Schettino,
Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondents, Essex County Superintendent of Schools
and State Department of Education, W. Cary Edwards ,
Attorney General (E. Philip Isaac, DAG)
For the Respondent Newark Board of Education, Vickie A.
Donaldson, General Coun1el (Robin T. McMahon, Esq.,
of Counsel)
Thil matter was ori&inally opened before the Co111111issioner
of Education on July 13, 1987 through the filin& of a Petition of
Appeal in the above-captioned matter. On July 28, petitioner filed
an Amended Petition of Appeal with attachments wherein she alle&es
in pertinent part the following:

***
9.

Petitioner Baydee Gonzalez submitted all
necessary transcript• and recorda to the
New Jersey Department of Education prior to
August of 1985. Attached hereto and made a
part hereof are copies of MI. Gonzalez'•
recordl and transcripts ***·

10.

Despite meeting all the qualifications of
the State of New Jersey Department of
Education for certification as a bilincual
teacher prior to September 1, 1986 the State
Department of Education failed to iaaue a
certification to the
petitioner until
January 5, 1987.
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11.

Prior to .January 5, 1987 the petitioner was
employed by the Newark Board of Education as
a per diem sub teacher due to the New Jersey
Department of Education • a failure to iuue
petitioner a certification as a bilingual
teacher.

12.

On January 22,

13.

As a result of the Mew Jersey Department of
Education's failure to issue petitioner a
certification
in
a
timely
fashion,
petitioner was unable to receive the
benefits of a certified teacher from the
Newark Board of Education from September 2,
1986 to January 5, 1987 resulting in lost
benefits and wages.
(Amended Petition, at pp. 2-3)

1987 petitioner received a
contract from the Newark Board of Education
for the position of bilingual education
teacher. The contract was effective as of
January 5, 1987 because of petitioner's late
validation
of
certification
from
the
New Jersey State Department of Education.
Attached hereto and made a part hereof is a
copy of a contract dated January 20, 1987

***

In her prayer for relief petitioner requests that she be
granted by the Board full salary payments with benefits from
September 2, 1986 to January 5, 1987.
The Board filed ita answer with separate defenses to the
petition on August 4, 1987. On August 17, 1987, Respondents Essex
County Superintendent of Schools and N.J. State Department of
Education, hereinafter "State," moved for summary judgment and/or an
order from the Commissioner dismissing the instant Petition of
Appeal.
This matter will be considered by the Commissioner on the
record of the pleadings and the briefs of the respective parties in
support of and in opposition to the State's motion for summary
judgment and/or dismissal of these proceedings.
The two points
argued by the State in ita brief in support of ita motion are as
follows:
POINT I
PETITIONER'S CLAIM IS IK THE MATURE OF A TORT
CLAIM FOR A MONETARY AWARD AND, AS A CONSEQUENCE,
THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION BAS NO JURISDICTION
OVER THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION UNDER
K.J.S.A. l8A:6-9.
(State's Brief, at p. 3)
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POINT II

BECAUSE PETITIOMER HAS SUED A SUBDIVISIOlf 0!' THE
STATE OF lfEW JOSEY, AlfD ITS EMPLOYEES IN THEIR
OFFICIAL CAPACITY FOR MONETARY DAMAGES, THE
MATTER IS BAR.llED; AlfD IS IMPROPERLY BEFORE THE
COMMISSIOMER OF EDUCATION AS IT BELONGS IN A
COURT OF LAW.
(State•e Brief, at p. 6)
In eupport of· i te contention vi th reepect' to Point I • the State
aaaintains that it has lone been eetablished in case law that in
order for the Co11111iuioner to exercise hie authority and
jurisdiction to decide a controversy, a contested matter must
require his expertise and be cognisable under the provisions of
lf.J.S.A. l8A:6-9 et ~· Bd. of Ed. of East Brunewict Twp. v. Twp.
Counc1l of East Brunsw1ck, 48 N.J. 94, 162 (1966); Bd. of Ed. of the
Cit' of En&lewood v. En&lewoodTeacheu Association, 64 N.J. 1, 8
(19 3); Bd. of Ed. of thl Cit~ of Elizabeth v. City Council of
Elizabeth, 55 N.J. SOl, SO (197 ); Binfey v. Matawan Recional Bd.
of Ed., 77 N.-.r.-514, 532 (1978); Dunellen Bd. of Ed. v. Dunellen
Eci:\ieition Aei'Oclation, 64 N.J. 17, 28 (1983) In inetances where a
controversy or d11pute oriiliatee under school law but subsequently
evolves into another substantive law, the C011111isaioner lacks
jurisdiction to hear such aaattere. A case which stands for this
proposition was decided by the court in Bd. of Ed. of the Vocational
School in the Countv of Camden v. Camden Voc. Teachers Association,
183 N.J. Super. 206(App. Div. 1982). In the above-cited case the
courtbeld that a dispute originally arising out of a reduction in
force (lliF), which later became a labor dispute, was outside of the
COIIIIliuioner•a juriadiction.
The court reasoned that because the
educational issue itself (the RIF), was "an accompliahed fact", that
issue waa not in dispute. Consequently the court determined that
the subsequent litigation belonged before PERC and not the
Coaissioner of Education. In adopting the court • s reasoning set
forth above, the State avers that the substantive nature of a
dispute, not only the identity or employment of the parties to such
dispute or ita statutory origins, is determinative of whether or not
the COIIIIliasioner may hear a case.
The State maintains that the undisputed facts in this case
eatabliah that petitioner ia aeekin& damagee i!!! damage• from the
Board and. apparently, the State. In thia recard the State arcuea
that petitioner's action has no relationship to the expertise of the
Coaiuioner inaamuch ae the primary claim for relief ia centered
upon a monetary tort compensation due to the State•• alle&ed failure
to iseue petitioner a certification in bilingual education in a
timely manner. The State pointe out that petitioner admita that she
waa indeed ieeued a certificate in bilingual education on January 5,
1987 (Amended Petition. paragraph 10) and by reason of havin&
received aucb certification, petitioner acquired a full-time
teacbin& position in tbe Board's employ. It is the State's position
that becauee petitioner received her teacher's certificate and
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thereby &ained full-time eaployment with the Board on January 5,
1987, there are no further educational isauea to be decided by the
Commiaaioner by virtue of the fact that petitioner•• claia does not
fall within the purview of the education lawa. In requeating the
Coaaissioner to diaaiss the inatant petition under the provisions of
R.J.A.C. 6:24-1.9, the State argues in pertinent part that
***the present action by petitioner does not fall
within the education laws but, rather, is
&rounded in the common law principles of
ne&ligence and tort law, an area within which the
Commissioner has no expertise nor Jurisdiction to
determine disputes.
This princ1ple has been
affiraed in Jackson v. Concord C011pany, 101 N.J.
~· 126 (App. Div. 1968) where the court held
at. 133:
... The award of damaces to a person
suffering aonetary loss as the result
of the unlawful action of a third party
has traditionally been limited to
judicial proceedincs. Power to award
damages will not be extended to an
administrative
body
unless
the
legislative purpose to grant such power
is plainly indicated. [emphasis added]
(State's Brief, at p. 5)
The State's position with regard to Point II is that
petitioner's demand for monetary damages is susceptible to the
provisions of N.J.S.A. 59:1-1 et ~· under the Tort Claims Act and
as such must be adjudicated 1n a "court of law" and not an
administrative forum. (N.J.S.A. 59:8-8) The Commissioner observes
that the arguments advanced by the State rely upon the S\)ecific
provisions of R.J.S.A. 59:3-6 and 9-1 to establish that pet1tioner
is barred by reason of sovereign immunity from suing the State in a
court of law. (See State's Brief, at pp. 6-7.)
The Commissioner observes that the Board in ·its brief
concur• with the argument advanced by the State regarding the
Commissioner • a lack of juriadiction in resolving petitioner's claim
for monetary damages against itself or the State in the instant
matter. The Board further agrees with the State's position that the
Rew Jersey Tort Claias Act ia controlling with respect to
petitioner •s claim. The Board relies upon the ruling of the court
in Malloy v. State, 76 N.J. 515, 520 (1978) addressing the
provisions of N.J.S.A. 59:2-~hich provides in relevant part that:
A public entity is not liable for an injury
caused by the issuance, denial, suspension or
revocation of, or by the failure or refusal to
issue, deny, auapend or revoke, any permit,
license, certificate, approval, order, or similar
authorization***·

l
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In relying on Malloy to buttress the State's aotion, the Board avers
that there i l no "dispute" which attaches to petitioner's claim
herein over which the Commissioner may assert jurisdiction.
Additionally, the Board argues that the Amended Petition of
Appeal filed by petitioner faila to atate a claim upon which relief
may be granted by the Commisaioner and must therefore be dismissed.
More specifically, the Board arcues that:
Petitioner premises her entitlement UfOn the
"New Jersey Department of Education's fulure to
isaue petitioner a certification in a timely
fashion." Atsumin& arguendo that the State Board
of Examiners was unreasonably long in l'rocessing
the petitioner's application for cert1fication,
the Newark Board of Education may not be ordered
to pay the petitioner any additional compensation
therefor.
Significantly, the petitioner does not claim that
the asserted delay was in any way caused by
action or inaction attributable to the Board.
The petition and the amended petition notably
fail to allege any action on the Board •s part
with respect to the application process.
The only conclusion that can be drawn from the
petitioner's allecations is that she seeks to
compel additional compensation from the Board
based on a theory of vicarious liability. The
Board's asserted liability would therefore be
derivative
in
nature
and
based
on
the
co-respondents•
asserted
unnecessary
and
unreasonable delay in issuing the certification.
Although creative, the petitioner's theory finds
no support in law.
(Board's Brief, at pp. 2-3)
In opposin& the State's motion, petitioner maintains that the
factual circumstances giving rise to her claim against the Board and
the State are properly before the Commissioner of Education. She
further maintains that the Commissioner has the jurisdictional
authority to hear and determine whether her certification should
have been issued by the State prior to September 2, 1986 and whether
she is entitled to be compenaated for back wages and benefits by the
Board from September 2. 1986 to January S, 1987. Petitioner argues
that before an action is ripe for adjudication by our State courts,
administrative remedies must firat he ezhausted. In this regard,
petitioner reliea on those rules of the court, R. 2:2-3(a)(2) and
~· 4:69-5 which read in pertinent part:
-
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Except as otherwise provided by a. 2:2-l(a)(3)
(final judgments appealable directly to the
Supreme Court), appeals may be taken to the
Appellate Division as of right
{2) to review final decisions or actions of any
state adminiatrati ve agency or officer, and to
review the validity of any rule promulgated by
such agency or officer
excepting matters
prescribed by a. 8:2 (tax matters) and matters
governed by a. 4:74-8 {Wage Collection Section
appeals), except that review pursuant to this
subparagraph shall not be maintainable so long as
there is available a right of review before any
administrative agency or officer, unless the
interest of justice requires otherwise****·"
<!~· Z: 2-3a(2)
where it is manifest that the interest of
just1ce requires otherwise, actions under a. 4:69
shall not be maintainable as long as there is
available
a
right
of
review
before
an
administrative
agency which has
not
been
exhausted.
(~. 4:69-5)

Exce~t

The Commissioner has reviewed the respective arguments of
the parties with regard to the State's Motion for Summary Judgment
and/or dismissal of the instant pleadings filed by petitioner.
In the Commissioner's judgment, petitioner's reliance upon
the above-cited rules of the court to argue the jurisdictional
question to be resolved in the instant matter is misplaced. While
the pertinent rules of the court do apeak to the exhaustion of
administrative remedies before contested matters may be brought up
on appeal before an appellate court of law, the provisions of
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.9 vest with the Commissioner the authority to
dismiss a petition of appeal filed before him on the following
grounds:
At any time after the receipt of the answer and
prior to transmittal of the pleadin~s to the OAL,
the commissioner, in his or her ducretion, may
dismiss the petition on the grounds that no
sufficient cause for determination has been
advanced, lack of jurisdiction, failure to
prosecute or other good reason.
In reviewing the relevant facts in this matter which do not
appear to be disputed by the parties and in granting to petitioner
all favorable inferences to be derived from such facts, the
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Commissioner ia not perauaded by those arguments advanced by
petitioner in opposition to the State's application for dismissal of
these proceedings.
The Commissioner's
finding and determination is
advanced by the parties to
review of the contents of the

reasoning for arriving at the above
grounded upon the respective arguments
the motion under consideration and a
Amended Petition of Appeal.

It ia observed from the amended petition that no charges of
wrongdoing or violations of education law are made by petitioner
against the Board.
However, the prayer for relief set forth
requests that the Board be directed to pay petitioner back wages and
benefits from September 2, 1986 to January 5, 1987.
Similarly, it is concluded that the allegations set forth
in the petition charge the State with failure to issue petitioner
her teaching certificate in a timely manner.
Although there is no ·specific request for relief advanced
against the State by ~etitioner with regard to the above-referenced
allefations in the pet1tion, it must be concluded that petitioner is
seek ng monetary damages from the State by virtue of what she
allefes is its failure to issue to her a timely teaching
certlficate.
In the first
instance, the Commissioner finds and
determines that petitioner has presented no just cause of action in
her petition for the relief she has requested from the Board in the
form of back salary and benefits from September 2, 1986 to
January 5, 1987.
Accordingly, pursuant to the proviaions of N.J. A. C.
6:24-1.9, the Commissioner hereby dismisses petitioner's clum for
back pay and benefits againtt the Board on the grounds that no
sufficient cause for determination has been advanced in the instant
Petition of Appeal.
In similar manner, the Commissioner hereby dismisses
petitioner •s claim for damages against the State pursuant to the
provisions of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.9 by virtue of the fact that he is
without jurisdict1on 1n law to render a determination with regard to
the subject matter of petitioner's allegations acainst the State.
Accordingly, for all the reasons set forth above, the
Commiuioner finds and determines the State's Motion to Dismiss
petitioner's claims against the above-named party respondents can be
and it hereby dismissed.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
September 23, 1987
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JNmAL DECISION
SUMMARY DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3022-86
AGENCY DKT. NO. 109-4/86
IN TBB MATTBR OP THE TBlfURE BEARING
OP RUTH PARKER, SCHOOL DISTRICT OP

THE TOWNSHIP OP NORTH BERGEN, HUDSON COUNTY

Marks. RuderiiNln, Esq.,

Cor North Berpn Board of Education,

~titloner

Vietor P. llullica, 'Etlq., for Ruth Parker, retlpOftdent
Record Closed: July 22, 198'1

Decided: August 11, 1987

BEFORE ELINOR R. RllNtOl, ALJ:
On or about AprU 14, 1988, petiti'li'K!r, the North Bel'(en Board of Education
certified cha!'letl of OO!Kiuet unbecoming a teacher and criminal conduct towards the
students in her classroom againat respondent, Ruth Parker. Respondent filed an answer on

May 1, 1988, and on May 5, 1988, this matter was tran11mitted by the Department of
Education, Bureau of Controversies and Disputes, to the Office of Administrative Law a~
a contested ease pursuant to ~· 52:14F-l !! ~· A prehearing conference was
held on June 2, 1988, tMtfore .Admlnstratlve Law Judge Ward Young, and a hearing was
scheduled IMtCore fhe u*rsigned Administrative Law Jud(e in August 1986•
• J

,.w

J11ruy Is An EqiMII Opportunity Employ~
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3022-811
On June 11, 1986, a Hudlon County lfllnd jury returned an eleven count Indictment
apinat reapondent. RtlllpOndent was arrait'ned on June 19, 1888. By motion dated July
30, 19811, reepoodent requested that tl'lll matter be plaeed on tl'le inactive lilt until tl'le
conclusion of tl'le criminal matter. Respondent indicated that tl'le criminal charges were
similar or identical to tl'le tenure ebarp&. RtlllpOndent arped that it wo~ Incriminate
her if she were to testify durilll tl'le inatant proeeedilll• By letter dated AIJIUst 5, 1988,
petitioner advise<! that it bad no objection to tl'le above-captioned matter beilll placed on
tl'le inactive Ust, providilll the 126-day period wu Inactivated. On AIJIUSt 21, 1988, this
tribunal ordered that this matter be placed on the inactive Uat for a period of six months,
or until the pendinr indictment was brought to s conclusion, whichever was earUer.
By letter dated February 5, 198'1, petitioner requested that the matter be
reactivated.
Petitioner SOUCflt to fill a motion for aummary decision baled on
rellpOndent•s criminal conviction. By letter dated February t5, 198'1, thll juc:lp notified
counsel that the matter had been reactivated and that it was awaitilll petltioner'l motion
for aummary decision. Petitioner moved for aummary decllioa on February 28, 198'1. In
aupport of his motion, petitioner stated that reapondent bad been convicted of ~
2C:30-2(a) entitled Official Mlseonduet on December 18, 1988. Petitioner arped that the
Iaiiie, therefore, was whether forfeiture of publlc office (N.J.S.A. 2CI51-2a(2)) appUed to
a conviction of ~ 2C:3G-2(a). Petitioner opined that the crime for which
reepondent was convicted fell precisely within the definition contained ln the forfeiture
statute.
Reapondent flled a brief In opposition to tbe motion foe' t~~~~mmary deelalon on March
8, 198'1. Arpi111 apinat the motion, respondent indicated that lt was the intent of
reapondent's counsel in the criminal matter to appeal the conviction and move for a stay.
Reapondent arped that Ma. Parker bad not been sentenced. Counsel flled a letter on
March 9, 198'1, indleatll!l that tbe trial court Judre in the criminal matter was
entertalnilll a motion foe' a stay of forfeiture of respondent's teaebilll eartltlcate. By
letter dated Mareb-1'1, 198'1, petitioner Indicated that reapondent bad reealved a five-year
sentenea bUt that the judp had reserved declaion on the forfeiture of reapondent'•
teaehlnr Ueanse. He requested that bla reaponM to rtlllpOndent's anawer to hll aummary
decialon motion be delayed until the juc:lp ln the criminal matter ruled on thll final laaue.

-2-
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3022-8&
On April16, 1987, petitioner CUed a letter (with a Jqment of Conviction attached)
from GUbert G. Miller, Deputy Attorney General, who was litlptifll the criminal matter.
The docUment.'! indicated that Ms. Parker had been convicted of Count 1 ("'fficial
Miseon<luct N.J.S. (sic] 2C:30-2(al"), and found not guilty of Counts2, 4 and 5. The jury
had been unable to reach a verdict with respect to Counta &thf'OUih 11, and Count 3 wa11
dismissed by the· court on December 1, 1986. She had been sentenced on March 12, 1987,
to a term of five years. Her sentence was stayed pending appeaL Further, there was a
forfeiture and permanent disqualltieatlon of her teaching license.
On Aprll16, 1987, a conference eall was held among the parties. Deputy Attorney
General Miller indicated that Ms. Parker's license bad been forfeited, and that at the
sentencing the forfeiture bad been lltayed for two weeks. Petitioner was advised by the
Judie to order a tranaerlpt of the sentencing. The motion for !IUmmary decision was held
in abeyance until the tran~~eript was filed with this tribunaL 8y letter dated April 20,
1987 counsel for petitioner ordered five-day service of the tran~~erlpt of the Parker
sentencing. In view of petitioner's difficulty in receiving this tranaeript, this judie
requested that the attorneys take all necessary steps In order to determine the status of
the criminal matter. The attorneys were informed that a rei!Olution of the pending motion
would be forthcoming only after the terms of the sentencing were clarified.
On June 11, 1987, petitioner tued a transcript of the aentencing or Ms. Parker with
this tribunaL The transcript of the sentencing of Mal'eh 12, 1987, clarified that counsel
for Ms. Parker bad allked for a couple of weeks to submit additional written briefs or
memoranda with A!fard to the itiiiiM of a stay of s forfeiture of tenure under the statute.
The sentencing ~. the Honorable Kevin G. Cellahan, SUperior Court, Hud1100 County,
stated that there was no question but that he would stay the forfeiture and give counsel
two weeks to reapond In greater detaiL He Indicated that he would not decide the issue
that day. He pve counsel for Ms. Parker 10 days "to submit to me why 1 should not
[proceed with the forfeiture of tenure)" and withheld Implementation of the forfeiture
for two weeks. He -stated that If did not receive a brief by that tl me, the forfeiture would
take effect. If he received a brief, he would set the matter down for further argument If
neeeaary. Subsequent to reviewing the llftTavating factors and mltlptlng factors In the
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ease, and because of ber violation of the public trust, the Judce committed Parker to the
Department of Corrections for a period of five years. He further indicated that lbe would
forfeit all her teaching rictJts under the State of New Jersey and the Charter given
thereof', ordered her to pay a fine in the amount of $1,000, and stayed imposition of the
sentenee pending appeal.
Subsequent to a review of the transcript of the sentencing, this judge held a
conference call with counseL Counsel for petitioner advised that no brief had been
forthcoming from Ms. Parker during the two-week stay of the forfeiture, and therefore
the forfeiture was In effect. He confirmed this statement by latter dated July 16, 1981,
indicating that no additional papers staying Ms. Parker's forfeiture of position and
license in Judge Callahan's sentencinc had been filed. He therefore requested that
petitioner'& motion for summary decision dismisainc the tenure charges and forfeitioc her
teachioc license be granted. I have received no response to that letter from reapondent.
I have reviewed the transcript of the sentenctnc of March 12, 1981, as well as
petitioner's statement, which has not been refuted, that no additional papers as to Ms.
Parker's forfeiture have been filed with the sentencing judge. In view of this, I am
compelled to conclude that the sentencing ~ Intended, by his decision, to stay the
forfeiture only for a two-week petiod. He !lpeclfically stated that If he did not receive a
brief by that time, the forfeiture would take effect. In view of the fact that no brief was
CUed dUtinc that two-week period, I must find that Judge Callahan's determination that
Ms. Parker forfeit all her teacblnc rictJts under the State of New Jersey and the Charter
given thereof is In effect. In view of this, I wW not determine whether a forfeiture could
be granted under the forfeiture statute. That determination has. already been made by
Judge Callahan and must be complied with. I do conclude, however, that petitioner'&
motion for summary decision Is granted.
It is ORDERED that petitioner has, by virtue of her conviction and sentencing In the
criminal matter, forfeited all her teacbinc rictJts under the State of New Jersey and the
Charter given thereof. The determination as to her tenure rictJts and employment with
the North Bergen Board of EdUcation Is clear; IItle bas forfeited her employment and
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3022-86
tenur. rilfhts. That being so, a determination of the tenure charges would be unnecessary,
unwarranted and moot.
I CONCLUDE thllt this matter is no longer a contested case before the Office of
Administrative Law. It is ORDERED that petitioner's motion for summary decision is
GRANTED.

This r.commended decision may be adopted, mod!ried or r.jected by the
COMMISSIONER OP T8B DEPARTM8NT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by

law is empowered to make a final dechdon in this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman
does not

so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,

this r.commended decision !!hall become a final decision in accordance with N.J.S.A.
52:148-10.

I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with Saul Cooperllllll'l for consideration.

ELINOR R. REINER, ALJ

DATE

'AU6 1' f~ft?
DATE

AUG 17 1987
DATE
jrp/ed
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3022-86

IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BEARING OF RUTH PAIUCER, SCHOOL

DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP OF NORTH

DECISION

BERGEN, HUDSON COUNTY.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed.

No exceptions were filed by

the parties.
Ravin& reviewed the record, the Co111111ialioner concurs with
the ALJ • s determination that by virtue of respondent •s conviction
and sentencin& in the criminal matter, she baa forfeited all her
teachin& ri&hta under the State of New Jersey and the Charter civen
thereof.

Thus,

the tenure charcea are. moot and a hearinc with

respect to auch, unwarranted and unnecessary.
Given the sentence rendered by Superior Court Judge Kevin
Callahan in the criminal proceedings against

respo~dent,

this matter

is to be transmitted to the State Board of Examiners for action to
revoke respondent's certification.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

/'

,..

tOMKISsiONER OF EDUCATION

SEP'IDIER 23, 1961
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OFFI~E..Qf .ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW.

I'NI'nAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EOU 3014-87

AGENCY DKT. NO. 115-4/87
DUNELLEN BOROUGH BOARD
OF EDUCA'IlON, MIDDLESEX COUNTY,

Petitioner,

v.
DAVID T. DRAKE,

Respondent.

Da'l'id B. Rubin, Esq.,

tor petitioner (Rubin, Rubin &: Mlllgran, attorneys)

Da'lid T. Drake, respondent, ~!!!
Record Closed: July 21, 1987

Decided: August 18, 1987

BEFORE DANIEL B. MCKEOWN, ALJ:
By way of an Order to Show Callie Issued by the Commissioner of Education on

March 20, 1987 the Dunellen Borough Board or Education (Board) seeks to have suspended
any and all teaching cerUCieates held by David T. Drake (respondent) for his asserted
failure to afford it 60 days written notice of his Intention to resign from its employ. The
Commissioner transferred the matter to the Office of Administrative Law on May

s, 1!187

as a contested l!&se under the provisions of ~· S2:14F-1 !! ~· A prehearing
conterenoo was scheduled to be conducted in the matter on July 1, 1987 at the OCCiee of
·Administrative Law, Mercerville. Respondent did not appear at that prehearing
conference. The record in the ease closed July 21, 1987.

}

M!w Jentl' IJ All £qual ()ppurruuit}' F.mplt~l'tr
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The facts of the matter as established by the written record are these. At the
time of the scheduled prehearing conCerence, Board counsel advised that respondent did

not intend to oppose the application of the Board to swpend his certiCicates to teach. I
advised respondent in writing on July 1, 198'1 as follows:
Dear Mr. Drake:
A prehearing conference in the above-entitled matter was scheduled
Cor July 1, 1987 at the Otrlce of Administrative Law, Mercerville.

At approximately 8:30 a.m. I was advised by David Rubin, Esq.,
counsel for the Board, that you advised him you did not intend to
oppose the Board's application to SIBpend your teacher certificate for
the reasons stated In the superintendent'S certification. It Is noted
that your letter dated April 21, 1987 Is pert of the fUe I have.
You did not appear at the scheduled prehearlng conference. Absent a
contrary writing from you by July 20, 1887 J shall a.ume that you do
not intend to oppose the Board's application to have your teacher
certificate IIIBpended.
No respo•e has been received from respondent. Respondent's letter of AprU 21,
1887 Is reproduced here as wrlttent
To whom it my concern,

In compUenee with the Order Urom the Commissioner] t received by
certified mall on April 8, 1987, the following Is an attempt to show
cause why my teaching certificate should not be suspended.
If it had been possible for me to have given the run sixty day notice
prior to my last day at Dunellen J certainly would have. I understand
the Inconvenience t cai.Bed them end I'm truely sorry.
However, the buslnllll apportunity presented me was too good to pass
up. Having strugted fineneillly for the four end one--half years I was
in education, the prospect of a one hundred end twenty five percent
increase in annual salary was a formidable enticement. I'd Uke to one
day own a home, not make a landlord wealthy; how can I do that on a
teacher'! salary!
The reality Is my caiBe for leaving wUl not have any bearing whether
or not you SIBpend my certificate. The Dunellen Board of Education
did what they had to do, as did the State and myself. The sad part Is
that 1 enjoyed teaching and I was good at It, but those thinp don't
pay the bills.

Very truely yours, David T. Drake
-2-
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The certification of the superintendent of schools advises that respondent
advised the Board on December 1'1, 1986 he intended to terminate his employment on
December 23, 1986. Respondent did, in fact, leave the employ of the Board on December
23, 1986.
The foregoing facts, I FIND, are all relevant and material facts of the matter.

~

18A:28-8 provides in full as follows:

Any teaching staff member, under tenure of service, desiring to
relinquish his position shall give the employing board or education at
least 60 days written notice of his intention, unless the board shall
approve of a release on shorter notice and If he falls to give such
notice he shall be deemed guilty of unprofessional conduct and the
commissioner may suspend his certificate for not more than one year.

~·

While the foregoing statute specifically addresses teachers under tenure,
18A:2&-10 Is more Inclusive In that it provides in full as follows:
Any teaching staff member employed by a board of education, who
shall, without the consent of the board, cease to perform his duties
before the expiration ot the term of his employment, shall be deemed
guilty of unprofessional conduct, and the commissioner may, upon
receiving notice thereof, suspend his certificate for a period not
exceeding one year.
CONCLUSIONS

While the facts established by the written record are not clear whether
respondent had acquired a tenure status in his employment with the Board, It is
established that respondent was employed by the Board for the 198&-87 academic year. It
is further established that respondent gave seven days notice of his intention to resign
that employment. It Is also established that respondent did not have the consent of the
Board to relinquish his employment as a teacher In Its schools.

-3-
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Respondent's pronounced desire to improve his flnencial status by accepting a
business opportunity presented him is appreciated. Nevertheless, respondent did accept
employment with the Board to be a teacher of Its pupils for 1986--87. The sudden
departure of a teacher who has been working with a IJI'OUP of pupils for four months
results In a disruption of the educational prOIJI'am to thole pupils, If only because of a
sudden change in teachers. Respondent Is deemed to have known his obligation upon his
acceptance of employment with the Board to carry out the full term of the academic
year, absent consent or the Board to terminate his employment.
If respondent was under tenure In the Board's employ,~· 18A:28-8 imposes
upon him the obligation to provide at least 60 days written notice. The facts in this case
demonstrate respondent did not afford this Board 80 days notice of his intention to resign.
Accordingly, under either statute, ~ 18A:26-10 if respondent had not
acquired the status of tenure or ~· 18A:28-8 If respondent had acquired the status
of tenure in the Board's employ, he Is by his conduct guilty of unprofessi~ conduct.
Therefore, his certificate or certificates to teach In the State of New Jersey as Issued
him by the New Jersey State Board of Examiners shall be and is or are suspended for one
year. The one year suspension shall commence the day this decision becomes final and
shall continue for 12 months from the date respondent returns to the Commissioner of
Education all teaching certificates and endorsements issued him by the State Board of
Examiners. If respondent falls to return all certificates and endorsements in his
possession then the suspension or his privilege to teach shall be lndellnlte.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the

COIIIDSIIIOifBa OP TBB DBPAB.TIIDT OP BDOCATIOif, SAUL COOPERMAN, who

by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision In accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52;148-10.
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I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPEJtiiAM for consideration.

DATE

-s2020
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IN THE MATTER OF THE SUSPENSION
OF TBE TEACHING CERTIFICATE OF

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

DAVID T. DRAKE, SCHOOL DISTRICT

DECISION

OF THE BOROUGH OF DUNELLEN,
MIDDLESEX COUNTY.

The ColllllliBBioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including

the

Administrative

initial
Law

decision

which

certificates be suspended

rendered

recommends
for

Commissioner's decision herein.

that

one year

by

the

Office

respondent's
from the

date

of

teaching
of

the

(N.J.S.A. 18A:26-l0, 28-8)

It is observed that no timely exceptions were filed to the
initial decision pursuant to the provisioqs of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
Upon review of the record the COIIIIIlisaioner adopts as his
own the findings and conclusions of the ALJ and his recollllllendation
that respondent •s teaching certificates be suspended for one year
from the date of the Commissioner's decision.
However, the COIIIIIlissioner rejects that part of the initial
decision which concludes that
return

all

his

teaching

in the event respondent does not

certificates

in

accordance with this

decision that the suspension of his privilege to teach in the State
of New Jersey shall be

indefinit~.

In the Commissioner's judgment,

- 6 -
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the ALJ erred in this part of his findings and conclusions inasmuch
as there is no requirement in law for a teaching staff member to
return his or her teaching certificates upon the suspension of same
by the Commissioner.

It is noted for the record that copies of all

Commissioner's decisions pertaining to the suspension of teaching
certificates are routinely distributed to the County Superintendents
of Schools and the Director of the Division of Teacher Preparation
and Certification.
Accordingly for the reasons stated above, the Commissioner
hereby directs that respondent • s teaching certificates conferring
upon him the privilege to teach in the State of New Jersey shall be
suspended for a period of one year from the date of this decision.
The Commissioner hereby directs that a copy of his decision
be immediately forwarded to the Division of Teacher Preparation and
and Certification.

Further,

it

is

ordered

that a

copy of the

decision herein shall be mailed to all county superintendents.
/
c6MMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

- 7 -
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

IHri'IAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 5469-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 221-7/87
BERNARD LAUPGAS,
Petitioner,

v.
BARNBGATTOWNSHJP
BOARD OP EDUCATION,
Respondent.

Bernard Laufps, petitioner,

~ 1!!

Kathleen w. Hofstetter, Esq., for respondent (Gelzer, Kelaher, Shea, Novy &
Carr, attorneys)
Record Closed: August 17, 1987

Decided: August 2'7, 198'7

BEFORE DANIEL B. MCKEOWN, ALJ:
Bernard Laurgas (petitioner), a resident or Barnegat Township, filed a Petition or
Appeal before the Commissioner of Education by which he alleges the Barnegat Township
Board of Education (Board) expended or Intends to expend public funds without authority
for the engagement of outside counsel to prosecute a motor vehicle complaint filed
against him by one of its school bus drivers. Petitioner also elleges the Board expended or
intends to expend public funds without authority to compensate witnesses who appeared at
the municipal court hearing which was conducted on the motor vehicle charge and to
secure photographs to be used as evidence In the municipal court hearing against him. In
addition to the Verified Petition of Appeal, petitioner filed an application for an Order to
Show Cause, with supporting affidavit, which Order was signed by the Commissioner on
July 20, 198'7. By the terms of the Order, the Board was required to show cause in writing
Nn.:Jm~y

Is An EqUid Opportunity Emplu.vn-
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why it shoUld not be enjoined from making payments to outside counsel and to witnesses
regarding the motor vehicle violation signed by the Board's school bus driver and heard in
Barnegat Township Municipal Court. The Board duly responded to the Order on August 5,
198'1. Thereafter, the Commissioner transferred the matter on August 11, 1987 to the
Office or Administrative Law tor disposition as a contested case under the provisions or
~· 52:14Fl-l!! !!9.• The Clerk of the Office of Administrative Law assigned the
matter to this judge on August 1'1, 1987. For the reasons which follow, petitioner's
application to restrain the Board from making all such payments is denied. Furthermore,
upon the Board's first separate defense the Petition of Appeal is dismissed for failure to
state a cause of action.

BACKGROUND FACTS
The background facts of the matter as determined by the pleadings and
affidavits fUed by the parties are these. On or about February 10, 198'1 a school bus
driver employed by the Board, Deborah Bylinski, signed a motor vehicle complaint alleging
that petitioner violated ~· 39:4-128.1 by passing her school bus while pupils were
loading or unloading. While the parties in this case seem to agree that the municipal
court proceeding which touowed on the complaint was heard in Barnegat Township
municipal court on JUly 14, 198'1, an excerpt of the transcript of that proceeding which is
attached to the Board's letter memorandum shows the hearing date to have been July 15,
1987. In either ease, the matter of the motor vehicle violation was heard against Laufgas
in Barnegat Township muriicipal court. While Ms. Byllnski was on the face of these facts
the complaining witness against petitioner, the complaint was prosecuted against him for
and on behalf of the State of New Jersey.1

1 New Jersey Court Rule 7:6-1 provides that complaints involving violations of statutes
relating to the operation or use of motor vehicles shall be on a uniform traffic ticket in
the form prescribed by the Administrative Director of the Courts. The complaint may be
made and signed by any person, and the summons which follows shall be signed and issued
only by a police officer, the judge, clerk or deputy clerk of the court in which the
complaint is filed. Rule 'l:4-4(b) provides that if the municipal court prosecutor or
municipal attorney does not appear to prosecute a complaint filed by a citizen, any
attorney may appear on behalf of any complaining witness and prosecute the action for
and on behalf of the state.

-2-
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The regularly appointed attorney for the Board is the firm of Gelzer, Keleher,
Shea, Novy & Carr. Prior to the municipal court proceeding, the Board on April 27 and
again June 15, 1987 approved the appointment of Jay G. Trachtenberg, Fsq., to prosecute
the complaint filed by its bus driver, Byllnsld, against Laufgas. Paul J. Carr, a member
or the firm regularly appointed as Board attorney, is the municipal court judge in both
Stafford and Lacey Townships, both or which are located In Ocean County as sister
communities in Ocean County. R. 1:15 prohibits any member of the Gelzer firm from
(X!Ilcticing in any municipal court in Ocean County. Accordingly, the Board's regularly
appointed law firm of Gelzer, Keleher, Shea, Novy & Carr was prohibited from appearing
in the Barnegat Township municipal court to prosecute the motor vehicle complaint
against Laufgas. According to the transcript of proceedings, Mr. Trachtenberg made
application to the court to specially proseeute the complaint against petitioner.
Petitioner's counsel stated he had no objection to that application. The court granted the
application.
It is noted that petitioner served three separate subpoenas upon Milton H.
Gelzer, a partner in the Board's regularly retained law Cirm, to testify In the municipal
court proceedings. Rules of Professional Conduct prohibit an attorney from acting "• • •
as [an) advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is likely to be a necessary witness • • •."
R.P.c. 3. 7(a). Petitioner also subpoenaed the superintendent to testify in court. By
affidavits filed, Mr. Gelzer attests that neither he nor his law firm Including Ms.
Hofstetter, counsel of record in this present case, have blUed, or intend to bill, the Board
for appearances in court in response to any subpoena served by petitioner, while the
superintendent attests be was paid his regular salary for July 14, 1987. The Board's
transportation supervisor also appeared at the municipal court proceeding July 14, 1987 at
the request of Mr. Trachtenberg. The transportation supervisor attests in an affidavit
tned that he, too, was paid his regular salary for July 14, 1987. Finally, It is noted that
the Board secretary, In an affidavit filed, attests that a photographic film developer and
processor was paid $134.49 by the Board for the processing and developing of certain
prints intended for use at the municipal court proceeding. The Board secretary further
attests that neither Mr. Trachtenberg nor Ms. Bylinsld submitted a voucher for a bill for
payment regarding their appearances at the municipal court proceeding conducted July
14, 1987 against petitioner.
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THE PE11110N OF APPEAL
The Petition of Appeal tiled by Bernard Laufgas against the Board reeites in its
first three paragraphs that a motor vehiele complaint was filed against him by 1\ts.
Bylinsld on or about February 10, 198'1; that on April 27, 1987 the Board appointed Jay G.
Trachtenberg as counsel "• • • to represent her as a Prosecutor in the alleged motor
vehicle violation"; and, that on June 15, 198'1 the Board reaffirmed its earlier asserted
determination that Ms. Bylinski "be represented" by Mr. Trachtenberg. Paragraphs four
and five of the Petition or Appeal are reproduced here in run exactly as presented by
petitioner:
4.

The said appointment and approval of Jay c. Trachtenberg, Esq.
to represent not only Deborah Byllnsld but the respondents
Barnegat Twp. School Board as a Special Prosecutor pursuant
N.J.S.A. lSA:l&-6.1 is a violation of state Jaw and thus illegal.

5.

Respondents have no statutory authority to appoint nor
authority to pay for such service to a "Speeial Prosecutor" for
Deborah Bylinskl and/or the Barnegat Twp. School Board
(Respondeotll.) In this Petition as they relate to any criminal
allegation lZJ against petitioner.

Wherefor, Petitioner BERNARD LAUFGAS respectfUlly demand
judgment against Respondents BARNEGAT TWP. BOARD OF EDU-

CATION, as follows;
A.

For an Order deelaring Resolution of both April 27, 198'1 and
June 15, 1987 appointment of Jay c. Trachtenberg, Esq. as a
"Special Prosecutor" in the alleged criminal motor vehicle
violation NUll and void.

B.

For an order prohibiting respondents any payments of tax
dollars for service to special prosecutor.

c.

For an Order prohibiting respondents to to pay dollars to Mr.
Doty [board's transportation supervisor1, Mr. Horbelt [the
superintendent], Mr. Gelzer, Ms. Hostetter and any other
witness that appeared as a witness on said Court date (July 14,
1987).

D.

For an Order to compte respondents to reeup any and ail tax
dollars in form of Time, Materials (use of sehool bus, film and
development of same, and pictures used in court on July 14,
1987) which Mr. Doty and Deborah Byllnski use to take pletures
to be used on July 14, 1987 for the alleged motor vehicle
violation against Petitioner.

2Tfle asserted motor vehicle violition whleh Liufgas was to hive committed is not a
"crime" under the New Jersey criminal code, N.J.S.A. 2C:l-l!! !!!!:~·
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E.

For an Order prohibiting Respondents to make and approve any proseeutor
in any matter relating to eriminal action.

F.

SUeh other relief as this Court may deem just and equatable.

G.

Cost of any expenses relating to this matter.

Petitioner tiled a purported affidavit In support of his applieation for interim
relief as required by~· 1:1-12.4. Nevertheless, the administrative rule provides in
part that "SUch affidavits shall set forth only faets which are admissible in evidence under
~· 1:1-15 (evidence rules), and to which afflants are competent to testify."
Petitioner attests to the fact he is the petitioner in the matter, that the Board twice
approved a resolution to appoint "a special prosecutor", that ostensibly Board employees
appeared in municipal court without first having been subpoenaed. The remainder of the
purported affidavit addresses what may be loosely referred to as his legal conclusions
which are not "facts" to which petitioner is competent to testify. Nevertheless, and as
noted above, the Commissioner signed an Order to Show Cause against the Board on July
20, 1987.
ln response to the Order to Show Cause, the Board tiled a nine page legal
memorandum in which it opposes petitioner's application for interim relief; It raises an
issue regarding the Commissioner's Jurisdiction to hear the complaint In the first instance;
and, it argues that even if jurisdiction is properly with the Commissioner petitioner's
likelihood of success on the merits is remote it not nonexistent. The Board attached to Its
memorandum the affidavits of Mr. Gelzer, the Board secretary, Mr. Doty, Mr. Horbert,
and Ms. Hofstetter.

LAW, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION
The singular complaint raised In the Petition of Appeal is that the Board acted in
the matter without statutory authority. Petitioner does not allege that the Board abused
Its discretionary statutory authority or exercised its discretion In an arbitrary, capricious
or unreasonable manner. Petitioner simply alleges that the Board acted without statutory
authority. Accordingly, two issues are presented by the Petition of Appeal: one, whether
a board of education has lawful authority to appoint and compensate legal counsel in
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circumstances where regularly appointed counsel is otherwise disqualified from
representing it; two, whether a board of education has lawful authority in the
circumstances presented to expend public funds to compensate individuals for time or
services rendered relating to an otherwise proper course of conduct pursued by that board.
Both issues refer to the "circumstances" presented by the Petition of Appeal.
Accordingly, the circumstances presented shall be discussed.
Local boards of education have the responsibility to provide a thorough and
efficient program of education for pupils residing In its district. When a board of
education provides Its pupils with school bus transportation to and from its schoolhouses it
takes on the further responsibility of ensuring that the pupils are transported safely. An
element of transportation safety is for boards of education to ensure that their school
buses comply with the law and with rules and regulations adopted by the State Board of
Education at N.J.A.C. 6:21-1~1 !! !!9· These regulations are In detail and Include certain
kinds of warning lamps as approved by the Director of the Division of Motor Vehicles
~· 6:21-5.8(d), The warning lamps, at least four of which must be red, are to be
placed in a flashing mode by the school bus driver when pupils are entering or exiting
school buses.
The legislature saw fit to make the conduct of a motor vehicle operator who
passes a school bus while its red warning lamps are flashing to be a motor vehicle offense.
N.J.S.A. 39:4-128.1. In this instance, the school bus driver, Ms. Bylinski, alleged she
observed petitioner pass her school bus whUe her red warning lamps were flashing. Ms.
Bylinsld, as the driver of the school bus and upon whom the Board relies to transport
pupils safely to and from school, filed a complaint against petitioner alleging he violated
N.J.S.A. 39:4-128.1. Clearly, the course or conduct exhibited by Ms. Byllnsld in bringing
the alleged conduct or petitioner to the attention or municipal orricials Is within the
scope of her responsibility. The Board of Education, as the body ultimately responsible
for the safe transportation of its pupils, adopted a course of conduct within the scope ot
its responsibility to insure that its bus driver's allegations against petitioner were
judicially adjudicated. Pupils entering or exiting a stopped school bus, with its red
warning lights flashing, must not be exposed to the risk of injury by a motorist passing the
bus.

These are the circumstances in whieh petitioner alleges the Board took its
controverted aetions without lawful authority.

-6-
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THE APPOINTMENT OF JAY C. TRACHTENBERG
On the face of the Petition of Appeal, it Is clear. that the interest of the Board In
seeing the complaint prosecuted in Barnegat Township municlpel court was to ensure that
a motor vehicle operator who allegedly Violates the law prohibiting the passing of a
stopped school bus while pupils are entering or exiting Is brought before a court of
competent jurisdiction in order to determine whether the allegations are true. J! true, the
obvious interest of the Board Is to ensure that the offender is disciplined within the
confines of the law so that the risk to pupils• safety is not repeated by that offender. The
Board's course of conduct regarding the complaint tiled by its school bus driver against
petitioner is clearly proper and appropriate within the scheme of Its total obligation at
~· 18A:ll-l(d) to "Perform all acts and do all things, consistent with law and the
rUles of the state board, necessary for the lawfUl and proper conduct, equipment and
maintenance of the public schools of the district." This legislative grant of authority
includes a local board taking action to minimize, u: not eliminate, real or potential
threates to the total well-being of Its pupils.
Nevertheless, there is no specific legislative authority which authorizes any
board of education to engage an attorney. However, that does not end the inquiry. It is
recognized that a board of education Is a creation of the state and, as such, may exercise
only those powers granted to it by the legislature either expressly or by necessary or fair
implication. Fair Lawn Ed. Ass'n v. Fair Lawn Bd. of Ed., 79 .!!:!!:. 5'14 (19'19). ~·
18A:ll-2 grants specific authority to boards of education the power to sue or be sued.
Boards of education are routinely the target of litigation and occasionally the proponent
of litigation. They must have the authority to retain legal counsel. The legal capacity to
sue or be sued must carry with It the authority to appoint and compensate counsel so long
as the appointment ls for a purpose within the board's proper function.
In this

regard,~·

18A:16-1 proVides In part as follows:

Each board of education • • • subject to the provisions of this title
and of any other law, may employ and dismiss • • • officers and
employees, as It shall determine, and tix and alter their compensation
and the length of their terms or employment.
In 1924, the courts of this state held that local boards of education have the
implied authority to engage counsel. Merry v. Bd. of Ed. of City of Paterson, 100
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273 (Sup. Ct. 1924). The court found boards of education had such implied authority by
virtue of the fact there was specific authority for a board to sue or be sued. More
recently, the courts of this State have by implication recognized the authority of boards
of education to engage legal counsel when counsel claimed the legislative protection of
tenure in their assignments. See, as examples, GUl v. Hamilton Twp. Bd. of Ed., 44 N.J.
SUper. 79 (App. Dlv. 1957); Korlbanle.s v. Clifton Bd. of Ed., 48 .!'!=!· 1 (1966); and, ~
v. Jersey City Bd. of Ed., 51 N.J. 323 (1968). Each of these cases filed by the respective
attorneys were decided without the court questioning the authority of the board of
education to employ legal counsel. Consequently, each of these cases by implication
recognize the authority of local boards of education to engage legal counsel. The
Commissioner of Education himself in Gibson v. Newark Bd. of Ed •• 6 ~· 304, 325332 (1984) implicitly recognized the authority of the Newark Board of Education to
engage legal counsel.
The law, I CONCLUDE, establishes by fair implication the authority of a board
of education to engage legal counsel. Furthermore, ~· 18A:1&-1 specifically
authorizes boards of education to employ officers and employees as it shall determine.
This case presents the situation where the Board retained outside counsel to perform a
legal task that would have otherwise been performed by regularly retained counsel.
Nevertheless, the implied authority of a board to employ counsel in the first Instance
must also be extended to Include Implied authority to retain outside counsel when
regularly retained counsel is otherwise disqualified to represent It in a particular matter
as here. ~· lBA:l&-1.1 authorizes boards of education to designate some person to
act In the place of any officer or employee specifically during the disqualification of that
officer or employee. This authority Is clear and unambiguous.
Accordingly, I CONCLUDE that whlle there Is an absence of specific statutory
authority for a board of education to retain outside counsel the specific authority of a
board of education to conduct its affairs and to sue or be sued carry the necessary
Implication that a board of education has the authority to engage legal counsel. Specific
authority for a board to engage other officers and employees as It shall determine is at
~· 18A:l&-l.
Having concluded that the authority of a board of education
necessarily Implies the authority to retain legal counsel, I further CONCLUDE a board of
education has the implied authority to retain outside counsel to represent it in a chosen
course of conduct within its purpose of existence when regularly retained counsel Is
disqualified. See also, N.J.S.A. 18A:l&-1.1.
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COMPENSA110N TO INDMDUALS FOR 11ME AND SERVICES
RENDERED REGARDING THE MUNICIPAL COURT PROCEEDING
Keeping in mind the significant interests ot the Board regarding pupil safety, it
follows that the Board should Insure that the allegations made by Its school bus driver
against petitioner were adjudicated In a court of competent jurisdiction. Recognizing
that the Board must 'Perform all acts and do all things • • • necessary for the lawful and
proper conduct • • • of the public schools of the district', I CONCLUDE that the Board
of Education is authorized to expend the public funds necessary for time and services
rendered by individuals In carrying out the course of conduct with which It is engaged at a
particular time so long as the course of conduct Is within the lawful function of the Board.
Furthermore, petitioner challenges Board compensation with public funds for time spent
by the superintendent at the municipal court proceeding when he himself subpoenaed that
very same person to appear. It Is he who, through the process of the subpoena, required
that employee to be away from his regularly usigned duties at the schoolhouse. Yet, he
seems to argue here that the salary of that person should be docked for the amount of
time he spent at the municipal court proceeding.
I CONCLUDE given all the circumstances of this case that the Board of
Education Is completely within Its statutory authority to compensate individuals for time

and services rendered, Including the fUm developer, In regard to the municipal court
proceeding against Bernard Laufgas. Such authority, I CONCLUDE, means that this Board
need not, Indeed may not, deduct from an employee's salary any amount for time spent at
the municipal court hearing. I also CONCLUDE that this Board must pay all
nonemployees, or specially appointed persons, who gave their time and services at the
municipal hearing for and on behalf of the State of New Jersey through this Board of
Education.

INTERIM RELIEF
Petitioner's application for interim relief as set forth In his purported affidavit
claims that absent interim relief great harm will occur because the Board would have paid
legal fees; that the Board if it pays legal fees ostensibly to Mr. Trachtenberg wW have no
avenue avallable to recoup the monies once pald; and, that the issuance of the Interim
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relief will prevent irreparable harm to Barnegat Township taxpayers. ln short, petitioner
seeks a restraint pendente !!!!. in order to maintain the status quo by not allowing the
Board to compensate partleularly Mr. Trachtenberg for his services rendered and the film
developer for services it rendered.
A restraint pendente Ute, or a preliminary Injunction, is an extraordinary remedy
utUized primarily to forbid and prevent irreparable injury. It must be administered with
sound discretion and also upon considerations of justice, equity and morality in a given
case. Zoning Board of Adjustment v. Service Electric Cable TV, 198 N.J. Super. 370, 379
App. Div. 1985). A preliminary injunction should not issue unless the proponent
demonstrates a probablllty of eventual success on the claim, there is a threat of
immediate and irreparable harm, and absent the preliminary injunction the proponent
would suffer greater hardship than the opponent.
ln this case, the Board clearly was within its authority to engage outside legal

counsel regarding the motor vehicle complaint brought by its bus driver against Laufgas in
the Barnegat Township municipal court for and on behalf of the State of New Jersey. The
Board's interests in that case are the interests of the State. Given the facts of this case,
regularly retained counsel of the Board was disqualified from pressing the complaint. The
Interests of the Board were also served by having its employees dutifully appear at the
municipal court proceeding In response to subpoenas served or legitimate requests made.
Finally, the Board acted within its authority to cause certain photorraphs to be developed
for use in the prosecution of the motor vehicle complaint against petitioner.
'nle application for Interim relief Is predicated solely upon the allegations made
within the Petition of Appeal that the Board was without lawful authority to expend such
pubUc funds. This ruling arrives at a different conclusion. Petitioner'S likelihood of
success on the merits Is so tar remote as to be nonexistent. Petitioner has tailed to show
irreparable harm. There Is no basis, I CONCLUDE, upon which Interim relief should or
could be granted to petitioner Bernard Laufgas. Accordingly, petitioner's application for
Interim relief is DENIED.
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THE FAR.URE OF THE PETITION OF APPEAL
TO STATE A CAUSE OF ACTION
Having concluded that a board of education, and in particular this Board, is
lawfully authorized to engage outside counsel in the circumstances presented within. the
Petition of Appeal and having further concluded that the Board has lawful authority to
expend public funds to vindicate its lawful Interests In the circumstances presented in the
Petition of Appeal, the Petition of Appeal Itself must be dismissed for failure to state a
cause of action. As noted earlier, petitioner Bernard Laufgas does not allege the Board
abused its lawful discretionary authority In an arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable
fashion. Rather, the Petition merely alleges the Board has no authority to engage outside
counsel or to expend public funds In the circumstances presented. Having already decided
that the Board does have such lawful authority, no issue remains to the Petition of
Appeal. ~· 6:24-1.3 requires petitions of appeal to contain "• • • a statment of the
specillc alleption(s) and essential faets supporting them which have given rise to a
dispute under the school laws • • • •" This initial decision addresses the specific
allegations contained within the Petition of Appeal.
Accordingly, not only Is petitioner's applieatlon for Interim relief denied, but
pursuant to the Board's first separate defense I CONCLUDE the Petition of Appeals fails
to state a cause of action. 11\e Petition of Appeal is Itself DIBM1&'mD. Having arrived at
this ultimate eoneluslon, there is no need to address the Issue of jurisdiction regarding the
asserted merits of the ease as raised by the Board in its memorandum of law.
"Mils recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, If Seui
Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:148-10.
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I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAH for consideration.

AUij 2 b 1987
f.~NTOFEDUCATION

DATE

-·

SEP 1 1987
DATE
sc
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BERNARD LAUFGAS,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.
BOARD or EDUCATION or TIE TOWNSHIP:
OF BARNEGAT, OCEAN COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed in
the matter.
Upon review of the record, the Co~~~miuioner concurs with
the Administrative Law Judge's recommendation dismissing the
Petition of Appeal for failure to state a cause of action and he
adopts the initial decision as the final decision in this matter for
the reasons stated therein.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 2, 1987

Pending State Floard
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DDON SCHOOL Or NEW JERSEY, INC. ,
AND RONALD L. ALTER AND DIANE C.
ALTER,
PETITIONERS,

v.

COMMISSIONER or EDUCATION

STATE Or NEW JERSEY, DEPARTMENT
or EDUCATION AND THE COMMISSIONER
or EDUCATION,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions, while timely
filed with the Commissioner, were not served upon respondent's
counsel, even after said counsel called petitioners • counsel to
apprise him of the failure to serve exceptions upon the Attorney
General's office. Thereafter, on September 29, 1987 Deputy Attorney
General Marlene Zuberman, counsel of record for the Commissioner in
this matter, requested that the exceptions be disallowed for failure
to follow the prescriptions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4(&) or in the
alternative that she be "immediately provided with the exceptions
and allowed the appropriate five (5) days to respond." (Letter from
DAG Zuberman to Commissioner of Education, at p. 1) In light of the
above, the Commissioner crantl relpondent•s request to suppress the
exceptions. Thus, peti tioneu • exception• are not made part of the
record herein and are not considered in this decision. N • .J .A. C.
l:l-18.4(a); £!. !· 1:5-1(a), 2:5-l(e), 4:4-4(f)
Upon careful review of the record, the Commissioner
ob1erves that the answer sets forth an affirmative defense which
states:
1.

The Petition fails to state a claim upon
which relief may be granted.(Answer, at p. 4)

It is further observed that the Preheating Order expanded
thi1 issue to state:
1.

Shall the Petition of Appeal be dismissed
due
to
respondent •s
contention
that
petitioners fail to state a claim upon which
relief may be granted by an Administrative
Law Judge and/or due to the alleged
violation of N. .J.A.C. 6:24-1.2(b)?
(Prehearing Order, at p. 1)
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It i l further obaerved that the partiea agreed to aubmi t
Iaaue Ho. l for 8WIIII&ry deciaion.
Thereafter, countel for
reapondent atated in her brief that "*** thia office does not wish
to challenge petitioner •s right to a hearinJ in this forum [Office
of Administrative Law] aa to the applicabil1ty of H.J.A.C. 6:20-4.5
to it." (Respondent•• Brief in Support of Motion to Dhmin, at p.
2, alao cited in Initial Deciaion, at p. 2)
Thu1, on the ba1ia of the aforeaaid atipulation by
reapondent•a counsel, the ALJ therefore reaolved that the only iaaue
to be addreased in the initial decision waa the applicability of the
90 day rule, H.J.A.C. 6:24-l.2(b).
The Commissioner disagrees.
Notwithstanding the fact that the ALJ's determination as to
timelinesa ia correct, the Commiaaioner believea it neceasary for
purposes of settling the jurisdictional iasue and to forestall
future litigation in this regard to render a determination as to
whether this ll&tter, aa projected in thia Petition of Appeal, is
~roperly before him.
Upon careful review of the record as a whole,
1ncluding the procedural stance and the prayer for relief, he finds
and determines that he is not empowered to grant the relief
requested and therefore dismisses the petition pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.9.
In so doing, the Commiaaioner observes that petitioners'
prayer for relief includes, inter alia, a request that judgment be
entered "declaring N. .J.A.C. "'T:"20-4:runconstitutional and of no
force and effect aa to the Petitioners" (Petition of Appeal, at
pp. 4-7)
predicated upon the
argument,
inter
alia,
that
"Respondents' adoption of the aforesaid Adminiatrat 1ve Code
Proviaion ia arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable ***." (Petition
of Appeal, at p. 7)

Thus, the Commissioner finds that petitionera• challenge to
the regulation in question herein ia not cognizable before him
(H.j.S.A. l8A:6-9) and, consequently, he does not reach the
app icability of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
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Accordingly, the instant Petition of Appeal is dismissed
with prejudice for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 14, 1987
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INmAL DECISION
SUMMARY DECISION

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4441-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 160-5/87
BOARD OP EDUCA110N OF THE
BOROUGH OF MIDDLESEX.
Petitioner,

v.
BOROUGH COUNCIL OP THE BOROUGH
OP MIDDLBSEX,
Respondent.

Tbomu C. C. Bumielt, Elq., on behalf or petitioner (J. Douglas WeWncton, Esq., on
the brief) (Dillon, Bitar a: Luther, attorneys)
Thoma Benita, Esq., on behalf of respondent
Record Closed: August 18, 1987

Decided: August 28, 1987

BEFORE SOLOMON A. METZOEB, ALJ:

TbllJ is a budget appeal brought by petitioner to contest respondent's reduction

ot Its 198'l-8811!hool bud(et, pursuant to~ 18A:22-37. The matter wu transmitted
to the Ottlee ot Administrative Law on June 25, 1987, as a contested ease pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 !1 !!!i· A motion for summary decision wu rued by petitioner on
JUly 14, 1987, and responsive papers were received on August 18, 1987. This decision

follows.
The question presented for summary decision Ia whether the budget cuts
imposed by respondent -re ~Jained at the time they were made with the particularity

.

.

required by the Act and decblonal Jaw. ·

~wJmey/1

An EqWII ()pportwtity Employe
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by a detailed statement setting forth the governing body's
underlying determinations and supporting reasons. This is
partleularly important sinee, on the board of edueation's
appeal ••• , the Commissioner wm undoubtedly want to know
quietly what individual Items in the budget a governing body found
could p'!'QPerly be eliminated or eurbed and on what basis it so
found. [Jd. at 105-106.] [Citation omitted.]

Since this deebiion in 1966, the Commissioner's poHey has with striet eonsisteney required
a detailed statement of reasons for reductions by the governing body at the time they are
made. See, !:1:• Bd. of FA. of the Borough of South River v. Mayor and CouneU of the
Borough of South River, Middlesex County, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4546-88 (Oetober 14,
1988), adoPted, Commissioner of Bd. (November 20, 1988); KeiU!Sburg Bd. of FA. v.

Borough of KeansbutJ, Monmouth County, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6000-82 (September 17,
1982), adopted, Commissioner of Ed. (Oetober 29, 1982); Bd. of FA. ot the Tp. of Ewing v.
Tp. Committee of the Tp. of Ewing, Mereer County, 1977 S.L.D. 305; Bd. of FA. of the

Borough of Union Beach v. Mayor and CouneU of the Borough of Union Beaeh, Monmouth
Qtt:_, 1973 S.L.D. 231.
Respondent's resolution and the attaehment pare show only where the
reductions were made, not why they were made. With respect to the eapltal budget, the
only statement that might be taken as a rationale for the action Is that respondent is

thinking about forming a committee to consider closing Watchung Sehool. This one
sentenee does not at an eome to grips with the pragmatic problem at hand. If respondent
felt either as a matter of economies or health and safety that this expense was
unnecessary, it was obligated to say why, and provide any interim alternatives.
Respondent represents through counsel's brief that the two meetings held
between the parties were tape recorded, that these tapes ean be transcribed for review,
and that they set out respondent's position in detail. Passing the question of whether this

representation satlsnes the requirement of N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5 for an afndavit or the
trlliiiiCrfbed tape, the response does not raise a legitimate faet question. A tape of
munlelpal proeeedlngs, In whleb parties and the pubHe dlseuss and debate their points of
view, is not the statement of speclfie reasons required by East Brunswiek. The
requirement for a detaUed ttatement of reasons at the time the decision is made Is a
funetlon of a statutory requirement driven by a praetlcal need to keep the budget proeess
moving apaee. See

~

18A:22-3'1. To permit what respondent suggests here is to bog

the proeess doWQ by requiring a school board made up of a number of individuals to
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The relevant facts are undisputed. On April 7, 1987, the looal tax levy of the
current expenses portion of the proposed 1987-1988 sehool budget of $'7,479,748 and the
capital outlay expenses portion of $126,016 were defeated by the voters of the Borough of
Middlesex. Petitioner forwarded the defeated budget to respondent on April 9, 1987, and
the two bodies held joint meetinp on April 24, 1987 and April 27, 198'7, to review the
matter. At the conclusion of the second meetinl{, respondent adopted a resolution
reducing the current expenses portion of the budget by $155,984 and eliminating the
capital expense item, a new roof for the Watchung School. A resolution and one-page
attachment prepared by respondent to memorialize Its action were appended to
petitioner's motion and are aMexed and made a part hereof. They do not set forth
specific reasons for the reductions made. The attachment page Itemizes the amounts cut
In 17 separate areas of the current expenses budget. The only reference to the capital
bud(et 11 a one-line note on the attachment page, making a "nonbinding recommendation"
to estabUsh a study committee to consider closing the Watchung SchooL On April 28,
1987, petitioner voted to seek the Commlslioner's review of these budget reductions.
Th11 11 the substance of the record. In a motion for summary
Inferences of doubt are to be resolved against the movant. N.J.A.C. bl-12.5;
People's Bank and Trust Co. of Westfield, 17 ~ 61 (1954). Here the essential
undisputed, and the only question Is whether the resolution and attachment
adequate u a matter of law in explaining the cuts imposed by respondent.

decision,
Judson v.
facts are
page are

In Bd. of Ed. of the Tp. of But Brunswick v. the Tp. Council of the Tp. of East
Brunswick, 48 !!d:, 94 (1966), the Supreme Court instructed municipal roveming bodies In
thelr obUgation when reviewing an educational budget defeated by the voters. The court
wrotea

'l'hou«h the law enables voter rejection, It does not stop there but
turns the matter over to the loealgoveming body. That body 11 not
set adrift without guidance, for the statute specifically provides
that It shall consult with the local board of education and shall
thereafter fix an amount which lt determines to be necessary to
fulflil the standard of providing a thorough and efficient system of
sehooll. Here, as in the original preparation of the budget,
elements of discretion play a proper pert. The rovernlng body
may, of course, seek to affect savinp which will not impair the
educational process. But lts determinations must be independent
ones properly related to educational considerations rather than
voter reactions. • • • Where lts aetlon entails a significant
auregate reduction In the budget and a resulting appealable
dispute with the local board of education, It should be accompanied

-2-
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by a detaUed statement setu,.- forth the governing body's
under)Jing determinations and supporting reesons. This Is
paDt.iot,tlarly Important since, on the board of education's
appeal •••, the CommU.ioner wW undoUbtedly •,want to know
qulekly what individual Items in the budget a rovemlng body found
could properly be eliminated or curbed aitd on what basis It so
found. [!!!:,at 105-106.] (Citation omitted.]
Slnee this decision in 1966, the Commissioner's policy has with strict consistency required
a detailed statement of reasons for reductions by the rovemlng body at the time they are
made. See, ~' Bd. of &1. of the Bo!'OU(h of South River v. Mayor llnd Council of the
Borough of South River, Middlesex County, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4546-86 (Oetober 14,
1986), adopted, Commissioner of Ed. (November 20, 1986); Keansburg Bd. of Ed. v.
Bo!'OU(h of Keansburg, Monmouth County, OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6000-82 (September 17,
1982), adopted, Commissioner of Ed. (Oetober 29, 1982); Bd. of &1. of the Tp. of Ewing v.
Tp. Committee of the Tp. of Ewln(, Mercer County, 1977 S.L.D. 305; Bd. of Ed. of the
Bo!'OU({b of Union Beach v. Mayor and Counell of the Borough of Union Beach, Monmouth

£tt:., 1973 S.L.D. 231.
Respondent's resolUtion and the attachment pare show only where the
reductions were made, not why they were made. With respect to the capital budifet, the
only statement that mfrht be taken as a rationale for the aetion Is that respondent Is
thinking about forming a committee to consider closing Watchunr SchooL This one
sentence does not at an come to grips with the prarmatic problem at hand. It respondent
felt either as a matter of economies or health and safety that thill expense was
unnecessary, It was obligated to say why, and provide any interim alternatives.
Respondent represents throug'h counsel's brlef that the two meettnp held
between the parties were tape recorded, that these tapes can be transcribed for review,
and that they set out respondent's position in detaU. Pustnr the question of whether thill
representation aatbfles the requirement or N.J.A.c. 1:1-12.5 tor an affidavit or the
traniCribed tape, the response does not raise a leritlmate fact question. A tape of
municipal proceedings, In whleh parties and the pubUc dilleuss and debate their points of
view, Is not the statement of &peelfie reasons required by East Brunswick. The
requirement for a detailed statement of reasons at the time the decision ill made Is a
function or a statutory requirement driven by a praetieal need to keep the budget process
moving apace. See N.J.S.A, 18A:22-3'1. To permit what respondent suggests here Is to bog
the process <~?wn bJ requiring a aehOol board made up of a number of individuals to
I
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decipher the fine details of another group's mellOb~ out of the contents of what may have
been a series otlt!IJWlhy meeunP.· A loveming body's action Is generally evidenced by the
content of ib. formal motion ~·re&Otutlon, Woodhull v. Manahan, as~ Soper. 151, 164
(App. Dlv. 1964) and this rule Is all the more appropriate I~ budget appeals.
Based on the foregoing, it Is my eoneluiion that respondent did not provide the

detalled and considered explanation tor its reductions required by East Brunswick as it has
been interpreted administratively for many years.

It Is ORDERED that tax levies of

$155,984 and $126,016 for current expenses and capital outlay expenses, respectively, are

restored so that total tax levies for the current expenses and capital outlay expenses for
the 1987-88 school budget be $7,419,748 and $126,016, respectively.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the

COMMJSSIOHEll OP THE DEPARTIIENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision In this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recom·mended decision shall become a final decision In accordance with
N.J.S.A. 52:148-10.

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERIIAN for consideration.

DATE
Receipt Acknowledged:

AUG 3 11987
DATE

DEPAR~~~~'"'

SfP?..,

DATE

..

bc/ee
}
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BOARD or EDUCATION Or TBE BOROUGH
Or MIDDLESEX,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER or EDUCATION
DECISION

BOROUGH COUNCIL or TIE BOROUGH OF
MIDDLESEX, MIDDLESEX COmtTY,
USPOHDEMT.

The Commissioner baa reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law.
I t ia observed that Borough Council' a (Council) exceptions
to the initial decision and the Board' a reply to a aid exce~tiona
have been filed with the Comminioner pursuant to the appl1cable
provisions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.

The Commissioner further observes that the ALJ baa
recommended that the Board's Motion for Summary Judgment be granted
in this matter by virtue of Council's failure to provide the
detailed and conlidered explanation for its tax levy reductions in
the amount of $155,984 in current expense appropriations and
$126,016 in capital outlay appropriations in the Board' a 1987-88
school budget requeat.
In recommending that summary judgment be
aranted in the Board • • ~avor, the ALJ concluded that Council's
failure to provide the Board with a detailed statement setting forth
its underlying determinations and supporting reasons for ita current
expenae and capital outlay tax levy reductions waa inconsistent with
the court's mandate in East Brunswick, fUt>rf, and other decisional
school law caaea recited, ante, 1n the in1t1a decision.
In excepting to the ALJ's findings and recommendations to
the Commiaaioner, Council aeeka to persuade the Comminioner that
the ALJ erred in hia findin&s and conclusion and that the Board ia
not entitled to summary judgment in ita favor. Council maintains
that there are outstanding contested iaaues of material fact in thia
matter which must be resolved against the Board in denying its
motion.
The thrust of Council's contention relates to ita claim
that the Board was apprised of the supporting reasons for ita
underlying determinations to impose a school tax levy reduction in
current expense ($155, 984) and capital outlay appropriations
($126,016) prior to the passage of ita resolution to that effect on
April 27, 1987. (Exhibit 3, Attachment to Initial Decision) Council
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uintaina that it haa aatiafied the atandarda for budaet appeals
enunciated by the court in &tat Brunawick, aupra, inaamuch aa itl
tax levy reduction• lapoaed upon the Board • 1 current expenae and
capital outlay appropriation• uy not be deemed to be aa
"lipificant" aa thoae envilioned by the court in E&at Brunswick.
Moreover, Council arcuea in pertinent part:
In reapon1e to the taxpayera concerns, the
Borou&h Council had aeveral aeetinaa with the
Board of Education. Durin& thoae meetin&•• there
waa 1111ch di-lcuuion reaardin& the entire school
bud&et. The Board of Education was ude fully
aware of the bud&et areas to be cut and the
reasons for those cuts. All of these meetings
were tape recorded.
In addition, there were
minutes kept of those meetin&s.
Finally, the
recommendations were reduced to a resolution
which was duly passed by the Borou&h Council.
In aupport of Petitioner's motion, they detailed
the areas of propoaed cuts and the effect thoae
cuts would have on their bud&et and educational
procesa. Surely, the Petitioner cannot now claim
they are unaware of the Borou&h Council's
intentions.
(Council's Exceptions, at pp. 1-2)
In ita reply to Council's exceptions, the Board urces the
Commisaioner to adopt as hia own the findinas, conclusion and
recommendation in the initial decision. The Board uintains that
the ALJ'a recommendation that summary judpent be &ranted in ita
favor is well reuoned and conailtent with the court • 1 undate in
East Brunswick, supra, from which a lone line of Commislioner ••
decisions has eunate . These deci1ion1, the Board aver1, atand for
the proposition that a detailed atatement of aupportin& reasons must
accompany the line item reduction• impo1ed by a municipal covernin&
body upon a defeated 1chool bud&et.
Moreover, the Board rejects Council'• argument that the
Board'• analylia at to why bud&et cut1 should not be ude (EXhibit
lA, Board'l Brief) relievea Council from preparin& a detailed
statement of reasons ae to why Council made the bud&et reduction• in
the fir1t inetanee.
Such po1ition taken by Council i1 1peeious accordin& to the
Board and only serve• to point out the necessity for Council to have
provided the Board with a detailed eXPlanation of ite reasons for
the reduction• that were ude in the current eXPense and capital
outlay appropriationa.
Finally, the Board catecorically rejects the position taken
by Council which attempt• to rely on the proceedin&s of two public
meetin&l held on April 24 and April 27, 1987, as the basis for
bavin& provided reasons for its school budget reductions. In this
regard the Board asserts the followin&:
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Respondent apparently attempts to rely on
informal discussions of two public meetings
between the Board of Education and the Borough
Council to circumvent the requirements of East
Brunswick to provide a deta1led statement--of
determinations and supporting reasons at the time
budget cuts are made. During such discussions
many ideas are usually voiced and, consequently,
there is the need to memorialize the exact reason
budget cuts are made. Of course, in this case,
no such written statement was ever prepared. As
prot~erly stated by Judge Metzger in his initial
decuion:
A tape of municipal proceedings, in
which parties and the public discuss
and debate their points of view, is not
the statement of specific reasons
required by East Brunswick.... To
permit what respondent suggests here is
to bo~ the [budget] process down by
requinng a school board made up of a
number of individuals to decipher the
fine details of another group's meaning
out of the contents of what may have
been a series of lengthy meetings.***
(Board's Reply, at p. 3)
The Commissioner has reviewed the respective positions
advanced by the parties with regard to the findings and conclusion
stated in the initial decision.
In the Commissioner's judgment the arguments of Council in
opposing the Board's Motion for Summary Judgment are totally without
merit. The Commissioner cannot agree with Council's contention that
the aggregate tax levy reduction of $282,000 that it imposed on the
Board's 1987-88 school budget is not deemed to be "significant" as
envisioned by the court in East Brunswick. To the contrary the
Commissioner does consider Councll's aggregate reduction of $282,000
a significant reduction in the Board's 1987-88 school budget request
to be raised by local taxation.
In the Commissioner's judgment
Council's failure to provide the Board with specific reasons for its
line item reductions when it acted pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:22-37
flies in the face of the court's mandate in East Brunswick aa well
as those subsequent school law decisions cited, ante, by the ALJ.
See also Board of Education of the Township of Dept!Oid v. Mayor and
Council of the Township of Deptfordd Gloucester County, dec1ded by
the Commissioner April 27, l987, aff' State Board August 5, 1987.
In Deptford, 'upra, the State Board, in relying on East
Brunswick, held in pert1nent part:
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We conclude that the lancuaae of the court
clearly require• that a sovernina body provide
rea1one for ite reduction• at the tiae it act1
purtuant to B.J.S.A. 18A:22-37.
Further, we
emphaahe that the Coaaiuioner haa loq held
that the rationale for the reduction• lll\llt be
provided at that time, ~· Union Townthip Bd. of
Ed. v. Townahip Committee, decided by the Commiadoner, July 9, 1981, and we fully concur with
the Coaaiuioner that the failure of the
sovernina body to know, identify and aet forth
the apecific line iteJill of the budget and to
ennunciate (aic) aupportiq reaaone at the time
of the reduction rendeu the reduction an
arbitrary act. Union Township, aupra. We alao
agree that such arbltrarinen i l not negated by
the aubaequent aubmiaaion of information or
aubaequent construction of a rationale. Id. We
therefore affirm that the failure of the Council
in thie case to provide reaaona for ita line itea
reduction• either at the time of ita ori&inal tax
levy certification or of ita amended certification invalidated the reduction• so &I to warrant
reatoration of the total amounta. To bold otherviae would ifnore the primary obligation of
governing bod es acting purauant to B.J.S.A.
18A:22-37 to act conacientiously at every atep to
effect aavin&l that do not impair the educational
process. East Brunawick, supra, at 105-106.
OUr view of the significance of a failure of the
covernin& body to provide the board of education
with the rationale for reduction• at the time it
acta ia reinforced by the apecific requirement
impoaed by B.J .s.A. 18A:22-37 that the board of
education notify the aovernin& body if it intencla
to appeal to the Commiaaioner within 15 daya
after the coves:nin& body certifiea to the county
board of taxation the amount it jud&ea to be
nece88ary to be appropriated. In li&ht of thil
requir•ent, we conclude that to allow a
covernina body to act without providina the
diltrict board with ita rationale at the time it
makea the reduction• would place an undue burden
on the board of education, and would, as here,
force diatrict boarda to file appeals in the
abtence of any indication froa the aovernina body
u to why it concluded that the reduction• were
juttified.
Thil would reau1t in unnecessary
litifation
and
alto
would
undermine
the
Coma asioner•a ability to determine quietly on
what basil the governing body in fact made ita
judcaenta.
(Slip Opinion, at pp. 3-4)
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Accordingly, the Comminioner, upon making an independent
review of the findings and conclusion set forth in the record of
this matter, rejects Council's arguments opposing the grant of
summary judgment on the Board's behalf.
The findings and conclusions in the initial decision are
adopted by the Commissioner as his own.
The Commissioner hereby certifies to the Middlesex County
Board of Taxation the additional amounts of $155,984 in current
expense and $126,016 in capital outlay appropriations to reflect a
total amount of $7,479,748 in current expenses and $126,016 in
capital outlay to be raised for school purposes in the local tax
levy for the 1987-88 school year in the School District of Middlesex
Borough.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 14, 1987
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DfmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2590-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 66-4/87
IN THE MATTER OP THE ANNUAL
SCHOOL ELECTION, MATAWANABERDEEN SCHOOL DISTRICT,
MONMOUTH COUNTY

Louis N. Rainone, Esq., for petitionel'll (Karcher, McDoMell & Rainone, attorneys)
Andrew J. DeMaio, Esq., for respondent (DeMaio & DeMaio, attorneys)

Record

Clo~ed:

Decided: ·September 8, 1987

July 22, 1987

BEFORE JOSEPH LAVERY, ALJ:
This is a petition by two unsuccessful candidates (petitionel'll) In the annual
board election held for seats on the Board oC Education, Matawan-Aberdeen
Regional School District,, In Monmouth County (Board). The two petitioners, James Smith
and Hy Rosenberg, here pursue an "inquiry" under N.J.S.A. 18A:14-63.12. They allege
violatlol'lll of statutorily pr~ribed procedures which affected the outcome of the
election.

~hool

PROCEDURAL H1STORY
Following timely appeal, the Commi!ISioner of Education forwarded this
matter to OAL. After its filing here, on April 16, 1987, the Acting Director and Chief
Administrative Law Judge, under authority of N.J.S.A. 53:148-1 !! !!.!!S· uno N.J.S.A.
52:14F-1

!! !!!I·

essigned

t~e

matter for public inquiry.

Hearing lirst convened before

)

New Jerse.•· Is All Equ11/ Oppornmit}• Emp/oy~r
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Administrative Law Judge Lillard Law on April 21, 1987, but was interrupted by his
illness. The cue was then reassigned to this Administrative Law Judge and scheduled for
rehearing~ !.!!1!.2 beginning April 28, 1987. This date was adjourned to allow counsel to
respond to an issue raised by the judge: whether the New Jersey Confilct or Interests Law,
at N.J.S.A. 52:13D-18(b), barred representation by petitioners' counsel (see below). When
that motion was resolved in favor of petitioner, hearing eonvened on the following dates
and loeatlons: May 13, 1987 In Matawan Municipal Court; June 2, 1987 in Aberdeen
Township Municipal Court; June 18, 1987 In the Hazlet Municipal BuDding; and July 9,
1987 in Matawan Municipal Court. The parties were given untn July 22, 198'1 to submit
briefs and certifications by absent witnesses, with the understanding that, on that date,
the reeord would close.
MOTION
When this cue was reassigned from Judge Law this administrative law judge,
acting !!!!! ~. raised an Issue which was prompted by his reading of the New Jersey
Confilcts of Interest Law (the Act). The question was: whether the Act barred
petitioners' counsel (whose firm included a member of the legislature) from appearance in
this cue. Counsel responded \hat no such bar existed, and in support or that position,
obtained a letter from assistant legislative eounsel to the Joint Committee on Ethical
Standards dated April 28, 1987 (Exh. C-2). The Board took no position on the issue.
Eventually, a ruling was made here in favor of eounsel for petitioner, grounded on the
following rationale:
There is no suggestion that petitioner's eounset has acted in anything other
than good faith or with anything but professional eorreetness, within his understanding of
the Act. Additionally, assistant legislative eounsel to the Joint Committee on Ethical
Standards clearly advised him that an appearance before an administrative law judge, as
opposed to an agency head, does not pose a confilct. (Exb. C-2).
Notwithstanding, a plain construction of the relevant statute Is at odds with
that view. The pertinent section~ 52:13D-16(b) (subject to the exceptions in the
following subseetlon, ~ 52:13D-16(c)) bars representation by counsel before an
administrative law judge, which under the Administrative Procedure Act, ~
52:148-1!! ~·and N.J.S.A. 14F-1!! !!!!9· is tantamount to appearance before an agency
head. Further, the Office of Administrative Law has authority through administrative law
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judges to determine, as a threshold Issue, whether attorneys should be disqualified on

ethleal grounds. Matter of Tenure Rearing of Onorevole, 3 ~ ~ 548 (1986). A
rulinr In this case that the foregoing statute should prohibit appearance by petitioners'
eounsel would be supported by Joint Legis. Comm. on Ethleal Standards v. Perkins, 179
1!.:!:!!!1!!!:.: 352, 358 (App. Div. 1981).
Nevertheless, such a determination cannot be made in the abstract, Ignoring
the Instant circumstances. Because of those elreumstanees, the "law of the ease"
doctrine must now prevail. It is tmpUclt that Judge Law, in the hearing terminated
because of his unfortunate Illness, accepted the appearance of eounsel for petitioners.
Before the ease was reassigned here, oounsel had not only thoroughly prepared witnesses,
but had presented his entire case before that Judge. It has been held that the "law of the
ease" doctrine applies regarding questions of law or fact made during the course of the
same Utigatfon. It is generally applicable and blndinr on the trial judge, even when the
rule was made by another judge, State v. Powell, 1'16

~

!!!!2!!::. 190 (App.

Div. 1980),

.£!!:!!!:, ~ 87 ~ 333 (1981). Finally, fundamental fairness, as well as the overall need

tor expeditious handlinr of this case, demands deference to Judge Law's admission of
petitioner, in the present circumstances.

The sole Issues for resolution as a result of this Inquiry may be gleaned from
the legislative Intent apparent in ~ 18A:14-63.12.
lllue No. 1 - Whether violations of statutorily prescribed procedures for school
elections occurred and, If so,
lllue No. 2 - Whether those violations affected the outcome of the election to
the point where the will of the electorate was thwarted.

Burden of Proof:
Petitioners must prove a connection between the irregularities charged and
the results of the election. They must show that the Irregularities contravened a full and
free expression of the popular will, before the election may be overturned. A presumption
of correctness reposes in the Incumbents, In re Wene, 26 N.J. Super. 37'1 (Law Oiv. 1953).

-3-
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Undisputed Pacts:
Some of the material badqrround facts are not in dispute:
Under the education laws, at l'f.J.S.A. 18A:14-1 !! !!9·• In the spring of this
year, the Matawan-Aberdeen Regional Sehool District Board of Education had
responsibility to carry out a "meeting", or election to fl1l three positions for 3-year terms
on Its Board of Education. That Board represents the interests of the entire regional
school district, which Is comprised of the Borough of Matawan and the Township of
Aberdeen, in Monmouth County. One poaltlon was to be filled from the Borough of
Matawan, whUe two were to be filled from Aberdeen Township. The vote was to be
gathered from six voting districts within the regional school district.
To carry out this responsibility, the Board passed a resolution setting down
April T, 1987 as the day of the eleetion (Exh. R-6). On that day, the following candidates
received those votes tallied below:
AT POLLS
MATAWAN BOROUGH
William J. Martin
Jerome Moshen
ABERDEEN TOWNSHIP
Ardis Klsenwether
J. Douglas Scott
Hy Rosenberg (write-in)
James Smith (write-In)

ABsENTEE

TOTAL

351

4

355

247

1

248

381

6

387

383

6

389

402
384

3

405

4

388

As the foregoing discloses, the successful candidates were William J. Martin
from Matawan Borough, as well as Hy Rosenberg and J. Oouglas Scott from Aberdeen
Township.

These results were not accepted by an, llowever. As noted above, Board
candidate James A. Smith, Jr. sought the present "inquiry." He also asked the
Commissioner of Educstlon for a recount. Mr. Smith, as well asHy Rosenberg, one of the
successful eandldates, had been the beneficiaries of an energetic and well-publicized
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campaign which encourapd the voters of the Regional School District to eleet them by
"write-In" votes, or "ift'e~Ular" ballots. While Mr. Rosenberg wu aleeted subsequently,
Mr. Smith, who wu not, protested. He believed that he bed lost a very close race because
of violations of statutorily prescribed procedures for school eleetions which affeeted the
outcome, to his detriment.
In response, the Commissioner not only forwarded the Instant case to OAL, he
Arter
reviewing the outcome of that recount, the Commissioner issued a decision (Em. C-1)
invalidating 165 write-in votes. As a consequence, the positions of the candidates have
been realigned as follows:
also dispatched a representative to conduct a recount, N.J.S.A. 18A:14-63.5.

AT POLLS

ABSENTEE

~

MATAWAN BOROUGH

William J. Martin
Jerome Moshen

351

4

355

247

1

248

381

6
8

3117
389
238
224

ABERDEEN TOWNSmP

Ardis Klsenwether
J. Douglas Scott
Hy Rosenberg (write-in)
James Smith (write-In)

383

235

3

220

4

The elected Matawan Borough Board member, Mr. Martin was untouched by

the new tally. However, since the discrepancies which the Commissioner's representative
discovered were all In the "Irregular" votes registered under the write-In procedure,
Mr. Smith, and now also Mr. Rosenberg, were both relegated to a standing Indisputably
lower than before Mr. Smith's appeal. Thus, Mr. Rosenberg has himself become an
additional petitioner (represented by Mr. Smith's counsel) in the instant proceedings.
In the main, petitioners attack the conduct of the election as it took place in
three of the six dlstricts.l

1 Four "certifications" were submitted protesting procedures at the Matawan High School
polling place In District no. 4, (Em. P-4(1), (9), (11), and (14). Three eertifieations were
submitted from voters who did not include the name of their polling place. P-4 (15), (17),
(31).
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The officials and polling places In those districts were set forth In the Board's resolution

as follows (Exh. R-6);
DISTBJCT Ill - TOWNSHIP (Cllftwood Blementar:f Sebool)

Judge
Ann Kaplan
Inspector
June PureeD (replaced by Carol A. McCoy)
ClerkAlmeta Neal
ClerkEthel Richardson
DISTB.ICT 15 - TOWNBBIP (Btrathmore Elementary Sebool)

Judge
Carolyn Mankin
Inspector
Helen Mose
ClerkJanet Soyak
ClerkLoretta MacAvoy
DISTRICT 18 - TOlfNSBIP (Uoyd Road Sebool)

Judge
Shirley Stone
Inspector
CeUa Kupetz
ClerkRichie Goodrum
Clerk-

Adrienne M.'Carroll
ARGtrMENTS OF THB PART1ES:

The parties presented their arguments through witnesses' briefs, and
certifications CBxh. P-4(1) through (34) submitted in support of their positions):

Petitioners assert that the overall record reveals In the pollworkers a fatal
Incompetence. In one admitted instance, there was also a lack of certified instruction on
voting machines and procedure. They claim that these shortcomings warrant a voiding of
the present election results, and the scheduling of a new election. Petitioners are
primarily critical of occurrences at the schools listed above: Lloyd Road School (District
16), the Strathmore School (District 15), and the Cliffwood School polling place (District
U).

-6-
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Lloyd Road School:
Ruth J. Nebul recalled arriving at the Lloyd Road School at approximately
1:15 p.m., with her husband, Prank. They were early enough that no line had yet formed,
and she, with her husband, wu among the first voters. After going In, Mrs. Nebus read
what were, to her, complicated write-In ballot Instructions (Exh. R-1). After pulling down
levers five and slx without result, she called out to nearby poll workers for help. They
responded that they eould not assist her. On her own, she then pulled levers one and two,
which worked. After she exited, her husband entered the booth and experienced the same
difficulty. Being Impatient, and aggravated with what he viewed as cumbersome
instructions and machinery, he wu unable to accomplish his vote at aU. Although
Mrs. Nebus could not recall whether her husband asked the poll workers for help, she
remembered that he did question her about the machine, after leaving it. She then called
Mr. Bruce Quinn, who was Secretary to the Board of Education as well as Assistant
Superintendent In the School District, at about 1:30 p.m., from her home. He responded
that the workers 'liUSt have misunderstood his instructions. They in fact were told to
help, ~· He assured Mrs. Nebus that he Intended to go to the poll site and eorrect
any misapprehensions.
. Recalling her own experience, Betty L. Golub remembered that she was
approximately 15th In line during the opening votes at Lloyd Road SchooL Like
Mrs. Nebus and her husband, she intended to enter write-in votes for James Smith and Hy
Rosenberg. She too was unable to make the voting matching work, despite the written
directions, and left the machine for assistance. The workers Insisted they could not help.
So rebuffed, '-'s· Golub returned to the machine and attempted to write on "gray paper"
outside. Ms. Golub was sure that the workers cited orders from an unspecified offleial as
the reason they could not beeome involved in the problem. In the end, she wu unable to
cast her vote. She recalled leavl~~~t the site In great embarrassment. Additionally, she
remembered seeing Mrs. Nebus, and observing an agitated man leave the voting area.
Ms. Golub was eonvinced that she was unable to vote because the machine did not work.
This, despite her eonslderable and varied efforts, while trying to adhere to instructions.
Beyond this testimony, petitioners offered 12 "certlficatlons"2 from voters
who:,;e testimony could have been produced at hearing, but were duplicative. They recited
2 Exh. P--l (2), (3), (4), (U), (13), (18), (211, (22), (23), (26), (29) and (30).
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the signers' encounters with impediments to write-in votes for Mr. Rosenberg and

Mr. Smith. These diffleultles inc!luded: refusals by workers to give ll.llllistanee, lneorreet
advice; inability to move the machine slot; misleading size of Slot no. 1, suggestions by
workers that two names should be written-In; diffieulty in opening slot no. 2; failure of
ofrteials to advise voters that a second slot for write-in vote was available after
deserlbing how to open the first slot.
Strathmore School:
Petitioners again offered "eertlfieatlons,n3 from eight persons who could have
testified and would have voted for petitioners by write-In ballot. They complained that
they could not obtain assistance from eo-workers; had difficulty opening the second slot;
found that the first slot was so large as to suggest that both petitioners names llhould be
written in; and in some instances, were advised to write both names there by election
workers. All contended that, for these reasons, they were effectively barred from voting
for petitioners.
Cliffwood School:
Remembering her voting experience at Cliffwood School. Catherine KennedJ
described her problems while attemoting to write-in votes for Mr. Rosenberg and
Mr. Smith. finding herself at first unable to push the write-in lever to the right, she
moved over to vote on the budget question. After this, she tried repeatedly to register
her write-in vote, without succeeding. Frustrated, she called lor help, tour or five times,
from within the booth. There was no answer. Finally, she leaned outside the curtains, and
called to Carol McCoy, a poll worker. Ms. Kennedy stated: "I'm having difficulty."
Ms. MeCoy pointed, and instrueted her to turn the red lever to the left. Ms. Kennedy did
so, and the voting booth curtain opened. This terminated her voting opoortunlty before
her write-In votes tor Mr. Ro!lenberg and Mr. Smith were recorded.
Mrs. Kennedy Immediately dfseus~:~ed the problem with Allll Kaplan, Judge of
Election. '\1!1. Kaplan gave her two telephone numbern to call with her complaint. After
returning home, at some point Mrs. Kennedy called the numbers given (Mrs. Kennedy
could not recall at hearing whether the two telephone numbers in Exh. R-3 matched those
3 Exh. P-4 (7), (8), (111), (19), (25), (27), (28), and (33).
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Mrs. Kaplan wrote on a slip of paper for her). She did remember that the answering voice
was male, and laid: "Mr. Miklus, ean l help you!" Mr. Mllclus then directed her to return
to the voting lite, at Cliffwood School, which, he aid, lllrs. Kennedy should not have been
permitted to leave. On her return, she liked Mrs. Kaplan to call lllr. Mlldus. When
Mrs. Kaplan eompUed. but then did not relate the facta to her atlsfaetlon, Mrs. Kennedy
eomplained. !\'Irs. Kaplan then handed her the phone, and Mrs. Kennedy described the
event to Mr. Mfklus herself. Afterward, Mrs. Kaplan again talked to Mr. Miklos, but onee
the call ended, she informed Mrs. Kennedy that "nothing could be done."
Mrs. Kennedy recalled that she had been extremely nervous while voting. She
had never east a write-in vote. In answer to questions about a yellow "nyer" (Exh. R-14)
givin( write-in vote Instructions (It had been distributed by the campaign committee for
petitioners) \trs. Kennedy was adamant. She insisted at hearing that at no time had she
received such a nyer, although her hllllband had obtained one.
In addition to Mrs. Kennedy's testimony, petitioners offered the certifications
of seven other voters who complained or their exoerienee at Cliffwood SchooL 4 These
complaints Included: being told to write two names In the first slot; having difficulty or
findin~ It Impossible to open the aeeond slot; seeing another voter being told by poll
workers to tum the wrong (red) lever, thW. ending the voting opportunity~ being able to
only open the first slot, which was so large as to suggest that both petitioners' names
could be Included, especially when the second slot refused to open; being advised by a poll
worker to use the first slot only; being told by poll otrlelals that problems with the writeins would not matter.

MaJawan High School Polling Place:
Four certlfleatiorw were offered by petitioner which repeated the eomplainu
above, and which complained of c'lenial of their write-in votes. 5

4 P-4 (5), (6), (10), (20), (24), (32), and (34).
5 (Exh. P-4 (1), (9), (11), and (14).
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Unldentifled Polling Places:
Additionally, three certifications were offered with sfmnar complaints,
charging disenfranchisement, without noting which voting site was involved. 6
When questioned at hearing on his role, Edward Mlkl111, who represented the
Commissioner of Education to monitor compliance with Title 18A, stated that he fielded
complaints arising from some 54 elections. He found it Impossible to keep records of
calls, averaging 25 to 35 a day. Yet, he did know that that one call from Aberdeen on
election day was found with his secretary's informal notes. It was placed through his
office number, an extension always answered first by his secretary. Neither of the phone
numbers Usted on Exh. R-3 was his. Mr. Mlklus did have an Inside number, but very few
people knew it. When answering that phone, his response definitely would not have been
the official greeting, (including his name) which he routinely gave to calls answered and
forwarded by his secretary.
Mr. Mfklus knew that the call which he received from Aberdeen occurred
about 5:30 p.m., at dinnertime. It was his lmpl'essfon that the call was from a judge of
elections, although he could not remember the judge's name. The caller was female, but
he could not recall which polling place was Involved. Tbe substance of the problem
relayed was that a voter had turned the red lever by mistake, opening the curtain after a
vote for the budget, but before a vote for the candidate. Mr. Miklus remembered telling
the judge to allow the voter to go back Into the booth and vote only for her candidate,
because of the confusion.
In contrast, petitioner James A. Smith, Jr. testified that the morning following
the election, he called Mr. Mlklus. He informed him of two Incidents seemingly adverse
to voters' rights. The first involved Mrs. Kennedy at the Cliffwood school poUing place.
Another occurred at Strathmore school. In that discussion, Mr. Mfklus said he was aware
of the Cliffwood Incident. He described the phone call which Informed him, and related
the name and address of Mrs. Kennedy. He said he had Instructed the poll worker to allow
Mrs. Kennedy to vote tor her candidate, but not the budget, for which she had already
voted. Mr. Smith was certain that Mr. Mlklus said nothing which touched on the incident
at the Strathmore polling place. Commenting on the yellow instructional fiyer (Exh.
6 (Exh. P-4 (15), (17) and (31).
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R-14), Mr. Smith described

seeJnr Mrs.

Kennedy go into Cliffwood School with the yellow

Qyer ln her hand. He himself had distributed that ftyer on the prior SlltUI'day to every
home ln the Cliffwood District. He remembered hl.ndlnc one to Mrs. Kennedy.
Deserlblng the role of the Board of Elections, Commissioner of Elections
Bllzabeth BabeNtrob testified that, for elections held W1der Title 19, her office trains and
supervises workers. 'nlree classes of Instruction are held prior to genei'Bl and primary
elections. A certificate of appointment confirms that these c1asses have been attended.
Ms. Haberstroh added that, althougb the Board of Elections has no authority over school
dllltrlcrt "meetings" or elections, as a courtesy the Board does provide lists to school
dlatrlcts.

These lists lnelude only qualified; certified workers.

She conceded that

"substitute" cards were kept for those workers not certified by law bUt used In
emergencies. She also stated that, even under Title 19, substitutes are used in pneral
elections as well as primary elections ln such situations. This happens with increasing
frequency. Ms. Haberstroh observed that Carol A. McCoy, though not certified at the
time of the school Board elections, was at that time a "substitute", uncertified worker
(Exh. P-3). ·
:By way of legal 8!'gllment in a written letter of summation, petitioners
contend that, as prohibited by N.J.S.A. 1BA:14-63.12 and N.J.A.C. 6:U-6.1, there were
violations of the proscribed procedures for school elections. These deficiencies affected
the outcome or the election, and thwarted the will of the electorate by repressing the full
and tree expression ot the popular will. Petitioners urge the theory that, before the
Commissioner's decision to order a recount, the record showed that petitioner was only
one vote below the then successful candidate, J. Oourlaa Scott. The acts and omissions of
election otnclala were such as to prevent voters who would have cast votes tor Mr. Smith
and Mr. Rosenberg from dOing so. These lost votes would have advanced petitioner ahead
of Mr. Scott.
More Importantly, petitioners contend, after the Commissioner decided to void
165 write-in votes, there was substantial and extraordinary damage dOne to the will of the
electorate. The intention of the majority of the voters was to vote for Mr. Rosenberf and
Mr. Smith. Neither the school Board nor the other candidates entered any opposition to
this contention at hearing. Both Title 18A, governing school Board elections, and Title 19,
controlling general elections, define the voting process. Qualified officials, by law, must
administer the voting procedures. Carol McCoy, at Cllffwood school, was not qualified.
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Her failure to assist Mrs. Kennedy at CUffwood illustrates her lack of uperienee, and
Incompetence. Moreover, simDar patterns of shortcomings, it can be inferred, affected
far more voters than those who came forward through this appeal. As an illustration, the
workers at Lloyd Road School improperly refused to give assistance. These workers were
also selected without consideration as to whether they were certified to be election
offielals. Additionally, where maehlnes are Inoperative, as has been shown here, with
respeet to the second slot for write-In vote, no ealls were made to Mr. Sleiliano at the
voting maehlne warehouse.
The overall failures of voting officials eventually
disenfranchised 165 voters, an who were determined to write-In votes for petitioners.
The liberal construction prescribed In cue law to effect the will of the voters demands
that petitioner's remedy be granted, by ealllng a new election.

The Board takes no position on the question of which candidate should have
been elected on AprU 1, 1987. Instead, It restricts ltsfolf to a rebuttal of petitioners'
charges that the Board permitted violations of applicable law and proeedures.
Lloyd Road Sehool:
Shirley Stone, the judge ot election tor District t6, reealled that she and other
workers had been told explicitly by Mr. QuiM to assist voters, but only when asked. They
did so throughout the day at Lloyd Road School. Ms. Stone was satisfied that all the
voting machines were In working order, because she cheeked them periodically untU the
vote closed. No complaints had come to her that the machines were not working. On the
other hand, Ms. Stone tound tbat voters were even writing on metal, In error.

In particular, Mrs. Stone remembered that Mrs. Nebus had trouble In the
voting booth. A poll worker summoned Ms. Stone, and the latter Instructed Mrs. Nebus
from a card whne standing outside the booth. Mrs. Nebus followed these Instructions and
seemed satisfied.- Her husband, however, who followed, cursed while In the machine,
exclaimed after his exit that this was to be his last vote, went outside, retumed, and
while the voting curtains were still open, asked his wife why the machine did not work. In
contrast, while he had been In the machine, Mr. Nebus did not ask workers or his wife for
assistance.
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Mrs. Stone also ,.. present while Betty Golub complained about poll Ust
books, emphallzl.nr that she was In a rush durlrw her luneh hour. Mrs. Stone stated that

the workers were required first to check which of the three books she was to sign. They
eould not fairly move Ms. Golub ahead of other voters. Ms. Stone helped Mrs. Golub as
well at the votJnr machine. Adrl.... Cllm.lll, election worker, testified that she knew
she should not instruet any voters to place two names in one slot. However, she was
assigned to books at a nearby desk, and was unable to hear whether any other worker gave
instruetions on where to write-in votes.
Bruce 11. Quina, Board Secretary, stated that, at the 11:30 a.m. meeting held
before the polls opened, he diseusaed the handllfW of write-in votes. He was cognizant of
the organized and well-published pre-election write-In campaign on behalf of petitioners.
Consequently, he emphasized to all election officials that assistance should not be
offered, unless sought by a voter. This approach was necessary to avoid the danger of
"persuading" voters. Commenting on Mrs. Nebus' complaints, Mr. Quinn stated that
Immediately after hearing of her objections, he went to the Lloyd Road School and talked
to the election workers. Mr. Quinn ascertained that the officials were helpifW voters, and
understood their obllption to do so, when asked. The workers did speak of problems, but
· assured him that the machines were working. Mr. Quinn recalled finding no need to call
· the voting machine warehouse.

Strathmore School:
C&ralJD Mankin, judge of elections at Strathmore School, denied lnstructlllf
voters to write-in two names on the larpr, number one slot. Neither did she hear other
poll workers Jive such Instructions. All four poll workers were standing near her by the
voting machines. It was stipulated that poll workers Helen M011en and Lorretta MacBvoy
were available, and would have testified simUarly.

Ms. Mankin remembered that one incident did occur. It involved a voter
named Linda Kelly. Through a miscommunication between an election worker and
Ms. Kelly, the curtain opened before she could vote. Ms. Mankin recalled telephoning
Freehold. She spoke to someone who, on a separate phone line, asked Mr. Quinn for
advice. ThroUfh that person, Mr. Quinn responded to Ms. Mankin. He directed that, since
the Instructions as related by Lorretta MacEvoy were miscommunicated, Ms. Kelly should
have an opportunity to vote &Jain, which :Ms. Kelly did (Bxh. R-7 A). The polling list book,
at voting numbers 162 and 169 as well as two votinr authority slips are verification.
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Mr. Quinn testified slmttarly that Ms. Mankin called, citing the problem of poll
wortcer error. Later, before aetl• on this complaint, he telephoned Mr. Mlklus, who, at
the same time, received a call from Ms. Mankin. Mr. Quinn beard Mr. Mlldus advise
Ms. Mankin to give the voter, Linda Kelly, a second opportunity. Ms. Kelly was to cut
her vote for a candidate, but not on the budget question for which she had already voted.
CUffwood Sehool:
The judge of eleetions at Cliffwood, Ann Kaplan, with some twenty years
experience, reealled that at the morning meeting with eleetlon workers, Mr. Quinn made
clear that when assistance was needed, It should be provided. She remembered that later,
at her site, Mrs. Kennedy, voter tll, had difficulty. After heart• a commotion,
Mrs. Kaplan found Mrs. Kennedy and eleetion worker Carol A. MeCoy in diseussion. Prom
them, Mrs. Kaplan learned that Mrs. Kennedy had not completed her vote. Relying on her
understanding of Ms. MeCoyts erroneous instruetlons, Mrs. Kennedy had pulled the red
lever, opening the voting curtain. For this reason, Mrs. Kennedy demanded another
opportunity to east her wrtt...tn ballot. Mrs. Kaplan refused. However, she did give
Mrs. Kennedy the two Freehold telephone numbers listed on Exh. R-3.
Approximately one hour later, Mrs. Kennedy returned, claiming she had ealled,
and had received, "satisfaction." \frs. Kaplan In turn phoned one of the Freehold numbers,
431-7291, which was answered by a man. He did not Identify himself. Although
Mrs. Kaplan began to describe the incident, Mrs. Kennedy Interrupted, and Mrs. Kaplan
passed the phone to her. After some discussion, Mrs. Kennedy returned the phone to
Mrs. Kaplan who learned from the stiU unidentified man that Mrs. Kennedy should still not
be permitted to vote. Mrs. Kaplan recalled that, at that point Mrs. Kennedy left, again
Insisting that she had gotten "satisfaction." Mrs. Kaplan stated she was unaware that
Carol McCoy had not received appropriate schooling before the eleetlon. Otherwise, she
would have observed Ms. McCoy more closely.

C8roJ. lt. McCoy recalled that the April 7, 19a7 distrlet election was her first
school eleetlon. She had worked, without certification, on the general election In
November 1986, where she served as a substitute, because of an absent regular.
Additionally, she was eurrentfy (post-hearing) certified for work at the general election
(Exh. R-12). She stated that, prior to the AprU 7, 1987 school district election, she had
read the general instruction pamphlet from the county thoroughly (Exh. R-13). When
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called, she had served as a last-minute "alternate" for Jane Pureell, a regular school
election worker. She was selected on the Friday preeeding election. As an "inspector,"
she retrieved the white voting authorization Blips from each voter. She then pulled the
release handle which engaged the voting mechanism. Ms. McCoy testified that she was
wen aware of the write-In eampalp. She also knew that she was obligated to give as
much assistance as possible, but only after being asked.
Ms. McCoy remembered speeiflc~y that Mrs. Kennedy arrived
Workers were rushed, and seven people were already In line before the
Before Mrs. Kennedy voted, there had been no problems, except possibly
who asked how to open the curtain. Ms. McCoy cheeked after each voter
machine was In working order.

early to vote.
polls opened.
with one man
to assure the

When Mrs. KeMedy entered the booth, she did so with a determined demeanor,
and stayed a long time. The voting lines continued to form. Ms. McCoy heard clickings
and mutterings. Eventually, thrusting her head through the curtains, Ms. KeMedy asked
"how do you open this up." She made no mention of her write-in vote. Ms. McCoy,
thinking she wished to exit, then directed Mrs. KeMedy to open the curtain the same way
she had closed it. Mrs. Kennedy did so, opening ~he curtains. She exclaimed that she had
not yet .voted. It was after some discussion that Mrs. Kaplan walked over. Ms. McCoy
also was certain that ~ra. KeMedy had a yellow Instructional fiyer when she entered the
booth. Ms. McCoy stated that this paper gave erroneous Instructions on write-In vote
procedure. Both Ms. McCoy and Ms. Kaplan testified that numerous voters carried copies
of the same fiyers into the booth throughout the day.
Reealllng his own participation, and notwithstanding testimony at Judge Law's
hearing, Mr. QulM remembered with certainty that he never ealled Mr. Miklus on the
KeMedy Incident at Cliffwood. His only eail dealt with the St~athmore problem involving
'\fs. Kelly. However, he did speak with Ms. Kaplan herself early Into the election.
Ms. Kaplan informed him that an UMamed voter had thrown the red lever. On her
Information, he concluded that the voter was at fault. He Instructed Ms. Kaplan not to
permit another vote. He conceded that, had he known then what hearing testimony
disclosed now, he would probably have permitted a corrective vote. In his view, the
circumstances at Strathmore Involving Ms. Kelly, who voted again, were similar.
'fr. QuiM was positive that he had not given Ms. Kaplan Mr. Miklus's telephone number at
any time.
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Outlining his responslbOity for sehool eleetlons, Mr. Quinn related that he
oversaw the annual date and, with his assistant, Providence Marino, prepared for the
election. Together, they gathered materials, soUclted Usts of County Board of Election
workers, prepared the necessary resolution for the Board of Elections and conducted the
annual Instructional meeting on eleetlon morning. Workers were eboaen according to
three eriteria: (1) party, (2) past experience, and (3) closeness of residence.
At the polling places, Mr. Quinn placed copies of phone numbers to eaJl for
assistance (Em. R-3), an orientation agenda (Exb. R-4), and a check-list for relevant
materials (Bxb. R-5). Mr. Quinn maintained that the Aberdeen Municipal Board of
Election list (Bxh. R-9) did not distinguish between those who bad been certified by law
and those who were not. Carol McCoy was used as an "alternate" in the District only
because she had not worked In a school election. She was chosen at the last minute.
Neither Mr. Quinn nor Ms. Marino knew that Ms. McCoy had not attended school, or
lacked certification. In any event, Mr. Quinn understood that, even so, such appointment
under emergent circumstances was lawful. As to all other officials he selected, they were
In the main, repeaters.
Providence Marino testified stmnarly. She had requested a list of certified
workers from the Board of Elections (Exh. tl-8). Its response was the list whleh ineluded
Ms. McCoy's name (Exb. R-9). In an emergent eall, she selected Ms. McCoy (Exh. R-10).
Ms. Marino stated that, routinely, the list was requested annually, without inquiry as to
Individual eertlfleatlon. This was consistent with the procedures prepared by the
predecessor of Mr. Quinn, a Mr. Seulllon. He hed served in that post for 20 years or more.
Ms. McCoy's placement on the list, under past practlee, was verification of a "qualified"
worker.

The Director of the Voting Machine Department for Monmouth County, James
Siciliano, recalled his awareness that there was a significant pre-election write-in
campaign. With a heavy write-In vote expected, Mr. Siciliano assigned two mechanics to
the Matawan-Aberdeen District alone. A third "fioatlng" mechanic was directed to assist,
before going to his regular assignment. All three completed their tasks before the
1:00 p.m. election opening. Additionally, they called In before the closing of the day and
reported no deficiencies. Beyond this, he received no telephone complaints of machine
breakdown. One woman had called asserting that she had been denied one-half of her
vote. Mr. Siciliano referred her to Mr. Miklos. Mr. Siciliano added that, in his
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experience, the averare voter was invariably confused by write-in votes. Even petitioners
had sought an explanation at the warehouse on the machine itself of the write-in vote
process before the election. He accommodated their r.quest.
Addresslrc the lepl aspects of the case, the Board reiterated in summation
that It favored no perticular candidate or candidates. It limply asserted that it had
performed Its lawful function. It coneeded that N..T.S.A. 18A:14-8.1 required instruction
of poll workers not less than ten or more than 21 days before the election. Yet the
Municipal Board of Election itself had listed Ms. McCoy as a subetitute (Exh. P-3) and
used her services at a pneral election. More to the point, Ms. McCoy's designation at the
school election was emergent In nature, coming four days in advance. It Is also relevant,
the Board argues, that N..T.S.A. 19:SD-3 provides only one exception to permit assistance
in casting a ballot. Workers are Umited to helping those suffering from dlsabWty.
Apropos of this, the Board notes that reported case law holds It improper for election
workers to volunteer assistance during write-in votes. In the Instant matter, the
testimony was unanimous that workers did not offer their assistance, but did respond to
requests for help.
With respect to telephone calls placed imd received with officials, the ~
contends this Is irrelevant. No law permits the County Superintendent's Office to direct
that an additional vote be cast. As to Mrs. Kennedy's specific problem, her past
experience as both voter and election worker casts doubt on her claim of being misguided
by a poU worker. She must have understood the significance of so fundamental a step as
turning the red lever to apen the curtains. The Board notes that the weight of lnnuence
exerted by the yellow fiyer with erroneous instructions should be determined by this
tribunal.
Discussing Uoyd Road School and Mrs. Nebus, the Board observed that Is was
clear that her husband did not request assistance and, in fact, was not a patient person.
Neither did Ms. Golub bring her problem to the attention of election workers. Had she
done so, she might have been allowed to vote again, as happened at Strathmore School.
However, the evidence shows the machines were working. Mr. SicWano revealed the
extensive preventive maintenance, and pre-election inspection. There was also a "lockout" of any slots not used for write-in votes.. While write-in voters understsndably had
difficulty, this was unrelated to machine functioning. It Is not disputed that 240 voters,
spread through ail poWng places, were able to apen the two write-in slots and properly
cast their votes. Of the 405 votes cast for Mr. Rosenberg, only 165 were disqualified.
-1'1-
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The Board stresses that the only question for resolution here Is whether proper
procedures were followed. meetlon workers testified unequivocally that neither workers
nor voters were Instructed by anyone to place two names in one write-In slot. Past
Commissioner's deelslons in simllar circumstances involving irregular ballots and voter
confusion have been mdform In their holdings; voting Irregularities and the speculative
effects thereof do not justify ehanging results. All that must be shown ls a fair and
honestly-conducted election. Absent fraud, gross irregularities would not vitiate. In one
ease where election reversal followed, the margin was a one-vote difference. Here, the
margin between candidates ls 149 votes. Even giving credence to the three voters who
testttled and all those who submitted certlftcatlons, there remains a margin of 116 votes.
Finally, the Board uks that the time, energy, and motivation of poll workers,
together with their insignificant pay, should be taken Into account.

PINDDIGS OP PACT
Therefore, after considering the testimony previously set forth, and
independently assessing .the eredibUity of witnesses and parties, as well as reviewing the
record as a whole, I make the following FINDINGS OP PACT:
1.

James Siciliano, Director, Voting Machine Department, Monmouth
County, fully prepared the machines for write-in votes prior to their
Installation at the Aberdeeen polling places.

2.

On election day, April '1, 198'1 voting machine mechanics supervised by
Mr. SiciUano assured the machines were In working order, up to the time
the polls opened. No later eaUs to Mr. Siciliano complained of machine
breakdown.

3.

At Lloyd Royd School, Ruth J. Nebus cast her vote successfully, after
some dltfieulty. Her husband Frank did not, because or inability to
operate the machine. However, he did not ask for assistance at any time
during the process.
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4.

Betty Golub wu unable to out her vote because of lnabDity to operate
the machine, despite written Instructions Inside the booth (Exh. R-1), as
well u assistance from poll workers.

5.

After reeelvllllf ealls from Bruce Quinn and Carolyn Mankin, Edward
Mlklus of the Department of Education lf&nted voter Linda Kelly
another opportunity to east her ballot.

8.

Catherine Kenned)' wu unable to out her vote because of Inability to
operate the machine and because of a mbsunderstandilllf between herself
and Carol A. McCoy, who sought to assist. Ms. Kenned)' meant to soUelt
help in opemlllf up a write-In slot, Ms. McCoy believed she was asking
which lever, It pulled, would open the curtain and terminate her vote.

't.

Bruce Quinn, Secretary to the Board of Education, never ealled Edward
Mlklus to dlseuss the Katherine Kenned)' votllllf problem which occurred
at CUffwood Sehool. Mr. Quinn himself refused her another opportunity
to vote.

8.

Bruce Quinn, Instructed election workers at the 11:30 i.m. meeting on
April 't, 198? that they should not volunteer help to voters. They should
assist only If requested.

9.

All election workers who testified, as well as those who the record
discloses were available to testify, similarly followed Mr. Quinn's
Instructions. No preponderating evidence proves that the remaining poll
workers refused to assist when uked.

10.

As a practice, the Aberdeen Municipal Board of meetlons made use of
"substitute" poll workers laekllllf experience or trainil'll in emergent
circumstances. The Matawan-Aberdeen Regional Sehool District Board
of Education made use of "alternate" poll workers lackllllf experienee, In
emergent elreumstanees.
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11.

Carol A. Mt!CoJ on AprD '1, 198'1, lacked formal tralnlnr and eertitieat1on In the election process. The Board, without knowing this, used her
services In emerrent clreumstances to replace a regular worker four
days prior to election.

12.

At least 34 voters had dlt'flculty In voting, perceived Inadequate or
·erroneous Instructions from poll workers, and/or were unsuccessful ln
castinr their write-In ballots, as set forth In Exhibit P-4 (1-34).

13.

An unspecified number of voters brought with them Into the voting booth
a yellow fiyer (Ezh. R-14) containing erroneous write-In Instructions.
AlfALYSIB

Any understanding of this dispute requires a review of the prevaUing law and
its application to the facts found above:
The Law:
The underlying statute N.J.S.A. 18A:1H3.12 states:
Upon written request within 5 days of the announcement of the
result of an election by any defeated candidate, or, In the case of a
question, proposition or referendum, upon petition of 10 qualified
voters at any school election, the Commissioner of Education or his
authorized representative shall Inquire Into alleged violations of
statutorily prescribed procedures for school elections, to determine
lf such violations occurred and If they affected the outcome of the
election.
Also

as a matter of law, the Commissioner's decision to Invalidate 165 write-in

ballots pursuant to a separate appeal under
be held controlling here.

.!:!.d:!:!:. 18A:l4-63.2 et ~·

(Exh. C-1) must

13eyond this cited authority, relevant case law affords a oomprehensive
overview of the Act's Interpretation. It has been held that a mere directory requirement
of the election laws wW not void an election unless fraud or miscarriage of a free election
Is shown. Mere Irregularities will not form a ground of contest. In re Wene, 26 N.J.
Super. 363, 377 (Law Div. 1953). Acts and omissions to act on the part of local election
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officers may render them liable to indictment. Yet, absent maloonduet. fraud, or
eorruption, the election result is unimpeachable (cltation omitted) Wene v. Meyner, 13
!!:!!: 185, 1ta (1953). An election is not vitiated by the defaults of election officers not
lnvoMrv malconduet or fraud, unless It be shown that thereby the free expression of
popular will In all human likelihood had been thwarted (citation omitted) ~
lrrecuJarities pleaded must be suffielent. If established by proof, to warrant the relief
ICMJCht. Proofs must operate .l!!! !! to dlllquallty a nominee or alter the result ot the
election. }!! 191-198. ~ also Mundy •· Bd. of Ed, 8oroulh ot Metuchen, 1938 s.t.D.,
192, 194. Voluntary offering of advice on the procedure for eastlng write-In votes is an
Irregularity not sutfielenUy 11'018 when not amountirv to fraud to vitiate election lf the
will of the people hu been fairly expniSied and determined and has not been thwarted. !!!
the Matter of mection Jngutry, School District Borousll of Fairlawn, 19'1'1 S.L.D. 1158.
Altboufh fraud or collusion must be demonstrated to void an election, where irregularities
tree of such malfel.lllllC!I! In an election lost by only one vote affect the contest, full and
free expression of the popular wiD is Interfered with, justifying an annulment and a
declaration that positions are vacant. In ra Klayman, 97 !!:!!: ~ 295, 305-308 (Law
Dlv. 1981). Where there is p-eat difficulty In properly recording Irregular write-In ballots,
when voting spaces are awkward to reach. where regulred "lock-out" mechanisms are not
understood by voters, and wher~ instructions by election officials are Incorrect In an
election where Irregular ballots have not been employed In reeent years, such confusion,
which is more the rule than the exception with respect to Irregular, write-In balloting, is
lnsuffielent to overturn a ~ebool district election. There must be concrete evidence that
the wiD of the people has been suppressed rather than speculation that Improved
conditions would have afforded a different result, 19'14 S.L.D. 591. What must be
established is the real intent of a voter. The expression of Intent is to be read In Ugbt of
the surrounding elrcumstanoes proven by reliable evidence. In re 15 Recistared Voters,
Cty of Sussex, 129 !!:!!: !!!2!!::. 298, 308-301 (App. Dlv. 1974). It is also relevant under
N.J.S.A. 18Ast4-8.1 and N.J.S.A. 19t58-3 tbat, despite a requirement for eertitlcatlon of
Instruction coneemlng the duties of eleetlon officials, this requirement shall not prevent
the appointment of a person to fm a vacancy In any emergency, aa now provided by law.
The Factr.

The evidentiary burden has been set forth at page 2, !!I!!• and reiterated In
the foregoing case holdlnp. However, it must also be remembered that there Is a
presumption of reasonableness which attends the actions of admlnlstr~tive agencles, and
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the burden of establlsblnc the valid a:eroiae of the legislatively conferred authority 18 on
the proponent, Fulg!nltl v. Cape May County Sherlfra Department. 199 !:if:~ 58, 6182 (App. Dlv. 1985). In oarrying tbl.t burden, a PNPOft(lerance of the credible evidence 18
s~ of proof In administrative proceedlnp, even thouCh the
Admlnl.stratlve Procedw'e Act does not prescribe a particular standard, In re Polk License
Revocation, to ~ 55561, 1982. The preponderance of the evidence means that which

required as a

has a sreater weight of credlbDity, without regard to the number of witnesses.

!!!!!..!:

Lew~

67 ~ 47 (1915). Whether the standard has been satisfied 18 a cue by cue
determination on evidence which leads a reasonably cautious mind to a given conclusion,
Bornstein v. Metropolitan BottUI!If Company, 28 ~ 26S (1958). Guess or conjecture Is
insufficient, and the evidence must demonstrate that the offered hypothesis 18 a rational
Inference permitting a conclusion srounded in a preponderance of probabilities according
to common experience. Joseph v. Ply, Hoapltel Ass'n., 26. 557 (1958).
The factual t'lndinp !!!2!:! arise from application of these evidentiary
standards. Board workers testified with the understanding that those other workers
disclosed of record would simply repeat their views. They were persuasive both In content
and demeanor. Perceptions of voters who had clearly labored under sraat stress In the
voters' booth were less so. Mr. SlciUano was convincing In relating the thorough, up-tothe-minute maintenance and monitoring of the election machines. He was totally
believable. No ea11s were placed on maehtne breakdowns. Although the petitioners'
witnesses projected unquestionable sincerity, their reeollections, compared to those of the
Board's witnesses, are not more believable. Neither malfeasance nor fraud thwarting the
wW of the electorate emerge from the record as fact. There Is no preponderating proof
that the deficiencies of any of the 165 votes voided by the Commissioner are attributable

to violations of statutorily prescribed procedures, at least as N.J.S.A. 18A:14-63.12 has
been judicially construed to intend.

tn the face of this conclusion, the predominating argument is that of the
Board. If aU the 34 certit'lcations and the testimony or witnesses were given total
credence, the number of votes Involved would not change the result of the election. Only
that impact would warrant vacating the Aberdeen School Board positions. Even If It were
conceded that each of the voters complaining would have voted for petitioner Smith and
petitioner Rosenberg, their numbers would be Inadequate to cause a change. If added to
the most recent tallies, which must prevail by law after the Commissioner's recount,
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neither petitioner would haYe a total which would approe.eh that of the lowest successful
candidate. Ardis Kllenwether obtained 38'1 wtes. Addlne a round number of 40 contested
Yotes (an amount exceedinc that which the record disclOMS), Mr. Rosenberg would have
only 115 "at polls" votes, and Mr. Smith would ha~ only 160.

In the ableMe of fraud, and rememberlne that mere directory irregularities
are lnlufftelent to overturn election raeults. there Is no preponderatlne evidence that the
will of the electorate bas been thwarted. 'lbe amercent U1e of Ms. MeCoy (authorized
under~ 18A:1H3.12) or the alleged faDure of Board offtclals to ascertain whether
other workers were certified, does not alter that conclusion.

CORCLUSIOif
I COWCLUDE, therefore, baed on my review of the entire record, lncludlne
the credlbWty of witnesses, and based on the rationale set forth In the ANALYSIS portion
of this Initial decision thab Irregularities charged ~ petitioners have not been shown to
contruene a full and free expression of· the popular will rebutting the presumption of
correctness which reposes In the Incumbents.

I OB.DBR, therefore, that the NSUlts of the AIII1WI1 School Election in the
Matawan-Aberdeen School District held on Aprn T, 198'1 be allowed to stand as amended
by the Commissioner of Education following the abo'fe-desctibed recount.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modifted

or rejected by the

COIIMJI!IIIOIIBR OP TIIB DEPARTIIBMT OP BDUCATIOR, SAUL COOPBRIIAJI, who

by law Is empowered to make a ftnal decision In this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not 10 act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time Umit Is otherwise

extended, this recommended decision shall become a ftnal decision In accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:148-10.
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IN THE MATTER OF THE AHNIJAL
SCHOOL ELECTION BELD IN THE

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

MATAWAN-ABERDEEN REGIONAL SCHOOL

DECISION

DISTRICT, MONMOUTH COUNTY.

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of the school
election inquiry conducted in this matter including the initial
decision rendered by the Office of Administrative Law.
It h observed that no timely ezceptions to the initial
decision were filed with the Commissioner pursuant to the applicable
provisions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
The Commissioner has weighed all the evidence presented in
the record with respect to petitioners• claims that the school
election officials in the constituent district of Aberdeen Township
committed procedural violations at the annual school election in the
Matawan-Aberdeen School District which were sufficient to invalidate
the election in Aberdeen Township. (N.J.S.A. l8A:l4-63.12)
While the Commissioner agrees that there was some degree of
confusion at the polls in Aberdeen Township with regard to those 34
voters who claimed they had difficulty in casting write-in votes for
the write-in candidates of their choice in Aberdeen Township, he
nevertheless adopts as his own the findings and conclusion in the
initial decision which hold as follows:
In the absence of fraud, and remembering that
mere directory irregularities are insufficient to
overturn
election
results,
there
is
no
preponderating evidence that the will of the
electorate baa been thwarted. The emergent use
of
Ms. McCoy
(authorized
under
N.J.S.A.
18A:l4-63.12) or the alleged failure of Board
officials to ascertain whether other workers were
certified, does not alter that conclusion.
(Initial Decision, ante)
The Commiuioner notes with approval that the conclusion
reached by the ALJ is adequately supported by prior case law set
forth in the inltial decision and incorporated by reference herein.
In the Commissioner •s judgment, the school election
officials are not permitted to assist a voter in casting a vote once
be or she has entered the voting uchine booth and has closed the
curtain. Such instruction may be provided to the voter by a school
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election official upon request prior: to the time the voter has
entered the voting machine booth. The only exception to this rule
is provided in N.J. S .A. 19:50-3 which pertains to voters who are
blind, disabled or illiterate.
Accordingly for the reasons set forth in the initial
deciaion as supplemented herein, the Commisaioner finds and determines that the irregularities charged by petitioners are not deemed
to be sufficient to alter the outcome of the annual school election
held in the constituent district of Aberdeen Township on April 7,
1987 as amended by the Commiuioner•s decision iasued on May 19,
1987. In his decision of Kay 19, 1987, the Commissioner determined
that 165 irregular ballots east on April 7, 1987 at the polls in the
constituent district of Aberdeen Township were voided because there
were multiple write-in votes for write-in candidates appearing on
desi,nated lines Nos. 1 and 2 of the paper rolls of the voting
mach1nes. See In the Matter of the Annual School Election Held in
Matawan-Aberdeen Reg1onal School Dtstrtct, Monmouth County, dec1ded
by the Commissioner Kay 19, l987.
Accordingly for the reason set forth above, the· Commissioner finds and determines that petitioners• claims with respect to
procedural violations committee pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:l4-63.l2 at
the annual school election of April 7, 1987 held in the constituent
district of Aberdeen Township are insufficient to invalidate the
outcome of the Commissioner's prior ruling rendered on Kay 19, 1987.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 20, 1987
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&tatr of Nrw Jrrsry
OFFICE OF AOMINISTRATIVE LAW

IMmAL DECISION

SUMMARY DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3481-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 126-5/87

M.A.H., ON BEHALF OF L.H.,
Petitioner,
v.
BOARD OF EDUCA110N OF THE
BOROUGH OF RUTHERFORD, BERGEN
COUNTY, AND LUKE SARSPIELD,

SUPERINTENDENT,

Respondents.

Kathryn A. Broek, Esq., for petitioner
Rodney T. Hara, Esq., for respondents (Fogarty

&

Rara, attorneys)

Decided: September 8, 1987

Record Closed: July 23, 1987
BEFORE RICHARD J. MURPHY, ALJ:

Petitioner M.A.H. claims, on behalf or her minor daughter, L.H., that the
respondent Board of Education and Superintendent or Schools have unlawfully denied her
daughter permission to attend the Rutherford School District either free of charge or on a
tuition paying basis pursuant to~· 18A:38-1 et ~· She admits that she and her
daughter have resided in Hasbrouck Heights since the middle of April 1987, but claims
that they intend to move to Rutherford and, also, that the Hasbrouck Heights school is not
suitable for her daughter, L.H., because she sutrers from an allergic illness. Petitioner
further claims that the Superintendent'S and Board's decision to bar her daughter from
Rutherford was motivated by a personal vendetta as described below: This is dented by
N~ ... J~rst.l' Is An Eqwzl Opportunity Emplo.l'lir
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the Superintendent and Board, who contend that petitioner baa access to the school
system in Hasbrouck Heights where she resides, and they move for summary decision on
that basis. The issues are: (1) whether petitioner's daughter is entitled to attend the
Rutherford schools free of charge under~· 18A:38-1, and (2) whether the refusal of
the Board ot Education to allow the daughter to attend as a nonresident on a tuition basis
was arbitrary and capricious under~· 18A:38-3. For the reasons set forth below, I
affirm the decision of the Board of Education and Superintendent of SChools.
The procedural history of this matter Is as follows. M.A.H. filed a petition on
behalf of L.H. on May 9, 198'1, which was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law
for hearing as a contested case on May 20, 1987. Petitioner sought emergent relief to
keep her daughter enrolled In Rutherford, and a hearing was held in Newark on May 22,
198'1. An order denying interim relief was Issued on that day because petitioner could not
establish that she would suffer immediate and Irreparable injury In Ught of her access to
the Hasbrouck Heights school system and home studies. Judgment was reserved as to
whether the petitioner was likely to prevall on the merits. The Commissioner of
Education affirmed the denial on June 2, 1987.1 Respondents moved for summary
judgment with supporting affidavits on June 18, and petitioner replied without affidavits
on June 24. Petitioner subsequently obtained counsel, who filed a memorandum opposing
summary decision with affidavits on July 8, with a request for oral argument. That
memorandum was admitted over objection and the request for oral argument was denied
on July 23, 198'1, at which time the record on the motion was closed.2

The following facts are not In dispute; they were set forth in my May 22 order
denying emergent relief and are reiterated here.

1 Petitioner also unsuccessfully sought injunctive relief in state and federal courts.
2 It is also noted for the record that petitioner moved to disqualify me on June 24
because, as she saw It, I had failed my duty to protect her daughter's rights to an
education without interruption. The disqualification motion was denied on July 'l because
of the absence of any disqualifying grounds under N.J.A.C. 1:1-14.12 or of any other
source of bias or Interest which will require refusal. - - -

-d.-
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Petitioner and her mother have lived in Hasbrouck Heights at the Quality Inn
since sometime In early AprU.3 They had previously resided on a temporary basis in
Rutherford, following a ear accident in which their automobile had been damaged. They
had earlier come from Texas to New Jersey to take care of personal business and to
COfllult with a New Jersey physician. On March 31, 1981, petitioner was enrolled by her
mother in Rutherford High School. SUbsequent to that, they moved to Hasbrouck Heights.
When this Information came to the attention of the Rutherford superintendent of
education and the Board, questions were raised as to petitioner's residence in Rutherford.
Petitioner was given a hearing before the Board on May 5, 1987, at which It was
determined that she was not a resident of Rutherford and therefore was not eligible for
tree schooling in that community. Petitioner offered to pay tuition, but lwlr request to do
so was denied at a further Board meeting on May 11, 1981, on the grounds that petitioner
had access to the Hasbrouck Heights school where she now resides and thus was not being
deprived of any appropriate educational program that was available only in Rutherford.
The Rutherford Board of Education acted on the basis of a policy adopted in December
1984 on the ellglbDity of nonresident pupDs, pursuant to~· 18A:38-3:
The Board of Education shall admit to school children who
reside in this district and are eligible for attendance in
accordance with law and will admit other children In
accordance with this policy. The Board reserves the right to
verify the residency or anticipated residency or any pupil and
the validity of any affidavit of guardianship.

Pupils whose parents have moved away from the school district
can not continue their children In the Rutherford Public
Schools, unless their child Is In the twelfth grade in which ease
the pupil may finish the school year without payment of tuition.

3 Petitioner Claims in her supplemental affidavit of July 8 that she was asked to leave the
Quality Inn in Hasbrouck Heights on July 5 because of nonpayment of the bill and has been
staying with friends on a day-to-day basis pending preparation of the treatment plan In
Connecticut for her daughter's allergic illness. Her current residence (or whereabouts) Is
not known to me.

. '! -
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The admission of any non-resident child must be approved by
the Superintendent. No child, otherwise eligible, shall be

denied admission on the basis of the child's race, creed, color,
national origin, gender, or handicap. The continued enrollment
of any non-resident pupil shall be contingent upon the
maintenance of good standards of citizenship and discipline.
The Board will not be responsible for the transportation to or
from school of any non-resident pupil.
(emphasis added;
respondent's Exhibit A riled with its answer.]
There is no dispute to the above facts and I so FIND.
Petitioner and her mother maintain that Hasbrouck Heights is not accessible
because it does not offer a course In German or the classroom pert of driver's education,
which L.H. was taking at Rutherford. Hasbrouck Heights offers the rest of the
educational program, but petitioner and her mother maintain that L.H. is unable to attend
a geometry and English class because she suffers from toxic allergy to chemicals, known
as Environmental and Chemical Illness, which would be triggered by chemicals in the
science room and smoke from offices. Hasbrouck Heights offered a home study
alternative to petitioner upon medical evidence, as well as evaluation to be made by a
Child Study Team. This was declined by her mother, who claimed that L.H. was entitled
to attend classes in a regular classroom setting by Federal law. L.H. and her mother
further argued that she was being denied enrollment in Rutherford as a result of a
personal vendetta against them by the Superintendent and a policy of arbitrary
selectiveness by the Board.
The heart of her vendetta claim is that the Superintendent bears some grudge
against petitioner and her daughter because of an incident occurring when L.H. was in
fourth grade (1980) and was injured by other students, allegedly as a result of the
Superintendent's negligence. Petitioner threatened the school board with suit though none
was ever tiled. She states that the Superintendent denied her daughter admission to
Rutherford in retribution for the above incident and further contends that the school
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board, as well as the Offiee of Controversies and Disputes within the Department of

Education, has joined in a conspiracy to flll'ther the SUperintendent'S vendetta. In her
supplemental affidavit or July 8, 1987, petitioner also alleges that the Superintendent has
refused to release sehool records to Flasbrouek Heights so that her daughter may be
enrolled Jn an appropriate program. Petitioner also alleges that the Board's poUcy on
elilfblllty of nonresident students is being arbitrarily and selectively applied to bar her
daughter.
The Superintendent of Schools, Luke A. Sarsfield, denies In affidavits of June 17
and July 1, that his actions were based on any personal vendetta or arbitrary applieation
of the Board poliey. Fie maintains, rather, that the basis for denying admission was that

of nonresldenee, as well as the aeeesslblllty and avaUabWty or the Flasbroook Heights
school system. Sarsfield also states that respondents first learned that petitioner had
moved from Rutherford on Aprll 14, 1987. Sarsfield denies that he refused to release
school records to Hasbrouck, and claims that grades for the last marking period eoUld not
be provided beeause L.FI. was enrolled for an lnsutfleient period. While respondents do
not deny petitioner's claim that she threatened sUit some seven years ago, they claim that
the current decision not to admit L.R. was based entirely on the objective facts of
nonresidence as well as the aeeessibUity and appropriateness or the educational program
offered In Hasbrouck. Respondents deny that L.A.'S environmental and chemical Ulness
had any bearing on the decision not to admit her and assert that her Ulness ean be
accommodated by home study in Hasbrouck if necessary.
On the basis of the testimony presented, as well as affidaVits submitted, I make
the following Findings of Pacb

1.

In the middle of April 1987, petitioner and her daughter moved from

Rutherford to the Quality Inn in Hasbrouck Heights where they resided
until JUly 5, 1987;
2.

The petitioner and her daughter, as of July 5, resided In Hasbrouck Heights

and therefore had access to the Hasbrouck Heights public sehool system,
which offers a full academic program, with the exception of German and
the classroom portion of driver's edueation, and which further offers a
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home study alternative, where needed as established by medical evidence,
and a child study team evaluation;
3.

No evidence has been presented to show that petitioner and her daughter
currently reside in Rutherford and, while petitioner's statement of intent
to reside in Rutherford is noted for the record, she has produced no lease,
contract of sale or other evidence of anticipated residence beyond her
statement of intention;

4.

in 1980, while attending fourth grade, L.H. was injured by students in the

Rutherford school system and the petitioner expressed her intention to sue
the Superintendent and Board of Education for negligenee in connection
with this incident. No such suit was filed and the nature and extent of
L.H.'s injuries has not been established by the evidence;
5.

L.H. currently suffers from an abnormal hypersensitivity reaction to
fumes, odors, and many chemicals, as well as to all kinds of petrochemical
derivatives, which is known as environmental and chemical Blness. As a
result of her Ulness, L.H. should not be exposed to chemicals of any kind,
including perfume, hair spray, cigarette smoke, paint, cleaning agents, nail
polish, and related materials.

Respondents argue, under ~· 1:1-12.5(b), that there is no genuine issue as
to any material fact challenged and that they are entitled to prevail as a matter of law.
They claim that petitioner and her daughter are not entitled to tuition-free education
under~· 1BA:38-l because they do not reside in Rutherford. As to attendance on a
tuition paying basis, respondents contend that L.H. was fairly and reasonably denied
admission under the above Board policy, issued under the authority of ~· 18A:3B--3,
which leaves these matters to the discretion of the local board. Respondents maintain
that that discretion has not been abused or arbitrarily applied and therefore should not be
disturbed. They deny that the purported vendetta or L.H.'s allergie Wness had any bearing
on the decision to deny her admission.
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Petitioner 8J'IUC!S tha' summary declslon should be denied because the foUowlng
issues of facts remained to be rotved:
~·

1.

Did respondentat give petitioner a fair opportunity to present her ease on
y.
May 4, 1987, ~ wu the Board's declsion correct In light of petitioner's
claimed Intent tO reside In Rutherford!

2.

Did the Board 'olate state law by exeludlng L.H. from school during the
pendency of thlreedlng?

3.

Did the Superln1tndent's decision to exclude L.H. on May 5 prior to a Board
hearing on the ~atter violate the due process clause In the Fourteenth
Amendment?

4.

Did the hearlnf granted by the Board on May 11 comport with the
procedural due ~ess and state law requirements?

5.

1
.~

i

Wu the Boar~ decision to deny M.A.H. the opportunity to pay tuition
arbitrary and caPricious in that it was bued on a pel'Sonal vendetta?
!~

8.

.>
~perly consider the Issue of accessibility of the Rutherford

Did the Board
program to L.HJunder section 504 or the voeational-rehabUltation aet of
1973?

1

l•
,..
7.

'
Did the Superintendent
deny M.A.H. aeeess to L.H.'s student reeords in
violation of N.J•••c. 8:3-2.5 from May 5 until June 25?
~·

8.

Did the Superlnt\nclent act In an arbitrary and capricious manner and In
violation of the 4>mmissioner's declslon by not cooperating with Hasbrouck
Heights In provi~ records and grades'!'

.

i

t,.t

Respondents artrUe
the alleged vendetta by the SUperintendent Is not
material, even if true, becausere acted lawfully under the statute and Board policy and
the final declslon wu, In any erint, made by the Board after a full hearing of the matter.

t
t

~.

~

• '1·

:~

l

':
~

~
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Respondents also dispute that the SUperintendent obstructed petitioner's efforts to obtain
records and lV&des.
The rule on summary decision provides that:

Ttle motion for summary deCision shan be served with briefs
and with or without supporting affidavits. The decision so&f!t
ma~ be rendered 11 the pa~rs and discovery which fi8ve
en
idivits, It anJi' shOw there Is no
1 tOfettKir with the
genwne lSSUe as tO ana matei'i8J fact ch enged and that the
moVing ~rty IS entitle to prevail as a matter or law. When a
motion Or summary aeclslon is made and su'iSfrte~ an 8'CIVerSi
part¥ in order to prevan mus~ responding a ida ts set forth
specific facts shOwing tfi8t t
Is a genuine issue which can
only be determined in an eVidentiary ra:Gding. If the adverse
party dOes not so respond, summary ec ion, if appropriate,
shall be entered. [~. 1:1-12.S(b); emphasis added]

file

a

e

The first question Is whether there Is a genuine Issue as to any material fact challenged.
There is no dispute as to the fact that petitioner and her daughter did not reside in
Rutherford after mid-April 198'1 and moved at that time to Hasbrouck Heights. And while
petitioner claims her intent to reside In Rutherford, the fact of that Intent Is not disputed
by the Board and is not sufficient under the statute to entitle her to have L.H. attend
Rutherford schools free of charge. Ttlere Is also no tactual dispute u to the educational
program available in Hasbrouck, which, while not Identical to that offered in Rutherford,
is accessible and appropriate to L.H. Petitioner claims the existence of a pnuine issue as
to whether Superintendent Sarsfield, in conspiracy with the Board or Education and
Department of Education, is conducting a personal vendetta against her daughter because
she threatened suit some seven years ago. Petitioner also alleges selective and arbitrary
application of the nonresident admission policy, but sets forth no specific facts in support
of that bald claim. Superintendent Sarsfield denies that his action or that or the Board's
is based on any personal vendetta or selective application of policy. He states in his
affidavit of June 1'1 paral"aph 4 that evidence of petitioner's nonresidence in Rutherford
was obtained before he was personaJJ.y aware of their presence in the town. Petitioner
supports her claim of vendetta with unsworn statements that do not allege that the
Superintendent ever did or said anything in retribution for petitioner's threats to bring suit
against the Board in 1980. She does allege that "Sarsfield has a brain like an elephant and
he doesn't forget his enemies." Petitioner's response and brief, received June 24, at 5, but
she could point to no specific actions which suggest that the "vendetta" was anything
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other than a fi~~nent ot her imagination. AC!C!Ol'ding to petitioner, the conspiracy ot the
vendetta does not stop with the SUperintendent, but extends to his eounsel, the Board of
Education and the Otfiee of Controversies and Disputes in the Department ot Education.
Aceordingly, I CONCLUDE that there is no genuine Issue as to any material fact with
respect to petitioner's residenee and the aceeaslblllty and appropriateness of the
Hasbrouck Heights school system. I further CONCLUDE that petitioner has failed to
show that there is a genuine issue as to the supposed vendetta that can only be determined
in an evidentiary proceeding.
Having determined that there is no genuine Issue as to any material fact
challenged, I turn to the ultimate question as to whether the respondents are entitled to
prevail as 11 matter ot law in denying petitioner's daughter admission both as a tuition free
and tuition paying student.
With respect to attendance at school free of

charge,~·

18A:38-l provides

that:
Public schools shall be free to the following persons over five
and under 20 years of age;
(a)

Any person who is domiciled within the school district;

(b)

Any person who is kept In the home of another person
domiciled within the school district and is supported by
such other person gratis as if he were such other person's
own child •••

(d)

There is no factual dispute that petitioner and her daughter did not reside In
Rutherford at the time the SUperintendent and Board ot Education determined that she
was not eligible to attend school tree ot charge. Accordingly, I CONCLUDE that, because
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L.H. was not domiciled or temporarily residing in Rutherford, she was not entitled to
attend Rutherford schools free or chqe pursuant to~· 18A:38-1.
Should L.H. have been allowed to continue to attend Rutherford schools as a
tuition paying nollMISident? The legislature has left the Issue or attendance at school by
nonresidents to the discretion of the local boards of education:
Any person not resident In a school district, if eligible except
for residence, may be admitted to the school's other district
with the consent of the Board of Education upon such terms,
and with or without payment or tuition, as the Board may
prescribe. ~· 18A:38-3.
Acting under that statutory mandate, the Board adopted a policy permitting attendance of
nonresident children on a tuition basis providing that their admission is: (1) warranted by
the inaeeessibUity of the school In their home district, or (2) bY the singular availability of
an appropriate educational program in the Rutherford District. After reviewing the
question of petitioner's access to the Hasbrouck schools, as well as the availability of
appropriate eductional programs, the Board concluded that she shoUld not be admitted on
a tuition paying basis. The issue raised Is whether the Board's denial was unreasonable,
arbitrary and capricious and therefore Invalid. Jn short, did the Board ablllt its
discretion? See, Amorosa v. Bayonne Board of Education, 1966 ~· 214, 217. HaVing
considered the faets concerning petitioner'S residence, as well as the accessibility and
appropriateness of the educational program offered by the Hasbrouck school system, I
CONCLUDE that the respondents did not abuse their statutory discretion in denying her
admission as a tuition paying student. The provisions of the policy on nonresident students
with respect to accessibility and availability of appropriate programs Is geared to ensure
that students heve convenient access to an education suited to their needs and abilities.
The Board considered those faetors of aecess and approrpriateness, and there is no
evidence In the record to support the conclusion that the policy was selectively applied to
the petitioner. It might have been preferable or more desirable for the Board to have
admitted L.H. as a tuition paying student so that her edueatlon would not have been
interrupted in this fashion; however, to deny her admission on a tuition basis did not, in
the circumstances of this ease, constitute an abuse of discretion in that L.H. had available
to her an appropriate and accessible educational program In Hasbrouck Heights. Though it
might be preferable to have a student remain enrolled in a sehool district pending the
outcome or an appeal, as the New Jersey Association or School Administrators has
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recommended, that policy has not been adopted by statute or regulation, which leave
attendance of nonresidents to the discretion of the local board. I regret that the
education of L.H., who impressed me as an lntellfgent, articulate and creative young
woman, was disrupted to her distress, but I cannot conclude on the facts or this ease that
the Board abused Its discretion in denylnr her admission as a tuition payinr student.
I also see no merit In the petitioner's claim that the hearings accorded her by the
Board of Education violated her due process rights. M.A.H. was permitted to present her
petition to the Board on two occasions In May 1987, and the Board was not bound by her
expression of Intent to reside in Rutherford, nor was the Board bound to consider the
vocational-rehabilitation act of 1973 In the absence of any rindinr that L.H. was
handicapped. With respect to allegetions that the Superintendent denied M.A.H. access to
her daughter's crades and records, I make no rullnr because the question has no bearinr on
the attendance issue, and Sarsfield has denied the charge in any event. I do hope that a
concerted effort will be made by all involved parties to ensl.l!'e that L.H. Is placed In a
stable and suitable educational environment mso that she may get on with the learnlnr
that she seems eager to pursue.
On the basis of the above findings or fact and conclusions of law, I ORDER that
respondents• motion for summary decision be granted and the petition or appeal dismissed.
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'1111s recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMIIJSSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP BDUCAT!OH, SAVL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, If Saul
Cooperman does not so aot In forty-five (45) days and unless sueh time limit Is otherwise
.extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in aecordanee with
~·

52:148-10.
I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPEBJIAH for consideration.

DATE

SEP ·81981
DATE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION····-lo1

SEP 111981
DATE
ds
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M.A.B., on 'behalf of L.B.,
PBTITIORElt,

v.

COMMISSIONER 01' EDUCATION

BOARD 01' EDUCATION 01' THE BOROUGH
01' RUTIIBR!'ORD ARD L'OD SARSFIELD,
SUPERIRTENDBRT.. BERGER COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPOIIDBRTS •

The record and initial decilion rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were timely filed
by petitioner pureuant to N.J.A.C. l:l-18.4, aa waa the Board's
reply.
Simultaneously filed with petitioner's exceptions was a
Motion for Eaer&ent Relief which resulted in a notification to the
parties that the request would be acted upon by the Commissioner at
the time he iaaued his final decision in the matter. A motion in
opposition to the request for emergent relief waa received from the
Board within the timelinea set forth for such purpose by the
Director of Controversies and Disputes, State Department of
Education. The motion was not considered by the ALJ as the initial
decision had already been rendered by him.
Petitioner excepts to the ALJ'a conclusion of law that L.a.
did not have a right to continue to attend school in Rutherford as a
temporary relident under N.J.S.A. l8A:38-l(d). She points out that
it ia not diaputed that L.B. was properly enrolled in the district
in March 1987 aa a temporary reaident under R.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(d) and
talr.ea strong exception to the ALJ' 1 factual conclusion that she
"moved" to Hasbrouck Beichta.
With respect to this, she
acknowledges that abe and her daughter did, in fact, uae a motel in
that community on a day-to-day basis while tryin& to find a ~lace in
Rutherford.
However, she arcues that a recent Commusioner
decision, Board of Education of Harrison Township v. c.w. by hia
parents, J.R.W. and IC.T.W., decided May 5, 1987, along with the
statutea &overning the uae of motela/hotela as residences, aupporta
her position that L.H. was entitled to be educated in Rutherford.
Petitioner allo exceptl to the ALJ's conclusion that abe
produced no leaae, contract of aale or other evidence of anticifated
relidence beyond her statement of intention, a finding which 11 in
conflict with the May 12, 1987 affidavit of Daniel a. Van Winkle, a
realtor in Rutherford aaaiatin& petitioner on a daily baaia for four
weeki to find housing in Rutherford, aa well aa her affidavit dated
May 13, 1987.
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Moreover, petitioner avera that even if the Commissioner
determines that as a aatter of fact and law L.H. ceaaed to reside in
Rutherford under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(d), L.H. should have been allowed
to coaplete the final six weeks of school during the pendency of the
controversy baaed on H.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(b) which requires that a
student reaain enrolled when a board challenges residency status as
an affidavit atudent until the controversy is resolved.
In
addition, she points to the Mew Jersey Association of School
Administrators~ guidelines on residency in support of her position.
Petitioner also alleges that the ALJ erred in his findings
of fact with respect to the iuue of whether or not the Board •s
decision not to allow her daughter to continue to attend Rutherford
High School aa a tuition-paying student was arbitrary and
capricious. First off, she notes that the ALJ did not address her
allegation that L.H. 's disenrollment by the superintendent before
the Board took action violated Board policy and her due process
rights. She then goes on to reiterate her arguments that, under
Board policy, L.H. qualified for attendance because her admission
was warranted by inaccessibility of a school in the home district
and due to the singular availability of an appropriate educational
program in Rutherford. Regarding this, she avers, inter alia, that
the ALJ erred in finding that the Board did not have~ons1der the
Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 in the absence of any finding
that L.H. was handicapped because her environmental and chemical
illness by its very nature creates an accessibility problem. As
such, she argues that L.H. did qualify as handicapped, that the
Rutherford program was accessible to her while the Hasbrouck Heights
program was not, thus qualifying her to be a tuition student.
Petitioner likewise repeats her arguments that her daughter
qualified under the second part of the Board •s policy re&ardin&
1ingularity of program. As to thia, abe urges that the Com~~isaioner
rule as error the ALJ's conclusion that the absence of Geraan and
clasaroom driver education did not constitute ground• for determining that Rutherford was not a sin&ularly available appropriate
educational program ae coapared to the Hasbrouck Heights procram,
given that L.H. would obviously have lost credit for two courses by
transferring to Hasbrouck Heights.
Lastly, in regard to the alle&ations of selective enforcement of the Board's policy and personal vendetta by the superintendent, pe..titioner argues that (l) an evidentiary hearing was
necessary in that the issues were not ripe for su..ary decision and
(2) she was unable to bear her burden of proof due to the Board •s
failure to provide discovery of Board records from 1980 to the
present relative to the nonresident policy and cites L.P. v. Board
of Education of Jackson Township, 1980 S.L.D. 1049 in support of her
argument.
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The Board'• replyl contends that it is beyond di1pute
that at the tiae her daughter was denied enrollaent petitioner did
not reside in Rutherford and that 1he lived in a aotel in Hasbrouck
Height• until July 5, 1987. It argues that siaply because she was
lookin& for a place to live in Rutherford doe• not afford a right to
be educated in Rutherford and to rule otherwise would be tantaaount
to ditregarding the plain aeaning of the · statute. Further, the
Board rejecta petitioner's reliance on Barriaon Township, supra, as
support that her intent to reaide in Ruthecford entitles L.B. to an
education in it1 diltrict becau1e the facti in that aatter
establiahed that for the period of tiae the Board was suing for
tuition, the aother and child in question had temporarily resided in
the Barrhon School District. Thus, contrary to what petitioner
avers, the Harrison decision stands for the proposition that
petitioner only has a right to a coat-free education from the
district in which she teaporarily resided - Hasbrouck Heights.
Moreover, it uintaina that (1) the motel/hotel statutes have no
relevance to thil utter, (2) since L.H. ia not an affidavit student, R.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(b) is not relevant either, and {3) reliance
on an aasoc1ation•s guidelines has no binding precedent upon an ALJ
or the Co1111iaaioner.
At thia point, the Co1111iaaioner will address the iaaue of
any legal entitlement petitioner's daughter aay have to be educated
in Rutherford. Upon review of the record and the exceptions of the
parties, the C01111issioner ia in full aareeaent with the ALJ•s deteraination that aa a utter of fact and law L.H. had no entitlement
under R.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(d) to an education in the Rutherford School
District.
The record establishes that from Karch 1987 to aid-April
1987 petitioner temporarily reaided in Rutherford and wat properly
enrolled in that district under the provision of the above cited
regulation. It is also clear that petitioner •a temporary reaidence
ceased in Rutherford upon her assumption of temporary residence in
Hasbrouck Heigbtl which continued until July 5, 1987. At the tiae
petitioner ca.aenced temporary residency in Hasbrouck Heights.
Rutherford's obligation under R.f-S.A 18A:38-l(d) ceued and the
reaponlibility for L.H. '• edueat on shifted to Hasbrouck Heights,
notwithlt&ndin& petitioner •s &r&UJientl to the contrary. Nor does
the fact that abe had a realtor lookina for housina for her in
Rutherford alter this conclusion. AI correctly argued by the Board,
N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(d) doea not state that an obligation to educate
exiata beeauae a· penon intend• to reaide in a district nor does
Harrison Townahip, a'lpra, or any other ease cited by petitioner in
her exceptions stand or that proposition.
1 It ia noted for the record that the Board's reply references and
haa appended to it aaterial which waa neither before nor considered
by the ALJ. AI requested by petitioner•• attorney this information
will not be considered in arr1ving at a final decision on the issues
before the ALJ.
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As such, the ALJ's findin& that petitioner produced no
contract of sale or other evidence of anticipated residence beyond
her statement of intent is not vital to rendering a determination in
this matter as to le&al entitlement to an education under N.J.S.A.
l8A:38-l(d).
However,
&iven
petitioner's
exception,
the
Commissioner will go so far as to state he aarees with the ALJ that
if it did the letter from the realtor does not constitute evidence
of anticipated residence such as a lease or contract for sale or
contract for rent. At beat, such a letter si,nifies a desire. to
reside in Rutlierford if and when a suitable re81dence to her needs
could be located.
-Moreover, the Commissioner finds as meri tless petitioner • s
argument that the Board was obligated to continue L.B. •a enrollment
during the pendency of the disputed enrollment. The dispute does
not relate to N.J.S.A. l8A:38-l(b) as pointed out by the Board in
its reply except1ons.
Next to be addressed is the issue of whether the refusal of
the Board to allow L.B. to attend as a nonresident on a tuition
basis was arbitrary and capricious under N.J.S.A. l8A:38-3.
Initially, it must be pointed out that petitioner 18 incorrect in
asserting the ALJ failed to address her due process claim. On page
10, ante, the ALJ states that be "***also see[s] no merit in the
petitioner's claim that the hearings accorded her by the Board
violated her due process rights. M.A.B. was permitted to present
her petition to the Board on two occasions in Kay 1987***." The
record indicates that L.B. was not actually denied enrollment until
after the Board considered her residency status on Kay 5, 1987.
Further, there is nothing in law which prevents a superintendent
from acting to deny admission under N.J. S .A. 18A: 38-3 prior to the
issue being acted on by the Board. Moreover, the Board • s policy
itself specifically states that the superintendent must approve the

admission of nonresident children.
Petitioner argues that L.B. should have been admitted
because she baa met the requirements of the Board's stated policy
which reads in pertinent part:
Children of Board employees who do not reside in
this school district may not be admitted to
school in this district.
Other non-resident
children, otherwise eligible for attendance, may
be admitted to school in this district as tuition
pupils provided that their admission is warranted
by the inaccessibility of school in their home
district or the singular availability of an
appropriate educational program in this district.
(Initial Decision, ante)
Upon review of the record, the Commissioner agrees with the

ALJ' s conclusion that the Board • a decision to deny enrollment was

not arbitrary or capricious.

N.J.S.A. 18A:38-3 grants to a board of
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education the ezpreaa legal right to accept or deny nonresident
pupils as it sees fit. See R.K. v. Mahwah Bd. of Ed; decided by the
Commissioner October 28, 1985.
This right is not unfettered,
however, in that a board may not act in an arbitrary or capricious
manner nor may the decision be motivated by bad faith.
In the instant matter, the Board chose to conclude that
schooling in Hasbrouck Heights was not inaccessible to L.H.
It
likewise concluded that L.H. •s circumstances did not signify that
there was a singular availability of an appropriate program in its
district. Of this, the Board states in its reply exceptions:
***[R]espondents have assumed that petitioner and
her daughter suffer from environmental and
chemical illness and that the Hasbrouck Heights
School District was not able to provide instruction in German or the classroom portion of
driver's education.
The assumption of these
facts does not, however, mean that the Hasbrouck
Heights School District was remiss in its responsibility under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 because it did not automatically accept
petitioner's handicap claim and instead insisted
upon fulfilling its obligation pursuant to
N.J.A.C.
6:28-3.2(d)
to
determine
whether
petlttoner•s daughter possesses an educationally
handicapping condition and how it should provide
educational services for her. To the contrary,
the Hasbrouck Heights School District acted
consistent with its obligation under the law and
was
ready,
willing
and
able
to
provide
educational services for her while the district
was ascertaining the nature of her problem and
how to address it.
Home instruction was, in
fact, offered as an accommodation to petitioner's
claim that the environment at the high school was
harmful to her daughter.
The purported inability of the Hasbrouck Heights
School District to offer instruction in German
and the claasroom portion of driver's education
does not render the school in the district
"inaccessible" or transform the program offered
by the Rutherford School District
into a
"singular availability of an appropriate [educational] program" within the meaning of the board
policy. One could hardly characterize the educational program offered by the Hasbrouck Heights
School District as being inaccessible since, as
an accommodation to the petitioner, the district
offered
to
provide
home
instruction
for
petitioner's daughter.
With regard to the
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"ainplar
availability
of
an
appropriate
educational pro&ram" 1n the Rutherford School
District requirement of the board policy, the
word, "appropriate," does not mean identical.***
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 7)
The Commissioner finds the Board's rationale reasonable and
ita decision a proper ezerciae of ita discretion. He likewise
a&rees with the ALJ that the Rutherford Board was not bound to
consider the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973. L.H. has not
been designated as handicapped under N.J.A.C. 6:28-1.1 et !M· nor
handicapped under P.L. 94-192 in any other state. Whilelrt could be
that given the circumstances at Hasbrouck Heights High School L.H.
may have qualified as handicapped in that setting, the Hasbrouck
Heights School District was never given the opportunity to evaluate
her and to determine if alternative educational programming were
needed. If L.H. •s health prevented attendance at its high school,
the Hasbrouck Heights Board would have been responsible to develop a
~rogram for her whether it be inside or out of the district.
Rome
1nstruction is only a temporary program.
Further, the absence of an identical program of study or
certain courses does not render an educational program inappropriate
or inaccessible. Students face the posaibility of losing credit
when transferring from one district to another during a school year
if a &iven courae(a) is not offered by the new district. This does
not automatically lead to a conclusion that an appropriate program
cannot be provided by the district even though the program is not
identical or that credit ia lost due to the unavailability of a
given course in the new district. Nor in this matter does it create
automatic qualification for attendance in Rutherford under ita
nonreaident tuition policy.
Such an interpretation would be
ezceedingly narrow and an unwarranted burden to place on the
district.
As to petitioner's argument that the ALJ erred when
determinin& she failed in her burden of proof with respect to the
allegations of selective enforcement of its policy and that the
superintendent was motivated by a vendetta, the Commissioner's
independent review of the record leads him to the same conclusion as
the ALJ. Be finds the ALJ's treatment/analysis of petitioner's
a.t&UIIIenta in opposition to summary judgment and in support of her
poaition that issues of material fact ezist thorough, well-reasoned,
and correct.
decision.

N.J.A.C. l:l-12.5(b}
It reads:

regulates

the

basis

for

The motion for summary decision shall be served
with briefs and with or without supporting
affidavits. The decision sought may be rendered
if the papers and discovery which have been
filed, together with the affidavits, if any, show
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that there is no cenuine iaaue as to any material
fact challenged and that the movin& party ia
entl tled to prevail aa a utter of law. When a
motion for
suaury decision
ia made
and
supported, an adverse party in order to prevail
aust by respondin& affidavit set forth apecific
facta showing that there is a genuine isaue which
can only be determined in an evidentiary
proceeclina.
If the adverse party doea not ao
reapond, a aumaary decision, if appropriate,
ahall be entered.
The record aore than aaply supports that petitioner doe a
not even provide a reasonable augceation that iuues of material
fact exilt precludin& IUDIIIary judpent. She off era naked assertion
only and does not provide A' single specific tact to support her
claims of selective enforcement or vendetta.
Petitioner's
alleaations that the Board failed to produce recorda back to 1980 do
not alter the conclution that 'etitioner•s allefations appear to be
no more than a fishing expedit1on. The Commiss1oner agrees with the
ALJ when he states:
The first question ia whether there is a genuine
iaaue aa to any material fact challenJed. There
is no diapute as to the fact that petitioner and
her dau&hter did not reside in Rutherford after
mid-April 1987 and moved at that time to
Hasbrouck Heights.
And while petitioner claims
her intent to reside in Rutherford, the fact of
that intent ia not disputed by the Board and is
not sufficient under the statute to entitle her
to have L.B. attend Rutherford achoola free of
charge. There is alao no factual dispute as to
the educational proaraa available in Baabrouck,
which, while not identical to that offered in
Rutherford, ia acceaaible and appropriate to
L.B.
Petitioner c1aima the existence of a
cenuine iaaue aa to whether Superintendent
Saratield, in conspiracy with the Board of
Education and Department of Education,
i8
conducting a peuonal vendetta against her
dau&hter becauu abe threatened suit some seven
yeara aco. Petitioner also allecea selective and
arbitrary
application
of
the
nonreaident
admisaion policy, but sets forth no specific
facta
in
support
of
that
bald
claim.
Superintendent Saufield deniea that hie action
or that of the Board •a il baaed on any personal
vendetta or aelective application of polley. Be
atatea in his affidavit ot .June 17 paragraph 4
that evidence ot petitioner's nonresidence in
Rutherford was obtained before he was personally
aware ot their pretence in the town. Petitioner

1
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supports her claim of vendetta with unsworn
statements
that
do
not
allege
that
the
Superintendent ever did or said anything in
retribution for petitioner's threats to bring
suit acainst the Board in 1980. She does allege
that "Sarsfield has a brain like an elephant and
he doesn't forget his enemies."
Petitioner •a
response and brief, received June 24, at 5, but
she could point to no specific actions which
suggest that the "vendetta" was anything other
than a figment of her imagination. According to
petitioner, the conspiracy of the vendetta does
not stop with the Superintendent, but extends to
his counsel, the Board of Education and the
Office of Controversies and Disputes in the
Department of Education. Accordingly, I conclude
that there is no genuine issue as to any material
fact with respect to petitioner • a residence and
the accessibility and appropriateness of the
Hasbrouck Heights school system.
I further
conclude that petitioner has failed to show that
there is a genuine issue as to the supposed
vendetta that can only be determined in an
evidentiary proceeding. (Initial Decision, ante)
Accordingly for the reasons expressed herein, the Collllllissioner adopts the recommended decision of the ALJ to grant summary
decision to the Board and to dismiss the Petition of Appeal.
Petitioner's emergent relief request will now be addressed.
In the affidavit in support of the motion for emergent relief,
petitioner states that before the end of the semester she enrolled
L.H. · in the Hasbrouck Heights School District for the purpose of
taldn' final exams and that its board attorney and the school
offic1als agreed to this. However, the superintendent of Rutherford
refused to send them boots and exams to be administered.
In August, petitioner and her attorney inquired of school
districts which L.H. might possibly attend what their requirements
for enrollment would be. Each of them indicated that L.H. could not
begin mandatory third year subjects without final grades in her
second year subjects as they are full year courses only and there is
no authorization to test L.H. •s achievement and place ber in third
year classes based on the results.
On September 3, 1987 petitioner's attorney wrote to the
Rutherford superintendent requesting that in L. H. • s best interest,
she be allowed to study for and take final exams so as to receive
final grades from Rutherford thus precluding her loss of credit for
an entire year.

r

t
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This
request was denied by the 1uperintendent on
Septeaber 4, 1987 becau1e L.B. was in the 1ystea for 19.5 days only
but be did forward the reque1t to the Board for it to be polled on
itl decision. On September 10, 1987, the superintendent informed
petitioner's attorney that the Board denied the request.
As to
this, petitioner araues that L.H. •s diaenrollment was controlled by
respondents and yet now they use it as a reason to deny final
credit.
Petitioner relie1 on her papeu in opposition to summary
judpent that the aupedntendent was without authority to diaenroll
L.H. on May 5, 1987 without a Board decision and that respondent •a
decision to es:clude L.H. from school durin& the pendency of the
proceedings in this matter was in violation of state law and due
process. As such, she avers that she will prevail on the merits
with respect to L.H. •a es:cluaion from school and denial of credit
for the year.
The Board, in its papers submitted in opposition to
petitioner's motion for eaercent relief, asserts that the subJect
matter of the aotion is not properly before the Commissioner Slnce
the issue of final grades is not material to a resolution of the
issue raised in her petition, namely, L.H.'a ri&ht to attend
Rutherford High School.
In support of this it cites N.3.A.C.
1:1-12 .6(a) which atatea that application• for eaergent relief are
only permitted where the remedy sou&bt is connected with the
contested case.
It doe• go on to state, however. that if the
Commitsioner detires to render a decision on the motion, the motion
should be denied because petitioner has not demonttrated that there
es:ists a substantial likel1hood that the would succeed on the merits
of her claim.
The Board strenuously objects to petitioner's motion
arpin& that it is incumbent upon the Commi11ioner to reject a
reque1t for an order requiring it to adainilter final exams and
is1ue final &radel.
The reatons provided in support of this
position are summarized below.
Upon L.H. •s reaoval from the Rutherford School District,
petitioner did not enroll her in the Hasbrouck Heights School
Di1trict notwithlt&nding the following:
•

the efforts of the Ba1brouck Heights
compel L.H.'• attendance (Exhibit A);

•

the ALJ'• deciaion of May 22, 1987 denyin& emergent
relief which determined that Hatbrouck Heights had a
sufficient educational program for L.H. (Exhibit B);

•

the federal dittrict court jud&e'• decision of 3une 2,
1987 which adaonishes petitioner to send L.H. to
school (Exhibit C); and
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•

The Couiuioner•a June 2, 1987 order directing
petitioner to coaply with the coapulaoey attendance
laws.

Moreover, the Board aaaerta that it waa not until after
Hasbrouck Heights filed a truancy coaplaint against petitioner and
she had to appear in municipal court that petitioner finally
enrolled L.B. in that district. This, however, was too late to
result in L.B.·attendin& any classes 1ince they had concluded on or
before her date of enrollment. ~ a result of petitioner's actions,
L.ll. did not attend any cla88ea in any school district or receive
instruction from May 6, 1987 to the end of the 1986-87 school year.
Further, the Board avera that since L.B. was in its
district for only 19.5 days, abe did not receive instruction in the
Rutherford School District for a sufficient \'eriod of time to be
eligible to take final examinations and rece1ve final grades. In
support of this, it ci tea its attendance policy concerning student
attendance which denies credit to a student absent over twenty days
for a full school year or over ten for a semester (Exhibit E). As
to this, it maintains that it is well established that local school
districts may adopt attendance policiea that deny credit for failure
to attend classes a determined number of days. Monroe v. Ramapo
Indian Billa Re ional Hi b School District, decided State Board
June , 9 ; L.P. v. Boar o Educat on of Jackson Townshi , 1980
S.L.D. 1049; Wheatley et a . v. Burltngton C1ty Board of Education,
I97'4'"'"S.L.D. 8Sl
Moreover, the Board argues that bad petitioner acted
timely, Hasbrouck llei&hta could have administered examinations and
final aradea. As such, the failure of L.B. to receive final arades
for 1986-87 is attributable to peti tloner 's refusal to enroll L.a.
in the school district in which she temporarily resided. Therefore,
the Board cannot and should not be blamed for M.ll. •s conduct and
criticized for applying its attendance policy and only conferring
grades upon students who have satisfied the district's attendance
policy.
Upon review of the motion for emeraent relief, the Board's
response, and the supportin& papers of the parties, the Commissioner
determines that (1) the motion is properly before him as the
issue/relief is connected with the contested matter and (2) the
motion shall be denied for the following reasons.
There is no legal basis whatsoever to compel the Board to
provide final examinations and grades to L.ll. On the day that
petitioner discontinued her temporary residence in Rutherford, the
Board's legal responsibility ceased under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l(d). As
determined earlier with reapect to the Pet1t1on of Appeal, no legal
mandate existed under any other statute either which would compel
the Board to educate L.R. Thus, the Board was within its legal
righta to discontinue her enrollment at Rutherford High School on
May 5, 1987.
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Moreover, the Board's decision to deny L.H. admittance
under its policy for nonresident tuition students has been determined to be a reasonable exercise of ita discretionary authority.
The Commissioner ia in full agreement with the Board's
position that it is under no obligation, legal or otherwise, to
l'rovide final examinations and final grades to a pupil enrolled in
1 ts ?istrict for a total of 19.5 days.
Bad L.H. been enrolled in
Hasbrouck. Heights in May. grades for her sophomore year would have
been issued. As driver education falls under health, she could have
received credit in that course even in the absence of the driver
education course. That she may have lost credit for German does not
alter the above determination.
Moreover, petitioner must bear sole responsibility for the
consequences of her continued refusal~ enroll L.H. in the
Hasbrouck Heights School District. Despite being repeatedly told
that the responsibility for L.H.'s education rested with that
district she steadfastly refused (as enumerated in the Board's
response cited above) to enroll L.H. until June 17, 1987, the
virtual end of the school year.
Petitioner choee to ignore the June 2, 1987 directive of
the Commissioner to comply i•ediately with the compulsory attendance lava of New Jersey when denying her emergent relief request.
She likewise chose to ignore the urging of the federal judge to
avail herself of the educational opportunities in Hasbrouck Heights
when he denied her request for injunctive relief because, inter
alia, she failed to demonstrate irreparable harm because educat1on
was-available to L.H. in Hasbrouck Heights. (Exhibit C, at pp. 21-23)
For the Board to deny a request to provide final examinations and final grades, given the circumstances of this matter,
cannot in any light be deemed arbitrary and capricious when:
(1)

L.H. vas enrolled in its district for a total of 19.5
days;

(2)

Its legal responsibility to her had ceased even prior
to May 5, 1987 under N.J'.S.A. l8A:38-l(d);

(3)

Another district vas by law responsible for
education under that statute; and

(4)

Petitioner deliberately and through her own fault
prevented L.H. from beinf educated in the district
responsible for her educat1on.

L.H. •a

Accordingly, the Co•issioner hereby denies the Motion for
Emergent Relief and deems all issues in this controversy dismissed.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 20, 1987
Pendi!'lg

State

Board
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· :• Sttatr LJ:f Nriu lJrrsr!1
OFF!te""'of: .ADMINISTRATIVE: l:AW·:

INITIAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3015-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 56-4/87

TIIEODORB B. MORlOCK,
Petitioner,

v.
ASBURY PARK BOARD OF
RDUCA'ftON, AIID W. PRANK .JOHNSON,
DEPARTMENT OF RDOCA'ftON, BORBAO
OF FACILITY PLANNING SBRVICBS,
Respondents.

Alfred L. PCIJUIOII, Esq., for petltionerJ Gary T. BaD, Esq., on the brief (McCarter
& Englllh, attorneys)

Peter Kalac, Esq., for respondent Asbury Park Board of Education (Kalac, Newman
& Lavender, attorneys)

Nenq Kaplen Mmw,.Deputy Attorney General, for respondent w. Prank Johnson
(W. Cary Edwards, Attorney General of New Jersey, attorney)

Record Cloaed: August 5, 198'1

Decided1 September 18, 1987

BEFORE DAJOBL 8. MCKEOWN, ALJ:
INTRODUCTION
Theodore R. Murnick (petitioner), a non-resident property owner and taxpayer in the
City of Asbury Park, seeks to invoke the authority or the Commissioner of Education
under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9 to hear and determine a controversy between and among him, the
City of Asbury Park Board of Education (Board), and the Director of the Department of
Education's Bureau of PaciUty Planning Services, W. Prank Johnson (Department). The
}
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controversy centers upon the determination of the Board to exercise Its authority at
N.J.S.A. 18A:2D-4.2 to acquire through condemnation property owned by petitioner in
Asbury Park for school construction the Bond Street property, and whether, towards that
end, the Board secured valid prior approval from the Department as required under State
Board of Edueatlon regulations at N.J.A.C. 8:22-1.2 before securing voter authorization to
acquire the property at a referendum held in October 1986. Petitioner claims the Board
did not secure the necessary prior approval and that, aceordingly, the Board is not
authorized to acquire his property. In addition, petitioner claims that any purported
approval issued by the Department of Edueatlon for this site acquisition is null and void,
or unauthorized for failure of the site to meet the requirements of State regulations.
Petitioner demands a formal hearing into the matter as he claims is his right under
N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.'1.
After the Commissioner transferred the matter to the Office of Administrative Law
on May 5, 198'1, as a contested ease, a prehearlng conference was scheduled and
conducted on July 1, 198'1. Prior to the prehearing, petitioner filed a Notice of Motion to
Amend the Petition on June 29, 1987, In order to secure a stay of Department of
Education approval to the Board for another site acquisition, the Bradley Street site. At
the prehearlng conference, the Issues In the original Petition were settled and a hearing
was scheduled. Thereafter, the Board and the Department objected to petitioner's Motion
to Amend the Petition and, by leave granted, moved to dismiss the Petition on the
asserted faDure of petitioner to have standing and for summary decision on the merits
through the application of eoUateral estoppeL Alternatively, the Board and the
Department moved to Hmlt the triable Issues should the matter proceed to plenary
hearing. The Board and the Department In this latter regard contend whatever issue
petitioner seeks to raise regarding the Bradley Street site Is untimely under the 9o-day
rule at N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2(b). The hearing originally scheduled was adjourned pending
disposition of the various motions.
For the reasons which follow, I PIMD and COKCLUDB that petitioner has standing
before the Commissioner, that the Issue sought to be raised by petitioner regarding the
Bradley Street site Is untimely under N.J.A.C. &:24-1.2(b), that the Commissioner lacks
subject matter jurisdiction over the Bond Street site and the application of the
administrative rule thereto and that the Board and respondent Johnson are entitled to
summary decision on the merits through the application of collateral estoppel.

-2-
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BACKGROUND FACTS
A review of the pleadings, exhibits, and affidavits attached to lette~ memoranda of
the parties establish. the following background facts while the respective memoranda show
these facts are not in dispute. The following recitation of background facts is patterned
after the facts set forth in the letter memorandum of the Department.
Petitioner owns several properties in the City of Asbury Park, one of which is the
former Bond Street school property. On or about July 9, 1985, the Board adopted a
resolution by which it designated the Bond Street property as a site for a proposed new
school building. It appears that at the same meeting, the Board also selected another site
for a proposed new school building which is the Bradley Street site. Soon after, the Board
sought and secured approval from the Department's Bureau of Facility Planning Services
for the acquisition of the Bond Street site and the Bradley Street site. Nevertheless, the
Board's referendum by which it sought authority to acquire both sites and for the
construction of schools. on both sites was defeated by its electorate on October 8, 1985.
The referendum was, I infer, worded in the conjunctive so that unless the voters approved
the acquisition of both properties, the Board would not be authorized to acquire either
property.
In or about June 1986, the Board again designated the Bond Street and Bradley
Street sites for acquisition for new school facWties. No formal resubmlssion for approval
of the two sites was made by the Board to the Department's Bureau or Facility Planning
Services. The referendum which followed on October 7, 1986, was presented as two
separate proposals which allowed the voters to vote independently on each school site.
Both proposals were approved by the Board's electorate.

Thereafter, petitioner requested on or about November 13, 1986, after the
referendum was approved, an informal hearing pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.7(a) before W.
Prank Johnson, the Director of the Bureau of Facility Planning Services. Petitioner
argued before Johnson that the prior approval granted the Board by the Bureau in October
1985 was no longer valid and that the Board was required to resubmit the proposed sites
for new approval in 1986. Finally, petitioner argued that the Bond Street site did not
comply with the requirements of N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2.
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The cited regulation, N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2, beeame effeetive Oetober 21, 1985. See, 17

.!id:!:, 2540. The regulation provides In part as follows:
(a) No district board of education may conduct a referendum for land
acquisition ••• without prior approval of the Bureau of Facility
Planning Services of the Department of Education.

N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.'1 provides that the manager of the Bureau of Facility Planning
Services may provide an Informal fair hearing regarding Bureau actions. The rule also
provides that "In the event of an adverse decision after such an informal hearing,
appellants may request a formal hearing pursuant to ~ 18A:6-9, 18A:6-24, and
18A:6-2'1." The formal hearings. according to the regulation, are to be govemed by the
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 et ~· and 52:14F-1 ~
~· Finally, the regulations provide that the Bureau Manager may grant variances to the
educational facWty standards provided that the spirit and intent of the standards are
observed.

On January 14, 198'1, Johnson advised petitioner that In his view the Board was not
obligated to seek new approval for the very same sites It had had approved In 1985.
Johnson also addressed petitioner's remaining arguments and found those arguments
insufficient to warrant a change in his determination that the Board had praper approval
to seek acquisition of the Bond street property. The deeision by Johnson forms the basis
for the present Petition of Appeal which was ttled before the Commissioner on April 1,
1987.
Following the fWng of the Instant Petition, the Board filed a Verified Complaint In
Condemnation In the Superior Court of New Jersey, Law Division, Monmouth County, to
obtain the Bond Street site which Is owned by petitioner. Petitioner was named as a
defendant In that action.l Petitioner was ordered to show eause on June 19, 1987, why
judgment should not be rendered appointing commissioners to fix compensation to be paid
lThe State of New Jersey was also a named defendant in the condemnation
proceeding flled pursuant to N.J.S.A. 20:3-8. New Jersey Court Rules, at R. 4:73-2(a),
requires In condemnation proceedings that the reeord owner and sueh other persons
appearing of reeord to have any interest ln the property shall be parties to the proceeding.
Whatever Interest the defendant State of New Jersey, different from respondent
Department of Education here, had In the subjeet property Is not disclosed in this
reeord.
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him by the Board for his property. Petitioner filed an Answer to the Complaint and raised
as affirmative defenses that the action to condemn was !:!!!!!. .!!.!:!!!. and that the
condemnation was arbitrary and capricious. The condemnation proceedings were stayed
pursuant to N.J.S•.\. 20:3-11.
On June 19, 1987, the return date Cor the Order to Show Cause, petitioner elected
not to present witnesses. According to the transcript of the hearing held on June 19,
1987, petitioner's counsel advised the Honorable John A. Ricciardi, J.S.C., as follows:
Your Honor, as you know, sometime early In this week we advised
your Honor that on the return date of this plenary hearing we would
not be presenting witnesses, rather we would be submitting a brief
and making essentially what I believe to be purely legal arguments
regarding preemption and the exhaustion of administrative remedies.
On April 1, 1987, Mr. Murnick [petitioner here; defendant there)
filed a petition with the Commissioner ot Education seeking relief
before an administrative law judge to declare null and void the
department's approval of the Bureau of Facilities• Bond Street School
site which took place in 1985 and also to declare null and void and
reverse Dr. Prank Johnson's 1988 approval based upon the earlier
1985 approval, and further seeking to have the Board of Education
pursuant to the regulations or the Department of Education begin the
approval process for the Bond Street site or whatever site they seek
to build a school upon and to comply with the regulatlorm in that
regard.
That administrative proceeding is pending. There Is a pre-hearing
conference scheduled on July 1, 1987.
This is a condemnation action, of course. However, because it
involves the selection of school sites and school law issues, It became
Incumbent in our view upon the Board of Education to get the
approval of the Bureau ot Facilities for the selection of these sites
before they could even think about, number one, the referendum, and,
number two, the condemnation which was necessary to acquire the
sites they wanted to build the schools on.
AU or the issues that I can see which would affect the authority, the
propriety of the selection of the Bond Street site, whether all of the
rs were dotted and T's were crossed and whether all the regulatiorm
were complied with are now pending before the OAL, are brief which
I know Why your Honor has had an opportunity to review recites a
body or law to the effect that In school law matters the
Commissioner of Education Is empowered by our statutes to have
jurisdiction over those matters and the cases indicate that in school
law matters, because the commissioner has the expertise required to
determine these very fact-sensitive educational Issues, that the
doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies in primary
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education should prevent a court of law from deciding those
educational Issues until all administrative remedies have been
exhausted before the commissioner and the appellate process which
follows that period.
THE COURT:. • • [ Y] ou are saying this Court stops having the
authority to proceed with the condemnation or allow the
condemnation to proceed untU the administrative remedy is
exhausted?
MR. RAG NO [Petitioner's Counsel] : That's essentially it.
THE COURT: In every ease, just about.
MR. RAGNO: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: All you have to do Is challenge It, fUe a petition and
that stops everything •••
Thereafter, Board counsel presented to the court his objections to the legal
arguments being raised by petitioner. Board counsel's essential thrust to the court was
that pursuant to N.J.S.,t.. 20:3-5 It had the authority to decide the condemnation Issue
and all matters Incidental thereto and arising therefrom. Accordingly, in the Board's
view, the court had jurisdiction over the entire controversy and should not defer to the
administrative agency. While the court reserved opinion on the legal arguments raised, It
did hear testimony presented by the Board from w. Prank Johnson, a named respondent
here, Mllton G. Hughes, the Monmouth County Superintendent of Schools, and from
Rlehard M. Kaplan, the Director of Compliance for the Department of Education. It Is
noted that the Division of CompUanee participates In the State certification of local
school district process and is pertieularly Involved in Level m monitoring, a status
signifying serious deficiencies in a sehool distlct.
As noted earUer, petitioner filed a Notlee to Amend the Petition In the instant
matter on June 29, 1987. Petitioner seeks to raise an Issue regarding the Bradley Street
site which was not raised In the original Petition. Petitioner seeks a stay of the approval
already received by the Board from the Department regarding the Bradley Street site
untll the Commissioner renders a determination on the Bond Street challenge.

Judge Rieclardllssued an oral decision on July 8, 1987, Nprdlng petitioner's legal
arguments earlier presented. It is noted at this juncture that the Eminent Domain Aet of
19'11, b. 1971, c. 381, par. 1, codified at N.J.S.A. 20:3-1 !!!!9·• provides at~ 20:35 that the Superior Court of New Jersey "shall have jurisdiction . of all matters in
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condemnation, and all matters incidental thereto and arising therefrom, including, but
•,
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, jurisdi&ion to determine the authority to
exercise the power of eminent domain ••••" Judge Ricciardi's oral opinion, handed
down on July 6, 19~7, is in part as follows:
Once a condemnation matter has been commenced, N.J.S.A. 20:3-5
provides the Court with jurisdiction "of all matters in condemnation
and all matters incidental thereto."
A challenge to the condemnor's authority to condemn requires a stay
In the condemnation proceedings until the issue has been finally
decided under N.J.S.A. 20:3-11. Going back to N.J.S.A. 20:3-5, that
statute further provtdes specifically that the Court shall have
"jurisdiction to determine the authority to exercise the power of
eminent domain."
At the hearing on June 19, 1987 before this Court, It was incumbent
upon the defendant to present its case challenging the presumptive
authority of tbe board to condemn. The burden rests with the
objector to go forward with evidence in support of its challenge to
the exercise of condemning the power of the board, under 18A:20-4
[ citation omitted].
The defendant failed to produce any evidence at all at the hearing In
support of its position and thus there was a failure of proof requiring
the finding that the objection should be, and is, dismissed. The board
may proceed with condemnation action.
In addition, it was the Board who produced witnesses at the hearing.
Assuming that the Board bad the burden of proof at the hearing, this
Court finds that the burden has been sustained.

The main thrust ot the defendant's objection Is that the Board failed
to obtain approval from the Bureau of FacUlty Planning Services of
the State Board of Education prior to October or 1986, in violation of
the State Board of Education rules and regulations, specifically
N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2.

Dr. Johnson, manager or the Bureau, testified that his office
thoroughly reviewed the plans and the site in October of 1985, prior
to the enactment of the regulations, after those plans bad been
submitted by the Board of Education in Asbury Park and this site was
approved.
The defeat of the referendum In October of 1985 did not affect the
approval of the site, notwithstanding the implementation of
Regulation 6:22-1.2 In the interim. The approval, he stated, was stlll
valid since there were, in fact, no changes In the plans by the Board.
Dr. Johnson testified that, notwithstanding this, the Board did ask
whether the plans should be resubmitted and he, in the exercise of his
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authority to pass upon sueh plans, followed the long standing poUey,
in 20 years of the Bureau, In advising the Board that resubmisslon was
not necessary, since the plans were the same. It was his testimony
that, as of this date, Asbury Park, and this date meaning the date of
the hearing, Asbury Park had site approval from his office.
The decision or Dr. Johnson was challenged by the defendant at an
informal hearing. His position was rejected. The position of the
defendant was rejected by Dr. Johnson, see P-2 in evidence, the
letter from Dr. Johnson.
Dr. Johnson stated that he personally went to the site, approved It
for size and It Is still an approved site as of this date.
The other witnesses testified as to the very pressing need to provide
additional faciUtles for the children of the City of Asbury Park and
the severity of the problem. I am impressed with the necessity of
this matter and that this matter proceed withoUt further delay. The
need Is clearly acute. The testimony at the hearing convinces me
beyond any doubt that the problem In Asbury Park is severe; that the
board did all that was required of it to proceed with haste in
resolving the problems by moving to acquire the Bond Street site that
the Bureau has given Its approval. as required, and; that that approval
Is still valid; that the objections to the procedure, in my opinion, are
specious and without merit; that the authority to condemn by the
Board Is without question; • • • • Therefore, the objection Is dismissed
and the condemnation matter may proceed.
Judge Ricclardl thereafter specifically addressed petitioner's argument that the
court was without jurisdiction to proceed because of the pending Petition before the
Commissioner. Judge Ricciardi ruled regarding this Issue In the following manner:
(Defendant Murnlek argues that the commissioner's authority under
N.J,S.A. 18A:H] Includes challenges to the authority of a Board of
Education to condemn, notwithstandllllf the specific language of
N.J.S.A. 20:3-5 giving the jurisdiction to the Courts.
That statute, 20:3-S, does not accept from the Court's jurisdiction
the power to determine the authority to exercise eminent domain In
matters involving Boards of Education. The language Is specific, It Is
clear and It Is not subject to any other Interpretation except that the
Courts, not anyone else, has the jurisdiction to hear this kind of a
challenge.
On the other hand, the jurlsdletlon of the Commissioner, In my
opinion, Is questionable as to the Issues involved here. It Is not every
conceivable matter In which a Board of Education Is Involved that
mandates action by the Commissioner with the only criteria (or
invoking his powers that there is a dispute or a controversy that
exists. It Is only where school laws are in question. I do not perceive
such a situation to exist here.
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The ambiguous nature of the Commissioner's jurisdiction In this
matter in the matter involved here, coupled with the clear
jurisdictional authority in the Court leads me to conclude that the
legislative purpose was to v~t the full authority in the Court to
decide the full Issue that is before us here, to wit: the authority to
condemn•.
Additionally, the "preference for exhaustion of administrative
remedies Is one of convenience not of indlspenslble precondition."
See, Abbott v. Burke, 100 N.J. 269, p.29'1 (1985)••••
Here the Issues are clearly not fact sensitive and do not relate
primarily to areas needing specialized educational expertise. The
pressing need to expedite this litigation and allow the board to get on
with its business providing a thorough and efficient edUcation for the
children of Asbury Park compels the Court to proceed with the
matter.
There is clearly an overriding public Interest calling for a prompt
judicial decision. According to the witnesses who testified at the
hearing, the situation in Asbury Park Is severe.
Mr. Hughes, Monmouth County Superintendent of Schools, found the
facility previously existing to be totally unacceptable. He stated
that the problem was severe. He found the Bond Street site to be the
most able to meet the needs.
Double school sessions are now in effect because of the lack of
facUlties. Asbury Park is a level number three and are now being
monitored by the New Jersey Department of Education, Division of
Compliance. Asbury Park has filed a corrective action plan. If they
don't comply with that plan because of any reason, Including the
delay In the litigation, the clear Impression that this Court has from
the testimony is that the State can come in and take over control of
the entire district. All this so that the children can be properly
educated.
There can be no more overriding pubUe Interest calling for prompt
judicial review than this scenario.
It is clear to me that the defendant's substantive arguments
challenging the authority of the Board to condemn are void of

merit•••
Accordingly, for all the reasons expressed herein, the Court finds
that the Board has the authority to condemn and the matter wiU
proceed forthwith to condemnation.•.•
Petitioner has appealed Judge Ricciardi's decision. This concludes a recitation of
background facts which also form the relevant facts necessary for disposition of the
various. motions.
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ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES REGARDING THE VARIOUS MOTIONS

STANDING OF PETITIONER IN THIS ADMINISTRATIVE FORUM
The Board argues alone that petitioner, as a nonresident taxpayer, does not have
standing to invoke the Commissioner's authority to hear and determine the instant
dispute. The Department, it is noted, takes no position on the Issue of standing. The
Board, in arguing against petitioner's standing, cites three eases decided by the
Commissioner wherein standing, as an interested person, was denied resident taxpayers in
Goore v. Board of Education of the City of East Orange, 19'1'1 S.L.D. 622, where the
taxpayer attempted to challenge the qualifications of Board employees and two other
eases, unpublished by the Department or Education, wherein standing was to have been
denied resident taxpayers In challenges to staff appointments and to budget reductions.
Consequently, the Board i.rgues that If resident taxpayers are denied standing to challenge
matters sueh as the qualifications of Board employees, staff appointments, or budget
reductions, should a nonresident taxpayer have standing to challenge the discretionary
action of a Board at ~ 18A:2o-t.2 to acquire property through condemnation for
purposes of a school construction.

Petitioner, while noting the Department Itself does not ehallenge his standing In the
matter, claims standing on several grounds. One, petitioner notes that he owns property
in Asbury Park which the Board seeks to aequire for purpoaes of school construction.
Two, petitioner owns property adjacent to. the proposed school and that property would be
directly affected, he claims, If a school were to be constructed. Third, as a taxpayer in
the City of Asbury Park, petitioner claims standlrc to challenge any asserted violation or
law by pubic bodies, ineludincr the Board of Education. Four, the Department of
Edueation's own rules governirc controversies and disputes requires only that a petitioner
In controversy or dispute who seeks to invoke the authority or the Commissioner be an
interested person. N.J.A.C. 8:24-2.1. Petitioner further notes that an Interested person
is defined as one who wm be substantially, specifically and directly affected by the
outcome of a controversy before the commissioner. N.J.A.C. 8:24-1.1. Finally, petitioner
relies upon N.J.E.A. v. Bilex Cty. Ed. Services Comm., 5 N.J.A.R. 29, 38 (1981) whleh
holds that principles of standing should be applled with great nexlbility In the field of
administrative law, in order to make It easier rather than more difficult for a matter or
publle interest to come before a responsible pubUc oftlclal In a way which requires him or
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her to act as quickly as the need for renective determination allows. 5 N.J.A.R. at 37.
Petitioner also notes that judicial principles governing standing in our courts are liberally
applied and cites Silverman v. Board of Ed. Tp. of Millburn, 1341!d:, Super. 253 (Law Div.
1975), aff'd 136 N.J.~· 435 (App. Div. 1975) regarding the standing or a bond holder to
challenge the Board's action in closing a school and leasing it to the Department of
Education and other eases which need not be recited here. Finally, petitioner claims that
the administrative decisions cited by the Board are fully distinguishable from the instant
matter.

n
MOTION TO AMEND THE PETlTlON
The Board and the Department contend that petitioner seeks to amend the Petition
to Include a claim that in essence challenges the Boarj!'s decision to select In June 1986
the Bradley Street site. They rely upon N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 which provides that any petition
fUed before the Commissioner "· •• must be filed within 90 days after receipt of the
notice by the petitioner of the order, rullng or other action concerning which the hearing
Is requested." The Board and the Department note that subsequent to the reaffirmation
of the Bradley Street site during June 1986, a public re!erendum was approved by the
voters on October 6, 1986, In their view, the effort of petitioner to tack on an Issue
regarding the Bradley Street site to the initial Petition of Appeal seeks to create an issue
which Is significantly out of time. Accordingly, the Board and the Department request
that the Motion to Amend the Petition be denied.
Petitioner claims that the Issue regarding the Bradley Street site would, If allowed,
present factual allegations regarding relevent events which have occurred subsequent to
the fUing of the Initial Petition and a stay of the implementation of the proposed Bradley
school would provide an appropriate remedy for the requested invalidation of the Bond
Street school site approvaL Petitioner contends that given the circumstances of the total
matter, the 90-day rule should not be applied in this circumstance because the initial
Petition pleaded that neither the Bond Street nor Bradley Street site received proper
approval from the Department. That being so, and in light of N.J.A.C. 1:1-6.2(a) which
allows for amendments to pleadings in the Interest of efficiency, expediency and over
technical pleading requirements, his motion to amend the Petition must be granted.
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m
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL AND SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION
The Board and the Department contend that Judge Rleelardi's decision In the
condemnation proceeding is dispositive of the Issues attempted to be put in controversy
before the Commissioner by petitioner. Accordingly, they contend that the petitioner is
collaterally estopped from reUtigatlng the very same issues in this administrative forum
upon which Judge Rieeiardi has already entered judgment. Essentially, the Board and the
Department contend that petitioner challenged before Judge Rleeiardl his assertion that
the Board did not have the necessary approval from the Department to use the Bond
Street site for school construction. They point to Judge Ricciardi's decision wherein he
found and concluded that "'The testimony at the hearing convinces me ••• that the board
did all that was required of It to proceed with haste in resolving the problems by moving
to acquire the Bond Street site that the Bureau has given Its approval, as required and;
that that approval is still vaUd•• •"'
Noting that the parties in the Superior Court proceeding were the Board as plaintiff,
and petitioner as well as the State as defendants while the parties here are petitioner and
the Board and Johnson as respondents, the Department explains that complete Identity of
the parties is not necessary for collateral estoppel to apply and cites State v. Gonzales, 75
!d:. 181, 188-189 (1977).
Petitioner argues that the proceeding In condemnation does not Impair his right to a
full plenary hearing In this administrative forum for several reasons. One, petitioner
contends beeatlle he has appealed Judge Rieeiardi's decision- that that decision is not a
final decision and, as such, cannot be given collateral estoppel effect. Petitioner reminds
this forum that collateral estoppel, as a judicial procedural doctrine, cannot be
transported ~ into this administrative arena and cites In this regard Hackensack v.
Winner, 82 !d:_ 1 (1980) and POllJUh v. Lower Camden County School, 208 ~ !!!!e!!:·
461 (App. Dlv. 1985). 1n large measure, petitioner's arrument against the appUcation of
collateral estoppel here is that Judge Ricciardi committed reversible error in deciding his
allegations that the administrative rule at N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2 was violated by Johnson over
which issue the Commissioner alone has primary jurisdiction. 1n support of his arrument
that the Commissioner's jurisdiction over the issue of the administrative rule Is primary,
petitioner cites Hlnfi v. \!atawan Regional Board of Education, 71 N.J. 514 (1918) and
Board of Ed., Plainfield v. Cooperman, 105 !!:b 581 (1987).
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IV
LIMITATION OF ISSUES SHOULD SUMMARY DECISION BE DENIED
AND IF PETITIONER HAS STANDING
The Board claims that if the matter proceeds to hearing, the sole issue to be
adjudicated is whether proper approval was granted it by the Department of Education in
order to proceed to a referendum. The Board Is opposed to any effort by petitioner to
create an Issue regarding alternative sites which the Board may have selected within the
City of Asbury Park and relies on the well-established principle that the Commissioner
will not substitute his judgment for that of a local board.
Petitioner to the contrary contends he should not be unduly restricted at the time of
hearing with respect to the issues because he must be granted the opportunity to
demonstrate that the Bond Street site simply does not meet minimum requirements of the
administrative rule at N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2. Noting that the regulation took effect after the
Bond Street site receh.ted its initial approval, petitioner contends that there have been
material changed circumstances Including a downward reversal in enrollment trends, new
development trends within Asbury Park and changing demographics all of which direetly
impact upon future sehool faellity needs. Aecordingly, petitioner strenuously argues that
he must presently be given the opportunity to establish the truth of those contentions in
this record in order to show that there are other alternative sites within Asbury Park
other than the Bond Street site which Is more appropriate for school eonstruetlon.
Petitioner contends that he Is not attempting to pursuade the Commissioner to substitute
his judgment for that of the Board; rather, as In Board of Education of City of South
Amboy v. Bureau of PacWty Planni!!&', 1977 S.L.D. 777, he seeks to demonstrate the
inadequate size of the proposed site and the existence of preferable alternative sites.
Accordingly, petitioner pleads not to have the issues be limited at the hearing to which he
claims entitlement.

~
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

STANDING
The facts In this ease establish, I PDm and CONCLUDE, sufficient interests of
petitioner in the eontroverted property to provide him wlth standing before the
Under Department of Education rules governing
Commissioner of Education.
eontroversles and disputes, "Interested person" is defined at N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.1 as "· •• a
person(s) who wiD be substantially, speeiCieally and dlreetly affeeted by the outeome of a
controversy before the eommissioner."
Clearly, petitioner wiU be substantially,
speeifieally, and dlreetly affeeted by the outeome of the controversy he presents to the
Commissioner. Aeeordingly, I PDm and CONCLUDE that petitioner has standing to bring
the Petition of Appeal before the Commissioner of Edueation.

n
COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL AND SUBJECT MATTER JURISDIC110N
The present Petition of Appeal has Its genesis In the earlier asserted failure of the

Board to have aequired approval from the Department's Bureau of FacUlty Planning

Services to acquire the Bond Street site as required by N..J.A.C. 6:22-1.2 prior to the time
of the sueeessful October 1988 referendum. The Board and the Department contend, to
the eontrary, that the 1985 approval the Board had received had continuing valldity into
the 1986 year for purpose~ of the suceessful referendum held during Oetober 1986.
Petitioner seeks in this ease to offer proofs to demonstrate that new 1986 approval was
necessary for the Board to have sought authorization to aequire the Bond Street site and
that that approval under the cited regulation eou1d not have been validly granted by the
Department ror failure of the site to meet minimum requirements of the regulation.
When the Board, having received authorization from its electorate to acquire the Bond
Street and Bradley Street sites, It exercised Its authority at ~ 18A:2o-4.2 to
"Purehase, take and eondemn" at least the Bond Street site. It did so under the
requirements of ~ 20:3-8 by flUng a verified eomplaint in the Superior Court of
New Jersey, Law Division, in Monmouth County.
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In matters of Eminent Domain, the Legislature at
Court of New Jersey with:

~

20:3-5 vests the Superior

• • • jurisdiction of all matters in condemnation, and all matters
incidental ·thereto and arising therefrom, including, but without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, jurisdiction to determine the
authority to exercise the power of eminent domain •••
Once the matter proceeded to Superior Court, the statute is clear that that court
has subject matter jurisdiction regarding the exercise of a local board of education's
authority to "Purchase, take and condemn lands." N.J.S.A. 18A:2o-4.2. That subject
matter jurisdiction vested in Superior Court over matters in condemnation extends to
incidental subject matter jurisdiction by virtue of the legislative expression recited at
N.J.S.A. 20:3-5.
Clearly, the Court exercised its jurisdiction over the condemnation proeeeding and
granted petitioner the opportunity to present evidence regarding "all matters incidental"
to the condemnation proceeding. Petitioner, according to the evidence in this record,
elected not to present such evidence in the judicial forum; rather, petitioner persisted
before the Court to assert the claim that the Commissioner had primary jurisdiction over
the application of the State Bollrd Rule at N.J.A.C. 8:22-1.2. Clearly, the court di!lflgreed
with that assertion and entered findings on the issues petitioner argued to the court and
presently seeks to raise here. In this regard, Judge Ricciardi ruled that the testimony he
heard convinced him "· •• beyond any doubt that the problem In Asbury Park is severe;
that the board did all that was required of It to proceed with haste in resolving the
problems by moving to acquire the Bond Street site that the Bureau has given its approval,
as required and; that that approval Is still valid; that the objections to the procedure, in
my opinion, are specious and without merit •• ,"
Petitioner seeks to persuade this forum that Judge Ricciardi should have abstained
from ruling on the issue of whether the Bollrd needed or had required approval and remand
those issues to the Commissioner. The plain fact of the matter is that Judge Ricciardi
was not persuaded by petitioner's argument before him and proceeded to exercise the
jurisdiction vested in him. Neither this forum nor the Commissioner of Education, both of
whom are in the executive branch of government, are In any manner authorized to assert
subject matter jurisdiction regarding a dispute when that very same dispute was decided
within the jurisdiction of our State judiciary. Nor does a State administrative agency
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have authority to review in an appellate or collateral maMer a decision of the judicial
branch of government.
Accordingly, I CONCLUDE that in this instance the Commissioner of Education does
not have subject matter jurisdiction In Ught of the exercise of subject matter jurisdiction
over the very same dispute by the Superior Court of New Jersey. Accordingly, for this
reason the Petition of Appeal is dismissed. But even If the Commissioner of Education
had subject matter jurisdiction over the present dispute, summary decision on the merits
must be entered on behalf of the Board and the Department through appUcatlon of the
doctrine of collateral estoppel. The doctrine of collateral estoppel generally acts as a bar
to reUtlgatlng an issue which hu already been tried between the same parties. Generally,
in New Jersey the doctrine precludes relltigation only of questions distinctly put In issue
and directly determined adversely to the party against which the estoppel Is asserted.
Eatoush v. Bd. of Medical Enminers, 191 N.J. !!2!!:· 168, 1'15 (App. Div. 1983). It is
recognized that in the condemnation proceeding the parties were somewhat different,
though not substantially, from the parties In this Petition of Appeal. As noted by the
Department, State v. Gonzalez, !!!I!!.• more than adequately disposes of that seeming bar
to apply the doctrine here. While Gonzalez is a criminal ease, Justice Pashman had the
opportunity to review the history of collateral estoppel In a elvU context and he
specifically addressed the traditional Insistence upon mutuanty of estoppel prior to the
application of the doctrine. Justice Puhman, In noting that the modern trend is away
from the mutuallty requirement, noted u follows:
This Court has recently adopted the modern view In United Rental
Equipment Co. v. Aetna Life a: CU. Ins. Co., '14 H 92, 101 {1971).
We quoted from the tentative formulation by the American Law
Institute restatement, Judjments 2d 1, which is set forth at length at
footnote 5 below (footnote 5 omitted here) • We had earlier
foreshadowed that approach In McAndrew v. Mularehek, 38 ~ 156,
181 (1962), saying:
Generally, the question to be decided Is whether a party
has had his day In court on an Issue, rather than whether
he hu had his day In court on that Issue against a
particular Utlgant •••
In this ease, petitioner has had his opportunity for his day In court before Judge

Rleelardl. Petitioner elected not to take advantage of the opportunity he had had. Judge
Rleef&rdl exercised his jurisdiction to decide the Issues of approval under N.J.A.C. 6:221.2. The very same Issues Judge Rieelardl ruled upon, petitioner seeks to reopen herP.

-18-
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The doctrine of collateral estoppel Is applicable to administrative proceedings,
though not in a mechanical fashion as noted by petitioner citing City of Hackensack v.
Winner, 82 N.J. 1, ~1 (1980), Nevertheless, given the circumstances of this ease wherein
Judge Ricciardi has already entered findings that the public interest of the pupils of
Asbury Park Is being seriously impaired by the delay of the Board in providing suitable
school facilities, that the Board had all necessary and required approval to proceed to
referendum, it Is time to put to rest the factual dispute regarding an administrative rule
that petitioner seeks to litigate here. Repose and finality are desirable goals in an
administrative arena. Petitioner's assertion that because he appealed Judge Ricciardi's
decision that that decision Is not a final decision and, accordingly, cannot be given
collateral estoppel effect, I CONCLUDE is without merit. One must remember that
Judge Ricciardi's decision Is the law of the case until and if it is reversed on appeal by a
higher judicial court. Insofar as this administrative forum is concerned, Judge Ricciardi's
judgment is final for p~es of collateral estoppel in this administrative proceeding. If
of course the Appellate Division reverses on the grounds that Judge Rieeiardi should have
deferred jurisdiction on the Issue of approval to the Commissioner of Education, then and
only then would that issue be heard in the administrative arena and by virtue of judicial
action would the jurisdiction over the subject matter be vested in the Commissioner.
For all the foregoing reasons, I PDfD and CONCLUDE petitioner is barred through
collateral estoppel from seeking to relitigate the very same issues before the
Commissioner which have already been decided by the Superior Court of New Jersey.
Accordingly, summary decision is entered on behalf of the Board and the Department on
the issue of the application of N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2 and the issue of approval prior to the
time of the referendum.

m
TIMELINESS OF THE MOTION TO AMEND PETITIONER
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 provides at par. (b) that petitions of appeal to the Commissioner
must be tiled "· •• no later than the 90th day from the date of receipt of the notice of a
final order, ruling or other action by the district board of education which is the subject
of the requested contested ease hearing."

-11-
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In this ease, petitioner challenges the validity of the successful board referendum
held during October 1986 regarding authorization to aequire the Bradley Street site. He
seeks to stay authorization the board received from the voters.

Had petitioner desired to challenge the propriety of the Bradley Street site, the
Petition had to have been filed within 90 days from that date In June 1986 when the Board
redesignated the Bradley Street site, along with the Bond Street site, as properties it
intended to aequire for school faclllty purposes. It the 90 days did not run from June 1986,
the date which triggered the running of the 90 days surely had to have been October 7,
1986 when the electorate of Asbury Park voted on the referendum. Petitioner seeks to
amend the Petition to Include the Bradley Street site by an amendment filed June 29,
1981 In an effort to relate back to the date of April 1, 1981 when the Petition was
Initially flied.
In my view, the Bradley Street site Is entirely different from the Bond Street site
and there is nothing in the initial Petition of Appeal which would manifest an intention by
petitioner at that time to include the Bradley Street site as a site in contention.
The Commissioner has repeatedly applied the 9tM!ay rule strictly.
Rlley v.
Hunterdon Central High School Bd. of Ed., 173 H~· 109 (App. Div. 1980). There are
no circumstances presented here which would establish a basis UPOn which the 90~y rule
should be relaxed. Aeeordlngly, the Motion to Amend the Petition of Appeal is DENIBD
for !allure to have filed the cause of action stated within the amended Petition in a
timely manner contrary to the provisions of N.J.A.c. 6:24-1.2.

In summary, I PIMD and COJfCLODB on the evldenee In this record that petitioner
has standing to bring the action; the Motion to Amend the Petition is untimely; the

Commissioner of Education lacks subject matter jurisdiction over the Petition; and, the
Board and respondent Johnson are entitled to summary decision on the merits. There is no
need in light of the foregoing conclusions to decide the issue of limitation of issues.
Accordingly, the Petition of Appeal is D1SM1B8BD Wl'l'R PRBlDDICE.

-18-
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This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OP TRB DBPARTMBNT OP EDUCA'ftON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does no~ so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:148-10.
I hereby PILB my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.

D~ /tf, {f{f?
~a;r

I U 1981.

DATE

SEP 231981
DATE
lt
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THEODORE It. MURRICI:,

PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD or EDUCATION Or THE CITY OF
ASBORY PAIOC, MORMOOTB COURTY, AND
W. !'1lAlQ:': JOBSON • DEPAlt'l'MDT OF
EDUCATION, BORIAU OF FACILITY

DECISION

PLAMHIRG SDVICIS,

RESPONDENTS.

The record and initial decilion rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed.
Exceptions and replies
thereto were timely filed by the parties as prescribed by N.J .A. C.
1:1-18.4. Petitioner•• lengthy exceptions object to three areas of
the initial decision, including those portions of the statement of
back&round facta set forth in the initial decision and the ALJ'a
omi11ion of any reference to the exhibits submitted by the parties;
the ALJ•e concluaiona of law, except for hit findin& that petitioner
hat ttandin& to puuue hia claiml in thil forum; and &lao to the
proposed diepoeition of the matter a1 rendered by the ALJ. diamiasal
with prejudice.
More epecifically. petitioner avera be vae denied an
opportunity to present evidence demonstrating that approval of a
aite at the Bond Street location, ·~hich is ali&htly more than half
the lize of the minilll'IDI requir•enta, would be detrimental both to
the atudentl and to the entire coaunity." (Petitioner •a Exceptions,
at p. 3) Be eet1 forth in his exceptions ten proffers of evidence
in aupport of hia contention that the Bond Street aite i1 inadequate
for the need a of the etudent and cOIIIIIIUni ty populations and further
avera eaid site vu approved in a manner which deniea him a formal
administrative proeeed1n1 wherein auch concerna mi&ht be fully
aired.
Petitioner further contends that, contrary to the ALJ' a
coneluliona, "there is no le&al principle which bars further
administrative proceedin&a in thit matter because of the adverse
deciaion in the aeparate condemnation caae. ***" (Id. , at p. 6)
Petitioner claima:
-Instead~

the cases establiah that the Commiaaioner
haa
the
continuing
and
unimpaired
authority fully to exercise jurisdiction over the
pretent controversy arisin& under the school
laws. *** Finally, this exercise need not result
in li&nificant delaya, Iince thil matter can be
remanded to the Office of Adminiltrative Law for
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the ezpeditiou• completion of di1covery and a
prompt final hearing on the merit1 of petitioner•• claima.
(Id., at pp. 6-7)
Bzception• aa to Factual Mattera
Petitioner contendl that the AL.J' s statement of bacqround
facta, while purportedly baeed on the pleadings. exhibits and
affid.tvit• 1uhaitted by the partiea, did not include a lilting of
thoee exhibita. upon which hil background fact findings were based.
"**•[A] fair repre1entation of the record should include a complete
lilt of the docuaentary exhibits which were submitted without
objection by the parties and which were considered by Judge
McJ:eown." (Id., at p. 7) Petitioner annexed to his exceptions a
proposed exhibit lilt, which the Commissioner notes. Be also notes
the ten specific proffers of evidence mentioned above.
As to the specific factual exceptions petitioner makes to
the initial deciaion, the Commissioner recites them verbatim, below:
1.

Judge McJ:eown has mischaracterized the
nature of the present controversy (at
pp. 1-2). This controversy solely involves
a challenge to the actions of the Bureau in
approving the Bond Street 8i te as a school
site. The challenged actions were taken by
the Bureau long before the Board decided to
initiate condemnation proceedings.
This
controversy doea not "center upon" the
Board • 1 determination to exerciae its condeanation power under M.J.S.A. 18A:20-4.2;
petitioner has not asserted any claims under
that statute.

2.

The reference to the school site approval by
the Bureau in 1985 (at p. 3, para. 2)
icnores the fact that at the time of that
approval there were no reculations in effect
to govern the approval procen, since the
prior reculations had expired as of July 1,
1984.
See 17 M.J.a. 650.
The Initial
Decisiondoea note {at p. 4, para. 1) that
the present reculations became effective on
October 21, 1985. However, this was after
the 1985 Bureau approval and rejection of
the referendum by the voters.
No formal
submission as required by the regulations
subsequently was made.

3.

Although paragraph
ia quoted in part
is no reference
latter paragraph

(a)
(at
to
is

of N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2
p. 4, para. 1), there
paragraph (b).
The
far more important,
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Iince it containl the detailed procedural
and 1ubatantive requirement• covernin& the
achool lite ap,roval proce11 which were not
followed in th11 caae. Thia re&ulation mu1t
be considered in full in order to understand
petitioner's claims.
4.

We object to the unaubatantiated atatement
at (p. 4 para. 2) that "the reaulations
provide that the Bureau Kanacer may &rant
variance~ to the educational facility standard• provided that the spirit and intent of
the standards are observed." Although no
specific regulation was cited, the quoted
statement was apparently based upon H.J .A. C.
[6:]22-1.7(b).
Assuming that to be the
ease, we object to the characterization of
that re&ulation, since it only applies to
"variances to the educational facility
standard• of the Department of Education
(R.J.A.C. 6:22-2.4) and the State Uniform
Conltruction Code (N.J.A.C. 5:23-1.1 et
!H·}."
This listing of the specifiC
reculations for which variances could be
granted is unambiguoul, and it does not
include variances from 1Choo1 site standards. which are contained in--N. J. A. C.
6:22-1.2. Thue, the authority of the Bureau
to frant variances from the school eite
requ rements is a si&nificant disputed legal
issue: it is not an established fact.

S.

The ditcusaion of the decision rendered in
the informal hearinc proce.. omits any
reference to the supplemental decision set
forth in the Bureau•• letter of February 18,
1987.

6.

See Newman Certification, Exhibit

c.

The lengthy quotation concerning the legal
position of petitioner's counsel in the condemnation action (at pp. 5-6) it incomplete
and potentially mieleadinf· There are two
sicnificant omi11ions. ruat, although not
clearly indicated by the quotation, it amite
two intervening statements. See T6-S to 15.
Second, the quotation omits the response of
petitioner's counsel to the final quoted
statement of the court. See T7 -1 to 12,
Therefore, we reque1t that you review the
pertinent pages of the actual transcript
(ReWIII&n Certification, Exhibit D) in order
to obtain an accurate understanding of
petitioner's position.
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7.

The testimony of respondent Johnson is
mentioned in the Initial Decision (at p. 6,
para. 1), but no mention is made of his
testimony relevant to the substantive issues
in the present proceeding. The portion of
the .transcript of the court proceeding
coverin& Johnson •a testimony i l included in
the abbreviated version of Exhibit D to the
Newman Certification and we respectfully
request that this testimony be reviewed.
Several aspects of Johnson •a testimony are
noteworthy. Firat, he readily acknowledged
that the Bond Street site is significantly
smaller than the miniaum size required by
the regulations.
See T42-l0 to 44-3.
Second, Johnson •s testimony indicates that
site size variances would be more readily
granted for urban districts than for
suburban districts, notwithstanding the fact
the minilllUII site size standard& already
account for the distinction between urban
and suburban areas by imposing smaller
minilllUII site size requirements for areaa
with higher population densities.
See
T40-12 to 41-14; T46-9 to 23; aee also
H.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2(b){4).
The testimony of
the Bureau Manager provides direct evidence
that petitioner's claims involve significant
public education issues which must be fully
addressed.

8.

The Initial Decision (at p. 8, para. 1) •ischaracterizes petitioner's argument as being
a contention that the condemnation court was
without jurisdiction. Petitioner's position
should be accurately characterized as an
argument that the court was required by the
doctrine of primary jurisdiction to defer to
the concurrent jurisdiction of the Commissioner over the site approval issue.

9.

The sUIIIIU.ry statement of petitioner •a position on the issues of collateral estoppel
and subject matter jurisdiction (at p. 12)
is incomplete and inaccurate, since it fails
to acknowled~e petitioner's argument that
the
Commiss1oner
has
the
independent
authority and obligation to aaaeaa his
jurisdiction over this school law controversy, notwithstanding the contrary decision
in the separate condemnation action.
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10.

The

summary stateaent
of
petitioner's
on the ilaue of the limitation of
1ssues (at p. 13) omits any mention of petitioner's argument that the issue of alternative sites must be considered since a'proval
was given for a site which is admtttedly
significantly smaller than the minimum site
size required by the reculations.
(emphasis in text)(Exceptiona, at pp. 8-10)
~olition

Exceptions ae to Legal Conclu1ions
Petitioner submits a copy of his brief in opposition to
respondents' motions to dismiss and/or limit the issue in excepting
to all of the ALJ's le~al conclusions except that concerning
standing. Said brief ia 1ncorporated herein by reference. More
specifically, however, petitioner cites the absence in the initial
decision of "any legal authority for the proposition (at p. 15,
para. 4) that the decision in the condemnation action automatically
deprived the Commissioner of any authority to assert jurisdiction
over the present school law controversy.***"
(Exceptions, at
pp. 10-11) Petitioner claims the matter before the Commissioner is
not one involving jurisdiction, but rather involves the doctrines of
rea judicata and collateral estoppel. Citing City of Hackensack v.
Winner et al., 82 N.J. 1 (1980) and For&ash v. Lower Camden County
iiifOna~ 208 N.J. Super. 461 (App. Div. 1985), ietitioner contends
the above doctrines "cannot be applied mechantcally to administrative appeals-**·" (Exceptions, at p. 11) Be cites to his brief
at paces 24-28 for further explication of his iosition in this
regard and adds that "the auertion of the Commiastoner •s jurisdiction over the present school law controversy would not result in any
irreconcilable conflict with the decision in the separate condemnation proceeding." (Id.) Be takes the position that:
Although the trial court'• determination that the
Board of Education ia authorized under the
c::ondemnat ion lawi to proceed with the condemnation cannot be reversed by the Commissioner, that
fact does not negate the Commiasioner' 1 independent jurisdiction to enforce the school laws and
decide controversies arising thereunder, even it
the exercise of that jurisdiction might require
the Board of Education to resubmit or modify its
request for school site approval. Although that
result necessarily would require the Board to
withdraw or hold in abeyance its condemnation
action, it would not represent an infringement
upon the condemnation court's jurisdiction.***
(Id.)
Petitioner again cites Hackensack, supra, for this propoeition.
Petitioner argues that the decision as to whether the Commissioner
of Education should assert jurisdiction ''must be baaed upon due
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~onsideration of the importance and public interest character of the
claims asserted by petitioner, rather than upon petitioner's
individual interests." Petitioner posits that viewed from this
ierapective, "*** the co-isaioner must conclude that the petition
1nvolves aia;nificant claims which can and should 41rompt1y and fully
be adjudicated in an administrative forum under hu jurisdiction."
(Id., at p. 12)

Petitioner submits that the initial decision should be
rejected, and a new deciaion entered denying respondents• motions to
dismiss and/or limit the issues. Petitioner further prays for the
expeditious completion of discovery and the scheduling of a prompt
hearing on the merits of petitioner's claims.
Respondent State of New Jersey (State), in its reilY
exceptions, relies ~rimarily on the letter memorandum it filed w1th
the Office of Admin1strative Law but, in addition, addresses several
of petitioner's exceptions specifically, as follows.
Initially, the State notes that reply exceptions do not
address the preliminary statement contained in the exceptions in
which petitioner presents evidence that he would allegedly proffer
at hearing.
The State avers that such evidence "is clearly
illllll&terial to the legal issue to be presently determined and its
inclusion in the Exceptions is inappropriate. Moreover, the factual
exceptions presented by the Petitioner are also irrelevant to the
legal iuue to be decided." (State's Reply Exceptions, at p. 1, in
footnote)
The State would affirm the ALJ's decision.
"If, as
Petitioner's Brief in Oppolition to Respondents• Motion to Dismiss
suggests, see Brief at 28-37, Petitioner is request in& that this
forum
review
Judge
Ricciardi'&
deciaion
regarding
primary
jurisdiction and exhaustion, clearly this forum ia without
jurisdiction."
(State's Reply Exceptions, at p. 2)
The State
contends that the only recourse for disa~reement with Judce
Ricciardi's decision is with the Appellate Div1sion. Moreover, the
State argues that the ALJ also correctly concluded that petitioner
is barred from litigatin& the matter in this administrative forum by
the doctrines of res tudicata and collateral estoppel.
Averring
that the fundamental usue in the case pending herein is "the
necessity of reapproval of the Bond Street site by the Bureau prior
to holding a second referendum on the site" (Reply Exceptions, at ~·
3), the State claims that queation was decided by Judge Ricciard1.
The State cites to the transcript of Judge Ricciardi • s decision at
page 6 for this proposition.
Said transcript, which has been
~rovided, in toto, by the Board as part of its reply exceptions, is
tncorporated herein by reference.
Moreover, the State avers that, even assuming arguendo that
petitioner is not estopped from resubmission of the matter for
exhaustion of the administrative remedy, the petition must be
dismissed for untimeliness pursuant to M.J .A. C. 6:24-1.2(b). The

t
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State aeeka to persuade the Com.i88ioner that any challence to the
Bureau•a approval ahould have been railed in 1985, when the approval
wa1 &ranted. The State further contendt:
Petitioner alto never railed a tiaely challence
to the Board' 1 reselection of the 1 i te in June,
1986.
At
tome point litiaation must be
forecloaed and potential defendant• must be
aranted repose.
Since no re1ubm.i88ion wu
required and no tiaely challenae to the 1985
Bureau approval or the 1986 Board reeelection was
made, the reepondents in the instant ease should
be &ranted that repose.
(State'• Reply Exceptione, at p. 3)
further, the State nbaite that the ca1e1 relied upon by
petitioner to aupport the contention that the COIIIIIlissioner is not
bound by a Superior Court judce' 1 dec ilion are inappoli te.
The
State arcues that neither Backenl&ck, s~pr£, nor For~aah, svpFa•
addreasea the i1sue in thia ca1e aa to ·~ et er a judic1al dec1&1on
has preclusive effect in a 1ubsequent adainiltrative proceeding.
Both casu in1tead deal with the preclusive effect of decisions
rendered by adainiltrative qencies. *** The decision rendered by
Judce Ricciardi, however, was a judicial deciaion. These eaaea,
therefore, have no applicability." (State'• Reply Exceptions, at
p. 4) The State arcues that the reaolution of the iuue by Judge
Ricciardi is bindin& on the Department of Education "unless and
until it h reversed by an appellate court." {ld. , at p. 5)
In conclusion, the State submits that the initial decision
should be adopted and further requeata that the Commissioner address
the matter a1 expeditiously ae poaaible.
Re1pondent Asbury Park Board (Board) alao filed timely
reply exceptions. A auaaary of ita replies follows, in pertinent
part.
The Board •u&&e.t• that the voter• of Aabury Park, by duly
held election, approved the construction of a lchool at a particular
site, the Bond Street lite.
"To arant the ultimate relief the
petitioner here eeelts, the Comminione:r: of Education must, in the
final analyli•, 1et aside the election of October 6, 1986 which
approved the lite acquhition and the 1chool construction. It i l
re~pectfully subaitted there is no baah for such action." ·(Board's
Reply Exceptiona, at p. 2)
In reply to pet l tioner 's Preliminary Statement wherein he
avert that the Bond Street school dte il undersized, the Board
repliea that "perhaps the C01111iuioner of Education lhould take
public notice of tho•e achools in the State of New Jersey wherein
the facility il constructed on a leu than •standard' sized site."

<!!·>

7
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In reference to petitioner'• exception• &I to factual
matter• becinninc on pafe 7 of the exception•, the Board objects to
"an abbreviated aubm as ion of an ezhibi t."
(Board •a Reply
Ezceptiont, at p. 3)
Concerned that Ezhibit D to the Newman
Certification, which include• the tranacript of the proceeding in
the condemnation action heard by Judfe Ricciardi, was cited by
petitioner in hil exception• by includln& only two portions of the
transcript, the Board attached to ita reply exceptions the entire
transcript of the bearinc in Superior Court, leas there result an
"out-of-context reference." (Id.) Said transcript is incorporated
herein by reference in toto.
Further, the Board challenges petitioner •s contention that
the Bureau of Facility Plannin& Servicea cannot approve a variance
for a proposed school site in the event the proposed site does not
meet the requirements of N.J.A.C. 6:22-1.2. It submits that the law
is clear that "Boards of education lllUSt provide a thorough and
efficient system of schools. Among the elementa of what constitutes
a thorough and efficient system of schools is 'adequately equipped,
sanitary and secure physical facilities ... ' N. .J.S.A. 18A:7A-5f."
(Board •s Reply Exceptions, at p. 3) The Board contends that these
types of facilities are not now bein& provided the students of
Asbury Park and citea the County Superintendent'& testimony from the
transcript of the condemnation bearing in Superior Court for this
propoaition. The Board contends, ''The building program, which this
litigation continues to delay, will ultimately provide the
facilities to meet the above cited statutory requirement." (ld.)
The Board further avers, "To suggest that the statutory and
constitutional mandate of providing a thorough and efficient
educational system can be frustrated because an exception to an
administrative rule or reculation cannot be made, is to stand logic
on its head." (Id., at pp. 3-4) It cites Upper Freehold Regional,
86 N.J. 265 (1981) in support of this argument, suggesting that the
Sup me Court in that case "dispensed with statutory voter approval
for a capital project when the issue of providing adequately
equipped, sanitary and secure physical facilities for students was
at stake." (Id., at p. 4)
Regarding petitioner's legal exceptions to the initial
decision, the Board concurs with the ALJ's findings and conclusions
thereto and refers to ita post-hearinc brief in regard to its
arguments concernin& petitioner's legal exceptions.
Finally, the Board requests that the Comminioner expedite
the filing of his decision and would ask for affirmance of the
initial decision.
Initially, the Couiaaioner will addren the preliminary
statement advanced by petitioner in his exceptions in which he
proffeu "evidence" that he alleges "would be elicited from
educational and planning experts if this matter were remanded for a
full bearing***·" (Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 3) Be will also
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eonddet fint the exception petitioner rains that the ALJ "did not
provide a listinc of those exhibits [upon which he relied to
establish the bacqround. facta] and indeed, the final pace of the
Initial Decision indicates that there were no exhibits."
(Exceptions , at p. 7) Annexed to petitioner •a exceptions , it is
noted, is a proposed exhibit list for the Co•iaaioner • 1
consideration.
In considerinc these two exceptions, it must be noted that
this ease is currently before the Co.i88loner on a Motion for
Summary Decision, amonc others. H.J.A.C. l:l-12.5(b) states in
pertinent part:
The lllOtion for summary decision shall be served
with briefs and with or without supportinc
affidavit•. The decision soucht uy be rendered
if the papers and discovery which have been
filed, together with the affidavits, if any, show
that there is no cenuine issue as to any material
fact challenced and that the aovinc party is
entitled to prevail as a matter of law.***
(emphasis supplied)
Because the cliseovery to date in this ease was submitted in the
movin& and respontive papers to the Motion for SUIIIIary Decision, and
because petitioner did not voice objection to said suhlli11iona at
the time of hearinc on said motion, no obli&ation existed for the
ALJ below to adllit said documents into evidence aa exhibits as if
the matter were before him at the plenary hearinc atace. Moreover,
the "evidence" petitioner advances "would be elicited from
educational and planninc experts if this matter were remanded for a
full hearinc" i l not pertinent to the primary le&al issue now before
the Comaissioner, that is, the effect of the Superior Court decision
rendered by Jud&e Ricciardi concernin& the condemnation action taken
pursuant to R.J.S.A.
20:3-5 on this forua•a proceedinca.
(Petitioner's lzeeptions, at p. 3) The Coamiaaioner therefore
dilaiuea &I aeritlell the procedural ezeeption dhcuued above, u
well as the preliainary statement raised in petitioner's exceptions.
!'urther, based upon hit independent review of the record
before hia, the Coamiaaioner concura with and adopta aa hia own the
findinc• and conclusions of the Office of Adainistrative Law
diaai88in& the instant petition for the reasons ezprened in the
initial decision of ALJ Daniel M~eown.
To the ALJ'a cocent and thorough disposition of the issues
presented the Commissioner would add that be dilacrees wi tb the
exception to the initial decision wherein petitioner avera that this
ease "ia not a judsdictional inue as auerted by Judge McKeown.
Instead. it involve& the doctrines of .!.!! judicata and collateral
estoppel." (Petitioner•• Exceptions, at p. 11) The Commiuioner
findt and determines that the ALJ was correct in addressing not only
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the matters of res judicata and collateral estoppel but also the
issue of the Commissioner's jurisdiction.
Be agrees with the
statement of the State in this regard, as suggested in its reply
brief:
If. as Petitioner's Brief in Opposition to
Respondents' Motion to Dismiss suggests, see
Brief at 28-37, petitioner is requesting that
this .forum review Judge Ricciardi's decision
regarding primary jurisdiction and exhaustion,
clearly this forum is without jurisdiction.
Regardless
of
the
correctness
of
Judge
Ricciardi's
decision not
to
defer
to
the
administrative forum,
the only recourse for
disagreement with that decision is
in the
Appellate Division not in the administrative
forum.
(State's Reply Exceptions, at p. 2)
The Commissioner agrees that absent on Appellate Division decision
overturning the decision of the Superior Court, Law Division, in
this matter, the decision of Judge Ricciardi is binding on this
administrative forum. Judge Ricciardi's judgment, as stated by the
AW,

is the law of the case*** and *** is final for
purposes of collateral estoppel in this administrative proceeding.
If of course the Appellate
Division reverses on the grounds that Judge
Ricciardi should have deferred jurisdiction on
the issue of approval to the Commissioner of
Education, then and only then would that issue be
heard in the administrative arena and by virtue
of judicial action would the jurisdictlon over
the subject matter be vested in the. Commissioner.
(Initial Deyision, ante)
Moreover, the Commissioner concurs with the State that Hackensack.
supra, and Forgash, supra, are ina1•posite to the instant matter
because
those
cases
dealt
with concurrent
jurisdiction
in
administrative tribunals. The instant matter concerns the question
of the court's primary jurisdiction over administrative review.
Accordingly, for the reasons stated therein as supplemented
herein,
the recommended initial decision of the Office of
Administrative Law is adopted in t..!llQ.
Consequently, the Petition
of Appeal is dismissed with prejudice.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 26, 1987
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4447-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 141-5/87

BOARD OP BDUCA'l10N OP TBE
TOWNSHIP OP IRVINGTON,
Petl tioner,

185 Washington Street

v.

Newark, NJ 01102

MAYOil Aim COUHCB. OP TBE
TOWNSHIP OP IRVINGTON, I!'SSEX COUNTY

Friday, September 4, 1987
3:00p.m.

Respondent.

Wm.Jam a. Milia-, Esq., for petitioner
(Miller&: Kinney, attorneys)
.Jaoab Green, Esq., for respondent

(Green and DzwUewsld, attorneys)
Record Closed: September 4, 198'1

Deeided: september 4, 198'1

'Ibis Is a tranacript of the administrative law judge's oral Initial decision rendered

pursuant to N.J.A.C. hl-18.2.
BEFORE STBPIIEH G. WD!IIS, ALJ:
'Ibis Is a budget appeal In which the Board of,; Education or the Township of Irvington

hu moved pursuant to N.J.S.A. 1:1-12.5 for summary deelsion alleging that the
respondent, Mayor ahd ColinoU of the Township of Irvington, failed In Its obligation to set
J
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forth a detailed statement with supporting reasons for the reductions that the Council
directed be made in the Board's 1987-88 sehool budget with respect to monies to be raised
by local tax levy for current expenses and capital items. The Board filed its petition of
appeal with the Department of Education on May 18, 1987, and the answer of the Mayor
and Council was filed on June 25, 1987. On that same date the file was transmitted to the
Office of Administrative Law as a contested cue pursuant to~ 52:148-1!! !!9·
and ~ 52:14F·l !! !!!I· On August 17, 1987, the respondent filed an amended
answer setting forth that on June 23, 1987, the counsel had adopted a resolution which
essentially rescinded its earlier resolution of April 28, 1987 In order to correct an error It
had made regarding the debt service aspect of the budget. In the meantime, after the
ease had been transmitted to OAL In late June, the Board, of course, had moved tor
summary decision and had tned in connection with that motion a brief and an affidavit in
support. That motion was pending durtns August.
A prehearins conferance had been conducted by Administrative Law Judge Reiner
on July 28, 1987, and she Issued a Prehearlng Order the following week. In that Order the
issues to be resolved were Identified by her as follows:
A.

Is the budget as fixed by the governing body sufficient to carry out the

mandate for a thorouch and efficient system of public schools?

B.

Was the action of the governing body ln reduelng the budget arbitrary and
capricious, either procedurally or substantlvaly!

Hearings ware scheduled to take place on October 19 through October 23, 1987.
However, the Prehearing Order a1ao made reference to the fact that petitioner previously
had moved for summary decision and, accordingly, a schedule for the receipt of the
respondent's answering brief and any reply to that answer from the Board was a1ao set
forth. I believe ultimately that schedule was somewhat modified. However, briefs and
affidavits and reply affidavits from the Board ultimately were tOed. 1n a cover letter
accompanying the filing of the respondent's answering memoranda and affidavits, COIIIIHI
for respondent noted that the total amount of the reductions set forth In the Prehearing
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Order with respect to the eurrent expense end eapital outlay should be modified to
eomport with the figures set forth in Its amended answer. Speelfleally, aeeordill(t to the
respondent, the eorreet amount of proposed reduetlons as eertlfled by the Council to the
County Board of Taxation should be $8,390, '100 eonslstlnr of a $6,049,000 reduction in the
current expense portion end $341,700 in the capital outlay portion of the Board's 1987-88
proposed budget. With respect to the pending motion, oral argument was scheduled by me
to take plaee on September 3, 198'1, whleh did oeeur. As I indieated, as of the date of'
yesterdaY's oral argument, I had reeelved and reviewed the moving papers of the Board,
the reply by the Counell end then a response by the Board to the Council's reply, all in the
form of memoranda and varloua affidavits.
In support of Its motion the Board takes the ronowtnr essential position: That the
respondent failed to provide speelfle reasons for any ol Its sugested line Item reductions
at the tlmelt took aetlon to reduce the budpt In AprU 198'1, end that as a matter of' law,
this neglaet constituted a fatal defect slnee It violated the prinelples laid down In several
deelslons, lneluding the landmark ease of Eut Brunlwlek Board of EduC!tltlon v. The
Township CouneU of East Brunlwlek, 48 ~ 94, decided ln 1988. Thus, aeeording to the
Board, no genuine Issue or material faet Is in dispute end IUmmary decision Is warranted.
The Mayor end CouneU. in response, took the position that the spirit, if not the letter. of
the prlnelples laid down In Eut Brunlwlek end other eues was Indeed met by It, and that
IUmmary deelslon Is distinctly Inappropriate. The Mayor and Counen further argued that
substantial end material Issues of faet have been raised by the pleadinp end the
affidavits, and that fully mWtates ep1nst entry of a summary deelslon. Finally, the
Mayor and Cowtell artue that even If a wmmary deelslon Otherwise wu appropriate,
neverthel. ., there Is a letftlmate faet question f'e~PtC!tlng the reuonablenea of the
amount of the 8oard"'l unexpended 1988-8'1 free baJanoes and that the Commissioner, If
not the underslped, QUiht properly to addresl that Issue before any ftnal determination
can be made u a matter of law.

In Its reply brief meet on Aupst 28, the Boud YlloroUslY disputed the l'elpOftdent's
claim that a material fact Issue exists. Beyond that, the Board further pointed out that
the very eredlbruty of the respondent's entire eue was east in doubt because the reply
~
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affidavits, conilstlng of the affidavit of Joseph P. Galluzzi, the Couneil's finaneial
consultant, and Anthony Zappulla, the Couneil president, were false in that they
represented that Mr. Galluzzi was present at and participated in one of two critical
meetings held by the Board representatives with Council representatives prior to the April
28 resolution certifying the reduced amount to be ineluded in the tax levy. It is my
intention, of course, today to address thole Issues. It Is clear there are certain matters of
fact which are not in dispute and I therefore find them to be as follows:
1.

Petitioner in this matter is the Board of Education of the Township of
irvington. Respondent Is the Mayor and Council of the Township of lrvlngton.

2.

On April 7, 1987, the Board presented Its proposed 1987-88 school district
budget to the electorate, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 22 of Title
18A.

3.

The budget was defeated at the polls and, pursuant to !!d.:!:.& 18A:22-37,
copies of the budget were delivered on April 8, 1987 to the Township Clerk of
the Township of lrvington by the acting secretary of the Board. That proposed
budget which had been defeated called for a total tax levy for both current
expense and eapltal of $15,323,493.

4.

On April 21, 1987, representatives of the parties met at the Board otflees to

discuss the defeated budget.

5.

6.

On April 23, 198'1, representatives of the parties held a second meeting on the
same subject.
On April 24, 1987, the acting Aoard secretary, Mrs. Marilyn Furze, sent a

letter to the president of the Council setting forth certain information
pertaining to the Board 1111Ul'plus" in existence as of AprU 23, 1987, In what she
deseribed as "the spirit or cooperation and clarification."
In her
communication, Mrs. Furze noted that in accordance with an attachment to
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the letter, the total balanee as of April 23, 1987, was $2,409,000, eonslsting or
$1,501,000 in respect to current expense and $907,600 In respect to capital
outlay.
1.

With respect to the current expense surplus as of AprU 23, 1987, she Indicated
in a summary that of that amount approximately one and one-half million
dollars represented the balanee remaining from $8,919,000 which had existed
as of the end of the 1985-86 school year. She explained that the reductions
during 1988-87, between July 1, 1988 through April 23, 1987, eonsisted of the
appropriation out of that amount of $1,250,000 to the 1988-87 budget, a
transfer of $1,895,000 for purchase of land approved at referendum, $72,344
representing other transfers during the 1988-87 school year, and $2.2 miWon
representing an amount whieh the Board unanimously had agreed to set aside
as a reserve in eonneetion with the first year of a eertain lease-purchase
arrangement. Mrs. Furze represented in her AprU 24 letter that the figures
had been reviewed and approved by the Board's auditors as of that date. With
respect to the capital outlay balance, approximately $908,000, she Indicated
that this represented a deeteue of $57,500 from the amount whieh had been
avallable as of July 1, 1988, and that difference was explained by a transfer
that had been mada during the school year for a certain "pre-building
program." Thus, she represented to the CouncU that the total avaUable
surplus as of the date of her lett• was approximately $2,409,000. She did
take note of the fact that there was In addition a surplus for certain special
projects of $888,000 and a surplus for debt sarviee of $294,000 on the books of
the Board as of June 30, 1988, but that these funds, she said, were unavailable
slnee they had been committed for other designated purposes. Later In a
lett• to eounse1 for the respondent, dated August 27, 1987, and as a result of
the onplnr nature of the pending motion and of the issues lnvolYed, Ms. Furze
updated that data and explained that as of June 30, 1987, whleh was
approximately nine weeks In addition to the AprU Information she had given,
the unappropriated free balanee whieh at that point was unaudited, and may
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still be, actually totaled $3,984,000 consisting of $2,747,762 for current
expense and $1,237,038 for capital outlay.
8.

In addition to the letter that she sent to the Council on April 24, on that same
date .MI'S. Furze also delivered to the Township Clerk at the request of
respondent's consultant, Mr. Galluzzi, the 1983-84, 1984-85 and 1985-86 Board
audits, a 1981 memorandum from Assistant Commissioner Calabrese regarding
line item transfers, an April 1988 memorandum from Assistant Commissioner
Calabrese regarding overexpendlture of funds, and a tear sheet from the ~
Jersey Retrister of March 1987 which contained propoaed rule N.J.A.C. 6:2o2.14, and also I believe she included a copy or the provisions of Title 18A
dealing with budgets. The reruJ.atlon cited by MI'S. Furze thereafter was
adopted by the Department of Education. It provides that any board of
education filing a request to exceed Its budget cap pui'Suant to !:!d:!:.!:.
18A:7A-25 was required to appropriate ali available current expense free
balance In excess of three percent of the current expense budget for the
budget year the request was made, unless an exception was requested from the
Commissioner.

9.

On April 27, 1987, Mr. Galluzzi, the certified public accountant engaged by
the respondent u Its financial consultant, reported at a public meeting to the
Mayor and Council. That evenlnc he presented to each council member a
packet prepared by hlm which consisted of certain worksheets and which were
attached to a cover letter In which he made certain recommendations. In that
presentation Galluzzi recommended line Item decreases totalling $3,049,000,
which essentially consisted of propoeed reductions in the Board's expenditures
for salary and waps of administrative, Instructional, attendance and health,
transportation and operations personnel, which Galluzi characterized as large
percentage Increases. He also recommended decreases In other "cost centei'S"
based upon his review of 1985-86 expenditures for those areas and what he
believed to be an historical pattern of savings In prior years. Approximately
85 percent of the total recommended by way of reduction by Galluzzi related,
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I believe, to the salary and wage area where he knew the Board had asked tor
Increases ranging from 12 to 27 percent and which he had redueed to Increases
of 8 to 10 percent. With respeet to maintenance, Galluzzi reeommended that
a proposed increase by petitioner of $1,275,270 tor eontraeted services be
reduced by $850,000 since that represented the cost of a complete rewiring or
eleetrical servlee at the hllh school which Galluzzi eonstdered to be a "major
renovation" and more properly represented a capital rather than a current
expense Item and should have been eonsidered part of a proposed privatization
building plan. He reeommended that the capital outlay portion or the proposed
budget therefore be redueed from $814,370 to $341,700 slnee the lower
amount was the total ot the Items which he said were Identified in
eorrespondenee received. Thus, Galluzzi concluded that adjustments of
$3,049,000 should be made In current expense, and that $380,000 be added to
the capital outlay for a net appropriation adjustment of $2,689,000. He then
further reeommanded that the current expense surplus of the Board be redueed
by $3 miWon and the eapital outlay surplus by $900,000.

11.

At the meeting of the Counell that evening, the president, following Galluzzi's
presentation, made a motion to lneorporate In any blldget resolution the
budgetary reeommendatlons made by Galluzzi with respect to reduetlons in
the Board's budget propoeaJa and to lnelude "the reeommendatlons outUned In
some of the paper work as an addendum." That motion was seeonded and
approved unanimously. The following day, AprU 28, 1987, the Township
CouncO adopted Its rwolutlon determlnfna' that the a~ount ~ to be
raised by way of current expense for the budget of the Board of Education
throulf'l local tax levy, ineluding debt servlee, should be $8,847,012, which
amount took Into aceount the $8,049,000 redUC!tion from the amount requated
by the Board. The re10lution further provided that the sum of $1,194,3'10 be
raised by local tax levy for capital outlay. Subsequently, on June 23, 1987, the
respondent adopted a corrective ret10lutlon which modified the AprU 28, 198'1,
resolution. Specifically, tha amount to be raised for current expenHS was
reduced by $85,781 slnee the earUer figure, aeeordlng to the respondent,
_.,_
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erroneously had included that amount for debt service. Accordingly, the
amendatory resolution set out the debt service portion of the tax levy
separately. In addition, the amendment deleted in its entirety approval of any
tax levy for capital outlay purposea for reasons which I will disC!USll further in
this opinion. Thus, the total amount certified by the respondent to the County
Board of Taxation as of the June modlfictlon of the April resolution was
actually $4,486,396.50, which was one-half of the total, and of course the
balance was to be picked up from the previous school year.
13.

On May 18, 1987, between the first resolution of April and the second
resolution of June, the Board had flled Its petition of appeal with the
Commissioner C!hal.lenglng the respondent's reductions as of April as arbitrary
and capricious and alleging that unless they were set aside, the Board would be
deprived of Its abWty to operate a thoroup and efficient system of free
public schools for the 1987-88 school year as required by law. The Board In its
petition therefore requested restoration of the full amount of the reduction
and asked the Commissioner to order that to be certified to the County Board
of Taxation. The total amount of the tax levy if that relief were granted
would be $15,323,483.

14.

On May 1, 198'1, three days or 10 after the Council adopted Its resolution
certifying the reduced amount to the County Board, President Zappulla wrote
to Mrs. Furze with regard to the Board's budget. In that communication, he
thanked the Board for the eourtesla extended to the Counoll through the
information It had provided during their meetings. However, he Indicated In
that letter that a question had arisen In his mind which had not yet been
He referred to the Board's
answered to his personal satisfaction.

determination to reserve $2.2 mllllon from Its unexpended free balance.
According to Mr. Zappulla, at neither of the meetings held In April between
representatives of the parties was this Item mentioned, and he therefore asked
for baek-up data as to when the Board reserved that amount and how they
arrived at the figure. He closed with the observation that "your usual fine
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eooperation and timely response wiD be of Immeasurable assistance in this
regard." Of course, by then the respondent had already passed Its resolution
reducing the budget. On May 11, 198'1, in a reply letter, Mrs. Furze advised
Mr. Zappulla that the reservation had been designated for the purpose
indicated in her April 24 letter upon the advice and Instruction of the
Assistant Commissioner of Education and the Essex County Superintendent of
Schools, who had approved the 198'1-88 budpt only upon being assured that
those funds would be available. She noted that the precise amount of the
reservation, $2.2 miWon, was an estimated figure derived from applieatlons
received from various underwriters.

15.

As noted, the Board filed Its petition of appeal on May 18, and Couneil tiled Its
answer on June 25, whieh It later amended to conform to the amendatory
resolution of June 23. That answer denied the essential allegations and set
forth six separate defenaes. With regard to the capital outlay levy whleh had
been reduced to zero, In that answer, or In aeeompanytng data, the Council
explained that the Board did not need to raise any monies for capital after all
slnca $850,000 had been taken out In Ueu of current expense by the Council
that was for electrical service repair, and that a combining of available
surplus and anticipated receipt of state aid was more than enotJih to make up
the difference which ordinarUy would be needed for capital outlay. I mention
that because there seems to be In this ease, I don't know If there still exists,
and maybe I'm confused, and I don't think it's that Important at thls juncture,
but there seems to be 10me confusion over the precise amounts of the dollarl
that we're ta1ldng about and what they relate to and why.
DISCl'SSlON

I heve sketehed out the foresofng findinp of fact as what I believe to be the
essential undleputed upeets of this ease. However, at this point they do not answer the
major underlying illuel whieh eesentlally are as follows1 (1) Taken as a whole, did the
respondent, in certifying to the Essex County Tax Board on Aprll 28, 198'1 amounts to be
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raised by local tax levy for school purposes satisfy the requirements of the law with
regard to Its obligation specifically to Identify by line item where reductions should be
made and to enunciate the reasons therefor; and (2) was the respondent provided by the
Board with opportunity that the law anticipates It should be given witl\ respect to
information being made available for It to make reasoned judgments in the first place as
to proposed reductions? And finally I certainly have to address as part and parcel of those
two issues, if not Independently, are there genuine issues of material fact involved in
those two issues or otherwise which militate against entry of summary decision. The
starting point, of course, is the language from the East Brunswick decision, the essential
portion of which I suppose is required to be cited because It always Is, and rm not going to
break the pattern now, as follows:
A governing body may, of course, seek to affect savings which will
not impair the education process, but Its determinations must be
Independent ones properly related to educational considerations
rather than verbal reactions.
In every step it must act
conscientiously, reasonably and with run regard for the state's
educational standards and its own obligation to fix a sum sutrleient
to provide a system of local schools which may fairly be considered
thorough and efficient In view of the makeup of the community.
Where Its action entails a significant aarerate reduction in the
budget and a resulting appealable dispute with the local Board of
Education, It should be accompanied by a detailed statement
setting forth the governing body's underlying determinations and
supporting reasons. This is particularly important Iince, on the
board of education's appeal under R.S. 18:3-14, the Commissioner
will undoubtedly want to know quickly what Individual Items in teh
budget the governing body found COuld properly be eliminated or
curbed and on what balls lt so found. • • • East Brunswick at page
106.

Having stated the major guideline, I would note that both sides have flled
comprehensive memoranda of law together with substantial affidavits in support of their
respective positions. In those briefs, many, If not most, of the potentially pertinent
decision are mentioned and, where appropriate, specific portions are quoted verbetlm.
Both sides, of course, rapidly agree that the foundation ease to be considered Is the !!!!.
Brunswick deelllon, but their respective positions then Immediately diverge in a
substantial way. Before, however, I consider t~ legal arguments made by the parties
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with reference to some of the eases upon which they rely, I am required, J believe, to deal
with an issue which arose late In the proceedlnp regarding the eredibtuty of respondent's
major affiant, Mr. Galluzzi. The Mayor and Council filed their responsive affidavits on
August 17, 1987 and Galluzzi and Zappulla were the two afflants whose affidavits were
submitted at that time that toueh upon this issue. Aeeordlng to Galluzzi, he attended the
AprU 21, 198'1 meeting with the Board representatives and In preparation for that meeting
had reviewed data previously provided to the Township coMisting of a letter of
tr&Mmlttal, a cover letter, budget cap worksheets and the advertised proposed school
budget. More importantly, he maintained in his affidavit that during the course of that
April 21 meeting, whieh took about one hour, the Board representatives "made no detailed
presentation of the proposed budget; Indeed, they did not make an attempt to diseuss the
budget In even general terms." He went on to note that the Board's representatives were
extremely nonlnformative with respeet to providing answers to questions railed and made
no effort to explain various areas of eoneern to the eounen. GaDuzzl said that he was In
attendanee at the follow-up meetlnc of AprU 23, 1987, which lasted about two hours, end
In preparation for that meetlnc he drafted worksheets ealeulatlng the proposed tnereases
In various aeeounts and which analyzed the aeeumulatlon of surplus. He said he
distributed eoplas of those worksheets that nipt and there was a dileussion of his views
with the pet'IOIII ~t.
Mr. Zappulla's affidavit a11o repr.ented that Galluzzi wu present at the April 21,
198'1 meetiJ!«, together with two other Counell members, as well as a member of the
munlcripallepl department. He said the meetfnc allo took about one hour and wu taken
up by a leftet"al dlseussion of the Information provided by the Board earUer that month.
However, Uke G.Uuzzi, Mr. Zappulla allo a11epd that the Board representatives faDed to
provide speelna to support the various requested lncreaHI with the exeeptlon of
refet"enee to the $150,000 appropriation for eleetrleal work whleh, as I have noted, the
CouneU beUevas should have been an Item of eapltal outlay.
Several reply affidavits rued by the Board on Auprt 21, 198'1 In ret!pOIIH to the
G.Uuzzi and ZappulJa affidavits take vehement ilJIUe with the eontentlon that Mr.
G.Uuzzi was even prasent at the April 21 meeting. Speelfieally, Sandra Pox, prasldent of
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the Board, Robert ScaneW, vice president, Elizabeth Fenchel, a Board member, Anthony
Scardarvile, superintendent of schools, Mrs. Furze, Robert Burman, finance director of
the Board, and Michael Steele, assistant Board secretary, unanimously asserted that
although they were present during that entire meeting, Mr. Galluzzi was not there at all.
Thus the Board talces the position that Galluzzi's affidavit testimony as well as the
worksheets which constitute the major prong of respondent's defense are totally unworthy
of belief and that this falsity therefore colors any claim respondent can make that it was
essentially stonewalled or prevented by the Board from obtaining the necessary
information in order to make reasoned judgments.
Thus, before considering the substantive aspects of the competing affidavits and the
law in this area, I am obliged to make a determination with respect to the credibility
question which has been raised. At oral argument, attorney for the respondent in response
to my questions maintained that as far as the respondent was concerned, their position
was that Messrs. Galluzzi and Zappulla were right and that Mr. Galluzzi was present. In
reviewing those affidavits, I have made a special effort to consider this Issue, and I have
come to the conclusion that Mr. Galluzzi was not at that meeting as he claimed in his
affidavit. I find It doubtful in the extreme that the memories of all seven or eight of the
Board's witnesses can be so erroneous. However, I am also constrained to conclude that
the contrary assertions made by Messrs. Galluzzi and Zappulla as to the former's
attendance was the produot of a mistake by them in their respective recoll41Ctions and was
not Intended to mislead the Board or the undersigned law judge insofar as the subltantive
issues in this case are concerned. As has been noted by the Commissioner, and as I will
discuss later on, the process following a budget defeat and ledlng up to certitlcation by a
municipal governing body of a reduced amount, If that be the case, takes place rapidly and
is complex. There Is not always sufficient time allowed for as much refiection and
consideration as one might wish in a more perfect setting. As part of that process, there
Is a rush of business which takes place. Review of documents, arranging for meetings,
Informal discussions, telephone and other conferences and a host of other aetivttles. In
my judgment, it is understandable that given the fast and furious pace that takes place,
such mistakes can be made. Accordingly, I cannot qree with the Board's argument that
because Mr. Galluzzi represented he was at the meeting, and he was not, that his entire
-12-
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affidavit testimony must be rejected. Whlle mistakes stemming from sueh inconsistencies
certainly may be relevant to ere<libility, standing alone they do not make the testimony
prima facie unworthy of belief. Eaeh ease, and this one is no exception, has to be
considered on an individual basis.
Thus, turning to the major isauel which I find to be extemely Interesting and vital
ones, the first item to be considered is the question of the extent to which specificity as
to the proposed line Item reductions and the respective obUgatlons of the parties during
the period between the defeated budget and the certification of the tax levy took place in
this ease, and whether or not the respondent's activities met the legal standards. Many
cases speak to this issue, and I cannot say that any particular one standing alone can
answer every possible aspect of it.
As I have noted, the East Brunswtek ease lays out the guiding principles with regard
to the budget appeal process and stressed the need for a municipal governing body to
reveal ln timely fashion why It did what It did when it made reductions. The language
used In East Brunswick was, "a detailed statement setting forth the governing body's
underlying determination and supporting reasons." Many decisions by the Commissioner
and the State Board have reiterated the East Brunswiek requirements. The most recent
that counsel and the court could find being the decllion in Board of Education of Deptford
v. MaYO!' and Couneil of Deptford, decided by the Commissioner, April 27, 1987, affirmed
by the State Board of Education, AU(I'UIIt '1, 198'1. What the State Board said In Deptford
bears repeating, at least In some small part, and It II as foUoWSJ
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"We conclude that the language of the court clearly requires that a
governing body provide reasons for ita reductions at the time It
acta, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18At22-37. Further, we emphasize that
the Commissioner-niilong held that the rationale for the
reduetions must be provided at. that time, e.g. Union Township
Board of Ed. v. Township Committee, decided bY the
CommiSSioner, JUly 9, 1181, and we tully concur with the
Commissioner that the failure of the governing body to know,
identify and set forth the specltle line items of the budget and to
enunciate supporting reasons at the time of the reduction renders
the reduction an arbitrary aet. Union TownshltJ ~· We also
agree that such arbitrariness Is not negated
tliesubsequent
submission of Information or subsequent construction of a
rationale. ld. We therefore affirm that the failure of the Council
in this ease To provide reasons for ita line Item reductions either at
the time of Its original tax levy certification or of ita amended
eertiflcatlon invalidated the reductions so as to warrant
restoration of the total amounts. To hold otherwise would ignore
the primary obligation a governing body's acting pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:22-37 to act conscientiously at every step to effect
sav1ngs that do not Impair the educational process. Deptford,
decision of the State Board at 3-4.
The State Board went on to note that the significance of the governing body's faliure to

provide the Board with a rationale for the reductions Is reinforced by the fact that the
statute places a very short time limit upon the Board to decide whether it wishes to
appeal and that to allow a governing body to act without providing that rationale at the
time the reductions are made places an undue burden on the Board and would force boards
of education to file appea1.e In the absence of any indication from the governing body as to
why It concluded the reductions were justified in the first place. This, said the State
Board, results in unnecessary litlptlon and undermines the Commissioner's ability to
determine quickly on what basis the governing body, in fact, made Ita judgments.
Deptford, the Union Township case which is cited In Deptford and a whole holt of other
decisions stand for this same essential principle. However, as I noted. in every Instance,
no less in this ease, a eloee examination of the underlying circumstances is In order to
discover whether or not there was compliance with these salutary principles. Also, a
corollary inqury has to be addressed in this ease; namely, whether, If there are
deficiencies, they are due to the failure of the Board fairly and reasonably to provide the
governing body with adequate data. In the case of Board of Education or Monmouth
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Regional Hlrh Sehool District v. Township Committee of Shrewsbury, 1987 ~ 155, the
Commissioner addressed that Issue and said as follows:
"to consider an extremely complex matter and to reach a deelslon
which wiD have important and tar-reachlnr effeets In a very shoi-t
period of time, It Is Incumbent upon the governing body to
dlseharfe such a duty properly, and to do so, It must have the
advantage of as mueh information as can be useful to It In III'I'Mng
at a sound determination,
The Board of Education should,
therefore, take the initiative to supply detaUed data and helpful
information tor the governlnr body's use and should be prepared to
consult and assist In any helpful way. The governing body, in tum,
should take u mueh time as possible to digest the information
suppUed and to consult with the Board with respect to the problems
and edueational needs to be made."
Board of Education of Monmouth Regional at 15'7.

In fact, the East Brunswick <leclslon the yee.r before had cautioned that the Board of
Education should not set adrift a munfelpalgovemirv body In this process essentially to
fend for itself. This Is Intended to be a cooperative effort.

Aceordlnc to the Mayor and CouncU, When It took Its action on April 28, 1987, its
action was, in fact, accompanied by the sort of specific detan which Eut Brunswick and
its propny antleip«te Is necessary to meet the minimum requirements, at least, of the
law. Althoulfl the pertlC!Uler format chosen by the respondent was not as preferable as
others might have been; nevertheless, respondent claims that It has met Its lep.l
obUptlon, at least l1110far 11 resisting a summary <leelsion motion Is concerned. In
support of that claim, the respondent Mayor and Council point to the fact that the
resolution incorporated by reference had had attached to It four separate pages of
numerical data prepared by Galluzzi to aid In an analysis of the budget. The second, third
and fourth pages of that packet of documents speeifically Identified Une Item accounts
and speelfleally made recommendations with respeet to deereesel in eeeh such nne Item.
The fl!'lt worlalheet pqe had identified other sorts of categories. The total of the
proposed reductions as sat forth on thole worlalheets wu $3,049,000. So lt Is clee.r enoiJih
to me from the worlalheets that the recommended reductions by Une Item were
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specifically set forth, end rm not even sure that the Board in this cue really takes issue
with that. However, there does remain lor consideration whether or not the obligation,
even given such identification, to orter supporting reasons or a rationale was
·accomplished. Merely setting forth specific amounts with conclusionary references
normally Is not enough. Accordil'llf to the Board, the Mayor and Council ignored this
mandate and that no amount of subsequent backing and filling can plug up that tatal gap.
Council argues that what the law actually requires is that the governing body merely have
reasons, and its brief maintain that even under East Brunswick it was not necessary that
they be articulated at the time action was taken. Beyond that, the respondent maintains
that even if the law Is construed to require that the governing body's reasons be provided
at the time it acts, that requirement was met in this case and that the Board ol Education
certainly knew from the worksheets not only the specific current exper111e and capital
outlay items which were subject to reduction, but it was alSO aware of the Council's
reasons. According to the Mayor and Council, as a result of the combination of its
meetings, as a result of the pubUc presentation by Galluzzi on the eveninr of the 27th, as
a result of comments made on the 28th when tbe resolution was adopted, the Board was
well aware of the concern over the continuing inereue In appropriations over prior years,
the carrytnr of a surplt.W and an increasing amount of surplus every year, the concern over
the unwholesome nature of salary increases. According to the respondent, although
GaUuzzi1s cover letter of April 2'1 was not attached to the resolution Itself, that was an
oversight and I should consider It as part and paroel of the context of articulated reasons
being made at the time the CouneU acted.

It I have not alrelldy done so, let me quickly state that I eategorieaUy must reject
respondent's argument that East Brunswick only stands for the proposition that supporting
reasons be enunciated at tbe time of the reduotlon II a suaestlon. I think the eases since
then, If not East Brunswick Itself and the spirit of East Brunswick dictate the contrary.
At the time the action was taken is the critical area in my judgment of the focus or
attention. The CouneU either sets forth its reasons as required by East Brunswick and the
eases at that time, or else the defect in not doing so II fatal.
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What then did the respondent <lo in this ease with respect to compliance with Its
obligation to artieulate those reuons? As 1 have noted, Insistence Is made by the Council
that the articulation of reuons eonslsts of the worksheets attached to the resolution of
April 28, the packet in Its entirety that Galluzzi presented at the public meeting the night
before and presumably diseussed in public, and the commments of Mr. Zappulla and
Council President Sc!hwartz about the action bellllf taken that nifht. In thole comments
publlcally by Zappulla and Schwartz, reference was made to the meetings that had taken
place and to the Council's concern over what it deemed to be an extremely generous
surplus that the Board could grab anytime It wanted. While they agreed a substantial
amount of rec:luc!tion was being certified to the Board of Taxation, they stressed that
taking Into account the amount of the surplus and the huga percentage Increase In
salarie, It was justlfted. Whether or not I can eonslder those comments as action by the
Council at the time it passed the resolution will be dlscweed shortly. I only mention It
because It Is part and parcel of the Insistence by the respondent that It should be taken
Into account In order to back up Its fdentlffeatlon of reuons. Galluzzi's worksheets and
his cover letter make reference to the fact that there was money available from the
surplus, althoufh not In so many words. Althoufh eounsel made reference to the fact that
the Township Council was concerned over the historical data and what it showed, and the
Boerd'l preotlce to underexpen(l Its budret In various areas on a regular basis, that
particular lanplage and tholle reasons <1o not appear In the resolution ltsetr. The
worksheets which were attached only show that for the J-1 throufh J-8 accounts as a
whole the budget by the Board was about 17 percent more than the previous year.

In none of the eases that I have reviewed do I find a speclfic deUneatlon by the
Commissioner, the State Board ar any other antlty u to exactly what is Nqulred for a
municipal pernllllf body to establish sufftelent artleulatlon of reasons. The Deptford
ease, the Union To!!!!!I!!P case, the Union Beach case, the Patenon case and all of the
other IUCh cases mentioned by the Board deal with the specifies of eaeh ease, and all that
they say really Is that conclUICit'Y statements and judgments are not enoufh.
I hava carefully serutinlzed the pleadinp, the affidavits and the Boerd'l resolution,
and bued upon my review and eonslderation of that data, and even including my
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consideration of the competing nature of the assertions in the atridavlts and bearing in
mind that in the context of a motion for summary decision the burden is upon the movant
to establish the absence of any genuine issue of material faet, 1 have concluded that a
genuine Issue of material faet does not exist with respect, in the first instanee, to the
cooperation question. In my judgement, two meetings of the representatives of the
parties took plaee covering a total of two and one-half to three hours or so. While each
side has their own view of what took plaee, which Is at a variance with one another,
according to the affidavits of Galluzzi and Zappulla with respect to both the April 21 and
23 meetings, the Board representatives made no genuine attempt to dlseuss the budget. I
am constrained to conclude, nevertheless, that there was adequate information given to
the Council which was sufficient for It to have acted to analyze and to articulate specific
detailed reasons when It acted on April 28 to adopt Its resolution.
The affidavits of Furze and Seardarville, putting aside the dispute over the
attendanee of Mr. Galluzzi on AprU 21 set forth, and I do not believe this Is rebutted, that
a computer print-out of the Board's Une Item budget was made available to the Council
representatives on April 21 and that an offer was made to go over that budget line by line
even though it would take a good deal of time. They further assert In their affidavits that
they were told that this would not be necessary. In her reply affidavit of Aurun 28, 1987,
Furze asserted that during the meetings, several Inquires were made rerardlnr salaries
from Couneil members present or other representativas and responses were mada to all of
them. In his affidavit of August 28, Mr. Seardarvllle corroborates those aaertlons by
Furze with reprd to the events of the meeting and In particular confirming her assertion
that an offer to go Une item by line Item which was available that ntcht was daeUned.
Sinee Mr. Galluzzi was not present at the April 21 meeting as l have found, nothing
he says that occurred there can be considered. In my judgment, Ms. Furze's assertions as
to what occurred, as corroborated by Seardarvtlle must be adopted, and t do so. In
particular, her assertions In paragraph 8 through 17 of her affidavit of August 28, 1987 are
adopted by me as to what took plaee at the two meetings. 1 would note that also present
at the April 21 meeting were Couneilmembers Gotworth and McNally, u well as a
member of the TownshiP's lepl department, none of whom filed any affidavits herewith.
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While that does not neeessarlly prove anything, I think In eonneetlon with a motion for
summary deCision, partleularly when an issue has been raised IS to what actually took
place, and that Is crltieal in analyzing the prinelples to be applied, that the absenee of
thoae affidavits eertainly ean be eonsidered. In short, IJ(ven the obvious absenee of
Galluzzi from the AprU 21 meeting and my determination IS to the eredlblllty of the
Boerd's affidavits respecting the events that took place that nigbt, eomblned with the
absence of affidavits from the three others 1 mentioned, and IJ(ven the absenee of anJI
evidence of any eomplaint from the respondent prior to the flUng of Its answer in late
June as to any alleged lack of eooperatlon, and IJ(ven Mr. Zappulla's acknowledgment of
the Board's cooperation In Its May 1 reply to Ms. Furze, a eomblnatlon of all those
factors, I belleve that It can be Mid that no genuine Issue of material faet exists IS to the
aspect of cooperation by the Board. I would refer eounselln this eonneetlon IS well to the
deelsion In Board of Edueatlon of Old Bridle v. Mayor and CouneU of Old Bridle, deelded
October 30, 1981, OAL Dkt. No. 4026-85. The faelal dispute whleh the affidavits would
appear to raise In my judgment simply diMppeared upon elose analysis, and I think I would
.be hiding my head In the sand If I eoneluded on the basis of what I seen and heard that the
Board representatives went there and Mt praetleaUy mute IS alleged by the respondent.
With reprd to eompllanee with the mandate of East Brunswick eoneerning
artleulatlon of reuons, I have eoneluded that the respondent did not at the time it acted
on AprU 28, 1981 proylde the Board with the sort of detaU having an educational bale for
its reducrtl0111 that East Brunswick and the other cues require. Even if oanuzzl's
worlc:llheets be C!Onlidered u sueh, there Is lacking, In my opinion, any adequate
artleulation llnldrc the propoNd reducrtl0111 to any ftlld eduoatlonal concern~. SUrely, the
mflllllltl that floWII from Deptf~ Union Township, Old Brlds!· South River and the many
other eases cited by the Board II at least that a proposal to eut a budpt without even
maldnc a stab at proyldfnr a detailed statement of supporttnr l'eliiOIW artleulatlng valid
educational eOI'Ietlml simply cannot be tolerated. Even If I try to extrapolate from the
worlclheets, and eonllder the public statements of Zappulla and Schwartz, and Galluzzi's
April 27 letter to be the aouree of Information, I am atm left with the eonelusion that the
Counell'l problem u artleulated wu a tlseal one without any connection to the
educational concern~ at an. 1 would allo note In this reprd that even under the new rules
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adopted by the Ortice of Administrative Law as of July 1, 1987 for budget hearing
appeals, N.J.A.C. 1:6-1.1!! !!9·• a governing body is expected to provide "a copy or the
statement of supporting reasons ror each of the reductions and a certification stating the
date on which these documents were originally given to a district board of.edueation." I
do not think, even though I have mentioned It, that a letter which does not get attached to
a resolution, and statements which are made after a resolution is passed, and worksheets
which are made up later on which have additional data, can be taken into account In the
present context. The only possible exception that I can find to a statement of reasons for
a particular reduction in a line Item relates to the $850,000 which respondent asserts
should have been a capital outlay item. Even here the need educationally for that change
Is not challenged. It Is really an accounting question. Nevertheless, I believe that as a
matter of law, the Item being a repair is properly alloeated to the 700 series, maintenance
of plant, and I would refer counsel to the decision of the Commissioner In Board of
Education of Orange v. Board of School Estimate and City Coucn of Orange, 1986 S.L.D.
_ _ _, decided March 31, 1986, OAL Dkt. No. EDU 4324-85.
At oral argument, the Board of Education placed heavy reliance upon the November
20, 1986 decision of the Commissioner in Board of Education of South River v. Mayor and
Council of South River, and I beUeve rlgiltly so. That ease seems to me to clearly hold
that particular reasons must be articulated by the governing body at the time It acts and
that given what I have already said, this limply did not oecur in the present cue.
Finally, the followinr 1anguap from the Initial Decision in the Union Town11hip case,
which Is often cited, is particularly appropriate. Thil is from the Initial Decision, but the
decision of the Commissioner affirmed It, so I consider It to be tantamount to the decision
of the Commissioner. And I quote from Union Town~hip 1980 School Law decisions, Judge
Glickman's Initial Decision of June 1981:
The Township is required to know at the tlme It reduces the Board's
budget that the llllvlngs will not Impair the educational process and
are, in fact, properly related to educational considerations. The
Township has an obllption to fix a budgetary amount sufficient to
provide for a thorough and efficient education for the younrsters In
the district.
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He went on to observe that:
The harm that Is inherent In such a proeedure ill that the governing
body at the time of its reduction laeks knowledge of the effect of

its reduetton on the Board's ablllty to provide for a thorough and
efficient education. The faUure of the governing body to know,
identify and set forth the specU'ic Une items of the budget and to
enunciate supporting reasons therefor at the time of the reduction
becomes an arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable act. The
submission of such information at a later date does not cure the
defect. The governing body must have the rationale for its
reductions at the time It acts and shall not be permitted to
subseqUently construct one In a "boot-strap" manner.
With respect to the poulble existence of a genuine issue of material fact over the
amount of the Board's unexpended free balances, I must deny the contention of the
Township In thll case that a genuine llsue does, In fact, exist given the posture of the
proofs. The Aupst 27, 1987 letter from Mrs. Furze whleh updated her earlier
Information, even looked at In Its best Ught from the respondent'S view, reveals that there
Is an estimated total surplus of about $8,185,000. That Is givlnr the benefit of the doubt
to the respondent that the $2.2 million w11 not raerved. First of an, no linkage has been
shown between any proposed reduction by the respondent of any amount of that surplus.
There has been simply a directive to take $3 million because you do not need that much,
and I beUve speetfic Une Item identification II required since there II no educational
validation 11 to why that reduction wW not Impair the Board's abWty to carry out Its
constitutional mandate. I beUeve 11 with the Une Items for current expense and capital
outlay, a Bnkap biHd upon Yalld educational concerns Ml to be articulated, and this was
not done. I would note that even $1.2 million Is only about allflt percent of the total
proposed budget. Whether or not that ill reuonable I suppoee lf'l'ably could be a fact
question, but given the total context of this cue, I do not beUeve it II necessary for me to
explore since I am gotnr to be ll'antiRI summary decllion to the Board. If the
Commllsioner thinks its neceaary, be II certainly capable of takinr It upon himself, u he
has done In the put. 1 do not think that It ill a genuine issue In dispute In thll cue,
however. In addition, I would note that if the $2.2 million actually Is committed to a
reserve, and l stroncty I\II!PflCt that It 11, the percentage of the unexpended free balance
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shrinks to about five percent, which in a district of this sort Is not excessive. The fact
that surpluses have in the past been carried and even increased and that is a reason why
the present surplus should be cut to me Is not a reason to do so. The fact that the Board
has deferred dipping into it in the past may come home to roost with the Board. They
may have deferrea spending money that they should have. But although there is some
surface appeal to the claim that It should not keep increasing surplus if It is for
contingencies and it is not used because you obviously do not need that much, I do not
think that that necessarily flows and It does not In this cue. In essence, as
Administrative Law Judge Campbell observed In his Initial Decision In Old Bridge, eiting
Pierce v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, 84 !id:, 58 (1980), motions for summary
judgment are intended to be means by which actions are officially disposed of and
excessive caution In granting them undercuts that salutary purpose. I think there is a
trend In recent both state and federal decisions to point that proposition out.
In this matter, I am lett with a firm conYI.etlon, after considering the pleadinp, the
affidavits, the briefs and after entertaining oral argument, that as a matter of law for the
reasons I have stated, the proposed reduction by the respondent In the Board's 1987-88
school budget were under the circumstances of this ease arbitrary, caprlous and
unreasonable in that the respondent, although given free opportunity to do so, failed to
provide adequate supporting reasons of an educational nature for tltoM reductions at the
time it took Its a<!tlon and that this fallure was a deficteney which, under But Brunswick
and its progeny, is fatal. AC!C!ordlngly, I COMCLUDB that there being no material issue of
fact genuinely In issue In this ease, the Board is entitled to summary decision as a matter
of law and to full restoration of the reductions made In its budget. Sln<!e I am rendering a
summary decision in favor of the Board, under our rules It is a nn&:l decision, and I would
add the following language.
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This recommended decision may he affirmed, modified or rejected by the
Commissioner of Education, who by law is empowered to make a final decision In this
matter. However, If the Commissioner does not so act within the time allowed by law
following his receipt of my decision, and unless such time Umlt is otherwise extended, this
recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with ~
52:148-10.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMIIJSBIOMD OP BDUCA'nOM, SAUL COOPDMAR, who by law Is empowered to
make a final decision in this matter. However, If SAUL COOPDMAR does not so act in

forty-five (45) days and unless such time Umlt is otherwise extended, this recommended
decision shall become a final decision In accordance with~ 52:148-10.

I, Angela M. Nicholson, certify that the foregotnr is a true and aceurate transcript,
to the best of my abWty, of Judge Stephen G. Weiss's oral decision rendered in the above
matter on September 4, 1987.

DATE

AnreJa M. Nicholson
~pt

SEP 16 t987
DATE

Acknowledged:

~~'V'.e
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'llON

SEP 171981
DATE
amn
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF IRVINGTON,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE TOWNSHIP
OF IRVINGTON, ~SSEX COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law.
It is observed that Council's exceptions to the initial
decision and the Board's reply to those exceptions were filed in
accordance with the extended times for filing requested by the
parties and approved by the Commissioner. At this juncture the
Commissioner f1nds it necessary to summarize below the correct
current expense and capital outlay tax levy reductions imposed by
Council as the result of its original and amended tax levy
certifications made on April 28 and June 23, 1987 respectively:

Current Expense
Capital OUtlay

Proposed by
Board

Certified by
Council

Reduction

$14,896,012

$8,847,012

$6,049,000

-o-

341,700

341,700

Amount of reduction in dispute before the Commissioner:
Current Expense
Capital Outlay

$6,049,000
$ 341,700

In its exceptions to the initial decision Council continues
to maintain that it did, in fact, provide its reasons for its
current expense line item reductions totaling $3,049,000 at the time
of its action to certify the local tax levy for school purposes on
April 28, 1987. Council asserts that it is an undisputed fact that,
to effect its current expense reduction in the amount of $3,049,000,
it relied upon a packet received from its budget consultant at its
public meeting held on April 27, 1987. Council points out that the
ALJ's findings establish that the packet which it received from its
budget consultant consisted of work sheets and a cover letter of the
same date identifying and explaining the recommended current expense
line item reductions set forth above.
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In this
pertinent part:

regard

Council

argues

in

its

exceptions

in

It is therefore clear that at the time it acted,
the Irvington Township Council had written
reasons for the reductions and based its decision
on those reasons. The Council therefore complied
with the requirement that it "know, identify and
set forth the specific line items of the budget
and . . . enunciate supporting reaaons therefor at
the time of reduction .... " Union Township Board
of Education vs. Township Committee of Union,
[decided by the Commissioner July 9, l981], slip
op. at p. S. The specific line item reductions
were identified on the work sheets prepared by
Mr. Galluzzi, and the reasons for the reductions
were set forth on Mr. Galluzzi's accompanying
cover letter dated April 27,
1987.
These
documents were relied upon by the respondent and
incorporated by reference into its resolution
certifying the reduced amount to the Essex County
Board of Taxation.•**
Mr. Galluzzi's April 27th letter was inadvertently not included with the packet of materials
forwarded with the resolution to the petitioner.
Under all of the circumstances of this controversy, this fact alone should not prove fatal to
the respondent's opposition to petitioner's
Motion for Summary Judgment.
(Council's Exceptions, at pp. 2-3)
The Commissioner observes that while it appears that the
Board did, in fact, receive the budget work sheets identifying the
specific current expense line item reductions totaling $3,049,000 in
a timely manner from Council, there is no evidence to suggest that
the Board received the budget consultant •a accompanying letter of
April 27, 1987 until such time as Council filed its original answer
to the Petition of Appeal on June 25, 1987, approximately two months
after Council had made its original tax levy certification on
April 28, 1987.
Moreover, a review of the contents of the packet submitted
by the budget consultant reveals that the "reasons" adopted by
Council for ita reductions amounting to $3,049,000 in current
expense appropriations and $341,000 in capital outlay appropriations
during the 1987-88 school year appear below as follows:
President Zappulla and Members:
Recommended Decreases

2
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The line item recommended decreases were based on
the large percentage requested increases in the
Salary and Wage categories in each cost center,
ranging from 12~ to 27~.
Administration:

Salary and Wages reduced
down to 10~ increase

Instructional:

Salary and Wages reduced
down to 8~ increase

Attendance and Bealth:

Salary and Wages reduced
down to 10~ increase

Transportation:

Salary and Wages reduced
down to 10~ increase

Operations:

Salary and Wages reduced
down to 10~ increase

All other Cost Centers were reduced based
85-86 expenditures and historical savings
prior years' budgets.

on
in

Items
that
reflect
new
purchases
and/or
acquisitions were reduced to an amount that
represents more than what was previously expended
in prior periods.
Maintenance Budget
Line 83 Contracted Services reflects an increase
of $1,275,270. of which $850,000. represents a
complete rewiring of the electrical service at
the High School. This most definitely represents
a major renovation and should be classified as a
capital outlay, and part of the proposed
privitization building plan.
Capital OUtlay reflects a budget reque~t of
$814, 370. of which only $341, 700. of repaa or
replacement items are identified on page 2 of
correspondence received from Board.
Recommendation is to eliminate the difference of
some $470,000.
(Exhibit A, Council's Answer)
However, it is important to point out that Council has also
reduced the current expense tax levy an additional $3, 000, 000 and
the Board's capital outlay tax levy request by the entire $341,700.
Council in effecting these additional reductions in the tax levy
maintains that these amounts could be funded by the Board's
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anticipated unappropriated free balancea in current expense and
capital outlay for 1986-87 and applied to the 1987-88 achool budget
reductions set forth above.
With
regard
to
its
application
of
the
Board's
unappropriated free balances to its tax levy reductions of
$3,000,000
(current
expense)
and
$341,700
(capital
outlay)
respectively, Council argues that:
It is beyond dis\)ute that a municipal governing
body, in its rev1ew of a defeated school budget,
may consider the board's anticipated income and
unappropriated free balance in reaching its
determination of the amount to certify for:
taxation.
Bd. of Educ. Tp. of Branchburg vs.
Tp. Committee of Tp. of Branchburg, 187 N.J.
Super. 5401 545 (App. Div. 1983). And it is also
"clear that a board bas an obligation to account
for surplus funds and investment income in
planning its budget for the ensuing year." Id.
(Council's Exceptions, at ~ 25)
I

Consequently, Council rejects the ALJ •s finding and
conclusion that it was required to identify specific line items to
which the surplus was to be applied. Council maintains that it did
determine that the Board • s unappropriated free
balances of
$6,918,664 in current expenses and $965,074 in capital outlay as of
June 30 1986 could be applied in part to offset 1987-88 tax levy
reductions in current expense and capital outlay by $3,000,000 and
$341,700 respectively.
Council avers that where as here it has
determined that both line item reductions and a reduction of the
Board's unappropriated free balance is warranted, ita determination
must stand provided that such determination was neither procedurally
or substantively arbitrary. In Council's opinion the only basis for
substantive arbitrariness in a surplus reduction is when such
reductions will leave the school district with too small a reserve
to cover reasonable unexpected continfencies.
Council maintains
that inasmuch as a factual dispute ezlBts between the Board and
Council with recard to the actual amount of the Board •a unexpended
free balance for the 1986-87 school year to be applied to ita tax
levy reduction• for the 1987-88 IChool year, the ALJ erred in
&rantin& 1ummary judcment in the Board's favor. Council argues that
this matter should be remanded to the ALJ for a full hearing for the
reason stated above and also for the reasons stated by Council in
excepting to the ALJ's consideration of the credibility of the
affidavits subllitted on motion by the parties with respect to the
accounts of the respective participants a1 to what did or did not
transpire durin& the preliminary budget meetings held on April 21,
and April 23, 1987.
I

In rejectin& Council's exception• to the initial decision,
the Board relies upon those findin&s and conclusion reached by the
ALJ in the initial decision as aupplemented by ita replies to
Council's ezceptions which are incorporated herein by reference.
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Upon review of the exception• to the initial decision filed
by Council and the Board's reply thereto, the Commissioner is
unpersuaded by Council's arguments that the Board's Motion for
Summary Judgment should be reversed and remanded for a bearing on
outstanding issues of material fact.
In the Commissioner's view, the ALJ properly found and
determined that Council failed to provide the Board with its reasons
for those tax levy reductions amounting to $6, 049, 000 in current
expense and $341,700 in capital outlay to be raised for school
purposes during the 1987-88 school year.
In reviewing the record of this matter, it is clear that
the Board was not provided with the letter of April 27, 1987 from
Council's budget consultant which sets forth what Council has
claimed were ita reasons on April 28, 1987 for effecting a current
exPense tax levy reduction of $3,049,000 in the Board's budget
proposal for the 1987-88 school year. Although the Board may have
received the disputed letter prior to the time it filed its Petition
of Appeal on May 18, 1987, the only evidence in the record that
establishes that the letter had been transmitted to the Board
appears in the attachment to Council's answer filed with the
Commissioner on June 25, 1987.
Moreover, even assuming that such letter had been provided
to the Board by Council when it acted on April 28, 1987, the
Commissioner considers those "reasons" set forth in the letter of
April 27 not to be in compliance with the court's directive in East
Brunswick, supra, when Council acted on April 28, 1987, expressly
for those reasons stated by the ALJ in the last paragraph of the
initial decision, ante.·
Neither can the Commiuioner accept that argument advanced
by Council in ita exce~tions which relies on the factual differences
of the parties in the1r opposing affidavits to the Board's motion as
a basis for denyinf summary judgment herein.
Council may not
attempt to use prehminary budget discussions which took place on
April 21 and April 23, 1987 between representatives of both parties
as the basis to establish that it did, in fact, through such
discussions provide the Board with the reasons for its budget
reductions. The time line for such action by Council in order to be
in accord with the precepts in East Brunswick, s;pra, and Union
Township, supra, was triggered on Apr1l 28, 198 when Council
adopted its resolution determining the amounts to be raised in the
local tax levy for current expenses and capital outlay.
Finally, the Commissioner agrees that Branchburg, pupra,
stands for the proposition that a municipal governing body, m the
review of a defeated school budget, may consider the Board's
anticipated income, the unappropriated free balance and investment
income in reaching its determination as to the amount of taxes
necessary to provide a thorough and efficient system of education.
However, the Commissioner does not agree that any reduction of the
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tax levy through the required appropriations of such revenue items
can be directed by the municipal governing body in an arbitrary
manner.
In order to direct such further appropriation for the
purpose of tax levy reduction, the municipal governing body is
obligated to specifically delineate ita reasons why it belteves
those revenue items are in excess of the Board's needs. Clearly, in
the instant matter Council has not met that burden.
The Commissioner hereby adopts as his own the findings and
conclusions set forth in the initial decision as supplemented above.
Accordingly, the Board • s Motion for Summary Judgment is
franted and it is ordered that the additional amounts of $6,049,000
1n current expense and $341,700 in capital outlay can be and are
hereby certified to the Essex County Board of Taxation.
These
amounts when added to the previous tax levy certifications in
current expense and capital outlay in the School District of the
Township of Irvington for the 1987-88 school year shall be
$14,896,012 in current expenses and $341,700 in capital outlay.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
October 30, 1987

Pending State Board
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JOSEPH PEZZULLO,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WILLINGBORO, BURLINGTON
COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

For the Petitioner, Jeffrey A. Bartges, Esq.
For the Respondent, James P. Granello, Esq.
This matter is under consideration by the Commissioner as a
result of the filing of a Petition for Declaratory Judgment by
petitioner and the subsequent filing of motions for summary decision
by petitioner and by the Board.
Background Facts
The filings in this matter, both for declaratory jud,ment
and the motions for summary decision, arise out of a dec1sion
rendered by the Commissioner on January 23, 1987 entitled Joseph
Pezzullo v. Board of Education of the Township of Willingboro
(Pezzullo

I).

In

that

case

Petitioner

Pezzullo

requested

a

declaratory ruling on the provisions of N.J.S.A.
l8A:28-5,
18A:29-4.3, N.J.A.C. 6:8-4.2(c), 4.3(b), and 6:11-3.6.
More
specifically, he sought a declaratory ruling that:
1.

the underlying duties and responsibilities
he performed under the title Coordinator of
the Alternate School were those of a
principal;

2.

he is tenured as a principal;

3.

any seniority determinations
recognize this; and

4.

he be paid according to the salary guide for
principals.

to

be

made

The initial decision rendered by the ALJ first determined
that any request for retroactive salary relief was time-barred. Be
also denied the relief sought by petitioner regarding tenure and
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aalary as a principal because he found the position to be that of a
supervisor. This determination was baaed on his findings that:
1.

The
the
the
may

alternate school must be seen as part of
whole program of regular high schools of
district, that is, the alternate school
not be seen as a separate school.

2.

The duties petitioner performs are not the
sum and substance of the duties of the
position of principal.

3.

Althoufh he suspended students as the
situat1on warranted, he knew his position
title was not principal.

4.

Although the Board required him to have
principal's endorsement, this is of no
assistance to him since a board can
establish greater requirements for positions
than the minimum standards for teacher
certification in a particular area.

S.

Being required by the Board to possess a
vrincipal's certificate does not lead to the
1nescapable conclusion that he was a de
facto principal.
-

Upon review of the record, the Commissioner adopted the
determination that retroactive salary was . time-barred under
the provisions of N.J'.A.C. 6:24-1.2 and by laches. Moreover, the
Commissioner found tbit even if it were determined that petitioner
was tenured as a principal, this does not mean that he has a
statutory right to be placed on the salary guide for high school
principals. N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.3 allows for the adoption of more
than one aalary schedule.
Tbu1, the precise salary schedule
ALJ •a

petitioner

il

placed upon pursuant to that statute

is

a 111atte:t

subject to negotiation, not a right derived from school law. Ryman
et al. v. Bd. of ld. of Twp. of Teaneck, decided by the State Board
March 6, 1985, aff'd N.J. Superior Court, Appellate Division,
February 26, 1986, cert. den. N.J. Supreme Court June 27, 1986
As to the issue of whether petitioner's position is one of
a principal vs. a supervisor, the Commin ioner rejected the ALJ 1 s
determination that the position required a supervisor 1 s endorsement
via-a-vis that of a principal because the provisions of N.J' .A. C.
6: 11-3. 6 vest the author! ty to reach such a determination w1 th the
county superintendent. AI such, it ia the county superintendent who
mu1t examine the provisions of N.J.A.C. 6:11-10.4, 10.8 and 10.9
(authorization and requirements for supervisor and principal
endorlements) in li&ht of a Board-approved job description to
determine whether a supervisor's endorsement alone is required or
whether a principal's endorsement is necessary if more than
supervision of instruction is involved.
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As to the development of a job description, the Board was
ordered to act immediately to develop and adopt an accurate and
thorough job description delineating precisely what actual duties
and responsibilities must be fulfilled/performed as Coordinator of
the Alternate School.
The Board was warned that this did not
constitute "an opportunity for the Board to cast the job descriptiOii
as the Board might like to see it in the future, but rather to
reflect the actual duties enected of petitioner in the past."
(emphasis supplied) (Pezzullo I, at p. 22)

Moreover, the county superintendent was ordered to review
the job description forthwith.
Thus, while determining that petitioner was a tenured
teaching staff member on the basis of SJ(iewak v. Bd. of Ed. of
Rutherford, 90 N.J. 63 (1982) in the posit1on titled "Coordinator of
the Alternate School," the Commissioner deferred to the county
superintendent a determination as to what the required endorsement
might be for such a position!! fulfilled~ petitioner.
Further, the Commissioner did not accept the ALJ' s
determination that the alternate school is not a school within the
intendment of N.J.A.C. 6:8-4.3(c)l. This was baaed on the fact that
one need not reach to that issue. It is not required that one be in
charge of a building/school to be determined a principal. Luppino
v. Bd. of Ed. of the City of Bayonne, 1980 S.L.D. 1028
On February 4, 1987 the Board's attorney sent
the Board enclosing the Commissioner's decision and be
Board, inter alia, of the obligation to "immediately
descriptlon wb1ch accurately reflects the current
duties***"

petitioner

performs.

(emphasis

in

a letter to
informed the
adopt a job
actual job

text)

requested that the Board take action on the job description.

He

also

On May 13, 1987 the county superintendent received a letter
from the Board President which stated:
This is to inform you that the Willinhoro (sic)
Board of Education bas decided that no action
should be taken by you on the job description of
the Coordinator of the Alternate School until
such time as the Board of Education reviews and
approves the job description submitted.
In response to the above, the county superintendent sent a
letter dated May 28 which reiterated the Commissioner's order
relative to the 1mmediate development of an accurate and thorough
job description. Further, it stated in pertinent part:
Your letter which directs me to disregard the
instructions in the Commissioner's decision until
such time as the Board decides to act:--Ti
difficult to comprehend in light of your own
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attorney's
advice
to the
conttary.
Your
attorney's advice is correct. The Board does not
have any latitude to delay but is to act
immediately.
If
the Board fails to comply with the
Commissioner's decision immediately,
I will
request the Commiuioner to take whatever action
is necessary to enforce this decision.
(emphasis in text)
Meanwhile, on April 28, 1987 petitioner filed a second
Petition for
Declaratory Judgment
in the
instant matter
(Pezzullo II), concerning the application of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 and
N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 as a result of the abolishment of his position as
Coordinator of the Alternate School effective June 30, 1987. The
Board's answer was received on May 5, 1987. The date of June 30,
1987 wa1 in error, however, and petitioner subsequently amended his
petition on May 13, 1987 to correct the date to be June 30, 1986.
The Board did not seek to amend its answer.
In Pezzullo II, petitioner seelte a declaration that the
Board wrongfully withheld his salary for a period of two months,
i.e., from June 30, 1986 when it abolished his position to
August 30, 1986 when it recreated it. With respect to this, he
claims that given the Commissioner's decision in Pezzullo I that he
is tenured, the Board was under a duty to assign h1m to another
position in the district when his position was abolished.
Therefore, be aeeks an order that the Board pay him for July and
August 1986, make appropriate reports to. the Teachers • Pens ion and
Annuity Fund and such other relief as the Commissioner may deem
equitable and appropriate.
On June 9, 1987 the parties were
Commissioner that the matter was not susceptible
ruling at that time because it had not yet been
endorsement was necessary for the position.
further stated:

informed by the
to a declaratory
established which
The Commissioner

To that end I have directed the county
sug:rintendent of 1chool1 to reguire the board to
it without further delay its lob de1cription
or the ~1ition in qpe1tion.
This matter
therefore wll be held 10 abeyance until such
time a1 a determination with respect to
petitioner•• appropriate certification can be
ascertained
by
the
county
euperintendent.
Thereafter further proceeding• may he reactivated
by either party upon notification in writing to
me. (emphasis supplied)

Ju
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On June 22, 1987 the Commiuioner received a letter from
the Board' a then-attorney informing him that on June 15, 1987 the
Board took action to accept his recommendation to proceed to develop
a job description called for in the January 1987 decision in
Pezzullo I. He then stated:
As you might appreciate, such a task will require
some time to complete, since the Board's
personnel committee will be actively engaged in
the development of the job description.
Naturally, I cannot say exactly when this task
will be completed, but I have urged the Board to
complete it as expeditiously as possible.
In response to this, a letter was sent by the Director of
the Department of Education' a Bureau of Controversies and Disputes
on June 30, 1987 which read in pertinent part:
***[S]ince this matter has been in abeyance since
January, I would strongly urge that the Board be
counseled not to procrastinate in this matter.
I would further point out to you that the purpose
of the Commiuioner•s directive was to obtain a
description of the duties actually performed by
petitioner
so
that
the Burl1ngton County
Superintendent might carry out his responsibility
of
determining
the
appropriate
certificate
endorsement under which the p.etitioner served.
(emphasis in text)
On July 10, the county superintendent wrote to the Board
President the following letter:
Last January the Willingboro Board was ordered to
immediately develop a job description delineating
the duties and responsibilities which must be
fulfilled by the Coordinator of the Alternate
School. The Board was further cautioned not to
cast the job description as the Board might like
to see it --- but to reflect the actual duties of
the petitioner in the past.
On May 7th a letter from you indicates that I
should wait on the Board "until such time" as it
decides to act.
On May 28th I advised
immediately to fulfill
Commissioner's
Decision.
Commisaioner wrote to your
directing me to require the

the Board to act
the order
in the
On
June 9th
the
attorney that he was
Board without further
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delay to submit the job description.
On June
30th the Director of Controveraies and Disputes
reminded the Board that this matter has been
delayed since January and not to procrastinate in
this matter.
As of this date, I have still not received the
job description in question.
Therefore, I am
once aaain directing the Board of Education to
develop and adopt a precise and thorough job
description for the position of Coordinator of
the Alternate School. This description should be
developed, adopted and sent to me by July 27,
1987.
Please be advised that in order for me to
properly ascertain that the job des~ription
follows
the
criteria
established
1n
the
Commissioner's Decision; i.e. it must be attested
to be accurate and "reflect the actual duties
expected of the petitioner in the past," the job
description must be attested to as accurate,
thorou&h and reflecting actual duties by those
moat responsible and/or knowledgeable.
Therefore, given the Board's long term reluctance
to comply with a task which appears rather
straight forward; i.e. to recast the job description of a long term employee from what actually
was done by that employee; and, having no basis
to ascertain that the submitted description does
indeed accurately reflect what was actually done,
the job description must be attested to as
accurate, thorough and reflecting the actual
duties expected by the Superintendent, the
Assistant Superintendent, and the Director of
Secondary Education.
On July 13, 1987 the Board acted to adopt a job description
for the Coordinator of the Alternate School which delineates the
followin&:

Poaition:

Coordinator of Alternate School

Responaibilities:
The
Coordinator
of
the
Alternate School shall be directly responsible to
the Director
of
Secondary Education,
the
Assistant Superintendent, and the Superintendent
of Schools.
Function:
The Coordinator of the Alternate
School shall organize, plan, direct and supervise
the Alternate School in the Willingboro Public
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School
District
in
conformance
with
the
Hew Jersey State Statutes and the policies and
rules and regulations of the Willingboro Board of
Education.
Duties
1.

Makes sure that curriculum of the Alternate
School is well planned and executed.

2.

Schedules teachers into appropriate classes
and provides for orientation of staff
concerning the routine of the Alternate
School program.

3.

Schedules students into appropriate classes
and provides for orientation of students
concerning the routine of the Alternate
School program.

4.

Insures that the condition of facilities is
adequate at all times.

s.

Maintains appropriate supplies, textbooks
and equipment for the performance of the
pro,ram, which will include the conducting
of 1nventories as necessary.

6.

Makes sure that the policies of the
Willingboro Board of Education are executed.

7.

Makes

8.

Makes
sure
that
appropriate
guidance
procedures are available to students where
necessary.
This includes
referrals
to
outside
or
in-district
agencies
when
required.

9.

Conducts required evaluations of
staff
assigned to the Alternate School program as
mandated by Hew Jersey Statutes, Title lBA.

10.

Plans
and
submits
annual
budget
for
Alternate School program, and supervises
expenditures
for
the
Alternate
School
program.

11.

Maintains control over petty cash fund.

sure that school

reaulations for

Alternate School are executed.
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12.

Prepare• and eubmite reportl to the Director
of Secondary Education.
the Assistant
Superintendent,
and
Superintendent.
and
Board of Education. and County and State
officials. as required.

13.

Handles
all
complaints concerning the
Alternate
School
and
actively
seeks
satilfactory solutions to problems. Greets
visitor& to the Alternate School and
provides information on the Alternate School
program as requested.

14.

oversees testing
curriculum areas.

15.

Takes active role in promoting community
involvement, and acts as resource person for
community efforts regarding the Alternate
School program (newsletters, attendance at
meetings, and speaking engagements).

16.

It directly involved with the interviewing
and hiring of staff candidates.

17.

Performs other duties aa assigned.

programs

for

assigned

On August 6, 1987 the county superintendent issued the
following determination with respect to the disputed position and
the Commissioner's order of January 1987 to develop a job
description of duties petitioner performed in the past:

I received the job description for Coordinator of
the Alternate School. However, the job description was not attested to by the Superintendent,
Assistant
Superintendent
and
Director
of
Secondary Education as accurately reflecting the
actual duties of Mr. Pezzullo when he served as
Coordinator of the Alternate School.
Therefore, in order to aacertain whether the job
description did indeed reflect the job as done by
Mr. Pezzullo, I did the following:
1.

Analyzed the Elementary and
Secondary
Principals job descriptions against the
Coordinator of the Alternate School job
deacription.

2.

Listed from Mr. Pezzullo'• sworn testimony
which wae given ''Without contradiction from
the Board" his duties and responsibilities
as Coordinator of the Alternate School.
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3.

Interviewed the Superintendent, Assistant
Superintendent and Director of Secondary
Education to determine whether the duties in
the job description as submitted reflected
the actual duties performed by Mr. Pezzullo.

4.

Reviewed
recoTds
Pezzullo's duties.

to

substantiate

Mr.

My findings were:
1.

That twenty-one of forty-five Secondary
Principal 1 a duties and nineteen of the
thirty-four Elementary Principal's duties
were included in the Coordinator of the
Alternate School job description.

2.

That, of seventeen duties which Mr. Pezzullo
testified to doing as Coordinator of the
Alternate School, the following nine duties
were not included in the job description
submitted by the Board of Education:
Conducts two fire drills per month and
files reports to the Board Secretary.
Submits work orders.
Maintains daily attendance records.
Attends principal's meetings.
Carries
out directives
issued
to
princifals by the Director of Secondary
Educatlon.
·
Recommends non-renewal of employment of
non-tenured teachers.
Suspends pupils.
Recommends expulsion of pupils.
Conducts parent
suspensions.

3.

conferences

on

pupil

That the Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent and Director of Secondary Education
all attest to the fact that Mr. Pezzullo
did, in fact, perform the duties in the job
description and the nine duties from his
testimony which were not included in the job
description.
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4.

That a review of Willingboro records over
several years indicates that Mr. Pezzullo
did, in fact: suspend students, conduct and
re~ort
monthly
fire
drills,
supervise
ma1ntenance of the Alternate School Wing,
submit work orders, attend principal's
meetings, carry out directives issued to
princi~als
by the Director of Secondary
Educat1on,
recommend
non-renewal
of
non-tenured teachers, recommend expulsion of
pupils, conduct parent conferences on pupil
suspensions.

In light of the above facts, I can only conclude
that the Willingboro Board deliberately delayed
carrying out an order of the Commissioner of
Education by failing to comply with the order to
immediately develop and adopt a job description
reflecting actual duties of the Coordinator of
the Alternate School.
This failure by the
Willingboro Board to carry out a court directive
reflects a disdain for the laws of New Jersey
which should not exist in any responsible body.
The Willingboro School Board was established by
New Jersey State Law and is expected to act in a
responsible, law abiding way at all times. It is
indeed unfortunate whenever any governmental
agency appears to view itself as above New Jersey
State Law and direction.
I would remind the
Willingboro Board members that they have a sworn
obligation to uphold the laws of the United
States and of the State of New Jersey.
The Board hal prevented me from carrying out my
respon1ibilities as ordered by the Commissioner.
Therefore, Iince it appeau that the Board seeks
to delay and re1ist the Commissioner • s order I
have on the baaia of the above submitted job
deacription, the te1timony of the Superintendent,
Aaliltant
Superintendent
and
Director
of
Secondary
Education,
the
teatimony
of
Mr. Pezzullo under oath, and a review of the
recordl detemined that the certificate required
by the unrecognized title of Coordinator of the
Alternate School i• that of a principal.
Mr. Pezzullo is, therefore, by law entitled to
tenure and aeniority in the category of principal.
(emphasis in text)
At a re1ult of this determination by the county superintendent, a letter from the Board waa received by the Commiuioner on
August 20, 1987 requesting that the Pezzullo I matter be reactivated

'"
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pursuant to the June 9, 1987 letter of the Commissioner.* In its
letter of request the Board took the position that the county
superintendent had erred in his determination that the disputed
position called for a principal's endorsement and that he had
exceeded his authority. The Board sought an order to reverse the
county superintendent and to remand the case to the Office of
Administrative Law for further hearing to determine the nature and
extent of petitioner's duties and responsibilities.
On August 26, 1987 a conference call was conducted with the
Director of the Bureau of Controversies and Disputes, petitioner •s
attorney, and the Board's current attorney at which time it was
determined that the issue of appropriate endorsement for the
contested position would be reviewed by the Commissioner by way of
motions for summary decision in the instant matter (Pezzullo II).
See letter of August 27, 1987 from Seymour Weiss to the attorneys.

While
the Board
initially
sought
reactivation
of
Pezzullo I, its brief was submitted for summary decision in
Pezzullo II.
Further, while petitioner •s brief was submitted for
summary decision in Pezzullo I, he simultaneously submitted a
request to reactivate Pezzullo II.
For the purposes of rendering a determination on the issue
of the appropriate endorsement for the disputed position. the matter
is deemed to be an issue subsumed within a reactivation of
Pezzullo II, not a reactivation of Pezzullo I, given the Board • s
agreement to submit the issue to the Commusioner under the latter
case. See Board's reply brief of September 11, 1987, at page 4.
As to petitioner's request for declaratory judgment with
respect to salary entitlement for a two-month period during the
summer of 1986, the Commissioner determines that the issue is
time-barred and he will therefore not grant the relief sought for
the following reasons.
For petitioner to prevail on his claim, it would have to be
determined that he was improperly reduced in force pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 and 28-10 and N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10. Such a claim
must have been filed within 90 days of being notified that he was
the subject of a reduction in force. N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 He did not
do this. Nor did he seek to amend his petition for: declaratory
judcment in Pezzullo I to include the relief sought. The matter was
before the Office of Administrative Law during the 90 day filing
period imposed by N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. A declaratory ruling by the
Commissioner in the January 1987 Pezzullo I case indicating that
petitioner was tenured did not create a new opportunity for
petitioner to file a claim of improper RIF nearly ten months after
it became effective.

* It is noted for the record that the June 9, 1987 letter was in
reference to reactivating Pezzullo II, not Pezzullo I.
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Notwithstanding the above, the Comiuioner will address
the certification determination reached by the county superintendent
as it would have bearina on any RIF arising after the filing of the
instant petition for declaratory judgment. It does not have bearing
on the reduction in force petitioner was subject to in 1986 because
a seniority determination aust be aade anew aa each RIF occurs baaed
on the regulations in effect at the time of the given reduction.
Erica Cohen v. Eaeuon Bd. of Ed. , decided by the Comisaioner
September 3, 1985, rev'd State Board 3une 3, 1987
Positions of the Parties
Petitioner's Position
Petitioner
argues
that
the
county
superintendent
appropriately carried out his responsibilities under N.3 .S.A.
18A:7-8 and N.J.A.C. 6:ll-3.6(b) and the duty imposed on him by the
co..issioner in the Pezzullo I decision. Be maintains that there is
a broad scope of authonty and review inherent in the position of
county superintendent which sug,ests wide and flexible latitude even
without the additional delegatlon of responsibility to the county
superintendent by the Comiuioner when he directed him "to review
this aatter [of endorsement] forthwith so as to fulfill his
statutory authority.***" (emphasis suppl1ed) (Pezzullo I, at p. 22)
Moreover, petitioner contends that a county super1ntendent has been
previously called UJ?On to determine appropriate certification "after
the fact" aa seen 1n a case he considers "strikingly similar" to
his. Cohen v. Bd. of Ed. of the Twp. of East Brunswick, 1982 S.L.D.
-957; aff'd State Board, 1983 S.L.D. 15l4
The other two points raised by petitioner have to do with
the confuaion that existed as to whether Pezzullo I was being
reactivated or Pezzullo II and therefore will not be addressed.
However. the co. .isaioner will note for the record that notwithstanding the fact the Board did not appeAl Pezzullo I to the State
Board, this does not preclude a review of the county superintendent's deterlllination resulting from the directive in that prior
decision.
l'urther, the county superintendent's certification
deciaion, although binding on future seniority determinations, is
not free from or immune to review by the Commissioner if a
controversy reaulta from it. Moreover, even if the issue did not
surface in the instant matter, either petitioner or the Board could
have filed a petition of appeal as a result of the county superintendent's determination if either disagreed with the outcome.
The Board'a Position
The Board arguea that the county superintendent's authority
waa liaited to taking facts from and making his certification
determination baaed upon the job description approved by the Board,
citing in support of thia Geraan v. Bd. of Ed. of Cape May Count~
Voc-Tech School, decided by State Board August 8, l984 and Freehol
Regional B.S. Education Association and Holcomb v. Bd. of Ed. of the

,z_
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Freehold Regional lt.S. Diatrict, 1978 S.L.D. 960. I t also argues
that when reviewing the Commissioner's dUective in Pezzullo I, he
merely directed the county superintendent to rev1ew the job
description. Further, the Board asserts that N.J.S.A. l8A:7-8 and
N.J .A. C. 6:56 delineate the powers and dut1ea of a county
super1ntendent yet none, in the Board's view, even implicitly
includes the power to engage in fact-findin' or to assume an
investigatory role on a job descriJ>tiOn aubm1tted under N.J .A. C.
6:11-3.6(b) for determination of cert1fication.
The Board also challenges the county superintendent's
position that the job description had to be attested to by the
superintendent, assistant superintendent and director of secondary
education since there is no requirement in law for this. Further,
it asserts that even with the lack of attestation by the secondary
education director, the county superintendent had no jurisdictional
authority as to the accuracy of the job description in that his
authority is limited to the job description itself.
It likewise
asaerts that the county superintendent acted without authority and
unreasonably to determine the Board was delaying in the matter. As
to this, it asserts that even if he has the jurisdiction to
determine any legal delay, much of the time is excusable and
explainable.
The
Board
also
argues
that
even
if
the
county
superintendent acted within his jurisdictional authority and
reasonably in ascertaining petitioner's job duties, his substantive
determination was unreasonable when finding that a principal's
certificate was required. More specifically, it avers that (1) he
considered only the duties of elementary and secondary school
principals that petitioner performed but not the many he did not;
{2) be did not compare petitioner • a duties to those of supervisors;
and (3) the nine duties which the county superintendent determined
petitioner performed which were not expresaly listed on the job
description were actually nominally covered in it and were not even
critical or distinctive principals' duties.
Of this, the Board avera, among other things, that (1) the
county superintendent failed to state just which duties were those
of principal; (2) even if correct, they comprise leas than 471. of
the high school principal's duties and only ss.n. of
an
elementary' a: and (3) those principal's duties be did perform were
to a much lower degree and/or quality than are performed by the
principals. It points to the fact that petitioner did not perform
many duties of a principal as found by the ALJ in Pezzullo I and his
duties were confined to a facility of only a limited number of
students and staff.
As to the allegation that the county superintendent failed
to review supervisory job descriptions, the Board points out that
561. of petitioner's duties are also contained in supervisor job
descriptions. Further, as to the nine "unlisted" duties, the Board
avera that although the ALJ and county superintendent may have

13
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determined petitioner performed them to certain degrees, it must be
thoroughly emphasized that neither of thelll found he performed the
functions pursuant to lawful authority delegated by the Board. I t
cites Wilson v. New Brunswick Bd. of Ed., 1977 S.L.D. 555 in support
of the proposition that a teaching staff member cannot claim
entitlement to a position by performing duties which the school
board never authorized the person to perform.
Lastly, the Board argues that the county superintendent •s
review reflects an unfair bias in favor of petitioner. It contends
·it is apparent from his August 6, 1987 opinion the county
superintendent had taken an adversarial approach to the Board even
before conducting his review of petitioner's duties as indicated by
his:
1.

'oing out of his way and exercising extrajurisdictional steps to search for and find
fault with the Board's job description when
there is no indication he ever did such a
thing before;

2.

going out of his way to adjudge the Board
was illegally delayin$ when neither the
Commissioner nor petit1oner had raised the
issue;

3.

expressing no consideration or deference to
the ALJ's findings and determinations;

4.

comparing
petitioner's
duties
principals and supervisors; and

5.

comparing only principal-like duties.

only

to

Discussion of Law and Conclusions
First to be addressed will be the allegations that the
county superintendent exceeded his authority by going beyond the job
description approved by the Board at its July 13, 1987 meeting. The
pertinent general statutes and regulations regarding the powers and
duties of a county superintendent which must be considered in this
dispute include the following:
N.J.S.A. 18A:7-8.

General powers and duties

Each county superintendent shall:
a.

Visit and examine from time to time all
of the schools under his general
supervision
and
exercise
general
supervision over them in accordance
with the rules prescribed from time to
time by the state board;

I~
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b.

Keep himself informed as to the managemethods
of
instruction and
ment,
discipline and the courses of study and
textbooks in use *** in the local
districts under his general supervision, and make recommendations in
connection therewith;

c.

Advise with and counsel the hoards of
education of the local districts under
his general supervision and of any
other district of the county when so
requested,
in
relation
to
the
performance of their duties***·

N.J.A.C. 6:56-1.2
(a)

Schools

Each county superintendent of schools shall
visit the schools under his jurisdiction as
often as may he neceuary. He shall render
such supervisory service as he may deem
desirable with respect to problems of school
administration and supervision, school and
classroom
organization
and
management,
methods
and materials
of
instruction,
curricula, programs of guidance. in-service
training of teachers, appraisal of education
results, the appropriateness and adequacy of
school sites, building and equipment, and
shall insofar as possible make his office a
service bureau for the schools in his county.

More specific regulations pertinent to the instant matter include
N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.5 and 3.6 as well as N.J.A.C. 6:56-1.3.
The regulations contained within N.J.A.C.
direct responsibility on the county superintendent to
individual is employed in a New Jersey district unless
the appropriate certificate aa indicated in N.J.A.C.
reads:
6:11-3.5

6:11 place a
assure that no
he or she has
6:11-3.5 which

Enforcement

(a)

The local Chief School Administrator shall
aacertain if professional staff members are
properly certificated and shall report to
the appropriate district board of education
those who are not certificated.

(b)

The
county
superintendent
shall
take
measures necessary for the enforcement of
the State law requiring district boards of
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education to employ only tbo11 profeadonal
staff memben who are properly certificated
for tbe positions held.
(c)

The county superintendent a ball notify the
appropriate district board of education and
tbe Commissioner of Education immediately
when he or abe learns of a professional
staff member boldin& a position in violation
of the State certification lawa and rules.

Moreover, N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6 veata tbe county superintendent
wi tb the duty and autbori ty to review and approve unrecognized
titles and to determine the appropriate certification for such a
title. Tbie regulation not only enables the county superintendent
to fulfill his or her enforcement responsibilities under N.J .A. C.
6: 11-3. S but it also baa bearing on seniority determinations. It
reads:
6:11-3.6 Aaaignment of titles
(a)

Diatrict boardt of education shall assign
poaition titles to teacbin& staff members
which are recognized in theae rules.

(b)

If a district board of education determines
that the use of an unrecognized position
title is desirable, or if a previously
established unrecognized title e:x:iata, such
district board of education shall submit a
written request for permiaaion to use the
proposed title to the county superintendent
of
acboola,
prior
to
making
such
appointment.
Such request shall include a
detailed
job detcription.
The
county
superintendent ahall exercise hia or her
ditcretion
reaarding
approval
of
such
requett, and make a determination of the
appropriate certification and title for the
podtion.
Tbe county auperintendent of
achoolt tball review annually all previoutly
approved unrecoanized position titles, and
determine whether tuch ti tlea shall he
continued for
tbe next
acbool year.
Deciaiona rendered by county superintendents
reaardin&
titles
and
certificates
for
unrecoanized politlona aball be binding upon
future
teniority
determinations
on
a
caae-by-caae baaia.

In addition to the above, there il yet another regulation
which baa bearina on the instant utter aa the iaaue ia rooted in
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specific orders of the CoiDIDissioner in Pezzullo I.
reads:
N.J.A.C. 6:56-1.3

This regulation

School law decisions

The county superintendent shall ascertain whether
the judgements and orders of the CoiDIDissioner of
Education and the State Soard of Education in
controversies arising under the School Laws of
the State or under the rules and regulations
prescribed by the State Board of Education are
obeyed, and shall inform the CoiDIDissioner of
Education fully concerning the action taken by
the parties with respect to such judgments and
orders.
A reading of these legal mandates and a thorough examination of the record in this matter leads the CoiDIDissioner to determine that the county superintendent did not exceed his authority or
engage in illegal fact-finding and investigation in this matter. In
Pezzullo I
the Commissioner unequivocably ordered the county
super1ntendent to forthwith execute his duties under N.J.A.C.
6:11-3.6(b).
Be likewise unequivocably ordered the Board to
immediately adopt a job description which thoroughly and accurately
delineated petitioner's duties as fulfilled in the past, not as the
Board would like to see it.
Under the Pezzullo I decision and
N.J.A.C. 6:56-1.3, the county superintendent had a legal obligation
to take whatever steps he deemed necessary to see that compliance
with that decision immediately occurred.
Contrary to the Board's arguments, the county superinten-

dent was not limited to a

review of the job description given the

factual circumstances of this matter.
N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6(b) is
intended for county superintendent review and approval prior to an
unrecognized title being used.
Thus, in this particular matter,
additional responsibilities were placed on the county superintendent
when acting under that regulation. Be was directed to ascertain
based on past duties performed whether or not a principal's
certificate was needed for the position and not merely the lesser
certificate of supervisor.
The Pezzullo I decision contained a series of undisputed
duties carried out by petitioner. Thus, it was incumbent upon the
county superintendent to assure that any job description submitted
for his review and approval included all of the duties addressed in
the Pezzullo I decision as directed by the COIDIDissioner. For the
county superintendent to require attestation by the district
administrators well-versed and knowledgeable of the actual duties
~erformed by petitioner is not deemed arbitrary, unreasonable or
1llegal. It must be remembered that this was no ordinary, a priori
review of a job description under N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6(b) but was a
review bein& carried out as a result of an adversarial proceeding
wherein the Board argued vigorously that the disputed position was
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not one requiring a principal-a certificate. As such, ita position
can hardly be characterized as impartial. Moreover, the Board was
specifically warned that it was not to use the Commissioner's order
to recast the job description. Again, it was to reflect past duties.
'That the county superintendent chose to limit his review of
district job descriptions to those of principals is likewise deemed
reasonable and appropriate. The specific order of the Commissioner
was to ascertain if a principal's certificate was necessary for the
position. As such, he can see nothin& illegal or inap~ropriate in
the county superintendent reviewing and comparing the JOb descriptions for principals to aid him in his decision making.
Moreover, the Commissioner finds as reasonable, appropriate
and justified the countr superintendent's conclusion that the Board
had delayed and failed 1n its duty to carry out the Commissioner' a
order in Pezzullo I. This was not an order to develop a job
description for a new position. It waa an order for immediate
approval of a job description for a position with duties that had
been carried out for more than a decade. It is simply ludicrous to
suggest that any board of education would need six months to carry
out the order. The Commissioner finds totally meritless the Board's
arguments that ita delay was excusable and explainable.
Having determined that as a matter of fact and law the
county
superintendent
acted
appropriately
and
within
his
jurisdictional powers in carrying out his duties, the substantive
issue of certification will now be addressed.
As correctly noted by the ALJ in Pezzullo 1, there are very
few duties prescribed by law or regulation to be fulfilled by a
principal. See M.J.S.A. 18A:2S-S, the filing of annual reports with
the superintendent; N.J.S.A. 18A:37-4, the authority of principals
to suspend; M.J .S.A. l8A:40-7, the authority of the principal to
exclude ill pupils; M.J.S.A. 18A:41-l, the mandate for a principal
to conduct fire drilla. As already determined in Pezzullo I, it is

not necessary for one to be in charge of a building or school for a

principal's certificate to be required in a potition.
Lu{'pino,
supra Mor does a limited number of students and staff in a bu1lding
necessarily preclude a principal's certificate from being required
of a position. There are some school districts in New Jersey which
have just 41 few students and staff as herein.
Thus, a
determination in this matter hinges on whether the scope and nature
of the duties are sufficiently "principal-like" (to use the Board's
terminology) to require the higher level certificate of principal as
opposed to that of a supervisor.
Upon a thorough examination of the record in this matter,
it is determined that the county auperintendent•s deaignation of a
principal certificate is reasonable and appropriate.
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Even accepting, arguendo, the lowest calculation of a
principal's duties advanced by the Board, 381 of petitioner's
duties, and the calculation of 561 of a supervisor's duties. it is
not unreasonable for the county superintendent to ascertain that a
position which bas a substantial portion of a principal's duties
requires a principal's certificate. This is particularly true given
that some of those duties are by law authorized for principals
only. That the Board did not expressly authorize petitioner to
carry out those duties does not nullify the county superintendent's
determination.
It was undisputed in Pezzullo I that the Board,
despite the absence of an approved JOb description, required
petitioner to hold a principal's certificate. Further, it is clear
that the Board never assigned any other person appropriately
certified as principal to carry out those duties which only a
principal by law could carry out in the Alternate School.
Accordingly, the Commissioner determines that the county
superintendent •a certification is reasonable and appropriate. Such
determination means that tenure has been acquired in the position of
principal.
This determination does not alter the Commissioner's
determination in Pezzullo I that there is no legal entitlement under
N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.3 to salary placement on the high school
pr1nc1pals' guide as that is a matter of negotiation. Hyman, supra
Having determined that the appropriate certificate for the
unrecognized title of Coordinator of the Alternate School is that of
principal and that petitioner enjoys tenure as such, the question of
seniority must now be addressed. To repeat, the determination will
be limited solely to any reduction in force occurring after the
filing of the instant petition for declaratory judgment because
petitioner never timely filed a claim of an improper RIF in 1986
under N.J.S.A. l8A:28-9-12 or N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10.
A review of N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1) indicates the appropriate
seniority category for pet1 tioner' s service is that of high school
principal. However, as petitioner neither applied for nor received
a principal's certificate until 1978 (see Pezzullo I) his seniority
is to be counted from the date that certif1cate was issued. Sydnor
v. Board of Education of the City of Englewood, 1976 S.L.D. 113;
Fischbach v. North Bergen Bd. of Ed., 1983 S.L.D. 1418, aff'd State
Board July ll, 1984, aff'd New Jersey SuperiOr Court, Appellate
Division November 15, 1985; Linda Ledwitz v. Bd. of Ed. of
Manalapan-Englishtown, decided September 16, 1987.
If, as a result of this decision, petitioner has been
improperly subject to a reduction in force at any time subsequent to
April 28, 1987, he is to be reinstated immediately to a position to
which his seniority entitles him along with all emoluments and
benefits flowing from that entitlement.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
November 5, 1987
Pending State Board
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

DOTIAL DECISION

SUMMARY DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2044-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 39-3/87
PllANK D'ALONZO,

Petitioner,
v.
BOARD OP EDUCA'ftON OP THE TOWRSHIP
OP WEST OllANGB, ESSEX COUNTY,

Respondent.

WaJIHI J. Opplto, Esq., tor petitioner
Samuel A. Cllristlano,. Esq., for respondent

(Christiano and Christiano, attomeys)

Record Closed: September 16, 1987

Decided: September 30, 1987

BEFORE BTBPBER G. WBI88, ALJ:

'lbe petitioner In thll matter, Frank D'Alonzo, an assistant prinelpal at a junior high

school in West Orange, brought suit against his employer, respondent Board of Education
of West Orange, claiming that Its fallure to appoint him as of February 1987 to a vacancy
In the position of assistant principal at West Orange High Sehool constituted a violation of
his seniority rights under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9!! !!9.· and N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10.
D'Alonzo's petition was flled with the Commillioner on March 11, 1987. Following
the filing of an answer by the Board later that month, the matter was ·transmitted to the
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Office of Administrative Law as a contested ease, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 !! !!!1·
and N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 et !!!1· A prehearing conference was conducted by the undersigned
administrative law judge on June 1, 1987, where it was agreed that the following issues
would be addressed:
(A)

Was respondent's faUure to appoint petitioner to the position of high school
assistant principal a violation of his seniority rights and, if so, to what relief is
petitioner entitled; and

(B)

ls the petition in this matter barred by virtue of the application of the

doctrines of !!! judicata and/or collateral estoppel and/or laches?
Since both sides agreed the ease was susceptible to disposition by way of summary
decision, a briefing schedule for cross-motions was established for this purpose.
Thereafter, cross-motions with supporting briefs were CUed, together with a joint
stipulation of facts, and the following constitutes my determination in connection with
those motions.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The parties have filed a joint stipulation of facts which, as modified, is herewith
adopted as my findings of fact and Is set forth below (Exhibit J-1):
1.

Respondent, the West Orange Board of Education, Is responsible for the
administration and organization of the West Orange School District.

2.

Petitioner, Prank D'Alonzo, has been employed as a teaching staff member by
the Board since September, 1959.

3.

Prom on or about July 1, 1966 to June 30, 1972, D'Alonzo was employed in the
position of high school assistant principal.

-2-
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4.

For the 1972-73 sebool year, D'Alonzo wu assigned to the central offlee as an
administrative assistant to the superintendent.

5. · For tbe 1973-74 school year, D'Alonzo wu assigned u a junior high school
assistant principal and served In that position untn June 30, 1983.
6.

For tbe 1983-84 sehool year, D'Alonzo wu assigned as an "acting" high school
assistant principal. On February 15, 1984, petitioner wu advised that he
would be reassigned the following sehool year (eommenelng July 1, 1984) to a
position as assistant principal of a junior high sehool.

'1.

For tbe 1984-85 school year, the Board reorpnlzed the sehool district, closing
one of Its two high sehools, and D'Alonzo wu assigned as an assistant principal
· of a junior high school.

8.

a petition of appeal to the Commissioner in
which he challenged his reassignment to the junior high school as violative or
his tenure and seniority rights. That ease eventually was decided In D'Alonzo
v. Bd. of Ed. of West Or!IJIS!, N.J. App. Dlv., Nov. 13, 1986, A-'18D-85Tl
(unreported). • 1n Its decision tbe Appellate Division affirmed the decision of
the State Board of Education whleh, In turn, had affirmed the deelsfon of the
Commissioner that sfnee D'Alonzo's petition of appeal was not tned untn July
3, 1984, It was time-barred under the 9D-day rule contained in N.J.A.C. 6:241.2.

9.

As of September 1986, tbe pertinent senior administrative staff at West
Orange High School wu:

On July 3, 1984, D'Alonzo tned

•untess the eontext otherwise requires, the prior cue wm be referred to hereafter as
"D'Alonzo L"

-3-
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Joseph Tylus-principal
Gerald Tarnoff-assistant principal
Frank Vogt-assistant principal
. Vaughn Avedian-assistant principal
10.

In December, 1986, Avedian resigned, thereby leaving a vacancy in one of the

positions of high school assistant principal.
11.

The seniority list for high school assistant principals, dated October 1983,
accurately reflects the pertinent seniority in terms of total service as of that
date of petitioner, Tarnoff and one Kenneth Bernabe as follows:
D'Alonzo
Tarnoff
Bernabe

12.

16.8 years
10.8 years
4.0 years

In a letter dated December 18, 1986, D'Alonzo advised the superintendent that

since he was first on the seniority list for high school assistant principals, he
was entitled to be appointed to fill the vacancy created by Avedian's
resignation.
13.

In a letter dated January 28, 1987, the superintendent, on behalf of

respondent, advised D'Alonzo that he was not entitled to claim the high school
assistant principal position. No reason was given for that denial.
14.

On January 27, 1987, the Board appointed Bernabe to fill the position of high
school assistant principal left vacant by Avedlan, said appointment to become
effective February 9, 1987.

15.

On or about March 10 or 11, 1987, the petition of appeal in the instant matter
was filed by D'Alonzo in which he challenged the Board's failure to appoint
him, rather than Bernabe, to the high school assistant principal position.

-4-
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16.

On March 24, 1987, the Board reorganized the administrative structure of the
school district and two of the three positions of high sehool assistant principal
(then held by Tarnoff, Vogt and Bernabe) were eliminated, effective JUly 1,
1987.

17.

AI a resUlt of this reorganization, Bernabe wu the subject of a reduction In
foree effeetlve June 30, 1987, and Vogt wu reuslgned. Thus, as of JUly 1,
1987, the high school has only one assistant principal, Gerald Tarnoff. •
POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES

~..

Petitioner

Aceordlng to petitioner, the Board's failure to appoint him to the vaeant position of
high school assistant principal created by the Avedtan resignation was a violation of his
tenure and seniority rights, particularly given the concession by the Board that he has
greater seniority than Tarnoff or Bernabe. Thus, relying upon the decision In Fallis v.
South Plainfield Board of Education, OAL DKT. EDU 5934-84 (Jan. 16, 1985), affirmed,
Comm'r of Ed. (March 4, 1985), affirmed, State Board of Ed. (September 4, 1985),
D'Alonzo maintains that the Board's continuing faUure to appoint him to the sole
remaining assistant principal position at the high school cannot be sustained.
In Fallis the petitioner wu "bumped" from a high sehool assistant principalship and
transferred to a junJor high school u the resUlt of a reorganization. A vacancy in the
former position later arose when the, person who had "bumped" Fallis retired. When the
board faDed to appoint Fallis to flU the position, he fUed a petition challenging that
action. The Commissioner held that Fallis wu entitled to be appointed to the vacancy by
virtue of N.J.A.C. 8:3-1.10(1) sinee his uslgnment to the junJor high school, contrary to
the board's assertion, resUlted from a "reduction In force" and was not a "transfer."

• At my direction, Tarnotr wu advised by eoiDlsel of the pendency of this cue and was
offered an opportiDlity to intervene. Counsel for the Board advised that Tarnoff deelined
the Invitation. CoiDISel's letter of September 11, 1987, has been marked "Court Exhibit
1." Bernabe earlier had advised the undersigned, through counsel, that he did not wish to
Intervene.
-5-
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D' Alonzo also disputes respondent's assertions that his entitlement is barred by the
doctrines of !:.!!! judicata, collateral estoppel and/or laches. This aspect of the case
relates, of course, to the fact that as the result of the 1984 administrative reorganization
D'Alonzo had brought a suit simUar to the present one which, as noted, ultimately was
dismissed because .he faUed to meet the 9o-day time requirement of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
The four decisions in that case are attached to the joint stipulation as Appendices A
through D. The initial decision by Judge Young dismissed the petition on the basis of
laches. The Commissioner modified that initial decision and determined, instead, that the
petition was untimely pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. The State Board affirmed the
Commissioner and its decision subsequently was affirmed by the Appellate Division.
According to D' Alonzo, since the instant appeal independently challenges the
consequences of a new administrative reorganization announced in January 1987, whereas
the previous matter involved a totally separate set of circumstances, there obviously is a
clear lack of Identity between the two cases and neither the doctrine of !:.!!! judicata nor
the doctrine of collateral estoppel applies. Petitioner also observes that In any case the
critical substantive issue, his entitlement by virtue of seniority to a high school assistant
prlncipalship vacancy, was never decided in D'Alonzo I.
Finally, with regard to the laches defense, D1Alonzo maintains that this "issue"
should not even be addressed since the 9o-day limit contained in N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 is a
"statute-of-limitations" type regulation which, if met, overrides any equitable doctrine
tied to an alleged "delay." In other words, If the present action Is not time barred under
the 9o-day rule, it cannot be "too late" under any theory.

!!·

The Board

The Board initially argues that whether petitioner has greater seniority than Tarnoff
is not properly in issue in this case since there has not been any "reduction in force," a
necessary prerequisite to consideration of any seniority issue. In support of this
argument, the Board cites Fazan v. Board or Ed. of Borough or Manville, OAL DKT. EDU
3359-84 (Sept. 7, 1984), rejected, Comm'r of Ed. (Oct. 24, 1984). In essence, since
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petitioner has been maintained in his position as a junior high sehool assistant prineipal
since July 1984, and!!! has never been atreeted in!!!!! position by any reduction in Ioree
(i.e., "bumped"), whatever took place thereafter at the high school with regard to
vacancies and/or the Board's elimination of assistant principalshlps has no bearing on his
status at all.
Beyond that, the Board maintains, of course, that D'Alonzo's petition Is barred by
the doctrines of laehes and/or !:!! judicata and/or collateral estoppel. With respect to
laches, the Boerd points out that in 1972 petitioner was transferred, without objection,
from a high sehool assistant principalship to the central office and, in the following yeer,
to a position as junior high school assistant principal. Since It was not untlll984, 11 yeers
later, that petitioner first brought suit claiming entitlement by virtue of seniority to the
high school position, It is the Board's position that this lengthy "delay" bars the claim now.
This same argument was raised by the Board in D'Alonzo I and was adopted by Judge
Young in his initial deeislon (Exhibit J-1, Appendix A).
The Board also argues that the instant petition is barred by !:!! judicata and/or
collateral estoppel, pointing out that: (1) the parties ere Identical to those in D'Alonzo I;
and (2) petitioner's claim Is "essentially the same" as that previously pursued (entitlement
to a vacancy in an assistant high school prlnclpalshlp by reason of seniority). Thus
respondent argues that D'Alonzo Is attempting to reUtigate the very same Issues which
were Involved In that eerUer matter.

£..

Discussion

My review of the facts ln this case leads me to conclude that none of the separate
defenses raised by the Board, laches, !:!! judicata and/or collateral estoppel, apply. With
respect to laches, the Commissioner In D'Alonzo I never ruled upon the administrative law
judge's recommendation as to that issue, and the subsequent history of the case pointedly
omits reference to the laches Issue. In any event, I do not find laches appropriately to
apply since no prejudice has been cited by the Board, no less supported by any proofs, to
demonstrate an inabiUty to defend, even assuming there has been an "unexplained" delay.
See,!:![:, Lavin v. Bd. of Educ. or Hackensack, 90 N.J. 145 (1982).

-1-
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With respect to !!! judicata and/or collateral estoppel, I must reject these defenses
as well. The context giving rise to the instant matter is a failure to appoint D'Alonzo to a
vacancy in 1987. While "simUar" In a very broad sense to the 1984 case, nevertheless it is
materially distinct lor purposes of these defenses. First, D'Alonzo•s present petition
clearly met the 96-day requirement of N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2, and the Board does not argue
otherwise. Thus, the critical procedural "Issue" addressed in D'Alonzo I, upon which that
case turned, does not even exist here. In tact, as I read the decisions In D'Alonzo I, it is
obvious that the underlying substantive Issue was never addressed. • Thus, consideration
here of that issue clearly would not constitute "• •• a wasteful and unnecessary
fragmentation ••• and duplication of proceedings." See, CitY of Hackensack v. Winner,
162 !!.:.!:, Super. 1, 25 (App. Dlv. 1978), mod. 82 !!.:.!:, 1 (1980). Under the circumstances,
neither the doctrine of !:!! judicata nor the doetrlne of collateral estoppel is pertinent to
these proceedings. See also, Charlie Brown ot Chatham v. Bd. of AdJustment, 202 !!.:.!:,
Super. 312, 327 (App. Dlv. 1985),
The other point raised by the Board is that the present controversy Is not even
"ripe," since petitioner has not been the subject of a reduction in force and he therefore
cannot even raise any seniority claim. My review of the Commissioner's decision in
Fazan, upon which the Board relies, convinces me that this argument has substantial
merit. The petitioner, like Fazan but unlike Fallis, was not the subject of a reduction in
force vis-a-vis the high school assistant prinelpalship, either in 1984 or in 1987. In his
initial decision in Fallis, the administrative law judge pertinently referred on several
occasions to the aeeepted proposition that seniority applies only where there is a question
concerning "an employee's bumping rights upon a reduction In force" and that "seniority is
a coneept which comes Into play only when a reduction In force is necessary." !,!!!!! at 9,
10. Thus, since there had been a reduction In force In 1981 which resulted in the transfer
of Fallis from high school assistant principal to assistant principal at a middle school,
there was in that case a legitimate basis to consider petitioner's seniority status.

•While the administrative law judge in D'Aionzo I did observe that D'Alonzo's claim to
seniority "is not properly based on the 1984=85 reduction in force" (Joint Exhibit 1, App.
A, p.6}, the Commissioner did not adopt that finding. Neither the State Board nor the
Appellate Division decision refers to the issue at all.
-8-
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To the contrary in this cue, at no time was petitioner moved from one category to
another or otherwise affected as the result of any reduction in force. In adopting the
determination by the administrative law judge In Fallis, the Commissioner found that,
unlike here, a reduction in Ioree dfd oceur and the issue of seniority had to be eonsldered
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10.
Simply put, the situation in whieh D'Alonzo finds himself in the cue sub judlee Is
not one which Involves a reduetion In Ioree whleh is a necessary condition prerequisite for
eonsideration of one's seniority entitlement under the statutes and the regulations.
During 1983-84, D'Alonzo was an acting hlp school assistant principal. His assignment
for the 1984-85 school year was as a junior high school assistant principal, where he
remained sinee then. Nothing oceurred In 198'1 which would eonstitute a reduetion in
force Impacting upon him. Given the decisional authority, D'Alonzo therefore has no
entitlement to the position held by Tarnoff by virtue of seniority.
Aceordfngly, I CONCLUDE then~ Is no material faet genuinely In issue in this
matter since petitioner was not the subject of a reduction in force resulting in his
movement to the position of assistant prinelpal at the junior high school, and the
respondent therefore Is entitled to entry of summary decision as a matter of law.
Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.S(b), retpondent's motion for summary decision is granted and
petitioner's cross-motion Is denied, and It Is ORDBilBD that the petition of appeal be
DISMISSED.

-9-
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This reeommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMII08SIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by

law is empowered to make a final deC!Ision in this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final deC!Ision in accordance with N.J.S.A.
52:148-10.

I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.
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FRAlUC D 'ALONZO,

PITITIOND,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WEST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

lU:SPONDEMT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were filed by
petitioner pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
Petitioner objects to the ALJ'a conclusion that he was not
subject to a reduction in force in 1984 and points to the court
decision in D'Alonzo I, which reads in pertinent part:
Additionally, the record shows that D'Alonzo did
not file his petition with the Commissioner
within 90 days after being notified of the action
taken by West Orange as required by N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.2.
On
February 15,
1984,
D'Alonzo
received written notice stating that West Orange
bad abolished tbe position of Acting Assistant
Principal at West Orange Bigb School and had
approved his transfer froa that position to
Assistant Principal at Roosevelt Junior Bigh
School, effective July 1, 1984.
D'Alonzo was
therefore required to file bis petition with the
Commissioner within 90 days of February 15,
1984. In fact, D'Alonzo's petition was not filed
until July 3, 1984, more than 144 days after he
had received notice of the action taken by West
Orange. Moreover I petitioner 1 s filing a formal
grievance with the principal of West Orange High
School on June 16, 1984, did not relieve him of
tbe obligation to file a petition in accordance
with R.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
(Slip Opinion, at p. 3)
Petitioner argues that this clearly demonstrates be was in
fact aubject to a reduction in force as noticed thereof on
February IS, 1984. Be further argues that all D'Alonzo I stands for
is that bia petition of appeal waa time barred.
Consequently,
petitioner avowa that it was he, and not Mr. Bernabe, who should
have been recalled in December 1986 when a vacancy arose in the high
school vice-principal category.
As to this, it is petitioner's
polition that when the Board acted in March 1987 to abolish an
auistant principal position, bad be been filling the position, as
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opposed'to Mr. Bernabe, petitioner would have continued as the only
assistant principal at the high school as his seniority in that
category is greater than Mr. Tarnoff, the current assistant
principal.
Upon
review
of
the
record
including
petitioner's
exceptions, the CoiDIIIissioner concurs with and adopts the findings
and legal conclusions of the AW that this matter is not barred on
the basis of res judicata or collateral estoppel. The vacancy that
occurred in December 1986 which prompted the petition in this matter
constituted a new cause for action. Thus, if petitioner believed
his rights were transgressed as a result of the Board's failure to
appoint him to the vacant assistant principal's position, he was
entitled to file a Petition of Appeal over the action.
As to the issue of whether or not petitioner was subject to
a reduction in force in 1984, the CoiDIIIissioner fully agrees that
while the AW in D'Alonzo I concluded he had not been, that substantive issue was never addressed by the Commissioner, the State Board,
or the appellate court because the matter was dismissed on
procedural grounds. Notwithstanding petitioner's arguments to the
contrary, the appellate court • s reference to petitioner's posit ion
as actin~ assistant principal being abolished is not tantamount to a
declaratton that he had in fact and in law been subject to a
reduction in force within the meanin' of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 through
12 and N.J .A.C. 6:3-1.10. That spec1fic usue ur the gravamen of
the case herein, i.e., was petitioner subject to a reduction in
force in 1984 which triggered his seniority rights in the category
of high school assistant principal?
Upon careful consideration of the issue, the CoiDIIIissioner
concludes, as did the AW, that petitioner was not subject to a
reduction in force in 1984 and, thus, his seniority rights in that
category remain inchoate. This conclusion is based on the fact that
petitioner was specifically assigned as an a~ting high school
assistant principal for 1983-84, an assignment 1pven by the Board
for one year ot;t1Y whereupon petitioner was to return to his junior
high school ass1stant principal position. With respect to this, the
ALJ in D'Alonzo I found in pertinent part that:
The following represents the chronology of events
leading to this controversy based on admissions
in pleadings, credible testimony of witnesses,
and documentary evidence:

***
The current
Superintendent of
Schools
was
appointed to that position in January 1982. In
anticipation of and preparation for the implementation of the Board's plan to consolidate its two
high schools into one beginning with the 1984-85
school year,
the Superintendent
recommended
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t.-porary
reassignments
into
administrative
positions. The Board approved and acted at its
regular public meeting on September 13, 1983 as
follows:
l)

appointed Stewart Weinberg [high school
auistant principal] as Transition Manager,
effective September 1, 1983 through June 30,
1984 [creating vacancy in position of h~gh
school assistant principal].

2)

appointed Frank D'Alonzo, petitioner, high
school acting assistant principal, effective
September l, 1983 throu'h June 30. 1984
(creating vacancy in poution of assistant
junior high school principal, which was held
by D'Alonzo].

3}

appointed Marcia Bossart, acting assistant
junior high school principal, effective
September l, 1983 through June 30, 1984.(R-2)

It is noted that the minutes of that meeting
(R-2) also states (sic): "All of the above are
ten (10) month appointments and the appointees
will go back to their old positions for the
1984-85 school year."
There were no known
objections by any transferees.
D'Alonzo was noticed of the Board's action in a
letter from the Superintendent under date of
September 14,
1983.
The
notice
clearly
collllllUnicates the appointment as "Acting Assistant
Princi~al
at
West
Orange
High
School ...•
effectl ve September 1, 1983 through June 30,
1984." See R-1.
Relevant personnel assignments in 1982-83 were as
follows:
Edison Jr. H.S.

Frank D'Alonzo,
assistant principal

Mountain H.S.

Jerry Tarnoff, principal
Frank Vogt, assistant
principal
Vincent Mirandi,
assistant principal

West Orange H.S.

Joseph Tylus, principal
Stewart Weinberg,
assistant principal
Kenneth Bernabe,
assistant principal
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In the 1983-84 school year, the above assignments
remained except as follows:
Edison Jr. B.S.

Marcia Bossart, acting
junior high school
assistant principal

West Orange B.S.

Frank D'Alonzo, acting
high school assistant
principal

Superintendent's
office

Stewart Weinberg, transition manager

The consolidation plan went into effect in the
1984-85 school year.
At its February 14, 1984
meeting, the Board abolished the positions of
acting assistant principal at Edison junior high
school and the West Orange high school, effective
July 1, 1984 and acted to "transfer Mr. Frank
D'Alonzo to his previous position at the junior
high school level. Mr. D'Alonzo will be assigned
as Assistant Principal at Roosevelt Junior High
School, effective July 1, 1984."***
Weinberf left the school district at the
conclunon of the 1983-84 school year for other
employment.
(D'Alonzo I, at pp. 2-4)
Thus, the factual circumstances in this dispute indicate
the Board's intent was to appoint petitioner on an acting basis to
Mr. Weinberg's assistant principal's position as he had been named
transition manager for the merging of the two high schools during
the 1983-84 school year.
As such, the Commissioner concludes that rather than
petitioner being subject to a reduction in force in 1984 (which
would have triggered his seniority rights in the category of high
school assistant principal), his interim assignment as acting high
school assistant principal expired just as the Board specifically
designated it would when the interim appointment was made. As such,
petitioner's seniority rights in the hi&h school assistant principal
category remain inchoate and will remain as such until he is subject
to a reduction in force through abolishment of his "regular"
position of junior high school assistant principal, not through the
abolishment of an "acting" position he was assigned for one year
only.
Accordin,ly, the Commissioner adopts the initial decision
as the final decuion in this matter for the reasons expressed by
the ALJ and herein.
Consequently, the Petition of Appeal is
dismissed.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
November 10, 1987
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.htt of Nrw Jrrsry
OFF.ICEOF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
llfmAL DECISION'
OAL DKT. NOS EDU 2774-87and
EDU 2775-87
AGENCY OKT. NOS. 73-4/81 nnd
59-4/87
CONSOLIDATED

BOARD OF BDUCA"ftOM' OF PBlQftl OROVBCARN'EYS POIMT REOIOKAL SCHOOL DISTRICT,

Petitioner,

v.
BOABD OF BDOCA"ftOM OF T01flfSRIP OF
OLDMARS AM'D BOARD OF BDUCA"fttM OF
BOROOOB OF WOODSTOWM,

Respondents.

AlfM C. CIUMlBOIL, ~ !J,
Petitioner,

v.
BOAilDI OF BDOCA"fttM OP T01fMBIIIP OF
OLDIIARS AND OF PElUI8 OROYB-CARMEYS
POINT REOIOMAL SCHOOL DISI'RICT,

Respondents.

Alln C. CbetreuD, petitioner, 1!!:2.!!
Jolla P. 11arr111, Ellq., for reapondent Board of Bducatlon of Oldmans Township
(Horuvltz, Perlow, Morris and Baker, attorneys)

0., 0. Wodllltpr, Ellq., for respondent Board of Education of Penns Grove-carneys
Point Regional Sebool District (Lipman, Antonelli, Batt &: Dunlap)
Reeord Cloeech Aucust 18, 198'1

Deeldecb September 30, 1987
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BEFORE NAOMI DOWER-LAB.Airl'II.LB, ALJ:
Petitioner, Ann c. Chevreull, ~rent and resident In Oldmans ToWI'IIIIhip
(Oldmam), on her own behalf and for hurtdredl of partle~tllll parents. filed a complaint
seekifll to preserve past practice In Oldmans of permlttilll children to have a choice
between attendinr the Woodstown and P81U11 GroYe Hirh Schools. P81U11 Gl"'Ye-cameys
Point RegiOnal High School (PeMS Gl"'Ye) IDed a complaint against the Oldmans Board to
compel the Board to send more of Its high ~ehool students to PennJ Grove, claiming
violation of an implied sendifll--reeelvifll contract or violation of allocations mandated by
N.J.S.A. 18A:38-12. The Board of the Woodstown Borough School District, although
named In the complaint, opted to take no position and waived appearance. The
Commissioner of Education transmitted the consolidated matters to the Office of
Administrative Law, on April 27, 1987, u a contested cue, pursuant to N.J.S.A 52:14F-1

!! !!!!·
Prior to the hearillls, on July 20 and 21, 1987, In Pilesgrove Township, I
determined an interim reUef motion, grantlnr the ChevreuD group maintenance of the
status quo during the 1987-88 ~ehool year. The order, which the Commissioner did not
reverse, permitted all children curt'ently enroUed In Woodstown High School to continue
attendance there and required that the two students who were denied enroUment In ninth
grade at Woodstown be permitted to enroll for the 1987-88 ~Chool year. At heartnr. I
supplemented my order by ac:ldlng a third student or whole application I wu unaware at
the time of the earner order. In fact, a total of two students wm enter ninth grade at
Woodstown High u a result of that order, since one of the three covered by my order
opted to attend PeMS Grove. Just prior to hearing, the ChevreuD group added an
additional Issue coneerntnr trlUIIPOI'tation of high lt!hool students. The other parties did
not object to addlnr this Issue belatedly since it would avoid a separate petition on the
related question of transportation for the affected students. The record clOIIed with
receipt of briefs on August 18, 198'1. A list of exhibits entered Into evidence Is appended
to this declsion.
FACTUAL DISCUSSION
The Pedricktown (now Oldmans) Board minutes of 190'1 to 1941 evidence the

Initial relationships of the three districts (Oldma'!l, Penns OroYe and Woodstown). In
1907, Pedricktown determined to send Its students to out-of-district high 1ehools and
sought offers of favorable tuition rates from nearly districts. On September 7, 1907,
-2-
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Oldmans. voted to Hnd Pedricktown students to Penns Orove and to send Auburn
(southern) area students to Woodstown High. In the 1920s, some Oldmans students in the
more northernly area uked, and were IJNilled, reglltratlon at Woodstown High, If their
par..ts paid the dfffenmee In coat of tuition. 1'hree bull transportation routes-two from
Pedricktown to Penns Orove Rich and one from Auburn area to Woodstown High-were
established by 1925. In the 19301, the minutes Indicate continuance or the sendingreceiYi• relationship with both Penns Orove and Woodstown High Schools. 'The bus
routl• changed Uttle, delpite occasional parental requests that bus stops be made
available closer than one or more mlles from their residences. 'The above facts were not
disputed. Additionally, the parties stipulated that In the 1943-44 aehool year, '19 pereent,
(50), of Oldmans students attended Penns Orove High, and 21 pereent (13) attended
Woodstown High. 'The count was obtained from the September 30th monthly enrollment
report flled In 1943.
John E. Cashner, Salem County School !!q»ertntendent, testified that he knew

of no formal sending-reeelvq agreement between the Boardl. 'They simply continued
historical sending-receiving patterns established since the turn of the century. He stated
that the "TUition Contract Agreement" supplied by Penns Orove (Exhibit P0-13) was
prepared eaeh year to reneet current enrollment and 001t and was not the kind of formal
sendlng-reoefvl• agreement filed with him of wbloh only one Is currently In foree In
Bal.em County. Cashner eaused county records to be reviewed back to 1938 and did not
find any agreement. Oldmans aehool assignment Polley 12120 (Exhibit PG-2) and zone
map were never fUed In the county office.
Cashner assumed thet Oldmans students In the Pedricktown area attended
Penni orove and thole In tha Auburn area attended Woodltown but, since reading Oldmans

PoUey 12120, be is aware thet the Board proyfdes for "croawers." Cashner reads the
He himself
recalls that when he was principlll of Woodstown High (about 19'10), those students res i - In Oldmans came from the Aubum area. Cashner met •lth the parties to mediate
the sending dllpute In November 1988. In CUlmer's opinion, to the extent that Oldmans'
repraentatlves subeequently Indicated their beUet that "erossovers" •ere wrong, It bed
poUay to provide that erc.overa may occur only when both Boards agree.

resulted from their counsel'S havi• brought to their attention the existence of N.J.S.A
18A:38-12; mandatl• eontlnuance of 1943-44 pupil allocation.
James Claney served u a C!OI'IItlltant and Interim superintendent to Penns
Orove In 1988-198'1.
He •as present at the November 1986 meet!• between

-3-
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representatives of the Boards at which time OldiiWII administrative principal, Maurice
Madden, mentioned the Oldmans aone map for each hllh schooL Ctuey was not aware of
the Oldmans zone map prior to 1986. Cblnc!y learned that the trickle of croesovers
wanting to attend Woodstown was berlnni• to become a now and Penns Grove was
concerned with lncurrl• incteasl• lOUIS In tuition payments In light of Oldmans
declining population projections (Exhibit PG-4). Prior to 1986·1987 sehool year, Clancy
had not known that the decline In the number of pupils sent to Penns Grove resulted from
a dramatic shift In croesovera. Clancy's understand!• of the alleged agreement between
the Boards was based entirely on the Oldmans zone map and Policy 12120 as revealed In
fall 1986 and early spring 1987. Penns Grove files contain no documentary evidence of a
zone--based agreement between the parties, although files were searched back to 1975-76
school year.
Penns Grove was aware that students had occasionally transferred between
Penns Grove and Woodstown Hllh Sebooll. The 1985-86 school year had the first
significant number of ci'OIIIO\Iera. Clancy did not know that In school year 1978·79, Penns
Grove was the beneficiary of croesover11 of thirteen Oldmans students residing In the
Woodstown :1.0ne, five went to Penns Grove High. He wu also unaware of the number of
students who made croesovers In Penns Grove's favor each year, but admitted that such
crossovers had occured. Clancy has no actllal knowled&'e of student's motivations for
wanting to attend each school but thought that In the 1980s and prior to the last several
years, high school football at Penns Grove might have drawn students, whereas recent
criticism of the school In the past two years II now having a reverse effect and the
number of croesovers has Increased.
Robert Hayes, Penns Grove financial director since 1970, testified that he had
an "Understanding" that Oldmans students residing In the Auburn area attended Woodstown
High and all others attended Penns Grove. He knew of no written agreement; It was a
"gentlemen's understanding" and he knew of no crOIIIOVers made between the 1975-76 and
1984-85 school years. Oldmans sent him the figures, which were relatively similar from
year to year until 1988, when there wu a fairly subetantial drop. TUition ~hanges were
$4,100 per student In 1986-IT, so that diversion of 25 students over 4 years would mean a
loss of $140,000; further erosion in attendance could cause an increase In taxes or cuts in
high achool programs.

zone

Hayes had never - n the Oldmans
map or policy before October 1986.
Since he does not handle transfer cards, he had no personal knowledge of addresses or
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whether or not there were CI'OIICWel'!l to Penns Grove HJrh from the Woodstown High
zone. Since Penns Grove had no higb 10hool construction aotlvtty later than 1970, It had
no reason to seek a written sendin( arreement with Oldmans relating construction to
reUanee on continuance of a sending relationship. Penns Grove had always accepted the
figures from the Oldmans Board "'n good faith" and It had never checked the addresses to
leam the area of Oldmans In whleh students resided. Hayes stated that he would take a
look at pupil projection figures, but he had never compared projection with actual

attendance each year.
'nlomes Dillon, Penns Grove High School principal tor over four years,
testified he had never heard the word "zones" with respect to Oldmans until 1986. He
would sign or authorize stamping of the pupil transfer cards. The guidance office handles
these cards. The Oldmans addresses would have had no meaning to Dmon. Sometimes he
would have Oldmans' administrator, Mr. Madden, called to inquire about whether a
transfer should be processed. Sometimes Madden would can DIDon'l otrlce and notify him
of a transfer from Oldmans.
1bree ot the parents In the ChevreuU lfOUP, Linda Alloway, Doris Martin and
Pennie Johnson, testified. Alloway deiCrlbed the higb IChool 8Siignment practice ot the
Oldmans Board. As a part ot the c00111eUng program, representatives of both Penns Grove
and Woodstown High Schools met with Oldmans eighth graders.

The children chose the

counselor they wished to see. Slnee a number ot Pedricktown parents had children who
wanted to 10 to Woodstown, they asked the Board to Institute another bus or change the
existing routes because they had to deliver their children to a bus stop a mOe or more
away. Although she has Uved in Oldmans tor 14 Yeartlt Alloway waa not aware of any
Oldmans high 10hool zones untU recently. 'ller daughter had wanted to ro to Woodstown
High since she wu In the third grade. When her child choose Woodstown In 1983 or 1984,
Oldmans even made arrangements for her to ret to cheerleader tryouts at Woodstown
High. Alloway dld understand that she would have to bring her ehUd to the bus stop.
Doris Martin

bourht

her Pedricktown house In 1979 from two aducatol'!l who

told her that she had a choice of either high IChool for her children.
counseUng

~e~~ion

She went to a

with her oldest child and waa offered a choice of IChools. No Board

approvals were required. She joined the Chevreull group when her second child wu denied
attendance at Woodstown and waa told there were no exceptions to the policy aa a result
or the Instant controversy.
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Pennie Johnston of Pedricktown is a teacher in the Pileagrove/Woodstown
district. She knew both Madden and the Woodstown school administrators. 'Mie latter
were aware that Johnston was movl• to Pedricktown in 1984 and Intended to take her
daughter with her to school in Woodstown. None of the school administrators ever told
her Oldmans had zone restrlcUOIII, and she wu lUte they would have done so had IUCh
restrictions existed. Johnston falt that Penu Grove school authorities were infiexlble and
Insensitive, which was one reuon why she bad moved to Oldmans Township. 'Mie
gravamen of her testimony and that of the other parents waa that In practice, freedom ot
choice of high schools had always utsted in Oldmans and any change of that policy was
arbitrary and unreasonable.
The Oldmans Board's witnesses were Its secretary, Gary Moore, and Maurice
!lotadden, It administrative principal. Moore presented Board minutes from 1907 relating
to the se~"'fl~Ce~Yin( relationship. 'l1le8e materials spoke for themselves and noM of
the facts therein could be disputed since no witness had personal knowledge of these
remote tlmes. Moore could find no record that Oldmans Policy 12120, which was adopted
in 19'1'1, bad ever been sent to Penna Grove prior to 1988, when this dispute arose.

understandi•

of the
Madden drafted Polley 12120 in 19'17 to oocHty hie
ulstlng praetloe of high IChool ualgnmentl by the Oldmans Board and administrators.
'Mie policy wu intended for no other purpose, was not eent to receiving school districts
and, in fact, there were never any written qreements with other districts. 'nle policy
reads as follows:
Polley 12120
OPERATION OF TilE SCHOOL SYSTEM
HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDANCE ZONES
In order that a manqeable system uistl for the desipatlon of
resident student& to attend at Woodstown and Penns Grove High
School, the folio~ guides shall apply untn such time as other
solutions are needed:

1.

Those reeident students Immediately adjacent to But Route 1,
at or beyond Leonard's Lane, ehall attend Woodstown High
School without prior Board approval: Route 1 - Auburn Road,
Tighe Road, Perklntown Road, Pennsville-Auburn Road,
Township Line Road, Courses Landing Road, Auburn Vlllqe,
Woodstown Road.
·
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2.

'l1IOie students not immediately actjaeent to bus Route 1 shall
attend at Penns Grove Hlgh Sehool, unless otherwise
approved by the Oldmans Board.

3.

'l'l'ae resident studentl who make art"an(ements, penonally,
fo ride on Bus Route 1, may attend Woodstown High Sehool
upon eppro¥81 by the rwpectlve offk!es and Boards of

Education of the two Dtstrlets.

4.

'Mioeli

5.

'l'l'ae

Nlident students who make personal art"angements to
ride on Penni Grove HJrh School bus routes, may attend at
Penns Gl'OYe High School, upon approval by the respeetlve
offices and Boards of Edueation of the two Districts.

resident students who leek transfers between
Woodstown and Penns Gl'OYe Hlgh Sehools, may do so after
approval by the two hJrh aehool oftle• and the Oldmans
office. They must make arranrements to get to the
appropriate high aehool on bus routes that already exist.

The praetlee of

fdCh school assllnments

based on bus routes existed when

Madden became an administrator in 1168. It a student lived near the Woodstown bus route

(Route 11), that hl&'h eehool was asalped; II 1 student lived near the Penns Grove routes,
the asslgnment was to Penns Gl'OYe; if the perent wanted a transfer or a different
asslgnment, ho-ver, the parent had to 10 to the Board or administrator to request It and
had to agree to pt the child to the bus stop. Madden recalled no transfer requests prior
to 19'1'1, nor did he reean if, in some instances, OI'OIIOVers were rranted without a written
request by a parent.
Madden drafted the poUey In ltTT because at that time a numbet' of pupil!!
were attendlnc St. James (a private aehooO IRd there was some controversy ooneerning
provision of bus tranaportation for prtyate eehool students resldlnr near pupils ping to
Woodlltown. (Tile adminlstratiYe law judp talc• this to mean that at that time, absent a
IIIIMI'Clfla policy, the Board mlght have been obllpted to proYide additional private school
tranaportatlon It It traneported Oldmans students In tha same area to different high
schools.) Ten years 1(0, the bus route (Route It) wu sUghtly different on PaulsboroPennsYllle Road in order to accommodate St. James students. The ChevreuU group argues
that stnoe a route .,..,.,. was made to accommodate parents 10me years ago, It is
unreasonable tor the Board not to adjust routee IRd stops so that they do not have to
transport children over a mne to a bus stop.

_.,_
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Madden's testimony showed that the Oldman~ poliCy was at all times for the
purpose of holding to the established bus routes and minimizing transportation expense.
Crossovers were allowed ao long as they did not run eantrary to these purposes. Madden
admits that there are interpretation problems with the adopted poliey, but that he and the
Board never intended to sugest that transferring students or crossovers needed the
approval of the receiving districts, but rather, that paragraphs 4 and 5 related entirely to
bus transportation arraJWements. Parents would often caU Madden to obtain such
approvals. The policy related not to geographical zones, but entirely to bus route
accommodations.
Madden testified that Cl'OIIIOvers eould go either way. Some parents near the
Woodstown buses may have attended Penns Grove High and wanted their children to go
there. In aome years, the Ol'OIIOvers were a "washout" or nearly so. Not untU 1985-86 did
problems arise. When Madden made his pupil projections for Penns Grove, he did consider
where the parents wanted their children to go. After eighth-grade children made a
cholC!e, Oldman~ teachers prepared a list for eaeh high school and gave the list to that
school's counselor. Thus, each high school knew how many students to expect by spring of
the precedl!W year. Some students changed their minds over the summer and, depending
on when and how they sought to re-register, these students might be called transfers, but
they had never attended the school from which they were listed as transferring. Aetual
transfers rarely occurred.
It is not only et'OIIIOVers to Woodstown High whleh have atrected decreased
enrollment of Oklmans students In Penns Grove High, however: aome students attended
St. James, some dropped out, and some moved into or out of the dtstrtet. The Oldmans
student figures thus nuetuated up and down for various reuona. Penns Grove received 85
pupils In 1984-85; 81 pupils In 1985-88; and '10 pupils In 1986-8'1. In both 1985-88 and
1986-111, Madden's estimates to Penns Grove proved to be exactly right. Madden noted
that Oldmans students choollng Penns Grove were fewer, he belleves the reason for
reeent decreases Is that Penns Grove sehool problems have been aired in the newspapers.
During some school years, Penns Grove gets 1'1 Old mans ninth graders, whUe in other
years, it has gotten 40 pupils. The normal margin of error In predietlng has been 0 to 5.
Oldmans Board minutes do not reflect disposition of every parental request for
a ehange of high sehools. Sometimes parents will eome to the Board orally requesting a
transfer because of their ehild's problems in one high school. They seek a fresh start for
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tile child. It the Boerd

Mel

no problem, IUC!h a request would be granted. A parental

written request wu historically for the purpoee

ot

authorization to move a cumulative

folder to a hlrh IC!hooL Bus capacity wu the main consideration In granting Ct'08!10Vers.
The Oldmans Boud dld not wish to inet:a' the elq)ellle of more than one bus to Woodstown
HtrJI. In fact, In IPl'inl of 1188, the Boud believed bul capacity wu 44 to 46 students and
then dlloovwed lepl4HIPilOitJ wu only 38, whleh dtlrupted Its plans. Bus transportation
problems and eroefon of the number of pupils attending Penns Grove In 1986 led to this
dispute.
The hearer hu recited much of the above testimony to assure the Chevreull
group pwents, who were not reprewnted by counsel, that she did recall and consider all

the facts. !Wany of thiN facts will not be stated In my findings, however, because they
are nonoperative on the lsaue whloh ChevreuU hu COI'lllstently described u "freedom of
ebolee." The OldliWII Board cannot grant full freedom of eholee of high IC!hools If the
statute prohfblts them trom doing 10. 'lbul, an facts evidencing put practice of free
choice of IC!hools are not operative facts whloh need to be set forth In formal findlnp.

PJNDINGS OP PACT
1.

Oldmans hu no hltrh IC!hool and hu been sendiJtr students to Penns Grove and
Woodstown High from UIO'I to the present time without any written
agreement.

2.

stnee Penns Grove wu unaware of Oldmans's Internal written policy and bus
triiJIIPOI'tatlon aone map prior to 1918, they could not have served u the basis
for even an oral sendlng-neelvlng lll'l'"ment.

:t.

understandlnr

The on1J
OldliWII had with Penns Grove wu that Penns Grove
Htch School would receive the Oldmans studentll residing neat the Penns Grove
bus routes and Oldmans would try to gtve the receiving district an aeeurate
pupU projection.
In IC!hool Jftl' 1943-44, Oldmans Hnt 'It peroent of Its high IIC!hool students to
Penns Grove and 21 peroent to Woodllltown.
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Oldmans parents always had free choice between the two Nrh ~ebooll, so long
as the choice could be accomodated under the current bus transportation
arrangements.

6.

Parents were not required to pt approvals from either of the two Boards
which received Oldmans students. both of which accepted any Oldmans
students for which Oldmans would pay tuition.

7.

The Oldmans Board adopted Polley 12120 in 1977 u an Internal guideline to
control bus routes and transportation expenses "until IIUC!h time u other
solutions are needed" (PG-2, pararraph one), and the receiving district
approvals referred to therein relate only to bus transportation and the
authorization to transmit cumulative student NCOr<ls. Madden's Interpretation
Is fully supported by the hlltorical facta and no Oldmans student ever sought
or wu required to obtain approval from a receiving dlltrict's board.

8.

When a Pedricktown area student choee to 10 to Woodstown High or an Auburn
area student chON Penns Grove, the nearest bus stop to the chosen ~ehool
might be further away from the student'l residence than a bus pickup for the
other school. Althoulh there were several CI'OIIOVer students two miles or
more from their bus stop, a number of parents complained of having to take
their children to a bus atop a mile or more away.

9.

Oldmans bus rout• were designed to aceomodate students to the extent that
this could be done without chang• which would increase expenditures, IIUC!h as
the addition of a second bus on the Woodstown route.

10.

The following

fl8urel show enrollments of Oldmans pupils in the last six years:
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Eilhth Grade

Ninth Graders

79~

Oradl

at Penns Grove
(following year)

~
(rounded)

of Eighth

.!!!!:

Number of
Pupils more
or less than
79W.

;

81-82
82-83
83-84
84-85
85-88
86-87

11.

35
38
30
41
29
28

2'1
28
23
32
22
22

29
24

19
20
12
15

+02
~4
~4

-12

-10
~1

The Oldmans Board did not adopt a resolution allocating and apportioning Its
pupill between Penna Grove and Woodstown High Sehooll prior to the 1943 -

1944 academic year. It has never done so to the present time.
CONCLUSIONS OP LAW
The facts show that there wu never any written sendlng--recelvlng agreement

between Penna Grove and Oldmans. Penns Grove hU been unable to establish facts to
show that there wu an oral agreement, and I CONCLUDE that the only implied
agreement which existed wu that Penns Grove would receive Oldmall!l students who
resided near the bus routes and Oldmans would give the recelvlng high eehooll u accurate
a projection of their numbers u possible. Absent a formal contrsct, the controlling lew Is
~ 18A:38-12, which says:
Allocation and apportionment of pupils among two or more high IChools
Whenever the board of education or a district shall destinate two
or more high eehools without the district for the attendance of Its
high sehool pupils It shall, by resolution, allocate and apportion
such pupils among the designated high eehools and If no such
allocation and apportionment has been made prior to the academic
year 1943-1944, the actual allocation and apportionment of pupils
among said high IChools In effeet In said academle year shall be
effective a such allocation and apportionment but It any board of
education of any district which is not now !ending pupils to a high
eehool or high sehools without the district shall hereafter 10
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designate two or more high ~ehooll for aid purpoae and shall ran
to allocate and apportion them by resolUtion amonr said hfrh
schools, the actual alloeation and apportionment or hlrh ll!hool
pupUs made In the first aoademlc year of the designation shall be
effective as the allocation and apportionment of such pupils.
Sinee Oldmans sent Its students to two hirh ll!hools outside the district prior
to the adoption of ~ 18A:38 ·12 (L. 1944 e. 210) and did not pass a resolution prior
to that time, 1 CONCLUDE the aotual 194~1944 allocation must be continued. If the
Oldmans Board wishes to change its designation of hfrh schools or the allocation, it can
only do so pursuant to the procedures mandated by~ UA:38·13 and 14.
Penns Grove's position, as stated on the record, Is that It does not care where
the students trom Oldmans reside, but is concerned only tt..t it continue to receive the
number of hfrh ~ehool pupUs to which it Is entitled by law. It becomes obvious tt..t the
ChevreuU group parents oannot be £!'anted "freedom of choice" of high ~ehools If more
than 21'lli of the Oldmans eighth grade graduates prefer to attend Woodstown High. (The
pereentage does not lnelude students who opt for l(leCtial programs, such u agriculture,
which are only offered at Woodstown and which are covered under~ 18A:38-15.)
The Commissioner addressed this very Issue in Board of Education of Asbury Park v.
Boards of Belmar and M!UI8!!J!I!Il• 198'1 !!:!d!:, 2'15.
In tt..t ease both the
petitloner/reeelvfrc dlstriot and the sendfrc district bed been aware ot the statutory
mandate at leut a few years prior to flUng of the complaint, but the receiving school did
not press Its case earUer becaUM Its high 1ehool wu on double sessions. In the Instant
case it is clear tt..t all partla acted in good faith and were unaware of the statutory
mandate until Penns Grove expre~~ell Its concern over dacUnlng enrollment. Despite the
Asbury Park proofs of a lone history of "free choice," the Commllsioner held that the
statutory mandate to maintain the 1943.t4 allocation could not be changed except
through hill approval upon proper appUcatlon and proof of good and sufficient reasons.
The Commissioner ordered the sendfrc district to reinstate the 1943.t4 ratios effective
no liter than the following academic year.
Counsel for Oldmane, in his brief, attempts to dlstinguilb the Asbury Park case
from Board of Education of Township of Liberty v. Board of Education of Belvidere, 1975
~ 431. He argues that the Oldmans sendlng allocation and apportionment has always
been based on geographic boundaries rather than tree choice and tt..t such apportionment
"Is not unknown in New Jersey." In Liberty, whether or not the exlstfrc geographical
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boUndaries used tor high IChool •flnment eompUed with statutory mandate was not
argued, and the Commissioner's decision approving the sending district's petition to send
an Its children to one high IChool rendered IUC!h issue moot. Despite Oldmans' argument
that Its parents did not have the kind of tree choice discussed in Asbury Park, I have
determined that the fact that C!I'OIIOVers had to ret themselves to a more distant bus stop
is not 10 slpitleant as to disturb the analogy between the issues In Asbury Park and the
one before me. In Its praetlcal effects, the results of the policy llt'e similar: the
receivq IChools experienced a deeUnlng enrollment which affected their anticipated
tuition revenues.

In 19?9, the Asbury Parte Board apln P41tltioned the Commissioner, claiming
the mandatory number of pupils was not being sent to Its high school by Belmllt' and
demanding that an Belmar's high I!IC!hool students be sent to Asbury Park untU the
mandatory ratio was attained. Board of Alburt Parte v. Board of Belmllt' and M!!!!!Quan,
1979 ~ 308 (Albury Parte II). Belmar claimed that the imbalance resulted from
The nature of the dropouts is not of record. After ._tpment to the
comptaintnr receiving district, some pupils may have gone to private I!IC!hool, 10me may
have transferred after their parents changed their residences, and others may have
determined not to continue their high I!IC!hool education. I note this issue because Mrs.
Chevreull herself spoke of sending her child to private IChool In lieu of forced attendance

dropouts.

at Penns Grove.
The Albury Parte D ease Is also of apeclal Interest because It reveals the
manner In which Belmar attempted to NIOI'Ie the high I!IC!hool uslpment problem after it
was preclUded by law from offering parents a free choice of I!IC!hools. Belmar had adopted
a NIOlutton In lt'f8 providing that the required ratio be maintained and that ._tpment
of the required number of students to Asbury Parte would be determined as follows.
1.

SlbUngs Would be assigned to the •me I!IC!hool currently attended by older
brothers and sisters.

2.

Students who did not complete a questionnaire In a timely fashion or
were late enrollees were uslped to Asbury Parte.

3.

AU other students who did not want to go to Asbury Parte had to
participate In a lottery In which Only the number eorrespondi~ to the
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ratio entitled to be sent to dlatrietl other than Albury Park could be
chosen.
AsbUry Park complained that Belmarts method of

~~Signing

"Promoted 8 divisive feeling that loHra ro to Asbury Park" (Albury Park

Ita students

n at

311), which

petitioner felt could be precluded by ~ the Hnding-reeelving relationship to
provide that all Belmar's students attend Asbury Park. The Commissioner refused to
invalidate the Board's sibUnr policy and lottery procedure for selecting pupils, stating that
he perceived in It "no deleterious educational result or abUse of the Board's statutory
discretionary authority." ~at 314. He also found "no reuon to Interpose his judgment
for that of the Belmar Board which desires to continue to send a part of Its secondary
tuition pupils to Manasquan High Sehool." ~at 315, The Commissioner did force Belmar
to send more than the mandatory annual ratio to Albury Park to compensate for the prior
year's deficiency of 23 pupils, bUt that wu because for almost 10 years after the first
case, the sending sehool complied with the Commilltoner'a decision. Then, In September
1978, It sent 23 fewer pupils, and later In that Mme ~ehool year, adopted the mandatory
ratio, which would ~~SUN that the large deflcency would never be made up. n was for
this reaaon that the Commissioner directed the ~ending Board to reselnd Its policy fixing
the mandatory ratio: the policy allowed for no adjustment to recover the great deficincy
which the Board permitted in that very year.
In aceordanc!e with the above analysis, I CONCLUDB that the existing poliey
and practice of Oldmans grantlrc free choice of ~ehooll conflicts with the statutory

mandate to the extent that it rtllults in fatunr to meet the 79 percent allocation to Which
Penns Grove Is entitled. Since there hu been no bed faith by Oldmans and,indeed, in one
or more years Oldmans puplll lliSigned to Pe~D Grove exceeded the entitlement, a policy
which provides that 79 percent of Oldmans eighth grade graduates are ~~Signed to PeMs
Grove Is legally appropriate at thll time.
in Albury Park II, the Commissioner adopted his hearing examiner's findings,

amorc which was the fact that "additional shortfall resultlrc from dropouf:s... may not
reasonably be blamed on the Belmar Board." ld. at 312. Thus, If Oldmans

~~Signs

79

percent or Its elghtb1raders to Penns Grove High but fewer than that number actually
attend ninth grade there, or If the percentap of ell Oldmans students In grades nine
through twelve at Penns Grove II 1888 becauae of dropouts
cannot be attributed to Oldmans.
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lnlofar u the maMer In which Oldmens determines which pupils it will assign
to Penns Grove to
the entitlement quota, It may do so by means which will not have a
deleterious edueatlonal result or ehule Its dilleretlonary authority. That language chosen
by the Commillloner In Asbury Park D points out the legal precept that the Oldmans
Board has dl~~eretlonary authority to adopt an assignment poUey. Sueh aetlon eannot be
upeet unltlllll "Patently arbitrary, without rational biSis or indueed by improper motives."
Kopera v. Wilt C!r!lgre Board of Education, 80 N.J. Super. 288, 294 (App. Div. 1960).
The Oldmens Board now has the tuk of adoptlrw- a policy and If the Chevreuil parents
group does not Ill'" with It, or believes another poUey Is more reasonable, It cannot
prevail unless It ean show that the Board's aetlon Is without rational buts, whieh Is a very
difficUlt standard to meat.

nn

Oldmens

arrues

that the ge<llflphioal balls of its uslgnment of students

shoUld stand beoaUM it stems from bus routes whieh have remained essentially the same

slnee 1925. If the Commissioner II1'"S with my oonelllllon herein and orders compliance
with the 79-pereent Penns Grove entitlement. Oldmans wm have to adopt an assignment
poUey. 'lbat poUey may lnelude ge<llflphloal boundaries so long u the final result is consistent with law. AI cOURMl for Oldmens points out. N.J.A.C. 8:!1-7.3(c) requires that
cost of bus transportation be eonaldered. It Is therefore a rational buls upon which the
Board ean make a dl!lleretionary determination, but It would have to remain subsidiary to
the statutory entitlement.
The lsllue of current bus transportation raised by the CbevreuU parents group
remains to be decided. At taut three of the parents of Cl'OIIIIOVer students report that
they Uve more than two miles from the bus stop: CbevreUD-2.9 mnes from the bus stop;
Bauer-2.9 miles; stewart-2.4 mDes. Others state teuan1 why they find distances of a
mile or more extremely lnoonvenlent or danprcMa. "It Is weD-estabUshed In this state
that Boards of Education are required to provide transportation to and from ~~ehool for all
children who reslde remote from a ~~ehoolhouse." M!fer v. Bd. of Ed. of Montville, 19'11
~ 183, afllrmed by state 8d. of Ed. at 198. The Commissioner so held, adoptirw- the
rationale of the court In Bd. of Ed. Woocl:lury HeJchts v. GatewaY R!lfonal HJch School
Dilltrlet, 104 ~ !!§!!!: 78 (taw Dtv. 1988). .!H.:!:!: 18A:33-1 requires provision of
convenience of aeeess to the pubUc

~~ehools.

1be State Board deflnll "remote from a ~~ehoolhouse" In N.J.A.C. 6:21-1.3 as
"beyond two and one-half mlles for

hJch ~~ehool pupils" and directs the maMer In which
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distanee shall be meuured. H.J.A.C. 8:21-'1.3, "hich fixes the State aid formula for each
approved transportation route, defines "mUu from echool" u the dlstanee "from the
pupil's house to his Ulllgned echool." 'Ibat rule does not require buses to leave their main
route to pick up high echool pupils residing within two miles of the route. I CONCLUDE
that the Oldmans Board Is not !!S!!.!!:!!! to provide more convenient bus stops for pupils
living less than two miles from the currently established routes. Thus, the ChevreuU
parent group's request tor such transportation must be denied. The Board may, however,
provide such transportation and change the routes if it desires to do so; I have no
authority In the circumst~~J~Ces of this cue to require that the Board do so since the
matter Ues within the discretionary power of the Board.
With respect to the three crouover students who reside In Pedricktown and
attend Woodstown High and who Uve over two mUes from the bus stop, a question arises
u to "hich high echool il their ". .lgned echool" for bus transportation purposes. If and
when the Oldmans Board adopts a ne" policy to Ullign students 110 81 to meet Penns
Grove's pupil entitlement, the Issue wUl be cJartfied. Although Policy 12120 Is
Inconsistent "lth Jaw to the extent that It does not result in satlafyinr the statutory
entitlement of Penna Grove, It Is a validly adopted policy insofar 81 Ulligning students to
attend specific echools In aecordiiJICe with their residence near long-established bus
routes. It clearly purports to uslgn ltlldents to each higb echool, since it says they "shall
attend" a speelfic echool, but they "may attend" the other If they make arrqements to
get to the appropriate bua stop. I CONCLUDE that, for crouover students, their uslgned
sehoolls in accordance with Policy 12120 and If truey request attendiiJICe at a high echool
to which they are not uslgned, Oldman~ Is not required to change its bus routes In order
to accommodate them, althoulh It may do 110 It it wilhes.
If a new policy Is eventuallY adopted to implement the Commilsioner's
decision In this cue, the Board should give due consideration to this aspeet of the
transportation Issue.
Since Penns Grove must be Ulligned '19 percent of the
eighth-graders, Woodstown must be uslgned the remaining 21 percent. It a final

determination In this cue refiects this result, then au those students attending
Woodstown High when th& determination Is Implemented will indeed be "assigned" to that
school, and bus routes may have to be chllnred to accommodate thole residing more than
two miles from a bus pickup for their Ulligned IChool.
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DJSPOSmON
It Is therefore ORDERBD that:
effective school yell!' 1188-lHI end In future school years, Oldmans Board of
!dueatlon lhaU . .~p 71 percent of its pupils graduating from eighth grade to
attend Penni Grove Regional High Sehool;
the Oldmlllll Board shall adopt poUcies to effectuate Implementation of the
mandatory statutory entitlement;
no child cnm'elltly attendq Woodstown High Sehool In school year 1987-88
shall be affeeted by this order, and
the petition of the ChevreuU parents group for changes In the current bus
transportation routes be ommm.
Ttlls recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the

COMIIIBOifD OP TBB DBPARTIIBIIT OP EDUCA'I'IOR, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law Is empowered to make a final decision In tbfl matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unl. . such time Umit Is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision tha1l become a final decision In aeeordanoe with
N.J.S.A. 52:148-10.
I hereby PILE my Initial Deelsion with SAUL COOPDMAR for consideration.

oAT!

ocl . . ''

981

OCT 2 1981
tJATI
be
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF PENNS
GROVE-CARNEYS POINT REGIONAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT,
PETITIONER,

v.
BOARDS OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF OLDHAMS AND THE BOROUGH
OF WOODSTOWN, SALEM COUNTY,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION

RESPONDENTS .
ANN C. CHEVREUIL ET AL.,
PETITIONERS,

v.
BOARDS OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF OLDMANS AND THE SCHOOL
DISTRICT OF PENNS GROVE-CARNEYS
POINT REGIONAL, SALEM COUNTY,
RESPONDENTS .

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. The exceptions submitted by
the Oldmans Township Board were timely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C.
1:1-18.4. The exceptions filed by Petitioner Chevreuil and by the
Board of Education of Penns Grove-Carneys Point Regional School District (Penns Grove Board) were untimely, however. The Penns Grove
Board's reply exceptions were timely received.
The

Oldmans

Board

excepts

to the ALJ' s

conclusion that

"the actual 1943-44 allocation must be continued"
since Oldmans Township "did not pass a resolution
prior to that time" and also takes exception to
the conclusion at page 14 "that the existing
policy and practice of Oldmans [see Board policy
No. 2120 at Exhibit PG-2) granting free choice of
schools conflicts with the statutory mandate to
the extent that it results in failing to meet the
79 percent allocation to which Penns Grove is
entitled."
(Except ions, at p. 1)
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In lieu of those findings, the Oldmans Board proffers the
following findings:
1.
Since Oldmana Board's designation of which students
would attend which high school dates back. to 1907 and was based on
geographic apportionment, and Iince the designation by resolution
was not required until pauage of Chapter 210, Laws of 1944, said
statute "***cannot be applied to Oldmans Township since its method
of designation was effective under the 1929 and 1933 predecessor
statute• and at the time of pa1sage of the 1944 statute, adoption of
a resolution 'prior to the academic year 1943-44' was not possible."
(Id., at pp. 1-2)
In the alternative the Oldmans Board submits the following:
(2) If the 1907 designation by the Oldmans Township Board of Education is invalid because not
made by resolution (see Exception (1) above) the
actual allocation and apportionment by Oldmans
Township as of 1943-44 was based on geographic
zone - bus routes and not on any percentage or
ratio of students and the actual allocation and
apportionment for Oldmans Township should be
based on its Auburn-Woodstown and PedricktownPenns Grove zones, and,
(3) To the extent that the Oldmans Board Policy
No. 2120 varies from the geographic zone - bus
route allocation and apportionment by permitting
crossovers from one zone to the other, that Board
Policy is in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-12 and
paragraphs 3 and 4 of said Board Policy (Exhibit
PG-2) are stricken from that Policy.
(Id., at p. 2)
In discuasing its exceptions, the Oldmans Board avers that
While it is true that there was a stipulation
that in the 1943-44 school year there were a
total of 63 Oldmans students attending high
school with 50 of those attending Penns Grove and
13 attending Woodstown, there was no understanding by anyone in Oldmans Township that the
division of students between Penns Grove High and
Woodstown High was based on any percentage or
ratios.
Rather, as was historically the si tuation
aince
1907,
Auburn
students
attended
Woodstown High School and Pedricktown students
attended Penns Grove High School although there
were requests in 1924 an thereafter for permission to crossover to one high school or the
other.***
(Id.)
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The Oldmans Board claims that the statutory language, "allocation or
apportionment" (see N.J .s .A. 18A:38-12), does not require that such
process be done on a rat1o or percentage basis. The Board would
distinguish Board of Education of Asbury Park v. Boards of Belmar
and Manasguan, 1967 S.L.D. 275, on which the ALJ relied and instead
would rely on Board of Education of the Township of Liberty v. Board
of Education of Belvidere, 1975 S.L.D. 431.
The Oldmans Board claims that in the Asbury Park decision:
[T]here was no argument with respect to allocation or apportionment and in fact the Belmar
Board Policy which supposedly existed as of
1941-42 and thereafter was to grant pupils "free
choice" of high schools. In contrast, Oldmans as
of 1907 established two high schools for receipt
of its students and divided the students between
the
high
schools
based
on
the
area
of
residence.***
(Id. , at p. 3)
Further, the Oldmans Board avers that in Asbury Par~. there were
three high schools which received Belmar students as of 1943-44 and
that there was no other method to allocate Belmar's high school students other than by use of ratios for the three high schools.
By
ship case,
established
of Oldmans
case:

contrast, claims the Oldmans Board, in the Liberty Townapportionment of pupils to the high schools had been
by geographic boundaries since at least 1925. The Board
Township further suggests that in the Liberty Township

[T)he Commissioner made his determination based
on the standards found in N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13
(that is, whether the grounds for seeking change
of designation constituted good and sufficient
reasons] implicity (sic) establishes that he
assumed the validity of a geographic apportionment for designation of high school students by
Liberty Township and that that apportionment was
valid
and
in
accordance
with
N.J.S.A.
18A: 38-12. ***
(Id. , ar-p~:-3)
The Board claims that Liberty Township "implies that the Commissioner in fact accepted that a geographic apportionment would be
valid as a designation for a high school under N.J.S.A. l8A:38-l2."
(Id.) Moreover. the Oldmans Township Board attaches to its exceptiOns the predecessor statutes of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-12 and avers that
the language in the earlier versions of the law further support its
contention that geographic apportionment-division of students was
the norm in the earlier part of this century, whereas the language
"allocation or apportionment" did not appear in the statutes until
1944. The Board suggests that the ALJ's assumption that a ratio or
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percenta&e allocation was all that was permissible under N.J.S.A.
l8A: 38-12 is mil placed, and that a review of the history "'Cifthat
legislation establishes otherwise.
The Oldmans Board further argues that to impose a resolution requirement now on the Township that had a designation, albeit
without a resolution, prior to the 1944 statute is inequitable.
"Actually, consideration of the 1929 and 1933
atatutea, in light of Oldmans Township's designation of high schools in 1907 suggests that the
equitable consideration and harmonious reading of
all of the statutes would be to accept Oldmans •
designation as of 1907 even though such designation may have been without resolution.
(Id., at p. 4)
Further, the Oldmans Board avers that:
[IJn addition to considerations of equity, constitutional guaranties (sic) of due process
(i.e. , notice and an opportunity to be heard)
would indicate that the 1944 statutory requirement of a resolution prior to the 1943-44 school
year would be unconstitutional because in violation of either the federal or state due process
clause.
(Id.)
Finally, the Oldmans Board avers that a determination by
the Commissioner to allocate on geographies will obviate additional
problems on the part of all its students:

*** the original zones are retained as the
appropriate ''allocation or apportionment" of
Oldmans High School students, there will be no
need for additional problems or drafting of
policy language so as to accomodate (sic) percentage ratio and attendant bus transportation
problems thereafter.
(Id.)
If

In summary, the Oldmans Board submits:
[T)he history and practice in this township since
1907, the statutory and decisional law, and the
convenience of implementation of the zones for
the "allocation or apportionment" of Oldmans
Township all militate for reversal of Judge
LaBastille's determination of a percentage or
ratio allocation and in its stead, return to the
Auburn-Woodstown High School and PedricktownPenns Grove High School zones as existed at the
beginning of the century.
(Id., at p. 5)
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The Penns Grove Board's
Oldmans Board's conclusion that the
students would be according to the
Should this position be upheld, avers

reply exceptions dispute the
correct means of apportioning
bus zones previously enacted.
the Penna Grove Board,

the logical extension to this argument is that
the Penns Grove Board would be entitled to the
damages requested in petitioner's
brief
as
follows:
1. all of the students from the zone
earmarked for the Penna Grove system.
and
2. additional students to make the petitioner
whole for those students stripped from the Penns
Grove "zone" and sent to the Woodstown school.***
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 1)
The Penns Grove Board avers that this is exactly the issue it raised
and discussed in Points 3 and 4 of its trial brief. Said submission
is incorporated herein by reference.
The Penns Grove Board further replies that as to the conclusion raised by the Oldmans Board regarding the 1907 designation
by geography:
[A] review of this statement reveals that not
only is there a less than crystallized demarcation zone but also there is no viable system for
the implementation of the policy at present. A
review of the minutes of Oldmans Board meetings
from 1907 to 1941 reveals that the rule of
sending students according to zones was subject
to so many crossover allowances as to have been
recognized more often in the breach of the rule
than in its being honored.***
<!.£.)
The Penns Grove Board claims that because of the lack of defined
geographical zones and the arbitrary enforcement of the 1907 agreement, it is unreasonable to maintain such agreement now. The Penns
Grove Board would require enforceability of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-12 as
applied by the AW. "The statute not only reduces the apportionment
to a pre-determined figure but also eliminates the confusion,
arbitrary enforcement and lack of defined geographical boundaries,
created by the 1907 agreement." (Id.)
The Penns Grove Board of Education submits that the initial
decision should be upheld.
Upon a careful review of the record before him, the Commissioner must remand the instant matter for further findings of fact
and clarification as follows.
Since the 1907 apportionment clearly
delineated that the students who resided in Pedricktown attend Penns
Grove High School and those who resided in Auburn attend Woodstown
High School respectively, the Commissioner believes it essential to
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a final determination of this matter that testimony be taken and
evidence of proofs adduced as to exactly what the precise geographic
boundaries of Pedricktown and Auburn, as part of Oldmans Township,
were in 1907.
Accordingly, the matter is remanded for further action consistent with this decision. ·
IT IS SO ORDERED .

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
November 12, 1987
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OFFICE"''F ADMINISTRATIVE LAW·.

INmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1862-87

AGENCY DKT. NO. 22-2/87
NORTH BRUNSWICK TOWNSHIP
BOARD OP EDOCA110N,

Petitioner,

v.
WILLIAM BBEBCB,
Respondent.

Anthony B. VlgnQOlo, Esq., for petitioner (Bol'l'US, Goldin, Foley, Vlgnuolo, Hyman

&: Stahl, attorneys)
Stephen E.

Kla._, Esq., for respondent (Klausner, Hunter&: Oxfeld, attorneys)

Record Closed: August 28, 198'1

Decided: October 13, 1987

BEFORE DANIEL B. MC KBOWJf, ALJ:
On February 3, 198'1 the North Brunswick Township Board of Education (Boarr:ll
certified charges of conduct unbecoming, incapacity, and "irrational conduct" a;ainst
William Breece (respondent), a teacher who had acquired a tenure status in its employ.
The Commissioner of Education transferred the matter on March 19, 1987 to the Office of
Administrative Law as a contested ease under the provisions of N.J.S.A. 52:14F-1 et ~·
A prehearing conference was conducted in the matter on April 21, 1987 before Steven C.
Reback, ALJ, who subsequently recused himself because of a "long-standing
acquaintanceship with counsel. for respondent.'' The matter was subsequentely reassigned
this ju~ge.
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OAL DKT. MO. EDU 1882-87

On June 18, 1987, the date scheduled for a plenary hearing into these administrative tenure charges was scheduled to commence, a status conference was held at the
Middlesex County Courthouse with counsel to the parties. 'Mle plenary hearing was not
conducted, nor Is one necessary in light of the following faets.
SUbsequent to the certification of these administrative tenure charges against
respondent by the Board on February 3, 1981, respondent was indicted for distribution or a
controlled dangerous substance ln violation of N.J.S. 24:21-19(a)(l). On March 13, 1987
respondent entered a plea of not guilty. On June 2, 1987 respondent retracted the plea of
not guilty and entered a plea of guilty. At the status conference conducted June 16, 1987
counsel advised that respondent was to be sentenced on the crime of distribution of a
controlled dangerous substance sometime before the end of July 1987.

Counsel also

advised that respondent, as part of his negotiated plea, agreed to permanently terminate
his employment relatlol'llhip with the Board and further agreed never to beeome an
employee of any other board of education. Counsel was advised by this judge "My concern
Is that [respondent] would continue to be In possession of a certlfleate to teach as issued
by the New Jersey State Board of Examiners. 1 am further concerned that to my
knowledp there is no provision In Education Law, N..J.S.A. 18A:l-l!!. !!.9.•• nor the rules
and regulations of the State Board of Education codified at N..J.A.C. 8:1-l !! !!.9.·• for the
voluntary surrender of a eertlflcete to teach." (Letter, June 17, 1987).
On August 21, 1981 Board counsel submitted a Judgment of Conviction entered
against respondent by the Honorable Joseph P. Deepn, Jr., J.S.C. Judge Deegan
sentenced respondent as follows:
[T) o a llve (5) year term of Probation, continue mental health
counseling as required by the Probation Department until medically
discharged; permanently terminate his employment relatiOI'IIhip with
the North Brunswiek Board of Education; and a penalty of $30
payable to the Violent Crime Compensation Board.

Attaehed to the Judgment of Convletlon is Judge Deegan's statement of reasons
Cor the sentence as required by

!·

3:2l-4(e). Judge Deegan'S statement or re8liOI'IS are

reproduced here In full:
1.

'Mlis was a negotiated plea.
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2.

The aggravating factors are the nature of the offense in that
here the defendant, a school teacher, at a Christmas party of
school personnel deliberately dropped a pill containing a
narcotic drug into the principal's drink. This was observed by a
Sayreville detective assigned to protect the principal who had
learned the day before that defendant had intended to spike the
victim's drink at the party. There is a risk that he'll commit
another offense. He received a conditional discharge for
possession of marijuana under 25 grams in 1982. There is a
need to deter defendant and others.

3.

In mitigation defendant did not contemplate that his conduct
would cause or threaten serious harm although this offense
could have endangered the life or well-being of another person
who was in a supervisory capacity over him. He has a history of
mental health problems.

Defendant has, per the plea bargain, agreed to continue mental
health counseling as required by Probation until medically discharged,
agrees to permanently terminate his employment relationship with
North Brunswick Board of Education and agrees to never become an
employee of any other Board of Education.
Respondent's employment as a teacher with the Board is terminated by operation
of his sentencing by the court on the charge to which he pled guilty. A material condition
to the plea bargain is that the employment relationship between the Board and respondent
be permanently terminated. Accordingly, by respondent's agreement to that condition and
the court's imposition of that condition upon the agreement, the employment relationship
between respondent and the Board is and was terminated July 27, 1987. Furthermore,
respondent is foreclosed from becoming an employee of any other board of education by
virtue of his acceptance to the court imposed condition for the acceptance of his plea
bargain.
Accordingly, I CONCLUDE that no plenary hearing is necessary in this case. I
further CONCLUDE that respondent has been terminated from his employment as a
teacher with a tenure status with the North Brunswick Township Board of Education.
Accordingly, the administrative tenure charges against respondent are DISMJBSED as
being moot.

- 3-
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'llds recommended deeision may be _adopted, modified or rejected by the

COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTIIENT OP EDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make
final decision In this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless -such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a rinal decision in accordance with

a'

N .J.S.A. 52:149-10.

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.

OCT 131987
DATE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
/

~~

Mailed To B&rties:
'
.

OCT 161981
DATE

sc

-4-
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OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1862-87

IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE
HEARING or WILLIAM BREECE, SCHOOL

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP Or NORTH

DECISION

BRUNSWICK, MIDDLESEX COUNTY.
The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed.

No exceptions were filed by

the parties.
Upon review of the record in this matter, the Commissioner
concurs

with

the

findings

and

determination

of

the

Office

of

Administrative Law which establish that by operation of his plea
bargain as
position

defined herein,

with

the

respondent has forfeited his tenured

petitioning

Board

of

Education.

The

tenure

charges in this matter having become moot. the instant Petition of
Appeal is dismissed with prejudice.

Moreover,

in

light

of

the

seriousness of the offense to which respondent pled guilty and was
thereupon sentenced by the Honorable Joseph F. Deegan, Jr., J.s.c ..
the Commissioner directs that this matter forthwith be referred to
the State Board of Examiners for revocation proceedings of respondent's teaching certificate(&) pursuant to N.J.S.A.
N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.7.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

NOVEMBER 12, 1987
DA.'l'E CE' MiWJliG - NOVEMBER 13,

1987
- 6 -
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BOARD or EDUCATION or THE CITY OF
ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

NEW JERSEY STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, DIVISION OF FINANCE,
VINCENT B. CALABRESE, ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONER,
RESPONDENTS .

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Respondents • exceptions and
the Board's reply thereto were timely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C.
1:1-18.4.
Respondents object to the ALJ's decision as to its Findings
of Fact and to its application of the relevant law. They acknowledge that he correctly stated N.J.S.A. l8A:7B-12 governs district of
residence determinations such as 1n the instant matter. but they
further contend he misapplied it and the regulations promulgated
thereunder.
More
specifically,
l8A:7B-12(b) which reads:
b.

respondents

point

to

N.J.S.A.

The district of residence for children who
are in residential State facilities, or who
have been ~laced by State agencies in group
homes 1 pr1vate schools or
out-of-state
facil1ties, shall be the present district of
res1dence of the parent or guardian with
whom the child lived prior to his most
recent admission to a State facility or most
recent placement by a State agency.***
(emphasis supplied )

As to this, respondents aver that in order to determine the
"present district of residence" one needs to look to N.J.A.C.
6:20-5.3(a)(2). not N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(l) as relied upon by the
ALJ, since that sect1on pertains to district of residence determinations for pupils placed in residential State facilities. Respondents point out that although B. T. •s placement was re81dential. it
was a private school placement, not a placement in a residential
facility.
Therefore, N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(2) should have been
referenced, not 5.3(a)(l).
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N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(2) provides that the
of residence of a child placed by a State agency in
shall mean the New Jersey district of residence
parent(s) or guardian(&) as of the date of the
placement by the State agency.

present district
a private school
of the child • s
child's initial

Respondents except to the ALJ's finding that H.T. •s initial
placement by the Department of Human Services, Division of Youth and
Family Services (DYFS) was September 12, 1985, pointing to N.J.S.A.
l8A:7B-12(a) in support thereof which states, "If a child 1n a
foster home is subsequently placed in a State facility or by a State
agency, the district of residence of the child shall then be determined as if no such foster placement had occur red." As such,
respondents argue that January 8, 1986 is the date of DYFS' initial
placement and that N.J.A.C. 6:20-S.3(a)(2) controls in making a
district of residence determination.
As to this, respondents aver that:
***The evidence before Judge Young indicates that
Jr. 's address on January 8. 1986 was 340 Thomas
Blvd., Orange, (see J-1 in evidence).
Judge
Young himself recognized this in his Initial
Decision when he stated "the attendance officer
testified that Jr.'s mother provided shelter for
her homeless son at least during the period from
September 1985 to January 1986" (see Initial
Decision, p. 3).
(Respondents' Exceptions, at p. 2)*
Finally, respondents argue that the AW was obligated to
dismiss the matter as the Board failed to meet its burden of proof,
since it presented no residuum of legally competent evidence in
support of its claim. They request that their post-hearing brief be
incorporated by reference in their exceptions.
The Board disagrees that the ALJ misapplied the statute
stating that:
N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a) provides that the "present
dlStilct of residence" of a child in a residential State facility as defined in N.J.S.A.
18A:7A-3 and referred to in paragraph one of
N.J.S.A. 18A:7B-12(b) shall mean the' New Jersey
Dtstrtct of residence of the child's parent(s) or
guardian(s) of the last school day of September
of the pre-budget year. Paragraph b of N.J. S. A.
18A:7B-12 refers to a placement by a state
agency. The child in this case was placed by a
State agency.
Therefore, the determination of
Judge Young was correct.
(Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 1)

*

Jr. refers to H.T.'s father, not to the pupil H.T.
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Further, the Board argues that regardless of what date is
used, the record does not establish that the father's residence was
Orange.
It avers that the mere fact that evidence may indicate
something does not establish it to be in fact the case.
With
respect to this. the Board maintains that respondents themselves
provide no evidence whatsoever establishing the father • s true res idence. It also argues that the exceptions filed by respondents are
not entitled to consideration as they do not comport with the
requirements of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4 in that they fail to set forth
specific findings of fact, conclusions of law or disposition
proposed in lieu of and in addition to those reached by the ALJ.
N.J.S.A. 18A:7B-l2 is the statute which controls determinations on dutncts of residence for school funding purposes.
It
reads in pertinent part:
District of residence; determination
For school funding purposes, the Commissioner of
Education shall determine district of residence
as follows:
a.

The district of residence for children in
foster homes shall be the district in which
the foster parents reside. If a child in a
foster home is subsequently placed in a
State facility or by a State agency. the
district of residence of the child shall
then be determined as if no such foster
placement had occurred.

b.

The district of residence for children who
are in residential State facilities, or who
have been placed by State agencies in group
homes.
private
schools
or
out-of-state
facilities, shall be the present district of
residence of the parent or guardian with
whom

the

child

lived

prior

to

his

most

recent admission to a State facility or most
recent placement by a State agency.
If this cannot be determined, the district
of residence shall be the district in which
the child reaided prior to auch admission or
placement.
N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a) delineates the specific method and
criteria for determining the district of residence. It reads in
perttnent part:
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Method of determining the district of residence
(a)

The district of residence for school funding
purposes shall be determined according to
the following criteria:
1.

The "present district of residence" of
a child in a residential State facility
defined
in
N.J.S.A.
18A:7A-3
and
referred
to
1n paragraph one of
N.J.S.A. 18A:7B~l2{b) small mean the
New Jersey district of residence of the
child's parent{s) or guardian(s) as of
the last school day of September of the
pre-budget year.

2.

The "present district of residence" of
a child placed by a State agency in a
group home, private school or out-ofstate facility also referred to in
paragraph one of N.J.S.A. l8A:7B-l2(b)
shall mean the New Jersey district of
residence of the child's parent(s) or
guardian(s) as of the date of the
child's initial placement by the State
agency.
In subsequent school years
spent in the educational placement made
by a State agency, the child's "present
district of residence" shall be determined in the same manner as for a child
in a residential State facility as set
forth in 1, above.

3.

The "district of residence" referred to
in
paragraph
two
of
N.J.S.A.
18A:7B-12(b) shall mean the New Jersey
district of residence in which the
child resided with his or her legal
guardian immediately prior to his or
her
initial admission to a State
facility or placement by a State agency.

A careful review of the record in this matter reveals that
N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(l) does not apply to B.T. as determined by the
ALJ because the method and criteria contained in that section of the
regulations applies to pupils in State facilities as defined by
N.J.S.A. 18A:7A-3. It does not apply to pupils in private schools
placed by DYFS. Prior to April 23, 1986, N.J.S.A. 18A:7A-3 defined
State facility as follows:
"State facility" means a State residential
facility for the retarded; a day training center
which is operated by or under contract with the
State and in which all the children have been
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placed by the State including a State residential
youth center; a State training school or correctional facility; a State child treatment center
or psychiatric hospital.
The post-April 1986 definition reads:
"State facility" means a State residential
facility for the retarded; a day training center
which h Oierated by or under contract with the
State and 1n which all the children have been
placed by the State, including a private school
approved by the Department of Education which is
operated under contract with the Bureau of
Special Residential Services in the Division of
Developmental Disabilities in the Department of
Human Services; a State residential youth center;
a State tra1n1ng school or correctional facility;
a State child treatment center or psychiatric
hospital.
B.T. does not fall under either definition.
Thus, it is determined that the ALJ erred in applying the
method and criteria contained in N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(l) rather than
N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(2) which, contrary to Finding of Fact No. 1 in
the mitial decision, ante, does make the 340 Thomas Boulevard
address in Orange relevant to the controversy. To repeat, N.J.A.C.
6:20-5.3(a)(2) reads:
2.

The "present district of residence" of a
child placed by a State agency in a group
home,
private
school
or
out-of-state
facility also referred to in paragraph one
of N.J.S.A. 18A:7B-12(b) shall mean the
New Jersey district of res1dence of the
child •s parent~•a or 'ua.rdian(s) as of the
date of the ch 1 •s in1tial placement by the
State agency.
In subsequent school years
spent in the educational placement made by a
State agency, the child's "present district
of residence" shall be determined in the
sme manner as for a child in a residential
State facility as set forth in 1, above.
(emphasis supplied)

Pursuant to the last sentence in the above-captioned regulation, the method of determining district of residence contained in
N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a)(l) does not come into play until the school
years subaequent to the child's initial placement in an educational
placement by a State agency.
Moreover, contrary to the ALJ's Finding of Fact No. 4,
September 12, 1985 is not conaidered the date upon which H.T. •s
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placement by DYFS commenced. Thus, that date has no bearing on a
funding determination in this matter.
H. T. 's foster placements by DYFS do not come into play in
determining district of residence for the funding of the tuition
costs associated with the educational placement at Somerset Hills
made by DYFS because N.J.S.A. l8A:7B-l2(a) states that if a child in
a foster home is subsequently placed in a State facility or ~
State agency, the district of residence shall then be determined as
if no such foster placement had occurred. Thus, January 8, 1986 is
deemed to be the relevant date for arriving at a district of residence determination in this matter as dictated by N.J.A.C.
6:20-5.3(a)(2) since this is the date of H.T. 's initial placement in
a private school by a State agency.
In order to ascertain the district of residence for funding
purposes, a determination must be made as to whether or not it was
proper for respondents to designate 340 Thomas Boulevard, Orange, as
H.T.'s father's residence. This necessitates an independent review
of the record and fact-finding by the Commissioner since the ALJ
found that address "irrelevant."
N.j.A.C. 6:20-S.J(b) requires that the Commissioner shall
determine the "present district of residence" or "district of residence" referred to in N.J.S.A. 18A:7B-l2(b) based upon the address
submitted by Department of Human Services.
A review of the record and the transcript in this case
leads the Commissioner to find that H.T. •s father resided with
H.T.'s grandmother in Orange on the date of his placement in a
private school by DYFS.
It is clear from the truant officer's
testimony that the grandmother admitted that H.T. 's father was
residing with her.
It was only upon being told it was a violation
of the Housing Authority and that she could be evicted that she
retracted her statement as testified to below by the truant officer:
Q

What did you find out as a result of your
inquiry of [the grandmother's] attendance
there?

A

That she lived alone there in the apartment.

Q

Now, did you actually enter the apartment?

A

Yes, I did.

Q

Did you speak to anyone in the apartment?

A

Yes, I did.

Q

To whom did you speak?

A

To [the grandmother].
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Q

Did you tell her the purpose of your visit?

A

Yes, I did.

Q

What did you tell her?

A

I told [her) I was investigating a son that
was supposed to be living with her using
this address.

Q

Did she make any response to that?

A

She finally suggested and admitted to me at
that time that her son was living there and
after I told her there was a violation of
the law of the Housing Authority. she
admitted that the son never lived there.

Q

This resulted from a direct conversation you
had with her?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Do you recall approximately when it was that
you had that conversation?

A

I would say in the middle of January 1986.

Q

Was there anyone else in the apartment that
you could see?

A

No.

Q

Did you ask to inspect the apartment?

A

Yes.

Q

Did she permit you to inspect the apartment?

A

Yes.

Q

What did the apartment consist of?

A

A small living room with colonial type
furniture and one bedroom and a kitchenette.

Q

Who occupied the bedroom?

A

[The grandmother].

Q

Did you ask her if her son had occupied any
portton of that apartment?
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A

Well, in the beginning she indicated to me
he slept on the couch.

Q

Was there a couch?

A

Yes.

Q

You say in the beginning?

A

Yes.

Q

Then what happened?

A

When I told her that she had a chance of
being evicted from the Housing Authority for
having unauthorized personnel in her apartment, she then admitted her son was only
using the address for school purposes.

Q

Did you then render
superior based on that?

A

Yes.

Q

You stated that you were aware that only
senior citizens may be bona fide tenants of
340 Thomas Boulevard?

A

Yes.

Q

And you so advised [the grandmother] of that
fact when you interviewed her?

A

Yes, I indicated that she was violating the
Rousing Authority rules and regulations.***

Q

***She did state when your first interviewed
her that her son was residing with her?

A

Yes.

Q

She only changed her answer when you told
her that she was violating the Housing
Authority law?

A

Yes.

a

report

to

your

(Tr. 9-10)

and,

(Tr. 19)

It must be emphasized that the statute and regulations
controlling in this matter do not require a determination of
domicile, merely a determination of residence for H. T. • s father
based on information supplied by the Department of Human Services.
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In aakin& its determination, Ruman Services had available to it the
foster care agreement (R-4) and a certified mail receipt (R-3) each
bearing the 340 Thomas Boulevard, Orange address for H.T.'s father.
When asked to reverify the information by the Department of
Education, the Department of Ruman Services/DYFS provided the
Aupst 20, 1986 interoffice memo (R-5) which relates that R.T. 's
sister confirmed the father resided in Orange, albeit contrary to
the housing regulations.
Moreover, the Co-missioner finds meritless the argument
that the address was given "for school purposes." That address was
given by the father in September 1985 when signing the agreement to
place R.T. in foster care, a factor which resulted in Orange having
no educational responsibility whatsoever for R.T. Thus, the father
would have nothin' to gain by fabricating an Orange residency. As
to this, the Commulioner agrees with the ALJ' s observation, "So I
don't know why the father would seek Orange out to saddle [it]
unless he had some vendetta against Orange and said I •m going to
soak them with the tuition" (Tr. 72), a highly unlikely and preposterous suagestion which would require a knowledge of the school
funding laws and regulations for children placed by Human Services
and a foreknowledge that a private residential placement would be
necessary.
Lastly, the fact that R.T. •s father may have resided at the
340 Thomas Boulevard address contrary to senior citizen housing
regulations is of no moment in making a determination of residence
for school funding purposes under N.J.S.A. 18A:7B-12 and N.J.A.G.
6:20-5.3.
The possibility of one be1ng an illegal resident 1n a
municipality does not interfere with a child's right to free public
schooling.
I.C. and H.C. on behalf of J.C. v. Bd. of Ed. of
Paterson, 1983 S.L.D. 218
Accordingly, the Commissioner concludes that the Divis ion
of Finance's determination of residence for the purposes of school
funding to be Orange was reasonable and proper, based on the
information provided by Ruman Services.
N.J.S.A. 1BA:7B-12 and
N.J.A.C. 6:20-5.3(a) through (e).
Consequently, the findings and
conclusions of the ALJ are set aside and the Petition of Appeal is
dismissed.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
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INmAL DECISION
SUMMARY DECISION

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4223-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 136-5/87
BOARD OP EDUCA'IlON OP THE
CITY OP ASBURY PARK,

Petitioner,
v.
MAYOR AJID CITY COUNCIL OP
THE CITY OP ASBURY PARK,

Respondents.

J. Peter Sokol, Esq., for petitioner (McOmber & McOmber, attorneys)

Donald l. Pappa, Esq., for respondent
Record Closed: September 14, 1987

Decided: October 13, 1987

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ:
The Asbury Park Board or Education (Board) appealed to the Commissioner of
Education the April 28, 1987 determination or the City Council of Asbury Park (Council)
to fix an amount to be raised by local tax levy for school purposes Cor the 1987-88 school
year that is $650,000 less than the amount to be raised by local tax levy contained in the
Board's 1987-88 budget as originally submitted to the electorate.

Arter notice, a prehearing conference was held on July 29, 1987, at which the
issue and procedures were settled. The issue to be determined is whether the municipality
acted reasonably and with full regard for the State's educational standards and its own
obligations to Cix a sum suCficient to provide a thorough and efficient system of public
schools. The matter was set down for hearing on October 21 and 22, 1987, in the \farlboro
Township Municipal Court.
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On August 19, the Board filed a notice of motion for summary judgment with
supportinc letter brief. 1 received the Council's responsive papers on September 14.
The Board argues that the Council failed to supply line item reductions and the
reasons for line item reductions at the time It made euts In the Board's budget. The Board
cites Old Brtdp Township Board of Edueation v. Township of Old Bri!.!ge, OAL DKT. EDU
3951-86 (Nov. 17, 1986), adopted, Comm'r of Ed. (Feb. 4, 198'1); Board of Education of the
Township of Union v. Township Committee of the Township of Union, OAL DKT. EDU
2188-81 (June S, 1981), adopted Comm'r of Ed. (July 9, 1981); Board of Education of East
Brunswick Township v. Township Council of East Brunswick, 48 N.J. 94 (1966),
The Board further represents that it first saw reesons for the Council's
reduetions on or about September 14. Ttlerefore, as a matter or law, the Board should
prevail on this motion for summary judgment and the reductions made by the Council
should be replaoed in their entirety.

On September 14, I received responsive papers from the Council. The city
manqer states in an affidavit that the Council certified to the Monmouth County Board
of Taxation an appropriation of $5,133,122 to provide a thorouctJ and efficient system or
schools In Asbury Park. The amount certiCied to the Board of Taxation was $850,000 less
than the amount presented by the Board of Education to the voters.
The Council then sets forth the supporting reesons for the reductions made in the
school budget by resolution dated April 28.
The question before this tribunal is not whether the reasons for the Council's
determination are adequate, but whether they may be considered at all.
~· 18A:22-37 requires that, If the voters rejeet any of the budpt Items
submitted at the annual school election, the board of edueatlon m~.at deliver the proposed
budpt to the coverning body. The covernlng bodY then, after consultation with the Board
and by AprJl 28, shall determine the amount which, in the Judcment of the coverning body,
is necessary to be appropriated ror each Item apeearlll( In the bud(!t, to provide a
thoroueh and efficient system of schools In the district. The coverning body must then

-2-
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certify to the County Board of Taxation the total amount determined to be necessary to
be raised by local tax levy Cor school purposes for the enaulnr yeer.
A board of education, or course, may appeal the governing bodY'S decision to the
Commissioner under powers to hear controversies gran~ed to the Commissioner by the
Legislature. ~· 18A:&-9.
The New Jersey SUpreme Court in East Brunswick stated at 105 and 106:
Though the law enables voter rejection, it does not stop there

but turna the matter over to the local governing body. That
body Is not set adrift without guidance, ror the statute
specifically provides that It shall consult with the local board or
education and shall thereafter fix an amount which It
determines to be neeeasary to fulfill the standard of providing a
thorough and efficient system of schools. Here, as in the
original preparation of the budpt, elements or discretion play a
proper part. 'l'tle governlnr body may, of course, seek to erteet
savinp which will not impair the educational process. But its
dent ones
l relaii<Jt'O
determinationa m1.111t be in

As the Commissioner made clear in Union Towrwhip, above, "The Commissioner
deems it proper that such decisiorw be made at the time of the reduction and not on
contingency basis only, If and when the budget reduction is appealed by the Board to the
Commissioner." (SUp opinion at p. 8.)
The Board's moving papers altere that the Board twice requested reasons for the
reductions Council effected. Nothing In the CouncU's submission refutes the allegation.
It appears that the reasorw set forth in the certification of September 10 and received by

-3-
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the Board and this judge on September 14 were the Council's first expression of reasons
for the cuts it made on April 28. In short, J agree with the Board that it must prevail in
this cue as a matter or law.
Ravine reviewed the reeord and carefully considered the arguments of the
parties, I FIND that there is no lslue of material fact In contention. The matter,
therefore, is ripe for summary jUdgment. I further FIND that the reasons ultimately put
Corth by the CouncU Cor the reductions It eff'eeted and the changes in appropriations it
made are untimely as a matter of law.
I COIICLUDB thet the Council hal advanced no meritorious legal argument
agllnst the Board's motion and thet the Board Is entitled to summary judgment as a
matter or law.
I also FIND that the Council effeeted the $850,000 reduction In Its resolution of
April 28 as follows:

1.
2.
3.

4.

Elimination of certain Items from
the Capital Outlay Budget

$100,000.00

Increase Rates - Computer Center to
oCfset Current Expenses
Use of Surplus

$100,000.00
$100,000.00

Current Expenses
J 100 Administration (Salaries)
J 212 SUpervising Personnel (Salaries)
J 213 Instruction (Salaries)
J 215 Instruction seeretary lt Clerical
J 216 l111tructlon- Other (Salaries)
J 610 Operations (Salaries)
J 710 Maintenance (Salaries)
J '130 Equipment Replacement
J 800 Fringe Benetita

$350,000.00
$ 30,000.00
45,000.00
60,000.00
10,000.00
25,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
100,000.00
20,000.00

It is ORDERED that $550,000 be certified to the Monmouth County Board of
Taxation for current expense school purposes for the 1987-88 school year In addition to
the amount already certified so that the total amount for current expense school purposes

tor the 1987-88 school year shall

be $5,581,395, and It Is ORDERED that $100,000 for

capital outlay purposes for the 1987-88 school year
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Board of Taxation In addition to the amount already certified so that the total amount Cor
capital outlay shall be $201,727 and so that tha total amount to be raised by tax levy for
the 1987-88 school year shall be $5,783,122.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OP THB DBPARTIIENT OP BDUCA110N, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a rtnaJ decision In this matter. However, If Saul
Cooperman does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
~·

52:148-10.

1 hereby PD..B my Initial Decision with SADL COOPBB.MAN for consideration.

/..3

0 CT/Uf£11(' lf8 7

DATE

.'-

DAT!

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ds
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
ASBURY PARK,

v.

or

THE CITY OF

PETITIONER,

MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY
ASBURY PARK, MONMOUTH COUNTY,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION

or

RESPONDENT.
The Comminioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision granting the Board's Motion for
Summary Judgment rendered by the Office of Administrative Law.
I t is observed that the only exceptions filed with the
Commissioner to the initial decision were submitted by the Board
pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4. The
Board's exceptions were techn1cal in nature 1nsofar as they pointed
out that the ALJ erred on pace 4 of the initial decision wherein it
is stated that $550,000 shall be restored to the local tax levy for
current expense purposes and $100,000 shall be restored to the local
tax levy for capital outlay purposes. The Board relies on Council's
resolution of May 21, 1987 attached to its current expense
appropriations for the 1987-88 school year.

The Commissioner concurs with the exceptions filed by the
Board and hereby modifies the specific finding in the initial
decision to reflect that a total restoration of $650,000 has been
recommended to be certified in the local tax levy for current
expense purposes for the 1987-88 school year.
Upon further examination of those findings and conclusions
set forth in the initial decision, the Commissioner determines that
the ALJ correctly concluded that there were no relevant outstanding
factual issues in dispute to preclude his recommending the award of
summary judgment in favor of the Board.
In the Commissioner's judgment the record of this matter
clearly establishes that Council's failure to provide the Board with
specific reasons for each of its current expense line item
reductions when it resolved to certify the 1987-88 school tax levy
on May 21, 1987 warrants a reversal of Council's action of that
date. The Commissioner hereby adopts as his own those findin&s and
conclusions in the initial decision which hold that for the reasons
stated in the initial decision as supplemented above Council's
action complained of herein is violat1ve of the provisions of
N.J.S.A. 18A:22-37 as enunciated by the Court in East Brunswick and
are hereby set aside. See also: Board of Education of the Township
of Deptford v. Mayor and Council of the Township of Deptford,
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Gloucester County, decided April 27, 1987, aff'd State Board
August 7, 1987; Board of Education of the Township of Woodbridge v.
Mayor and Council of the Township of Woodbridge, Middlesex County.
decided September 11, 1987: Board of Education of the Borough of
Middlesex v. Borough Council of the Borough of Middlesex, Middlesex
County, decided October 14, 1987.
Accordingly, the Commissioner hereby grants the Board's
Motion for Summary Judgment and directs the Monmouth County Board of
Taxation to include in the local tax levy an amount of $650,000 for
current expense purposes to be made available to the City of Asbury
Park. School District for the 1987-88 school year. This amount when
added to the amount of $4,931,395 in current expense appropriations
previously certified by Council for the 1987-88 school year shall
total $5,581,395.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
November 16, 1987
Pending State Board
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INI'I1AL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3771-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 150..5/87
PARMINGDALB BOROUGH
BOARD OP BDUCATION,
Petitioner,

v.
PARIIINGDALE BOROUGH COUNCIL,
Respondent.

Keanetll B. Pltalmntan~, Esq., for petitioner (Sinn, Gunning, Fitzsimmons,
Cantoli, West & Pardes, attorneys)
Jolin W. O'llara, Esq., for respondent

Record Closed: September 1, 1987

Decided: October 14, 1987

BEFORE DANIEL B. MC KBOWN, ALJ:

'11le Farmingdale Board of Education (Board) appeals from the action or the
Farmingdale Boroulh Council (governinc body) taken pursuant to ~· 18A:22-37 by
which the Council certlried to the Monmouth County Board or Taxation a !esser amount to
be raised by local taxation for current expense costs of the school district for the 1987-88
school year than the amount proposed by the Board to and rejected by the voters at tt>e
annual school eleetlon held AprU 7, 1987. After the Commissioner of Education
transferred the matter to the Office oC Administrative Law on May 29, 1987 a prehearlng
conference was scheduled and conducted by way of telephoM conference call July 2,
1187. During that conference, COUfllel to the parties qreed to submit the dispute for
dlspoaitlon by way or cross· mot10111 fM. summary decision. The record closed September
1, 1987, having granted the pvernlng body sufficient time to respond to a supplemental
J
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letter received here from the superintendent of schools on August 17, 1987. The record
on the motions consists of the Initial pleadinp, the respective motions for summary
decision, a supporting arridavit executed jointly by the superintendent, the Board
president and the Board secretary, the Board's underlying documentation as required at
N.J.A.C. h&-11.1 in support of its need for the monies reduced by the governing body
from its proposed current expense budget, the governing body's specific reductions
imposed, and a certification executed by counsel to the governing body which purports to
show the governing body'S underlying reasons for Its reductions.

PACTS OP THE PROCEDURAL HISTORY
The facts which establish the procedural history of the matter as discerned from
the record developed thus far is as follows. At the annual school election conducted in
the Farmingdale school district on April 7, 1987 the Board proposed to raise by local
taxation for the 1987-88 current expense eosts of the school district the amount of
$511,199. After the voters defeated that proposal, the Board submitted its budget to the
governing body on April 8, 198'7 as required at ~· 18A:22-37. A meeting was
conducted April 21, 1987 between the Board and the governing body. The governing body
advised the Board on April 24, 1987 that in its judgment the amount neeesaary to be raised
by local taxation for 1987-88 current expense costs of the school district Is $499,849.
This amount, it is noted, represents a reduction of $11,350 from the amount originally
proposed by the Board to Its electorate.
The governing body's resolution by which the Board was advised of the
reductions, and as attached to the Board's motion for summary decision, provides In full u
follows:

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the 1987-88 Budget for the Farmingdale Board of
Education was defeated by the voters,
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of the Botourh of Farmingdale hu
reviewed the 1987-88 llldget of the Pvmllll*le Board of Education,
WHEREAS, the Governing Body alter conferring with the
Farmingdale Board of Education has determined that the following
amounts are neceavy to appropriate for the Items deslpated in
order to provide a "n\orougfl and Efficient School System. The

-2-
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Governlnr Body hu further determined that no changes in
appropriation are necess~~ry for those items not designated herein:
Aeeount t

Aeeount Title

130-A.l
130.A·2
13D-A.4
UD-8.1
130-8.2
136-8.3
130-F.l
130•F.3
136-D
136-M
236-E
250-8
520-A.l
520-A.2
526-C
640-8
660-D.l
726-A

Dues
500.00
$
Conferenee/Workshopl
400.00
Other Expenle
300.00
Oftiee Expenles
500.00
100.00
Dues
Workshops/Coni.
300.00
Offense Expenae
500.00
500.00
Workshops ct Meetlnr Costs/Other
500.00
School Elections
500.00
Prlntl111 and Publlshlnr
Other Library Exp.
500.00
In-SerVIce ct Workshopa Tcl!rs.
400.00
2,000.00
Private Sehools To/From FRNS
In Lieu of TrMIPOI'tatlon FRitS
500.00
Contracted Field Trlpa
500.00
Sewer
100.00
Rental Custodial Equip/Oth. Exp.
250.00
Contracted SerVIces, UpKeep Oro. 3£000.00

Reduetlon

New Line Title
$ 2,000.00

2,000.00
500.00
500.00
550.00
700.00
700.00
700.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
1,800.00
2,500.00
1,500.00
2,500.00
850.00
250.00
500.00

$11,350.00
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that tha Governing Body of
the Borouefl of Plll'mingdale does hereby eertlfy to the Monmouth
County Board of Taxation the toltlll amount necessary for the
following:
(a) Current Expense! $499,849.00
(P..I)

Thereafter, the Bolll'd notified the rovernlng body that It determined at a special
meetlnr held April 2'1, 198'1 to appeal the amount it certified to be railed by loeal
taxation for school purposes for 1987-88. On May 20, 198'1, the petition of appeal wu
filed before the Commissioner of Education while the governing bodyts answer was filed
May 28, 1987.
At a preheerlnr conference condueted July 2, 1987, it wu agreed by the parties
that the Issue presented for adjudlcetlon Is u folloWS!
Whether the Board establllhea by a preponderance of eredlble
eVIdence Its need for any or au of the $11,350 reduction imposed by
the Farmingdale lloroulh Cot.ltel1 on Its proposed 1987-88 ®~Tent
expense budg'et which wu defeated by the voters.
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Leave was granted the parties to submit the matter for disposition on cross
motions for summary decision. The prehearinr order also noted that the Board had
already moved for summary decision on the IISierted absence of the Borough Council's
reasons underlying the proposed reductions in the budget.
Accordingly, the thrust of the Boerd's motion for summary decision is twofold:
one, for judgment in Its favor on the grounds the governinc body failed to comply with the
provisions of ~· 18A:22-37 under guldelin• established by the New Jersey Supreme
Court in 8d. of Ed., E. Brunswick Tp. v. Tp. Council, E. Brunswick, 48 N.J. 94, 105-106
(1966); two, that its written documentation establishes its need for all the reductions

imposed by the governinc body upon its proposed 1987-88 current expense budget.
The governinc body opposes the Boerd's motion for summary decision. In this
regard the governinc body relies solely upon the certification filed on August 3, 1987 by

its counsel regardinc the purported underlying reuons for the redUctions it imposed. In
this certification counsel sets forth reasons for each of the reductions imposed by the
governing body upon the Board's 18 specific line Item areas set forth above. These
reasons are based upon counsel'S certified "knowledge, information and belief."
(Certification, pera. 7, p. 6). Counsel does not certify he attended any meeting at which
the governinc body adopted the purported reasons as its reasons for the reductions it
imposed, nor is there 1ny o!flclll resolution adopted by the governing body In this record
which would establish that counsel'S reasons are Its reasons.
The governinc body denies that It violated the provisions

of~·

18A:22-37.

This concludes a recitation of the facts which establish the history of the
matter. For the reasonli which follow, the Boerd's motion to summary decision is
GRANTED.

!
Asserted Violation by the Governing Body
of N.J.S.A. 18A:22-31
The Board, in regard to Its IISiertion the governing body violated the provisions
of

~·

18A:22-37, contends that the governing body in response to its Petition of
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Appell failed to submit with its A•wer tiled on May 28, 1987 the amount certified for
each of the major accounts and a line item budget stating recommended speciric
economies topther with supporttnr reuons. The Board, noting that suet! documents
must, under N.J.A.C. fh24-7.5, be tiled with an Answer In budget disputes, also notes that
~·

18A:22-37 provides in part as foUo-:

It the voters rejeet any or the Items submitted at the annual school
election, the bollrd of education shall deliver the proposed school
buclret to the roverninr body of the municipality, or of each of the
munleipalltle included In the clstrlct within two days thereafter.
The pvernlnr body or the municipality, or of each of the
municipalities, included in the district shell, after consultation with
the board, and by April 28, determine the amount which, in the
judplent or saJd body or bodies, Is necessary to be appropriated, for
each Item appeartnr In suet! budget, to provide a thorough and
efficient system of schools In the dstrlet, and certify to the county
board of taxation the totals of the amount so determined to be
necessary • • •
The affidavit jointly executed by the tupllrintendent, the Board president and the

Board seeretary reveal that each of the three persons attended a meeting between the
Board and the pvernlng body on April 21, 1987 after the budget was defeated by the
voters and In accordance with~· 18A:22-37. The affidavit further shows that while

the governing body questioned various representatives

or

the Board regarding the budget

there was no dlseulslon of specific eeonomle on a line Item basis. The only resolution
adopted by the governing body that evening wu the resolution which sets forth the
reduetiOM In the 18 specific Une Item categories and u

set forth above.

The

eertlttcation tiled A. . . . 3, 1987 by oowwel to the IIOYemlna; body lntroduees the speelfle

.purported underlytnr

re- tor the reduetiOM In the following manner&

•••
2.

After eonaultatlon with the Board of Education, the Governing
or the budget by
$11,350.00 or approximately two percent (2116) of the defeated
proposal of $511,199.00.
Body redueed the current expenM portion

3.

(pvernl• body] only reduced pro~ed
lncreese In administrative type Une Items and approved
illoeatlo• at least equal to or greater than actual expenditure
or the precedinr year. [emphutsln orllinlll]--

4.

'1118 undertytnr reuon for each cut was • determination that

'1118 Respondent

with a historically decllninr school enrollment the petitioner
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[board]
should not require increased administrative
expenditures. Further, it was felt that adequatt~ surpll• existed
and would be created during the eurrent years so that the
abillty to transfer fundi among line items would insure
sufficient fundi for those Items required for a thorough and
efficient education • • •

The superintendent, in his letter response tiled here August 17, 1987 ~o counsel's
certification, points out that counsel misatates actual expenditures for 1986-87 in 13 of
the 18 affeeted lint~ items. The superintendent also notes that in the remaining five line
items, counsel misstates facts.

LAW, FINDINGS, CONCLUSION
~·

18A:22-37 requires In part that If the voters rt~ject any of the budget
items submitted at the annual school election, the board must deliver the proposed school
budget to the rovernlng body of the municipality within two days thereafter. This the
Board did. The language of the New Jersey &lpreme Court in E. Brunswick, supra, is
instructive.
Though the law enables voter rejeetlon, it does not stop there but
tllf'ns the matter over to the local rovernlnr; body. That body is not

set adrift without guidance, for the statute specifically provides that
It shall consUlt with the locll board of edueetlon and shall thereafter
fix an amount which It determines to be necessary to fuiflU the
standard of providing a thoroup and efficient system of schools.
Here, as In the original preparation of the budget, elements of
discretion play a proper part. The rovernlne body may, of course,
seek to effect savinp which wW not lmpelr the educatlonll process.
But Its determination~ m111t be Independent ones properly related to
educational collllderatlons rather than voter reactions. In every step
it must act conscientiously, raaonably and with run regard for the
state's educatlonll standards and Its own obllptlor. to fix a sum
sufficient to provide a system of locll school which may fairly be
considered thorough and efficient In view of the make up of the
community.
Where Its action entails a slplflcant agrepte
reduction In the budpt and the resUlting appealable dispute with the
local board of education, It shoUld be accompanied by a detailed
statement setting forth the rovernlng body's underlying
determinations and supporting re8lonl.
In Bd. of Ed. Tp. of Union v. Tp. Committee of the Tp. of Union, OAL Dkt. EDU
2788-81 (Jun. 5, 1981), adopted Comm'r of Ed. (Jui. 9, 1881), the Commissioner stated:

-6-
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In the opinion of the Commllllloner • • • the law set forth in E.
BrtriWwick,Ji'prt! [requires] the municipal government to recommen<l
to the BOa t supporting reasons for the reduction or elimination
of specific line items which It believes necessary to total budgetary
reduction. The Commissioner deems it proper that such decisions be
made at the time of the reduction and not on a contingency basis
only, If and when the budget reduction Is appealed by the Board to
the Commissioner.
The State Board of Education In Bd. of Ed. Tp. of Deptford v. Mayor and Council,
Tp. of Deptford, 198'1 S.t.D. _ _, held as follows:

We conclude that the lallf08P of the (East Br111Wwlck court] clearly
reqUires that a governing body provide reasons tor Its reductions at
the time it acts pursuant to N..J.S.A. 18At22-3'1. Further, we
emphasize that the Commllllloner has long held that the rationale for
the reductions mut be provided at that time, ~Union Township Bd.
of Ed. v, Township Committee, decided by the CommliSioner, JUly 9,
1981, and we tullY concur w1th the Commissioner that the failure of
the governlng body to know, identify and set forth the specific line
items of the budget and to (enuneitate) supporting reasons at the
time of the reduction renders the reduction an arbitrary act. Union
Thp., ~· We also agree that such arbitrariness Is not negat'id"liY
t e suliiiijiient submllllion of information or subseqUent construction
or a rationale. • • •
In this ease, the facts demonstrate that the governing body at no time adopted
underlying reasons or rational for the reduetioii!J It Imposed upon the Board's 198'1-88
current expense budget. Even If eouii!Jel's purported reasons In his certification can be
seen to be the governing bodY's re-na, the fact remaiii!J such reasons were not submitted
until August 3, 198'1, long after the date of April 28, 198'1 when, by statute, the governing
body was obligated to have acted from a rational basis rerardfng reductions It Imposed
upon the Board's proposed budpt. The resolution (P..l) adopted by the governing body on
or about April 24, 198'1 sets forth no underl.ytnr re~ for Its reductions. The asserted
reasons contained within C0111Wel's eertllleatlon med here August 3, 197'1 does not negate
the arbitrariness of the failure of the governtnr body to have adopted sueh reasons and
communicated such reasons to the Board by April 28, 1987.
Aeeordifllly, bued upon the facts In this eue together with the application of
the existing law to those facts, I m..t COMCLUDI that the governing body hu acted In
an arbitrary manner by Its failure to enumerate supporting reasons by April 28, 1987 in
support of the reductions It lmpoaed upon the Board's proposed 198'1-88 current expense

-T·
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budget. Accordingly, the Board's motion for summary decision based upon failure of the
governing body to compiy with.t.;·~visions of N..T.s.~. 18A;22-37 must be granted. 't'he
Farmingdale Borough Board of Education is entitled to summary decision for the failure of
the governing body to fully comply with the provisions of ~· 18A:22-37. 'l'he total
reduction of $11,350 imposed by the governing body upon the Board's proposed 1987-88
current expense budget is hereby restored in run.

It is ORDEilED that the sum of $11,350 be and is hereby certified to the
Monmouth County Board of Taxation in addition to the $499,849 already certified to the
Board of Taxation for current expense purposes or the Farmingdale Borough Board of
Education for the 1981-88 school year so that the total amount to be raised by tax levy
for current expense purposes for the 198?-88 school year shall be $511,199.

This recommended decision may be adopted, modiried or rejected by the
COMIIISSIONEil or THE DEPAJlTIIENT Or BDOCA'ftOH, SAOL COOPERMAH, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if saul
Cooperman does not so act in forty-rive (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:148-10,

I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAOL COOPERIIAN for consideration.

DATE

OCT 15 1987
DATE

DATE
SC
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF FARMINGDALE,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

V.

DECISION

BOROUGH COUNCIL OF THE BOROUGH
OF FARMINGDALE. MONMOUTH COUNTY,

RESPONDENT.

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision rendered by the Office of Administrative Law.
I t is observed that the parties have not filed exceptions
to the findings and conclusions in the initial decision pursuant to
the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.

It is further observed that based on those findings
conclusions in the initial decision, the AW has recommended
the Board's Motion for Summary Judgment be granted and that
current expense tax levy reduction of $11,300 imposed upon
Board's 1987-88 school budget request be restored.

and
that
the
the

In the Commissioner •s judgment the record of this matter
clearly supports the AW 's findings and conclusion which appear in
pertinent part on page 7 of the initial decision as recited· below:
In th~s case, the facts demonstrate that the
govern1ng body at no time adopted underlying
reasons or rational (sic) for the reductions it
imposed upon the Board's 1987-88 current expense
budget.
Even if counsel's purported reasons in
his certification can be seen to be the governing
body's reasons, the fact remains such reasons
were not submitted until August 3, 1987, long
after the date of April 28, 1987 when, by
statute, the governing body was obligated to have
acted from a rational basis regarding reductions
imposed upon the Board's proposed budget.
The
resolution (P-1) adopted by the governing body on
or about Apri 1 24, 1987 sets forth no underlying
reasons for its reductions. The asserted reasons
contained with counsel's certification filed here
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August 3, 1977 (sic} does not negate the arbitrariness of the failure of the governing body to
have adopted such reasons and communicated such
reasons to the Board by April 28, 1987.
The Commissioner also notes with approval that the AW in
concluding that Council had violated the provisions of N.J.S.A.
18A:22-37 relies on the language of the Court in East Brunswick,
su~ra, as well as those school law decisions which have followed in
Unton Township Board of Education, supra, and Deptford Township
Board of Educat'
supra. See also:
Board of Education of the
Townshi
of Wo
rid e v. Munici al Council of the Towrishi
of
Woodbridge,
M1
esex
County,
decided
by
the
Commissioner
September 11, 1987 and Board of Education of the Borough of
Middlesex v. Borough Counc1l of the Borough of Middlesex, Middlesex
County, decided by the Commissioner October 14, 1987.
Accordingly, the Commissioner adopts as his own the
findings and conclusions in this initial decision as supplemented
above.
It is therefore ordered that the Board's Motion for Summary
Judgment be granted and that the Monmouth County Board of Taxation
be directed to restore $11,350 in the local tax levy in addition to
the $499,849 already certified to it by Council for current expense
purposes in the School District of the Borough of Farmingdale for
the 1987-88 school year.
These amounts when incorporated in the local tax levy for
current expense purposes for the 1987-88 school year shall be
$511,199.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
November 17, 1987
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Of.FICf OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

IRmAL DBCISIOM
SUMIIARY DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 5833-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 277-8/87

VOGEL BUS COMPANY, INC. AND
RAHWAY BUS COIIPANY,

Petitioners,

v.
UNION COUMTY RBGIOMAL BOARD OP EDUCATION,

DISTRICT 11; DR. VITO A. GAGUARDI, UNION
COUMTY SUPBBINTEMDBHT OP SCHOOLS; SCOTCH
PLAIN9-PANWOOD BOARD OP BDUCA'llOH; SUIIIIIT
BOARD OP BDUCA'llOH; PLAINPIELD BOARD OP
BDUCA'nOM; BABKBB BUB COIIPAMY; SQUIRE BUS
COMPANY, 8/ft/a SQUIRES TRAMBPOB.TA'llON,
BRUMMER BUS SBRVICB; DR. SAUL COOPBRIIAR,
COIIIIIBSIONBR, DBPARTIIBHT OP BDOCA'l'IOM,

lndiYldu.n:n ud DBPARTIIBHT OP BDOCA'llOR,
Respondents.

-n.om.. v. 11811811.a, Esq•• ror petltlonen
(Bury, Czarneekl &: Manahan, attorneys)

Pl'8AII .J. Skok, Bsq., for Union County Regional Board or Education, District t 1,

respondent
(Johnstone, Skok, J..oucblin a: Lane, attorneys)

}
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Arlaw GoldfUJ Luts, Deputy Attorney GeMI'Il, for Dr. Vito A. Gqiiardi and Dr.

Saul Cooperman, individually, and Department of Education, respondents

(W. Cary Edwards, Attorney General of New Jersey, attorney)
C8lpa' P. Boebm,

Jr., Esq., for Seotob Plaifllt"'Fanwood Board of Education.

respondent
StiMill B. BCI!IId.-, Esq., for Summit BOIIl'd of Edueation
(McCarter &: English, attorneys)

Vietor E. D. KJac, Esq., for Plainfield BOIIl'd of Edueatlon, respondent
(King, King and Goldlaek, attorneys)
Bapvd F.

n.,, .Jr., Esq., for Barker Bus Company, respondent

Roba:t Gieprlc!b, Jr., Esq.,
Transportation, respondent

for Squire

Bus

Company,

a/k/a

Squires

Gerald S. Rotunda, Esq., for Brunner Bus Serviee, respondent

(Harvey R. Poe, attorney)
Deelded:

Reeord Closed: September 10, 1987

OC!tober 20, 1987

BEFORE BDrrB KLIKOBB., AU:
This matter wu opened before the Commlslioner of Education and tranamitted

to the Office of Administrative Law on AUJUSt 31, 198'7 u a eontested eue. pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 .!! !!9- and~ 52ll4P-1 .!! !!9- The matter wu broUBht on an
emergent basis upon an Order to Show Callie on September 1, 198'7. Petitioners soiJibt
temporary relief 81 set forth in their verified complaint. This relief wu denied when
petitioners faUed to establlah their entitlement. The matter wu set down for September
10, 198'7 for further hearing on preliminary relief and respondents' motion to dismiss
petitioners' verified complaint for lack of standing.

-2-
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Upon consideration of the briefs and arruments of counsel, a summary opinion
wu rendered from the bench c:Hamlsslnr petitioners' verified complaint for lack of
standinr.

Par purpoaes of this decision, the facts set forth in petitioners' brief are
aecepted u true and are set forth in their entirety below.
lft'ATBIIBIIT OP PAC'l'B

There Is currently pendl.nr 111 investlptlon Into possible antitrust violations In school bus operations. The ofriee of the
Director of the State Dlvlllon of Criminal Justice Is particularly
eoncerned with the IUblettlll( of school tralllpCM'tatlon contracts
(See Certification of Bradford Bury).
In the extant matter.
Plaintiffs ueert t'llllt the uelpment of variOUII transportation
contracts violates public poUcy, denyill( the pubUc the benefit of
unfettered competition and future eneouraginr eollt.Dive
arranrements between would-be bidders.
On various dates, Defendant Brenner lsle] Bus Service,
pursuut to invitation, bid on certain bus routes within Union
County. Those bus routes were In the City of Plainfield, City of
Summit. Township of Scotch Plains., Borough of Fanwood, Township
of Springfield, Borollflh of Kenilworth, Borolllh of Garwood,
Township of Clark, Township of Berkeley He!lhts, Town of Winfield
and the Borough of Mountainside (Verified Complaint paragraphs 14
and 15).
The aforementioned routes were awarded to the
Defandlnt, Brenner Bus Service and TralllpCM'tation Contracts were
signed between Defendlnt. Brenner Bua Service ud Defendants,
Union County Retlonal Board of Education District No. 1, Scotch
Plllins/Panwood Board of Education, Summit Board of Education
and Plainfield Board of Bdueatlon and approved by Defendant, Dr.
Vito A. G8fllardl the Union County Superintendent of SehooJs
(Verified Complaint parap'llph 15).

,__,tar, the Defendllnt, Brenner B• Services wu purchued
or Is currently under Contract for Purchue by Defendant, Barker
SUI Company. Defendllnt, Seotah Plalna/Puwood Board of
Education, Summit Board of Education and Plainfield Board of
Education have uelgned or are in the proee~~ or ualgnlnr the
Contract filhts under the aforementioned TralllpCM'tation Contract
with Defendllnt, Brenner Bus Service to Defendant, Barker Bus
Company without reopenill( bldt (Verified Complaint paragraphs
17).
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The Union County Superintendent of Schools, Defendant Vito A.
Gagliardi, hu approved or Is the proeeu of approving the transfer
of these routes to Defendant, Barker 8111 Company without
reopening bids for these routes. These Transfer Agreements cover
the 1987-1988 sehool year (Verified Complaint paragraph 18).
Defendant, Squire Bus Company pureuant to Invitation, also bid
on eertain bill routes loeated in the City of Plainfield, Township of
Scoteh Plains and Borough of Fanwood (Verified Complaint,
paragraphs 19 and 20). The aforementioned routes were awarded
to Defendant, Squire Bill Company and Transportation Contraets
were signed between Defendant, Squire Bus Company and
Defendants, Plainfield Board of Edueation and Scotch
Plains/Fanwood Board of Education. Same were approved by
Defendant, Dr. VIto A. Oagllardl the Union County Superintendent
of Sehools (Verified Complaint paragraph 21), Subsequent thereto,
the Squire Bus Company wu purchased or Is under contract for
purchue by Defendant, Barker Bus Company.
Defendants,
Plainfield Board of Education and Scotch Plains/Fanwood Board of
Edueation with the approval of Defendant, Dr. Vito A. Gagliardi
have transferred or are In the proeesa of transferring these
Transportation Contracts for these routes to Defendant, Barker
Bus Company without reopening bide for these routes. These
Transfer Agreements cover the 1917-1988 school year (Verified
Complaint paragraph 23).
Defendant, Dr. saul Cooperman, Commissioner of the
Department of Edueation and Defendant. Department of Education
have allowed in the put and have sanctioned the praetice of
aiiSignment of bill routes.
Thole Defendants have further
formulated a standard form to facilitate that practice (Verif'ied
Complaint paragraph 25, Exhibit A).
In the verified complaint, petitioners seek the following relief.
Voiding the transfer of all pupil transportation contracts
a)
between the defendant Boardl of Edueatlon and the defendant,
Barker Bill Company u approved by defendant, Dr. Vito A.
Gagliardi, In his capaolty of Union County Superintendent of
Sehools; and/or
b)
Enjoining defendant Dr. Saul Cooperman, Commissioner
of Edueation, the New Jersey Department of Education, the
defendants Boards of Edueation and defendant, Dr. Vito A.
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Gagliardi, In hill capacity as Union County Superintendent of
Schools from approving the Ulilftment of any transportation
oontrsets between the defendants Board of Education and
defendant Barker Bus Company now and In the luture; and
e)
Requiring that the delendant Boards or Education reopen
for bl.dll these bill routes; and
d)
Por such other reUef u the Commissioner of Education
and/or Court deel'llll appropriate.

As grounds for thlll reUet, petitioners allep that the assignment of the bus
routes does not benefit the taxpayers, Ia not for the publie good, denies the public the
benefits of unfettered competition in the area of transportation, encourages collusive
arrsnpmenta between parties who would be bidders on oontrsets and results in economic
hardship to petitioners and others similarly lituated.

They further allep that If reUef Ia not ll'anted, petitioners and the general
publle wiD suffer Irreparable harm both now and In the future.
At the time of hearing, petitioners modified tbe ultimate relief sought to inelllde
reellion of all prior. assignments of bill eontraeta.

PllBLDIIlfARY llBLIRP
Crowe v. DeGlola, 110 N.J. US (1982) seta forth elearly what criteria must be
met to obtaln preliminary raUet. After atatlrc that prellminary relief should be ll'anted
under "the most sensitive exercise of judicial dilleretion," the court enunciated and
explained the criteria to be met for entitlement to such rellef.

~·

at 132 throiJih 134.

Plrst, prellmlnary raUef should be ll'aftted only to prevent some imminent and
Irreparable harm from oeeurrtnr before plenary hearlnr. Ttds harm Ia rutrleted to a type
whleh eannot be remedied by peeuniary dam.,.. Second, the lepl rflht on whleh
petitioner bases Its claim must be one settled In law. Third, prellmlnary rellef shotlld be
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granted only if the material facts are IUieontroverted. Finally, when granting such relief,
the eow1 should balance the equities to determine the relative weight of any hardship
callled to the parties.
In applyinr these criteria to the present facts, petitioners have failed to meet
these standards for preliminary relief. They are unable to demonstrate that they have a
reasonable probability of IUCCell on the merits of the cue.
Petitioners have not shown that they wlll suffer imminent and Irreparable harm
if they are forced to await the outeome of a plenary hearinr. If the relief they seek is
granted and the asslpment of all pupU tranlportation contracts prevented or voided, the
bul eompenles operating lmder eldsttnr eontracts would merely eontlnue to provide
service to the school districts. An order to reopen the biddinr would at best provide only
speculative rellaf to petitioners Iince there is no ruarantee that they would be successful
bidders. Petitioners base their alleptlons of harm primarily on being denied the right to
bid for these contracts. However, they do not allege that there was anythinr improper in
the way the eontractl were originally awarded nor do they allege that they made any
attempts to bid on them. Taking the facts as presented by petitioners, it would be
inappropriate to reopen the bidding at thll time.
ln any ease, It is clear that whatever injury petitioners might suffer from
awaiting a final decision cen be remedied only by money damages if at all. Since the nonpecuniary relief SO!Jibt wlll not benefit petitioners, it follows that they wlll suffer no
imminent or irreparable harm If relief II denied. I PIMD therefore that petitioners cannot
satisfy the first criterion in 9:!!! above.

Secondly, petitioners have not demonstrated that their claim II based upon legal
rights settled in law. Not only are their legal rights not settled, it appears that the law II
apparently otherwise than u presented by petitioners. There II nothing in the statutes or
in the cue law prohibitinc uslpment of pupn trartlpOI'tation contracts. Specifically, the
biddinc laws are sllent with regard to Ulipment of awards. (See, N.J.A.C. 8:U-18.5 on
the award of eontracts.) ln addition, New Jersey common and statutory law provide that
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<1011tracts may be uslrne<l. See, N.J.S.A. 2A:25-1. Tbe eases cited by petitioners are
Inapposite. They refer to situations lnvolvln« bidding and address themselves to
eUmlnatlng potential evils from the bidding proeess. The present matter Involves the
uslgnment of previOUIIIly awarded bids. No question is railed ~"Jere as to the award of the
<1011tracts; only the . .lgnment Is ln question. I PIMD that petitioners are not entitled to
preUmlnary reUef Ul'ldar the H<!OIId criterion set forth In Crowe.
I PIND that the third erlterlon of ~ Is essentially satisfied: The material
faets in this ease are UR<!OIItroverted at leut at the time of the present application.

,
Pinally, I PIIID that any lnterfarenoe with or disruption of existing contracts or
assignments would ereate more Injury to respondents than It would provide benefit to
petitioners. There Is no buts in the facts for ordering a reopening of the bidding since no
ehallenp hU been made to the Initial award of the transportation contracts. As
dlseussed before, enjoining assignment of the existing <1011tracts win result in no benefit to
petitioners, while eausing major ineonvenlenoe to respondents. On balanoe, the equities
are clearly In favor of respondents.
Based upon the above, I CONCLUDE that the petitioners are not entitled to the
preUmlnary relief sought.
TRB QUI!S'ItOR OP STARDIRG

In an administrative setting, the Uniform Administrative Procedure Rules do not
speclfteally set forth the erlteria necessary to estabUIIlstandlng.
Judp Kestln In N.J.!. A., et aL v. lila Cty. Ed. Service~ Comm., 5 N.J.A.R. 29,
31 (1181), aff'd Comm'r of Eel. (1181) stated that apnoy regulations should control the
dlspoeitlon ot the -..e. In his discussion, Judp Keetln referred to section 1:1-1.1 of the
Uniform Administrative Procedure Rules Wbieh readlln part,

ProcedUral rules formerly adopted bJ the apnctes, lneludlng those
adopted prior to the creation of the Offloe of Administrative Law,
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sball eontlnue to apply to the extent they are not Inconsistent with
this ehapter•..
Judge Kestln said:
By the terms of N.J.A.C. l!t~l.l(a), therefore, the rules of the
Commissioner of EdUeatlon whieh were extant when the Uniform
Rules were adopted may be looked to in determining the outeome
of sueh an issue.
•
Under N.J.A.C. 6:24-U any interested person{s) may petition the
eomm!Sitoner for a declaratory ruUnr...." N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.1
defines interested person(s) u thole "having a dlreet and
substantial interest in the subjeet matter of controveriy.'7. and
wliOSe rights, status or lepl relations will be affeeted by a
determination thereof." (Emphasis added.) (!!!.at 311).
Thus, the requirements for standing in the administrative setting are not
dramatically dilferent from those of the courts. In faet, In addressing the issue of
standing, administrative deeislons have relied on the criteria used by the courts to
determine who is an "lnt«ested person." ~. RloelardeW v. Kittrell and Newark Bd. of
Ed., OAL DKT. EDU 1894-79 (Sept. 21, 11179), adopted, Comm.'r of Ed. (Nov. 16, 19'19);
Kenwood v. Montclair Bd. of Ed., OAL DKT. EDU 8858-81 (April 23, 1982) adopted,
Comm'r. of Ed. (June 14, 1982).
1be New Jersey Constitution does not eonfina the exerelse of judieial power to
aetual cues and controversies. N.J. const. (1947), Art. 6, IS, par. 3 and 13 par. 2. As a
result, New Jersey courts have taken a more generous approaeh towards recognition of
standing. Crescent Park Tenants AWn v. Realty Equities CQ!p.. 58 !d: 98 (1971).
However, in Crescent Park Tenants Asl'n, the New Jersey Supreme Court made clear that
threshold requirements must be met before a potential plaintiff may be heard. The court
noted that it would not render advisory opinions or entertain proeeedlnp by plaintiffs who
were mere intermeddlers, Interlopers or strangers to tbe dispute. The court stated that It

had appropriately confined Utiption to thole situations in whleh Utipnts concerned with
the subjeet matter evidenced a sufflelent stake and real adverseness. ~· at lOT. Thus,
petitioners here must show both (1) a sufficient stake In tbe outcome of the proceedings;
and (2) thet their position Is adverse to that of respondents. Home Builders Leap of So.

Jersey. Inc. v. Berlin Tp., 81 !d: 127, 132 (1979); Kenwood v. Montclair Bd. of Ed.
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In the Instant matter, the Boerd of Education. puriWlllt to N.J.A..C. 6:21-15.2, is
authorized to entertain bidding and award contraets for pupil transportation. Petitioners
contend that the subeequent practice of Uligning bus routes facilitates eorruption and
undermines competitive bidding statutes.
'1be illue of stancBnr with respect to public bidding hal been decided and
reaffirmed by our courta on several oceulons. There are a number of cases In New Jersey
which bold that an UIIIIUC!t!ellful bidder hal no stancBnr whatsoever to contest previously
~bidding apeelficationl or procedures. See. Waszen v. Atlantic City, 1 N.J.

272 {1949); Interstate Wute RemOftl Co. v. Comm. Bordentown, 140 N.J. ~· 65 (App.
Dlv. 1978); Lenox Award!, Inc. v. Dlv. of Purchase and P!operty, 1 N.J.A.R. 99 (1980),
modified on other lfds., Dlv. of Purchase and Property (1980).
In Interstate Waste RemO'ftl Co,. the court dented standing to an unsuccessful
bidder and held that the action could not be maintained by one who would not be entitled
to the contract even If the defendant were dilquallfied. In denying standing to
unsuccessful bidders, the eourta have relled on the premise that if a bidder believes there
is something unlawful about any bidding apeclficatlons or procedures he should challenge
them before he takes part in the bidding process rather than afterwards. The Court in
reaffirmed this notion when It explained, "· ••one cannot endeavor to take
advantage of a contract to be awarded under lUepl specifications and then, when
unsueces~ful, seek to have the contract set aside." ~at 278. Thus, the Court In Waszen
concluded that, "hi inee they were lll'&liUl!eellful bidders they therefore have no standing
to challenge the award of the contract to a rival bidder or to attack allegedly Illegal
specifications."~ at 2'18 (citations omitted), Accord, Lenox Awards, Inc.

~

Petltlonerll In the present action retw to Jantruap In Trap Rock fndultrles, Inc.
v. K~ St N..T. 4'11 (It'll) which confers stancHnr to bidders and taxpayers who challenge
bidding procedure~. ~· at 419. However, If It were not for the S1Bpension of their
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"qualifications," the respondents in Trap Rock would have been the lowest bidders for the
contract, the "successful" bidders. Thus, when the Court addressed the lssue of standing
it was referring only to bidders who can show entitlement to the award, such as the low
bidders on contracts. The Court went on to state that a "low bidder is sometimes said to
have aequired a 'status'." ~· at 479. Thus, it is clear from the Court's language in
granting standing that It referred to bidders who would have won the award were it not
Cor some extraneous factor rather than to bidders who were merely unsuccessful. To
distinguish the present case, petitioners did not even bid on the transportation contracts.
They therefore cannot claim to have as much status as an unsuccessful bidder, who, as the
authorities agree, has none, even under !.!:!2 Roek.
In fact, petitioners' reliance upon the bidding eases is misplaced. The cases
relied upon by petitioners addre• themselves to eliminating evils which may taint the
process of bidding for public contracts. However, petitioners have not challenged the
initial award of the contracts; It Is the . .ialnment of the contracts which they seek to
enjoin and nothing In the statutes or case law prohibits these assignments. There is a
provision in the contracts themselves which makes them . .ignable and a procedure in the
State Department of Education for recognizing the transfer.

Petitioners claim that they are injured by the assignment process by being barred
from the bidding process. In r..Uty, legitimately awarded contracts were legitimately
extended pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:311-3. Thllstatute provides for aMual extensions or an
existing transportation contract without the need for competitive bidding as long as the
cost of the extensions Is maintained within given Umlts. The approval of the, county
superintendent of schools Is made a condition of the extensions. Petitioners do not allege
that the cost of the extensions renders them Illegal and there Is every reason to believe
that these extenslona have been or will be given the approval of the county
superintendent. There has apparently bean no need to require the advertisement and
letting on propoaals or bids for transportation contracts In the respondent districts.

-to-
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It Is this statutory allowance for extensions ot existing transportation contral!ts,
presumably to provide for efflCieneJ and continuity of Service to the S!!hool distril!tS,
which prevents petitioners from blddinr;. Sinee this Is the cue, petitioners' quarrel is with
the statute, !!:!.:!:!: 18A:39-3, and their petition lhould be addressed to the Legislature
which delipled the statutory acheme. It competition Is limited by the statute, it is
premamably the lfll'lalatlve Intent to create this result.
Petitioners have relied upon the holdlnp In Wazen and Trap ~ to !!lalm
standinr; as taxpayers to chaJlenr;e the . .lgnmenta as beinr; against public policy.
In Wazen v. Atlantic City, an UIIIUCCellful bidder ehallenr;ed a eontraet awarded
under imprecise speolficatlons which operated to rwtriet oompetltlve bidding. Although

.the eourt denied standinr; to an III1IUCeellful bidder, it nevertheless addressed the merits
of the caae becaUM It found that a oo-plalntiff, who was a taxpayer of the municipality,
had standing to challenge the apeciflcations.
Petitioners have not . . .rted that they are taxpayers In the respondent school
districts. The mere . .ertion or peyinr; taxes II not sufficient. Furthermore, they have
failed to ezplaln the public interest to be protected by voiding assignment of the
oontraeta. Petitioners refer to the competitive biddinr; statutes whose purpose is to
prevent corruption, but they fail to explain or establish how the assignment of these
oontraeta creates a 1111piclon of corruption. It II true as stated In Trap Rock that
competitive bidding statutes exist to benefit taxpayers and should be construed with sole
reference to the pubUe good.!!:!! Rock at 4'11, but there II no harm to the public alleged
here. This caae involftll only the aalpment of eontrsets leritlmately awarded by
competitive bkldill(, to a party whieh has been or will be approved by the county
supertntendent of sehools, presumably after suitable m...tlptlon.

-11-
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Sinee petitioners have not alleged that they are taxpayers In the respondent
districts and since they have not shown that there is any public Interest to be protected, I
FIND that petitioners have no standing u taxpayers to challenge the assignments.
I FIND based upon the facts In their petition that petitioners have demonstrated
no injury as potential bidders or u tupayers because of the acts of respondents in this
matter. They have therefore shown no entitlement to pecuniary damages. I further FIND
that they have not demonstrated that the non-pecuniary relief they seek wiU benefit them
in any way. It therefore follows that petitioners have not shown the sufficient stake in
the outcome of the proceedlnp or adversity to the position of respondents to establish
standing to bring the present aetion.

Crescent Park Tenants Ass'n.

Accordingly. I

CONCLUDE that petitioners have no standing to maintain the present aetion.

It is ORDERED that the appeal of petitioners be and hereby is DISMISSED wrrB
PREJUDICE.

This recommended deeislon may be adopted, modified or rejeeted by the
COMMISSIONER OF THE DBPAB.TM.Bif'l' OF BDVCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by

law is empowered to make a final dec:!lalon in this matter. However, If Saul Cooperman
does not so act In forty-five (45) daJII and unl. . sueh time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision In aecordanee with
52:148-10.

-12-
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I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with Saul Cooperman for consideration.

Receipt Aeknowledgedt

'~u~

DATE

DEPARTMENT oP EDUCATION

DATE
PARle

-13-
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VOGEL BUS COMPANY, INC. ET AL. ,
PETITIONERS ,

V.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE UNION
COUNTY REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
NO. l ET AL., UNION COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENTS .

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were timely filed
by petitioners
pursuant
to
N.J.A.C.
1:1-18.4 as were
the
exceptions/reply exceptions filed by Respondents Commissioner of
Education, Union County Superintendent of Schools and the Department
of Education. Res~ondent Scotch Plains-Fanwood Board of Education
(Scotch-Plains)
flled
timely
exceptions and
replies
to the
exceptions filed by petitioners. Res~ondent Board of Education of
the City of Plainfield's reply except1ons were timely, although its
primary exceptions were untimely. Similarly, the primary exceptions
submitted by respondent Barker Bus Company were untimely, although
its reply exceptions were timely.
The Commissioner notes that he
will consider only those arguments that are clearly indicated as
reply exceptions to petitioners• exceptions among those respondents
whose exceptions and reply exceptions were embodied in the same
document and filed by the later date acceptable only for reply
exceptions.
Initially, petitioners aver that there is "an inherent
conflict
with Dr. Saul
Cooperman,
Commissioner
of
Education
rendering a final decision in this matter as he is a party along
with the Department of Education." (Petitioners• Exceptions, at p.
l) Petitioners further except to a final decision being rendered in
this matter until a transcript of ALJ Klinger's oral decision,
including petitioners• oral arguments, have been reviewed.
follows:

In addition to the above, petitioners except at page one as
PETITIONERS WERE DENIED DUE PROCESS IN THAT ANY
DECISION AS TO STANDING WAS PREMATURE ABSENT A
FULL AND COMPLETE BEARING.

Petitioners except to the ALJ's conclusion as found on page
twelve of the initial decision that they have no standing to bring
the instant matter.
Petitioners aver they were provided no
opportunity to present witnesses. documents or other evidentiary
items to establish that there is a public interest to be protected
and, further, that they would and did suffer injury both as
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taxpayers and in their capacities as public bus transportation
COIDfanies.
"The Court decided the standing issue by. in effect,
dec1ding the ultimate issue without the benefit of a plenary
hearing." (emphaus in text) (Id., at p. 2)
Petitioners also aver that as they engage in the public bus
transportation business, any procedure which impacts upon the
biddiDf process has an impact upon them. They except to the ALJ's
deteraa1nation that they deaaonstrated no injury as potential bidders
or taxpayers. Citing Boaae Builders League of South Jersey, Inc. v.
Berlin Township, 81 N.J. 127, 132 (1979), petitioners argue:
[I]f one is in the business of bidding on public
transportation contracts
and
a practice is
engaged in or tolerated which would eliminate
competition in the bidding process in some
manner. they would have a sufficient stake and an
adverseness to those who would participate in the
offending practice.
(Id., at p. 3)

Petitioners further submit that the information before the
ALJ was more than sufficient to provide standing to them,
"especially in light of the generous approach toward standing
recognized by our Courts." (Id.) Petitioners cite Crescent Park
Tenants Association v. Realt~ Equit~ Corporation, 58 N.J. 98 (1971)
in support of this propositton. A ditionally, petitioners cite to
their brief in support of the Order to Show Cause, wherein they
refer to several cases discussing the meaning of the bidding
statutes and the public interest.
Based on the above, petitioners take exception to both the
findings of the ALJ concerning standing and also to the findings of
the ALJ in that her findings "were accomplished without the benefit
of a plenary hearing." (Id.)
As to the ALJ' s findings in regard to preliminary relief,
petitioners acknowled&e that the ALJ properly recited the standard
for preliminary relief as set forth in Crowe v. DeGioia, 90 N.J. 126
(1982). However, petitioners except to the ALJ's conclusion at page
six of the initial decision wherein she states that "not only are
the lecal rights of petitioners not settled, but '***it appears that
the
law
is
apparently
otherwise
than
as
presented
by
petitioners.'***" (Id., at p. 4) Petitioners aver that they did
not lead the ALJ tobelieve that the assignment of contracts was
prohibited by statute but, rather, what they argued was that the
statutes were silent and "neither prohibited nor allowed for the
assignment of pupil transportation contracts."
(Id.)
Moreover,
~etitioners disagree with the ALJ that the cases they cited are
1napfosite. It is petitioners• contention that the assignment of
prenously awarded bids will bring about the evils contemplated by
the cases they cited. Petitioners contend that this argument "goes
to the heart of the petitioners' argument and is a basis for the
relief sought." (Id.)
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rejected.

Petitioners

submit

that

the

initial decision should

be

The State respondents • exceptions are in support of the
decision rendered in this matter and in opposition to the exceptions
filed by petitioners.
The State respondents aver that petitioners• allegation
that the Commissioner cannot decide a matter in which he or his
agency is a party has no basis.
They aver. ~ alia. that
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9 confers such authority on the Comm1sS1oner.
As to petitioners'
State respondents contend:

concern

regarding

a

transcript,

the

(T]here is no need for a transcript at this time
because the threshhold [sic] issue below, whether
the petitioners had standing to bring this matter
before the court, was a legal issue and not a
factual one. *** Since the legal argument below
may be reiterated in exceptions there is no need
for transcripts in this matter.
(State Respondents' Exceptions, at p. 2)
As to petitioners' argument that they lacked opportunity to
present evidence on the issue of standing. the State respondents
claim that at the initial hearing the ALJ ordered the parties to
file submissions on the issues of a stay and of standing. The State
respondents claim that petitioners' failure to so include any
evidence sustaining their claim to standing must be deemed an
admission that they lacked such documentation. Moreover, the State
respondents argue that petitioners' attempts to gain standing in
this matter go beyond the limit of the generous approach recognized
in New Jersey.
The mere fact that the actions complained of
herein may impact generally on the business they
happen to be 1n does not afford them the 'direct
and substantial interest' required by our courts
in order to have standing.
See brief for
respondents, on issue of stand1ng, which is
attached hereto and incorporated herein.*** (Id.)
The State respondents claim that the examples provided by
petitioners in their attempts to gain standing are speculative at
best and, further, that they have failed to demonstrate that their
allegations of improprieties in school transportation matters are
relevant to the instant matter.
The State
should be affirmed.

respondents

submit
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Scotch Plaine abo submits that the initial decision is
correct in all respects.
Specifically, Scotch Plains avers that
there were no facts presented by petitioners which would give them
standing in thie forum to raiee the iesues presented. Scotch Plains
avers that petitioners failed to meet their burden to so allege said
facts, despite ample opportunity to do so before ALJ Klinger.
Scotch Plains incorporates in its exceptions its brief
filed before ALJ Klinger, as well as the legal arguments and
citation• cited by the other respondent• in their respective briefs
before ALJ Klin&er. It submits that the initial decision should be
affirmed.
The
Plainfield
Board's
Reply Exceptions
add
that
petitioners' failure to satisfy Crowe v. DeGioia, ~upra, concerning
the prerequisites for emergent rellef, renders theu exceptions to
be of no merit. "Petitioner (sic) just never presented sufficient
proof that they would suffer irreparable harm; that their legal
rights were settled in law or that they had a reasonable probability
of success on the merits." (Plainfield Board's Reply Exceptions, at
pp. 1-2) Moreover, concerning the Commissioner's jurisdiction to
render a fair and impartial decision in the instant matter, the
Plainfield Board cites Green Villa e Road
ssociation et al.
v. Board of Education of the Borou
of Ma
, 1976 S.L.D. 700,
stay den1ed and remanded by State Board,
6 ~ 716. ----Finally, the Plainfield Board succests that any question
relative to public policy interests regarding pupil transportation
should be "the subject of an in-depth study by the agency head
followed by a recommendation to the legislature for changes in the
law."
(Plainfield Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 2)
The
Plainfield Board urges affirmance of the initial decision.
Barker Bus submits its brief in opposition to petitioners•
application as its reply exceptions. It, too, urges affirmance of
the initial decision.
Said brief is incorporated herein by
reference.

Having carefully reviewed the record in the instant matter,
including the exceptions and replies thereto that were timely filed,
the Commissioner adopts the findings and conclusion of the Office of
Administrative Law for the reasons expressed therein as supplemented
·
below.
The Commissioner notes petitioners' argument suggesting
that "there i8 an inherent conflict with Dr. Saul Cooperman,
Commissioner of the Department of Education rendering a final
decision in this utter as he is a party along with the Department
of Education." {Petitioners• Exceptions, at p. 1) Said exception
is deemed to be entirely without merit. N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9 grants the
Commissioner of Education jurisdiction as agency bead to decide
controveraiea and disputes arising under echool law not relating to
higher education as well as those rules of the Commissioner and the
State Board. Moreover, should a party be leas than satisfied with

'I
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the decision of the Co111111iasioner for any reason, said party may
appeal that determination to the State Board of Education. thus
providing yet another neutral forum for adjudication of his petition
of appeal. Because the instant matter arises under the education
statutes of the State of New Jersey, the Commissioner is duty-bound
to perform his function as agency head, not as a party respondent,
to determine said controversy in a neutral manner. See, generally,
Bd. of Ed. of the School District of South Orange-Maplewood, Essex
County v. Saul Cooperman, decided by the Commissioner April 25, 1985
aff'd State Board September 4, 1985, dis. N.J. Superior Court
March 6, 1986. Accordingly, petitioners • exception in this regard
is dismissed.
Concerning petitioners' exception averring that not all of
their oral arguments were included in nor discussed by the AW in
her initial decision, thus requiring that the Commissioner delay his
decision until a transcript is provided, it is noted that no
transcript has been made a part of the record before him.
Responsibility for so requesting a transcript falls upon the
parties, not upon the agency bead reviewing the hearing below. See,
N.J.A.C. 1:1-14.11.
To delay his decision to await any such
transcr1pt would be in violation of the requirement that the
Commissioner file his decision within 45 days of the receipt of the
initial decision. See, N.J .A.C. 6:24-1.16 and N.J .A.C. l: 1-14.11.
Moreover, the Commissioner agrees with the State Respondents' reply
to this exception:
Since the legal ar$ument (as to standing] below
may be reiterated 1n exceptions there is no need
for transcripts in this matter.
(State Respondents' Exceptions, at p. 2)
Accordingly, the Commissioner dismisses as being without
merit the above exception.
In affirming the initial decision, the Commissioner would
add his accord with the AW's finding that petitioners have failed
to present proof of any entitlement to standing in the instant
matter.
Although
petitioners•
claim
in
their
posthearing
submissions and in exceptions that they are both bidders and
taxpayers, the Commissioner, like the AW, is unpersuaded by their
assertions since they present no proof, even so much as an
affidavit, to establish said facts.
It is clear from the ALJ's decision that the only possible
standing petitioners might claim is on the basis that they are
taxpayers in the municipalities wherein the controversy exists. See
Waszen v. Atlantic City, 1 N.J. 272 (1949); see also Trap Rock.
Industries, Inc. v. Kohl, 59 N.J. 471 (1971). The ALJ specifically
addressed the matter of peti t1oners• assertion that they are indeed
taxpayers, but she concluded, as does the Commissioner, that a mere
allegation of being taxpayers is inadequate to establish the fact of
being taxpayers in the respondent school districts. Having failed
to present such proofs at the oral hearing, petitioners are then
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placed in the position of having an affirmative duty to bring such
evidence
to
bear
in their
posthearing
submissions
and/or
exceptions. As noted by the State respondents' counsel:
If petitioners had a legitimate basis to claim
standing, they could have apprised the court
thereof by way of affidavit attached to their
brief. They did not, notwithstanding that they
had included a certification to verify their
brief in support of their Order to Show Cause.
Indeed, they failure to include any evidence
sustaining their claim to standing must be deemed
an admission that they lacked such documentation.
(State Respondents• Exceptions, at p. 2)
Such lack of evidence brought to the record leads the
Commissioner to conclude petitioners are taxpayers in the most
general sense, not taxpayers in the particular districts concerned
herein. Raving determined that petitioners lack standing to bring
the instant Petition of Appeal, discussion of petitione·rs• other
exceptions becomes moot.
Accordingly, for all the reasons expressed in the initial
decision, as supplemented herein, the recommended initial decision
of the Office of Administrative Law is adopted in toto. Motion for
Emergent Relief is denied and the instant PeTIt IOn of Appeal is
dismissed with prejudice.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 2, 1987
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· ~tutr u! Nri.u JtrarH
OFFICE'"(;iF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW"·

INmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3856-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 128--5/87
BOARD OF EDUCA'I10N OF THE
CITY OF PERTH AMBOY,

Petitioner,

v.
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OP
PERTH AMBOY,

Respondent.

Alfred D. Antonio, Esq., for petitioner (Antonio llc Flynn, attorneys)
Robert P. Levine, Corporation Counsel, for respondent
Record Closed: September 9, 1981

Decided: October 20, 1987

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ:
Tile Perth Amboy Board of Edueation (Board) appeals the action of the City

or

Perth Amboy (City) by which the City certified to the Middlesex County Board of
Taxation a lesser amount of appropriations for current expense school budpt purposes for
the 1987-88 school year than the amount proposed by the Board in its budget that was
rejected by the voters on April 7, 1987.
The issue to be determined is whether the municipality acted reasonably and
with full regard for the State's educational standards and its own obligations to fix a sum
sufficient to provide a system· of local schools that may be fairly considered thorough and
ertieient.
!
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'nle CitY's reduetlons derived from, and are limited herein to, a decrease of
$50,000 In Account J730, a decrease of $10,000 in Account J130, and an Increase in free
balance appropriated forward of $280,000. 'nle governing body also reduced proposed
capital outlay by $40,000, but that amount Is not here appealed.

'nle matter was opened and joined before the Commissioner or Education who, on
June 3, 1987, transmitted it to the Office of Administrative Law for determination as a

contested case pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1!! !!9· and~· 52:14F-1!! !!9· After
notice, a prehearlng conference was held on July 13, 1987, at which the above-recited
facts and Issue were settled.

UNCONTESTED FACTS
'nle following evidence Is uncontested and Is ADOPTED AS PACT.

At the school election held on April 7, 1987, the Board submitted to the
electorate the following proposed amounts to be raised by loeal taxation for 1987-88:
Current Expense
Capital Outlay

$11,310,262
$
40,217

'nlese proposals were rejected by the voters. Subsequent to the reduction, the
Board submitted Its proposal to the City for review and determination pursuant to
~· 18A:22-37. 'nle City certified to the Middlesex County Board of Taxation
$10,990,282 for current expense and $217 for oapltal outlay. 'nlus, the City reduced the
Board's proposed budget for current expense by $320,000 and for capital outlay by
$40,000.

PAROL AND DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
Pursuant to ~· l:&-10.1(c), the City and the Board submitted their
respective statements of supporting reasons for their contentions in the form of written
testimony.
-2-
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The superintendent states that, following defeat of the school bud(et, formal and
informal discussions took place between certain councilmen and representatives of the
Board. In addition, there were two public meetinp between the groups.
Following discussion of the school budget on April 24, the City voted to reduce
the school budget. In a letter dated July 15, addressed to the Board's attorney, the City
enumerated its reductions and stated its reasons for those reductions. Board's exhibits 15,
16.
The superintendent contends the City erroneously made a reduction from the
J130 Account for attendance by faculty at conferences. Appropriations for this purpose
are budgeted in Account J250. In addition, Account J130 as presented to the voters on
April 7 contained a total of $6,500 for Board members' and central administrators'
conference expenses. The remaining $67,850 in this account was for other expenses as set
forth in the Department of Education's Chart of Accounts. Board's exhibit 17 is a
summary of the status of the J130 Account and demonstrates a proposed expenditure in
1987-88 of $17,145less than was expended in 1985-86 and $13,678less than was expended
in 1986-87. It is necessary for Board members and central administrators to attend
educational conferences in order to keep informed and abreast or requirements in
education today. A total appropriation of $6,500 for nine lay Board members and three
central administrators over a school year cannot be construed as unreasonable or
excessive. The City actually made a reduction ot $10,000 for conferences in this account.
Board's exhibit 16. That reduction is $3,500 over the total amount set aside for this
purpose in the account.
The Board currently has equipment valued in excess of $8,000,000 for
replacement purposes. Board's exhibit 18. Obviously, eqUipment must be replaeed as it
becomes worn out, obsolete and damaged. New equipment is neeessary, from time to
time, to expand educational programs as well as to provide a more efficient operation in
the district. The district has historically reduced Account J730 during the budget
preparation process to an absolute minimum, taking into account the size and scope of the
educational enterprise.
The original budget amount for 198'7-88 was $111,346, of which $56,346
represented replacement and $55,000 represented new equipment. The new eqUipment
-3-
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line wu broken further u $30,000 for noninstructional equipment and $25,000 for
instructional equipment. The superintendent contends that this is "less than T and E"
demands. The district lap In computer il'llltruetion. Some funds were earmarked for
eomputer education. In addition, he perceives needs for computer eqUipment at the
vocational level and hu been advised by local businesses concerning the types of
computer equipment pupils should learn about and to operate.
All Individuals eoneerned with budget review have been kept Informed by the
school administration concernlnr estimates of what free balance would be as of June 30,
1987. Board's exhibit 19. That exhibit wu part of the Information forwarded to the City
on April 9. The Board a1se made known to the City continrencies known to it but not
budgeted for In the 1187-88 propou.l. "nle Board wu particularly concerned with health
insurance costs. 1988-87 payouts were running quite hlp. All Cull-time employees are
covered by the health Insurance program. "nle superintendent stated that the Board was
"paying out at the cep filure" and determined It would need some $200,000 more to cover
the balance of the year. The Board believed that it could use $200,000 from
unappropriated free balance to cover that unanticipated cost. "nle Board did transfer
$200,000 to the health ll'lllurance account before June 30, 1987, and used all but $28,100 of
that amount to cover atalms.
"nle superintendent estimated the unaudited free balance as of June 30, 1987 to
be $128,562, taking Into account the $260,000 reduction by the City. The Board's ability
to meet any eltpel'llle or emerpncies not budgeted for the 1987-88 school year would be
limited to that amount. This Is approximately one-half of one percent of the Board's
current expense budget and cannot be considered reasonable. The amount or $386,582
that existed before the CitY'S reduction Is approximately one and one-half percent of the
currant expense budpt.
That amount was barely sufficient to cover possible
unanticipated expenses.

The Board must rent outside atusrooms:

that Is, classroom spaee outside of

existing public schools. The teachers' contract, which had not been settled at the time
the buclpt was formulated, hu now been nerotlated. However, administrators' and
secretaries' contracts have not yet been resolved.

-4-
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The Board expended $559,604 on utilities in 1986-87. The 1987-88 allocation is
only $554,740. Unanticipated telephone and electricity charges In 1986-87 required the
Board to transfer from within the operating budget, not from free balance, to cover those
costs. That cannot be done this year because the Board anticipates no account with an
overage.
The superintendent represented that the $73,000 increase for utilities in the

present budget is based on the Board's estimate or utility rates while recognizing that it
cannot anticipate extraordinary events. The superintendent also mentioned a potential
shortfall in out-of-district special education tuition.
A councilman and the City's auditor also testified. The councilman stated that
he believed, when considering the defeated school election in April, that It was possible
the Board wouid have a current expense surplus at the end of the 1986-87 school year of
over $527,000 and that there could be additional revenues or $25,000. The councilman
said he was aware that the Board was concerned about certain exposures to this balance in
the approximate amount or $323,000. Therefore, the City determined that the "free
balance" could be reduced by $260,000 without jeopardizing the thorough and etticient
system of education in Perth Amboy.
In

addition, the City was aware that there was $111,000 allocated in Account

J730 for equipment and $74,350 in Account Jl30 for expenses of administration. The City

determined that Account J730, equipment, coUld be reduced by $50,000 and Account J130,
administration other expenses, could be reduced by $10,000 without affecting a thorough
and efficient system of education in Perth Amboy.
The witness also stated the City wanted no reduction in the number of teachers.
The council also discussed an athletic trainer position and decided to restore monies for

that position. Counell members generally had their auditor's advice and relied on It, but
not on the questions or the athletic trainer or the number of teachers.
A representative of the !irm that audits for the City testified that he reviewed
the budget at the direction or the mayor and counell. He discussed with the
superintendent and secretary all 1986-87 expenditures. He also reviewed exposures and
liabilities. His review was based on the March 31, 1987 statement of accounts. He
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concluded that the anticipated balanee on June 30, 198'1, would be $527,880. He included
health beneCits In his calculations.
The witness reported his t'lndlnp and conclusions to the City, but made no
specific recommendations. Having heard the testimony of the superintendent, he still
would make no reeommendatioJW. His report, If made today, might be different but he
still would report facts rather than make recommendations.

DISCUSSION AND DETERMINATION
~· 18At22-37 in

part provides:

The roveming body of the municipality, or of each of the
munlclpalitles, Included In the district shall, after consultation
with the Boerd, and by AprU 18, determine the amount which,
in the judgment of said body or bodies, is necessary to be
appropriated, for each item appearing in such budget, to
provide a thorough and efficient system of schools in the
district, and certify to the eounty board of taxation the totals
of the amount so determined to be necessary ••••

I am required to apply the standard sets forth In E. Brunswick Tp. Bd. of Ed. v. E.
Brunswick Tp. CouneU, 48 H· 94 (1966), to each reduction:
[T) he Commissioner In deciding the budget dispute before him,
will be called upon to determine not only the striet Issue of
lll'bltrarln_, bUt al8o whether the State'S educational policies
are being properly fldfUled. 'nnll, If he rlndl that the budget
fixed by the govemlftl body Is l•utflclent to enable eompllanee
with mandatory lqlalatlve and administrative educational
requirements or Is inlufflclent to meet minimum educational
standardl for the mandated "tllal'ot.llh and efficient" ••• school
system, he will direct appropriate corrective action by the
roverntnr body or fix the budpt on his own within the limits
originally proposed by the board of ecluoation. On the other
hand, If he findll that the IOYernlftl body's budg'et Is not so
InadeqUate, even though slpdflcantly below what the Board of
Education had fixed or what he woUld fix if he were acting as
the original budgetmaldng body under R.S. 18:7-83, then he wUl
sustain It, absent any Independent sfiOilng of procedural or
substantive arbltrarinfllll. [~. at 107,)
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Account J130
I FIND the superintendent's testimony concerning other expenses for
administration to be straightforward and convincing. It appears the City has made a
reduction it believed would touch only conference and travel expenses for administrators
and Board members. However, the decrease of $10,000 exceeds the amount budgeted for
those purposes. The additional monies would have to come from line items such as other
expenses for school elections, other expenses for legal services, advertisement for bids for
supplies and equipment and the like.
I further FIND that the total of $6,500 for Board members' and central
administrators• conference expenses is prudent in light of the great amounts of
information of which these persons must try to stay abreast. While it is true that great
savings may be realized from the aaregatlon of many small savings, it is also true that
the amount in question here is a minute pert of the total budget. I FIND and CONCLUDE
that $10,000 shall be restored to Account J130.

Account J730
In the 1986-87 school year, $132,320 was budgeted In this account and $168,448
actually was expended. During the budget prooess, the Board reduced initial requests of
$175,000 made by the administration to $111,348. 'nils figure is more than $57,000 less
than was expended in 1986-87. The Cltyts additional reduction of $50,000 would limit
expenditures to considerably less. I FIND that a planned appropriation of $111,346 for
equipment In a K-12 school system with approximately 6,000 pupils, 698 employees and 11
operating buildings with present equipment valued In excess of $8,000,000 is neither
unreasonable nor excessive.
I FIND and COIICLUDB that the

&mOIBit

J730.
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Unappropriated Pree Balance
The Board appears to have kept a close eye on its unexpended balances, by line
and In agrep.te, throaghout the 1988-87 school year. The Board provided to the City

information coneerning contillflellcies known but not budgeted for In the 1987-88 school
year as part of the matel'lals the Board submitted to the City following defeat of the
budpt. I am satisfied that the free balanee as of June 30, 1987, taking Into aeeount the
CitY'S $260,000 reduction, is approximately $126,500. This, as the superintendent
testified, Is approximately one-half of one percent of the Board's current expense budget.
Although the Commissioner of Education has refrained from specifying what percentage
of a school budget represents a reasonable unappropriated free balanee, It may fairly be
said that "reasonable" In this context could be considered to be three percent because that
pereentqe Is exempt under the cap formula.
I PIND and COIICLUDB that prudent fisc!al manqement of a budget in excess or
$28,000,000 demands that the sum of $260,000 be replaced in unappropriated free balance
as protection qainst vqaries and contlllflellcles that cannot be foreseen at this time.

It ls OllDDED that the additional amount of $320,000 be certified to the
Middlesex County Board of Taxation for the current expense school purposes of the Perth
Amboy Board of Education for the school year 1987-88. The total amount to be raised by
local tax levy for current expense school purposes now shall be $11,310,282,
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This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter.

However, if Saul

Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shalt become a final deeision in aecordanee with
~· 52:148-10.

I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN Cor consideration.

DATE
~wledged:

-

~..........
-~(/~
DATE

DATE

OCT

23

W1

ds
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
PERTH AMBOY,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

COUNCIL OF TD CITY OF PERTH
AMBOY, MIDDLESZI COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial dechion rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by
the parties pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
Having carefully reviewed the record herein, and the
parties having voiced no exceptions to the findings and determination of the ALJ thereto, the Co111111issioner concurs with the ALJ in
establishing the local tax levy for the 1987-88 school budget in
Perth Amboy as follows:

Current Expense

Amount
Certified

Amount
Restored

$10,990,262

$320,000

$11,310,262

While the Comissioner recognizes that Board of Education
of tbe Township of Branchburg v. Township of Branchburg. Somerset
Count¥• 1981 S.L.D. 1230, aff'd St. Bd. 1983 S.L.D. 1504, rem. N.J.
Super1or Court, Appellate Division 1505, dis. St. Bd. on remand 1509
stands for the proposition that a governing body may consider not
only the appropriations side of the .budget in making its determination as to the amount necessary for providing a thorough and
efficient education, but also that any determination to reduce
expenditures can be made by the requirement that the unappropriated
free balance be appropriated for purposes of reducing the ta:z levy.
To do so, the governing body's determination must also meet the
atandard enunciated by the Supreme Court in E. Brunswick Tp. Bd. of
Ed. v. E. Brunawick Tp. Council, 48 N.J. 94 (1966).
Upon hh careful and independent review of the record,
including the eXhibita and affidavit• submitted by the Board of
Education as well aa the arguments of the parties submitted in their
respective post-hearing submiasions, the Commissioner notes there is
a dispute among the parties as to the euct dollar figure as of
June 30, 1987 concerning the unappropriated free balance. Using the
Board's fi,ures, such balance would be &~proximately $386,500.
Council proJected said balance would be approx1mately $527,880.
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In the Commissioner's view, whichever figure was proven by
audit to be accurate, neither represents an inappropriate free
balance for the year in question given a budget in the Perth Amboy
district of $28,000,000. The Commissioner notes that while not a
formula for resolving, in all situations, what a reasonable unappro. priated free balance should be, in the instant matter, wherein Perth
Amboy's school budget for the school year 1987-88 is in excess of
$28,000,000, a three percent surplus represents a reasonable
unappropriated free balance for the year in question. See N.J.S.A.
18A.7A-25 and N.J.A.C. 6:20-2.14 which permit a local school
district to exempt three ?ercent of its total current expense budget
when requesting a cap wa1ver. Further, the Commissioner, as did the
ALJ, has determined from the papers before him that there exists a
sufficient degree of evidence that the above-cited amount of
$260,000 need be replaced in the unappropriated free balance as
protection against contingencies that cannot currently be foreseen.
Accordingly, the initial decision is affirmed for the
reasons expressed therein. The Middlesex County Board of Taxation
is hereby directed to make the necessary adjustment set forth above
to reflect a total amount of $11,310,262 to be raised in the tax
levy for current expense purposes for the school year 1987-88.
IT IS SO ORDERED this 2nd day of December 1987.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 2, 1987
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. OFFI~E OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1861-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 29-2/87

ROSE NORTHEY AND I1US WILLIAMS,
Petitioners,

v.
BOARD OP BDUCATION OP 'mE CITY OP TRENTON,

MERCER COUNTY,
Respondent.

Sl!ott A. Kruny, Eaq., for the petitioners (~bragger, Schragger &: Lavine, attorneys)

RopeR. Blackburn, Eaq., for the respondent (Lemuel H. Blackburn, Jr., attorney)
Record Closed: September 21, 1987

Decided: October 29, 1987

BEFORE BBATIUCE S. TI'LtrrKJ, ALl:
This matter concerns the petitioners' allegations that the Board ot Education
of the City ot Trenton (Board) improperly and Illegally dedueted monies from their
salaries for certain lick leave benefits, In violation or N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1. The
l'ftPOI'I(Ient denied the allegations and the matter was transmitted to the Ortlce of
Administrative Law on March 19, 1987, tor a heari~ pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 ~
and ~ 52:14P-1 et !!!!·

At the preheerlrc conference on May 20, 1987, the parties agreed that the

Issues In this matter are:
(1)

Whether the petitioners properly received payment tor certain sick days
• pursuant to ~ 18A:30-2.1.

·'
!kw Jm~v Is An F.qrurl Opportunity lirrrp/uy~
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(2)

If one or both of the petitioners received excess benefits pursuant to
~

18A:30..2.1, whether the Board Is entitled to recoupment.

(3)

It the Board Is entitled to recoupment, whether the schedule established
by the Board Is reasonable.

(4)

Whether the petition was tiled In a timely manner.

Also at the prebearing conference, the parties agreed that a hearing would not
be necessary and that the matter could be disposed of based on a stipulation of facts and
briefs.

Thereafter, on August 4, 1987, I received a motion tor summary Judgment and
brief from the petitioners. On the same day, I received a motion for summary judgment
and brier from the respondent. On September 21, 1987, I received the stipulation of facts,
with attached documents, signed by both parties. The record in the matter closed on
September 21, 1987.
SI'IPULATION OF FACTS
1.

Petitioners, Rose Northey and Iris Williams, are employees of tile
respondent, Trenton Board of Bdueation.

2.

Petitioner, Iris Williams, sustained two Injuries during the course of her
employment with the Trenton Board of Education on Aprll 15, 1981 and
February 10, 1982.

3.

Petitioner, Rose Northey, sustained a
1982.

4.

Both petitioners rtled workers' compensation claims which were settled
in accordance with the Orders for Judgment (J-1).

5.

Their work~elated Injuries caused the petitioners to be absent from
work, and as a result of this, they were paid their full salaries in
accordance with ~ 18A:30-2.1.
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6.

Petitioner, Rose Northey, received periodic benefits for absences under
18A:30-2.1, from February 23, 1982 through November 9, 1983.

~

7.

Petitioner, Iris Williams, received periodic benefits, pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:30-2.1, from February 10, 1982 through Oeeember 22, 1983.

8.

Petitioner, Rose Northey, received payment for 98 days beyond the
aniversary date of her January 20, 1982 injury. At the time she had 47
sick days available to her. 'MM! parties disagree with respect to the
number of days of overpayment.
Respondent, Trenton Board or
Education, contends that petitioner, Rose Northey, received 51 days of
overpayment In 1983. Petitioner, Rose Northey, asserts that she
received 38 days or overpayment.

9.

During the 1983-84 aehool year, petitioner, Rose Northey, was paid Cor

45 days. She wu entitled to 15 slok days. This resulted In a 30-day
overpayment (J-2).
10.

Petitioner, Iris Williams, wu paid tor a total of 54 days beyond the
anniversary date of her injury, which was February 10, 1982. At the
time she had 34 available sick days. 11lis left an overpayment of 20 days
during the aehool year 1982-1983.

11.

Petitioner, Iris Williams, received a total of 72 sick days paid durlrw the
1983-84 aehool year. She wu entitled to 15 sick days. This left an
overpayment or 57 days (J-3).

lZ.

Petitioner, Rose Northey, wu overpaid $3,020.40, which is calculated u
follows: 51 days at $81.50 ., $3,138.50; 30 days at $65.88 .. $1,976.40;
Total • $5,112.90 minus $2,092.50, which was already deducted for
compensation, leaving a total of $3,020.40.

13.

Petitioner, Iris WWlams, wu overpaid a total of $4,519.50, calculated u
follows: 20 days at $49.37 • $917.40 for 1982-83, and 57 days for
$3,532.10 for 1983-84. Her balance owed is $3,532.10.
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14.

On or about April 29, 1985, petitioner, Roae Northey, was notified by the
Business Services Office

of Trenton

Board of

Education

that

overpayments made under !::l:!:& 11A:30-2.1 would be recouped from
her biweekly paychecks, baled on the decision in WiUiams v. The Board
of Education of the Township of Deptford, 192 !:!d! Super. 31 (App. Div.
1983), affirmed on other grounds, 91 g 319 (1985).
15.

on or about

April 29, 1985, the Business Services Otriee of the Trenton

Board of Education mailed to petitioner, Iris Williams, at her last known

address, the first notice that overpayment made under ~ 18A:302.1 would be recouped from her biweekly paycheck based on the decision
in Williams v. The Board of Education of the Township of Deptford.
16.

On or about June 10, 1988, the Business Services Office issued the
petitioner a second notice in the form of departmental memo, attached
to which was the notice sent April 29, 1985.

17.

The overpayment for Rose Northey bas been recouped in Increments of

$50.00 per paycheck, beginni~ May 3, 1985 (J-4).
18.

The overpayment to Iris WWiams bas been recouped In Increments of
$50.00 biweekly, beginning May 17, 1885 (J-5),

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The threshold lslue in this matter is whether the petition filed on behalf of Ms.
Northey and Ms. Williams is untimely and barred by N.J.A.C. 8:24-1.2(b), which l'efiUiation
provides:
The petitioner shall tile a petition no later than the 90th day from
the date of receipt of the notice ot a final order, l'Uli~ or other
action by the dlstrict board of education which is the subject or the
requested contested ease hear~.
The facts clearly show that the petition in this matter was not filed within the

90--day period. in April 1985, and apln on June 10, 1988, the petitioners were notified by
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the Board of the llleged overpayment of benefits pursuant to~ 18A:36-2.t. The
petition was not filed with the Commissioner of Education until February 19, 1987.
In Its brief, the Board arrues that N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 is appUeable even though
the matter Involves a statutory right, and cites in support or its position the decision in
Polaha v. Buena R!lional Sehool Dlstrlet, 212 ~~· 628 (App. Div. 1986). The petitioners argue that the time limitation contained in N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 is not applicable
because the matter involves a statutory entitlement, and eite In support of their position
the decisions in Lavin v. Haekensaek Bd. or Ed., 90 ~ 145 (1982), and North Plainfield
Ed. Assn. v. Bd. or Ed. , 96 ~ 587 (1984). Ablo, the petitioners argue that the matter is
distinguishable on the faets from the !5!.!!!!! ease.
Having reviewed the arguments of the parties, I CONCLUDE that N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.2 Is applicable and that the petition Is barred.
In the mUitary serviee credit ease,

1!!!!1•

the New Jersey Supreme Court

stated:
Whether the benefit nowing from a statute Is to be eonsidered a
statutory entitlement or a term of the public employee's eontraet
of employment depends upon the nature of the benefits and its
relationship to the employment.

Where the benefit Is not dlreeUy related to the employment
sernee, but Is being awarded for a totllly unrelated reason, the
reeiplent Is truly the beneficiary of a statutory entitlement quite
apart from the employment u sueh [ld. at 150.]
The SUpreme Court found that the lflllslature Intended the mUitary servlee
credit to be a "bonus" not related to teaehlng servlees and, u sueh, deeided It wu a
statutory entitlement wbleh eould not be foreeloeed by the statute of limitations.
However, the eourt then applied the doctrine of laehes and barred the retroactive
recovery for mWtary service eredlt for the period prior to the initiation of the ease,
bued on the inequitable flnaneial burden sueh a retroactive appUeatlon would have on the
Board and ultimately on the taxpeyers that support the sehool district.
The New Jersey Supreme Court ln the North Plainfield ease eonsidered the
statutory entitlement eoneept used In the 1!!!!1 ease to determine whether the 96-day

rule barred a petition involving two teachers' claims for salary lnerements, pursuant to
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!id:!:!:. 18A:29-8, for time spent on sabbatiealll. In deciding that the 91l-day rule was
applicable, the Supreme Court held that the annual salary increment is "In the nature of a
reward for meritorious serviee to the school district" and, as such, is not a "statutory
entitlement" or "statutory right" and can be denied for "inefrteleney or other good cause"
[fd. at 593-594.1
The ~ ease concerns the allegation of a former community education
director that his termination after the elimination of his position was In violation of his
statutory tenure rights. In this case, the court concluded that the 9!1-day rule contained
in N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2 was applicable, and remanded the matter to the Commissioner in
order to determine whether there was reason to relax the 91Htay rule pursuant to
N'.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17. ·In reaching this discussion, the court recognized that!:!!!.!! was the
only reported case which found a benefit to constitute a mstatutory entitlement• so as to
be unaffected by the statute of limitations" and that this determination was based on its
decision that military service credit "is an emolument which bears no relationship to the
serviee to be rendered u a teacher" [!!!• at 633.) The court held that the facts In~
were distinguishable from ~ in that tenure is directly related to teaching serviee, and
that to the facts were similar to those in the North Plainfield case.
The rationale expressed by the eourt In ~ is equally applicable to this
matter. The sick leave benefits provided by ~ 18A:3o-2.1 are directly related to
teaching services and are not automatic or eontinuous. These benefits are awarded only if
the teacher qualifies pui'SUilnt to the criteria set forth In ~ 18A:3o-2.1
Most certainly, the faeta in this matter are comparable to those in a number
of cases where the teacher is Informed of a local board's action and is foreclosed from
pursuing the matter If the petition is not filed within the 91l-day period, Rlely v. Bd. of
Ed. of Hunterdon Central H.S., 113!!::!: !!!!!· 109 (App. Div. 1980).
Further, I CONCLUDE that based on the stipulated facts, there is no reason to
relax the 91Htay rule pui'SUilnt to N.J.A.C. 8:24-1.17.
In view of my determination that the petition is barred by N.J.A.C. 8:24-1.2, it
is not necessary at this time to consider tha other issues raised by the parties at the
prehearing eonferenee and in their respective briefs.
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'n1erefore, I ORDER that the Boerd'l motion for summery judgment be granted
for the reuon stated herein, and I ORDER that the petition in this matter be DISMISSED
WITH PRBIUDICL

This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMIBSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP IDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who

by law Is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, IC Saul
Cooperman does not so act In fony-flve (45) days and unless such time limit Is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision tlhal1 become a final decision in accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:148-10.
I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPBRIIAN for consideration.

OCT 2 9 1987
DATE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

om
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ROSE NORTHEY AND IRIS WILLIAMS,
PETITIONERS,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
TRENTON. MERCER COUNTY,

·DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Petitioners• exceptions were
timely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
Upon
review
of
the
record,
including
petitioners'
exceptions, the Commissioner is in full agreement with the
determination of the ALJ that the matter was untimely filed pursuant
to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. Her analysis of the relevant legal issues is
well reasoned and accurate. Consequently, the initial decision is
adopted as the final decision in this matter for the reasons
expressed therein. The Petition of Appeal is hereby dismissed with
prejudice.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 7, 1987
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INmAL DECISION
SUMMARY DECJSIOII
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 6113-87
AGENCY OKT. NO. 263-8/87
MARIANNE CAB.VER, .JAIIJ!S CLARK AND
ALEXANDRIA CLARK, AS REPRJ!SEIITATIVBB
FOR THE PARBNTS OP AND STUDENTS

PREVIOUSLY Elf&OLLED AT THE
CLIFFORD A. BALDWIN SCHOOL,

Petitioners,

v.
BOARD OP EDOCA'nOif OP THE
TOWNSHIP OF PENNSAUKEN,

Respondent.

Mariune c.rver and Jam• Clark, peUtioners,

~!!!.

Jam• P. M..ODIIJ, Esq., for respondent (Maloney&: McCafferty, attorneys)
Record Closed: October 16, 1987

Decided: October 29, 1987

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAIIIPBELL, ALJ:

The petitioners allege and the Pennsauken Township Board or Education denies

that the Board arbitrarily and capriciolllly transferred pupils rrom one SC!hool to another.
The petitioners sought to stay the Board's action temporll'lly, to adjudicate the matter

fully and to secure an order or the Commissioner ot Education permanently returning the
transferred puplls•to the'Cllflord A. Baldwin School •

.
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The petition of appeal was filed with the Commissioner of Education on August
17, 1987. It was answered on September 8 and transmitted on the same. day to the Office
of Administrative Law as a contested ease pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:148-1 ~ !!9· and
N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l et !!9· The petition contained a motion Cor stay of the Board's action.
I heard oral argument on the motion for the stay on October 2, 1987, at the Office of
Administrative Law, Trenton. On October 5, I denied the motion and ordered that the
matter proceed to plenary hearing on an expedited basis on October 16, 1987.
On the appointed day, the petitioners presented three witnesses. Sixteen
documents were entered into evidence, ten by consent and six over the continuing
objection of the Board's counsel.
The petitioners presented testimony tending to show that parents had received a
letter on May 22 concerning the transfer (P-7). The letter announced a meeting on the
subject to be held on May 28. Many parents attended the meeting. The Board took the
parents• comments under advisement. Parents asked the Board to make a decision before
the end of the school year. The PIU'eRts also "accepted a Board member's challenge" to
come up with a better alternative.
A small group met with the Director of Elementary Education on June 4. She
shared information, answered questions and was most helpful. The Board had considered
another plan, called Plan A, that was less disruptive in the parents• opinion. The Board,
however, adopted Plan B.
A larger group of parents then met and shared ideas. Their concern was with the
closing of a neighborhood si:!hool. The parent group gave its plan to the Board on or about
June 10.
At the June 11 meeting, the parents asked the Board not to vote on the transfer
that night although they had earlier requested the Board to make a decision before the
end of the school year.
The parents asked the Board to create a Board-PIU'ent committee. There was no
response to the request and the Board voted the controverted transfer at the June 11
meeting.
-2-
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One of the parents wrote several letters to Ylll'ioi.L'l persons in the New Jersey
Department of Education (P-14, P-15, P-19). She also wrote to political figures (P-16, P17, P-18). The writer aeknowledged that all responses to her said, in effect, that pupil
attendanee areu were the Board's provlnee.
The writer also presented five potential plllllS to the superintendent on June 10.

He distributed these to the Board. Administrators studied the parents' proposals and said
they were not viable.
A Board member testified she believes the present redistricting is a short-term
answer at best. There could be more transfers next yelll'. The district needs a long-term

solution.
The witness believed the Board I1Mded classrooms for prekindergarten
handicapped children In a one-story school. The Baldwin School is a small, one-story
building.
The Board member believes the administrative staff to be competent persons.
Each had input u the problem wu considered. The Board had the opportunity to discuss
the Ylll'iOI.L'l options but did not exercise that opportunity.

At the concll.•lon of the petitioners• case, the Board moved to dismiss on the
ground that the petitioners had not earried the burden or persuasion.
After a brief recess, I issued the followinr oral decision:
In the matter of Marianne Clll'ver, et als. v. Board of the
Township of Pennsauken, the petitioners have put In their ease
in chief and rested and upon that rest, the Board moved to
dismiss.

We have heard testimony today that parents were notified of
the May 28 meeting conducted by the Board of Education on the
question that has become the subject of this heiU'ing; that Is,
the Baldwin School and how it should be utilized In the 1981-88
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school year. We have heard credible testimony that the Board
heard the parents on that night and that at least one 9oard
member was affected by the recitations of the parents and
indeed it affected her vote. We heard testimony the parents
requested the Board to create a study committee. It is
undisputed that no action was taken on that request. I am
obligated to point out that the Board was under no obligation to
create such a committee.
The Board did defer action on May 28 at the parents• request,
although it was not obliged to, and scheduled another meeting
on June 11. In the interim, more likely than not on June 10, the
Board received alternate plans from the parents which plans
were studied by agents of the Board; that Is, administrators who
by the testimony of one witness are all competent professional
persons. It has also been established that the Board had an
immediate problem to confront and that at least two consultant
reports had underestimated special education enrollments.
The petitioners' concerns are legitimate, particularly that the
constant movement of children and the elimination or
community schools may lmplnp on the quality of the
educational process.

It Is black letter law that motions to dismiss are granted
speringiy. However, maldng all fair inferences in favor of the
party not the maker of the motion, not the moving party, I still
cannot find In the record enough to require the Board to put on
its ease. I am mindfUl that lay participants in administrative
proceedings shoUld not be held to a standard of legal preelslon
in their language. Lowenstein v. Newark Board of Education,
35 .!'!:!· 94 (1961). But the ~ !! litigant, just as the
represented litigant, still must make a case. Here, although I
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have no doubt of the sineerity of the petitioners, it cannot be
said that this burden has been carried.
In Tolliver et al. v. Metuchen Board of Education, 1970

~·

415, the Commissioner clearly set the standard to be applied in

cues of this type. At pare 421 he said, "TTle school law vests
the management of the public schools In each district in the
loeal boards of education and unless they violate the law, the
exercise of fair discretion In the performance of their duties
imposed upon them Is not subjeet to Interference or reversal.''
As was stated In Riccio et al. v. Board of Education, an OAL
case, Okt. No. EDU 8111-84, affirmed by the Commissioner of
Education on July 8, 1985, there are certain questions that arise
In the life of the community which generate high feellnp. No
matter how emotional the question, however, the petition still
must meet the standard outlined In Thomas v. Morris Township
Board of Education, 89 N.J. !!!!!!· 327 (App. Dlv. 1965). That
standard may be brteny stated, "When an administrative q-ency
created and empowered by legislative flat acts within its
authority Its decision Is entitled to a presumption of
correctness and will not be upset unless there Is an affirmative
showing that such decision was arbitrary, capricious or
unreasonable."
Neither the boundary plan or its adoption is educationally
unsound, contrary to law or the result of caprice, bias,
prejudice or bed faith. tao PDID. I further PDID that whether
the Commissioner of Education or this tribunal would have
Implemented the bowldary chllnps or attendance patterns
differently is Immaterial. The standard against which I must
measure the petitioners' case Is that set out In

~

and

~·
Having found insufficient showing that the Board's action was
unreasonable under the Thomas and Tolliver standards, I
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CONCLUDE that the Board's redistricting in plan does not
violate any applicahle"!ltawte, administrative. code provision! or
case law holding:
Accordingly, the petition of appeal is
dismissed.
•

•

1.( ~

This decision will be reduced to writing. It will be sent to each
party and to the Commissioner of Education. Each party will
have the opportunity to present written exceptions to this
decision to the Commissioner or Education for his consideration
before final decision. My written decision will be rendered
within 45 days from today. We are adjourned.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'DON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
~·

52:148-10.
I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERIIAN for consideration.

~wlcdged:

~....._..........,........ (/~

--

DATE

NOV

4-

DATE
ds

·'
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MARIANNE CARVER ET AL. ,

PETITIONERS.
V.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF PENNSAUKEN, CAMDEN
COUNTY.

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by
the parties.
Upon a careful review of the record of this matter,
Commissioner agrees with the findings and the conclusion of
Office of Administrative Law that the Pennsauken Board did not
in an arbitrary or capnc1ous manner with respect to
redistricting plan it adopted.

the
the
act
the

Accordingly, the Commissioner accepts the recommendation of
the Office of Administrative Law dismissing the Petition of Appeal
and adopts it as the final decision in this matter for the reasons
expressed in the initial decision.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 7, 1987
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IRmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 1822-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 24-2/87
BOARD OF EDUCA'nON OF THE BOROUGH
OP SADDLE RIVER. BBRQBN COUNTY.

Petitioner,
v.
ROBERT IOMAZZO and MARY A.MN IOMAZZO,

Respondents.

Mlll'lc a. SUWvan, Esq., for petitioner
(Sullivan & Sullivan, attorneys)

tor respondent
(Nochimson, SC!habUk, Kessler &: Flnestein, attorneys)

Noel E. Schablick, Esq.,

Record Closed: October 5, 1987

Decided:

October 30, 1987

BEFORE PHILIP B. CUMMJS, ALJ:

The Saddle River Boerd of Education (petitioner) seeks tuition from respondents
for a period of 99 days. The Board contends that respondents and their child who attended
the school system were not residents (physically present) of Saddle River and the
respondents knew in September 1986 that it was the Board's written policy to require
tuition payment from nonresident pupils who do not move into or physically reside in the
district within 30 days of commencement of a given academic year. The petitioner seeks
tuition at the r~,tte of $31.48 per day for 99 days or a total amount of $3,116.52.
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The petition was filed on February 11. 1981. with the Bureau of Controversies
and Disputes of the Depvtment of Education. Respondents' answer to the petition was
Cited on March 16. 1981. Thereafter, the Commissioner of Education transmitted the
matter to the Oftlce of Administrative Law on March 18. 1987. for hearing and
determination as a contested ease pursuant to~ 52:14F-l!! !!9·
A preheerinr conference wu held at the Office of Administrative Law on May
29, 1981 and an order entered establishinc ~ !!!_! heariiiC dates of September 21 and
22. 1981. For the convenience of an parties, the hearinc dates were subsequently
adjourned to September 29 and 30, 1981. On September 4. 1981. prior to the hearing
dates, the respondents moved for tummary judplent and an answer brief was riled on
September 28. 1981. and received by the Office of Administrative Law on October 2.
1981. AD parties thereafter qreed that a hearinr would be unnecessary and the matter
could be decided on the papers submitted. The record was there fore closed on October 5,
1981.
ADMJ88101!!, ftiPULA'ftOIII ARD f'DfDIROS OP PACT
The parties have stipulated to the following:

1.

As of March 31, 19118, respondents and their ehUd were residing In

Wayne, New Jersey. On that date, respondents entered into a
contract with Zlyad Manayalr to purehue their current home and
domicUe at 153 But Allendale Road. Saddle River, New Jersey.
2.

The respondents had every Intention of estabUshing the Saddle River
premises u their domicile prior to the commencement of the 1986-81
school year.

3.

On May 12, 19116, the respondents entered Into a contract ror sale of
the Wayne property with Mark and Eunice Borofsky.

4.

In May 1916, the respondents enrolled their daughter A.l. in the
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fourth grade at Wandell School. Saddle River. for the upcoming
school year.
5.

On July 1, 1986. the respondents took tiUe to their current home and
domicile at 153 East Allendale Road, Saddle River. New Jersey.
Since July 1. 1986. the respondents have paid all mortgage. real
estate taxes, water, sewerage and other munieipal charges on the
aforementioned residence.

6.

On August 21. 1986. the respondents conveyed title to their previous
home and domicile in Wayne, New Jersey.

7.

In June 1986. the respondents retained architect Bill Brown of lndyck
and Terry. 666 Godwin Avenue, :Widland Park. New Jersey 07432 to
prepare plans for remodelinc the upper level of their Saddle River
home. Respondents approved the aforementioned plans in June and
retained pneral contractor. Ruaen Ander10n of AnderBOn
Construction Co., 285 Midvale Street, Ridcewood. New Jersey 07450
to complete the renovations.

8.

On July 1. 1988, after reeetvt111 tiUe to their home at 153 Bast
Allendale Road, Saddle River, New Jersey, the respondents'
contractor immediately bepn to remodel the upper level with the
completion jitXpeCted no later than September 1, 1986. At thill time
and prior to the beelnnlng or said construction, the respondents had
every intention of residing in their Saddle River home before the
beelnnlJ'II of the school year. However, once construction t~eean. the
builder encountered severe structural flaws, includinc, but not
limited to the following:
a.

The heatinc ducts collapsed.
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b.

The air-conditioning duets were old and antiquated and
had to be replaeed. (Later It wu deterrnined that the
entire system would have to be replaeed because there
were no parts available, due to the age of the system.)

c.

The fireple.ee wu tested and wu found to leak smoke
thro"'flout the house and wu u~~~~afe. (In fact, they were

told that the first tire in the fireplaee would probably
cause their own home to burn dollm!)
d.

9.

The support be81111 in one section were found to be
deficient.

In late .July, due to the UMxpected eonatruction problems and
delays, the respondents were adYIMd that the September 1,
11188 eompletlon data would be postponed to October. With the
August 1988 cloeiq on their home in WaJM. New Jersey. the
respondents were foreed to locate temporary housing and to
rent on a month-to-month bUts.

10.

The respondents' fil'lt choice for temporary housing, tor obvious
consideratiotW of convenience and practieality, wu Saddle
River. The rellpOCidents contacted several reeltOI'I in Saddle
River. Jo.n Quire Realty wu the only apncy to have rental
property avaUable ln Saddle River on a month-to-month buts.
Unfortunately, the siqle available rental property wu too
smell and unfit for the respondents' needs. In fact. the
respondents were recently adYIMd that this partleular property
wW be torn down due to its age and unlnhabltabUity. After
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many days searcminr with various realtors to secure a
rental on a month-to-month basis. the respondents found a
townhouse in the borderinr community or Washinrton
Township, at 218 Pond Terrace.
11.

The respondents were not aware of any reason to notify
Wandell School of these circumstances. since the
respondents considered Saddle River to be their
In light of the fact that the
permanent address.
respondents 1) owned the Saddle River property and house
as of July 1, 1988; 2) paid taxes for the use of the school
system and other munielpal serviees since closinr on the
Saddle River property on July 1, 1986; 3) made quarterly
tax payments throuah the Citizen's First National Bank of
New Jersey u of November 5, 1986; and 4} had every
intention of maktnr Saddle River their permanent
principal residence as soon as possible. The respondents
never suspected that their dal!lhter would be considered
ineligible to attend school in Saddle River.

12.

Durinr the first week of school. the respondents
contacted the school office to advise them of their
temporary telephone number In Washlnrton Township. It
was as a result of Ultiftl this phone number that the
prineipll's secretary Inquired of the respondents, and

inquired rudely. as to where the respondents were living
since the phone number on the school record was not a
Saddle River exchange.
13.

The respondents submitted the following documents in
support of their good faith effort to establish their home
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and domicile in Saddle River prior to commeneement of
the September 1986 sehoot year: 1) proof of address
ehange from their home and domicile at 47 Yellowbrook
Road. Wayne. New Jersey; 2) New Jersey Department of
Motor Vehicles chanp of driver and registration records
as of September 9, 1986; 3) Orange and Rockland
Utilities. Inc., serviee bill from August 18 to October 16.
19811; 4) Valley National Bank preferred checking
statement evidencing their Wayne address effective July
10. 1986 and evidencing their Saddle River address on
September 10, 1988; 5) bill from First Fidelity Bank.
dated September 29, 1988; 8) invoiee from Sears Roebuck
Co. for a planned delivery on October 11. 1986; 7) invoiee
from Anderson Construction Co., Inc., general
contractors. dated March 3, 1987 for renovations at 153
E. Allendale Road, Saddle River, New Jersey.
14.

All aforementioned invoices. bills, contracts.

~·

have

been submitted and are annexed as exhibits A through N.

15.

The respondents physically moved into the premises

located at 153 East Allendale Road, Saddle River, New
Jersey on March 27, 1987.
18.

The tone delay necessitated by the construetion work was

unforeseen when the respondents contraeted for the
premises in May of 1986 and was due to circumstances
beyond their control.
11.

The Board of Edueation of the Borough of Saddle River
had in effeet as October

a, 1985. a nonresident enrollment
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policy. Robert E. Collins. the Suprintendent of Schools of
the Borough of Saddle River, personally advised the
respondents in separate meetings with each of them in
September 1986 of the Board's policy and of the Board's
intent to charge tuition thereunder for nonresidents.
(includlnf respondents) who did not move to into the
district within 30 days or the eommencement of the
academic year.
18.

The Board did not grant the respondents any exception to
this poUcy. See exhibit PB.

19.

Tuition for nonresidents is determined by usinr the most
recent State of New Jersey audit for pupil costs for the
Saddle River School Diltrlet for the 1986-1987 school
year and is $31.48 per day per pupiL

16.

Respondents have one child, A.l., enrolled in the district
for the 1988-1987 school year. The total number of days
for which tuition was charged was 99 days between
October 12. 1986 and March 22, 1987, amountinr to
$3,116.54.

17.

Demand hal been made upon respondents for the peyment
of tuition and said demand has been refused by the
respondents.
RI!SPONDINTS' POII'ftON

Respondents argue that they are entitle<l to summary judgment based upon the
fact that there is no genuine issue of material fact in dispute and the legal issue is clear.
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Judson v. People's Bank and Trust Co. of Westfield, 17

!d.:

167 (1954). The facts set

forth above are clearly agreed upon by both parties and I PIKD there is no genuine issue or
fact and therefore the matter Is ripe for summary judgment.
Respondents further contend that they bad established their home and domicile
in Saddle River before 1986-1987 school yeer. thereby entitling their daughter to a free
public education pursuant to~ 18A:38-t. Respondents aver that all Mew Jersey
children between the ages of 5 and 18 are guaranteed by the New Jersey Constitution a
thorough and efficient system of free public edueation. N.J. Constitution. (1947) Art.
vm 54. par. t.
Respondents next rely on~ 18A:38-1 whieh states In part:
Public schools shall be free to the foUowinr persons over five and
under 20 years or age:
(a) Any person
district;•••.

who

Is

domiciled

within

the

school

In their brief respondents cite. "M.A.M." v. Board of Education of Black Horse
ReJional School District, 1974 ~ 845, 84'1.
Mack's Law DlctioiW'y, 572 (rev. 4th ed. 1968).
DOMICILE. That plaee where a man hu his true. fixed and
permanent home and principal estabUshment. and to which
whenever he is ·abnnt he hu the intention of returnlnr Kurilla v.
Roth, 132, N.J.L. 213. 915 38A 2d. 882, a&4•••Not for a mere
special or temporary purpose, but with a present Intention of
maldnr a permanent home, for an unUmlted or Indefinite period. ln
re Gllber Estate, 18 .!!.:!.: ~ 540 (1940).
And,
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his home, as distinguistojed from a olaee to which business or
pleasure may temPOrarily eaD him.••• [elllphasis swoUedl
Also, "residence" Is defined In part, as follows:
RESIOP.:NCE. A factual plaee of abode. Livint:t in a oa~tieular
loeality.•••It requires onlv bodllv oresenee as an inhabitant of a
plaee.•••
As "domicile" and "residence" are usuallv In the same olaee, thev
are frequently used u If thev llad same meanlnt:t, but thev are not
Identical terms, for a person mav llave two places of residence, as
in the cltv and oountrv, but only one domicile. Resldenee means
livint:t in a particular loealitv, but domicile 1t1eans llvilllf In the
loeallty with intent to make it a fixed and oermanent home.
'Residence simply reouires bodily presenee as an inhabitant in a
given place, while domicile reouires bodilv presenee In that place
and also an intention to ma'<e it one's domicile. •• • Obi d., at p.
14'13). [emphasiS supplledJ •
["M.A.llll" v. Blaek Horse Pike at 84'1, 848.1
Respondents maintain that New Jersey follows the aforementioned definitions
and in fact every oerson has a sint:tle domicile but mav have several residences or olace!l
of abode. Board of Education of the City of Ableeon v. "T.F." Commissioner'' deel!lion
(June 27, t 980l.
The respondents further point out that althou¢\ residence and domicile are
parallel in m1111y re!IPflC!ts, domicile has the elements of permanency, oontlnultv and
kinship with the physical, cultural, social and political attributes which Inhere In a home.
State v. Benny, 20 lf.J. 238, 251 (1955).
Respondents anrue that on July 1, \988 they acquired title to their Sa!ldle River
home. Two months before that In llllay, they advised petitioner thev would be llvlnlf in the
communltv and enrolled their dauchter at the Wendell ~hoot for the 1986-1987 school
year. Through no fault of their own, elroumstanees made It totaUv lmDOIJslble for them to
phvsically move Into their residence, althou¢\ thev hetl every Intention to move orlor to
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the school term on September 1988. From July 1. respondents paid the mortgage on the
Saddle River property and also paid the real estate taxes. water sewerage and other
municipal charges.
Respondents contend that their circumstances are similar to "M.A.M." v. Board
of Education of 8laC!k Horse Pike R!lional Sehool District. 1974 S.L.D. 84S where the
Commi•ioner of Education concluded that a temporary residence outside the school
district did not effect the a student's IiCht to attend the public school district where their
father continued to pay 1nortpre, real estate taxes, water. sewerage and other utility
charges on his house. Respondents also contend that the New Jersey Supreme Court in
Worden et al. v. Mereer County Board of mectlons 81 !:!:. 325 (1972) decided that the
doctrine of faim. . should be applied in order for justiee to be done when viewing the
concepts of domicile and residenee. In the ~ case. a student living away at college
was granted voting rights in the town the college was located as opposed to the parents'
addre•. The courts stated:
The concept of domicil is not constant. It is designed to a•ure
faim. . to the Individual or to the State or both in a given setting.
Its Ingredients therefore would vary. depending upon what is just
and useful in a given contest. (at 349).
The respondents contend and justice demands that they be found to be domiciled
and residents of Saddle River on July 1, 1986, when they physically took ~•ion of the
property.

The petitioner states that accordlnc to~ 11A:38-3:
Any per1011 not ruldent in the sehool district. if eligible except for
residence, may be admitted to the schoo1l of the district with the
consent of the board of education upon sueh terms. and with or
without payment of tuition, as the board may prescribed.
Relpondents agree that as defined by ~ 18A:l-1 "resldenee" generally
means "domicile." Petitioner next alleges thet respondents' argument falls because
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domicile is established by "residence" and "intention." Kurilla v. Roth, 132 N.J.L. 213.
216, (Sup. Ct. 1944). Since the respondents did not physically reside in Saddle River prior
to "\farch 1987, they were not Saddle River domielliaries prior to that date. Petitioner
asks us to note that every "precedent" cited by respondents in their brief. including
Black's Law Dietionary shows some actual physical presence occurred sometime prior.
See, Board of Edueatlon of the City of Absecon v. T.F., Commissioner's deeision (June 21.
1980). In T.F., the respondent had been a longtime prior resident and had temporarily
relocated during eonstruction of a new residence in the town of Absecon.
Finally, petitioner contends that its policy was known to respondents in
September 1986 and the published policy on residency was provided to the respondents.
CONCLUSIONS. PINDIHOS AND ORDER

It is indisputed that the Saddle River Board of Education in October 1985

established a written policy on residency requirements. Conclusive within that policy is
the last paragraph which states. "Cireumstanees other than those described above may be
considered by the board on an Individual basis."
Within its policy memorandum Board of Education has the ability to provide an
equitable solution to any problem arising within the district affecting "nonresident"
children. 1t Is quite clear to me that equity. fairness and justice require that the
respondents' dauehter's education be provided for by the Saddle River Board of Education.
If within 30 days of .July 1. 1986. respondents had camped out on the noor of
their home for one night, they apparently would have met the residency requirements as
established by the Board of Education of Saddle River. The physical presence demanded
by the petitioner would have been fulfilled by respondents residing in the house for only
one night. Respondents would have been considered residents of Sadd1e River for the
purpose of enrolling of their daughter within the school system.
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I eannot C!OI'ICf!lve of a more fooUsh result. It Is quite evident to me tl'tat the
resldeney requirement was established to proteet the eltizens of Saddle l{iver from
transients as opoosed to oeople who In faet are homeowne!'S, lease ho111e!'S or who have
other leca,l status for the DUI'OOse of edueatlfll' their ehflc:lren wl thin the town. The ooliev
shouliT not be lnteJ'!)reted to reaeh a result which would exelude • famllv who owned
property with the Intent of Immediate oeeupaney within the bound!U'iM of the
munlelpalltv and who were only prevented from dolmt so bv elreumstanees totally bevond
their eontrol. The petitioner eannot elalm the 10111 of revenue beesuse the familv in f11et
psld property tllxes from July t, 1986, and thev eontinue to pav the same taxes to Saddle
l{iver.

I therefore COifCLUDE that on the besfs of equltv, fairness llnd justlee, tl'tls
ease should be remanded to the Roard of Eduelltion to eonslder the unlqwa olreumstanees
of the ease.
t therefore ORDIIl that the oetltion of the ROilrd of 'F.dueatlon of the Boi'OUI('tl of

Saddle River be •nd Is hereby DJSMIMim, and the ease Is heretlv remanded for
eonsfderation under the Board's oollev to eonsfder speeial elreumstllnees. 1 t!o not retain
jurisdletion.
This reeommended deelsion may be adoDted, modified or rejeeted hy the
COM~M'!ll

OP TRB DBPARTIIEMT OF EDtJCA'I'IOif, SAUL COOPBltlliiA'If, who bV
law Is empowered to mske a final deelslon In this matter. Jfowever, If !IJaul COOPerman
does not so aet In forty-five (45} days and unl- sueh time limit Is otherwise extended,
this reeommended deeislon shall beeome ll final deeislon In aeeordanee with ~·
52:148-lfl.
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I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with Saul CoopertMn for consideration.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
BOROUGH OF SADDLE RIVER, BERGEN
COUNTY,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

ROBERT IOMAZZO AND MARY ANN
IOMAZZO,
RESPONDENTS .

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed.
The Board's exceptions and
respondents' reply thereto were timely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C.
1:1-18.4.
The Board excepts to the ALJ's determination in this matter
avowing that he acted contrary to Thomas v. Morris T~d. of Ed.,
89 N.J. Su~ 327 (App. Div. 1965), aff'd 46 N.J. 581 (1966) by
substituting his judgment for the Board's.
It contends that
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:38-3, it did in fact consent to educate
respondents' daughter on a tuition basis in accordance with Board
policy, since they did not qual1fy for non-tuition status having, by
their own admission, failed to establish residency in Saddle River
within 30 school days of the opening of school.
Moreover, the Board alleges that the ALJ wrongfully determined that respondents were domiciled within Saddle River.
As to
this, it contends that while it is true that domicile is a somewhat
fluid concept, respondents cannot be deemed to have been domiciled
in the district since (1} they never physically resided there prior
to March 1987 and (2) domicile is established by the combination of
"residence" and "intention."

(Kurilla v. Roth, supra)

Respondents rely on their brief submitted to
response to the Board's exceptions.

the

AW

as

Upon careful review and consideration of the record and
legal arguments of the parties, the Commissioner agrees with the
ALJ's recommended decision to dismiss the Board's Petition of Appeal
with the following modifications.
Kurllla, supra, Bd. of Ed. of Absecon, supra. M.A.M.,
supra, and other cases make it clear that while a person may have
several residences, there can only be a single domicile. As determined in Kurilla, domicile is that place where a person has his or
her true, fixed and permanent home and principal establishment and
to which, whenever absent, there is intention to return and from
which there is no present intention of moving. Further, domicile is
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the relation which the law creates between an individual
particular locality. More specifically, Kurilla states:
***"domicile" and "residence" or
"abode" or
"usual place of abode" are not convertible
terms. "Domicile" is the relation which the law
creates between an individual and a particular
locality or country.
In a strict legal sense,
the domicile of a person is the place where he
has his true, fixed, permanent home and principal
establishment, and to which, whenever he is
absent, he has the intention of returning. and
from which he has no present intention of
~!loving.
17 Am. Jur. 588, 590; 28 C.J.S. 3.
It
u
the place ii1t.h which he h a s a settled
connection for certain legal purposes, either
because his home is there or because that place
is asstgned to htm by the law. Croop v. Walton,
199 Ind. 262; 157 ~- ~· ~· 275; 53 A.L.R. 1386;
Fisher&. Van Gilder v. First Trust Joint Stock
Land Bank, 210 Iowa 531; 231 ~- !!· ~- 671; 69
A.L.R. 1340; Shenton v. Abbott, 178 Md. 526; 15
Atl. ~· (2g) 906. Th1s is the ruleadopted by
the American Law Institute.
A.L.I. Conflict of
Laws, sec. 9. And every :ilerson, 1n all circumstances and conditions, 1s deemed to have a
domicile somewhere; and, in general, ii domicile
once established continues until superseded by a
new domicile, and the old domicile is not lost
until a new one is acquired.
In re Dorrance
Estate, 115 N.J. !Q.. 268; affirmed, Dorrance v.
Thayer-Martin, 13 N.J. Mis. ~· 168; aff1rmed, 116
N.J.L. 362; 17 Am. Jur. 590, 601.
(emphasis
supplied)
(at 215)
Further, the Supreme Court went on to state:
A person may have several residences or places of
abode
but
n have onl one domicile at a
time.
Dom1
of choice 1s essentiall
a
guest1on of reSl ence and 1ntent1on -- of factum
and
animus.
It
involves
an
exercise
of
vol1t1on.
In re Dorrance Estate, supra. And he
may have his reSidence 1n one place, while his
domicile is in another.
Stout v. Leonard, 37
~
492; Duke v. Duke, 70 N.J. ~· 135;
affirmed, 72 Id. 434.
There are certam legal
ughts
and
privileges
which
pertain
to
"residence" rather than to "domicile."
One's
"home" may be relinquished and abandoned, WiU.le
one • s "domicile," upon which may depend certain
civil rights and duties, may in legal contemplation remain.
17 Am. Jur. 590, 592, 597.
See,
also, 148 A.L.R. 141-3-.- The exercise of the
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elective franchise
is secured to those
in
military service by article II, paragraph 1, of
the State Constitution. {emphasis supplied}
(at 216)
In the instant matter, it is clear from the r·ecord that
respondents considered their newly acquired home in Saddle River
their true, fixed, permanent home and principal establishment to
which they intended to return and from which they did not intend to
move (Kurilla, sup!'_!), having taken title and possession of it in
July 1986 and having commenced payments for mortgage, water, sewer,
and real estate taxes and having changed their permanent address to
that home.
That structural deficiences in the home forced temporary
relinquishment of it pending necessary repairs does not mean that
domicile could not remain.
(Kurilla, supra)
As stated in that
decision, everyone in all circumstances and conditions has a
domicile.
Wayne no longer was their domicile once respondents
acquCred their new permanent, principal home/domicile and once they
sold their prior permanent home/domicile in Wayne.
(Kurilla)
Nor
could the temporary month-to-month housing in Washington Township
pending repairs to their home in Saddle River be deemed to establish
domicile in Washington Township as their stay in that locality does
not fit the requirements for establishing domicile stated in
Kurilla, i.e., it was not a fixed, true, permanent home and
principal establishment, etc.
Thus, in keeping with the New Jersey Supreme Court's determination that domicile be a flexible, fluid concept (see the initial
decision, ante), it is determined that for the purposes of making a
domicile determination pursuant to N.J.S.~ 18A:38-l, r~spondents
did establish their domicile in Saddle River prio_r to the
commencement of the 1986-87 school year, thus entitling their
daughter to a free education in Saddle River at that time.
As
correctly stated by the AW in the initial decision, ante, to hold
that respondents were required to camp out on the floor of their new
home for one night so as to establish physical residence would lead
to a foolish result. The fact that circum- stances prevented their
physically staying overnight in the home they established as their
new domicile should not serve to deflect the child's right to attend
school free of tuition. Moreover, it is determined that given the
circumstances in this matter, no less of a relief than that granted
in M.A.M., supra, or Bd. of Ed. of Absecon, ~ra, should be
forthcoming herein, namely, tuition-free education.
-~
Accordingly, the matter is dismissed.
Contrary to the
AW's order. however, the matter is not to be remanded to the Board
for reconsideration of the tuition TSsue.
Having determined that
for the purposes of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l domicile had been established
prior to the beginning of the 1986-87 school year, such action is no
longer necessary.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 17, 1987
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INfl'IAL DECISION
GRANTING MOTION TO DISMJSS
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 470-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 417-12/86
THOMAS METZLER,

Petitioner,
v.
BOARD OF EDUCA110N OF THE

TOWNSHIP OF BLOOMFIELD,
ESSEX COUNTY,
Respondent.

SanCord R. Oxfeld, Esq., for petitioner
(Oxfeld, Cohen, Blunda, Friedman, LeVine&: Brooks, attorneys)
Lawrence S. Schwartz, Esq., for respondent

(Schwartz, Pisano, Simon &: Edelstein, attorneys)
Record Closed: October 27, 1987

Decided: November 10, 1987

BEFORE STEPHEN G. WEISS, ALJ:
There is presently pending before me in this matter a motion by respondent, the
Board of Education o! the Township of Bloomfield, Essex County, to dismiss a petition for
declaratory judgment which had been filed with the Commissioner of Education in
December 1986 by Thomas Metzler, a teaching staff member employed by the Board. The
Board's motion rest11 upon. the following grounds:
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(1)

The Commissioner lacks "primary jurisdiction" to hear the declaratory judgment
matter;

(2)

(3)

Any finding by the trial judge and/or the jury in a pending Superior Court, Law
Division, action in which a student who was In Metzler's homeroom class, and her
parent, are plaintiffs and Metzler and the Board are co-defendants, will have a ~
judicata and/or collateral estoppel effect upon the instant administrative
proceedings; and
The instant declaratory judgment action is not, in any event, "ripe" for adjudication
at this time and should be stayed pending the outcome of the trial in the Superior
Court action.

Metzler's petition to the Commissioner involves the applicability of N.J.S.A.
18A:l&-6. ln it he sets forth that he has been named as a defendant, together with the
Board, in a Superior Court, Law Division action, which was filed In late October 1986 by
the parents of a female student (S.D.) who, on October 22, 1985, was enrolled at North
Junior High School and who was assigned to a homeroom class under Metzler's direction.
According to the allegations of the Superior Court complaint, on that date Metzler, "did
intentionally and without legal justification threaten and physically and brutally assault
the infant-plaintiff." As a result thereof, she alleged she received various injuries and
suffered physical, emotional and mental harm for which damages were sought. s. D.'s
complaint further alleged that Metzler's action was in "reckless disregard" of her safety
and well-being and/or was careless and negligent. The Board, as Metzler's employer, was
named as a co-defendant on the basis of agency and a variety or other theories.
According to Metzler's declaratory judgment petition, upon being served in the civil
action, he promptly, through counsel, asked the Board to provide an attorney to represent
him in the matter and advised that he expected the Board also would be responsible to pay
any damages which were adjudged to be due and owing by him to S. D. The stated basis
tor Metzler's demand and expectation was ~ 18A:16-6, which in pertinent part
provides that where a civil action Is brought against and concerns an act or omission by a

-2-
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teacher, "arising out of and in the colll'Se of the performance" of his or her duties, the
board, "shall defray all costs of defending sueh action, including reasonable counsel fees
and expenses, together with costs of appeal, if any, and shall save harmless and protect
such person from any financial loss resulting therefrom ••••"
The petition goes on to allege that in response to the request, counsel for the Board
wrote to Metzler's attorney to advise that the Board declined to provide counsel to
represent Metzler since his conduct, as alleged in the civil action complaint by S. D., if
proven, would, "remove his indemnity under 18A:16-6." Aecordingly, Metzler's attorney
was advised that the Board, "will not assume any costs for attorneys fees, or expenses, or
be responsible for any damages Judged against Mr. Metzler." According to Metzler, the

Board's response was improper and it should be declared to be responsible for complying
with the statute.
The Board's answer to Metzler's petition set forth a variety of separate defenses.
They Included:

(1)

lack of jurisdiction In the Commissioner since only issues of law were involved;

( 2)

ripeness;

(3)

Metzler's conduct was beyond the scope of his employment and therefore
unauthorized by the Board;

(4)

MY damages sustained by Metzler were the result of his own conduct, or that
of third parties over whom the Board had no control; llfld

(5)

the Commissioner of Education lacks authority to decide an "ultimate question
of fact for a Jury."

-3-
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Following transmittal of the ease by the Commissioner to the Office of
Administrative Law, a prehearing eonference was conducted before the undersigned
administrative law judge in May 1987 and six separate issues were agreed upon as follows:
A.

Does or should the Commissioner of Education have jurisdiction to hear and
decide this matter, or should it more properly be heard and decided in its
entirety by the Superior Court wherein the civil action presently is pending?

B.

What will be the effect, if any, upon these administrative proceedings of the
findings of the judge and/or the jury in the civil action?

c.

Is this action ripe for consideration at this time by the Commissioner of

Education as one for declaratory judgment under N.J.S.A. 52:148-8 and
N.J.A.C. 6:24-2.1?
D.

Is petitioner entitled to a hearing at this time, or should his claim to have his

costs and expenses defrayed and to be held harmless against any financial loss
await a determination of the civil action at the trial level?
E.

Should this matter be stayed during the pendency of the civil action in view of
the possibility that the positions the Board might be required to take in this
case would eonfiiet with or be Inimical to positions the Board may be required
to take as a defendant In the civil action?

F.

Did any act or omission or petitioner which is a subject matter of the civil
action in which he is a defendant arise out of and in the eourse of the
performance of his duties as a teaching staff member for which the Board may
be held liable under~ 18A:l6-6?

The prehearing order also established a schedule for the contemplated filing of a
motion by the Board to dismiss the petition in eonneetion with Issues A through E.

-4-
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•

Thereafter, a motion to dismiss was filed, Metzler filed his answering brief and the Board
then tiled a reply.
The essential facts necessary for me to render a determination in summary fashion
in this case are not genuinely in dispute. They are as follows:
1.

2.

Petitioner, Thomas Metzler, is a tenured teaching staff member in the employ
of the respondent, Board of Education of the Township of Bloomfield.
During the 1985-86 school year, Metzler was employed as an English teacher in
grades seven and eight at North Junior High School.

3.

On or about November 2, 1986, Metzler was served with a complaint and jury
demand in an action which had been filed In the New Jersey Superior Court,
Law Division, Essex County, Docket No. lr095118-86, in which the plaintiffs
were S.D., an Infant, by her guardian !!! ID.!!!!.• P. D., and P. D. individually.
The named defendants were Metzler and the Board.

4.

The Superior Court complaint contained six separate counts and set forth that
as a result of the conduct alleged therein, both defendants were liable to
plaintiff for compensatory and punitive damages arising out of an incident
which occurred on October 22, 1985, during a homeroom period which was
under the supervision of Metzler. According to the complaint, on that date
Metzler physically assaulted s. D., causing injuries to her, and lh11t the Board
also Is liable as It knew or should have known of the teacher's propensity for
such conduct and had failed to take steps to avoid it.

5.

On November 13, 1986, private counsel retained by Metzler wrote to counsel
for the Board enclosing the civil action summons and complaint and asking the
Board to provide an attorney to represent Metzler In that ease. In that same
letter counsel for petitioner informed the Board's attorney that in his opinion,
~ 18A:16-6 was authority for the proposition that if the Board chose

-5-
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not to provide an attorney for Metzler, then and in that event the attorney
fees incurred by his client would have to be assumed by the Board, and that
the Board also would be responsible to pay any damages which were adjudged
against Metzler.
6.

On November 19, 1986, Board counsel replied to that letter to advise that the
Board would not provide an attorney for Metzler since the allegations as to
Metzler's conduct in the Superior Court action, even if proven, would not
j!l!ltify indemnifying him under the cited statute.

Accordingly, Metzler's

attorney was informed that If he assumed representation of petitioner, he
would be doing so at his own risk and the Board would not be responsible for
attorneys fees, expenses or damages.
7.

In pertinent part,

~

18A:16-6 provides that whenever any civil action

has been brought against a person holding any office, position or employment
under the jurisdiction of any board of education for sny act or omission arising
out of and in the course of the performance of the duties of such office
position or employment, the board shall defray all costs of defending such
action, including reasonable counsel fees and expenses, together with the cost
of appeal, If any, and shall Mve harmless and protect such person from any
financial loss resulting therefrom.
8.

As the result of the Board's rejection of Metzler's request, he filed a petition
for declaratory judgment with the Commissioner in December 1986, pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 52:148-8 and N.J.A.C. 6:24-2.1. He therein set forth the pertinent
background circumstances and requested that the Commissioner declare It to

be the Board's obligation to defray all of his costs and expenses in defending in
the Superior Court and to hold him harmless from any financial loss as set
forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:16-6.
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9.

Thereafter, the Board fUed its answer denying any obligation to Metzler under
the statute, and raising several separate affirmative defenses of a legal
nature.

DISCUSSION
The first point made by the Board in it's brief In support of the motion to dismiss is
as follows. Although the Commissioner concededly has both statutory and regulatory
authority to entertain petitions for declaratory judgment, and to make rulings with
respect to them, his jurisdiction to do so is not exclusive-there can be concurrent
jurisdiction with some other entity which for any number of reasons should hear and
decide the issues raised. Thus, with respect to the present case, the Board argues that
since the major underlying issue clearly Is the liability of petitioner and/or the Board to
S. D., which is precisely the question presently Involved In the Law Division action, it is
the judicial forum which unquestionably has "primary subject matter jurisdiction," and the
Commissioner ought to defer to It and await the outcome there before determining
whether he should further entertain the declaratory judgment petition. In support of that
position the Board points out that jurisdiction to entertain a declaratory judgment
petition, and to make a ruling on It, is discretionary by the very terms of both the statute
and the applicable regulation, and the Commissioner freely may elect to abstain from
processing such a petition. See, !.:1:.• Theodore v. Dover Bd. of Ed., 183 ~ Super. 407
(App. Div. 1982). Thus, since the Superior Court action was tiled first, and that forum
thereby acquired jurisdiction over the entire subject matter, deference should be accorded
to it with respect to a complete determination of the controversy, including all of its
constituent elements. See, !.:1:.• Hinfey v. Matawan Reg. Bd. of Ed., 77 N.J. 514, 528-529
(1978).
An adjunct to the same point is that the "entire controversy doctrine" further
dictates that such deference be shown to the Superior Court. ~ Pascucci v. Vagott, 71
N.J. 40 (1976). Thus, instead of "splitting up" the litigation between the same parties in
two different places, especially at the same time, it Is more appropriate, i! not required,

-7-
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to encourage adjudication of all pertinent matters In controversy between them by one
entity capable of doing so. To this end, the Board observes that the particular issues
raised by Metzler's petition to the Commissioner require no special application of agency
expertise sinee the basic question simply involves a determination as to the seope of
petitioner's employment. As the Board then observes, there have been several prior
occasions wherein determinations have been made with respect to that very same issue by
courts, without any need to defer to the Commissioner for his view. See, !:l:• Titus v.
Lindberg, 49 N.J. 66 (1967); Hartmann v. Maplewood Sehool Transportation Co., 106 N.J.
Super. 187 (L&w Div. 1969), arf'd, P!.!:. curiam, 109 N.J. Super. 497 (App. Div. 1970). See
also, Powers v. Union City Bd. of Ed,, 124 N.J. Super. 590 (Lilw Div. 1973), aff'd 127 N.J.
~·

294 {App. Div. 1974), which involved indemnification for a Board member following
acquittal on criminal charges under N.J.S.A. 18A:12-20.
As the Board puts It In its brief, "the Law Division first obtained subject matter
jurisdiction; the Lllw Division is fully competent to decide the statutory indemnification
Issue; the Commissioner's concurrent jurisdiction is not mandatory; the petitioner will not

be prejudiced in any w&y by a dismissal of his present petition without prejudice; the
matter would be needlessly bifurcated if the Commissioner decides the instant matter,
and there is a distinct possibility of inconsistent decisions which elearly ought to be
avoided" (Brief of Respondent, at 8-9).
Petitioner, In response, maintains that it Is the Commissioner who has primary
jurisdiction over the dispute slnee It directly involves the interpretation of a school law,
and the claim tor ldemnltlcation arises directly under that statute. Thus, Metzler argues
that It is the Commissioner who, under~ 18A:6-9, is best suited to hear and decide
the controversy since both by statute and regulation his authority both to entertain and
rule upon declaratory judgment petitions is recognized expressly.
Insofar as the "interference" a proceeding before the Commissioner would have on
the pending Superior Court action Is concerned (I.e., the "entire controversy" doctrine
argument), petitioner maintains that a determination as to the applicability of the
indemnification statute would not have that result sipce it involves an issue whieh is

-8-
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wholly separate and distinct from the liability and damages claims. Thus, Metzler argues
that the Board's reliance on the decision. in Hinfey, in particular, is not apt since that ease
had to do with eonfiieting administrative forums insofar as a factual dispute was
concerned.

~.City

of Haekensaelc v. Winner, 82 ~ 1 (1980).

Metzler also argues that the propriety of the procedUre he suggests, to permit both
matters to proceed simultaneously, was expressly recognized as an appropriate course by
the Public Employment Relations Commission In its decision In Black Horse Pike Regional
Board of Education, 9 N.J.P.E.R., para. 14017 (PERC 1982).

In that ease a tenured

teacher gave the Board only two weeks advance notice of her resignation. The Board
alleged this to be In violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-8 and instituted proceedings before the
Commissioner to suspend her certificate. The teacher defended upon the ground that the
Board's true motivation constituted an interference with her rights under the Public
Employment Relations Commission (PERC) Act. It was determined that although there
would be only one factual hearing, to be held by PERC, each agency head thereafter
would address those issues relating to his or its particular area of jurisdiction. • In short,
Metzler's position is that a decision respecting his entitlement to indemnification under
N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-6 clearly gives rise to a school law controversy which, pursuant to the
express statutory jurisdiction of the Commissioner under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9, can and should
be heard without any interference with the Board's ability to defend itself vigorously In
the Law Division action.

However, based upon my review and consideration of the competing arguments, I
agree with the position urged by the Board. First, reliance upon the procedure followed in
the Black Horse case Is misplaced. That matter Involved two administrative agencies and
Is a classic Instance or intertwined issues which were peculiarly subject to the application
of each agencY's special expertise. In the instant matter, although a "school law" statute
technically is in issue, there Is no ~ agency expertise involved sufficient to dictate

•This procedure, or course, is expressly anticipated by OAL rules dealing with
consolidation and "predominant interest." See, N.J.A.C. l:l-17.1 et ~· Where multiple
agencies are involved, the rules are fashioilea explicitly to deal wlthme procedure to be
followed. See, N.J.A.C. 1:1-17.5 through N.J.A.C. 1:1-17.8.

-9-
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that a deelaratory judgment petition be entertained by the Commissioner while the
Superior Court action, which might very well resolve the entire matter, is pending. As
noted, courts have on several occasions dealt with the very question of whether an act
"arises out of and in the eoul'!le of" one's employment under N.J.S.A. 18A:I6-6, and
judicial deference to the Commissioner to allow him to decide that issue does not even
appear to have been argued, no less decided in any of those eases.
From a technical standpoint, of course, the issue before me may not even be one or
"jurisdiction" in the Commissioner, since he certainly !:!!!!! entertain a ease like this if he
so desires. Rather, considerations of comity and other concerns previously mentioned
dictate that the Commissioner should stay his hand pending a resolution of the eivil
action.

There are, of eoul'!le, a wide range of possible outcomes in that action which

conceivably could obviate any necessity further to pursue any claim in the administrative
forum at all.
The Board also maintains that any findings in the Superior Court action, either by
the judge and/or the jury, potentially would have a ~judicata and/or collateral estoppel
effect upon the administrative proceedings. I agree. Indeed, there is a real possibility
that the outcome with respect to the liability question substantially would resolve the
indemnification issue. In any cue, prudenee dictates that since the Law J?ivision action
may obviate any need to address the indemnification issue, the civil action should proceed
to its conclusion, whatever that may turn out to be. If any questions still pel'!list at that
point which arguably ought to be heard and decided by the Commissioner, the matter can
presented to and, IC aeproprlate, heard by him. As the Board aptly observes in Its
brief, by permitting the civll.aetion to go forward to a determination, the Commissioner
may greatly be aided since he then can have in focus what issues, if any, he ought to
decide, l!ll opposed to what issues may have been decided for him. Thus, l!ll the Board
notes, "the possibility of inconsistent or divergent holdings is obviated, as well l!ll costly
and uMecessary duplication of litigation on similar or same issues between the same
parties." (Brief of Respondent, at 15.)
be
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Another point raised by the Board is that the present action is not even "ripe" for
adjudication at this time since the extent to which Metzler has or will incur any out-ofpocket costs and expenses in defending in the civil action is unclear. In support of that
proposition, the Board refers to the decision in Jerome Pasek v. Board of Education of
Garfield, OAL DKT. EDU 0015-80 (May 12, 1980), aff'd Com'r of Ed. (June 30, 1980), aff'd
State Bd. of Ed. (Jan. 22, 1981). That case held that reimbursement of legal fees by a
board are not to be ordered unless they were true out-of-pocket expenses not otherwise
reimbursed by a third party.
In his answering brief, Metzler's counsel asserts that there is no issue regarding the
absence of any need to defray costs for attorney fees and expenses, since the N.J.
Education Assn. has no policy which would provide Metzler with free legal counsel or
indemnification in connection with a private civil action such as Is involved here.
According to counsel, that benefit is limited to labor relations matters. I will assume, for
purposes of this motion, that the Superior Court action in which Metzler is a defendant Is
not one which gives rise to any entitlement to have his legal expenses paid for by the
association.
That issue aside, I nevertheless remain convinced that for the reasons set forth, to
permit Metzler to pursue this matter any further before the Office of Administrative Law
is distinctly inappropriate. To require the Board to try the ease here with respect to
whether Metzler's conduct feU within the statutory language potentially could place the
Board between "a rock and a hard place" slnee there are, or may be, issues in the multicount civil action which conceivably could require the Board to have to take conflicting
positions, especially in respect to possible settlement discussions.
Thus, for a variety or reasons, It is distinctly unpalatable for the instant declaratory
judgment action to proceed, given the particular context In which It has arisen. Rather, a
more appropriate course of action for me to follow is to dismiss the case, ~
prejudice, however, to the right of Metzler to again seek to pursue his claim in the
administrative forum in the event, following whatever result obtains In the Superior
Court, he continues to believe there are benefits due and owing to him pursuant to
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N.J.S.A. 18A:16-6 which he has not received.

However, I should note that given the

"entire controversy" doctrine, and the joinder rules applicable in Superior Court (See, .!!:·
4:27-1), it may be that Metzler must pursue his statutory claim against the Board in the
pending civil action. ~. !:!!• Crispin v. Volk:swagonwerk, A.G., 96 !:!d; 336 (1984);
William Blanchard Co. v. Beach Concrete Co., Inc., 150 N.J. Super. 277, 293-294 (App.
Div. 1977), cert. den. 75 N.J. 528 (1977). That, or course, is a matter for counsel to
consider.
In any case, a dismissal, without prejudice, of the Instant proceedings will eliminate
what l believe to be a very real threat of confusion and interference with the right of both
Metzler and/or the Board thoroughly and competently to prepare their defensive trial
strategies in the civil action. No harm will be done by this dismissal without prejudice;
whereas, to continue to entertain the declaratory judgment ease simultaneous with the
pendency of the civil action would be distinctly unwholesome. Although ~
18A:16-6 is a "school law," there is no reason why Metzler's claim must be heard by the
Commissioner, especially given the several decisions which I believe dearly militate
against such a course of action.
Accordingly, for the foregoing reasons, I CONCLUDE that the petition for
declaratory judgment filed In this matter should be DISMJSSRD, without prejudice,
however, to the right of the petitioner following the determination of the pending civil
action, to refile the same in the event any question continues to exist with regard to his
rights, if any, against the Board under N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-6. In that event the Board may
continue to raise all of the separate defenses It believes appropriate, including, in
particular, the entire controversy doctrine. In view or this determination the scheduled
trial dates of December 7, 8 and 9, 1987, will, of course, be deleted.
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This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejeeted by the
COMMISSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by
law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision In accordance with N.J.S.A.
52:148-10.

I hereby PILE this Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.

,/1,. I

It

15' 7

DATE
Receipt Acknowledged:

~v~

NOV ' 3 1987
DATE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Mailed To Parties:

NOV 161987
DATE
amn/e
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THOMAS METZLER,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BLOOMFIELD, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.
-~-----~-----------

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed.

No exceptions were filed by

the parties.
Upon a careful review of the
Commissioner agrees with the findings
Office

of

Administrative

Law

that

record of this matter

the

and

the conclusion of

the

instant

for

the

petition

declaratory judgment be dismissed, without prejudice to the right of
petitioner following a determination of the pending civil action, to
refile
rights,

the

same

if any,

in the event any question exists
against the Board under N.J.S.A.

regarding his

l8A:l6-6.

See,

generally, Edmond Cilento v. Board of Education of the Town.shilL.Q!
Hillside, Union County, decided by the Commissioner October 7, 1985.
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Accordingly. the Commissioner accepts the recommendation of
the

Office

of

Administrative

Law

dismi.ssing

the

Declaratory Judgment without prejudice and adopts
decision in this matter for

the reasons expressed

decision.

DECEMBER 17, 1987
DATE OF MAILING- DECEMBER 17, 1987
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tiF

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

IMmAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 676D-86
AGENCY DKT. NO. 313-9/86

PATERSON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,

Petitioner,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF PATERSON,
PASSAIC COUNTY, AND EDUCATIONAL IN-ROADS, INC.,

Respondents.

Gregory T. S,yrek, Esq., for petitioner (Bucceri and Pincus, attorneys)
Robert G. Rosenberg, Esq., for Paterson Board of Education

Joseph M. Gorrell, Esq., for Educational In-Roads, Inc. (Brach, Eichler,

Rosenberg, Silver, Bernstein, Hammer & Gladstone, attorneys)
Record Closed: October 2, 1987

Decided: November 5, 1987

BEFORE JAMBS A. OSPRNSON, ALJ:

In Count I of a petition of appeal filed with the Commissioner of the Department
of Education, the Paterson Education Association, designated majority representative of
teachers employed by the Board of Education of the City or Paterson, Passaic County,
alleged that on or about June 10, 1986, the Board resolved to approve an instructional
services agreement with Educational In-Roads, Inc., to provide Chapter I services in
premanufactured mobile units located on nonpublic school property, such nonpublic
schools being primarily sectarian in nature. Use or public funds to provide such services
in non-public sectarian schools in the manner provided, it was alleged, violated the
establishment clause of the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.
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Count

n

of the petition alleged the agreement unlawfully resulted in the

subcontracting of educational services to a private, independent organization over which
the Board retained no control or authority, the action being, therefore,
statutory or regulatory powers of the Board.

~

vires

The Association sought declaratory

judgment invalidating the agreement for unconstitutionality and/or actions ultra vires
powers or the Board and sought such further relief as under the circumstances was just.
The Board admitted adoption and approval of the instructional services
agreement but denied the balance of allegations of the petition.
The petition of appeal was filed in the Bureau of Controversies and Disputes of

the Department of Education on September 8, 1986. The Board's answer was tiled there
on September 24, 1986. Accordingly, the Commissioner transmitted the matter to the
Office of Administrative Law on October 8, 1986, for hearing and determination as a
contested case in accordance

with~·

52:14P-l !! ~·

In a preliminary prehearing conference order of December 1, 1986, after motion

by the Association and for good cause shown, the petition of appeal was ordered amended
by the administrative law judge to add in Count man allegation the Board on September
4, 1986, resolved to extend its instructional services agreement with Educational InRoads, lnc., for an additional year extending until June 30, 1988, an action the Association
alleged was ~ !!!:!!, and void for lack of authority in the present Board to bind a
successor board. Similar appropriate declaratory judgment relief was requested. The
Board's answer was deemed amended to deny the allegations in Count m of the amended
petition of appeal. The order permitting amendment was under authority of N.J.A.C. 1:16.3.
In addition, by consent of the Board and the Association and pursuant to

N.J.A.C. 1:1-6.3, the Association was granted thirty days within which to tile and serve a
further amended petition adding Educational In-Roads, Inc., as a party-respondent. The
amended petition of appeal was filed on December 10, 1986. An answer in general denial
was filed by Edueationalln-Roads, Inc., on December 29, 1986.
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On February 5, 1987, a further prehearing conference was conducted and an
order entered establishing, inter alia, a hearing date on May 4, 1987, a date later
adjourned at request and/or with consent of the parties until July 8, 1987. The order took
note that paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the petition of appeal were admitted by the Board.
Paragraph 1 of the amended petition of appeal was admitted by Educational In-Roads, Inc.
The parties were ordered to confer for the purpose of fashioning stipulations of all
relevant and material propositions of fact in chronological and sequential order, together
with appropriate documentation, which were thereafter to be filed in the cause before
hearing. Thereafter, unless there remained genuine triable issues of fact, the matters at

issue were to be addressed and resolved as if on cross-motions for summary decision on
pleadings, admissions, stipulations, documentation, and memoranda of law in accordance
with N.J.A.C. 1:1-13.1 ~ ~· At Issue in the matter, it was provided, were the following:
A.

Whether petitioner shall have established by a preponderance of credible
evidence (1) that agreements of the Board and Educational In-Roads, lne.,
for 1986-87 and 1987-88 for provision of Chapter I services in
premanufactured mobile units located on property of sectarian, nonpublic
schools were violative of the establishment clause of the First Amendment
to the United States Constitution; and (2) whether such agreements were
ultrs vires Board powers under ststute or regulation to mske (or continue
so as to bind successor boards};

B.

Sufficiency of Board atrlrmatlve defenses and defenses concerning
petitioner's lack of standing to sue and lack of jurisdiction or the
Commissioner to deelde constitutional Issues; and

C.

If relief shall be granted, scope thereof.

Thereafter, the matter came on for evidentiary hearing In the OfCice of
Administrative Law on July 8, 1987, at which time witnesses were heard and the record
closed subject to filing or posthearlng submissions. Thereafter, sueh submissions having
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been filed, the record closed.
ADMISSIONS, mPULA'l10NS AND FINDINGS OF FACT

The parties having so admitted and/or stipulated, I make the following
preliminary findings or fact:
1.

On July 19, 1986, Educational In-Roads, lnc. (EIR) and the Board of

Education of the City of Paterson (Board) entered into a contract by which
EIR agreed to provide instructional services in basic skills in mathematics,
reding and English as a second language to nonpublic school students who
qualify for such services under the mementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 (Chapter I) as amended (Exhibit J-1).
2.

The Initial term of the above agreement wu "for two (2) school years
commencing September 1, 1986, and terminating on June 30, 1988" but the
agrement "shall automatically renew Itself for two (2) additional one-year
terms unless either party notifies the other of its intention not to renew
for the next school year," which "notification shall be in writing and
delivered on or before April 20 of the current Contract year."

3.

BIR is a corporation of the State of New Jersey. The officers and
shareholders of the corporation are Anthony O'Donnell, M.A., and Harold
School, Ed.D.

4.

EIR Is organized to provide !.!!!!!: alia educational services to nonpublic
school pupils under contract with local public school districts.

5.

On October 23, 1986, EIR was informed in writing by the Department of
Education that EIR required no prior approval to provide services under
Chapter I (Exhibit J-2).
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6.

The Education Consolidation and Improvement Act or 1981 (Pub. L. 97-35,
Title V, 95 Stat. 464), codified u 20 ~· S 3801 !!!_ ~·· directed the
Secretary or Education to "make payments to State educational agencies
for grants made on the basis of entitlements created under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965." The Act provides that
local education agencies shall provide expenditures to educationally
deprived children in private schools equal to expenditures of children
enrolled in public schools.

20

~-

S 3806(a); 20

~-

S 3862(b).

The Act further provides that if services:
are not feulble or necessary in one or more such private
schools llS determined by the local educational agency after
consultation with the appropriate private school officials, [the
local educational agency)
shall provide such other
arrangements llS will usure equitable participating of such
children in the purposes and benefits oC this subchapter. 20
~- S 3862(a).
7.

Regulations adopted by the United States Department of Education
governing Chapter I programs are contained in 34 C.F.R. S 200.1 !!!_
Under these regulations:
a.

a local school district must "provide the opportunity to
participate in a manner that is consistent with the number and
special educational needs of the educationally deprived children
in private schools." 34 f:R.:.!!· S 200. 70(b).

b.

a local school district shall "exercise administrative direction
and control over Chapter I funds and property that benefit
educationally deprived children in private schools."
34
f:R.:.!!· S 200. 70(e).

c.

services to children enrolled in private schools is to be provided
by a public agency or by a contract with a corporation which "is
independent of the private school and of any religious
organizations." 34 f:R.:.!!· S 200. 70(d)(l).

d.

any "contract ••• must be under the control and supervision of
the public agency." 34 f:R.:.!!· S 200.70(d)(2).
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8.

EIR Is independent of the private school and of any religious organization.

9.

The instructional content for the Chapter I program was formalized during
August 1986. It was decided at that time that instruction should be based
on the weaknesses identified by standardized tests administered in the
Spring of 1986. ln order better to organize the effort of addressing the
identified weaknesses, it was also agreed that the EIR Math and Reading
Curriculum Guides be incorporated in the process.

10.

A listing of EIR employees providing Chapter
services in nonpublic
schools in Paterson, New Jersey, the areas of certification, experience
(prior to the 1986-87 school year) and assignments Is admitted as Exhibit J3.

11.

The school principals of the schools listed in paragraph 18 are as follows:
St. Anthony -Sr. Eileen Joseph
St. Brendan- Sr. Anne DoMelly
St. Joseph - Patricia Bonner
St. John- Sr. inez Solano
St. Mary - Sr. Cecilia Besi
St. Paul- Sr. Diane Marie
St. Stephen - Sr. Eleanor Kalisz
St. Therese - Nicholas Varsalona
Blessed Sacrament - Sr. Patricia Dunham
Our Lady of Lourdes -Sr. Conrad Napolitano
Paterson Catholic High School- Br. Luke Maher

12.

ln June 1986, the United States Department of Education issued a paper

entitled: "Additional Guidance on Aguilar v. Peltonl and Chapter I of the
Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA), Questions and
Answers" (Exhibit J-4).

1 413 U.S.-, 87 L. Ed. 2d 290, 105 §:...£!.. 3232 (1985).
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13.

Prior to entering into the Agreement with EIR, the Board studied whether
alternatives to utilizing mobile units for Chapter I services were feasible.
The following chronology of events occurred prior to the agreement
between the Board and EIR:
1)

February 19, 1986 - Status report for providing Chapter J services
during the 1986-87 school year submitted to Melinda Persi, Passaic
County Superintendent of Schools (Exhibit J-5).

2)

March 24, 1986 - Status report providing information relative to the
enrollments or public schools within walking distance or nonpublic
school students to be served submitted to Melinda Persi, Passaic
County Superintendent of Schools (Exhibit J-6).

3)

April 11, 1986 - Meeting called by Melinda Persl, Passaic County
Superintendent of Schools, to discuss status of Chapter I nonpublic
school programs with representatives from Clifton, Passaic and
Paterson.

Information relative to state approval to

utilize

reloeatable trailers for the 1986-87 school year was not yet available.
4)

May 2, 1986 - Special bulletin outlining conditions to involve
emergency provisions of the Public School Contract Guidelines from
the State Department of Education (Exhibit J-7).

5)

May HI, 1988 - GuideUnes for the use of trailers for delivery of
services to nonpublic school students under Chapter I, EClA received
from the State Department of Education (Exhibit J-8).

6)

May 7, 1986 - A meeting was held to consult with nonpublic school
principals in accordance with Chapter I regulations regarding services
to be provided for 1986-87.

The principals strongly recommended

that option 3 providing for the utilization of trailers be pursued as

-1-
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the only feasible method of serving nonpublic school students on an
equitable basis.
14.

On June 5, 1986, the Board adopted a resolution (Exhibit J-10) authorizing
an instructional service agreement with EIR "to provide Chapter I services
in premanufactured mobile units located on nonpublic school property in
accordance with state regulations." The resolution made the contract
"subject to the review and approval of the New Jersey Department of
Education" and contained the following finding:
••• the assignment of nonpublic school students to public
schools for such services would present health and safety
hazards for students walking from one school to another and
being assigned to unsafe or substandard classrooms.

15.

The agreement between the Board and EIR was submitted to the Passaic
County Superintendent of Schools, who responded, on July 17, 1986 (Exhibit
J-11), that the Board was permitted to contract with a third party to
provide Chapter I services, but that the legal propriety of the contract
would not be reviewed.

16.

On September 4, 1986, the Board adopted a resolution extending the
agreement with EIR to provide Chapter I teaehing services through the
1987-88 school year.

17.

State regulations specifically authorize provision of educational services in
premanufactured educational units, vans and/or mobile units.
~· 6:22-2.4(a)(33).
The units utilized by EIR conform to these
requirements.

18.

Pursuant to the agreement between EIR and the Board, EIR personnel
provide Chapter I services in the following nonpublic schools:
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St. Anthony School
151 Madison Street
Peterson, NJ 07501

St. Brenden School
Lakeview Avenue & East First Street
Clifton, NJ 07011

St. Joseph School
279 Carroll Street
Paterson, NJ 07501

St. John School
190 Oliver Street
Paterson, NJ 07501

St. Mary School
95 Sherman Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07502

St. Paul School
Haledon Avenue & Wegaraw Boulevard
Prospect Park, NJ 07508

St. Stephen School
90 Martin Street
Paterson, NJ 07501

St. Therese School
765 14th Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07504

Blessed Sacrament School
277 Sixth Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07524

Our Lady of Lourdes School
186 Butler Street
Paterson, NJ 07514

Paterson Catholic High School
764 Eleventh Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07514
19.

EIR provides Chapter I instructional services to nonpublic school pupils in
mobile units which ere physically separate from the private school. Site
plans are attached as Exhibit J-12.

20.

EIR uses the following process for hiring Individuals who will be providing
Chapter I teaching services: Each potential candidate for a Chapter I
teaching position was initially screened through a review of his resume.
Those individuals recommended for further consideration were then
interviewed by the Director of Human Resources. The Director continued
the screening process by conducting reference eheeks on those individuals
judged to be acceptable candidates. Only upon receipt of a positive
reference cheek and evidence of a valid New Jersey teaching certificate
did the individual receive an offer for a teaching position. All certificates
were then recorded at the appropriate county superintendent's office.

-9-
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21.

The immediate supervisors or the teaehers employed by EIR and providing
Chapter I serviees in nonpublie sehools in Paterson, New Jersey, are James
Palumbo, who is employed by ElR as a master teacher, and Anthony
Degatano, who is employed by EIR as an assoeiate direetor.
All teachers employed by EIR and providing Chapter I services in nonpublic
sehools in Paterson, New Jersey, will be formally observed three (3) times
during the school year. Informal observations and evaluations are also
eonducted. These observations and evaluations will be conducted by
Palumbo and Degatano.

22.

The following employees of the Board are charged with the responsiblity of
reviewing the manner in which EIR provides Chapter I services:
Raymond Leopizzi
Basic Skills Coordinator
Nonpublic Schools
Paterson Board of Education

Joseph Heitzman
Direetor of Funded Programs
Paterson Board of Education

Copies of their job descriptions are attached hereto as Exhibits J-13 and J-

14.
23.

Onsite supervision is performed by Leopizzi, who observes the educational
instruction provided to pupils in the mobile unit, meets with nonpublic
school principals, and meets with EIR staff members. Each mobile unit is
visited at least once weekly and Is inspected carefully for any evidence of
seetarian influence. Leopizzi periodically observes instruction, schedules,
and pickup and retum of students.
EVIDENCE AT HEARING

Called by the Association, Anthony H. O'Donnell, employed as president of EIR
and a vice president of Independent Child Study Teams, described the trailer-type mobile

-to-
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units employed by his company as approved under the Uniform Construction Code and by
the Department of Education. They are constructed of vinyl.-eovered gypsum and utilize
fire-t"esistant carpeting. There are one to four rooms in the units, which are not selfpropelled but are towed to the site. They are moved yearly or semi-yearly for
maintenance and service. Their power !IOUrce is by metered boxes to poles installed by
utility companies. No plumbing facilities are required under the code. Pupils stay only 30
to 40 minutes on a pull-out basis. (See ~· 6:22-2.4(a)(33), which details educational
facility plaMing standards In conjunction with the Uniform Construction Code, concerning
premanufactured educational units, vans and/or other mobile units. The units here were
approved thereunder. See J-12.]
Clllled by the Association, Anthony Degatano, employed by EIR and Independent
Child Study Teams, Inc., as director since June 1987, before then wru; !l.n associate
director and was overseer of EIR's Chapter I program. Exhibit P-1 in evidence, he said,
was a blank form of a principal/teacher evaluation form that private school principals
were asked to fill out for EIR teachers. EIR wanted to know If the principals were
There were no Instances of unsatisfactory
satisfied with teacher performance.
performance, he said. Mobile units sited on private school property are required to bear
such signs as are indicated in Exhibits RE-1 and RE-2. The required three such signs on
each trailer are to identify the units as owned by a private, and not public, agency.
Among his responsibilities In operation of the program are hiring teachers and dealing
with private school principals. He and another supervisor are responsible to observe their
teachers, a function which, he said, is done with written evaluations two to three times
each year.
Clllled by the Association, Raymond Leoplzzi testified he is employed by the
Paterson Board of Education as basic skills coordinator in charge of services to nonpublic
schools. EIR services are remedial services to students qualified as educationally
disadvantaged, that Is, "needy students." They are screened for academic deficiencies
under Chapter I and given such services for reading, mathematics and English as a second
language. A district-wide curriculum is established in the same way as in public schools.
EIR has no input into curriculum. He said he does not evaluate ElR teachers but rather
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only observes them, using his own forms and occasionally making suggestions to their
supervisors. EIR provides their own workbooks or textbooks. He did not know if the same
materials were used in public schools. Exhibits P-1, P-2 and P-3, he said, were
memoranda from him in July 1985, September 1985 and January 1986 to nonpublic
Chapter I staff and principals. Exhibit P-5, he said, and in particular section V thereof,
was a program description of nonpublic school Chapter 1 programming as prepared by him
and another. It forms a part of the district's yearly application to the Department of
Education.
The Association rested.
EIR on Its case called Leopizzl as its witness. He holds a bachelor's degree and a
master's degree in administration and supervision. He is certified as an elementary school
teacher and was so employed untll 1980. Leopizzi said that Chapter I services for
nonpublic students must be as equitable to those for public school students In terms of
class size, time, facility, and teaching stations, though such services need not be Identical
to those given in public schools. Before the EIR contract, he said, nonpublic school
services were rendered by the Board. Before ~ teachers were in place in nonpublic
schools. That has changed. As demonstrated in Exhibits J-S and J-6, there were various
options open to the district after ~· The district opted thereafter for vans and
trailers on the site of public schools and looked for neutral sites but could find none that
were feasible or satisfactory because of long distances and the need for busing, or
Saturday sessions. That would not have furnished an equitable option. Before ~ he
said, some teachers identified with nonpubllc school staff In attendance at retreats,
masses or faculty meetings, practices that were stopped. Policing present delivery or
services, he said, is easier under the present EIR contract. Contact is lessened. EIR
teachers do not identify with nonpublic schools. They approve of the present system by
EIR and its aftniate, Independent Child Study Teams, Inc.
Called by the EIR, Dr. Harold M. Scholl testified he is president of Independent
Child Study Team UCST) and a vice president of EIR.
~·

The latter was formed after

I.C.S.T. is 8 New Jersey corporation; EIR is 8 national company.
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All parties rested and submitted.
DISCUSSION
Paterson Edueatlon Asaoeiation argued generally that the Board had improperly
entered into 11. oontraet with EIR for a term of more than one year under
N.J.S.A. 18A:18A-42; that Title I serviees under the Elementary and Secondary Act of
1965, 20 U.S.C.A. 3802 !! ~··on premises of nonpublic schools is uneonstitution11.l; that
the Chapter I program operated by EIR here is not within the "control and supervision" of
the Board as required by federal education regulation; and that the subcontracting of such
teaehing services is improper under N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-1 and 27-1.
EIR argued the oontractlng out of Chapter 1 services for nonpublic school
students to EIR met the First Amendment's mandates for separation of church and state,
in that the services were provided in religiously neutral sites and the Board's use of a
private contractor to provide the services eliminated entanglement with religion, and the
method provided was not within the bar of~; and that the multi-year contract with
EIR was both within federal and state statutory and regulatory limits, tr the successor
Board's extension of that contract did not already make the EIR's argument of ultra vires
moot.
The Board joined In the arguments of EIR.
Historically, as sugested by the parties in argument, Chapter I of the
Edueational Consolidation and Improvement Aet of 1981, 20 ~· 3801 !!_ ~·
authorized the United States Secretary of Education to provide (lnaneial assistance to
local edueatlon agencies like the Paterson Board to meet the needs of educationallydeprived children. Such services lnelude oompensatory education designed to improve
basic skills of reading, mathematics and written and oral communication. If given, the
local education agencies must provide the serviees to educatlonally~eprived children
whether the school they attend is publle or private. The services provided to children in
private schools must be equitable to those provided public school children. Before
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v. Felton, supra, the Board had been meeting its Chapter I obligation to nonpublic school
children by having publicly-employed teachers provide the services inside nonpublic
(parochial) schools within Its jurisdiction. Aguilar in 1985 struck down a Title I program
administered by New York City, which paid salaries of public school employees for
teaching in parochial schools In the city, on the ground it would require a permanent and
pervasive state presence in the sectarian schools receiving aid. Such pervasive monitoring
infringed precisely those establishment clause values at the root of the prohibition or
excessive entanglement. ~ 87 !:!- ~· ~ at 300. The First Amendment of the
United States Constitution provides: "Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion ••••" Federal regulations promulgated under authority of the
Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 permitted and required provision of
such services to children enrolled in private schools by employees of a public agency or
through contract by the public agency with third parties independent of the private school
and of any religious organization. If by contract with the public agency, the contract
must remain under the control and supervision of the public agency. 34 ~· 200.'1l(d).
"Additional Guidance" by the u.s. Department of Education on the Impact of
given In June 1986 (J-4). Conceptually, Chapter 1 teachers could consult with
instructional staff from the private school In order to coordinate the Chapter 1 program
and to facUitate success of the services rendered, ·provided such consultation should not
occur at the site where the services were rendered. Local education agencies were not
forbidden use of mobile vans or other portable units for provision of such Chapter 1
services. Their use was allowable. LEA's were cautioned the Supreme Court had
previously held the establishment clause of the First Amendment is not violated when
units are located on public property near the private school, under Wolman v. Walter, 433
u.s. 220, 246-47 (19'17). But the Court, read the Guidance, has not ruled on the
constitutionality of placing a mobUe or portable unit on property belonging to rellglouslyafflliated private schools. The federal Department of Education believed courts would
approve such practice if (1) the property were at sufficient distance from the private
school building so that the mobile or portable unit is clearly distinguishable from the
private facilities used for regular instruction; (2) the mobile or portable unit were clearly
and separately identified as property of the LEA and free of religious symbols; (3) the unit
~was
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and the property upon which It is located were not used for religious purposes or for the
private schools educational program; and (4) the unit were not used by private school
personnel.
Before deciding to employ such arrangement, however, the federal
administrative Guidance cautioned the LEA to determine that other locations for the
services were determined to be unsafe, impracticable, or substantially less convenient for
children to be served (J-4, at 3-6).
On February 19, 1986, the Paterson superintendent reported to the Passaic
County superintendent that in accordance with delivery of Chapter I services under
~.

no public school teachers have been reassigned to nonpublic schools.

The

district's exploration of other options showed the use of self-contained mobile vans or
trailers under contract with organizations independent of the Board to be most utile, the
trailers to be located on nonpubllc school property (J-S, at 1-3). On March 24, 1986, the
Paterson superintendent reported to the county superintendent further exploration of
alternate options. A pairing of public and nonpublic schools was considered but found
unfeasible, as was a Saturday remedial program in public schools (J-6, at 1-3). On May 12,
1986, the New Jersey Department of Education communicated with chief school
administrators concerning options for delivery of services to nonpubllc sehool students

under Chapter I, including use of premanufactured mobile units. The use was approved
provided certain conditions were met (J-8, at 2-4). The guidance was upon advice of the
Attorney General of New Jersey.
Thereafter, the Paterson Board undertook contracting for such services in mobile
units with EIR. The contract (J-1) was for provision of such services at eight parochial
schools in relocatable trailers (J-12). Trailer-site plans showed the trailers located on the
parochial school property but separate from chureh or parochial school bUildings (J-12).
Signs were posted on the trailers indicating ownership by EIR (RE-1).
The Association argued the plan used In Paterson did not fall squarely into either
the

~

or

~

analysis (PB, at 10). All that was created, the Asoociation urged,

was a hybrid system that on analysis could be shown to have been unconstitutional under
the establishment clause. 1 disagree.
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In my view, the contract for Chapter I services for nonpublic school ehUdren as
written and applied is not offensive to the establishment clause, and is, moreover,
congruent with federal and state guidelines for use of relocatable mobile unit classrooms
on nonprivate school property such as the parochial schools here, there having been a
reasoned and reasonable determination by the district that other options remained
unworkable. I am satisfied from the evidence that those other options were factually so
unfeasible as to permit the alternative here employed. The units employed, which are
allowable under New Jersey Department of Education facilities planning services, are
separate physically and by sign from parochial school buildings and not apparently so
placed as to excite confusion, or thus add to a religiously neutral site even if upon private
school property and are staffed by certified nonpublic school teaching staff members who

utilize instructional materials provided by EIR and whose employees do not mingle with
parochial school staff, pupils or religious activities. In other respects, I find, federal and
state regulations and guidelines have been observed and not infringed.
Thus, I CONCLUDE petitioner, Paterson Education Association, has not
established by a preponderance of the credible evidence that the agreements of the Board
and EIR for 1986-87 and 1987-88 for provision of Chapter I services In premanufactured
mobile units located on the property of the several parochial, nonpublic schools here are
violative of the establishment clause of the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution, or offend federal or state guidelines expressly recognizing Aguilar v. Felton.
I CONCLUDE the agreement of the Board and EIR for 1986-87 and 1987-88 was within
authority given the Board as a local education agency under the Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act of 1981 and N.J.S.A. 18A:46A-'l and 18A:46-19.7; and that the
Board had such sufficient supervision and control over agreements for those years as
represented eompllanee with federal requirements of supervision and control. Finally, 1
CONCLUDE that the original contract for more than two years between the Board and
EIR, by reason of its having been approved for conlinuance by a successor board through
1988, has rendered moot the question whether originally It was in abridgement of the
generallty that no present board can bind successor boards. I specirically DECLINE to
find from the evidence, as put by the Association in proposed findings of fact, that the
Board's Chapter I program for nonpubllc school pupils Is "correlated to the curriculum
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objectives of the individual nonpublic school" (PB, at 3); or to find, as put by the Board in
defense, that the Association has no standing to sue under~· 6:24-1.1.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the petition of appeal should be, and is hereby,
DISMISSED.

This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSlONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'nON. SAUL COOPERMAN, who by

law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with N.J.S.A.
52:148-IO.
I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with Saul Cooperman for consideration.

Af~rrrt7
I

DA E
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PATERSON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONER,
v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
PATERSON, PASSAIC COUNTY, AND
EDUCATIONAL IN-ROADS, INC.
RESPONDENTS.

The record of this matter, including the initial decision
rendered by the Office of Administrative Law, has been reviewed by
the Commissioner.
The Commissioner observes that petitioner's exceptions to
the initial decision and the Board's reply to exceptions were timely
pursuant to the applicable provisions of N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4.
The Commissioner has made
record of this matter including the
ducted on July 8, 1987 as it relates
of the AW and the responses filed
that petitioner's exceptions rely on
ALJ in its post-hearing brief.

an independent review of the
transcript of the hearing conto the findings and conclusions
by the parties. It is observed
the arguments presented to the

In the Commissioner's judgment petitioner's arguments have
been addressed at length in the initial decision and are deemed to
be without merit precisely for those reasons set forth by the ALJ in
the initial decision.
In concluding that petitioner's arguments are without merit
the Commissioner hereby adopts as his own the findings and determination in the initial decision.
Accordingly, the Commissioner finds and determines that:
1.
Petitioner has failed to establish by a preponderance
of credible evidence that the 1986-87 and 1987-88 agreements between
the Board and Educational In-Roads, Inc. (EIR) to provide Chapter I
services for parochial, nonpublic schools through the use of premanufactured mobile units located on the premises of such schools
violate the U.S. Constitution or the federal and state guidelines
expressly recognizing Aguilar v. Felton, supra.
2.
The agreements between the Board and EIR for 1986-87
and 1987-88 were within the authority granted to the Board under the
Education Improvement Act of 1981 and N.J.S.A. 18A:46A-7 and
18A:46-19.7. It is further determined that the Board, in accordance
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with federal guidelines has exercised and continues to exercise
sufficient control over the supervision of the agreements encompassing the 1986-87 and 1987-88 school years.
3. The controversy with respect to the ext ens ion of the
original contract for more than two years between the Board and EIR
has been mooted by reason of its having been approved for continuance by the successor Board.
4.
Petitioner has failed to establish from the evidence
in the record that the Board's Chapter I program for nonpublic
schools is correlated to the objectives of the participating nonpublic schools.
Finally, it is observed that although the Board initially
raised the issues of the Commissioner's jurisdiction and petitioner's standing in its answer with affirmative defenses to the
pleadings, however the Board has not pursued these issues further
after the preheating conference was conducted between the parties.
Consequently, the Commissioner dismisses these issues raised by the
Board without further comment.
Accordingly, the Commissioner, having found and determined
that pet1t1oner's allegations are unsupported by the evidence
adduced in the record of this matter, directs that the instant
Petition of Appeal be dismissed.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 17, 1987
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OFFICE'bF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW·

INI'nAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4437-117
AGENCY DKT. NO. 191l-6/87

ROSS R. HUGHES,
Petitioner,
Y.

BOARD OP EDUCA110N OP THB
TOWNSHIP OP WBST ORANGE,

Respondent.

Mary Jane Cullen, Esq., for petitioner
(Ruhlman, Butrym &: Friedman, attorneys)
Samuel A. Cfl:oistiaoo, Esq., for respondent

For intervenors Michael c. Cunni11fham and Elizabeth Garrett
Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., (Bucceri and Pincus, attorneys)
For intervenors Esther Bearg, Marie Farbman and Richard D'Aries
Keooetb 1. Nowak, Esq.,(Zazzali, Zazzali & Kroll, attorneys)
Record Closed: November 2, 1987
BEFORE WARD

Ross

a. YOUNG,

a.

H~hes,

Decided: November 6, 1987

ALJ:

a tenured teaching staff member employed by respondent since

September l, 1954, alleged a violation of his tenure and seniority rights when the Board of
Education of the Township of West Orange {Board) acted to reduce its force for the 198788 school year by the abolishment of one of four guidance counselor positions at its middle

school, and reassigned him as a teacher of Social Studies.

l
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The Boe.ro denied the allegation and asserts that he has the least seniority of
those starr members continui~ in the remaini~ guidance counselor positions; and further
asserts that Hughes should not be granted seniority credit for the years he worked full
time as guidance counselor under a teacher/counseloc certificate.
The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law as a contested
case on June 25, 1987 pursuant to N.J.S.A. 52:14F-l!!. ~· A prehearing conference was
held on August 21, 1987 at which the parties agreed to submit the matter for summary
decision. The respondent noticed all guidance counselors of this proceeding and the
opportunity to intervene pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-16.6. The applications to intervene from
teaching staff members Michael C. Cunningham, Elizabeth Garrett, Esther Bearg, Marie
Farbman, and Richard D'Aries were granted. Briefs were submitted by the parties in a
timely fashion, as were supplemental briefs on behalf of intervenors, and the record
closed with the final submission by Hughes on November 2, 1987.
The employment histories of teachi~ staff members assigned to guidance

counseling responsibilities has been stipulated and are as follows:
STAFF MEMBER

ASSIGNMENT

Marion Loftus

Guidance Counselor West Orqe HS

Suzanne Kyriazes Guidance Counselor West Orange HS
Edison Jr. HS
Edison Middle School

September 1, 1960 - present
September 1, 1961 - June 30, 1983
September 1, 1983- June 30, 1986
September I, 1986 - present

Sanfocd Pollack

Guidance Counselor Lincoln Jr. HS
September I, 1961- June 30, 1983
Roosevelt Jr., H.S.
September 1, 1983- June 30, 1986
Roosevelt Middle School September 1, 1986 - present

Robert Hill

Guidance Counselor Lincoln Jr. HS
West Orange HS
West Ora~e HS
West Orange HS
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September 1, 1963- January 31, 1966
February 1, 1966 -June 30, 1970
September 1, 1970 - present
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Michael

C~oW~inghan

Guidance Counselor Roosevelt Jr. HS
Edison Jr. HS
West orange HS

september 1, 1962- June 30, 1975
September 1, 1975- June 30, 1979
September 1, 1979 - present

Esther Bearg

Guidance Counselor West orange HS

September 1, 1971 - present

Elizabeth Garrett

Guidance Counselor Roosevelt Jr. HS
West orange HS

September 1, 1971- June 30, 1985
September 1, 1985 - present

Marie Farbman

Guidance Counselor Lincoln Jr. HS
September 1, 1972- June 30, 1985
Roosevelt Jr. HS
September l, 1985- June 30, 1986
Roosevelt Middle School September 1, 1986 - present

Richard D'Aries

Guidance Counselor West orange HS
West orange HS

September 1, 1976- June 30, 1984
September 1, 1985 - present

Guidance Counselor West orange HS

September 1, 1984 - present

Teacher CounselorRoosevelt Jr. HS
Edison Jr. HS

September l, 1961- June 30, 1983
September 1, 1983 - June 30, 1985

Guidance Counselor Edison Jr. HS
Edison Middle School

September 1, 1985 -June 30, 1986
September l, 1986 -June 30, 1987

Thomas Shea

ROlli Hughes

Relevant certificates issued to each of the above by the New Jersey State Board
of Examiners were either stipulated by the parties or produced as joint exhibits, and are
as follows:
STAFF MEMBER

CER1tPICATE

DATE OF ISSUE

Marion Loftus

Counselor (Limited)
Counselor (Permanent)

December 1961
June 1964

Suzanne Kyriazes

Counselor and Student
Personnel Service (L)
Counselor and Student
Personnel Service (P)
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Teacller/Counselor (LI
Counselor
Student Personnel
Services (P)

February 19:'18
December 1962

Teacher /Counselor (L)
Counselor (L)
Director of Student
Personnel Services (P)

May 1963
February 1966

Michael Cunningham

Teacher /Counselor (L)
Counselor (P)

January 1965
January 1966

Esther Bearg

Student Personnel
Services (P)
Director of Student
Personnel Services

June 1975

Student Personnel
Services (PJ

October 197 4

Student Personnel
Services (Provisional)

November 1972

Student Personnel
Services (P)

February 1974

Student Personnel
Services (P)

October 1974

Director of Student
Personnel Services (P)

August 1979

Sanford Pollack

Robert Hill

Elizabeth Garrett
Marie Farbman

Richard D' Aries
Thomas Shea
Ross Hughes

Teacher /Counselor (L}
Teacher/Counselor (P)
Student Personnel
Services (Emergency)
Student Personnel
Services (P)

April1970

February 1970

October 1971

July 1961
June 1964

August 1985
November 1985

The gravamen of this dispute is whether Ross Hughes was the teaching starr

member properly impacted by the Board's reduction in force because he has the least
seniority credit. Since the counseling service of all staff members above was at West
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Orange high school and/or Roosevelt junior high school, Lincoln junior high school,
Roosevelt middle school, Edison jWlior high school, and Edison middle school, the parties
have stipulated that the secondary categ<ry as defined in~· 6:3-1.10(1)15 is the only
category at issue.
Petitioner claims the accrual of 26 years of seniority credit in the category of
guidance coWl8elor since his service began as a part-time teacher and part-time counselor
in September 1961, and he achieved a tenured status in the position of teacher/counselor
because he held the position requirire a certificate, he possesaed the requisite certificate,
and he served the requisite statutory period of time.
Intervenors Bearg, Farbman and D'Aries. agree with the Board's determination
that H-ches is least senior because H-ches did not possess appropriate certification for
full time service as a guidance coWl8elor WlW he was issued the Student Personnel
Services endorsement in November 1985.
intervenors CWlnireham and Garrett seek a denial of summary decision because
of the existence of relevant, disputed facts concernire job descriptions and qualifications
of staff members when initially appointed to counseling responsibilities.
The briefs of all concerned are incorporated herein by reference and the

approximate 30 decisions cited in suppoct of respective positions are omitted from this
decision.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The argument foc a denial of summary decision put forth by CWlningham and

Garrett will be addresaed initially.

Their argument lacks merit because of a
misperception of the issue herein, but would be valid if it is deemed necessary to rank all

teachire staff members in the categ<ry of secondary guidance according to the seniority
status of each. That would be necessary only if H-enes is determined not to be the least
senior.

-5-
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Hughes also seeks a aenial of summary decision in perceiving a need to establish
the required qualifications and actual duties performed by him during his 26 years of
service. This argument must fall because his teacher/counselor certification limited his
assignment to part-time, and his eligibility for a full time guidance position did not come
into being until the student personnel services endorsement was issued for the 1985-86
school year.
Case law cited by Hughes to buttress his argument for seniority accrual in his
part-time counseling assignments and entitlement to apply same in his claim for the full
time counseling assignment is distinguishable. The distinction is the clarity of language in
the regualtory scheme which limited the performance of counseling duties to less than full
time for one certified as a teacher/counselor. No such limitation existed with the
endorsements held by litigants in other disputes, such as, librarians or subject matter
teachers.
It cannot be argued any longer that seniority in one or more categories accrues
upon the acquisition of tenure in a position, and is triggered only by a reduction in force.
Nor can it be argued that the amended regulatory scheme applicable herein and codified
as ~· 6:3-1.10 became operative in September 1, 1983. The principal thrust of the
amendment was to grant seniority credit in categories only in which a teaching staff
member actually serves under appropriate certification.
Hughes concedes in his brief at
Teacher/Counselor certificate" was as follows:

15

that

the

"authorization on the

This certificate is required for any teacher who is assigned at
least halt-time but not full time in carrying out guidance and
student personnel services.
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!!d:.!:f· 6:11-3.2 states:
Any contract or engagement between a boerd of education
and a teacher shall cease and be of no effect whenever said
board shall ascertain by notice in writing that said teacher is

not in possession of a proper teacher's certificate. This rule
shall apply even tho~.~;h the term of the contract may not
have expired. (~. 18A:27-2)
The enforcement of certification requirements are codified in !!d:.!:f· 6:11-3.5.
The only endorsements issued currently for those assigned to perform student

personnel services are embodied in !!d:.!:f· 6:11-12.12 and N.J.A.c. 6:11-12.13, and
eligibility requirements are considerably more stringent than those previously for
teacher/counselor or counselor. Compare the 1956 and 1963 Rules Concerning Teachers
Certificates at 125, 127 and at 80, 81 respectively.
It has been stipulated that H~.~;hes was not issued endorsements for student
personnel services until A~.~;ust 1985 (emergency) and November 1985 (regular). He

therefore became eligible to provide student personnel services on a full time basis as of
September I, 1985. Prior to that time he was only eligible to provide those services on a
less than full time basis by virtue of the teacher/counselor certification issued in July 1961
and June 1964.
A review of the employment histories and endorsements issued to all staff
members assigned to full time responsibilities for student personnel services clearly
indicates a minimum of seniority credits as follows: Loftus (26), Kyriazes (27), Pollack
(25), Hill (21), Cunningham (21), Bearg (16), Garrett (13), Farbman (15), D'Aries (11), and Shea
(8). Credit was not given for questionable periods of qualifications prior to the issuance
of an appropriate endorsement.
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A review of the employment history and endorsements issued to Hughes reveals
that he should be granted 26 years seniority as a teacher/counselor. That seniority
accrual, however, only entitles Hughes to preference for an assignment in student
personnel services that is less than full time. He should therefore be placed on a
preferred eligibility list in the event such a position is ever recreated by the Board.
Concerning seniority accural for full time student personnel services, it is
questionable if Hughes has any as he may not have acquired tenure in such a position
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6 (a), (b), or (c). This determination need not be reached as I
PIND all others to have accumulated greater seniority than Hughes.
I further PIND the respondent Board to have acted properly as a matter of law
when it transferred Hughes to his 1987-88 assignment as teacher of social studies pursuant
to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(i).
I CONCLUDE, therefore, that this Petition of Appeal shall be and is hereby
DISMISSED.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OP 'lliE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCA'nON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who by
law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with N.J .S.A.
52:148-10.
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I hereby FILR this Initial Decision with S.Ul eoop.man for consideration.
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ROSS R. HUGHES,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WEST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Petitioner's exceptions were
timely filed pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4 as were the exceptions
filed by Intervenors Michael Cunningham and Elizabeth Garrett.
Petitioner excepts to the ALJ's conclusion as stated in the
initial decision, antE!. that petitioner "has 26 years seniority as a
teacher/counselor. but that this •only entitles (him] to preference
for an assignment in student: personnel services that is less than
full time.'" (emphasis in Exceptions) (Petitioner's Exceptions, at
p. 1)
Petitioner incorporates the Facts and Point Two of his
post-hearing brief and his letter reply brief of October 8, 1987 in
support of his position in this regard.
Said documents are
incorporated herein by reference.
FurthPr, petitioner avers that he requested but was denied
a hearing to present evidence that his required qualifications and
duties performed while assigned under either his teacher/counselor
or student personnel services certificate "were essentially the
same,
and
that
any
distinction
between
his
authorization/
qualification. as allegedly represented under either of the two
certificates, is without substance, particularly in view of the
facts of this case." (Id.) Petitioner contends that the difference
between the two certificates he holds is not the nature of the
authority granted but the amount of time that the authority may be
exercised. Petitioner argues he was improperly denied the right to
present the evidence referred to above which is relevant to a
consideration of his legal and equitable arguments in this seniority
determination.
Petitioner submits that he should be deemed to have 2&
years seniority in the performance of counseling/student personnel
services. Alternatively, petitioner submits that he should be given
a hearing to present additional factual evidence in support of his
legal and equitable arguments.
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Intervenors Cunningham and Garrett except to two areas of
the initial decision. Counsel for intervenors submits in exceptions
that at no time did he enter into a stipulation as suggested by the
ALJ at page 5 of the initial decision that the secondary category as
defined in N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(15) is the only category at issue.
"Indeed, the brief submitted on behalf of these intervenors
explicitly argues that summary judgment would be inappropriate given
the lack of any evidence produced by any party regarding the grade
levels of the various schools during the assignments of the numerous
individuals involved as guidance counselors. Clearly, there was no
stipulation on this issue.***" (Intervenors' Exceptions, at p. 1)
Further. intervenors except to the ALJ' s setting forth at
page 7 of the initial decision a proposed "minimum" seniority level
for every individual other than petitioner, claiming that said
figures are not dispositive of seniority issues.
Intervenors
request the decision of the Commissioner set forth a specific
statement indicating that the ALJ' s seniority figures are estimates
and fail to take into account years of service during which
individuals were qualified but "did not have a certificate in
hand." (Id., at p. 2) Intervenors argue that a hearing should have
been allowed to permit the introduction of evidence on this
question. They further submit that the initial decision should be
modified as set forth in these two exceptions, and that the petition
should be dismissed.
Upon a careful review of the record before him, the
Commissioner rejects in part and adopts in part the decision of the
Office of Administrative Law for the reasons that follow.
The Commissioner notes initially his accord with the
finding of the ALJ that summary decision is appropriate in the
instant matter, notwithstanding any factual contests as to the
credentials held by the other guidance counselors in the district
nor based upon the specific qualifications and actual duties
performed by petitioner during his years of service under his
teacher/counselor endorsement, beyond those stipulated in the record.
As to the function performed during the period from
1964-1985, it is stipulated in the record that petitioner served
during that time as a full-time guidance counselor under an
endorsement which permitted him to assume duties as a teacher/
counselor.
(See Petitioner's Brief, at p. 2)
However, said
endorsement states in plain language on its face that the holder of
said endorsement was authorized to assume guidance and student
personnel services at least half time but not full time.
(See
Exhibit J-11.) Therefore, petitioner knew or should have known from
the plain language of his endorsement that he was not qualified to
assume the duties he undertook on a full-time basis.
The flaw in petitioner's argument that he is entitled to 26
years seniority in the category of student personnel services lies
in his mistaken claim that the subject area endorsement of
"teacher-counselor" equates with the role of those holders of the

2.
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endorsement now known as "pu.pil personnel services," previ?us ly
entitled "counselor."
This 1s not the case.
When pet1t1oner
assumed full-time duties as a guidance counselor in 1964, he ceased
to function as a teacher /counselor because that endorsement
proscribed a full-time role in student personnel services. Instead,
he knowingly agreed to function in a position for which he did not
have appropriate certification, in a full-time role restricted to
those who held "counselor" endorsement, later "pupil personnel
services" endorsement.
Since petitioner continued to work in a
field where he was improperly certified, he is entitled to no
seniority in that position until the date when, in August 1985, he
was provisionally certified and thereafter in November 1985 when he
became permanently and properly certified as holding a pupil
personnel
services
endorsement
on
an
educational
services
certificate. The Commissioner so finds having conducted exhaustive
research of the teacher certification regulations for the years in
question.
He finds therein no guidance as to whether the
endorsement "teacher/ counselor" survived after the 1966 regulations
installed the pupil personnel services endorsement which was made
available by the introduction of educational services certificates.
The Commissioner rejects any equitable arguments petitioner
raises that by virtue of having performed said duties full time over
the course of so many years, he is thereby entitled to the seniority
that attaches to such service, following the RIF in the district in
1987.
Clearly, petitioner was not qualified to assume such duties
full time, since he failed to become properly certificated until
1985.
Spiewak v. Rutherford Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 63 (1982)
Moreover, while the Commissioner deplores the laxity on the part of
the Board in failing to ascertain whether petitioner was properly
certified at the time it assigned him full-time counseling duties,
to grant the relief petitioner asks, that is, to treat him as if he
had been properly certified during those years, would inure to the
detriment of the other counselors in the district who bore the
burden of becoming properly certificated to assume full-time student
personnel services.
See James D. Hansen v. Runnemede Board of
Education, 1983 S.L.D. 1240 (equitable estoppel doctrine did not
prevent termination of uncertificated guidance counselor with five
years' service where guidance counselor knew of deficiency in
certification).
Thus,
the Commissioner
finds
without merit
petitioner's argument that his qualifications and the duties
performed while assigned under his teacher/counselor endorsement
"were essentially the same, and that any distinction between his
authorization/qualification
*** is without substance ***·"
(Petitioner's Exceptions, at p. 1}
Further, as found by the AW, since petitioner did not
acquire a pupil personnel services endorsement until August 1985,
and based on the limited record which does not indicate whether the
guidance counselor position in question was a ten-month or a
twelve-month appointment,
it
is
indeed questionable whether
petitioner is in fact tenured in the position of student personnel
services in respondent's district. See Initial Decision, at p. 8;
see also Hansen, supra (guidance counselor who neither possessed nor
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was eligible to possess proper certification during five years in
the district did not acqu1re tenure). Seiewak, suera Moreover, he
may not have completed the requisite tlme establuhed by N.J.S.A.
18A:28-6 for the acquisition of tenure in a position to which he was
reassigned, since he was riffed in April 1987, effective June 1987.
Based on the above findings, the Commissioner need not
reach intervenors' exceptions concerning whether or not the
seniority figures established by the AW represent a "minimum"
entitlement of the other individuals affected by the instant matter
since petitioner is clearly the least senior counselor. Similarly,
the Commissioner need not reach intervenors' exception regarding
whether a stipulation was entered into by the parties concerning
whether the secondary category is the only category at issue in the
instant matter, since petitioner has failed to establish tenure
entitlement in the position of pupil personnel services in the
district of West Orange.
Accordingly, the initial decision is reversed insofar as
the AW deemed petitioner entitled to 26 years seniority in the
category of teacher/counselor in that seniority cannot be accrued in
a nonexistent category.
Even were a part-time position in pupil
personnel services to arise in the district in the future, such
position could only be claimed by virtue of seniority in the
category of pupil personnel services.
In all other findings, the
initial decision is adopted for the reasons expressed therein.
Consequently, the instant Petition of Appeal is dismissed
with prejudice.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

December 21, 1987
Pending State Board
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OFFICE·-QF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INITIAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 4444-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 117-5/87
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF
THE TOWNSffiP OF NEPTUNE,
Petitioner,

v.
MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF
THE TOWNsmP OF NEPTUNE,
Respondent.

Vincent C. DeMaio, Esq., Cor petitioner (DeMaio & DeMaio, attorneys)

William J. O'Hagan, Esq., Cor respondent (Stout, O'Hagan & Bass, attorneys)
Record Closed: October 23, 1987

Decided: November 10, 1987

BEFORE BRUCE R. CAMPBELL, ALJ:
'fhe Neptune Township Board of Education (Board) appeals the action of the
Township of Neptune (Township) by which the Township certified to the Monmouth County
Board of Taxation a lesser appropriation for current expense and capital outlay school
budget purposes

tor

the 1987-88 school year than the amounts proposed by the Board in its

budget that was rejected by the voters on April 7, 1987.
The matter was transmitted by the Department of Education to the Office of
Administrative Law for determination as a contested case pursuant
!!!_~·and~·

July 31, 1987.

t

to~·

52:14B-1

52:14F-1 !!_ ~· Arter notice, a prehearing conference was held on

It was
determined that the issue was whether the Township acted
•

reasonably and with full regard for the state's educational standards and its own
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obligations to fix a sum sufficient to provide a system of local schools that may be fairly
considered thorough and efficient. The matter was heard on October 23, 1987, at the
Neptune City Municipal Court, and the record closed the same day.
The Township's reductions, pursuant to

~·

18A:22-37, total $236,000 in

cUI'I'ent expense and $50,000 In eapl tal outlay.

UNCONTESTED FACTS
The following evidence is uncontested and Is ADOPTED AS PACT.
At the school election held on April 7, 1987, the Board submitted to the
electorate the following proposed amounts to be raised by local taxation for 1987-88:
$11,504,835
$
65,563

Current Expense
Capital Outlay

These proposals were rejected by the voters. Following Its review of the budget,
the Township certified to the Middlesex County Board or Taxation $11,304,835 for current
expense and $15,563 for capital outlay. Thus, the Township reduced the Board's proposed
budget for CUI'I'ent expense by $236,000 and for capital outlay by $50,000.

PAROL AND DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
Pursuant to~· 1:6-lO.l(c), the Board submitted Its contentions in the Corm
of written testimony. The Township made no sueh submission.
The superintendent states, on behalf of the Board, that the Township fails to
recognize the urgent and persistent nature of the Board's fiscal crisis. He refers to the
six-year period 1915-80 In which the school tax rate decreased from $3.10 per $100
evaluation to $2.86. This shrinkage occurred because large amounts of money were
appropriated each year from free balance. Beginning in 1984, It became apparent that
this practice had run its course.
-2-
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Many ertorts have been made to eontrol eosts. The Bradley Park School was
closed and a school and program reorganization plan was developed. The reorganization
plan provides for a net reduction of 25 stafC members.
In 1985-86, the system employed manual accounting practices. In May 1986, the
Board business administrator notified the new superintendent that the district would end
the school year with a deficit of $137,000. In 1986-87, the budget submitted to the voters
reflected steps taken to improve the situation. The budget was both prudent and fiscally
sound. Unfortunately, it was defeated by the voters and the Board and Township agreed
to a reduction of $100,000. During the 1986-87 school year, the employee health benefits
insurance programs overran by nearly 100 percent. In order to close the school year
without a deficit, the district imposed a spending moratorium, reduced staff positions,
accelerated sale of the Bradley Park School, delayed all but emergency repairs,
eliminated overtime payment for custodians and secretaries, and requested a state audit
to assist its efforts to avoid a deficit.
The Board is under order by the Commissioner of Education to maintain a

planned program of school desegregation and integration to correct racial imbalances.
The program requires extensive busing of elementary pupils. It also involves some special
programs that require a small teacher-pupil ratio.
The school tax rate in Neptune Township has not increased as rapidly as school
costs. Because of the cumulative effect of budget problems, the Board has reorganized
the district, hired a new certified business administrator, hired an assistant Board
secretary-office manager, reorganized the payroll and aceounts payable operation,
replaced the manual accounting system with a computerized system, changed insurance
carriers and secured a health benefits package with an established loss maximum, and
authorized the investigation of a reorganization of the school district.
The Board has attempted to reach a settlement with the Township on the
defeated budget. However, the Township's Insistence on a reduction of $286,000 would
preclude the Board's ability to provide

8

proper education without again facing

8

deficit.

On September 10, 1987, the State Department of Education lll!•!iting team reported that
the Board should complete the 1986-87 school year with a free balance of less than
$10,000.
-3-
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The superintendent testified that state aid for 1987-88 appears to be a little less
than $150,000 over the 1986-87 figure. State aid is decreasing in proportion to the total
school budget, especially in such areas as compensatory education.
Concerning specific line items, the superintendent testified that line item JllO,
salaries, was budgeted at $359,827 because that Is the contractual obligation of the
district. Although two administrative positions and two secretarial positions were
eliminated in 1986-87, and although state aid has been reduced, the clerical work of
serving the many pupils in special education and basic skills programs increases.
Jl20d- Other Contracted Services
The Board budgeted $35,000, its 1986-87 expenditures were $43,963 and the
Township reduced the amount budgeted by $10,000. This line encompasses cooperative
purchasing services, school board policy manual revision, labor contract negotiations and
the substitute teacher caller system. The amount expended last year exceeds this year's
appropriation. Negotiations normally begin in September for the teachers' contract. Any
reduction In this account would require the elimination of an essential service.
130- Board Members' Expenses
The 1986-87 expenditures were $31,704. The Board has budgeted $34,000 for
1987-88, based mainly on an anticipated increase in New Jersey School Board's
Association dues. Virtually all other subitems remain Wlchanged.
J211 - Principals
The 1986-87 expenditures were $648,327 and the budgeted amount for 1987-88 Is
$681,084. The Township has reduced this line by $65,916. The district is contractually
obligated to pay the salaries precisely as budgeted in 1987-88. The 1986-87 budget shows
a decrease of one principal because the Bradley Park School was closed. There are eight
schools in the district: six elementary schools, each with an administrator, and one junior
and one senior high school, each with two vice-principals, a reduction rrom three viceprincipals.

-4-
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J216 -Teacher Aides

Actual 198S.8i expenditure was $98,793. The Board budgeted $123,929, which it
is eontractually obligated to pay. The Township reduced this amount by $25,000.
Decreasing eompensatory education and special education aid mandates that the Board
pick up the difference.

Reduction of personnel would be counterproductive.

The

elimination of aides in special cl8SSes, for example, would require either hiring teachers
or paying tuition to another district to provide the mandated services.
J550- Replacement of Vehicles (Originally shown in J530, in error)

Actual 1986-87 expenditures were $52,813. The Board has budgeted $48,600 for
1987-88 and the Township reduced that by $20,000. For the past five years, a lease
program has been in effect to transport special education pupils. Bids are advertised to

lease vans for four years. Vans are traded back for market value to reduce cost of leasing
replacement vans. Two vans are due for trade-In this year. This cost is fully aided to the
district. No reductions In this line Item can be effected.
J630 - Heat for Buildings

The Board expended $148,245 in 198S.87. It budgeted $348,000 for 1987-88,
which the Township reduced by $50,000. The per-gallon cost of fuel oU was up in 198S.87.
It has been estimated that eosts will increase an additional 15 percent in 1987-88. The
estimated use of fuel oU is based on estimated degree days for 1987-88. The 1986-87
winter was unusually mUd. Fuel oil expenditures were less than normal but may
reasonably be expected to return to normal levels this year.
J720- Contracted Services for Repair of Equipment

Actual expenditures for 198(;..87 were $73,175.
$70,650 Cor 1987-88.

The Board has budgeted only

The Township reduced this by another $10,000.

VirtUally all

equipment in the district is under service contract. The 1986-87 line item was
underbudgeted. The recent acquisition of computers for eomputer-8SSisted instruction has
increased maintenance cost.

-5-
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730A- Replacement of Instruction Equipment
The Board expended $32,859 in 1986-87. It budgeted $76,710 for 1987-88, which
the council reduced by $10,000. Although this account shows a substantial increase, a
shortage of funds in the 1986-87 budget prevented needed expeditures in this line. The
budget reflects normal replacement of business education typewriters, computers,
business machines, science, industrial arts, physical education equipment and the like.
Individual building requests orginally totaled over $150,000 and were reduced by the Board
to $76,710. Replacements have been held to a minimum in prior years and expenditures
now are necessary. Transfers out of this account last year to meet the insurance crisis
increased the needs for 1987-88.
Jl020- Other Expenses for Student Body Activities
Actual expenditures for 1986-87 were $164,933. The Board budgeted $194,000
for 1987-88, which the council reduced by $10,000. The Board's estimate for 1987-88 is a
reasonable one to provide athletic programs, insurance, supplies and an special activities
for various school programs and clubs. The Board, on page 26 of Its pretiled testimony,
breaks down all activities, with a figure for each, and a total of $194,000.
Ll220- Improvement of Sites (Capital Outlay)

The Board expended only $7,665 in 1986-87 and has budgeted $75 1 000 for 198788. The Township reduced that figure by $50,000, leaving $25,000 in the line item.
Capital outlays unfortunately are the easiest items to delay. Continued delays,
however, cause a physical plant to deteriorate. In the Board's opinion, the above
expenditures are required to repair, maintain and upgrade facilities.

DISCUSSION AND DETERMINATION
The Board's reasons for restoration or all funds to account JllO are realistic and
compelling. I accept as PACT that contractual obligations for salaries in this account

-6-
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total $359,827. Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the $30,000 deduction effected by the
Township be replaced.
I ORDER the $10,000 Township reduction to line Jl20 be replaced. The Board's
1987-88 budget figure of $35,000 is realistic and is $10,000 less than the actual 1986-87
expenditure.
Line 130, Board Members' Expenses, budgeted at $34,000, is a realistic
appropriation. Involvement in school boards associations and related meetings, seminars
and workshops is essential, especially for lay board members who must try to keep abreast
of vast amounts of information, while serving part-time and receiving no remuneration.
ORDER the $5,000 reduction restored in full.
The Township reduction of $65,916 to line J211 must be restored in full. It is so
ORDERED.

The district is contractually obligated to pay these salaries in 1987-88.

Assisted by the decrease of one principal because of the closing of the Bradley Park
School, the increase in this line item is modest, indeed, and is fully justified.
Similarly, the Board is contr&ctually obligated to pay the sal&ries in the J216
account. I agree th&t any reudction of personnel in this area, at the present time, would
be counterproductive. It is ORDERED that the reduction of $25,000 be restored in full.
I ORDER th&t $20,000 be replaced to line item J550b. The Board le!ISes eight
vehicles and purchases computerized routing service. The Board's policy of tr&ding back
leased vans each four years is a prudent one. In consideration of these circumst&nces, and
in the absence of any reason to the contrary given by the Township, J ORDER that the
sum of $20,000 be restored to this account.
J630 - He&t for Buildings
As the Board points out, the winter of 1986-87 was unusually mild.

The

char&eter of the 1987-88 winter is unknowable. Nevertheless, a doubling of the 1986-87
expenditures does not seem re!ISonable. Even assuming a 15 percent increase in fuel oil
prices and a severe winter, the incre!ISe in this aeeount is not justifiable. I FIND that

-7-
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$75,000 may be reduced from this account without any danger to school building
operations. A reduction of $75,000 is ORDERED.
J720C - Contract of Services for Repair of Equipment
The 1987-88 budgeted amount of $70,650 is nearly $3,000 below the 1986-87
expenditures. Prudent operation demands that the maintenance of equipment be kept up.
So-called economies in maintenance often cost more in the long run. The Board's
statement of the account and budgeted figure are entirely reasonable. I ORDER the
replacement of $10,000 to the J720 account.
J730 - Replacement of Instructional Equipment
The Board's actual expenditures In 1986-87 for replacement of instructional
equipment totaled $32,859. This is an extremely small sum when one considers desks,
chairs, appliances for home economics, audiovisual equipment, art and industrial arts
equipment, physical education equipment, business education equipment and science
equipment for a district this size. I FIND that the Board's $76,710 figure for 1987-88 is
both extremely conservative and justified. It is ORDERED that the reduction or $10,000
be replaced in run to this account.
Jl020- Other Expenses for Student Body Activities
I ORDER the replacement of the $10,000 reduction effected by the Township in
this account. This account supports more than two dozen pupil activities. The Board's
figure seems well-advised and economical in light of the importance of this aspect of the
curricUlum.
Ll220C- Improvement of Sites (Capital Outlay}
All items in this account appear justifiable as to need and reasonable as to cost.
Further delay of these projects can only cost more money ultimately. Driveways, parking
areas, fences, retaining walls and the like are all essential to the effective use and proper
maintenance of physical facilities. Accordingly, I ORDER the reduction of $50,000 made
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by the Township restored to this account so that $75,000 shall be available for
improvement of sites in the 1987-88 school year.

In summary, all current expense reductions - except to account J630 - were
restored. All capital outlay reductions were restored. The Township already has certified
$11,304,835 to the Monmouth County Board of Taxation for current expense purposes. It
is ORDERED that the additional amount of $160,916 be certified to the Monmouth County
Board of Taxation for current expell!le school purposes of the Neptune Township Board of
Education for the 1987-88 school year.

The Township has certified to the Monmouth

County Board of Taxation the sum of $15,563 for capital outlay purposes. It is ORDERED
that the additional sum of $50,000 be certified to the Monmouth County Board of
Taxation for capital outlay purposes of the Neptune Township Board of Education for the
1987-88 school year.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejeeted by the
COMMJBSIONER OP THE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However. if S8ul
Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:148-10.
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I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.
·~··.

..

Re.ceipt Acknowledged:

HOV 16111

DATE
ds

J
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF NEPTUNE,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION

MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE TOWNSHIP
OF NEPTUNE, MONMOUTH COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by
the parties.
Upon a thorough examination of
concurs with the recommended order of
tional $160,916 to the amount of local
the Monmouth County Board of Taxation
school purposes.

the
the
tax
for

record, the Commissioner
AW providing an addilevy to be certified to
1987-88 current expense

The following chart indicates the current expense line item
reductions made by the Council, the amount proposed by the Board in
the defeated budget, and the amount of restoration or reduction
ordered by the ALJ which is adopted by the Commissioner.
CUR_~!'I'L~XPENSES

Order of
_

Line
gem

Amount
Proposed

Council's
Reductiol'l

~.AW

Jl20d

$ 35,000

$10,000

+$ 10,000

Jl30a

34,000

5,000

+

5,000

J211

681,084

65,916

+

65,916

J216

123,929

25,000

+

25,000

48,600

20,000

+

20,000

J630

348,000

50,000

J720c

70,650

10,000

+

10,000

J730a

76.710

10,000

+

10,000

J550g*
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Amount
Proposed

Council's
Reduction

Jl020

194,000

10,000

+

10,000

JllO

359,827

30,000

+

30,000
$160,916

Total Additional Amount
+

*
**

Order of
AW

Line
Item

Monies to be restored
Additional monies to be reduced
Reported erroneously as J530
Total reduction of $75,000

Further, the Commissioner concurs with the AW's recommended order to restore the sum of $50,000 to the capital outlay
portion of the budget which had been reduced by the Council.
Accordingly, the Commissioner hereby directs the Monmouth
County Board of Taxation to certify an additional amount of $160,916
to be raised in the 1987-88 local tax levy for current expense
purposes which, when added to the amount of $11,304,835 previously
certified, will result in a total current expense certification of
$11,465,751. An additional amount of $50,000 is to be certified for
capital outlay purposes (specifically for improvement of sites,
Ll220c} which, when added to the amount previously certified will
result in a total certification of $65,563.
Lastly,
corrected:

the following errors in the initial decision are

1.

Page two

$11,540,835 was the amount submitted to the voters for current
expense.

2.

Page three

(Last paragraph)
The
reduction was $2~6.000.

3.

Page four

Board Members'
item Jl30~.

4.

Page five

Contracted Services for Repair of
Equipment is line item J720£.

5.

Page seven

(Last
paragraph)
The
$20,000
restoration is to line JSSOg,
leasing of vehicles (see P. 3,
page 22).

Expenses

amount
is

of
line

IT IS SO ORDERED.
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 21, 1987
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OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INlTIAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 2330-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 49-3/87
AUGUSTUS C. &: COLETTE GERDING,

Petitioners,
v.
BOARD OP EDUCATION OP THE
MATAWAN-ABERDEEN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT,

Respondent.

Augustus C. Gercllqr,

1.!!:2 se, for the petitioners

Vincent C. DeMaio, Esq., for the respondent (DeMaio &: DeMaio, attorneys)
Record Closed: September 29, 1987

Decided: November 13, 1987

BEFORE BEATJUCE S. TYLUTKJ, ALJ:

This matter concerns the allegation of the petitioners, Augustus c. am..l
Colette Gerding, that the Board of Education of the Matawan-Aberdeen Regional Sehool
District (Board) should pay the tuition for the education of their daughter, Gayle Gerding,
at the Red Bank Regional High Sehool (Red Bank) for the 1984-85, 1985-86 and 1986-87
school years.
After the petition and the answer were filed with the Commissioner of the
Department of Education (Commissioner), the matter was transmitted to the Office of
Administrative Law for a determination as a contested case, pursuant to N.J.S.A.
5Z:14F-l et ~·

New Jersey Is

A11

Equal Opportunity Employer
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During the prehearing conference held on May 22, 1987, the parties agreed
that the issues in this matter are:
A.

Whether the Board failed to provide the petitioners with information
regarding vocational education opportunities available to their daughter.

B.

Whether the Board was under any obligation to pay for the education of
the petitioners• daughter at Red Bank.

c.

Whether the Board's offer to provide a share-time program for the
petitioners• daughter starting with the 1985-86 school year was a
workable alternative.

D.

Whether the petitioners are entitled to reimbursement from the Board
for their daughter's tuition for the 1984-85, 1985-86 and 1986-87 school
years.

At the hearing, which took place on August 20, 1987, Vincent C. DeMaio, Esq.,
on behalf of the Board, raised the additional issue of whether any of the reliefs requested
by the petitioners are barred by the 9o-day rule set forth In N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2(b).
After receipt of briefs fl'om the parties, the record in this matter closed on
September 29, 1987.
FINDINGS OF FACT
The petitioners and their daughter, Gayle Gerding, reside In the Matawan Aberdeen Regional School District.

Gayle Gerding completed the ninth grade at the

Matawan .Junior High School during the 1983-84 school year, and she was scheduled to
complete her tenth through twelfth grades at the Matawan Regional High School
(Matawan).
On April 19, 1984, the petitioners' other daughter died, and initially it was
believed that her death was drug-related.

A local pollee officer, Detective Kenneth

Wicklund, conducted an Investigation regarding the death and apparently told students at
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Matawan that she died from an overdose of drugs. As a result of her sister's death and the
subsequent police investigation, Gayle Gerding became withdrawn and developed
psychiatric problems. She started to drink alcoholic beverages and to miss classes. Gayle
Gerding received psychiatric treatment, 8lld as part of her therapy, she decided to
concentrate on dancing.
Before Gayle Gerding completed the ninth grade, the petitioners spoke to
William Lucach, a guidance counselor employed at Matawan, about their daughter's
mental problems regarding the death of her sister and regarding their decision to have her
enroll in the performing arts (dance} program at Red Bank.
In addition, the petitioners spoke to William N. Conwell, the assistant
superintendent of education for the Board, appi'Oldmately at the start of the 1984-85
school year, about the possibility of financial assistance from the Board to help defray the
tuition expenses at the Red Bank. At the time of the conversation, the petitioners had
already arranged to send their daughter to Red Bank. Mr. Conwell indicated that he
would try to arrange for a scholarship. Petitioners made no formal application to the
Board to send their daughter to Red Bank. Gayle Gerding did not receive 11 scholarship
and the petitioners paid $3,966, the full tuition for the 1984-85 school year. During that
school year, the petitioners did not pursue the matter of getting financialassist!lllce from
the Board.
For the 1985-86 school year, the Board offered the petitioners a share-time
program for their daughter (P-5). This program provided that she would take her
academic subjects at Matawan during the morning !llld then she would be t!lken by bus to
Red Bank where she would participate In the performing arts program in the afternoon.
This program was developed by Mr. Lueach 8lld a represent11tive of Red Bank.
The petitioners rejected this offer (P-1) 8lld again enrolled their daughter as a
full-time student at Red Bank. Since the Board would not agree to pay !lilY part of the
tuition, the petitioners engaged the services of an attorney, John R. Connelly, Jr.
Mr. Connelly wrote a letter to Dr. Kenneth D. Hall, superintendent of education for the
Board, dated September 26, 1985, In which he stated that Red Bank is a designated area
vocational technical school (AVTS), and requested the Board to pay the tuition since it
was impossible for Gayle Gerding to attend Red Bank as a share-time student because of
the school calendars confiict and the transportation problems (P-2). Since there was no
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response to this letter, and since Red Bank did not demand any tuition payments for the
1985-86 school year, the petitioners assumed that a financial arrangement had been made
by the Board. At the end of the 1985-86 school year, the petitioners were contacted by
Kenneth Sommerhalter, the secretary and business administrator for Red Bank, regarding
the Wlpllid tuition. On June 25, 1986, Mr. Connelly wrote another letter Dr. Hall
regarding the matter (P-4).
Ai'ter the petitioners enrolled their daughter as a full-time student at Red
Bank for the 1986-87 school year (P-9), Mr. Gerding informed Dr. Hall by letter that the
share-time program was not acceptable, and requested that the Board pay at least half of
their daughter's tuition (P-3).
After Red Bank was informed that the Board would not pay Gayle Gerding's
tuition for the 1985-86 and 1986-87 school years, the school notified the petitioners by
letter dated December 11, 1986, that their daughter's attendance at Red Bank would be
terminated at the end of 1986, If the tuition was not paid (P-8). In order to ensure that
their daughter would be allowed to complete the program, the petitioners paid $7,932, the
full tuition payments for the 1985-86 and 1986-87 school years (P-10, P-11).
According to Mr. Gerding, there was an ongoing negotiation regarding the
tuition matter mtil he received a letter from Mr. DeMaio, dated February 2, 1987, in
which Mr. DeMaio indicated that the Board would not agree to pay any portion of the
tuition payments. Mrs. Gerding then wrote a letter to the Commissioner requesting his
assistance regarding the matter (P-12). Dr. Saul Cooperman advised the petitioners that
their dispute with the Board had to be resolved through the appeal process provided In
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.1 .!! ,!!g. (P-3). The petition, which Is the subject of this matter, was
tiled with the Commissioner on March 24, 1987.
I FIND that the facts stated above are not In dispute. However, there are
several factual disputes.
The first factual dispute Is the feaslblllty of the share-time program proposed
by the Board. Both Mr. Conwell and Mr. Bruce M. Quinn, the Board's secretary and
assistant to the superintendent for supportive services, testified that share-time programs
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are not unusual and that it was the Board's policy to establish time-share programs for all
of its vocational students so that these students could take their aeademic courses at
Matawan. The Board favors time-sharing programs since they save money and since they
assure the continuity of the Board's educational standards and goals as to the academic
courses taken by the students. Mr. Quinn stated that the Board has about 200 students per
year participating in vocational time-sharing programs. The one exception is the
statutory M.A.S.T. (Marine Aeademy of Science and Technology) program, which is taught
in a special school in Sandy Hook operated by the county,~ 18A:54C-l. Pursuant
to this statute, the local board for the district where the student resides does not decide
whether the student should be assigned to the M.A.S.T. program on a part-time or fulltime basis.
Mr. Conwell stated that the petitioners did not notify the Board that there was
any problem with the time-share program prepared for their daughter. Mr. Conwell was
confident that any problems with the program could have been handled If the petitioners
were willing to have their daughter go to Red Bank on a part-time basis.
Mr. Gerding testified that he was not sure as to when or to whom he or his
wife stated their objeetions to the share-time program; however, Mr. Gerding stated that
they rejected the program beeaUBe It was unworkable. Speeifically, Mr. Gerding stated
that the program would be confusing since the calendars for the two schools were not
identical (P-6, P-7); the schedules of classes in the two schools were not compatible; his
daughter would have to spend a considerable time being bU!Ied between schools; and his
daughter would not be able to fully participate In the performing arts program if she had
elasses at Matawan in the morning. Also, Mr. Gerding stated that the share-time program
proposed by the Board required hls daughter to repeat in the eleventh grade one or the
dance courses that she had taken In the tenth grade.
As to this factual dispute, I PIHD that it is evident from the testimony that
the petitioners had decided that their daughter should take the performing arts program
and that she should go to another school. After making this decision, the petitioners were
unwilling to accept a share-time program which would place their daughter in Matawan
for part of the day. Therefore, the petitioners made no effort to work with the Board to
develop an acceptable share-time program.

-5-
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Also, I PIND that since the Board had a general policy to use share-time
programs for students taking vocational classes in another school, it was unwilling to pay
all or part or the tuition for the petitioners' daughter.
The other factual issue is whether or not the Board was remiss in not having
the petitioners' daughter evaluated as a possible special education student during the
1983-84 school year. There are certain test results regarding Gayle Gerding attached to
the petition and It is not disputed that she had a difficult time adjusting to her sister's
death.
Mr. Conwell testified that Gayle Gerding was a good student and that she did
not have an academic or behavioral problem in the ninth grade. While in the ninth grade,
she was absent seven times and was late twice, and her grades were acceptable. Mr.
Conwell recognized that Gayle Gerding was upset and disturbed by her sister's death;
however, he did not consider that there was any reason tor an evaluation by a child study
team. Also, none of her teachers or the petitioners requested such an evaluation. Helen
Rappaport, the special division director who supervises the child study team for the
Board, stated that referrals are made only when there is an indication of academic or
emotional problems which warrants the classification of the student and the assignment of
the student to a special education program. Ms. Rappaport confirmed that Gayle Gerding
had never been referred to the child study team for evaluation by the petitioners or by
any of her teachers.
Based on the testimony in this matter, I PIND that Gayle Gerding's problems
were of a temporary nature and that the petitioners have not shown that the Board acted
Improperly by not having her evaluation by the child study team. Further, there is no
indication that if she was evaluated, the child study team would have suggested that
Gayle Gerding attend Red Bank on a full-time basis.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based on the facts, I CONCLUDE that the issue relating to reimbursement of
the tultlon for the 1984-85 school year Is barred by the 96-day rule contained in N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.2(b), since the petitioners did not pursue the matter during the 1984-85 school year
even though they knew the Board was not going to make any type or payment for that

-6-
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school year. Also, I CONCLUDE that the Issue relating to reimbursement of tuition for
the 1985-86 and 1986-87 school years is not barred by the 90-day rule. As to these school
years, I accept Mr. Gerding's representation that he thought initially that the Board had
agreed to pay his daughter's tuition for the 1985-86 school year after his attorney wrote
the September 26, 1985 letter, and that thereafter there was a continuous discussion of
the tuition matter until just before the filing of the petition. Further, even if the 90-day
rule were applicable, the faets in this matter warrant the relaxation of the rule, pursuant
to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17, as to the tuition payments for the 1985-86 and 1986-87 school
years.
At the hearing and In his brief, Mr. Gerding argued that the Board was
responsible for the education of his daughter and that as a taxpayer and a resident of the
school district, the petitioners are entitled to be reimbursed for all or at least part of the
tuition paid to Red Bank. According to Mr. Gerding, this is especially true since Red Bank
has been designated as the AVTS and the program taken by his daughter is a recognized
vocational program. In support of his position, Mr. Gerding cited the Commissioner's
decision in Pool v. Bd. of Ed. of Klngsway Regional School District, (decided on
February 20, 1981).
Mr. Gerding also argued that the Board should have had his daughter evaluated
during the 1983-84 school year for the purpose of designating a special education program
for her.
Further, Mr. Gerding argued that the share-time program suggested by the
Board was not workable, and he questioned the testimony of Mr. Conwell and 'VIr. Quinn
that there were legitimate continuity of curriculum reasons tor requiring his daughter to
spend part of her school day at Matawan. Mr. Gerding argued that the only reason the
Board proposed the share-time program was to save money, and that this reason
improperly placed monetary considerations ahead of the welfare of his daughter. Lastly,
Mr. Gerding argued that there was no reason why the vocation program taken by his
daughter should be treated any differently than the M.A.S.T. program which allowed
students to participate on a full-time basis.
At the hearing and In his brief, Mr. DeMaio argued that the Board was under
no legal obligation to pay the tuition tor the petitioners' daughter.

-7-
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In support of his argument, Mr. DeMaio cited

~

18A:38-15, which

provides:
Any board of education not furnishing Instruction In a particular
high school course of study, which any pupil resident in the district
and who has completed the elementary course of study provided
therein may desire to pursue, may, in Its discretion, pay the tuition
of such pupil tor Instruction in such course of study In a high school
of another district.

Although Mr. DeMaio argued that this statute Is generally applicable in this
matter, he recognized that Gayle Gerding's status was somewhat different since Red Bank
has been designated as the AVTS, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:46-1.1 !! !!9· Mr. DeMaio
stated that the leading cases dealing with AVTS programs are KeyPOI't Bd. of Ed. v. Bd. of
Ed. of Union Beach, et al, OAL DKT. EDU 11084-82 (Aug. 30, 1983), aff'd. by

Commissioner (Oct. 17, 1983), and R.H. and E.H v. Bd. of Ed. of Freehold Regional High
School District, OAL DKT. EDU 6344-84 (Jan. 18, 1985), aff'd by Commissioner (March 7,
1985), aft'd by State Board (Nov. 6, 1985), and that these decisions are Instructive even
though they are not direeUy applicable.
I agree with Mr. DeMaio's argument that these cases are not directly
applicable. However, these eases recogni:.r.e that students have the right to attend
programs at AVTS, and that the local boards of education are not prohibited from providing access to these vocational programs on a part-time basis, except for the M.A.S.T.
program which Is governed by specific statutory provisions.

Sinee a local board of education has the dual responsibility of providing its
students with a thorough and efficient education and providing the taxpayers with a
financially efficient system of education, I CONCLUDE that the Board's policy of using
vocational share-time programs is not unreasonable provided that an acceptable program
can be established. In this matter, I CONCLUDE that the Board made a good faith effort
to establish a share-time program for the petitioners' daughter, and that there was no
proof that an acceptable program could not have been developed if the petitioners had
worked with the Board. Further, I COMCLUDE that the petitioners have not shown that
the Board faUed to provide them with information regarding vocational education
opportunities.

-8-
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Although I am In total sympathy with the petitioners' decision to send Gayle
Gerding to another school in view of the circumstances surrounding their other daughter's
death, I CONCLUDE that the Board did not act unreasonably and that the petitioners are
not entitled to any tuition reimbursement from the Board. Since the petitioners decided
to send their daughter to Red Bank without any prior assurance of financial assistance
from the Board, this matter is clearly distinguishable. on the facts from the Pool ease.
Therefore, I ORDER that the petition be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA1lON, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law Is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, if Saul
Cooperman does not so act In forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final decision in accordance with
N .J.S.A. 52:14B-10.
I hereby PILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPERMAN for consideration.

},1~13

DATE

l)'l'7
J

t

NOV 13 1987

Acknowledged:

~-11'1<Ao 0~

DATE

NOV 18181
DATE

ks
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AUGUSTUS C. AND COLETTE GERDING,
PETITIONERS,
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

V.

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
MATAWAN-ABERDEEN REGIONAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT, MONMOUTH COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed.
Petitioners filed timely
exceptions pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4. The Board filed timely
reply exceptions thereto.
Petitioners reiterate in exceptions the arguments they
posed to the AW, and ask that the recommended decision of the AW
dismissing the Petition of Appeal with prejudice be reversed.
Petitioners' exceptions are summarized below in pertinent part.
Petitioners request that pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17 the
Commissioner relax the 90-day rule, N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
The
Commissioner notes that petitioners are appearing P.!.Q se in this
proceeding and apparently misconstrued the conclusion of the AW.
who in fact recommended relaxation of the 90-day rule as it pertains
to the issue of tuition payment for the years 1985-86 and 1986-87,
during which petitioners' daughter attended Red Bank High School.
The Commissioner interprets this exception as asking that the
Commissioner also relax the 90-day rule as it pertains to the
1984-85 school year, which the ALJ recommended not be relaxed.
Petitioners further aver in exceptions that "[w]e proved at
trial that the Board through Mr. Conwell and Mr. Lukach (sic) never
tried to work. with us to establish a share time program."
(Petitioners• Exceptions, at p. 2)
They except to the ALJ's
conclusion that the Board made a good faith effort to establish a
share time schedule, and that there was no proof that an acceptable
program wasn't developed.
Petitioners claim that proof of these
points is embodied in the answers to interrogatories and the trial
transcript.
Further, petitioners except to the ALJ's statement that
they argued the M.A.S.T. program allows students to attend full time
and therefore that their daughter should be allowed to attend Red
Bank full time. Rather petitioners contend their argument below was
that M.A.S.T., before it became a statutorily governed entitlement,
was a L.A.V:S. "I argued," petitioners aver in exceptions, "at the
time M.A.S.T. was a L.A.V.S. students had a choice. Why shouldn't
we be treated equally." ( Id. , at p. 4)
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Petitioners claim that the situation they faced with the
Board is comparable to that in Pool v. Board of Education of the
Kingsway Regional School Distr""1c=-t=-=• ...-:.d.;..e-c"""fded by the Commissioner
February 20, 1981.
Like Poll (sic) we received no offer of help from
the Board.
For anyone to expect a parent to
withdraw their child from a school so they can
attend as a share time student when the only
schedule they ever received has that student
repeating a class is not correct.
FACT IS THEY NEVER PROVIDED US WITH A WORKABLE
SCHEDULE.
(Id., at p. 5)
Petitioners request that the Commissioner order the
Matawan-Aberdeen Regional Board of Education to pay the full tuition
cost for the 1984-85, 85-86 and 86-87 school years. In conclusion,
petitioners aver:
As Red Bank selects its students by audition
only, I request that you set precedent and allow
the talented youth of New Jersey that are
accepted by audition to attend without the
hardship that's been put on us.
(Id., at p. 6)
The Board advises that it files no exceptions.
With
respect to petitioners' exceptions, the Board's position is that the
AW made findings "which are more than amply supported by the
transcript and that further she correctly applied the law applicable
to the case." (Board's Reply Exceptions)
Initially, the Commissioner notes that the record before
him does not include a transcript. Based on the record he has been
provided, including the exhibits, both those attached to the
Petition of Appeal and those admitted as exhibits by the AW, and
the exceptions and replies thereto, the Commissioner adopts the
conclusion

of

the

Office

of

Administrative

Law

dismissing

the

instant Petition of Appeal, but based on the reason that follows,
not for those reasons expressed in the initial decision.
For the record, the Commissioner sets forth the following
chronology:

September 1984

Petitioners approach William N.
Conwell,
assistant superintendent of education for
respondent Board for financial assistance.
No formal application to the Board to send
Gayle Gerding to Red Bank. Petitioners paid
full tuition.
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1985-86
July 29, 1985

Petitioners
write
Mr. Lucach,
guidance
counselor at respondent high school, stating
"*** we find it's unfeasible for Gayle to
take her academics at Matawan H.S. while
remaining a dance major in Red Bank Regional
H.S.'s performing arts program." (P-1)

September 3, 1985

Board proffers share time program for Gayle
Gerding. (Exhibit C - Petition of Appeal)

September 26, 1985

Petitioners' counsel. John R. Connelly, Esq.
writes Board declining share time and asking
Board to arrange for payment of her tuition
as soon as possible. (P-2)

June 1986

Mr. Kenneth Sommerhalter, Board Secretary at
Red Bank Regional H.S., contacts petitioners
apprising them that Gayle Gerding's tuition
had not been paid.

June 25, 1986

Petitioners•
counsel
writes
Dr. Kenneth
Hall, Superintendent of Respondent Board
apprising him that the tuition had not been
paid and further asking that he work out
payment with Mr. Sommerhalter since it was
his understanding that the Board would pay
the tuition for the reasons set forth in his
letter of September 25, 1986. (P-4)

August 28, 1986

Mr. Sommerhalter writes Mr William Conwell
setting forth tuition charges and payment
due. (Exhibit C, Petition of Appeal)

September 1986

Parents again enroll Gayle Gerding at Red
Bank H.S.

September 4, 1986

Mr.
Conwell
replies
to
letter
from
Mr. Sommerhalter dated August 28, 1986, copy
to petitioners, stating the Board's position
that since the start of the 1985-86 school
year when petitioners refused a share time,
that it would not pay the tuition costs for
either the 1985-86 or the 1986-87 school
year. (Exhibit C, Petition of Appeal)

October 13, 1986

Parents again reject share time. In letter
dated October 13, 1986 parents ask Board to
consider paying if not all. at least half,
of the $11,898 tuition. (P-3)
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October 16, 1986

Mr.
Sommer halter forwards
to petitioners
tuition
contracts
for
their
daughter's
attendance at Red Bank H.S.
(Exhibit c.
Petition of Appeal)

December 11, 1986

Dr. Donald D. Warner. Superintendent of Red
Bank Regional High School District writes
petitioners apprising them that if tuition
due was not paid by December 17, 1986, its
Board would consider resolution to terminate
Gayle's attendance. (P-8)

December 17, 1986

Petitioners pay tuition in amount of $5.949.
(P-10)

February 2, 1987

Counsel for
respondent Board, Vincent C.
DeMaio, Esq.
writes petitioners'
counsel
apprising him that the Board's position had
not changed that it would not consent to
payment of tuition at Red Bank H.S. for
Gayle's
full-time
attendance
there.
(Exhibit C, Petition of Appeal)

February 16, 1987

Petitioners write Commissioner of Education
asking for appointment with all concerned
parties
to
resolve
the tuition matter.
(P-12)

March 13, 1987

Commissioner Cooperman writes petitioners
indicating that the proper procedure is to
file
a petition of appeal pursuant
to
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.1 et ~(P-13)

March 24, 1987

Petition of Appeal filed.

April 8. 1987

Petitioners pay tuition in amount of $1,983.
(P-11)

The Petition of Appeal 1n the instant matter was filed on
March 24, 1987.
The 90-day rule requires that said Petition of
Appeal shall have been filed within 90 days of the final Board
determination in the matter that gives rise to the Petition of
Appeal. See N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2.
AW Tylutld determined in the initial decision, ante, in
the section labeled Conclusions of Law, that reimbursement of
tuition to petitioners for the 1984-85 school year is bar-red by
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2(b), the 90-day rule, "*'"'' since the petitioners
did not pursue the matter during the 1984-85 school year even though
they knew the Board was not going to make any type of payment for
that school year."
The Commissioner concurs in this finding.
However, he does not agree with the AW that for the school years
1985-86 and 1986-87 the 90-day rule should be relaxed pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17.
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As to the 1985-86 school year, the Commissioner's review of
the record convinces him, contrary to the finding of the AW, that
in that year, lil<.e the 1984-85 school year, petitioners made no
formal application to the Board to send Gayle to Red Bank at Board
expense.
Moreover,
they paid
the tuition without question.
Consequently, the Commissioner finds no basis for reviewing the
tuition for that year and dismisses consideration of the tuition for
that year as time barred under the 90-day rule.
Concerning
the
1986-87
school
year,
as
early
as
September 4, 1986 petitioners l<.new or should have known that the
Board of Education of Matawan-Aberdeen had no intention of paying
the tuition for Gayle's attendance at Red Bank High School.
In
support of this finding, the Commissioner notes that attached to the
Petition of Appeal, and labeled as part of Exhibit C thereto is a
letter dated September 4, 1986 addressed to Mr. Sommerhalter. Board
Secretary and School Business Administrator of the Red Bank Regional
High School
District,
from Mr. William E.
Conwell,
Assistant
Superintendent. a copy of which was served on petitioners, which
states in pertinent part:
was Mr. & Mrs. Gerding's choice to withdraw
their daughter from our school district and
enroll her on a full-time basis in Red Bank
Regional High School.
Therefore,
it is our
position that tuition for the 1985-86 and 1986-87
school years is not the responsibility of the
Matawan-Aberdeen Regional School District.
It

Petitioners had the assistance of counsel in drafting a
letter to Dr. Kenneth Hall, Superintendent of the Matawan-Aberdeen
Regional School District, fully a year before the submission of the
above l.etter.
See Exhibit P-2, Letter from John R. Connelly, Jr. ,
Esq. . to Dr. Kenneth D. Hall, dated September 26, 1985.
See also
Exhibit
P-4,
Letter
from
John R.
Connelly,
Jr.,
Esq.,
to
Dr. Kenneth D. Hall, dated June 25. 198&.
In the Commissioner's
opinion the Board's position was unambiguous and unwaivering.
See
Petition of Appeal, Exhibit C, Letter dated February 2, 1987 from
Vincent C. DeMaio, Esq., to John R. Connelly, Jr., Esq., wherein it
is stated in pertinent part:
It appears that the parents refused the Board • s
proposal to acquiesce in the student's part time
enrollment at Red Banl<..
Both Red Bank and the parents were made aware
that
the
Matawan-Aberdeen
Regional
School
District would not consent to payment of tuition
at
Red
Bani<.
for
Ms. Gerding's
full
time
attendance here.
There has been no change in that position.***·
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The Commissioner so finds, notwithstanding the argument of
petitioners that they continued to negotiate with the Board until
the date they received the above letter of February2, 1987.
The
Commissioner dismisses said argument as being without merit in that
the
record
reflects
that
petitioners were
not
involved
in
negotiations with the Board, but rather conducted unilateral pleas
for reconsideration of the Board's clear refusal to absorb the
entire cost of tuition after the parents consistently refused a
share time.
See P-3, a letter from Mr. Gerding to Dr. Hall dated
October 13, 1986, which states in pertinent part:
Gayle [chose] Red Bank because Matawan doesn't
offer structured study in her [discipline].
The
tuition ($3,966) is a hardship. I was hoping to
obtain relief with the share time program.
Unfortunately the schedule worked out by Matawan
& Red Bank [personnel] didn't consider that Gayle
had morning & afternoon classes in Performing
Arts.
Nor did they notice the conflict in the
school holidays.
I've payed $3,966 with a balance of $7,932 due.
I'm asking that you treat Gayle the same as a
share time student.
As an Aberdeen homeowner I
pay my share in taxes.
Would you consider
paying, if not all, at least half of the $11,898
tuition?
The Commissioner had previously held in the case entitled
Marvin J. Markman and Susan M. Markman v. Board of Education of the
Tow.!!ship of Teane<:J<,, decided by the Commissioner August 22, 1986,
that to relax the 90-day rule under circumstances where petitioners
therein waited 11 months after the board's initial denial of refund
and 7 months after the board's second notice of denial before filing
would allow petitioners to "defeat the 90 day rule simply by writing
letters requesting reconsideration***·"
(Slip Opinion, at p. 22)
In this matter, as in Markman, the Commissioner finds no basis for
extending the date for filing beyond 90 days of the Board's final
determination in the matter. in this case from the date when they
rejected the Board's share time option, specifically, September
1985, and certainly no later than September 4, 1986 when petitioners
received
a
copy of
Mr. Conwell's
letter to Mr. Sommerhalter
indicating that when petitioners refused the share time in September
1985, the Board would not pay the tuition costs for either the
1985-86 or the 1986-87 school years.
Choosing the former date,
petitioners' Petition of Appeal ought to have been filed by
December 1,
1985;
choosing
the
latter
date,
no
later
than
December 4, 1986.
In either event, petitioners were untimely in
filing said petition on March 24, 1987.
As petitioners were fully apprised of the Board's final
decision certainly no later than September 4, 1986, and as they did
have the advice of counsel notwithstanding the fact that they
appeared before the ALJ P!Q se. the Commissioner finds no basis for
relaxing the 90-day rule pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.17.
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Accordingly, the decision of the Office of Administrative
Law is adopted insofar as it dismisses the instant Petition of
Appeal. but the Commissioner does so for the reasons stated herein.
Consequently, the instant Petition of Appeal is dismissed
with prejudice.
In consideration of petitioners' informal request for
preserving confidentiality and in light of the sensitive nature of
the information contained in this matter, the Commissioner orders
that the record herein be sealed.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 24, 1987

Pending State Board
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OFFICE.OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INtnAL DECISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3803-8'/
AGENCY DKT. NO. 122-5/87
PATERSON BOARD OF EDUCAnON,

Petitioner,

v.
CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OP PATERSON,
Respopdent.

Robert G. Roseoberg, Esq., and Robert P. S"artz, Esq., for petitioner
Jessica G. deKoninek, Assistant Corporation Counsel, for respondent
(Ralph L. DeLuccia, Jr., Corporation Counsel, City of Paterson}
Record Closed: October 28, 1987

Decided: October 29, 1987

BEFORE WARD R. YOUNG, ALJ:

The Board of Education of the City of Paterson (Board) alleges that $5,700,000
reduction of its 1987-88 current expense bu~et by the Council of the City of Paterson
(Council) does not permit it to fulfill its responsibilities to provide a thorough and
efficient education for the pupils of Paterson. The Council denied the all~ation.
The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law as a contested

case on June 2, 1987, pursuant to~· 52:14F-l!! !!!S· A prehearing conference was
held on JUly 10, 1987 at which the matter was set down for hearing and a discovery
calendar was incorporated in the Prehearing Order entered on that date. The record for
testimonial evidence closed on September 18, 1987 after six days of hearing, and the case
record elosed upon receipt of the Board's certified 1986-87 audit on October 28, 1987. C7. The audit is incorporated herein by reference for the edification of the Commissioner
for adjustments to ,this decision as deemed to be appropriate.

New Jef'le\' IJ A11 Fqual ()pptJrtumfl' Fmp/mw
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It is appropriate to recite the sequence of events for the edification of the
Commissioner of Education because this matter was fraught with irregularities in the
conduct of both parties and because of the alleged impropriety of the conduct of the
County Superintendent of Schools for his intervention after the Board filed its appeal and
the Commissioner transmitted it to the Office of Adininistrative Law as a contested case.
The Board adopted its initial current expense budget for the 1987-88 school year
in the amount of $ll2,753,975 on February 26, 1987, and submitted same to the County
Superintendent for approval the followlJ1t day.
The County

S~.perintendent

disapproved and remanded the budget for further

consideration.
The Board adopted a revised budget of $118,453,975 after public hearings on
March 23,1987, and submitted same to the County Stperintendent. It was approved.
The plblic defeated the proposed budget at the general school election on April
7, 1987. The Board then transmitted its proposed budget to City Council.
City Council adopted a resolution on April 28, 1987, which reduced the amount to
be raised by taxes by $5,700,000, thereby revislJ1t the Board's budget to the amount
initially proposed and rejected by the County S~.perintendent.
The reductions and the Council'S rationale incorporated in the resolution {C-l) '
are as follows:

Total of Instructional Salaries

$50,750,855

$46,550,855
[ -$4,200,000]

"The Council believes that the educational system has become overburdened with

excess administrative and non-classroom personnel which has lessened the
quality of education."
-2-
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~
$490,609

Total of All Other Expenses for Instruction

TO

$290,609
[ -$200,000 J

"'Ille Council feels that the 300 percent increase is excessive in that over
$200,000.00 has been set aside for field trjps which has never been

bu~eted

in

prior years."
Total Attendance Salaries

$339,565

$239,565
[ -$100,000}

"The Council cuts this item because It believes students should not have to be
forced into school by school authorities; that job should be done at home."
$1,526,761

Total Salaries for Health Services

$1,326,761
[ -$200,000]

"'Ille Council feels that Health Services could be reduced by

havi~

Nurses split

their time between the small schools."
Total Salaries for Ol?eration of Plant

$3,558,084

$3,258,084
[ -$300,000]

"Salaries for operation of plant is reduced because the new schools in the system
require less maintenance."
Total Replacement of Equipment

$600,396

$400,396
[ -$200,000)

"'Illis item can be reduced by

utiUzi~

the present equipment for a

lo~er

period

of time."
Total School District Contributions

$1,888,093

$1,788,093
[ -$100,000)

To Employee Retirement

"The reduction in personnel from the previous items will automatically decrease

this item."
-3-
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$328,800

Student Body Activities - 1010 Salaries

$228,800
[ -$100,000]

"Volunteer coaches and advisors should be recruited to reduce this line item."
$1,582,490

Special Project Salaries
"This item can be reduced by

eliminati~

$1,282,490
[ -$300,000]

those project[s] that have shown the

least improvement in prior years so that an incentive is established to encourage
these projects to produce greater results."
TOTALS- PROM:

$61,065,653 TO: $55,365,653

l -$5, 70o,ooo I
The Board adopted a resolution at its public meeti~ on May 4, 1987, to appeal
the Council's reductions to the Commission. The Petition of Appeal was filed on May 6,
1987.
The Board also adopted a resolution (C-4) at its public meeting on May 4, 1987, to
implement the Council's $5,700,000 reduction, which is reproduced as follows:
BUDGET CUTS
SPECIAL BOARD MEETING - MAY 41 1987
LINE ITEM NO.

AMOUNT

llON
Eliminate 1 Director Pupil PersoMel Services

$

45,000.

1308
Eilniinate 22 Law Enforcement Officers and 1 Director

496,707.

2ll
Eliminate 14 Vice-Principals

560,000.

213.1
Eliminate:

30 Readi~ Resource Teachers
3 Unassigned Music Teachers
25 Math. Resource Teachers
10 Manual 'n'aini~ Teachers
5 Regular Teachers
16 Additional Unassigned Teachers
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2148
Eiiiiinate 10 Guidance Counselors and 1 Peer
Program Counselor
215A
Eliminate 6 Clerical Workers in Schools

275,000.

60,690.

216
miminate 18 Aides

153,307.

250D
mlminate Field Trips, Etc. bu~et for
Desegregation Plan

200,000.

310A
mrffiinate Attendance Officers - 10
410A.l
EliiilTilate 13 School Physicians

100,000.
70,200.

410A.2
Elimmate 19 School Nurses

650,000.

610A
Eliminate 20 School Custodians

200,000.

730A
Instructional Equipment Replacement

79,200.

730B
Non-Instructional Equipment Replacement

92,822.

810A
State and County Retirement Funds

100,000.

870

Decrease number of freshman for P.C.T.V.H.S. by 150

180,000.

1010
Eliminate Athletic Coaches

328,800.

1113
special Project Salaries
*TOTAL PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS

300,000.
$5,996,726.

*Plesse note that there is an [approximate! difCerence of $296,726.
from the original request of the City Council of $5,700,000. This is
attributed to the sixty-day notice runni~ into September 1987.
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It is noted that the Council's resolution did not designate reductions by codified
tine items. It is also noted that the Board's resolution, although premature, incorporated

reductions not intended by Council, such as eliminating 89 teachers from 213.1.
The County St.t>erintendent conferred with. the Board's legal representative on

May 13, 1987, and transmitted a memo to Assistant Commissioner Calabrese on May 20,
1987, recommending the restoration of $3,523,593, in line item reductions adopted by the
Board in the May 4, 1987 resolution. The substance of the memo (R-4) is as follows:
After a review of the documentation presented on May 13, 1987 by Robert
G. Rosenberg, Attorney for the Board, and our discussion, it is
recommended that the Commissioner immediately restore a total of
$3,523,593 of the amount reduced by the governing body from the 1987/88
school district budget. I believe to do less at this point would severely
jeopardize the efticient operation of the instruction program for the
coming school year. Additionally, the restoration would also assure the
vocational school of an uninterrupted program for the coming year.
Following is a listing of the items which should be reinstated immediately:
1308

22
1

213.1

30
25
10
5
2880

2148

10
1

Law Enforcement Officers
Director
Reading Resource Teachers
Math Resource Teachers
Manual 'Iraining Teachers
Regular Teachers
Slbstitute Days at $50.00
(in lieu of 16 Wlllssigned teachers)

496,707
1,026,300
806,500
198,836

96,250
144,000

Guidance Counselors
PeerProgram Coordinator

275,000

250D

Field Trip Desegregation Plan

200,000

[810A]

State and County Retirement Fund

100,000

870

Tuition for 150 students
P. c. Technical/Vocational H.S.

180,000

TOTAL

$ 3,523,593

Relative to the remaining items, as we discussed, I will meet with school
district personnel to secure additional information for the Commissioner.
-6-
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At the prehearing conference the parties were referred to discovery
requirements pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:6-10.1, a calendar was established for the completion
of the discovery process, and the matter was set down for hearing.
Certification requirements pursuant to N..l.A.C. 1:6-10.1 were fully discussed.
Respondent was advised that its initial resolution must be translated into codified line
items with greater specificity of educational rationale, and must remain consistent with
its April 28, 1987 resolution.
The Board was advised that its response should relate to the Council's resolution
and certification, but must exclude Its own reduction implementation resolution of May 4,
1987 as it is the Council's April 28, 1987 resolution that is on appeal.
The parties were also referred to Bd. of Ed., E. Brunswick Tp. v. Tp. Council, E.

Brunswick, 48 N.J .. 94 (1966) for guidance, since the regulatory scheme emanated from
the opinion of the court delivered by Justice Jacobs.
Counsel for the parties put forth good faith efforts to reach an amicable
resolution of the dispute, and arrived at a restoration amount of $3,500,000 to present to
their respective clients for ratification. Because the discovery process could conceivably
have been a deterrent to a settlement, the respondent's request for hearing adjournment
and revised discovery calendar was granted and new dates for each were established. The
parties did not ratify the settlement agreement, allegedly because of the intervention of
the County Superintendent.
Hearings were scheduled to commence on september

n,

1987. On september 2,

1987, respondent filed a Motion for Discovery and Adjournment Pending Completion of

Discovery due to the failure of the Board to fully comply with ~· 1:6-10.1 and other
discovery requests. The Motion was denied in a conference call with the parties. Counsel
for the Board was ordered to expeditiously comply with discovery requirements (no motion
for relief had been filed), and respondent's counsel was advised that the hearing would

-7-
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proceed as scheduled since the Board had the burden of proof and would proceed first, but
to respondent was reserved the right to reactivate its Motion after the Board rested in the
absence of the production of required discovery by the Board.

The Motion was not

reactivated. The discovery documents not produced by the Board did not directly relate
to line item reductions in dispute.
The Council's certification (C-2) of

A~ust

4, 1987, is reproduced in relevant

part:
Instruction 200 Series
212 Salaries of Supervisors
From
To
$1,139,626
$1,379,626
Explanation: The figure specified by the Council is 10.2% above 86-87 spending.
This allows for maintenance of present staff levels, particularly in light of the
decision of the Board of Education to indicate 6 fewer supervisor positions in the
budget for the 1987-1988 school year than in the previous year.
213.1 Salaries of Teachers
From
To
$38,220,259
$39,940,259
Explanation:
The figure specified by the Council Is 15% above the 1986-87
spending. 1n light of the increase in pay from $30 to $50 per day for sUbstitutes
and the large number of IIIWJSigned teachers (54) the additional 16 unassigned
sUbstitutes are wmecessary.
The figure specified additionally reflects
anticipated savings thro~h retirements and personnel changes.
2l4A School Librarian
From
$497,175
Explanation:

To

$397,175

The figure specified by the Council Is a 26% increase over

1986/1987 spending. The Council anticipates the Board of Education will be able
to hire two additional librarians.
-8-
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214C Psychological Personnel

Explanation:
spending.

From

To

$2,084,816

$1,984,816

The figure specified by the Council is 12% higher than 1986/1987

This permits maintenance of present staff levels.

The Board of

Education btqet does not project a personnel increase.
216 Other Salaries for Instruction

Explanation:

From

To

$215,840

$185,840

The figure specified by the Council is 21% higher than 1986/1987

spending. Therefore, if the Board of Education desires, additional staff may be
hired.
250 Other Expenses for Instruction

Explanation:

From

To

$490,609

$365,609

The figure specified by the Council, exclusive of the additional

$200,000 to implement the desegregation plan (line 2500) is nonetheless a 20%
increase over 1986/1987 spending in the areas of Travel Expenses (Line 2508) and
Miscellaneous Expenses (Line 250C).
310 A&:B Salaries for Attendance Personnel and For Secretarial
and Clerical Personnel

E~lanation:

From

To

$339,565

$309,565

The figure specified by the Council is 12.3% higher than the

amount expended in 1986/1987 and should permit the Board to maintain, if not
increase, existing state levels.

-9-
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630 Heat for Buildings

From

To

$1,329,183

$1,274,183

Explanation:

A surplus existed in this line in both 1985/1986 and 1986/1987. In
1985/1986 $1,436,522 was bqeted for heat. $71»6,383 was spent; and $670,139
was transferred out. 1n 1986/1987 $1,208,348 was bqeted for heat. Pre-audited
figures reflect that $1,008,348 was spent and $200,000 was transferred out. The
Council believes that as much as $220,000 could be reduced from this line, but
prefers to conservatively reduce only $55,000.
640 Utilities
From
To
$2,051,793

$2,001,793

Explanation: This is another line reflecti~ a substantial annual surplus which
the Council believes could probablY be cut by as much as $250,000. 1n 1985/1986
$1,980,989.00 was bu~eted Cor utilities and $228,529 was transferred out. ln
1986/1987 $1,938,304 was bqeted for utilities and $232,000 was transferred out.
730 (A,B&C) Replacement of EqUipment
To
From
$600,396

$550,396

Explanation: The Council has appropriated approximately $7,000 more than was
spent in 1986/1987 as reflected in the Board of Education's revised bqet.
Additional savi~s can be realized by utilizi~ the present equipment for a longer
period or time.
810 School District Contributions to Employee Retirement
To
From
$1,888,093

Explanation:

[ $1, 788,093] •

This amount represents a 7 .2<N. increase over 1986/1987 spending.

Additional savings will be realized through retirements, turnover and new hires
at lower steps on the salary guide.
• Typo conceded on the record by counsel and corrected.
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1010 Student Body Activities, Salaries
From
[ $328,800] •
Explanation:

To

[ $228,800) •

The Council's figure represe11ts an U% increase over both 1985/86

and 1986/1987 spending. Additional hires may be possible.
820 Insurance and Judgments
To
From
$6,388,136
$9,388,136
Explanation: This is another surplus line. In 1985/1986 the Board of Education
spent $6,356,428 in this line. In 1986/1987, $5,105,ll8 was budget for insurance.
Only $3,015,866 was spent and $2,089,252 was transferred out. For 1987/1988 the
Board of Education seeks a threefold increase over 1986/1987 spending.
documentation was (offered] to the Council to justify this expense.

No
The

Council believes that $6,388,136 which is double 1986/1987 spending, and more
than the amount expended in 1985/1986 is a more realistic figure, and in line with
actual insurance or self-insurance costs.
BUDGET TOTAL

From

To

$08,453,975

( $UZ, 753,975] •

It is noted that the Council's Certification of August 4, 1987, deviated from its
April 28, 1987 Resolution. Reference is made to a bUdget figure of $2,010,000 less in its

Certification of Instructional Salaries; $7a,OOO less for Other Expenses Coc Instruction;
$70,000 less for Attendance Salaries; $200,000 less for S&laries for Health Services;
$195,000 less for S&laries for Operation of Plant; $150,000 less for Replacement of
Equipment, $300,000 less for Special Project Salaries; and $3,000,000 more for Insurance
and Judgments as there

WIIB

no reduction fCl' line item 820 in the Council's Resolution.

•Typos conceded on the recCl'd by counsel and corrected.
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The matter of procedural or substantive arbitrariness was addressed in
Brunswick at 96, headnoted at 1 with the following:

~

Commissioner of Education in resolving dispute between local
board of education and township council would determine not
only the strict issue of arbitrariness, but also whether the
State's educational policies were being properly fulfilled, and
if he found budget insufCicient he could direct corrective
action or fix a bu~et within limits originally proposed by
board of education, but if he found council's budget not
inadequate he must sustain it absent any independent showing
of procedural or substantive arbitrariness.
It was determined by the undersigned at heari11f that any appropriation reduction
in the Council's Resolution which exceeded the amount in its Certification would be
deemed arbitrary and therefore restored.

Further, it was also determined that any

appropriation reduction in the Council's Certification that had not been present in its
Resolution would not be awarded credibility due to its inconsistency with law. See, East
Brunswick, N.J.A.C. 6:24-7.1, and N.J.A.C. 1:6-lO.L

To further the efficiency of the

hearing process, the parties were advised that the Board bears the burden of provi11r by a
preponderance of credible evidence the need of appropriations reduced by Council in its
Resolution to enable it to meet the general Constitutional standard and specific
legiSlative and adminiStrative standards for maintenance and support of a thorough and
ef!icient education foc the pupils in the Paterson district. Reduced appropriations greater
than the proven need would be sustained, while those less than the proven need would be
restored.
The Board's Certification (C-3) is incorpocated herein by reference.
Considerable testimony was adduced as the Board proceeded to meet its burden
of proof. It was agreed that Council's legal representative would enter a stipulation of
need whenever satisCied that the Board had met that burden.

The reductions in

accocdance with the Council's Resolution and Certification when the latter was consistent
will now be addressed.
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TOTAL OF INSTRUCTIONAL SALARIES
Council cut $4,200,000 from the Board's proposed appropriations.

It was

determined that the Council provided specificity m its Certification with reference to
line items 212, 213.1, 214A, 214C and 216.

These references totalled $2,190,000.

The

remaining $2,010,000 is deemed to have been an arbitrary reduction and shall be restored.
Each line item will now be separately addressed.
212:

Council reduced this line item from $1,379,626 to $1,139,626. The need

for $1,245,610 was stipulated on the record by counsel for both parties. I concur.

$105,984 of Council's $240,000 reduction is therefore restored, while the
reduction of $134,016 is sustained.
213.1:

Council reduced this line item from $39,940,259 to $38,220,259. Counsel

for the parties stipulated on the record that the Board's need does not exceed
$38,220,259 and that the Council's reduction of $1,720,000 is uncontested.

I

concur. Council's reduction of $1,720,000 in this line item is therefore sustained.
214A:

Council reduced this line item from $497,175 to $397,175.

The

appropriation is !or the salaries of school librarians.
The Board's Certification indicates that the proposed appropriations reflects
"actual expenditures for 1986-1987 and contracted salaries for 1987-1988 including U
additional Librarians mandated by the State Department of Education requirements."
The Superintendent of Schools testified that the ll additional librarians are to be
assigned to the elementary schools and represent a Level

n committment needed to

provide "T llc E" for pupils in library skills. There were four elementary librarians in 198687, but one has since been transferred to the secondary level. The Superintendent stated
that there were appropriations in the 1986-87 btqet for additional librarians, but that
recruitment failed to secure additional staff.
-13-
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The S~erintendent referred to a July 6, 1987 Level n monitoring communication
from the County S~erintendent with an attached worksheet to buttress his testimony of
the State's mandate fer additional elementary librarians. See, P-10.
A careful and thoro'4!'h review of P-10 fails to support the

S~erintendent•s

contention that the employment of 11 additional elementary librarians Is mandated by the
State.
counsel for the parties stipulated on the recerd the need for $277,175 to meet
contractual obligations for its current staff in 1987-88. Therefore, there remains in this
line item $220,000, which the Board intended to utilize for the 11 additional librarians at
$20,000 each.
Since Council only reduced this line item by $100,000, the remainder of $120,000
may still be utilized fer six additional librarians at $20,000 each.
I FIND that the Board has failed to meet its burden of proof by a preponderance
of credible evidence that 11 new librarians are needed to meet the State's mandate for a
thoro'4!'h and efficient education for its p~ils. A distinction must be noted between
essential and desirable. The focus of this dispute must be on essential needs in light of
the public's defeat of the bqet proposal.
The $100,000 reduction in this line item is SUSTAINED.
214C: Council reduced this line item from $2,084,816 to $1,984,816. It was
stipulated by counsel fer the parties that $2,006,041 is needed to meet
contractual obligations for 1987-88 to maintain its staff of psychological
personnel. Of the reduction of $100,000, $21,225 is therefore restored, and
$78,775 Is sustained.

!!!:

Council reduced this line item from $215,840 to $185,840. Counsel for

the parties stipulated a 1987-88 need of $215,840.
reduced by Council is therefa-e restored.
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TOTAL OF ALL OTHER EXPENSES FOR INSTRUCTION
Council reduced $200,000 from the Board's proposed budget in its April 28, 1987
Resolution. However, Council only reduced $125,000 in its August 4, 1987 Certification.
$75,000 of the Council's Resolution reduction is therefore deemed to be arbitrary and is
therefore restored.
Counsel agreed that the only line item in dispute is 250C for Miscellaneous
Expenses. The Board budgeted $54,537 in 1986-87 and proposed $204,537 for 1987-88, an
increase of $150,000 or 27 S percent.
The internal auditor employed by the Board testified that tuition reimbursement
pursuant to Article 25:4-1 of the 198&-88 contract agreement is now charged to this line
item. It was formerly charged to 213.1.
The auditor stated that $94,464 was charged to 250C in 1986-87, and that 300
teachers were reimbursed in 1986-87. He further stated that tuition costs at Paterson and
Montclair are $264 per three-credit course, while Kean charges $275.
Article 25:4-l provides for reimbursement "for tuition up to the approved State
College rate for one course per contract year .•• " See, C-5.
A review of the June 30, 1987 250C Account Status and Activity Report (P-8)
reveals a pwcbase order total amount of $94,464.27 for the 1986-87 school year. It also
reveals payments to 319 individuals. There was no testimony as to what these payments
represented. However, sinee many payments are for $264 and a spot cheek of names of
individuals paid ean also be found on the 1987-88 payroll (See. C-6), it is reasonable to
believe that tuition reimbursements for 1986-87 were charged to the 250C account.
The Board's certification indicates a need for $150,000 to reimburse teachers for
tuition.

Giving full credence to the auditor's testimony that 300 teachers will be
-1&-
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reimbursea in 1987-88, and allowing liberally for the $275 per course cost at Kean College
for each, only $82,500 would be needed for the Boerd to meet its contractual obligation.
A further review of P..8 reveals that approximately $30,000 was cherged to 250C
for other items.
I FIND th!lt $112,500 is needed in line item 250C for the 1987-88 school yeer. The
addition of undisputed

b~et

appropriations resUlts in a total need for the 250 account of

$398,572.
Of the Council's reduction in its Certification, $32,963 is restored while $92,037
is sustained.

Total restoration from the Council's Resolution reduction is therefore

$107,963, which includes restoration of the $75,000 reduction deemed erbitrery above.
TOTAL ATTENDANCE SALARIES (310A &: 3108)
Council reduced the Boerd's appropriations in its Resolution from $339,565 to
$239,565, or by $100,000. Only $30,000 was reduced in its Certification. Counsel for the
perties stipulated the need for $339,565 in line items 310A and 3108. $100,000 is therefore
restored.
TOTAL SALARIES FOR HEALTI:l SERVICES (410A &: B)
Council reduced the Boerd's appropriations in its Resolution from $1,526,761 to
$1,326,761 or $200,000. The Council did not provide for any reduction in its Certification.
This reduction is deemed to be erbitrery and shall be restored.
TOTAL SALARIES FOR OPERATION OF PLANT {600)
Council reduced the Board's appropriations in its Resolution from $3,558,084 to
$3,258,084, or by $300,000. The rationale for its reduction was simply that "Saleries for
operation of plant is reduced because the new schools in the system require less
maintenance."
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Council did not indicate any reduction in its Certification for salaries (610),
however, but did indicate reductions of $55,000 for heat (630) and $50,000 for utilities
(64U).
Notwithstanding Council's apparent arbitrary reduction of $300,000 in its
Resolution, counsel for the Board nevertheless entered a stipulation on the record to
sustain the $105,000 reduction in Council's Certification.

$195,000 shall therefore be

restored.
TOTAL REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT (730)

Council reduced the Board's appropriations in its Resolution from $600,396 to
$400,396, or by $200,000. Council's Certification reduced this account to $550,396 or by
$50,000.
After considerable testimony was adduced on this account, counsel for the
parties stipulated that the $50,000 reduction should be sustained. $150,000 is therefore
restored.
TOTAL SCHOOL DISTRICT CONTRIBUTIONS TO EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT (810)

Council reduced this account in its Resolution and Certification from $1,888,093
to $1,788,093, or by $100,000. This reduction is sustained by stipulation.
STUDENT BODY ACTIVITIES (1010)

Council

reduced

the

Board's appropriation

in both its

Resolution

and

Certification from $328,800 to $228,800, or by $100,000.
Extensive testimony as well as evidentiary documents created more unanswered
questions than enlightenment.

Council's inconsistent rationale from Resolution to

Certification offered no assistance.
-17-
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Council rationalizea tile $1UO,OOO reduction in its Resolution by stating that
"Volunteer coaches and advisors should be recruited to reduce this line item." Council
further stated in its Certification, that its reduced appropriation "represents an 11%
' increase over both 1985/86 and 1986/1987 spending. Additional hires may be possible."
The Board's proposed 1987-88 budget states that the 1010 account "provides for
male and female coaches, directors and other personnel used in the High School Varsity
Sptrts Program."
The

S~ervisor

of Accounts for the Board testified that $213,417 was charged to

this account in 1986-87 and referred to a June 19, 1987 line item report for substantiation.
See, P-9. She further stated that overtime pay for teaching staff members assigned to

teach Driver Education after school and on Saturdays is excluded from P-9, which she
initially charges to 213.1. The auditor then transfers those charges to 1010.
The

s~ervisor

referred to P-ll ftr Driver Education overtime costs. When asked

how much of the Board's 1987-88 appropriation of $328,800 was incorporated therein for
extra curricular compensation pursuant to Schedule C-Part 2 of the negotiated
agreement, she replied that she aid not know. See, C-5 at 66-69.
The 1985-86 audit indicates actual expenditures charged to 1010 to be $206,812.

The supervisor did not know why only $164,400 was budgeted for 1986-87.
A review of P-9 reveals that the total expenditures of $213,417.50 are
categtrized as overtime pay, with no charges ftr extra compensation.

There was no

explanation of what services were provided for the overtime pay.
A review of P-11 reveals a total of $28,138 charged to overtime pay at Kennedy
High School ("50") and $22,172 at Eastside High School ("51"), all of which was for Driver
Education. P-11 also indicates extra compensation totaling $7,000 for four staff members.
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The supervisor further testified that the Driver Education program was curtailed
in 1986-87 due to lack of funds, and that approximately $75,000 was needed for this
program in 1987-88. Although the legitimacy of charging instructional services to 1010
rather than to 213.1 may be questioned, it shall not be addressed herein.
Unanswered questions remain for a full explanation of charges to the 1010
account as indicated on P-9 and P-ll. For instance, staff member Bonadies received
$4,125 in overtime pay on P-9, and $3,500 extra compenstion and $3,696 in overtime pay
on P-ll. Testimony revealed only the latter charge to be for Driver Education.
Notwithstanding that Schedule C-Part 2 of the negotiated agreement totals
$88,770 (including all stipends and increments) for 1987-88 (excluding overtime for nurses
at No. 26, estimated by the Supervisor to be $3,000), it is unknown what the Board's needs
are in the absence of testimony as to how many positions exist in the district with more
than one high school.
Based on the presumption that all extra compensation positions listed in SchedUle
C-Part 2 are filled at both Kennedy and Eastside ($88,770 doubled) and that the need for
$3,000 for overtime pay to nurses and $75,000 for Driver Education is fully substantiated,
the total cost would be $255,540.
Although the Board did not fully meet its burden of proof as to its need for
$255,540, it is also clear from both the Council's Resolution and Certification that it had
no intent to curtail any p<rtion of the program charged to this account.
Of the Council's reduction, $27,540 is therefore restored, while the reduction of
$72,460 is sustained.
SPECIAL PROJECT SALARIES (lli3)
The Council reduced the Board's appropriation from $1,582,490 to $1,282,490, or
by $300,000, in its Resolution.
-19-
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Tbe Council did not include this reduction in its Certification. I therefore deem
the Council's $300,000 reduction in its Resolution to have been arbitrary. Therefore, the
reduction of $300,000 is restored.
INSURANCE AND JUDGMENTS (820)

Council did not reduce this line item in its Resolution, but did reduce the Board's
appropriation from $9,388,136 to $6,388,136, or by $3,000,000, in its Certification.
Testimony on this line item was precluded by the undersigned as the reduction
was not incorporated in Council's Resolution. Tbe Council's legal representative took
issue with this preclusion, and argued that the administrative law judge (ALJ) erred as a
review of the minutes of the Council-Board meetiqr of April 22, 1987, (R-2) indicates a
reason for the Council's oversight in not

reduci~

this line item in its Resolution.

The ALJ indicated that the Board's appropriations in this account were indicated

in page 38 of its 1987-88 bUdget (P-4), and that it was the Council's Resolution that was on
appeal before the Commissioner.
It was further indicated that the process of
certification of the amount to be raised by taxation after the public's rejection of the
Board's proposed budget would have no meanil'li if Council was permitted, after the
Board's appeal, to reduce, in its Certification, line item appropriations that had not been
incorporated in its Resolution.

MOTION TO DISMISS

Council moved for dismissal of the Board's appeal at the conclusion of its case.
It argued that public confidence in the proceediqrs requires a dismissal because of the
improper intrusion by the County's Superintendent in this litigation after the Board filed
its appeal.
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The Board filed its appeal on May 6, 1987. The County Superintendent sent a
commWlication to Assistant Commissioner Calabrese on May 20, 1987, recommendi~ the
restoration of $3,523,593 of the $5,700,000 reduction by Council, which referred to the
Board's May 4, 1987 resolution implementi(\1; the $5,700,000 reduction and not the
CoWlcil's resolution. See, R-4.
Council further argues that the County Superintendent improperly interfered
with the litigation process on July 21, 1987, when counsel for the parties were putting
forth good faith efforts to have the parties ratify a settlement agreement. The County
Superintendent indicated at the Council meeting with Board representatives that he could
not approve less than a $ll8,000,000 budget even though he had recommended only a $3.5
million restoration to Galabrese.

~.

R-3 at 52-54.

Council argues that the CoWlty Superintendent's communication to Calabrese
may have been inadvertent, but that his interference with settlement negotiations on July
21, 1987,

was unconscionable and inexcusable.

Council further argued that the

Commissioner cannot provide a final decision with objectivity due to the conduct of his
principal representative in Passaic CoWlty.
The Board opposed the Motion in the absence of any preju~ment by the ALJ and
the establishment of a fully recorded heari(\1; on the merits of the Board's appeal.

Council's Motion was denied by the undersigned for the reasons stated below.
The Legislature has provided jurisdiction to the Commissioner to hear and

determine all controversies and disputes arisi(\1; under school laws. ~· 18A:6-9. See
also, East Brunswick at 103-105. The ability of the Commissioner to reach a final decision
in this matter based on the reccrd established in this dispute is unquestioned here. Even if
it were, the undersigned has not been given the authority to remove jurisdiction set by the
Legislature. Judicial review may be sought in courts only after the Commissioner has
exhausted his jurisdictional responsibilities to decide the controversy.
-21-
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Concerning the alleged impropriety of the conduct of the County Superintendent,
it would be most inappropriate for an ALJ to comment. The County Superintendent is not
a party in this dispute and did not appear as a witness.
Although there is no evidence that the Commissioner scheduled a conference
between the parties on July 21, 1987, pursuant to~· 6:24-7.6, such a conference
conducted by the County Superintendent may indeed be scheduled.
No judgment shall be made here on the alleged improper conduct of the County
Sl4;)erintendent. It is an internal matter to be determined solely by the Commissioner at
his discretion.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Council Reductions
Instruction
$4,200,000
Other Instruction
200,000
Attendance
100,000
Health
Plant
Equipment
Retirement
Activities
Special Projects
Total

200,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
100,000

Amount Restored
$2,167,:.109
107,963
100,000
200,000
195,000

150,000

-o27,540
300 1 000
$3,247,712

aoo,ooo
$5,700,000

Amount Sustained
$2,032,791
92,037
-0-

-0105,000
50,000
100,000
72,460

-o$2,452,288

1 CONCLUDE, therefore, that the additional amount of $3,247,712 shall be
certified for current expense for the 1987-88 school year to ensure a thorough and
efficient program of education fiX' pupils in the Paterson school district, and I direct the
Passaic County Board of Taxation to raise that additional amount through taxation.

-22-
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This recommended decision may be adopted, modifted or rejected by the
COMMISSIONER OF 111! DEPARTMENT OF IIDUCA110N) SAUL COOPERMAN, who by
law is empowered to make a final Clecision in this matter.

However, if Saul Cooperman
does not so act in forty-five (4&) days and unless such time limit is otherwise extended,
this recommeneled decision shall become a final decision in accordance with N.J.S.A.
52:148-10.

I hereby FILE this Initial Decision with Saul Cooperman for consideration.

N0'4 _ 2\987
DATE

DATE
g

-23-
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
PATERSON,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECISION

CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
PATERSON, PASSAIC COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The Commissioner has reviewed the record of this matter
including the initial decision filed by the Office of Administrative
Law, the exceptions to the initial decision filed by Council and the
Board's reply to those exceptions.
It is observed that Council by way of its exceptions to the
initial decision renews those arguments it previously made before
the ALJ with regard to the following:
POINT I
The ALJ Erred in Refusing to Consider the
Reductions Made by the City Council in its
Resolution Dated August 4, 1987.
(Council's Exceptions, at p. 5)
POINT I I
The ALJ Erred in Denying Council's Motion to
Dismiss Based on the Improper Intrusion of the
County Superintendent in the Proceedings.
{Id., at p. 7)
The argument advanced by Council in Point I pertains to its
second certifying resolution of August 4, 1987 (C-2) whereby it
proceeded to set forth by current expense line item expenditures its
reductions
imposed upon the Board's 1987-88
school
budget
appropriations which it had previously eliminated in the local tax
levy certification made to the Passaic County Board of Taxation on
April 28, 1987 (C-1). The total amount of the reductions in both of
the aforementioned certifying resolutions was $5.700,000. However,
the record establishes that the reason for Council's action on
August 4, 1987 was due to the fact that it had failed to comply with
the provisions of East Brunswick., supra, on April 28. 1987 which
require that each of the affected current expense line items reduced
by Council should have been identified in writing at that time
together with a statement of Council's supporting reasons for such
reductions. An examination of the original certifying resolution of
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April 28,
1987
(C-1)
when
recertification of August 4,
following:

compared
with
its
subsequent
1987 (C-2) clearly reveals the

1.
In the
August 4,
1987
resolution
Council,
in
determining each of the specific line item reductions, had effected
changes in the amounts of the overall reductions that it had made in
certain current expense line item series, together with the reasons
initially set forth in its resolution of April 28, 1987.
2.
Moreover, it is noted that the reasons given by
Council on August 4, 1987 for its overall line item series
reductions did not correspond with those reasons given in its
resolution of April 28, 1987.
In fact, Council had added other
specific current expense line items which were not susceptible to
reduction by virtue of its original action taken on April 28, 1987.
In support of its exceptions taken on Point I.
argues in pertinent part that:
Bd. of Ed., E. Brunswick v. Township Council~
Brunswick, 48 N.J. 94 (1966) is the touchstone
school budget decision.
East Brunswick places
burdens not only on the Council in reviewing a
defeated school budget, but on the School Board
as well. In East Brunswick the Court stated:
Though the law enables voter rejection,
it does not stop there but turns the
matter over to the local governing
body.
That body is not set adrift
without
guidance,
for
the
statute
specifically provides that it shall
consult
with
the
local
board of
education and shall thereafter fix an
amount which
it determines to be
necessary to fulfill the standard of
providing a thorough and efficient
system of schools.
Id. at 105.
The Paterson Board of Education
ignored the mandate of East Brunswick and set the
Council adrift. The Board produced no background
information concerning the budget and actually
misstated expenses such as teachers' salaries
and, possibly, insurance costs. Is it any wonder
that when the Council was called upon to adopt
its resolution, the first time it had done so as
a Type I (sic) [II] district, the Council erred
both in the preparation of the resolution and in
relying
on
the
unsubstantiated
information
provided by the Board of Education.
(Council's Exceptions, at p. 5)
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Additionally, Council also maintains that:
The ALJ
ignored
the
factual
circumstances
surrounding the adoption of the first and second
Council resolutions. He erroneously viewed the
Council's second resolution as a document which
merely explained or reduced items in the first
resolution
and
[as]
having
no
independent
significance. The Board did not object to the
Council's second resolution. Therefore, even if
the second resolution was in some way defective,
that defect has now been waived.
Therefore,
the
Council
believes
that
the
Commissioner should find that cuts to the
1987-1988 school board budget contained in the
August 4, 1987 resolution were properly before
the ALJ for consideration***·
(Id.)
further relies on
(R-2) as well as

The Commissioner observes that the facts with regard to
Point II of Council's exceptions are undisputed and clearly
delineated in the initial decision, ante, which are incorporated by
reference herein.
-In arguing that the ALJ committed reversible error in
denying its Motion to Dismiss based on the facts set forth, ante,
Council makes the following argument:
The County Superintendent took two steps after
the Board of Education filed its appeal which
renders a nullity the possibility of an impartial
hearing for the Council. As more fully set out
in the statement of facts, ~upra, Superintendent
Persi
rendered
his
opin1on
concerning the
Paterson school budget to Assistant Commissioner
Calabrese while the present appeal was pending.
At a July settlement conference between the
parties, he indicated he would not accept less
than the $118 million dollar budget originally
adopted by the Board.
This shattered the
Council's confidence
in
the
statutory and
regulatory
process.
Even
if
his
conduct
ultimately has no effect on the outcome of this
case,
the
Superintendent
remains
the
representative of
the
Commissioner
in
the
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County. In order to preserve public confidence,
the case must be dismissed.
The court in the oft cited case of N.J. State
Board of Optometrists v. Nimitz, 21 N.J. Super.
12 (App. Div., 1952), recognized the problems
which
arise
when
agency
members
intrude
inappropriately in the administrative decision
making process.
The court ruled that op1n1ons
developed outside the hearing process could not
be considered. The court stated:
A board of experts, sitting in a
quasi-judicial
capacity,
cannot
be
silent witnesses as well as judges.
Their value as experts in the judging
process contemplated by the statutory
disciplinary proceeding consists in the
application of their special knowledge
to the factual controversy appearing
within the record at the hearing.
Id. at 28. Just as a disciplinary hearing must
be an independent process, an administrative
review of a contested school budget should be no
less independent. Mr. Persi 's opinions are not
part of the record.
His attempt to insinuate
them into the process constitutes reversible
error.
(Id., at pp. 7-8)
The Board categorically rejects each of the arguments made
in Points I and II of Council's exceptions as being without merit
essentially for the reasons stated by the ALJ in his initial
decision as supplemented by the response made in its reply to
exceptions on pages 2-5 which are incorporated by reference herein.
The Commissioner has reviewed the respective positions
taken by the parties in regard to the findings and recommendations
set forth in the initial decision. He has also thoroughly reviewed
the transcripts of the six days of hearing conducted in this matter.
Prior
to
rendering
his
determination
herein
the
Commissioner deems i t necessary to point out several concerns that
have surfaced as the result of his review of the record which must
be explored, notwithstanding the fact that they have not been
thoroughly addressed during the conduct of these budget proceedings.
The first of
was not until one day
of Administrative Law
for the 1986-87 school

these concerns is related to the fact that it
before the record was closed before the Office
(October 27, 1987) that the final audit (C-7)
year was filed with the ALJ by the Board.
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One of the findings of this audit (C-7) clearly impacts
upon the Board's ability to provide a thorough and efficient system
of education in the City of Paterson School District. It appears on
page 10 of the 1986-87 audit report and has been summarized by the
auditor in an attached cover letter dated October 23, 1987 to the
Board Secretary which reads as follows:
Enclosed is the annual audit of the Paterson
Board of Education for the year ended June 30,
1987.
You will note that the current expense
fund of the Board of Education had an operating
deficit of $1.904,757. The deficit was a result
of several factors including unrealized state
revenues, additional expenditures for tuition,
insurance and cafeteria subsidy.
The Board
should review this financial report and its
1987-1988 budget and immediately adopt a plan to
eliminate the deficit during the 1987-1988 school
year.
We will be pleased to review the audit findings
with you and the Board of Education.
(C-7 Attachment)
Secondly, the record reflects that the Board having failed
school district certification during the 1986-87 school year was in
a Level II monitoring process (N.J.A.C. 6:8-5.1). Subsequently, the
Board was notified on or about July 6, 1987 that having failed to
implement certain remedial action at Level II. it had been
identified for Level III corrective action. The action to be taken
with respect to a Level III designation is set forth in detail in
N.J.A.C. 6:8-5.2 the purpose of which reads as follows:
(a) A district which fails to become certified as
a result of its own corrective action pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 6:8-5.1 shall be examined by a review
team
consisting
of
an
external
committee
appointed by the county superintendent of schools
from among qualified staff of other districts and
supplemented by the Department of Education's
compliance unit.
In the Commissioner's view it is clear from a reading of
the record that when the County Superintendent rejected the Board's
original 1987-88 total budget proposal of
$112.753,975
o.n
February 26, 1987 and ultimately approved a revised budget proposal
from the Board on March 23, 1987 which was increased by $5,700,000
to a total of $118,453,975, it was for the purpose of assisting the
Board with the means to gain full State certification in order to
provide its pupils with a thorough and efficient program of
education.
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What is not clear from a reading of the record is why the
Board, after the defeat of its 1987-88 current expense proposal and
being confronted with a subsequent $5,700,000 reduction in the local
tax levy imposed by Council, did not seek a conference of the
parties with the County Superintendent following its appeal of
Council's action of April 28, 1987 (C-1} to the Commissioner on
May 6, 1987.
The authority which permits the County Superintendent to
become involved in formal budget proceedings after the pleadings
have been filed with the Commissioner is clearly stated in N.J.A.C.
6:24-7.6 which reads as follows:
6:24-7.6
Conference
superintendent

of

parties

with

county

(a) Following receipt of the petition and
answer,
the
Commissioner
may
schedule
a
conference to be attended by representatives of
the district board of education and the governing
body and to be conducted by the
county
superintendent of schools.
(b)
If the district board of education and
governing body reach an agreement at
the
conference as to the tax levy to be certified to
the county board of taxation, the district board
shall submit a consent order reflecting the
elements of that agreement to the commissioner
not later than 10 days after the conference is
concluded.
{c) If the parties do not reach an agreement
settling the case, any agreement reached .as to
stipulations of facts or narrowing of 1ssues
shall be submitted to the commissioner or the
ALJ, whoever is hearing the case.
The record of this matter is barren of any evidence to the
effect that such a conference was in fact held between the parties
and the County Superintendent.
Given the circumstances set forth above, the Commissioner
is at a lou to understand why the Board. after this matter was
transmitted to the Office of Administrative Law, would have engaged
in a settlement conference with Council on July 22, 1987 or be
willing to stipulate at the time of the hearings that it was willing
to accept a lesser amount of monies than it had originally
appropriated in certain items of its current expense budget without
a full hearing on the merits of the need for such funds in order to
provide a thorough and efficient program of education for its
pupils. Moreover, given the fact that the County Superintendent is
by law responsible as the Commissioner's representative pursuant to
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N.J.S.A. 18A:7A-28 to review a district budget for sufficiency as
well as being intimately involved with the program monitoring and
review process which currently has placed the Paterson School
District
in a Level III monitoring review status,
it
is
inconceivable that the Board did not call upon the County
Superintendent to testify at the hearing conducted in this matter as
to why he had required a current expense budget of not less than
$118,453,975.
The Commissioner observes that Council in its exceptions
takes issue with the ALJ's failure to permit it to reallocate the
$5.7 million in reductions in a manner consistent with its second
certification of August 4, 1987 (C-2), rather than its original
certification of April 28, 1987 (C-1). Council's arguments in light
of this exception have been recited, ante. The Commissioner finds
such arguments to be without merit essentially for the reasons set
forth by the AW in the initial decision.
Moreover, it is noted
that the AW did not refuse to consider those specific line item
reductions included in Council's second certification of August 4,
1987 (C-2) provided that they were directly related to the reasons
and overall series reductions delineated by Council in its original
certification of April 28, 1987.
In this regard the Commissioner
finds that the ALJ was not required to permit Council as much
latitude as he did.
Council's exception in this regard which
contends that its actions are in compliance with East Brunswick is
misplaced. In the Commissioner's judgment, East Brunswick requ1red
Council to set forth its reasons in writing for each of 1ts current
expense line item reductions at the time of its original
certification of the local tax levy on April 28, 1987.
(See
August 5, 1987 Decision of the State Board in Bd. of Ed. of Township
of Deptford v. Mayor and Council of Township of Deptford, Gloucester
County, citing Un1on Township.)
In support of this determination the Commissioner relies on
the precise language in East Brunswick which reads in pertinent part:
Where its action entails a significant aggregate
reduction
in
the
budget
and
a
resulting
appealable dispute with the local board of
education, it should be accompanied by a detailed
statement setting forth the governing body's
underlying
determinations
and
supporting
reasons. This is particularly important since,
on the board of education's appeal under R. S.
18:3-14, the Commissioner will undoubtedly want
to know quickly what individual items in the
budget the governing body found could properly be
eliminated or curbed and on what basis it so
found.*** (emphasis supplied)
(48
. at 106)
(See also Deptford, supra.)

7
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Consequently, the Co111111iuioner finds and determines that
the AW permitted more latitude than required pursuant to the East
Brunswick standard when he directed Council to provide greater
spec1f1cation in its reductions than enunciated in its certification
resolution of April 28, 1987 (C-1). However, having permitted that
latitude, the ALJ properly concluded that the application of
Council's certification of August 4, 1987 (C-2) only applies to
these proceedings insofar as the individual current expense line
item reductions and the reasons set forth therein are consistent
with the intent of the total reductions and reasons appearing in
Council's original certification.
The Co111111issioner, however. cannot accept the stipulations
entered into by the parties at the urging of the ALJ with regard to
any of the unrelated line items not relevant in Council's original
certification.
The Commissioner also rejects any of those stipulations
agreed to by the Board or ruled upon by the ALJ which permit any
reductions of the related current expense line items by Council
which were the subject matter of its original April 28 certification
without further testimony from the responsible school official with
regard to the need for such funds to provide a thorough and
efficient system of education for the pupils of the City of Paterson
during the 1987-88 school year. This determination is grounded upon
the fact that Paterson School District is currently undergoing a
Level III monitoring review after having failed to provide and
implement a complete remedial corrective plan as a result of the
Level II monitoring process during the 1986-87 school year.
Finally, the Commissioner has reviewed Council's exception
to the initial decision objecting to the ALJ's denial of its Motion
to Dismiss advanced on the grounds that the improper and unwarranted
intrusion into these formal
budget proceedings
before
the
Commissioner by the Passaic County Superintendent of Schools is
fatally defective. While the parties have raised some question with
regard to the propriety of the timing in which the County
Superintendent intervened into these proceedings. there is nothing
in the record of this matter developed thus far which would lead the
Commissioner to conclude that the
actions
of
the
County
Superintendent prevented the parties from obtaining a fair and
impartial review of this matter during the conduct of these
proceedings before the Office of Administrative Law. The role and
the responsibility of the County Superintendent, who acts on behalf
of the Commissioner, is also spelled out in the provision of
N.J.S.A. 18A:7A-28 as it relates to the reviewing of the annual
budget for sufficiency.
Equally as important by virtue of the fact that it is
directly affected by the budgetary approval process is the process
by which the performance of each public school district is evaluated
(N.J.A.C. 6:8-4.1 et ~). and the vital role delegated to the
County Superintendent in assisting local school districts to achieve
full certification.
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The involvement of the County Superintendent in both the
annual budgetary approval process and the school district evaluation
and performance process places him in a position to have an intimate
knowledge of both the financial and program requirements of those
local school districts under his supervision in order to assist the
local boards of education in meeting their constitutional mandate to
provide a thorough and efficient system of education. The further
circumstance in this matter of the Level III status of the Paterson
School District likewise dictates a more aggressive role for the
County Superintendent.
In the Commissioner • s judgment the Board • s failure to rely
upon the Pauaic County Superintendent as a witness to testify to
its need for the restoration of the remaining $2,452,288 of
Counci 1' s reductions recommended and sustained by the AW, along
with its decision to accept those reductions by stipulation without
additional testimony from its own responsible school officials is
totally unacceptable given the special circumstances prevalent in
this matter.
In the Commiu ioner • s judgment the record developed thus
far does not provide him with a sufficient factual basis upon which
he can reach an informed decision with regard to the remaining
$2,452,288 in current expense tax levy reductions that the ALJ
recommends be sustained in the Board's 1987-88 school budget request.
In view of the above determination, the Commissioner
remands this matter to the Office of Administrative Law and directs
that the Board provide further testimony from the appropriate school
official with respect to each of the affected line item amounts in
which the total reduction of $2.452.288 has been recommended to be
sustained by the ALJ.
Moreover, the Commissioner upon remand of this matter
further directs that the Passaic County Superintendent of Schools be
made a party to these proceedings for the purpose of obtaining any
further relevant testimony with regard to the remaining tax levy
reduction of $2,452,288 and for explanation as to why he originally
required that the current expense budget be set at not less than
$118,453,973.
.
findings
current
purposes

In other resvects the Commissioner adopts as his own those
and conclus1ons of the ALJ which restore $3,247,712 in
expense tax levy appropriations to be raised for school
for the 1987-88 school year.

The Commissioner hereby certifies to the Passaic County
Board of Taxation an additional amount of $3,247,712 in current
expense appropriations to be made available to the Paterson School
District for the 1987-88 school year. This amount, when added to
the original current expense tax levy appropriation of $29.401,790
previously certified by the City Council of the City of Paterson on
April 28,
1987,
shall
total $32,649,502
in current expense
appropriations which is certified to be raised for school purposes
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in the School
school year.

District

of

the City of

Paterson

for

the

1987-88

The Commissioner retains jurisdiction in this matter for
the purpose of rendering a final determination of the portion of
this
decision
which
is
being
remanded
to
the
Office
of
Administrative Law for further proceedings.
Such proceedings must
be scheduled on an expedited basis.
IT IS SO ORDERED this 24th day of December 1987.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 24, 1987
Pendin~

State Board

/l.i
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THOMAS PURYEAR,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
EAST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY AND
DR. T. JOSIHA HAIG, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
RESPONDENTS .

For the Petitioner, Thomas Puryear, ProSe
For the Respondent East Orange Board, Love & Randall
(Melvin Randall, Esq., of Counsel)
For Respondent Dr. T. Josiha Haig, Jeffrey A. Bartges, Esq.
This matter was opened before the Commissioner by way of a
Petition for Declaratory Judgment submitted by Thomas Puryear. a 2!Q
se petitioner. In the aforesaid petition, petitioner requests that
the Commissioner construe the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 and
28-6 for purposes of declaring that Respondent Dr. T. Josiha Haig
has not acquired tenure as Superintendent of the East Orange Public
Schools inasmuch as he has not served the requisite period of time
prescribed by the aforesaid statutes nor has the Board of Education
acted to shorten that period of time required by statute to acquire
a tenure status as superintendent.
By way of
undisputed:

factual

recitation,

the

following

facts

1.
Dr. Haig was appointed Deputy Superintendent
September 1983 and served in that capacity until August 2, 1985.

are
in

On
August 2,
1985
he
was
appointed
Acting
2.
Superintendent in which position he served until his appointment as
Superintendent on March 19, 1986.
3.
Dr. Haig has served continuously in the position of
Superintendent to the present.
By way of support of his argument, petitioner contends that
Respondent Haig has not served the requisite period of time
necessary to obtain tenure as Deputy Superintendent under N.J. S. A.
18A: 28-5 which provides as follows:
------
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Tenure of teaching staff members
The services of all teaching staff members
including all teachers, principals, assistant
principals,
vice principals,
superintendents,
assistant superintendents, and all school nurses
including school nurse supervisors, head school
nurses,
chief
school
nurses,
school nurse
coordinators, and any other nurse performing
school nursing services and such other employees
as are in positions which require them to hold
appropriate certificates issued by the board of
examiners, serving in any school district or
under any board of education, excepting those who
are not the holders of proper certificates in
full force and effect, shall be under tenure
during good behavior and efficiency and they
shall not be dismissed or reduced in compensation
except for inefficiency, incapacity, or conduct
unbecoming such a teaching staff member or other
just cause and then only in the manner prescribed
by subarticle B of article 2 of chapter 6 of this
title after employment in such district or ~
_!!l,lch board for:
w_three consecutive calend~r_years_,_
or any shorter per1od which ma~
fixe.!L._J:l.y__!he emJ?l()ying board for such
purpose; or
(b) three consecutive academic years,
together
with
employment
at
the
beginning
of
the
next
succeeding
academic year; or
(c) the equivalent of more than three
academic years within a period of any
four consecutive academic years;
provided that the time in which such teaching
staff member has been employed as such in the
district in which he was employed at the end of
the academic year immediately preceding July 1.
1962, shall be counted in determining such period
or periods of employment in that district or
under that board but no such teaching staff
member shall obtain tenure prior to July 1, 1964
in any position in any district or under any
board of education other than as a teacher,
principal,
assistant
sup~rintendent
or
superintendent, or as a school nurse, school
nurse supervisor, head school nurse, chief school
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nurse, school nurse coordinator, or as the holder
of any position under which nursing services are
performed in the public schools.
(emphasis
supplied)
Having failed to acquire tenure by way of three full years
of service as Deputy Superintendent, petitioner contends that
Respondent Haig became subject to the provisions of N.J.S.A.
18A:28-6 which provide as follows:
Tenure upon transfer or promotion
Any such teaching staff member under tenure
eligible to obtain tenure under this chapter,
is transferred or promoted with his consent
another position covered by his chapter on
after July 1, 1962, shall not obtain tenure
the new position until after:

or
who
to
or
in

(a)
the expiration of a period of
employment of two consecutive calendar
years in the new position unless a
shorter
period
is
fixed
by
the
employing board for such purpose; or
(b) employment for two academic years
in the new position together with
employment in the new position at the
beginning
of
the
next
succeeding
academic year; or
(c)
employment in the new position
within
a
period
of
any
three
consecutive academic years. for the
equivalent of more than two academic
years;
provided that the period of employment in such
new position shall be included in determining the
tenure and seniority rights in the former
position held by such teaching staff members. and
in the event the employment in such new position
is terminated before tenure is obtained therein,
if he then has tenure in the district or under
said board of education, such teaching staff
member shall be returned to his former position
at the salary which he would have received had
the transfer or promotion not occurred together
with any increase to which he would have been
entitled during the period of such transfer or
promotion.
(emphasis supplied)
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While petitioner does not dispute the fact that Respondent
Haig has by operation of ~.S.A. 1BA:28-6 obtained tenure as Deputy
Superintendent, it is his contention that respondent has not served
the requisite two years in the position of Superintendent to which
he was transferred.
Thus, he contends that neither Haig nor the
East Orange Board of Education can claim that a tenured status as
superintendent exists without taking formal action under N.J. S .A.
18A:28-6 to shorten the period of time required.
By way of response to petitioner's content ion, Respondent
East Orange Board of Education (Board) contends that Haig as Deputy
Superintendent was in a position eligible to obtain tenure at the
time of his transfer or promotion to the position of Acting
Superintendent, thus, upon such transfer, Haig continued to accrue
tenure as Deputy Superintendent and began to accrue tenure
eligibility in the new position of Superintendent of Schools, citing
Euell v. Board of Education of Princeton Regional School District,
1979 S.L.D. 171 for the aforesaid proposition.
The Board argues
that since Haig was in a position "eligible to obtain" tenure at the
time of transfer in conformity with the exact language of N.J.S.A.
18A:28-6 he was entitled to accrue tenure simultaneously in the new
position of Superintendent while continuing to accrue tenure status
in his previous position of Deputy Superintendent.
Thomas Smith v.
Board of Education of the Township of Egg H:arbor, 1974 ~~ 430
Finally, since no question exists as to Haig 's tenure as
Deputy Superintendent, the Board contends that Raig' s tenure status
as Superintendent hinges upon whether his service as Acting
Superintendent from August 2, 1985 through March 18, 1986 may be
tacked on to his service as Superintendent in order to complete the
two years in the new position of Superintendent required by N.J.S,~.
18A:28-6.
In the Board's view, such an outcome is dictated by such
cases as Flood v. Jersey City Board of Education, decided by the
Commissioner December 22, 1986; R. Thomas Jannarone, Jr. v. Board of
Education of the City of Asbury Park, 1976 S. L.D. 526; and Pastore
v. Jersey City Board of Education, decided June 2Z, 1984.
---Respondent Haig's arguments largely mirror those of the
Board.
Contending that the segment of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6(a) which
permits persons "***under tenure or eligible to obtain tenure***" to
obtain tenure after two consecutive calendar years clearly permits
the conclusion that he has obtained tenure after two years of
service as Superintendent.
Such statutory provision, contends
Respondent Raig, was designed by the Legislature to prevent abuse
and the evasion of tenure acquisition.
Like the Board, Haig
contends that service as Acting Superintendent tacks on to service
as Superintendent to provide the necessary two calendar years
required to obtain tenure as Superintendent pursuant to N.J. S .A.
18A:28-6. Respondent Raig bases such contention upon the fact that
his service as Acting Superintendent was not as a temporary
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substitute in a position held by another but that a genuine vacancy
did in fact exist. Sayreville Education Association v. Sayreville
Board of Education, 192 N.J. Super. 424, 453 (App. Div. 1984)
Further, Ha1g asserts that such determination is likewise consistent
with the Commissioner's decisions which hold that it is the duties
performed, not the title assigned, which determines the tenure
status of an individual. Salerno et al. v. Board of Education of
Newark, decided May 5, 1987 and Figurelll v. Board of Education of
:rerBeY City, decided by the Commissioner December 11, 1986, aff'd
State Board May 6, 1987
The Commissioner has carefully examined the arguments of
the parties and the various cases and statutory references cited by
the parties in support of their respective positions. Based upon
such review, the Commissioner concludes that the determination
relative to this matter rests upon conclusions to be reached on two
specific issues, namely:
1.
The precise meaning of N.J.S.A.
tenure upon transfer or promotion; and

18A:28-6 relative to

2.
The manner in which Respondent Haig's service as
Acting Superintendent is to be considered for purposes of tenure
acquisition.
In his review of the case law relevant to this issue, the
Commissioner finds two cases most instructive in that they both
involve the promotion of persons from the position of assistant
superintendent to superintendent after periods of service as acting
superintendent. See Jannarone, supra, and Robert F.X. Van Wagner v.
Board of Education of the Borough of Roselle, 1973 S.L.D. 488.
Of the two cases cited above, the factual pattern relative
to the actual service and positions held by the individuals
involved, the matter of Van Wagner, supra, fits almost precisely the
factual pattern of the case under consideration.
Van Wagner's
actual contracted services were as follows:

1.
Assistant
June 30, 1970.
1971.

Superintendent

from

January 5,

2.

Acting Superintendent from July 1,

3.

Superintendent

4.

Superintendent July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1973.

June 30, 1972.

of

Schools

from

1970

to

1970 to June 30,
July 1,

1971

to

On March 13, 1973, however. the Roselle Board of Education
terminated his contract as Superintendent as of May 1, 1973 thus
purportedly terminating his services as superintendent prior to his
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renderinc a full two year• of 1ervice under that title. Under those
circUIIItancel, the Rotelle Board contended that Van Wagner had not
acquired tenure as a 1uperintendent becau•e he had not met the
provi1ions of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 for three calendar year• of service
which they contended JDUst be met before the provision• of N.J.S.A.
18A:28-6 could become applicable. AI a calendar year employee, the
board contended that Van Wagner whose service began on January 5,
1970 would have had to 1erve until January 4, 1973 to obtain tenure
as auistant superintendent· and thus the two-year period required
for tenure pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6 in the position to which he
was tranlferred (luperintendent) would not begin to run until that
time.
The Co.missioner rejected that reading of the relevant
statutes as follows:
However, the Commissioner holds to the contrary that the time period toward tenure in a specific
po1ition to which a nontenured teaching staff
member is "promoted" or "transferred" begins to
toll at the time of such promotion or transfer
and run• from that time forward, until such time
as the staff member baa fulfilled the precise
requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 for a general
tenure in the school district and, at that time,
or subsequently, has fulfilled one of service
requirements
of
N.J.S.A.
18A:28-6.
The
Commiadoner holds that a staff member has
achieved a tenure status in the position to which
be was promoted or transferred when be/abe bas
acquired a tenure status first a1 a teaching
staff member
under
N.J.S.A.
18A:28-5,
and
aiJDUltaneously under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6.
Thus.
when a person at the same t1me - concurrently is
appointed a1 a teaching staff member for one
year, and is 1ubsequently properly promoted to
another position for two consecutive years. he
would acquire a tenure status under both N.J.S.A.
18A:28-S and 6 at the sa~~e time.
The
Commissioner
determines
that
the
two
ltatutes,
R.J.S.A.
18A:28-5
and
N.J.S.A.
l8A:28-6, must be read in parJ materia, and that
the pre1criptive mandate-ot t e second statute is
trigfered
at
the
time
when
the
precise
requ rements ot N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 have been met.
If, at that time, the teachinl staff member has
completed the
service requirements of both
statutes, he has achieved not only a general
tenured statui a1 a teachin& 1taff member, but
alao a tenured statui to his position. Be has
served an adequate probationary period. Aa the
Court said in ZiMerman v. Board of Education ot
Newark, 38 N.J. 65 (l962):
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"***The
objective~
[of the tenure
1tatute1] are to protect competent and
qualified teacheu in the security of
their p01iti0n1 durin& 100d behavior,
and to protect thea, after they have
under&one
an
adequate
probationary
period, aaainlt reaoval for unfounded,
flia1y, or political reasons.***"
(at p. 71)

Thil viev il founded on a careful readinf of the
laat paracraph of R.J.S.A. 18A:28-6 where1n it is
clearly atated that the atatute' s provisions are
applicable to nontenured teachin& staff members
as well aa to thoae who have acquired a tenured
atatus. Specifically, the Commiaaioner refers to
that portion of the statute (R.J.S.A. 18A:28-6)
which providea that, in the event employment in a
"new poaition" ia terminated:
"*** before tenure ia obtained therein,
if he then hal tenure in the diltrict
*** such teachin& staff member ahall be
returned to hil former position.***"
(emphaaia 1upplied.)
in the Commisaioner•s jud&ment, the "if" which
the atatute containa ia a clear reference that
the statute is applicable to nontenured as well
as tenured teachin& ltaff members who are
"transferred" or "promoted" in the course of
their employment.
Thua, the Board's arcument,
ante, is, in the Commissioner'• view, a specious
one.
(Van Wa&ner, supra, at 492)
Thua, applyin& the interpretation of the relevant statutes
aa aet down by the Commiuioner in Van Wacner, it is clear that
Rel"ondent Bai&, who urved consecutively as Deputy Superintendent,
Actln& Superintendent and Superintendent from September 1983,
attained tenure as a Deputy Superintendent after three years of
1ervice purauant to R.J.S.A. 18A:28-S(a) as of September 1986.
Further applyin& the interpretation iterated in Van Wacner, 1upra,
Reapondent Bai& waa entitled to count 1uch period of time served as
1uperintendent 1imultaneou1ly toward
tenure
as
both Deputy
Superintendent and Superintendent aa provided by R.J.S.A. 18A:28-6.
The crucial queation, however, a1 to Dr. Bai&'• tenure
atatua &I Superintendent il contiqent upon when one co11111ences to
count the period of tiae 1erved a1 Superintendent under the
provi1ion1 of R.J.S.A. 18A:28-6.
If one be&inl such count on
March 19, 1986, when he bore the actual title, excludin& the period
of tiae 1erved a1 Actin& Superintendent, then Dr. Baig's acquisition
of tenure a1 Superintendent would not occur until March 18, 1988.
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In reaching a determination as to the issue of whether the
period of time served by Dr. Bai& as Acting Superintendent tacks on
to his service under the actual title of Superintendent, both Van
Wagner, supra, and Jannarone, dupra, are instructive. In both of
these eases, the co. .iuioner eterained that the period of time
served in the acting capacity was to be counted in determining the
individuals' tenure status as superintendents, even in the face of
opposition from the respective boards of education.
In the one
instance, that of Van Wagner, it was clear that the petitioner in
that matter was filling a vacant position under title of acting
superintendent and, thus, there was no technicality of another
claimant to the position of superintendent. In Jannarone, supra,
the co. . issioner found that Jannarone was entitled to claim the
period of service as actin& superintendent toward tenure as
superintendent even when there was no vacancy and where the
superintendent was on extended leave. In doing so, the Commissioner
relied upon the duties actually performed, not the title a as igned,
which determine the tenure 1tatus of a teaching staff member, as is
contended by Respondent Baig in his brief citing Salerno, supra,
and Fi11:urell i,
sup~a.
In support of such propoSl tlon. the
Commissroner adopts w1th approval the language of Jannarone, supra,
wherein he held:
The actual realities of the instant matter demand
a similar liberal intert~retation in the context
of the precise condit1ons set forth in the
statute N.J.S.A. 1BA:28-6, ante, since here, as
in Wall, supra, and Zielinii'l. supra, the Board
had full knowledge of pet1t1oner•a actions in the
performance of the duties of Superintendent in
July 1973 and in fact ratified them by its
acceptance
of
petitioner
as
"acting
superintendent" at both ita caucus and regular
meetin,s.
A rulinf to the contrary, and an
elevat1on of Dr. Sm1th' s limited performance of
duties during that month as that of the
Superintendent would, in the judgment of the
Commisaioner,
be
a
patently
unfair
categorization, an elevation of title over
substance which cannot be sustained.
{Jannarone, supra, at 542)
In the instant matter, it ia abundantly clear that the East
Orange Board of Education offers no challenge to the inclusion of
Dr. Raig's service as Actin& Superintendent in determining his
tenure status as
Superintendent but actually supports such
inclusion.
Under the circumstances, therefore, the Commissioner
finda and determines that Dr. T. Josiba Baig ac~uired tenure as a
Deputy Superintendent pursuant to the proviuons of N.J.S.A.
18A: 28-5 in September 1986 and aubsequentiy acquired tenure as a
Superintendent on August l, 1987 upon the completion of two years
service as Superintendent pursuant to the provisions of N.J.S.A.
lBA: 28-6.
'
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 24, 1987
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Barbara A. BID, Esq., for respondent
Record Clonch October 23, 1987

Decided: October 26, 1987

BEFORE DANIEL B. MC KBOWK, AL.J:
INTRODQC'nON

The East Orenp Board or Education (Bovd) appeals a determination of the

rovernlnr body or the City of East aranre (Counelt or sovern.~nr body) eertitytnc to the
Btlex County 8oard of Taxation a lesser amount to be raised by local property taxes for
1987-88 current expense school purposes than the amount fixed by the Board of School
Estimate. After the Commissioner of Education traRiferred the matter on July 28, 1987
to the Otrlce of Administrative Law as a contested 0818 Wlder the provision~ or N.J.S.A.
52t14P-1 !! !!9.•• a prehearing conference was conducted September 9, 1987 during which
the Issues to be decided were resolved and a plenary hetlrlng wu scheduled for November
18, 1987. Therea(ter, Counell'S motion to amend its answer by which additional issues

..
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were railed waspoanted by letter 1'1111111 dated Oetober 7,1987. Pursuant to the amended
prehearinc order, the Board seeks summary decision in its favor and an Order restoring all
monies to ita 1987-88 current expenae budget which were reduced by Council from the
amount set by the Board of School &ltimate. Council seeks summary deelslon In its favor
by way of a dismissal of the Petition of Appeal for the asserted failure of the Board to
strictly adhere to statutory prescription with respect to its adoption of the proposed 198788 current expense budtfet, and for the asserted failure of the Board to perfect the
Petition of Appeal in the manner prescribed by law.
This initial decision concludes that the Board of Education is entitled to
summary deelslon in Its favor and an Order by which $2,800,000 Is to be added to the
amount already certified by Council to the Essex County Board of Taxation to be raised
by local property taxes for the 1987-88 current expense costs of the East Orange school
district.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND PACTS
The followlnc facts, establJihed in this record, are not In dispute between the

parties. The East Orange sebool district Is classified u a type I school district. ~·
18A:9-l. In type I diltricts, members of the baud are appointed by the chief executive
oftleer ot the munlcil*lty. ~· 18A;l2-7. While a board of education In a type I
district prepares Its annual sebool budget as do type D diltricts havllllf an elected board,
budgets prepared In type I school districts are not voted upon by the electorate; rather,
they are submitted to a board of school estimate. Boards of school estimate are
eompoeed of two members of the bollrd of education, two members of the municipal
governilll body, and the chief executive officer of the municipality. ~· 18A:22-1.
Boards of school estimate nx the amount or money neeaaary to be appropriated for the
use of public schools In the diltrlet for the ensu1111 school year and certifies such amount
to the municipal governinc body and the baud of education. ~ 18A:22-14.
In this cue the Board adopted a propoeed annual school budget for 1987-88. On

the same day It tiled Its propoeecl budpt with the Board of School Estimate. This Board
of School Estimate consists of the mayor of the City of East Orange who Is also the
president of the Board of Sehoo1 Estimate, the finance chairman of clty council, the city
council chairman, the president and the vice president of the Board of Education. The

-2-
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Bollrd ot School Estimate, on the same day the Bollrd or Education's proposed budget was
fUed with It, certified to the Board of Education and to the Eat Orange governing body

an amount ot money nee.ury to be appropriated for the use or the Bast Orange public
IOhoo1a for the 111'1-18 IIOhoo1 year, eK~IIIIVe of the amount apportioned to It by the
Commillioner. 'nlree montlw later, the ao...m• body adopted a resolution to certify to
the F.llex County Board or Taxation an amount to be relied by local taxes for 1987-88
current expense school purpoaes less than the amount certified to it by the Board of
School Bsttmate.

The Board of Education med the IIBtant Petition of Appeal before the
Commillioner of Education on June 30, 1187. The aovernl• body filed Its a•wer on July
24, 198'1 after haVing been IP'Iftted an uteiB!on

ot time

within which to do so. Following

the govern!• bodY's llxth separate defense nt forth In its oriJlnala~Bwer, oounsel for the
governing body states "Annexed hereto pleue flnd Reapondent's [governing body's]
statement u required by ~· 8t21-'1.5." The referenced statement Is a purported
statement of reasons for reductiOIB, but without specific dollar reduetiOIB, lmpcaed by
the governl• body upon the amount certified to It by the Board or School Estimate.
There Is no eVidence to show the Bollrd of Education notified in writing either
the Board of School Estimate of Ita intent to
body,~· 18At22-1'1.

appeal,~·

18AI22-14, or the governing

Prom the foregoing procedl.l'al baclqp'ound facta, the followlnc Issues have been
Joined by the pleadl.np and the amended a~Bwer.

The amended prehearl• order Htl forth the following luues of the ease1

1.

Whether the Board estabUshel by a preponderance of the credible eVidence
Its need

tor any or

all the $2.8 million reduction Imposed by the governing

body on Uta) proposed 198'1-88 current expe!Be school

A.

budget.

The aowtm~• body, by motion made. and tranted, putalnto '-ue the
amount In dispute. The Board UHf'tl the amount In dispute Is $2.8

million, while the

aovernl• body

$1,798,412.

-s-
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2.

3.

Whether on that ultimate blue the Board Ia entitled to summary decision
on the merits for the llllepd failure of the governing body to comply with
the mandate of Board of Education of East Brunswick v. Twp. Council of
East Brunswick, 48 .!!.:i!· 94 (1988).
Whether the petition

ot appeal should be dismissed for

the asserted failure

of the Board to have served a Notice of Appeal upon the governing body.

AMOUNT IN DISPUTE
The record reveall that at a special public meeting held March 18, 1981 at 4:30
p.m., the Board adopted a propoeed 1981-88school budpt atter having accepted from its
own finance committee a recommended reduction of $210,000. (See, Exhibit B, attached
to Council's brief.) On the same day, but atter the Board adopted Its proposed budget, the
Board of SChool Estimate met and adopted a resolution which provides in part u follows:
WHEREAS, the Board ot Education ot East Orange In the County of
Essex by resolution voted on March 18, 198'1, eonsidered the sum of
$13,2fti,300.00 neee~~ary to be raised by City Taxes for the operation
of the public schools of the City ot East Orange in the County of
Essex for the school year beglnninr July 1, 1987 and ending June 30,
1988, exclusive of state or other revenue • • •
NOW, THEREFORE BE lT RESOLVED, that the Board of School
Estimate of the City of East Orange, County of Buex, State of New
Jersey, does hereby fix and determine the sum of $12,296,322.00 to
be necessary to be raised by City Taxes for the operation or the
public schools ot tbe City of &lit Orange in the County of Eleex for
the school year belfnnlnr July 1, 1987 and ending June 30, 1988,
exclusive of state or other revenue per Itemized budpt summarized
u followas
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL BUDGET AND DISTRICT TAXES FOR THE
SCHOOL YEAR 1981-88
[The Board of School Estimate's Summary of its
action contained within the resolution notes that it
set the Board's 1981-88 total Olll'l'«<t expefJM budget
at $62,628,798, of which $13,189,830 Is to be raised
by local taxation. The Summary also notes the fact
that while $13,299,830 Is to be raised by local
taxation for the 198'1-88 school year, July 1, 198'1
through June 30, 1988, the actual amount to be
railed for school purposes by local taxation for the

-4-
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1187 Clllendar yew, .January 1, 1917 through
December 31, 198'7, Is $12,291,322.]

(Exhibit A, attached to Couni!II's brief)
The 8olrd of 8ehool Blttmate duly filed Its reaolutlon, which is signed by each of
the five members of the Board of Sehool !ltlmate, with Couni!II. Couneit, at a meeting
eondueted June 22, 1187, adopted a resolution which pro¥ides ln pert u follows:

WHEREAS, the Board of School Bltlmate hal fled with the City
Couni!II a Certlfieete of the amount of money necessary to be
appropriated for the use of the public achool.l of the City of East
oranp tor the etWuii'C yew, belfnnlng July 1, 1987 and ending June
30, 1188, In the sum of $13,299,830, exel..tve of State and other
funds; and
WHEREAS, R.S. 181&--53 (now, N.J.S.A.. 11AI2,..1T] pro¥ides that no
amount In ~ of one and oiii=1iilr peroent of the valuation of
. . . . .ble rat..bles of any munleipallty • 1at determined by the
County Board of TaXation shell be appi'OPI'iated except with the
eoncurnnee and con~ent of the Governlrc Body exprl!llled by tts
resolution duly paeHd; and
WHEREAS, the valuation of the - - b l e rat..blu of the City or
last oranp u lut determined by the County Board of TaXation ts
the sum of $372,707,400.00 and one and one-balf percent of such
rateablM Is the sum of $5,590,811.00. and
WHEREAS, the City Couni!II or the City of last Orange has
determined thet the sum or $10,fti,130.00 Ia the amount necl!lllary
for the use or Hid public sehools lllltead of the sum of $13,219,830.00
as set forth In the Certificate heretofore fDed by the Board of School
!ltlmate1 and
WHEREAS, the amount to be lnl!ludaclln the tax IWCiiutlon for 1987
Is $1,tll,f07.00 for the use or the public soboola for the period from
J&marJ 1, 1117 to J - 30, 1117 and one-hdf or the appropriation
for the sehool ,_, belfnnll'll July 1, 1987 and ending J - 30, 19881s
the 1um or $5,24t,9u.oo • • •
(Exhibit E, attached to Couni!II's
brief)

- 5-
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nus certification resolution Is similar to that adopted by the Board of School
Bstlmate. Council acknowledges that the amount certified to it as being necessary to be
raised by local taxes for school purposes for the aohool fiscal year July 1, 198'1 through
June 30, 1988 Is $13,298,830, but its resolution provides for the raising of taxes on a
calendar year basis, January 1, 198'1 through December 31, 198'1.
Council'S resolution above unequivocally states that It determined the sum of
necessary for the use of the East Orange public schools for
198'1-88 "* • • Instead of the sum of $13,299,830.00 as set forth in the Certificate
heretofore fned by the Board of School Bstimate • • *·" Council now takes the position
that its sum of $10,499.830 m•t be compared to the amount $12,298,322 as set forth in
the second parqraph of the Board of Sehool Bstimate's certification, Exhibit A above, in
$10,499,830 as the amount

order to arrive at the true amount ln dilpute of $1,'198,411:. The Board of Education relies
upon the affidavit IUed from Ita secretary-business administrator who Is also the
secretary to the East Oranre Board of Sahool Bstimate, to explain the Inconsistent figures
on the face of the Board of Sehool Elltlmate's certlfleatlon resolution.
The school board secretary, acting in his role of Board of School Bstlmate
secretary, attests that the amount $12,298,322 Is the total tax levy for the 198'1 calendar
year and through Inadvertence or cterleel error that figure was inserted in the second
parqraph of the resolution of the Board of Sehool Bstlmate Instead of $13,299,830, the
amount set for the 198'1-88 school fiscal year. CouncU In support of its contention that
the Board of Sahool Bstimate certified only $12,298,322 for the 198'1-88 school year IUed
affidavits from the mayor and from CouneU'S finance committee chairman, both of whom
attended the Board of Sehool Bltlmate meetlnc on March 18, 1987. Neither individual,
nevertheless, attests to the resolution or the Board of Sahool Bstimate beinc erroneo• or
that It did not fix the amount $13,298,830 as the amount to be railed by local taxes for
school purposes In 188'1-88. Furthermore, neither affidavit attests that the figure the
Board of Sehoo1 Estimate adopted 11 beinc necell8l'Y to be relied by toeat taxes for 198788 school purposes Is $12,298,322.

Havinc considered the certlfleate of the Board of Sahool Estimate (Exhibit A)
together with the resolution adopted by CouncU (Exhibit E), In conjunction with the
affidavit or the secretary-business administrator and secretary to the Board of Sahool
Bstlmate, and the affidavits filed by the mayor and the chairman of the finance
committee for City Council, I PDfD that the Board or Sehool Bstlmate fixed and certified

-6-
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to the Board of Bdueatlon and to the aovemllll body $13,299,830 u the amount necessary
to be raised by local taxes for CUI'I'ant expel'lle school purposes for the 1987-88 school
fiJcal year, JUly 1, 1987 throulh June 30, 1988. The Board of School Estimate further
find the amount for school purposes to be railed by loctal taxes for the 1987 calendar
year, January 1, 1987 throueh Deeember 31, 1987, as $12,298,322. I also PDfD that the
governlrc body understood the diJtinetlon between the two amounts referenced in the
Board or School Estimate's certification for It speeiflcally refers to the sum $13,299,830
as the amount "set forth In the Certificate heretofore filed by the Board of School
&It! mate • • •" (Exhibit E). I further PDfD that the amount $12,296,322 was set forth In
the Board of School Estimate's Certificate second paragraph, through inadvertence or
clerical error. The intent of the Board of School Estimate and Its official act and the
knowledge of that Intent and act by the governinr body iJ elearly revealed in the body of
the respective resolutions adopted by the Board of School Estimate and by the governing
body.
Aceordllllfly,l PDfD and COIICLUDB on the evidence that the amount In dispute
Is $2,800,000, an amount arrived at by eompartnr: $13,219,830 with $10,499,830, the
amount determined by the City Couneii or the City of Bait Oranp as bellllf necessary for
the 1987-88 school flseal year of the Bait Oranp public schools.

COUNCIL'S MOTION TO DISMISS

!
Allerted Board Pallure to Adopt
Its Budpt Aeoordl• to Law

CounC!Il eontendl that .!!::!!:!:!· 18A:22-7 Imposes an obllptlon upon the Board to
deliver a copy of Its budpt to each member ot the Board ot School Estimate which, in
turn, mlllt then nx and determine the amount of money neo..ary to be appropriated for
sehoot purposes the ensulnr school year. 'Ibis obllp.tlon, Couneil1U'JU81, impoees upon the
Board the duty to provide information neeeiiBI'J tor the Board of School Estimate to
perform Its statutory obllptlo111. Council arpes that In this lnstanee the Board failed to
provide the Board ot School Estimate with a copy ot Its propoeed budget, after the Board
aeeepted the reeommendlltlon from Ita own finance committee to reduce Its proposed
expenditures by $210,000. CouncU eontendl that beoause the Board did not provide the
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Board of School Estimate with either the revised budpt nor an explanatory statement ot
the changes and revisions made followinr Board adoption of the recommendation to
reduce Its praposal by $210,000 the Board or Sdlool Estimate could not have property
fulfilled its statutory obligation. As such, Council demands that the petition of appeal be
dismissed u a matter or law. Council relies upon the affidavits fUed by the mayor and by

the chairman of the City Council finance committee, both of whotV are u noted members
of the Board of Sdlool Estimate. Council abo relies upon an earlier administrative
decision, Bd. of Ed. of City of Or!II!J! Twp. v. Bd. of School Estimate and City Council of
City of Orge Twp., OAL DKT. EDU 4324-85, aff'd Comm'r of Ed. (Mar. 31, 1986).
The Board, it is noted, did not respond to this motion to dismiss beyond its

motion for summary decision in its favor.
It is neeessary to conllder the undisputed proeedural baclqrround facts of the

matter set forth above in order to dispoae of this motion. The petition of appeal
represents a challenge by the Board of Education to the action of the City Council of Ellllt
orange reducinr the amount certified to It by the Board of School Estimate u being
necessary for the operation of the Ellllt orange public schools for the 1987-88 school fiscal
year. The mayor and the chairman of the Council finance committee, In their roles as
members of the Board of Sdlool Estimate, now attest that the Board of School Estimate
wu not provided on March 18, 1987 with any documentation of the clvlngal occuioned by
the Board acceptlnc from Its own committee a recommended reduction of $210,000. Even
accepting these attestations as true, the fact remains that both the mayor and the
chairman of Council's finanM committee joined In the resolution adopted by the Board of
School Estimate that very same day flxlnr the sum of $13,299,830 as belnc necessary for
the Ellllt Orange public schoola. Pwthermore, there Is no valid need for the Board or
School Estimate to have had documentation which does not support the current expense
budget proposed to It by the Board.
Council Sllllf8Sts that the Board of School Estimate acted in an arbitrary,
capricious, unreasonable, or unlawful manner. If that is the argument to ba made, it is
unpersuasive In light of the undisputed faota. Recall that prior to the time the Board
delivered Its proposed bud&'et to the Board of School Estimate on March 18, 1987 It had
already incorporated Into its praposaJ the $210;000 reduction recommended to It by Its
own finance committee.

That beiiiC so, there was no need for the Board of School

£stlmate to have doeumentatlon with respect to how the Board reduced Its proposal prior
to the time the Board of School Estimate NMived the proposal.

-8-
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Finally, this dispute, unlike Bd. of Ed. of City of orance Twp., supra , is a
dispute between the last Orange Board of Edueatlon and the East Orange governing body.
'~be

Board ot School Eltlmate eomplled with Its statutory mandate to fix the amount

llfiO..ary for IChool purpoees In the City of last Oranre for the 198'1-88 school nseal
year. It further oertlfled IUCh amount to th!l Boud llld to the But Orange City Council.
It Is CouncU':s subsequent action in the form of eertlfylng to the Essex County Board of
Tu:atlon a

le~Hr

amOW'It

ot local

taxes for school

School Eltimate certified to It whleh Is the focus

purpoaes than the amount the Board of

ot this dispute.

Aeoordircly, Counell's lll'IUment that the Petition of Appeal should be dismissed
II a matter of laW for the UHI'ted failla'e of the Board to follow

a statutory prescription

with respect to its adoption of a propelled 1981-88 school budpt is

Dmmm.

No showing

has been made by Council on this record that either the Board or the Board or School

Estimate faDed to eomply with its statutory obUptlon.

!!
AIHrted PaDure ot the Board
to Perfect Its Appeal
This part of Counell's motion to dismlsl the Petition of Appeal Is bottomed upon

the &lllerted faDure ot the Bolrd to notify the Boerd ot School Estimate llld it, the
govwnlng body of the City of last Oranp, of Its Intent to appeal. It must be noted here
that at pep 14 ot C01mell's brief, Counell oontendll that the Board faDed to notify the
Board of School Estimate of Its Intent "* • • to appeal the action of the Board ot School
Estimate." This Board, I PDm, Is not appeell• bJ this petition of appeal the action ot
the Board of Sehool Bstlmate. Rather, the appeal is dlreetly llpinst the govwnlng body's
faDure to certify to the Bslex County Board
~

ot

to be raised by loeal taus by the Board

of Intent to appeal is not neeessary In this
Bstlmete.

ot School

Bstlmate. A separate notice

to have been provided the Board ot School

CiliA

l!::!:!:A· 18At2!-1'1 provldelln pert u

Tu:atlon the amount fixed for sehool

fOUowsa

de,.

• • • Within to
after the rcmrnl• body of the munlclpeUty
approprtet• In Its tax ordlnenoe en amaw\t for the use of the public
IIChoola of the district lor the ...utns aehoo1 year, the board of
education lhll1 notify the pyerntnc body If It Intends to appeal to
the Commlsltoner the amount 10 appropriated.
-9-
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While the statute requires notification to the governing body by the Board of an
intent to appeal the amount it appropriates for school purposes, the statute is silent with
respect to the method of sueh notification. In this case, Council acted on June 22, 1987
to certify the controverted amount for sehool purposes to the Essex County Board of
Taxation on June 22, 1987. The Board of Education fUecl its petition with the
Commissioner on June 30, 11187 and appended to ti!Jt petition proof of malling to Council.
By virtue of Council's receipt of the petition of appeal, presumably within days following
June 30, 1987, notice of the appeal was provided Council.

Absent specific statutory

direction that the notice of Intent to -appeal m~at be separate from the actual petition of
appeal, so long as the petition Is filed within 20 days alter the determination of the
governing body, the purpose of the statute Is met. The statute on its face requires a
notice of intent to appeal within 20 daya following the action by the governing body in
order to ensure that budget disputes may be dlspoMd of as quickly as poaslble.
Accordingly, the al:eence of a lllt(Mil'8te notice of Intent to appeal to the
governing body, in light of the faet the governing body received the petition of appeal
filed aptnst It within days of June 30, 1987 wall within the 20 daya allowed from June 22,
1987, is no bula upon which to dismiss the Petition of Appeal as a matter of law.
Accordingly, the motion to dismiss Is DBNIBD.

BOARD'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY DECISION

The Board moves for summary decision In its favor on the asserted faUure of
Council to proVide a statement of apeetfic line Item reduetlona and the alleged failure of
Council to proVide a statement of underlytnc reas0111 for Its specific reductions on June
22, 1987 when It certified to the Essex County Board of Taxation an amount lesser for
school purposes than the amount certllled to it by the Board of Sehool Bstlmate. The
Board maintains that such an asserted failure by the governing body Is a fatal naw In
these proceedings and, as such, tt Is entitled to fUll restoration of the total reductions
imposed upon Its 1987-88 current expense budpt by the East Orange governing body. In
support of this argument, the Board relf• upon the deelsion of the New Jersey Supreme
Court in Bd. of Ed., E. Brunswiek Tp. v. Tp. Council, E. Brunswlek, 48

~·

94, 105-106

(1966) and subsequent decisions of the Commissioner of Edueatlon. Thus, the Board seeks

summary decision ln the al:eanee of genuine issues
Council in support

ot

material fact. The arguments of

or Its motion to dismiss have already been addressed.
- 10-
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11le aetlon taken by Council on JW'Ie 12, 198'1 was to acknowledp the Board or
ot $13,299,830 as being necessary for the use by
the public schools In the City of East Orenp. Council recites in its resolution, Exhibit E,
that no amotmt In ~ ot one and one-bell percent ot the valuation of assessable
rateabl• ahi.U be appropriated except wltll Its COIIMftt. HaYing deelared that one and
one-half Pet-cent of the ass-ble rateables In the City of East Orange is $5,590,611, It
then proceeded to determine that the amotmt necesury for the East Orange public
schools for the 198'1-88 school fiscal year is $10,499,830. How Council arrived at that
flpe at that time Is nowhere to be fotmd in this record, nor do the affidavits tlled by
Couneil in support of Its motion to dlsm._ shed any Upt whatsoever on Its underlying
reasons. Rather, on JUly 24, 198'1, after the Boerd flled the petition of appeal against

School !lltlmate certified to It the sum

Couneil'l action and Couneil was rranted an extension of time within which to tile Its
answer, the attorney for Council attached a purported statement "* • • as required by
~· 6:21-'1.5". It Is believed that CouneU's attorney Intended the citation to read
~· 8:24-'1.5 which proYidellln fUll u followa:
(a)

The aovernlnc body shall submit with Its answer the following
documents:

1.

The amount certified

tor each ot the major aecoW'Its;

The referenced statement attached to council'S answer is, It is Initially noted,
dated JUly 24, 198'1 and Is slped by Alonzo Klttrells, identified u an educational
consultant for the City Couneil of East Orange. The purported statement of reasons Is
reproduced here In full:
In aeeordlnce with Bd, ot Education ot BUt Brunlwlek Y. Tw~.
Couno11 or FAit BruiiiWICk, 41 NOJ. 14 UiiiJ, respondent, el y
eounell Of the eltj Of Eiit
IUbmlts Its statement of
l'eaiOI1I undtrlJinc Its reduetlon ot the 191'1-18 budpt request by the
Boerd ot Edueatlon ot the City ot East Orange.

Onlnp---,....,.

1.

Anticipated surpl111 for 1918-8'11ehool year.

2.

Elimination ot excellldve administrative posltiont.

3.

AYallability ot additional capital Improvement fl8ldl. [Note
that there Is no dispute In this matter regarding capital
outlay.)

4.

Misstatement ot financial requirement for 1918-8'1 school year.
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5.

Personnel attrition factors which have not been OORiidered by

Petitioner, Board of Education.
6.

Pallure to pnerate available revenue.

7.

Failure to effectuate revenue east-saving freeze on vacant
positions.

8.

Elimination of I.W\eeeuary personnel, programs, and materials
reflected in the 1987-88 budpt request.

9.

Reduetlon of WlneeeeHI')' monies, e.g. overtime and extra
compensation.

These are the facts upon which the Board relies in its motion tor summary
decision In its favor.

The liiJIIUIP of the New Jersey SUpreme Court In E. Brunswick, !!!l!!• ls
Instructive:

1'houlh the law enables voter rejeetion, It does not

stop there but
turns the matter over to the local pvernlnc body. That body II not
set aclift without suldanae, for the statute speelfleally provides that
it shall consUlt with the local board of education and shall thereafter
fix an amount whleh It determines to be neeeeHI')' to fUlfill the
standard of providllll a thoroulh and effielent system of sehooll.
Here, u In the ortcfnal preparation of the budpt, elements of
<beretlon play a proper part. The pvernlrw body may, of course,
seek to elfeet aavtnp whleh wW not impair the educational proc!elll.
But Its determination~ muat be Independent ones properly related to
educational CIOIII1daratl0111 rather than voter ructions. In every step
It must act oonselentlot.Ey, reasonable and with fUll reprd lor the
state's edueatlonal standards and Its own obllptl0111 to fix a sum
sulflelent to provide a sJilem of loeal sehooil whleh may fairly be
C!OIIIIdlted tl1aroutlh and elflelent In view of the make up or the
Where Its action entalil a slpificant aarePte
community.
reduetlon In the budpt and the re~Ultlnc appealable dlspute with the
loeal board of edueatlon, It shoUld be aaoompanied by a detailed
statement Htttnr forth the pverntnr body's underlytnr
determinattorw 111d supporttnr reuons. 41 .!!.:!:: at 105-101.

Shortly after the E. Brunswick deelslon, the New Jersey SUpreme Court had
oeculon to determine whether the Commissioner had authority with respect to type 1
school districts to dlreet 111 tnereue In the lliDUil school appropriation to be raised by
local taxation over the amount fixed by local otflelall. In Bd. of Ed. of Elizabeth v. City
Coun. of Elizabeth, 55 !!:!· 501, a unanimous Court held that with respect to Its earlier
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ru11111 In E. Brunlwick, "Everythl"' there Hid Is no less applicable to type l districts." at
p. 505. 'Mte Cotll't went on to hold as toUows:
111e IOC!IIl and super¥1101'Y obllptlon [of the Comml•loner] must
apply to type 1 • well • to ell other type~ ot dlstriets and there Is
utterly 110 18111latlft lnclaetlon to the contrary. Otherwise there can
be 110 assurance that the constitutional mandate will be fulfilled in
type 1 distrlets (which are primarily ctty school systems). The type 1
localpvernllll body, when It Is broufht Into the fund raill"' process,
must perform Its function under no less a standard than applies in any
other ease. What was said In East ·Brunswick In this connection
equally appUes • • •.

The 11/2CJ6 provision (N..J.S.A. 18A:22-1'1) does not evince any
dltrerent Intent. All thaf'i;ii'Oililon means that If the amount fixed by
the board of sehool estimate Is less than 1 112CJ6 of the assessed
valuation of the municipal rateables, the govern!, body must accept
that ftcure and provide tor a tax levy to meet It citation omitted) •
But that If the amount fixed by the board exeeedl that percentage,
the aovernl111 body may reduce the amount, aeti"' In accordance
with the [E. Brunswick) standard previously mentioned, to a sum not
1111 than the ll/2CJ6 figure.
55 N.J. at 505-507.
In Bd. of Ed. Tp. of Union v. !p. Committee of the !p. of Union, OAL DKT. EDU
2788-81 (Jun. 5, 1981), adOpted Comm'r ot
(July 9, 1981), the Commissioner stated1

Ed.

In the opinion ot the Commilllonet' • • • the law set forth In E.

~ ~ [requires) the munlclpalpvemment to recommeiia
supportlnr re110111 for the redUction or ellmlnation

ot speclfle Una Items which It believes neoesnry to total budptary
reduction. 'l1le Commissioner deems It proper that IUoh decisions be
made at the time of the reduction and not on a eontlnpney balls
only, It and when the budpt reduction Is appaled by the board to the
Commlllloner.

'l1le State Board ot Edue&tlon In Bd. ot Ed. !p. ot Deptford v. Mayor and Council,

!p. of Deptford, 191'1 S.L.D.- , held as toUows:
We oonc!lude that the lansuap of the (E. Brunswick Court] dearly
requires that a aovernlnc body provide reasons lor Its reductions at
the time It acts pursuant to N..J.S.A. 11AI22-3'1. Further, we
emphasize that the Commilllonw"liiii1.0ilc held that the rational for
the reductions must be provided at that time, !:I! Union
Bd. ot
Committee, decided by the Commt.loner, Tuly 9~911, and
we r y coneur with the Commillloner that the ranure of the

:rt·
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governing body to know, identify and set forth the speeifle Une Items
of the budget and to (enunciate) supporting reasons at the time of
the reduction renders the reduction an arbitrary aet. Union
We also a~Vft that such arbltrarlnea Is not negated bY e
su quent submlul.on of information or subsequent construction of a
rational • • •

Tw&·•

sue·

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Having reviewed the foregoing eases, the law is elear that a governinc body, in
this esse Council, must have underlying reasons to certify to the county board of taxation
a leaar amount than that eertifled to It by the Board of School Estimate at the time It,
Counell, determines to eertify sueh lesser amount. In this esse, Council determined on
June 22, 198'1 to certify a lesser amount to the llsex County Board of Taxation than the
amount certified to It by the Board of School Estimate. Council, nevertheless, had no
underlying reasons, I PIND, at the time It determined to reduce the amount certified to it
by the Board of School Estimate other than a citation to N.J.S.A. 18A:22-1'1. That mere
citation, I CONCLODB, is l•ulflcient on lts face to meet the requirement of the E.
Brunswiek court • understood by the Commlul.oner and State Board of Education, to
know, identify and set forth the specific nne Items of the budget and to enunelate
supporting re8SOIII at the time of the reduction particularly In a situation where the
reduction amounts to $2.8 miDion.
I CONCLUDE that the

fact~·

8:2+-7.5 directs a statement of reasons to

be tiled at the time an aMwer is filed In a budget dispute Is or no comfort to Counell.

That administrative reeutatton mwely directs that the statement of reasons be CUed as
part of the aMwer. Tha reeutatlon is not authority for Council to disregard the clear
requirements of E. Brunlwiek.
Tha purported atatement of NMOIII, alped by Alonzo Klttrella, does not
constitute an underlying statement of re81101l11 by Counell for Its reduction. 'lllere Is no
evidence to show that the purported statement of re11110n1, dated July 24, 1987, were
Counell'S reasons at the time it took the controverted action more than one month prior
to the date of the purported statement. Moreover, the validity of the nine asaerted
reasons is seriously questioned when a purported reason of evallablllty of additional
capital improvement funds Is listed as reason three when there is no dispute with respect
to capital outlay fundi. This purported statement of reasons, I PIND, by virtue of the
ditte of the document, the absence of an accompanying resolution by Council to adopt
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those reiUIOI'B es Its rHIOIII, and the taet Alonzo Klttrells alone limed the statement, is
nothing more than an effort by Council to bootstrap In this proceeding the statement or
reesorw prepared by Alonzo Klttrells es Its reuorw why It rectueed the appropriation for
sehool purpoHII on June 22, 198'1. Under the E. Brunlwlek standard es viewed by the
Commlllloner Met the state lblrd ot Bdueatlon In the eases cited above, suah a bootstrap
proe- does not owe the abllenee of Council from setting forth its underlying reasons
with speelfle areas for recommended economy on June 22, 198'1.
In sum, there are no genuine lasues of material faet In the matter. Counell took
Its eontroverted aetlon on June 22, 198'1. 'nle action wu taken by Council without
benefit of underlying reasons for the aetlon. 'nle purported statement of reuons sirned
by Alonzo Klttrells does not oure the fatal defect to Council's aetlon on June 22, 198'1 by
It not having an underlying statement of reasons. Aceordlftlly, the matter Is ripe tor
summary decision. Judllon v. Peoples Bank and Tnllt Company of Westfield, 1'1 N.J. 8'1
(1954).

COIWequently, summary decision m•t be entered on behalf

ot

the City of But

Orange Board or F.duoatlon. 'nle reduetlon of $2,800,000 Imposed by the Council of the

City of But Orange upon the amount fixed by the But Oranp Board ot School Estimate
tor sohool pl.ll'poa• to be raised by looal
for the 198'1-88 sehool flseal year current
ell:peftlle budget Is hereby r•tored in tun.

ta••

It Is, aceorclftlly, oaDB1lBD that the sum ot $2,100,000 be and Is hereby
eerttfied, In addition to the amount $10,411,830 already certified by the City Counell ot
the City of But Orarlp, as the total amount - . r y for CM'l'ent expet"Be purpons ot
the City of Blat Orlmp Board of Bduoatlon for the lti'1-881Ghool flsell year so that the
total amOI.Bit to be raised by tax levy for O'lll'Hftt e1lpeiiH purpc11e1 for the 198'1-88 school
fisell year shaD be $13,299,810. It Is noted that the City of But Oranp Is on a ellendar
year for (IUI'pOHII of loeal taxes. COI.Blell has a1reecly certified to the BiseK County Board
ot Tautlon an amount of $12,151,312 to be raised durin&' the 198'1 ellendar year. The
Board of School lstlmate's 191'1 ellendar ,ear tu le'IJ for school purposes stood at

$12,2t8,321.

Por the 198'1 ellendar year, the difference Is $145,000.
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~he sum of $145 1000 be and is hereby certified to the Essex
County Board of ..Taxation in· addition to the $121151,322 already certified by the
governing body for curre~~t eJPeftS~ purposes ot the City· ·or East Orange Board of

purposes, It is OJWEBED that

FAUcation Cor the 198'1-88 school year. It Is also ORDERED that the total amount to be
raised by tax levy Cor curre~~t expense purposes ln the City or East Orange school district
for the 1987-88 school fiscal year shall be and Is $13,299,830.
The plenary hearing scheduled to

eomme~~ce

November 18, 1987 is hereby

cancelled.
This recommended decision may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMMJSSIONEB OF THE DEFARTIIINT OP EDUCA'l1011, SAUL COOPEBMAII, who
by law Is empowered to make a final decilion In this matter. However, if SaUl
Cooperman does not so act in forty-five (45) days and unless such time limit is otherwise
exte~~ded,

this reeommellded decision shall become a final decision in accordance with

N .J.S.A. 52:148-10.

I hereby FILE my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPEBIIAII for consideration.

OCT 2 71987
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'NON

DATE

OCT 2918l

r

DATE

sc

}
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
EAST ORANGE,
PETITIONER,
V.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
EAST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Council's exceptions and the
Board's reply thereto were timely filed.
Upon review of Council's exceptions it was noted that
Council alleged that this matter was not appropriate for summary
decision because the ALJ rendered his initial decision without
affording Council an opportunity to respond to the Board's motion
for summary decision in violation of the pre-hearing order. As a
result, Council was granted the opportunity to file a reply brief to
the Board's motion for summary decision. This has been reviewed for
the purpose of rendering a determination in the matter.
As to the issue of the Board's motion for summary judgment,
Council argues that genuine issues as to material fact exist which
should not be disposed of in such a manner. It likewise argues that
the Board has not sustained its burden to demonstrate that the
instant matter is clearly devoid of any genuine factual issues to be
decided by the trier of fact (Judson, a~pra). It contends that even
a cursory review of the initrar-deciuon discloses that the AW
found the existence of factual issues which he proceeded to dispose
of in summary judgment rather than conducting a hearing.
In particular, Council maintains that a factual d iapute
exists over the amount by which the current expense budget was
reduced by City Council action. The Board of Education alleges the
amount to be $2,800,000, while Council takes the position that it is
$1,796,492.
Moreover, Council avera that the ALJ
determined the intent of two public bodies vi thout one scintilla of evidence to support his
determination.
Without more, the judge simply
accepted as truth the Secretary to the Board of
Education and the Board of School Estimate's
affidavit that clerical error was made in the
Certificate. However, [he] totally ignored the
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Affidavit of Alonzo Kittrels that his examination
of the sound recording of the meeting disclosed
that the resolution that the Secretary is
attesting to was NOT EVEN read to the Board of
School Estimate.*** (emphasis in text)
(Council's Exceptions, at p. 6)
Council also contends that the AW erroneously considered
facts not supported by the record when he states:
The Board of School Estimate, on the same day
[March 18. 1987] the Board of Education proposed
budget was filed with it, certified to the Board
of Education and to the East Orange governing
body an amount of money necessary ... for the
1987-88 school year.
(Exceptions, at p. 6 citing Initial
Decision, ante)
As to this, Council argues that the "record is absolutely
barren of any indication that the Board of Education delivered the
budget to the Board of School Estimate on March 18, 1987." (Exceptions, at p. 7)
In addition to the above, Council contends that while it
does not question the viability of East Brunswick., supra, as it
relates to school budget appeals, it nonetheless argues that:
... [T]he standard enunciated in East Brunswick,
as well the specific line-item requ1rement of
N.J.A.C. 6:24-7.5, by necessity, contemplates
those s1tuation[s] wherein the imvosed reductions
were, in fact, taken from specif1c line-items in
the budgetary document. Neither East Brunswick,
nor N.J.A.C. 6:24-7.5 contemplates action taken
by a govern1ng body which considered the availability of funds from sources not included in the
subject budget. Therefore, Petitioner's reliance
upon the East Brunswick decision in support of
the instant application, under the circumstances
of this case is misplaced and misapplied as such
is not dispositive of a reduction in a budget
which was based upon funds other than those set
forth in the budget.
(Exceptions, at p. 2)
Further, Council avows that Branchburg Bd. of Ed. v.
187 N.J. Super. 540 (App. Div. 1983) has authoritatively
settled 1n New Jersey that a municipality may consider funds
available to a board of education from sources other than those
included in the budget document and that a l~mp sum reduction is not
necessarily arbitrary and capricious, such as was determined in
Manville Bd. of Ed. v. Borough Council, 1967 S.L.D. 233.
It also
contends that its action did not entail a s1gn1ficant aggregate
Branchbur~.
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reduction of the school budcet even if. arguendo, the amount in
di1pute il $2,800,000 and not $1,796,492.
The Board•a reply contendl, inter alia, that the matter is
ripe for 1u.aary decilion, avowiq that tiiiie i1 no evidence that
Council can produce in defen1e of it1 inherently and fatally
defective act of 1ubatantially reducing the budget without providing
a detailed atate.ent of ita reduction and aupporting reasons. Moreover, it araue1 that the ALJ clearly bad the right to grant summary
decilion u a aean1 for efficient dilpolition of a cause of action
where no genuine i1auea of aaterial fact ezi1t.
AI to Council' 1 arcumentl that the ALJ erroneously made a
factual determination a1 to the amount in dispute, the Board
contends that such arpaents "are fallacioul and unsupported by the
record." (Reply l:l:eeptions, at p. 5) More specifically, it maintains that it 18 obvious froa the March 18, 1987 Resolution of the
Board of School E1tiaate that the sum of $12,296,322 was the amount
certified to the &overninc body for the 1987 calendar year. not the
total taz levy for the 1987-88 fiscal school year, a fact set forth
in the affidavit of the Board Secretary and buttressed by the affidavit of Maureen Kitchell, Board President and member of the Board
of School Eltimate.
AI to the issue of not providing the budget to the Board of
School Eltiaate, the Board arcues that:
At the outset, it is submitted that the Governing
Body want a to have the ''best of both worlds." On
the one band, the Governing Body argues that the
Board of School Eatiaate reduced the budget of
the Board of Education by $1,003,508.00, then on
the other arcuea that the Board of School Estimate could not properly perform ita duty because
of insufficient information.
The fact il that on Karch 18, 1987, the Board of
Education did reduce ita ori&inal budget by
[$210,000]. However, the [$210,000] i1 neither
material not eubetantial in light of the overall
budaet of the Board of Education a1 it repre1ents
les1 than one percent of the total budget.
Moreover, the fact that the Board of Education
reduced itl budaet i l irrelevant to the issue of
whether the Board of School Estimate could
properly diacharge it[s] 1tatutory function.
Boveve~. asaume for the 1ake of ar&ument that the
aeabera of the Board of School E1tiuted (sic)
did not have aufficient intoraa- tion regarding
the Board's ($210,000] reduction in order to make
an informed decision. Then, the Board of School
Estimate could have; voted not to accept the
budget; or not voted at all; or waited until
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sufficient inforaation was provided, but instead,
accordin& to the arauaenta proffered by the
Governin& Body, the Board of School Estimate
voted to reduce the bud&et of the Board of Education.
I t i l aubaitted,
that the arcuments
offered on behalf of the Governin& Body are
inconsistent.
(Reply Exceptions, at p. 6)
In addition to the above, the Board points to Bd. of Ed. of
the Borough of Lakehurat v. Borouch Council, decided October 31,
1986 as standin& for the proposition that a governing body may not
justify its failure to comply with the undates of East Brunswick,
!YP.!_a, by claiming that the board of education failed to supply it
with necessary information. It alao points to the recent decisions
of the Comaiaaioner and State Board in Bd. of Ed. of Deptford v.
Mayor and Council of Deptford, decided April 27. 1987. aff •d State
Board Aucust 7, 1987, in particular that portion of the State Board
decision which reads:
We conclude that the lancua&e of the court
clearly requires that a coverning body provide
reasons for it• reductions at the time it acts
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:22-37.
Further, we
emphasize that the Coamiaaioner has long held
that the rationale for the reductions must be
provided at that time, e.g. Union Township Bd. of
Ed. v. Townahip Committee, decided by the Commissioner, July 9, 1981, and we fully concur with
the Commissioner that the failure of the
governing body to know, identify and set forth
the the specific line items of the budcet and to
ennunciate (sic) supportin& reasons at the time
of the reduction renders the reduction an arbitrary act. Union TownshiR, supra. We also agree
that such arbitrarinen is not negated by the
subsequent
submission
of
information
or
subsequent conatruct ion of a rationale. Id. We
therefore affira that the failuxe of the Council
in this case to provide reasons for ita line item
reductions either at the time of its original tax
levy certification or of its amended certification invalidated the reductions so as to warrant
restoration of the total amounts. To hold otherwise would ifnore the primary obligation of
governin& bod1es acting pursuant to N.J.S.A.
l8A:22-37 to act conacientiously at every step to
effect savin&a that do not impair the educational
process.***
(Slip Opinion, at pp. 3-4)
Upon review of the record in this matter including the
exceptions, reply exceptions and Council's reply brief in opposition
to the Board's aotion for sumaary decision submitted after the
issuance of the initial decision as explained above, the Commis-
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sioner a1rees with and adopts as hil own the recommended decision of
the ALJ restoriq the 1um of $2.800,000 to the amount of monies to
be railed by local taxes for current expense purposes for the
1987-88 school year.
A thorou&h review of the record convinces the Commissioner
that no aenuine issues of material fact exist in this case, contrary
to Council'• arcument1 otherwiae. It i l readily apparent from the
pertinent resolution• in thia matter that the sum of $13,299,830 is
the a.ount dete~ined by the Board and the Board of School Estimates
at neceuary for the 1987-88 local tu: levy for current expense
purposea. ~t is likewite clear that the dilputed sum of $12,296,322
repre1ent1 not the •yhoof year levy but the 1987 calendar year tax
levy which hu abao ute y no bearin& on this matter. The actions
under review herein relate to the amount of monies to be raised by
local tax levy for the 1987-88 achool year, not the calendar year.
Further, it is unquestionably clear that an error occurred when the
calendar year tax levy waa inaerted in the last full paragraph of
the Board of School Eatimate•s resolution (Exhibit A). Any argument
of Council that laid Board acted to reduce the amount of tax levy
for the 1987-88 achool year or that a genurDe issue of material fact
exists over the 1987-88 school year tax levy determined by the Board
of School Eatimate is deemed meri tleu when plain reading of the
totality of the resolution make& it apparent an error occurred.
Nor i8 the Commissioner peuuaded that any other genuine
issues of fact exist which preclude disposition of this matter by
way of summary judgment. Moreover, the Commiuioner finds none of
the arguments advanced by Council as justification for its failure
to comply with the mandates of East Brunswick, supra.
Notwi thatandin& the 1967 Manville case cited by Council, subsequent case
law has made it quite clear that the coverning body must provide a
statement of specific line item reductions and underlying reasons
for its epecitic reductions as well conveyed by the AW's legal
analysis in this matter.
Ror i8 the Coaaiuioner persuaded that any alleged failure
of the Board of Education to provide a bud&et to the Board of School
Estimate reflecting exact revitiona of $210,000 to the ~ropoaed
bud1et in any way abaolved the Council froa aeetin& the requ1rements
of East Brunswick, aufra, or otherwile fatally flawed the budget
proceu. Initially, t IIUSt be emphatized that Council is not in
any position to complain about any alleged inadequacy of the information provided to the Board of School Eatimate, particularly when
Council itaelf did not raise the iuue at the ti•e it acted on the
school bud&et aubaitted to it by the Board of School Eetimate. If
tuch a complaint were to be levied, it would appropriately have been
the reeponaibility of the Board of School Estimate.
It is clear
that the Board of School Estimate however chose to vote to accept
the $13,299,830 bud&et, neither rejecting it nor refraininc from
votin& on it because of any inadequacy of information. Nor did it
seek to obtain further information prior to its vote. As such, the
Commissioner finds Council'• belated complaint of no moment.
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Finally,
the
Commissioner finds
as
patently absurd
Council's argument that $2,800,000 does not constitute a significant
aggregate reduction to the district's budget.
Accordingly, for the reasons expressed by the AW in his
initial decision and herein, it is ordered that the Essex County
Board of Taxation include the amount of $2,800,000 in the tax levy
for current expense purposes for use by the East Orange School
District for the 1987-88 school year.
This amount of $2,800,000
when added to the $10,499,830 in current expenses previously
certified in the local tax levy shall result in a total tax certification of $13,299,830 in current expenses for the 1987-88 school
year.
Moreover, the Commissioner rejects the AW • s recommended
order certifying an additional $145,000 to the Essex County Board of
Taxation as this figure relates to a purported 1987 calendar year
tax levy which has no bearing on this matter. The instant matter
falls under the Commissioner's jurisdiction insofar as the 1987-88
school year tax levy is .concerned. Thus, he makes no j_udgment as to
the accuracy or appropr1ateness of the calendar year ftgure nor does
he make any order with respect to it.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

December 29, 1987
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OPFICE OF AOMINISTRATIYE LAW
'/

INlnAL DECISION

OAL DKT. NO. EDU 354&-8'1
AGENCY DKT. NO. 116-4/8'1
BIRNARD LAOPOA8,
Petitioner,
v.
BARNBOAT 'I'OWKSIIIP
BOAD OP IDQCAft)Jf,
Respondent.

Blrl*'d l.allfpa, petitioner,!!!!!!!
Ka.._ w. ~. Esq., for respondent (Gelzer, Kelaher, Shea, Novy &
Carr, attorneys)

Reoord ClOHda October 10, lilT

Deelded1 November 24, 1917

PROCEDURAL RISTORT
Bernll'd Lauflll (petitioner), a resident of Bllrnept Townlhlp, tiled befON the
CommiiiiOMr of BduaatJon a four count Petition of Appnl In which he aneres unnamed
Bovd members Improperly UHd public funds on unspecified oeoalons, that the Board

denies 1811111111ed pupils due process rllhta rerardlnr disciplinary proceedlnp, and that the
Bovd violates the Open PubUe Meetlnp Act, ~· 101+-8 !!...!!!~• Prior to the time
the Commlaloner tranaferred the matter on May 21, 1987 to the Office of Administrative

l
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lAw u a contested ease under ~· 52:14F-l!! !!S•• petitioner served 58 written
interroratories upon the Board on or about May It, 1187. Petitional' supplemented those
lnterroptories with 11 additional written lnterrop.tories served upon the Board on or
about May 28, 1187. ThaNafter the Board filed a notice of motion to strike
interroptorles JI'OUIIded upon the contention the lnterroptOI'ies are an Improper
discovery request under~· 1:1-U.Z(b).
On or about .June I, 111'1 the Board served lnterroptorles upon petitioner.
Petitioner tued answers to the lnterroptories on or about July 6, 1917. 1'tle Board, by
motion made, IQUibt to t.ve petitioner ordered to proVide more specific answers to ten
lnterroptories. 1'tle Board alto SOUiht attorney fees for the motion pursuant to~·
1:1-10.5. Petitioner opposed both motions. Oral argument on the motions was heard and
documents received from the Board .July 16, 1117. A prehearinc conference schedUled for
the same day In this cue wu oontlnuad without specific date.
on AIJCIIIt 17, 1117 thll Judie Issued a written order by which the Board's motion
to strike lnterrop.tories ~erved upon It by petitioner wu, In m01t respects, IT&nted.
Neverth&lllll, the Board wu ordered to answer lnterroratories reprdlnc Count 3 within
20 days from Aup~t 17. Petitioner was ordered to proVide the Board requested
documents and more re1p0111ive answers to lnterrop.tories within 20 days from August 17.
1'tle record shows the Board complied with the Order; petitioner did not. Tbe Board fUed
on September 15, 1117 a Motion to Dlamlll the petition for faUure of petitioner to provide
the ordered discovery. 8J letter dated September 30, 1187 from this juclp, petitioner was
advised that unl• he rfii(IOIIdad to the motion by Oetober 10, 1917 the record woUld close
and the motion woUld be cllleldld on the record developed thus far.
For the raaon~ whloh follow, the Boerd'l motion to dlsmlll the Petition or
Appeal for td_.. of petltl~ to proVide the requested discovery Ia ~Tented.

BACKGROUND PACTS
1'tle bllcklfOURd facts of the matter are u Ht forth In the AIJilBt 17 Order

which Ia attached hereto and Incorporated herein u If sat forth In fUll. In Mdltion, Board
COIIIIHlsubmltted en affidaVit ln support of the motion to dlamlll ln which 1he attests In
pertinent part U foUOWSI

-2-
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•••
4.

AI ot this data [September 1, 111'1 the day the affidavit wu
eneut41d) , Petitioner hU felled to eomply with the terms of
thla Orclw [attaehed hereto) lnumuch •
AJWwers to
rnt.....,.torlu han not been received nor have documents
been submitted by Petitioner.

S.

, . _ . be advised that the RIIPOIIdellt did provide Petitioner
with the Information required by this Order. A copy of the
~ llftt to the Petitioner on September 3, 198'1 is
attached hereto u !ldllblt "8".

8.

Pumllnt to the authority • • • of N.J.A.C. 1:1-10.5 and
N..J.A.C. 111-14.<&1t II hereby requested the'T'flii'lSetltion In this
matt .. be clsmilled • • •

Exhibit B relereneed In 8otlrd eounHl'l afflda¥1.t shows that on September 3,
1117 the 8otlrd tr. .mltted to petitioner two poUey documents nprdlrc student
dilclipllne end IUIP&ftlion end expuillon. 'nle Bollrd'l submt.lon of t'-tl documents to

petltlon•lppMrl tosatlsly the dlsc!ov..y Orclw ent.-ed Aupst IT, 118'1.
To thla date, petitioner has failed to NII'Oftd to the Board'l motion to dlsmlll end
to my lett• or September 30, 1117. Th.-e ilno e¥1.dlnoe In the reaord before me to even
remotely •IIIPIIt that petition.. mada any ldncl of pod faith attempt to eomply wlth the
dlsc!ov.-y Order ent.-ed A.ul!at 1'1, ltl'l. In another aM bPoulht by petitioner .,aiJWt
this 8otlrd on a matt•IIIINlatecl,_., OAL Dkt.!DU 31M-If, Apney Dkt. No. 12-t-1/1'1,
end which wu hurd Nonmber J, 111'1, petitioner dld advile this judp, thcJtCb not 1mder
oath, that he had no Intention ol ,...,.,...... IIU. to the cboovery Ordlr or to the
Bovd'l motion to dlsmill. I aeoept that repNMRtatlon bJ petitioner.

'nle IONfiOinl faeta 00111tltute the faets ot the matter for pui'PCIMI ot the Motion
to Dlsmlll• .

DIICOVDT RULli
In this aclmlnlltl'atln forum, rW. for dllaoYery lqlpiiC!IIble to the pertlu In a
eontuted _ . IN •t forth at ~· 111-11.1

!! !,!lot

the Uniform Admll'llltratln

Prooedure RW.. ~· 111-tO.l(a) ulalowledlu that "'nle I*'PGH of dlseovery II to
taeltltate the dllpolltlon or ,.... bJ •treamllnlrc the hearlrc 1nc1 enhanelrc the likelihood

-3-
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of settlement or withdrawal • • •". The purpoee of the discovery rules Is to afford
litl&anu In a contested c... access to facts whieb tend to atppOl't or undermine their
()Oiition or that of their adverury. !!!• In this cue, the Board ill entitled to know upon
which documents petitioner lntendl to rely upon at llearlllf In ~ to prove the truth of
his llleptlons. Petitioner's reflllll to comply with the reaonable discovery requests or
the Board serves to defeat the very purpoee for whiC!tl the administrative discovery rules
were deslrned. Petitioner at 110 time soupt relief under~· 1:1-10.4 from discovery
requests made upon 111m by the Board. Rather, petitioner steadfutly refuses to comply
.with the Board's J.eaitlmate clscovery request.
~·

1:1-10.5 and 111-14.4, sanctions for flllure to comply with discovery

orders may include a dlsmillsll of the Petition, the supprealon of a claim, the exclusion of

evidence, or other tpproprlate action. In this cue, the Board specifically neka clsmlssai
of the Petition of Appell. NeY«"tllll•, !!:!:!:.£· bl-l.S allows admlnlstretlve law
Judpl to relax procedural rulas It a determination Is made that adherence would result in
unfairness or inj•tloe.
Under Jllftllon v. Fairlaip DlckeiiiOR University, 1111 !!.:!:_!!!I!!!· 1110, 195 (App.
Dlv. 1985), several factors were pointed out whieb shoUld be coiWidered In determining
whether OOIB't rules should be relaxed. ThoH factors, it seems to me, are equally
applicable here. The factors ar11 Q) the extent of the delay, (2) the underlying reason or
oa..., (3) the fault or biamel...._ of the lltlpnt, and (4) the prejudice that would
aoorue to thl othlr party. Applylnr these factors to this C&N, petitioner hal not merely
ea.-eel a delay ln the dllooYwy ~ reprcllnr thl petition hi fDed qainst the Board,
he steedtastly ret.... to oomply with lectttmata dlleovary raquasts made of him by the
Board. There Is 110 .,.... olfwecl by petitioner to show why he rer.... to comply with
the Board's cllooYary raquast, 111111' ill there any statement from petitioner that for reasons
beyond his Ociftu.al hi osnnot comply with thl Board's J.eaitimate discovery requests.
Petitioner, by thl stMee he hal taken, m•t assume the fault and blame In falllnc to
eomply with the lecltlmate dlaoovery requests.

If dlaoovwy rules under thl Uniform Rill• of Admlnlstretlva Proaedura are to
have any maanlnrful lms-ct upon the dlspolitlon of contasted cues In the Olflee of
Administrative Law, thl dlsooYary rul• m•t be enforoed. In a manner llmDar to New
Jersey Court Rulas, admlnlstratlva dlleoVary rulas further public polleias of expeditious

-4-
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llandlinr of .._, avolclnr stale avldenoe end provlclnr uniformity, predlctabiUty and
IIHutlty in the ooncluat of Utlptlon. lee, ZtiOOirdl

v. lllekw, II .!!.::!• 245, 252 (1982).

The time lftCI attention of a 10011 bMrd of .-ation m..t be directed at provtdlnr Its
pupils a tlloroulh lftCI affleilftt &1fOIIUI ot education, not of praperinr a defense to
all...tlonl predicated upon dM!umentl petitioner rat.... to Identify prior to hearinr.

It Is reoopiMd that whUa the policy of admlnlltratlve dlleovery rules requires
eompUanoe, drutlo sanctions It ...ms to me lholdd be lmpclllld only sperinrfy and only
when no 1...... sanction wW svtflae to _... prejudice sutfered by the non-delinquent
party. SM, Ztloovdl v. Bloker, II .!!.::!· 245, 253 (1912). In this case, a l. .er sanction
other than dlsmlaal wm not tvlfloa to _..,. the prejudice whleh would be sutfered by the

Board lhould It

be forced to proceed to a public ...,.,.. llllCS defend ltlalf apinst

allaptio111 predioated upon docnamants whleh petition•

...-u, ref..., to Identify to

the Board. If petltloner'll Olalma are suppressed 11 a 1_, aanctlon, no further proaeedlnr

Ia '""*llrY· If petltionar'l ~ed evtdenae In support of 1111 petition Is to be exOluded
from the heartnr, there 11 no reuon to have the heartnr.

PJNDIHGI AND CONCLUIIOif
1 PDID that petltlonw JIM, aeaardlnr to thll reoord, ref~ to comply with
lelftlmate dllocMiry NqiMitl or the Board, that there II no explanation of the tllderlylnr
l'UIOII

or ea... lor petltloner'l rat..al, that on thll NCIOI'd petitioner m-.t accept the

fault or blame for lila raf..al, and that the Boud 1hould not be placed In a polltlon of
daf.ndltlr alleptiODI baed on docnaments petttionw ...r- to Identity. I COWCLODI
there II no ball upon whlab the c11ao11wJ rul11 11tou1c1 be Nlauc!. I thwafore
CORCLODI that In dille aii"CCUU''IItaal the ultimata sanction of dllmllul II warranted.
Aeoordllllly, · ·tor pettttanaio'l lt4Mtdlut ref..al to oomply with ltllltimate dlleov•y

f'eCII*ll madlt of him by the Board, the Petition of Appqlll u.iMIII).
Thll reoommended dltelllon may be adopted, modltled or rejeated by the
COM.-oWD OP TRB DIPAllTMDT OP IDVCATIOII, .IAVL COOPIIUIAR, who
by law Ia empowwed to make a final dealllon In thla matt•. H01MYII', if Saul
Cooperman doll not 10 act ln fort)'-flve (45) dltys lftCI • - IUeh time Umlt Is otherwise
extended, thll reoommended dealllon lhl11 baeoma a final deolllon In aOC!Ol'danoe with
N • .J.s.&. 52:148-10.

-5-
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I hereby PILB my Initial Decision with SAUL COOPBIUIA• for eonsld«'ation.

NOV i-. i..l
DATE

DEPARTMENT or !bucX'noN

DATI
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EXIUBIT LIST

None.
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titatr nf Nrut llrrsrn
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

~
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 354&-87
AGENCY OKT. NO. 11&-4/8'1

BERNARD LAUPGAI,
Peti tloner,

v.
BAB.NIGAT T01faDP

BOAB.D OP IDJDCA,..,.,
Respondent.

Blrnllrd t.utp~, petitioner,

~!!

bUll. . 1f• ....,.._, Blq., for respondent (Gel:r.er, Kelaber, Shea, Novy &

Carr, attornep)
BEFORE DAJIIBL 8. MC IEBOWN, ALJt
Bernard Lautpa (petitioner) a resident of Barnept Towrwhip, toed before the

Commi.Dionar of lducatlon a four count Petition of Appeal in which he alleres unnamed
Board me..._. lmproper!J UMd publlc fundi on unspecified ocouiorw, that the Board
denies unnamed pupill due

(ll'OC!ell

rir;hts reprdinr disciplinary proceedlnp, and that the

Board violates tha Open Publlc Meetinp

Act,~·

10t4-8

!!..!!!•

Prior to the time

the Commisaloner transferred the matter on !\fay 21, 1987 to the Office of Administrative

Law u a contested cue I.WICIIr

~·

52:l4F-1

!! !!9·•

petitioner

HI"Ytd

58 written

interrogatories upon the Board on or about '\<lay 19, i98'7. PetitiOner supplemented those
interroptori• with 18 additional written interroptorles

HI"Vtd

upon the Board on or

about May 28, 1987. Thereafter the Board Ciled a notice of motion to atrlke
lnterror;atorles ll'ounded upon the contention the lnterroptarles ere an improper
discovery requeat under.!!:!::!:£· l:l-11.2(b).
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On or about June 8, 1187 the Board served lnterroptorlu upon petitioner.
Petitioner filed answers to the lnterroratorl• on or about July 6, 1987. Tile Board, by
motion made, .... to have petitioner Ol'dlred to provide more speetrle answers to ten
lnterroptorlu. The Board also eeelcl attorney f - for the motion pursuant to N.J.A.C.
1•1-10.5. Petitioner oppoHI both motlona. Orllarpment on the motlona wu heard and
doeumentl received from the Board July 16, 1187. A prehearlng conference scheduled ror
the same day In this C!IIH wu continued without speelfle date.l
Por the reuona which follow, the Board's motion to strike Interrogatories served
upon It by petitioner Ia, In moat rupeetl, ORAJn'BD. Petitioner Is OllDDED to provide
requested doeuments and more responsive anewers to Interrogatories.

BACKGROUND PACTS

Petitioner and various Board memberl, pruent and put, u well u pr. .nt Board
emplo,_, and other ruldents or Barnept Town1hlp, have been embroiled In a dispute
tor over one year. The beeqround to the dlapute Ia neoeuary In order to understand the
context within which the Board tiled both motlona.
The record •ho- that on or about June 30, 1188 petltl- fDed an action In lieu
of prerogative writ and a verified complaint In New Janay aJperlor Court, Law Division,
Ocean County, namtnr Barnept TowJWhlp, the Barnept T0wn1hlp Pollee Department, the
Barnept TOwnehlp Planntnr Board, the Barnept Townlhlp Zontnr Board and the Barnept
Townehlp Board of !duaatlon u dllendantl. 'nlere, petitioner lllepd that the Board
refuNd Ills requut to IDmlne and copy publlo reoordl under Ill control contrary to
~· 47•1A-1 !! !!9- Oft Declembar 13, lHI the Honorable !upne D. Serpentelll,
A.J.8.C., t...w an Order whloh provldu In IUt.tantill pert u foDow11

or

iPiddonwlimliltaMOUity tfiid 1 H(lll'ete hBBOri
APPMl, OAL Dkt. !DU
3804-87, Apnoy Dkt. No. 114-5/87, qalnet the ao.rd In whlah he 111. . . a
Board emplo,.. publloly releued oonfldentlll Information reprcllnr his son.
Petitioner Alb relief ln thll Petition In the form of an Order by whloh the
ao.rd would be prohibited from reoelvtnr any federal or etate IChool aid
montu and an Order to ber the employee from "employment with any
eduoationll llnetltutlon) In any dlltrlot." A prehNrlnr eontwenee wu held
July 11, 1187 In this case and a prehearlnr order illued separatlly today.
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to Show

1.

It the plaintiff [petitioner LaufpsJ desires to reView any
recorda of the Blrnegat Township Board of Education • • •
plaintiff shall proVide nlnety-tlix (H) hours advance notice, in
writlnr, to the Se«etary of the Board of Education, indicating
therein specific records he Is seekilll!

2.

Plaintiff lhllll be entitled to examine all such records on one (1)
day per week, between the hours of 11:00 a.m. and 3:00p.m.;

3.

Any matters invotvtnc records relatlnr to the discretionary
upeets of the Board of Education, 11 contained In any
Complaint, Anlw• or document filed In the within matter are
hereby transferred to the Commissioner of EdUcation, and the
Defendant Board of Education shall make available to the
Plaintiff all documents not priVileged to be held by law which
shell include but not be limited to student rn... personnel files,
evlluatlon files or similar tiles or recorda which, by law, boards
of education IN not priVileged or obligated to cllsolon.

4.

In the evant, for whatever reuon, Plaintiff cannot appear on
tha data es Ht forth In his prior notice, Plaintiff must make
every rliiiCIMbla attempt to notify the secretary of his Inability
to IIIIPHI'• 'ftle item1 Which WIN then 10 requested 1hall be
hald for a period of one (1) wHk and Plaintiff shall be entitled
to reView these ume matters one (1) wHk from the date and
time es Ht forth in the prior notice.

5.

It Plaintiff fails to appear on two (2) oonaeeutlve requests, the
attorney for the defendant Board may submit an Order to the
COurt Nq!HIItllll' thet Plaintiff be barred from further
Inspection. 'n1il Is specifically subject to Plaintiff's ability to
present to the Board reaaonable excuse for ~appearance.

fl.

It a r......, pattern of falll.l'e to appear on the date set forth
for review of the files occurs by Plaintiff herein, the attorney
for the Board shall be permitted to btiq a Motion before the
COIB't to fl.l'ther restrict Plaintiff's rlrht of Inspection • • •

On or about Ptllruary 1, 1911 petitioner Laufpa fned an application for an Order
ca.. before Judp IJerpentalll relatlnc to an alleged falll.l'e of the Board to

proVide putilic documantl punuant to his Ordar of o-mber 23, 19811. In support of thet
application petitioner fllecl 111 atficla'lit in which he attests that he illllpiCted and made
copies of documentl on YariOUI dates dwillf January 1981 lnoludlnr January 15, 22, and
29. Petitioner further attests that "Defendants (Board memberl) are evil people that
gained power to aovern the school district 10 they may taka monies,"

On the return elate of the Order to Show Cause. Judie Serpentetll oblerved in
part

u follows:
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t belleft that thiN 11 a mill.llderstandlnr 11 to the obllptlon of

the
Bowd under tiU order and the scope of ltl obllptlon with f'elllel!t to
the order. Mr. lAufiU hll no rlpt to Ilk the Bowd to do riHIIteh
for It or to Interpret record~ of the Bowd, and theretora, a demand
whloh ..._ for .U raolutiOIII, poUel• and other doeumentl by the
Bowd If they relata to a .,.elfle IUb)aot matter II Improper. Mr.
lAufiU lw a f'llltt to -* for .U NIOlutiOIII of the Bowd for •liven
yev, month or JaVI• But ltl not the 8oardlt obllptlon to read eiaeh
and every raolutlon and relata whioh one deals with written property
[ ?) • The R!pt to know law doa not require the Board to do

homework for the peNon who wantl to ... doeumentl. It seem• to
me a mlljor IJ('Oblem hal developed with rapeet to the amount of
time upended beelUH the Bowd In ltl effort to C~~DC~P~~Pate hal been
exeeedlnr C~~DC~P~~Patlve and blyond the .....tty to be oooperatlve.
rm not •llll'ltlnr they shouldn't be eooperatlft, and If tr.y ohoH to
do mora than theJ are required to do under the law, tllllt'l fine, but
the order .....,.. required them to do that In the flr1t place • • •
(Tranlerlpt, February 1o, 111'1).
The day betora tha return date on tha Order tollloW CaUH, February I, 111'1,

petitioner ·~ the Bowd .._.tary with a wrlttlft demand to heft a¥1111able tor hll
revtaw on February 11, 111'1 100 HPV•t• doeumentl fi'OIII the,..... 1111 throup 111'1.

'l'hereett•, on

PebruMy 1'1, 1117 petitioner IV¥1d a writtlft demllld upon tha Bowd
MONtery whiNln ha pona nine ....-tiOIII of feet thet ha GOUld ROt ftnd or loaate
voucher~ 01' Nftiptl

aftW whfoh the demand lettM' clreetl the fJowd Meretlr)' to

eomm-.t llld to lip hal' nama tollowlnr aaoh of the nina ...-tl0111 of taot. Finally, In
thll lett• he dll'tH!tl the Bowd IMIGI'etary to "Klncly look up thoM rao.ipts alnce 1 could
not find the raeeiptl and/or voueherl." and tlat ha wocid rr-t hiiiiMU February 20,
lilT In her ofnee. Petltlonw next fllad a lattw demand dated Pebrulry Z'l, lilT whloh
actftl•t

I wiJ1 1M irllpecltlnr docluments held by tha lllmlpt Twp. Sohool
8Derd ltTt throup ItO, also I wm need the eompleted lilt whloh to
1011 fC!I' the realeptl(llo)on February 17, 111'1. I will also llllpeOt the
alfd~M reportlll71 tllru 1117 • • •

Nut, petltlor. Milt a written demand on lWIANh 4, 1117 to the Bcllrd Meratary
adYistnr her ha OOU1cl not find raeelpts tor traRMctiOIII ooolftlrc In 1111 llld for one

tl'anlaotlon in 1114. Re OOI'IC!ludel by advtstnr
P1eaM IUP(Ily me with the raeieptl ble) and OCIPI• or tile C!hacb tor
the uma. I wocid also like to listen to the tapll or tha lut four
boarcll We) meetlnp, only the portion that 1 .-uoned tha board. I
wm be l~~~peotlnr the documents on Mareh 10, 111'1 at 11 a.m.
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Next, petitioner sent a handwritten letter demand to the Board secretary on
Match 4, 191'1 wherein he advises ha wW present himself on March 19, 1917 to inspect
vouchers, receipts for a 1913 state convention, 1914 and 1985 national conventions,
receipts referred to in his letter demand of \larch 4, 1987 and a request to make a copy of
the tapes of open meetlnp on February 9, March 2.and March 9, 1987. On Mareh 12, 1987
petitioner submitted a written demand to the Board secretary advisiq he would present
himself March 19 for the foUowlnr purpons:
A.

I could not find the "'Penalties of Law"' that the vouehers
submitted by any claimant's eertifleatlon and declaration
submits and slcns before he/she recieves Isle) payments by tiM
board. t could not find that statue (sle). Please advise me or
show me whlcllls that law'!'

B.

What are the policy aovemlnr smoking In the board's office.

c.

What (sfwu [Mn. P.'s) u.Jary Cl91G-198'1) and what positions
she did hold within tha school system.

In tha meantime the record ln this ease shows that durfnr March and AprU 1987,
petitioner filed In the Barnept Township Municipal Court a total of at least 27 separate
ertminal charges apiiWt nine board members allesfnr each member committed
misconduct in office or abule of office between 1984 through 1986 contrary to ~·
2C:3G-2. He riled U criminal eherps apiiWt the present Board secretary allertng
misconduct In office, theft, fraud, falsification or tampering with recordl, perjury,
tampering with evidence, and tamperill( with pubUc records In 1985 and 1986. Petitioner
filed five erimlnal chare• api!Wt the superintendent allesfnr the superintendent committed misconduct In office or ~ of office In 1984 and 11185. Twenty four criminal
cllarpl ware tned by petlUonw api!Wt three other persons none of whom are Identified
u belnr em~ of the 8ovd or 8ovd members. The charp~ accordill( to this record
have yet to be. tried.
On March 19, 1117 petitioner submitted a demand to the Board secretary in
which he complaiiW he COUld not find vouchen, resarvatiOIW, or receipts for various
asserted Board axpendlt- In 1111, 1912, 1183, 1984. Petitioner also advised that he

lost a voucher whlatl o.tenllbly he had had In his pc~~~alon at a prior time. This demand
is prefaced with the command to the Board secretary to "Pleue IUP()ly me with the
followlnr documents". He stated he Intended to be In her office on Mareh 25, 1987 to
i~Wpeet and collect coplu of the documents. on April 1, 118'1 petitioner advised the
Board secretary he intended to be In her office April 6 to inspect receipts, vouchers,
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!!heoks and account reeetvables for attendance or varlo• people at state conventions for

1981, 1112, 1114, 1915 and 1188. 1n addition, petitioner userts five penons attended a
dl_,. thnter at a 1115 state eonventlon and he demllldll their ldentlfieatlon.

In
llddltlon, petitioner stated Ills demand to IMpee~t reservation~, vouehers and checks for a
national convention held tn 1111, 1912, ltl3, 1114, 1915, and 1118. Finally, petitioner
demanded to review reeelpts lftd checks for vllriou. a.erted expenditures made to a
number of Identified persona. Petitioner also repeated Ills demand of the Board secretary
to know the statute reterenoed In that section of vouchers where the creditor signs "I
certify under the penaltl• of law". On April 13, 111'1 petitioner advised the Board
secretary he would return April 1'1 to iMpe(!t all documents regarding a telephone
answwtnr maahlne, lnel.udlnr the wllTI.nty, repairs Moeiiiii'Y• coat or repelrs, who
determined the mactdne had to be repaired and dates between neGeiiiii'Y repairs. In
addition, petitioner demanded to see a daily eheck lilt of sehool vetdeles, all defective

ohecllc lilts, driver bul condition reports, bul safety IIII(MIOtlon reports, driver daily lop,
vouehen for repairs by a Nrtaln prqe, how mllllh the meahanlc C!harpe per hour, all
time cards for transportation employ. ., the nam• and a~ or auditors, and finally,
petitlonw llldll with the clrectlve to tiM! Bollrd HCII'tltar1 to "Make tlloM documents reedy
for me." On Apl'll21, 111'1 petitioner adviMd the Bollrd M«"etU'J tiMtt 1M! would be In her
office May 1, 111'1 to ln.pectt all policy and ~ for tranlportatlon and to l!llpMt
the enttra list of all Bovd amployea. On May 5, 111'1 petitioner edviMd the Bolrd
HCNlU'J 1M! would return May 11 to I~WP~ct and oopy vouatlers, receipts, checks, and
account reoelvabla for tiM! lllf national school board convention lftd to record the May
4, 118'1 open MOtion of the Bollrd meetlllf.

Written demllldll by petitioner were madl theNaft• on May 13, ltl'1 to Inspect
all oontraaa between the Bollrd and anJOM or any entltJJ on June J, 111'1 to tape a .Juna
1, 111'1 pubUa meetlnr of the Bolrd; and, on .June 15, lilT to lnlpeet documents on June
22, 111'1 wtdallhe ...rt. 1M! had not yet been allowed to IMpeC~t.
In the

mt~~~ntlme

the Bollrd IIOUCIIt relief from .Judp larpentelil by way of a

motion to ratraln petitioner from dltruptlnr the ao...d'l bultne. by till uurted
I.IIIN8IOI'IIIb demllldll madl U1J0ft the Bollrd HGNlU'J linee .January 181'1.

Petitioner

fllecl till own motion before .Judp Serpentalll to IHk the eot.rt'l a.iltanoe to GI.'Cier the
Bollrd to oompty with the eourt'l earlier order. At the time of oral arcument on the
rtlllpeCtlva motlona, the court had before It affldavitl from tiM! Bollrd M«"etary and from
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the superintendent u well u an affidaVIt from petitioner In support of the respective
motions. On June 10, 118'1 .Judfrl SerpenteW issued a letter opinion whieh in part is
repeated here:
• • • AI. a lhrelhhold matter, I Nptat my flndinc that the Board hu
exceeded the requirements of law In the production or reeords
requested by Mr. Lautps end tlae f'eSPOilH!I to his questions
eoneernlnc theM record~. 'l1le Board Is under obligation to produce
only tlae recordl whleh it Is required to maintain. It is also not
under an obllptlon to submit to lnterroptories or oral depositions
coneerninc the meanlnc, import or Intent of the reeordll. To the
extent that It hu done eo, It may have exucerbl.ted the present
problem. It Is my suaestlon that the Board employ- eonsutt with
counsel eoneerninc the nature and extent or their obligation and
disct0111re of documents to Mr. Lautps.

Furthermore, It Is obVIous to the court that, by his conduct, Mr.
Lautpsll not faeWtatinc the cooperation of the Board employees In
this procelll.
However, at thil pa~ture I am not satisfied that Mr. Lautps' conduet
would wvrant a complete termination of his riJht to reVIew Bosrd
documents• • •
I am, therefore, dlreetlll( that disclosure eontlnue In aceordllnee with

the terms of the court order • • •
Board counHl responded In detail to petitioner's letter of June 15, 198'1

reprdtnc certain documents he a11arts he hal not been allowed to review and with
speelfic reference to his prior demendl submitted to the Board secretary.
This eoncl.._ a recitaUon of the baakp'ound facts with rldlpeCt to the Board's

motion to strllca the lnterroptorles •

belnc an Improper dllcovery request under

~· l:l-U.2(b).

INTIRROOATORIES SOUGHT TO BE STRICKEN
So that the context In whleh the lnterroptorles have been served upon the Board
Is ctesr, the Petition of Appeal II reproduced beN in llplflcant part. 1'1111 reproduction
remains faithfUl to the actual Petition lncludlll( lYliCJil'aphleal end pammatleal errors in
the original document In order not to misrepresent In any way petltl_..s faetual

allegations upon whieh he seelcl rallef.
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•••
PetltiOMr fDed a ci¥11 action punUMt M..J,'\.A. 47t1A•l !! !!9•
"Rifht to know Law" Docket MOt L·OOSts+:R'T.W. In the Sllperior
Court, oo.n County, apiMt fliiPO!Idents Barnept Township 8oerd
of 'Edueatlon, to lnspeet, copy and obtain copl• of publle doeuments
In poll..ton of r.-po~ldents, nantelYI VOUC!herl, Reelepts, Cheeks,
Polic,., Replatlont, and otiMir doeU!IIents held by respondents.
Whereby the Honorable !upne D. Slrpentelll, A..J.S.C. ORDERED
rtiiiPOftdents to be rel....d for i!IIPICtlon by petitioner.
PetltiOMr t ...u the Court ordet-, uneovered that respondents have
failed to conform to their own Polley 10402 and N..J.S.A. 18A:4-14 by
not submltlftl reelepts Cor poeket expens• to state and/or national
work-.hot:e and/or eonvantlons.
4.

Poetcet expe•• were 111ed for .-yments for spous• and/or
children plane fare before respondents even left on thole trips.

s.

R•pondents 111e of limousine serYice to the airport without
repayment Cor sueh serviee.

8.

obtained breeklut and cl!ll*' thellt• tlolllets not
•tete pocket
"Ill® they failed to submit reelepts or make repey-

R.-po~ldents

only for themHlf both for spous• and ehDdrell
expe~W•

ments.

7.

R•pondents reeleved poeket e . . . - between $7$,00 per dly
end up to $125.00 per day for both state and/or natlonai

conventions.
1.

R...,ondents made ,..-vatlons for four dlya but took stx dlys
pocket e . . . - .

9.

Rupondents stayed two nlptl/thi"M deys at state eonvention
in Atlantle City, whleh Is only 40 mil• from Bernept.

WHEREFOR! Petitioner BERNARD LAUPOA8, demandl Judlments
qeliWt R4111p011dents BARNEGAT TOWNSHIP BOARD OP EDUCA'MON • follOWIJ

A.

Prolibltlnr RetpOndents poetcet expen~~~ not to exceed
Twent)'-flve ($25.00) dollars per clay to any worlclhop In
the state and/or national eonvention(l).

B.

Prohibit the 1111 of any limousine serYice to any workshop
and/or eonventlon.

c.

Prohibit the 1111 of tax doUarl by UJ one within the
Blrnept Sehool system for spo11111 and/or children plane
rare, hotel room, Breakfast meal and dinner theeter

tickets.
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D.

Orderiftl Respondents to itimlzed all vouchers/Invoices
and attach reetepts to same before those vouehers are
approved by the school board and reimmboursement are

ptid out.
E.

Prohibit re.pondents to stay overnlpt at the state convention within 45 miles. (Atlantic City, NJ)

F.

Spouses and/or children that stay over-nlpt with respondent m111t pay half room tee.

G.

Respondents m111t IUbmlt a summary of all work-shops
attended evan those from the state and/or national conventions.
SECOND COUNT

1o.

(Petitioner repeats the alleptlons of the first count]

11.

Petitioner under the Court order obtained the rlpt to Inspect
respondents Petty cub po1iey 1814.

12.

Petitioner uneoV«ed !'elpOfldents failure to comply with said
policy by a number of vouehers failed to have reclepts attached
to them.

13.

While othln !lave false reeiepts and/or tnaccurates reeiepts
and/or reetepts that should !lave not been ptid by the respondents.

WHEREFORE Petitioner demands judgments qai01t respondents
Batnept Township Board of Edlloatlon as follow•;
A.

Orderlftl resondents to ltlmlzed all petty cash vouchers and
attach reetepts for same.

B.

Orderinl all reolepts attaehed to voucherl to

c.

be ehee!ked tllat
no one eXCMdl the amounts for meall and travel expenses
(mUap), as per policy 13220 and poUcy 0402.

Ordlrlnr; NipOIIdents to conform with the provisions set forth
In policy 1114.
THIRD COUNT

14.

[Petitioner repeats allep.tions of the fil'llt and seoond counts)

15.

Respondents filled to show petitioner diletpllnary proceedlnp
for the studentl within the district.

18.

A number of students lnetoudllll that of petitioner own have
been disciplined by respondents.
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17,

Ttle action or retpondents .. to dlsC!lpllne or students failed to
meet due prooees or fairness or students and that of the tax

P.JWI·
WHBR!PORE, Petitioner BERNARD LAUPGAS, demandll judpents
apllllt rtlllpolldenta BARNEGAT TOWNSHIP BOARD OF EDUCATION a1 followst
A.

Orderlnr reiPOftdenta to Implement Rides and Jtefllllatlons
for the dlsC!lpllnary of students within the district.

8.

Students that

are

form of falrn-.

••pended m•t be liven a hearing In

c.

Rilht for parent6d/attorney to be at hearllll•

D.

Jtlpt to a notloe In written form.

!.

Jtllht to npl.alnatlon and avldenotl.

P.

Rip to wltMII/erOII eliiiiTIInatlon

a.

S..pantlon lffer the hearilll only.

H.

AD punilhmant or s.-pantlon m111t be In Hhool and attach
to Mme a written us!lnment tor eeeh student.

1.

All stlldanta m•t be advised Onatudll1() parents r!lhta to
appeal Md proeeedinp for Mma lneloudllll that of appeal
to the eommlalionar or ldueatlon.

J.

AU request to lWpondents
them In a timely fuhen.

tor appeal m111t be answered by

FOURTH COUNT

u.

[Petitioner ...,..u a1Ieptl0111 Mt forth In prior oounta)

11.

"'pen PubUo
appi.JI to Sehool
BNrd to stop eartalllnc the open portain from the minutes or
the Bamapt Towlllhlp Sehool Boards reeordl.

20.

Ra.pandanta haw failed to mU. that portion or the Board
reeordl (publle portion) parta or thll orrtalal.reeordl.

21,

RtllpOftCtants haM Umltad Petitioner~ end otl'lel of the pnaral
publle to speak before the 8oard to FIM (5) mlnut•.

Petitioner l'ACII*ted reiPOftdenta

pun~U~nt

M•tlnr Aet" N..J.S.A. lOtl-1 at seq, a It

u.

WHEREFOR!, Petitioner, BERNARD LAOFGAS, demands Judpant
apllllt R&I(IOftdents BARNEGAT TOWNSHtP BOARD OF EDUCATION 11 fol.lOWIIt
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Orderi"'

A.

ReiPQIIdents to mMe and keep the public portion
of the Blmept Sehool 8Nrd meetlll( pvt of the offieill
recordl ot th&t sdlool diltriet.

B.

Prohibit the public portion to be limited to Five minutes
per10n and llltlon to each and every member of the
general public untU Ill have they say • • •
per

The Board, In Its UBWar to the Petition, denies the factual llieratlons set forth
above and rllses If separate def...es to the petition. These deter.es include petitioner's
18erted faUure to state a ea111e of action upon which relief can be ll'•nted; the assertion
that petitioner's eillm Ia barred beeallle of his asserted flllure to comply with the
provisions of~· 8:24-1.3(bl; th&t the Petition Is time-barred throurh the application

of the 90 dey rule at ~· 8t24-1.ZCbll that petitioner lactcs standl111 to brill( the
complaints before the Commilaioner; and, that petitioner'! claims are barred by the
application of the doctrine of laches and by estoppel.

Petitioner IHiclanawars to the foUowtnr lnterroptories which the Board seeks
to atrike by way ot this motion:
INTERROGATORIES REGARDING COUNT 1
1 throurh 1

For eaoh and e¥WJ year between 1911 throurh lilT the names and
addlwael of eao!llllld every penon who served • a member of the
BcMird; the nemes and addlwses of each and every penon who Hrved
es IJUperintendent, IChool principal, school board Heretary, .-.tant
school bolll'd HONtvy, payroll clerk and secretary to the

supertntencleftt.
1-.t.

1be ldentffleatlon of

policies, replat10111, minutes, accounts

NCelvable (?) and state statute "or other documents" provlclll( tor
the attendlnae of board members or staff to attend state or natlonll
eonventl0111 between 1911 throurh 198T and petitioner demands
copies of such docUments.
I 0 throurh lT

Whether board members or "others" sirned voucherS for experwes for
eonventio!W between 1881 throuih 1987 and, If so, petitioner demands
copies of each and every voucher so slifted, copies of "hotel
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reHrVatlons and plana fare reservations", the identity of wives or
children wllo attended 1111y JIICll'l convention for the years 1981 through
lilT, eoplee of receipts for txp1111t11 received by board members or
1taff ...-wnably for attendanCe at national conventions between
1111 ttlrOUp 1117, eopt• or all "aceountl receivable" repaid to the
Board "by an,one" for, ..tenllbly, attendance at national con~ntlons
betw... ltll throulh 1111, whatever acaountl receivable milflt
mean to petitioner, and If the Board made reaervatlons for wives and
chUdNn or 8oill'd memberl or the superintendant to attend
conventlona betw... 1181 tllroulh 1181, petitioner demands the
ldentlflcatton or "each and every one" that attended national
conventions betw... 1981 thi'OIIIh 1981.
18- 19

Petitioner demandl whether "r8lpolldants" laid llmOI.Bine service to
the airport for any trip to national conventions between 1181 throurh
1981 and, If 10, the Identity of such person and when lueh service wu
liNd. Petitioner also demand!! C!OPI• or all vouehers or receipts
submitted for such "'lmOI.Bine service".
20 throulh 28

'ftll1 II'OUP or lnterroptort• hu M Its predicate lnterroptory 20
whieb lllcl the Boill'd, • the perty 1'4111PDftdent In this - . to
"'dentify aacll and every person (nama and ~) that attended the
Maw JftHy State Satlool Board convention between 1181 tllrourh
1987." Petitioner then demandl the Bovd provide him eoptes of
voucher~, receipts, llotel Nlll'fttlons and ,....tratton for •each and
every penon" wllo attended the Maw Jll'lffiY School Bovd convention
between 1911 throulh 1111. Petitioner allo demands the Board to
"Identify each and every wife, chllcl and hulband or other" wllo
attended the New JftHJ l!lebool Board conventions between 1981
throulh lt81, to Identify UJOM wllo recelftd dinner thaat• tleketl,
or per diem axpeiiHI to "any 1tata and or national convention."
Finally, In this II'OUP or lntarroptorl• petitioner demandl eoptes or
"aacount reoalvabla" and ~. aheclcl, reeelpta, accountl
recetvabla" tor 11111 trip that tiler took • lt lfiPll• to anr state lillY
or national oonventlon.
In Nprd to tnt.,..tort• II ttnup II, It II lnoonaelvabla that the named

or Bdlaoatton. woutcl have
raoordl to t11ow Mall penon who attended state ICihool bHrd oonvantlonltn anr ,...,.. It
Is Improper for petitioner to demand or this lblrd IUC!b Information for state or national
conventlona held bttw... 1181 throulh 1181. It Is doubtful If state or national sebool
board IIISOC!iatlon headqwlrtws could respond to this set of lnterroptortes.

,.,., fiiPOIIdent ln this - · the Bunapt Townllllp IJolrd
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29-30

or

Petitioner demands ooples
any policy which speelfleally states that
Bovd members m•t submit receipts for expeiiHI received to
worlaihopl, state and natiOI'IIl eonvent!0111.
31 throup 33

Petitioner Illes If Bovd members Itemized expenses on vouchers and,
If so, to attach vouohel'l and receipts for every voucher submitted
ostenllbly for the period 1181 throUih 198'7. If Boerd membel'l were
P4Ud expen~e~ without any Itemized voucher, petitioner demands to
know the cost
eaell 1111d every Item for which the expenses were to
have been pUd.

or

34 lhroiiBf'l 45
'nlese lnterroptorles address state and natiOI'IIl selloo1 board
conventions. Petitioner demands to know whlell board members
between 1111 throup 191'7 stayed overnllht In Atlantic City for the
state IICihool board eonventlon; he demands to know each and every
prop-am lndlvidiMl board membel'l attended during that same period,
topther with the length of time each and evwy prop-am t.ted.
lnterroptary IS II clearly indecipherable and Incomprehensible. It II reproduced
here In flllh "Attaell eopl• ol each and every NJSBA/NJASA/NJASBO, for the years

1H1 thru 111'7. u It

IPPU• to 134".

Petttloner demandl to know the form of transportation IBid by Individual board
membel'l between 1911 throup 1987 to national eonventlons, demands vouchel'l, specific
dates traveled by eaell and every board member between 1911 throUih 1987 for each
convention, the dat• conventions were held between 1911 throulh 1917, the dates each
board member retla"Md from 1111tl01'111 eonventl0111 tMttween 1911 UlrOI.Wh 1987, the form

or transportation lad by lndlvid~Ml board members between 1911 ttnup ltiT for each
return trip, thet If lndl¥tdull board members did not raturn clreetiy to Bllrnapt Township
after each IUIIb OOAvention petitioner demands to know where each 1uell board member
went and for how lonl· Petitioner demands to know whether Individual board members
received per diem • ..,..... from 11181 throup 1987 for days they did not return directly
to Bllrnept from 11111 lueh convention attended. Finally, petitioner demands to know If
board membel'l between 1981 throulh 1987 "or others" who attended national conventions
were accompanied by their spou111 or elllldren and,. If so, petitioner demands copies of
eheelai, receipts, or "aeeountl receivable" or any reimbursement made by suet! board
members to the board far their spou111 and ellildren.
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INTERROGATORIES REGARDING COUNT 2
411 throulfl 53
PetltiOMr demlftdl eoples of policies, replatiCiftl, minutes, "or any
other doeumentl" by ~Noh the preHnt ao.rd or, ostensibly, prior
bovc:ll of edllaatlon In Blrnept euta-tad to UN a petty cash
account; he clemand!J to know If "reepondents or others" eomplied
with ny and Ill IIIOh pollel•; he clemlftdl eolll• of vouchers and
Nftipts for any vouallers submitted tor petty c..tl between 1981
throulh ltiT; he demand~ to know whether "I'IIJIIOftdlntl" reimbursed
anyone from petty cash without receipts between ltll through 1987;
and, he demandl uy policy reprdlnr el!pll'lles "for professional and

others".
INTBRROGATOIUES REGARDING COUNT 3
lllterroptort• 52 and 53 appMr to relate to COiolrt 3. So thet the eact wor<ll
of petltiOMr - prtHned, and ln l!Jht of the fact only two lnterroptorles In this oount,.they- reprodUcled here In fuU1

inYOlved

52.

State In detl11 and IPICiflc "ott and e..,y pollC!'J, Plflllatlon,
minut•, state statut• or other • th!IJ prttalnl to the
dlselpllnary proceecllnr of students wltl!ln the IIGhoo1 district.

53,

Attach eopl•for the same (152) herewith.

INT!RROGATOIUIS REGARDING COUNT 4
PetltiOMr, by WIJ ot lnterroptorl• 54 throulb tl, clemlftdl to know the policy,
repdatlon, mlnut•, or state statut• which lllows the boed to hold public meet111111 he
clemlftdl eopl• thertot'; petitioner clemandll to know the authority by which the bovd
"cartail" the pullllo to spealc at the meetll'll'l he demlftdl to know IPICifie authority why

It''

the bovd,
ciMI not, ciMI not record public comments •erbatlm In Its mlnutiiJ and, he
clemandl oopl• ot IUch authority.

INT!RROGATOIUIS REGARDING DEPENSIS OP THE BOARD
SET UP IN

rrs ANSWER TO TR! PE'ITI'ION

Jnterroptort• 59 throulb 11 ctemuct of the ao.rd answers rerardlnr the
followlnr matten
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59.

Each and every ooouion petitioner demlllded of the Board the
opportunity to ... dllelpllnvy record~ ot any pupil beside hll sons;

so.

Each and every dlscipliJWY record he cld ... and did not ... and he
demandl CO(Ii• of the documents he did not see;

61.

The bull upon which the Board claims petitioner fails to state a
cause of action;

62.

The buill upon which the Board aa,s the Petition Is similar to the
criminal ebarf• he filed epfnst various persons;

63.

The buill upon which petitioner Violated the 90 day law;

84.

The bells upon which the Board sa,s It acted in a lawfUl manner
recardlnc all allecatlons;

85.

The bail upon which petitioner Is not authorized to reVIew pupil
reeordl, and the exact time, place and date petitioner requested of
the Board to ... pupil record~;

88.

The bull upon which the Board Cllalmslt complied with all applicable
statut• and recwattons reprcllnc boolckeepin(r and accounting, petty
ea~~. and rill• pvem~nc pupil ...corc~a,

61.

The bull upon which the Board claims Ita meetlnp are lawfully
conduated;

88.

The bull upon which the Board Cllalma petitioner hal no standing to
brlnr the aCtion;

611-10'lbe buill upon which the Board claims Its conduct t~t the
matter II lawful and specific citations to statutes and authorities
which the Board lntendl to t.M as a defense;
11.

The buls upon which the Board Cllalma petitioner's claim II blrred by
any or allltatut• ot Umltatlons;

72.

The bull upon which the Board claims the petition II blrred by
laobell,

71.

The buts Up.m which the Board claims the petition Is blrred by
~

74.

'lbe bull upon which the Board C!llims the petition was Improperly
tiled;

75.

The bula upon whloll the Board C!lalma petitioner failed to comply
with the New JerHy Tort Claims Act; and

16.

Petitioner demandl CO(Ii• of any and all documents f'tiVdllll each
and every answ• provided to the preoedlnc T5 lnterroptort•.
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With

~t

to the Bovd's motion to eompel petitioner to provide more specific

e111wers to lnterroptoriu and to provide all doeuments relevant to Its request to the
production of doeuments, It le noted thet the Board served 25 separate lntM'roptories
upon petitioner on or about June 2, 1911. For the m01t pert, eaeh intetroptory hu two
or more subperts but no one of whleh le, by Itself or In conjunction with other parts,
oftl'burdentnr. Except for proYicllnr hie name and addr- and en ll!Wwer to Interrogatory
2(A) and 2(8), ~t'l
for all remelnlnr lnterroptorles are "See 2A and 28",
with the eneptton of lntll'fOPlory 9 which ulcl the name of eeeh and every person who
pertielpeted in the preparation of _w.,. to the lnterroptoriu where petitioner
relpOfiCied "1M tl". lnterroptory 2A and ZB, together with the a~~~wers provided, are as

-wen

followst
2(A) Identify by name, a~ end

bull._ title ..ah and eWII'y
penon hevinr knowledp of the facts releftllt to any of the
lu... In thle action. As to •ch lueh penon 10 Identified, set
forth • complete description or their knowledp.

AIIIWM'I

Rllpondaftts heve full knowledp to the Nlevent faeta. When
riii(IO!Idents win supply petition.. with hll Interrogatories, a
more fuller respond will beforeeommll'll.
2(8)

state Mall penon who would be .ned • a wit.. at trial.
State fn detan the facts upon whleh they win tutlfy,

Alllwera
Rtapondents hen full knowledp to the facts aJao ...

t at lA.

With Nllp!let to the 8Mrft ,.._, for .._ems, 11 llpePilte requests are
made of paUU.. by. the Board eech of wlllah addNu all•tl0111 eontelned within the
petition of IIIIPIIIl filed by petltiORM'. AI an example, the tint req~~~~t 11 for "any and all
dooumants Nlatlftlln any way to the alleptlon In the third 111111umbeNd par~~rl(lh of the
Pftltlon tMt 'Petitioner, throulb the Court Ordw, I.IMIOnred that Rupo~ldent heYefallad
to oontorm to their own policy 10402 and ~ 11AI4-14, by not IUbmlttllll receipts
for poeket ...,.... to state end/or natlonel worbbopl and/or eonvantlonl." Another
example le request I which ulcl for "AnJ end all do«nentl ralattnr In any way to
,.,...._ !lften of the Pftltlon that 'Petltlonan, lllder the COUrt Ordw, obtllned the
riCht to inlpeet Rupollldlnt's petty euh policy 11114." The finel eumple le request 13
whioh ulcl for "Any and all doeuments reiatllllln any way to Plrqraph Sennteen or the
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Petition that 'the action of raspondents as to discipline of students fail to meet due
process or faimeas of students and that of the tax payers.' Raspondent answers the
request for doeuments by assertinr the Board has any and all doeuments In their
possession with respect to the allegations he makes in his Petition.
This concludes a recitation of all beclqJround facts necessary for disposition of
the motions under consideration here.

ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES
The Board aen•ally contandl that the interrogatories served upon it by

petition• ·neb information and doeuments which are public information and public
doeumants under the Rllht to Know Law, .!!.:!:!.:!• 4111A-1 !! !!9• The Board claims that
the record shows petition.- hu had more then ample opportunity to see and secure all
such requested Information and doeuments by Virtue of Judp Serpentelll's Order. The
Board oontendl that beyond the fact petitioner already hu had liberal opportunity under

the court order to ... and secure aucb information, the information he seeks by way of
intwroptories served durlllf dlloovery Ia simply not avaUable by way of discovery under
N.J.A.C. 111-U.2(b) which, It II noted, Is now codified at~· 1:1-IO.l(d).
Moreover, the Board oontandl the Petition of Appeal flled In the matter Is overly
broad, nonspecific, and falll to name nam11, datil, or plae~~. The Board explains that In
Its View petitioner seeks by way of the lntwroptorl• to compel it to proVide him with
documents to prove the allelatiOIII he makes qainst It, its present membel'lhlp, its past
membership, and ataff mMberl. Furthermore, the Board tak• the poaltlon that In order
for petitioner to heve fUed the Petition of Appeal in the first Instance he had to have
documentatleft In Ilia ~on or information already avallable to lim to prove the truth
of the alleptiOIII. The Board contandl thet petitioner's lnterroptorlll Hrved upon it
which it presantly neb to 1trlke, seek Information which 11 irrelevant, oppr-ive and
burdenaome and conatitute ber-ment lntlloted upon it 10 u to further the fl1hlng
expedition upon which petitioner Ilea embarked seeldnr to subltantlate lis mllperception
that the Board and precedeleor Boardl have anppd In misconduct.

The Board

specifically contandl that interroptorlu 56 t~ 76 ...k either a lepl opinion, or
Information already within petitioner's knowledp, or are Incomprehensible.
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RIIPJ'dlnr petitioner's 1111wers to interraptorl• serYed upon him by the Board,
the Board oontlftdl that petitioner's responHS thus fw have been totllly and wholly
unr•ponalve to the interroptory poNd, Plnllly, the Board demandl the production of
documents by petitioner pur!IVIJit to its reque~t properly served upon him.
Petitioner demandl full, eomplete, and r•po1111lve &IIIIWers and doeuments as
sought and requ•ted by the Interrogatories Hrved upon the Bolll'd. Petitioner In large
meuure relies upon Jrvel Realty v. Bd. of Pub. Utll. Commlsaloners, 81!!.::!:, 3811 (1972) to
enforee his ...erted right to dlleovery and In support of his demand that the Bowd answer
interroptories served. Petitioner e1so points out ~hat the Bolll'd's charaeterization that
some Information sourht by certain lnterroptorles 11 Irrelevant Is not a proper objection
durlnc dlsooMI'y end cites in this regard VanLanrn v. Chadwtak, 173 N.J !!1.!!!:· 517 (Law
Dlv. 1980). In ·short, petitioner eontendl that because the lnterroptorles were served
upon the Board durlnr dlseovery following the rntnc of tU Petition of Appeal he Is
entitled to responses end to the documents sourht • a matter of rllflt.
Petitioner eontendl with reapeet to the lnterraptorl• serVed upon hl.m by the
or documents that he wf1l answer the
lnterroptorles 1er¥ed upon hl.m • soon as the Board &niWert lnterroptort• served upon
it. Petitioner elso &Sierts that Ill documents that the 8olll'd seeks from him It already has
in Its pass-Ion and that he Is under no obligation to pt"'YYde It with documents it already
8olll'd end a demand for the procluetlon

hu.

DIICUSSION AND CONCLUSION

'lbe record deYeloped ttn11 far In ttU OIH stronll:r ........ petitioner Is
eonvlnced tflat aome ~t .nd former Board members end 110me emploJIM of the
Bltnept Townlhlp IC!IlooliJlllem, end others, are enppd In mlleonduet or unlawful am
related to the Blrnept Townlhlp sehool system. '1'1111 sua-tton 11 .upported by the faet
that petitioner has Hen fit to roe at least 27 separate erlmlnal ...... apinllt present 01'
pat Board memberl. lZ erlmlnel charges aplnst the present board secretwy, end five
eharpl apllllt the IUPtrintendent, torether with 24 ertmlnel eharpl arainst other
pet'IOM otherwlle unidentified ln the reeord. It Is presumed that some of the proofs
petitioner lntendl to offer should the erlmlnel eharges 1J0 to trial atraillllt the named
defendants shall include documents he seeured from the bolll'd Hcretwy between
Deeember 19118 throurh June 191'1 under Jud(e Serpentent's Order.
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The record further discloses that at the very leut petitioner reviewed
documents in the bolrd secretarY'S ofrlees on at leut 18 separate oocasions to Inspect and

make copies of the docUments. The ra«<l'd further suaests that, m- likely than not,
petitioner wu in the Board secretarY'S office on more than fO separate oeeulons
inspecting and eopyln&' documents. Thue visits, by virtue of the request preceding each
visit had to range from one hour to at leut three hours each. Many of the visits,
accordin&' to the affidavits fUed by the bolrd HCretary and by the superintendent before
Judfe SerpenteW, •uaest that the vilits ware aceompenied by petitioner's diatribes
apiRit the bolrd 1ecretary, the superintendent, and various present and pest Board
member!. Indeed, and as Jud(e SerpentaW obnrved, the record stronsty sugests that the
Board, and perticularly the bolrd secretary hal been more than cooperative with
petitioner in hll review of documents under .Jud(e SerpenteW'I Order.

Neverthel-, the matter of the di1puted lnterroptorl• aervecl by petitioner
m111t be Men within the context of thll Petition of Appeal. In addition to the arruments
advanced by. the. Board In opposition to the lnterroptorles, It Is noted that the named
respondent In thll cue Is the Bernept Town~hip Board of Education. tt Is further noted
that followln&' the elleptiOM oontalned within Count 1, petitioner Helcl an order from
the Commillioner by which individual Board memberl wOUld be prohibited from Heuring
more than $25 per day expe!IHI for state or national convention~, from 111ing limousine
service to worklhopl or conventions, and he Hekl other prohibition~ contained In his
prayer for relief. Keepinc ln mind that bolrdl of education are noncontli\UOUI bodies, and
each suceeedlng bolrd of education may adopt Its own policy to pern Its own affairs by
virtue of authority at ~· liA:ll-1, tills 001.11t of the petition m111t be Hen u
alleptlORI ap!Rit the present Board of Education; not aplrBt prior bolrdt ot education.
The Commlsdoner aunot arant relief apt,.t a former bolrd of education beea111e a
former bolrd doel not PNHfttly eldlt. The present Board may not be critielzed nor
dlaelpllned for any omilliOM or commilllOM ot lawfUl or unlawfUl conduet In which any
prior board ot education may have 4lfllllled.

If petitioner believe~ that prior Board memberl, lndlvlduelly, violated criminal
statutes he has aven- of redreaa available to him one of which he hes U"eady exercised
in the fUing of criminal complaints. Tha Commilllonar hal authority only to direct the
ofrtclal conduct or litttnc bolrd members or to 111ua replatiORI reprdlng the offlelal
eonduot of future bolrd member!. It wOUld be a 111el- exercise In the administrative
arena to hear alleptiORI or wrongdoing aratrwt former bolrdl of education in the ablenee
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of authority for the Commissioner to take C!OI'NCtlve aetlon aplnst a nonexisting entity
under his authority at ~· 18A:&-I. Consequently, all lnterroratorles by which
petitioner Meks information and/or documents for years prior to 1987 in support or his
Count 1 allegations are clearly irrelevant and Immaterial in this administrative
proceed! ••

Whlle In elvil aetions clseoftl'y Is pnerally available to litigants or any matter
relevant to the subjet!t matter InVOlved In the pendlnr suit, !· 4:18-2(a); lrval Realty,
!!I!!• the opponent of a dlseovery request may secure a eourt order to protect against
annoyanee, embarra~~ment, oppre~~ton, or undue burden or expense.
In sl miler fuhlon, dlseovery 11 pnerally a¥allable to litigants In this
admin11trative forum In order to facilitate the disposition of eues by streamlining the
hearinr. Lltipnts pnerally should have aCiftll to faets which tend to support or
undermine their paeitlon or that of their aciYersary. ReqHited dlseoftl'y must appear to
be reasonably ealeul.tlted to lead to the dlseovary or ldmllllble evidence at the time or
hearing. ~· 1:1-10.1. 'Mie Uniform Rules of Admlnlltratlve Proaedure at~·
111-lO.l(d), provides "Public documents aeceJiiblelll'lder lepdatlve authorization shall not
be dlseoverable under this subchapter, except for &ood aaUH shown • • •."
All noted above, petitioner hu all'ftd7 taken

~N~~t advantage

of his rlpts under

the Rlpt to Know Law and ha spent many hours at the Bovd secretary's office

reVIewlnr and seour~nr C!OPi• of Board documents. The Information he seeks by way of
lnterroptorl• served In t!U admlnlltratlve arena 11 avallable and has been made
available to him under tha RJPt to Know Law pursuent to Judp Serpentalll's Order and,
eonsecp~nUy, eo!Wtltutes an Improper dlseovery reqHit here. Petitioner ha not shown
&ood oause for the Board to be Ordered to . .wer COUnt 1 lnterroptorl• In llpt of the
Issue presefttHlft Count 1 or the petition. Petitioner 11M had ample opportunity between
December 1111 throup J1.11e 1987 to reVIew and aopy documents or tha Board as 11 his
rlrht under the Rlfllt to Know Law. Furthermore, the vast majority of lftformatlon soupt
by way of the lnterroratorles served refieet petitioner's dellra to secure duplleate

Information he hu already reVIewed or h• clearly had the opportunlt7 to review. The
controverted lnterroptorl• hare are, in my VIew, exee.tva lftd are ot a $'ar-net nature.
The lnterroptorl• are unduly burdenlome and oppr&lllva. Many are lneompreheftslble,
while others limply meander. Most, If not all, lnterroptorlel seek Information Irrelevant
to the IUbjeet matter of Count 1 of the Petition of Appeal and they seek Information not
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calculated to lead to admissible evidenee at the time of hearing in this case. The
interrogatories served by petitioner upon the Board are, I FIND and CONCLUDE,
inconsistent with the spirit and purpose of the Uniform Rules of Administrative Practice,
~· 1:1-1 !! !!.9· lf petitioner's Count 1 allesations against the present Board have
any merit at all, and on the Ulumptlon the allegations If proven true by .petitioner would
warrant relief, petitioner should not need answers to these interroratories to be
sueeessful in establishing the truth of the allaptions. Petitioner by his own words asserts
in Count l of the petition that he"* • • thru the Court order, uncovered that respondents
have Called to conform to their own Policy 10402 and M.J.S.A. 18A:4-14 by not submiting
reclepts for pocket expellllll to state and/or national work-shops and/or conventions
• • • "· Petitioner verified that "the facts contained [within the petition) are true to
the best of my knowlqe and belief." If petitioner uncovered the documents which prove
the truth of the alliPtiOIW which follow, he should be prepered to come forward and
expose the documents to the IlCht of clay.
AecordlncJ.y, the Joudll motion to strike petitioner's Interrogatories resarding
Count lis GBAMTID for any and all the following reasons:
1.

'nle interrop.tori• seek information which Is Irrelevant and Immaterial to

the subject matter of Count 1; and/or
2.

under~· 1:1lO.l(d) becaUH moet, If not all, seek information which Is public
information; and/or

'nle interroptorles are an improper discovery request

3.

'Mia interroptorl• seek information or documents already In the
p011e.ion or which should have been in the possession of petitioner by
·virtue of his numerous demands made upon the Board secretary together
with the numero. opportunities granted him to Inspect records of the
Board pursuant to IU right under the Right to Know Law; and/or

4.

'nle interroptorles seek information or docu!'ftents which petitioner

verifies in hiJ Petition of Appeal he already p011esaes; and/or
5.

'nle interroptorles are unduly burdensome and oppressive upon the Board

in light of hiJ many opportunities to inspect the same documents under
Judge Serpentelll's Order; and/or
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6.

'nle interroptories are lneompre'-lble or or such a unlvetal nature, as
1ft

example Intarroptoriea

zo-21, that

the 8olrd simply cannot provide an

a111wer In MY lntelllllble way1 and/or

7.

'nle lnterroptortea, taken ea a whole, are or such a drar--t nature that

thay aN lneontiltent with the spirit and purpo14t of discovery in this
administrative forum, under the Uniform ttules of Administrative Practice.
Petitioner's lnt..,..torlea N(IU'dlnr Count 2 IHk Information and documents
whleh, if alllwer.d, would COMtltute a lepl opinion, or the lnterroptorles are Irrelevant
and Immaterial to the subjeot matter In Issue, or they seek Information and documents
whleh .,.. already In the poeaeamon of or should be In the poeaesaton of petitioner.
Furthermore, thtea lnteri'Of&toriea .,.. vque, universal In nature, burclenllome and
oppressive.

PetiUonen interi'Of&toriea rerardlnr Count 3 shall be &~~~wered by the Board
only to the extent of proYidllll petitioner with aoplea of Its formlllly acJopted written
policies, If My, reprdlnr pupil discipline and procedures. If lnteri'Of&tory 52 or 53 Is
Intended by petitioner to IHk Information or documents other then formally adopted
written poHelea and procedures reprdlnr pupil dlselpllne, then In that event lnterroptory
52 and 53 shall be stricken tor ,...,._.
Petitioner's lnterroptortea reprdilll Count 4 ve atrloken on lAY one or all the
foUowtnr pooundll

1.

·"ftte lnterroptorlea seek a lepl oplnlon1llldlor

2.

'nte tnterroptorlea Helc Information or doeum•ts already In or whleh
should already be In petitioner's poiHIII.on;llldlor

3.

'nte lnterroptortea are vque, contllllnr, and intemally llleOIIIiatent.

In sum, the Board's motion to strike lnterroptoriea N(IU'dlnr Count 1 and Count

OUII'I'IIDJ the motion Is partllllly ORAlft'ID and ptrtllllly DDIID reprdl.nc Count
3; and the Boarcl'l motion to strike lnterroptorlea reprdlnr Count 4 Is ORAift'ED In full.
Z II
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FiNilly, the Board's motion to strike interroptories 59 throlllh 76 is GRANTED
in fl.ll.l. These interrogatories seek information 1111d doc!uments which constitute legal
opinions; the interrop.tories are vague and incomprehensible; and, several interrogatories
border on being inn1111e in that petitioner seeks information from the Board which is
uniquely In the possession of petitioner himself.

BOARD'S MOTION TO COMPEL MORE
SPECIFIC ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES
AND FOR PETITIONER TO PROVIDE DOCUMENTS
Initially, It is noted that petitioner merely provided his name and address as the
sole answers to the Board's Interrogatories. The remainder or responses (lfovided
referenced Interrogatories 2A and 28. These responses do not constitute answers to
properly phrased and served Interrogatories. Consequently, this motion Is perhaps
mlslabled when It called for more responsive answers to Interrogatories instead of calli!IJ
tor answers to interrogatories served. In either case, petitioner is ORDUBD to fully
answer each and every Interrogatory served upon him by the Board.
In similar Cashion petitioner is ORDERED to respond to the Board's Request for
the Production ot Doeuments. It petitioner does not have possession of requested
documents and cannot acquire possession of the requested documents, and, therefore, does
not intend to rely upon the doc!uments at the time of heari!IJ, a written response in that
regard shall be served by petitioner upon the Board in lieu ot the documents requested.
Alternatively, petitioner may In Ueu of supplying documents In his poss-lon but already
in the Board's poaesaion, identify with speelflclty the documents at Issue for that specltic
demand.
In conclUIIon, petitioner's interrogatories reprdi!IJ Counts 1, 2 and 4 are
stricken. Count 3 Interrogatories shall be answered by the Board In a manner consistent
with this rl.ll.il!« within 20 days from today's date. Petitioner is ORDIRBD to fully answer
interrogatores served upon him by the Board and he shall supply the Board copies of
requested documents or identify with specificity the documents at issue within 20 days

Crom todayts date. The Commissioner is of the view he hu no authority to award
attorneys' fees. Accordi!IJly, the Board's request for attorneys' fees m~at be DIDIDID.
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HNrilll dat• lhlllnot yet be Mt. ()nee dlse!Oftf'y II C!Ompleted - which shall be
20 diJI from todafJ date -IIPili'OPI;'iate motions sMll be entertained from the parties ror
30 diJI followllll• !IUIIMql.nt to cllpolltlon of motlorw tOad. the issues If any which
remain sMll be renned ud a hearing date then shaU be set.
'Mila order may be reYiewed by the CommiDloner of Edueatlon eithef' upon
Interlocutory review pursuant to~· 1:1-14.10 or at the end of the contested ease
pursuant

to~·

1:1-ll.fJ.

-24-
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BERNARD LAUFGAS,
PETITIONER,

v.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF BARNEGAT, OCEAN COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT.
The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. No exceptions were filed by
the parties.
Upon review of the record in this matter, the Commissioner
is in full agreement with the Administrative Law Judge's findings
and conclusions which are based upon a well-reasoned analysis of the
issue. The recommended initial decision dismissing the Petition of
Appeal with prejudice is adopted, therefore, as the final decision
in this matter for the reasons expressed therein.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 30, 1987
Pendin~

State Board
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&tatr of Nrm Jrrsry
OFFICE OF AOMINISTRATIVE LAW

INmAL DBCISION
OAL DKT. NO. EDU 3806-87
AGENCY DKT. NO. 129-5/87

BOARD or BDtJCAftON or TBB

BOROUGH or PODIT PLEASANT,
Petitioner,

v.
MAYOR AND COONCO. or TBB
BOROUGH OP PODIT PLBASANT,
OCBAM COUNTY,

Respondent.

James P. BradJ, Esq., for petitioner (Novins, Parley, York, Devincens and Pentony,
attomeJI)
James M. Cltta, Esq., A-. M. ~. Esq., co-counsel for
Citta and Millard, attomeJ~)
Record CJ.oeed: Sept-.ber 23, 198 7

respon~nt

(Cittr.,

Deeldecb Novellber 20, 1987

BEPORB LILLA.&D L LAW, ALJt
STATEMENT OP THB CASE

\

Petitioner, the Board of Education of the Boroucb of Point Pl....,.t (Board),
appellla from an action taken by the Mayor and Council of the 8oroulh ot Point Pleaant
(CouneD) pursuant to ~ 18A:2!-37 C!el'tlfylng to the Ocean County Board of
Taxation a lellel' amount of appropriations for lt!hool purpoHS lor the 1987·18 school year
than the amount proposed by the Board In Its budpt which wu rejected by the voters.

}
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PROCEDURAL ASPECTS

to

At the annual sehool election held on April?, 1981, the Board submitted
the
electorate a propose! to raise by local taxation the amounts of $10,018,284 for current
expense and $98,645 In capital outlay for the 1981-88 sebool year. Both items were
rejected by the voters and, subsequent to the rejeetion, the Board submitted its budget to
CouncU for its determination of the amounts neeesaary for the operation of a thorough
and efficient sehoolsyitem in Point Pleasant for the 1981-88 sehool year, pursuant to the
mandatory obllption lm(IOied on CounoU by~ 18A:22-3?. After consultation with
the Board, CouncU made Its determination and certlrled to the Ocean County Board of
Taxation the amounts of $9,!515,118 for current expenses and zero dollars for capital
outlay. The Board, thereafter on May 12, 1981, submitted Its Petition of Appeal to the
Commilllcmer or Education seeldnc the restoration of Its reduced funds. CouncU fUed Its
Answer with the Commlaloner on June 1, 1981. Subaequently, on June 2, 1981, the
matter was tra.mltted to the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) for determination u a
eontested case, pursuant to ~ 52:148-1 !! !!!I• and ~ 52d4P-1 !! !!9• A
prehearlnc conference was held on July 1, 1981 at which the illues to be determined were
set forth and scheduled hearlnp were established.
Hearinp were conducted on
August 28, 21 and 21, 1911 at the Ocean County Administrative Building, Toms River;
September 3 and 4 at the Atlantic City OAL, Atlantic County Civil Courthouse, Atlanth!
City; and September 18 andlT, 1981 at the Ocean County Administration Building, Toms
River, New Jersey. The record was considered closed upon the recalpt of petitioner's lilt
proferred document on hptember Z3, 1917. Extenaions were requested and granted for
the undersigned to exeaute this initial decision.
IS8UES TO BE DETERMINED AND AMOUNTS IN DISPUTE

Plnuant tO N.J.A.C. 8:Z4-1.3(c) the Board supplied the following Information
whleh forms a bull of It appeal:
PROPOSED TAX LEVY ADOPTED
BY THE BOARD OP EDUCATION

AMOUNT OP TAX LEVY
CERTlPIED BY GOVERNING BODY

Current Expense
Capital Outlay

Current Expense
Capital Outlay

$10,018.284

98,845

-2-
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PROPOSED TAX LEVY ADOPTED

AMOUNT OF TAX LEVY

BY THE BOARD OP EDUCATION

CERTIFIED BY GOVERNING BODY

Amount of reduction In the budlfet by govemlnr body:
Current Expense
Capital Outlay

$

500,518

$

98.645
599,163

$

500,518

$

98.645
599,163

Amount of reduction In dispute before the Commissioner:
Current Expense
Capital Outlay

The lauea to be resolved by this tribunal, as .,reed to by the p.rties, are as
follows:
A.

Whether Council's action to reduce the Board's pl'OpOied tax
levy and bud(et was arbitrary and caprlclo111?

B.

Whether Council's actions deny a thot'OUih and efficient
education to the pupils under the Board's direction and
control!

C.

Whether Council's determination to reduce the Board's budget
appropriations were based upon erroneous findil•• of fact?

D.

Whether Council's determination are without any balls in
fact?

B.

Whether Council's action constitute an attempted 111Urp8tion
of mariaprial functions and prerogatlvea or the Board!
UNCONTESTED PACTS

The followinr evidence is neither dlaputed nor contested and Is therefore

ADOPTBD AIPAC'I'I

Sub&equent to the defeat of the Board's proposed budpt at the polls, the Board
submitted ita budget to the Mayor and Council on April II, 191'1, pursuant to N.J.S.A.
11A:22-3'1. By way of letter dated April 10, 1987, respondent advlled the Board that the

-3-
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Mayor had appointed a "Committee of interested residents to adYIH the Governing Body
on the Board's Budget," and requested eerteln Information from the Board by April 13,

1987, to "assist In the Committee's first meeting." (Exhibit B, Board's Brief in Support of
:'<lotion for Summary Deeiston.) The Board, by letter dated April 10, 1987, indicated the
difficulty of providinr all of the requested docUmentation within the time constraints. In
the alternative, the Board Invited CouncU and Its representetivea to review the Board's
records in the Board's offices. On April 14, 198'1, subsequent to the Mayor's appointment
of the citizen's ~ .!!!!!! committee to review the Board's budget, the Borough Council
ratified the Mayor's aetlon (Exhibit C).
On AprD 15, 1987, Council invited the Board to a joint meeting sehaduled for
AprU 23, 1987 (Exhibit D). By lettar dated April 18, 1887, the Board eonflrmed that the
information and dllte requested by Council In Its letter of AprU 10, 1987, had been
provided to Council's repreuntatlve exeept personnel information eonslderad eonfidentlal

Boroulh of
Point Pleaant, worked in eonjunetlon with Council's !!! .!!!!!! committee in reviewtnr the
Board's budget proposal from AprU I thf'OIIIh April 2'1, 1tiT (LIIl'aey Affidavit, AUIJ'Uit 2'1,
1987 para. 8). Mr. Laraey and the citizen!!!~ committee made specific recommendations to the CouneD with respeet to reductions in the Bolll'd's Une Item aeeounts and its
capital outlay budpt proposals.

by the Board's lep1 eounseL. Mr. Paul Laraey, Municlplll Adminiltrator of the

Sublequently, on AprU 23, 1987, a joint open pubUc meeting was held by
Council and the Board, with the Board represented by Its Superintendent of Sehools and
two Board members. f!!!s 21Chlbit B, Tra~~~erlptlon of Meeting of Mayor and Council and
Board of Education re& Bl.l:lpt - AprU 23, 1987 .) The pvernlnr body pr-nted the Board
with the followinl reoomm«<ded reductions to its 1981·88 current expense and capital
outlay budpta
LJSTINO POSSIBLE BOARD OF EDUCATION BUDGET CUTS

!!!!:

Item

Item
Deaerlptlons

J 110 b

Bd. of Secret. Salary

J 211

Sal. of Prine. Superv.,
etc.

Budget
$

!!ill

Savinp

157,500

$

780,000

-
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Item
No.

Item
Delcrtptlorw

JtU

Dept. Reed Salary

JIU

Teaohers s.J.art•

J 214

Budpt
S.Yinp

Juatifieatlons

70,000

$ 9,200

1!118/87 Projeeted
Spending +lOCJf., +
extra week of work
in summer

5,118,000

55,500

COUI'IIelors s.J.arl•

221,800

1,000

J Z14 e

Plyelloloelm s.L

150,000

15,541

1!111/87 PTotected
Spendlnr +to..,

J 215.

Slllarlu few Clertoal
Alit.'a to Prine.,

225,000

10,000

See attachment I

TeeahJnr Suppllu

215,000

31,811

!!t!!
$

See attachment 3

1186/87 Projected
Spending +tOCJf., +
new llleohol
eountelor, + $5,500
for summer counselling
HSiions If needed

s.,.,etc.
J 140

1118/87

~ed

Spendlnr +to..,
J 550.

a.. tor Tranlport.

J 550 b

Lllbrieants

J 110.

Custodian Slllarlu

35,000

14,421

3,500

t,oae

385,000

10.010

1118/17 Projeeted
Spending +lOCJf.
1111/17 Projected
Spendlnr +lOCJf.

New pcllltlon
bJ BOIU'd
not recommended
propoeed

J ISO

Heat

J 650 e

fhlppltu few IJI'OIIftdl

150,000

48,872

13,850

7,187

1988/17 Projeeted
Spendlnr +tow.
ltll/17

Proje~ed

Spendlnr +lOW.

J 11,0.

BmploJee Retirement

138,000

10,501

1988/87 Projected
Spendlnr +tow.

J 110

Soelal Seewtty

Ull,OOO

8,881

1118/87 Projected
Spendlnr +toCJf.

J 820.

Property Insurance

88,000

5,454

1118/87

Proje~ed

SpenctJ.nr +lOCW.
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Item

!2:

Item
Descriptions

J 8!0 b

Employee lnluranee

J 820 c

Liability lnsunnce
Capital Outlay

Budpt
81/88

S.Yinp

Jl8tlficatlons

$1,17$,000

$ 79,050

1988/87 Projected
Spendlnr +20'16
Excludes approp. Cor
unemptoy.

113,000

11,109

98,845

98,845

80,000
0

34,000
54,000

1986/87 Projected
Spendinr +10'16
Uae part of $348,986
Surpll8
1986/81 Projected
Revenues= $115,000
Withdraw Board
contributions from
lut 3 years
Fund balance in SUI
account exeeulve

Reven~M~t

Mise. Revenue
Unemployment Ins.
Pund

TOTAL

$599,183

Sublequently, on April t4, 1111, Mayor and certain members of Councn met
with the three members of tha cltiUIW !!! .!!!! committee. (See: Tranleript of Record
Proeeedinp, Counell Meetb!c of the Mazw and CouncU of the Boroucl! of Point Pleasant
and the Ad Hoe Commltt" Res Board of Education BudJ!t.) Thereafter, on April 27,
1981, Council adopted a reaolutlon ~ettinr the amounts to be ralHd by loeel taxes as
toUows:

Current E1P81118S
Capital Outlay
Total

$9,515,188
0
$9,515,788

(Exhibit G)

Council, In effect, reduced the Board's budget by the amount of $599,183r the amount of
reduction Council PNMftted to the Board at its Joint meettnr held on April 23, 1987.
THE BOARD'S MOTinNS FOR SUMMARY DECISION
Prior to opening the herein record, the Board propounded motions (1) for
Partial Summary Decision and (2) for Summary Decision. The Board's motions were
accompanied by briefs of law, afftdaYits and uhlblts In support of Its polltlons. Council
opposed both appllcatlons with the submlttlon of afftdaYita and a brief oontendillf, among
other thlnrs, that genuine Issues of material fact edited, therefore, the Board's motions

-6-
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did not meet the ltandardl for summary decision as set forth In .Judlon v. Peoples Bank &
Trult Co. of Westftel_, 17 N..J. 87 (1154). Oral argument on the motions was held on
Aurust 28, 1987, at the eonC!lllllon of which, this tribunal reserved decision pending the
presentation of all the faeu with regards to all Issues In eontroversy.
In Its brief and lepl arguments for summary decision, the Board contends,
amonr other thinp, that the ~Qvemlnr body faUed to Independently reach its determinations to reduce the Boardl budpt by virtue of the Mayor's appointment of a citizen ad hoe
eommlttee to review the budpt proposal and make recommendations to Mayor and
Councn for specific bq.t reductions. The board UMI'tl that CouneU's reliance upon the
raeommendation of the citizen ad hoc eommlttee rues In the face of our Supreme Court's
admonition In Board of Education of the Townlhlp of But Brunlwlck v. Township Council
of But Bl'UDIWIC!k, 41 N..J. 94, 10&--108 (1986), where it uld, In pertinent pert, that1
• • • The IO"I'ftlnr body may, of couna, aaak to effect savi,..
which wW not Impair the educational (II'On& But Its determination mult be ~~t OMI properly ralatid to idileiltlonat
i!OIIIIaeratlons ratert voter reactions. In .._., step It must
act GOIIIC!lentlously rauonably and with full reprd for the State's
eduaational standardl and Its own obllptlon to nx a sum sufficient
to provide a system of local schools which may fairly be oonslderad
thoroulh and elftelent In view of the make-up ol the eommunlty.

Where Its action entans a sllllifieant aaraPte reduetlon In the
bq.t and a rasultlnr appealable dllpute with the local Bollrd of
Education, It should be aceompanled by a detaDed statement
aettinr for the IOYemlnr body's underlytnr determinations and
support.lnr rauons. • • • (!mphuls supplied.)
The Board arpes that the determinations, which rasulted In the Ra.olutlon of
AprU 28, 1981, raduolnr the current elq)enaa buclpt and capital outlay buclpt proposed by
petitioner were not "tndependent determinations" ol the raipOildent pemtnr body.
Instead, the' &terminations In question were thole ol the !!!1!!!!! eommlttee appointed by
the Mayor, which appointments were later eonflrmed by the CouneU after the .!!! hoe
eordmlttee already had undertaken the task of reviewlnr the budpt.
The Board contends that the statutory duty lmpoaed upon a pernlng body by
N..J.S.A. 11Aa22-ST, II neither satisfied nor, are the purpoeee of the statute served by the
pemlnc body abdleatlnc Its responslbUity to a lfi'OUP of three uneleeted people and,
then, acttnr u a rubber stamp or not, the pertlolpatlon ol the .!!! ,!!!!! committee In the
budpt review and determination proce11 results In the lack of an 'Independent determine-

-T-
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tion' on the pert of the aovernlng body, renderinr the reductions effected by its
Resolution of April 28, 1987 arbitrary, caprlcioua and/or unreuonable J!!!:.!!·
The Board .,..,... that pven the foreplnr, it Is submitted that respondent
Mayor and CouncU did not fulfill Its statutory responsibUltles with l'elpeet to review or
petitioner's budpt and certification of amounts so u to allow a thorOUit'l and efficient
education. The failure of respondent to execute the responsibility Imposed upon it by
statute renders Its action arbitrary, capricioua and/or unreuonable 1!!t !! and, therefore,
mandates the full reatoratlon of petitioner's budget (citations omitted).
This tribunal will not consider the Board's arruments at Point 8 of its brief
with rerards to the form of aovernment under Title 40 of the New Jersey Statutes
Annodated, and/or whether the Mayor's appointment of the !!! .1!2! committee, tater
ratified by CouncU, wu an e:~ertlon of !!ill! !!!:!! powers as allefed. This is an arrument
not within the jurtadietlon or competency of the Commissioner of Education and,
therefore, wlU not be entertained here.
In Its opposition to the Board's motion for summary declsion, Council submits
affidavits of Mayor Leonard Arms, four Councilmen and 8orouih Administrator Paul
Laracy, together with a brief of taw and attaC!hed exhibits. In Its Statement of Pacts, It
contends that the Board's facts are fatally nawed and that Mayor and CouncU reviewed
the Board's buclpt Independently of any report or advise from the!!!!!!!: committee. It
aaserts, amonr other thlnp, that: First, eech member of the Mayor and Council reviewed
the budget on his own. Second, each member reviewed the Information p.thered, at
respondent's reque~t, by Munteip!al Administrator, Paul Laraey. Third, eech member
reviewed the raoommendatlons of the !!! !!2g committee members, eeoh of whom med
separate, and 10111et1m• conlllctinr reports. Pourth, r4IIPQI'Ident consulted with Board
members and Sebool Superintendent, Dr. Lawrence DeBellls durinr the joint meetlnr of
April 23, 198'1. Finally, the reepondent met apln on April 24, 198'1', at which time the
profolled budget cuts ..... ~d at rreet lenrth.
CouncU

arru-

that summary decision should not be granted to the Board

because Councn fulfnled its statutory duties under .!!.:l:!:!: 18AI22-31 and denies that Its
actions were either arbitrary, capricious and/or unreasonable .I!!! !!• maldnr the instant
matter subject to summary declslon. CouncU asserts that In addition to ralsinr issues of'
material fact with rerard to the Board's conclusion that there wu no "independent
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determination" of the Boud's budpt by the rovernlng body, It argues that there is
abeolutely no cue law or sebool law deeialon cited which supports the Board's contention
that the mere partleipatlon of the~!!!!! eommlttu results in a lack of "independent
determination," Couneil eontendll tbat the deeillon In 84. of Ed. of .taelciOn Twp. v. Twp.
Comm. of Jacklon (OAL EDU 5513-lt), eited by the Board wu not rendered on a motion
for summary Judgment but, rather, tbat It wu rendered after a hearlnr on the illsues.
Counetl UHrta further, tbat the ~ cue cld not hOld the proposition that the
exlltenee of an g !!!!! committee . _ ll'bltrai'J, ~clous and/or unreasonable but,
rather, that the AU concluded tbat tba perntnr body failed to make Its determination
Independently to reduee the Jackllon Board's budpt and, instead, considered voter
reaction when it rel.ted upon Its ad!!!!! cltlzeiW' eommlttH to arrive at Its determination.
At Point mof its brief, Council eontendl tbat the 8oud hu failed to meet Its
burden for summary deeilion •
applleaUon should be dented.

enunciated In

l.!:!!!!!!

and, therefore, Its request and

THE BOARD'S MOTION POR PARTIAL SUMMARY DECISION
The 8oud oblei'WI the atatute which pound~ the municipal rovernfnr body's
rilbt and authority to review and determine tba 8oard'l budpt sublequent to Its defeat at
the polll by the electorate. The 8oud ll8o obllrYel the lntw{:~Ntatlon of N.J.S.A.
18As22-3'1 by the Supreme Court of New Jersey In But Brunlwfeir where It said, In part,
thatt

\

• • • The fi'"l'lllnC body mq, of OOUI'M, IMIC to effect •wtnp
which will not impair the eduoatton.l ~· But Its determlnaUOM mu.t be lndtlpendent OIM properly Nlated to educational
OOIIIldlratlons rather than .oter reaetlons. In ...., step It mu.t
.-.OOIIIIIIlentloully, reiiOIIJilblJ and with fllll rtprd for the State's
edaeatlonelltanclardl and ltl own obllptlon to nx • IUm lllffteient
to pl'OYide a 'Jilem of 1oeal. IOhooll whleh maJ fairly be OOIIIldered
and effteient ln view of the malaHp of the eon~m1111t:'l•

In Its atatement of facts ln support of Its motion for partial summary deeiaion,
the Board •ts forth line item raductiOM which total $153,011 In the agrepte u follows:
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Item
No.

Item
Deseriptlo111

J 110 b

Bd. Secret. Salary

J212

Dept. Head Salary

J 214

Counselors Salaries

J 214 e

Psycholog.

J 240

Budget
87/88

Sa vine

157,500

$

Justiticatiolll

4,711

1986/87 Projected
Spending

70,000

9,200

Spending +10%, +
extra week of work
in summer

221,800

6,000

1988/87 Projected
Spending +10%, + New
alcohol counselor,
+5,500/for summer
COUIIIelling sessio111
If needed

150,00

15,542

1986/87 Proj.
Spending +10%

Teaahlnr Supplies

275,000

31,825

1988/87 Proj.
Spending +10%

J 550.

Gu for Tramport

35,000

14,422

1988/87 Proj.
Spending +10%

J 550 b

Lubricants

3,500

2,038

1988/87 Proj.
Spending +10%

J 830

Heat

150,000

48,872

1988/87 Proj.
Spending +20%

J 850 a

Supplies

13,850

7,987

1988/87 Proj.
Spending +10%

J 810 a

Employee Retirement

138,000

10,501

1988/87 Proj.
Spendlne +10%

J 810

Social

181,000

8,889

1988/87 Proj.
spendinc •2ow.

J 820 a

Property lnlurance

88,000

5,454

1988/87 Proj.
spendinr •1ow.

J 8'to b

Employee Insurance

1,175,000

79,050

1988/87 Proj.
spendinc +tow.
Excludes approp. for
unemploy.

J 820 a

Liablllty Insurance

173,000

11,109

1988/87 Proj.
Spending +10%

tor around~

$

TOTAL

$153,018
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The Board contends that Councll's "justlflcatlolll" or "reasons" for its
reduction to the abo¥e budret line Item appropriations does not eomport with the East
Brunswick Court's admonition that the pvemlng body Is required to supply a "detailed
statement settlnr forth Its underlying determinations and supporting reasons." !!!· at 108.
In addition, the Board . . .rts that Councll's deserlption of its "general approach" taken
~lth respect to the line Item reductions does not represent "reuo111" as defined by the
Court in Eut Brunswick but, rather, amounts to eonclusory statements offered by the
govemlng body. The COIDicD's statement In part, Is u follows:
••• the primary approach wu to review 1988-87 spending levels
throuafl March 31st to project spendlfll through June 30th, and to
llllow for a moderate lnereue in spending for the 1988/87 school
year. For salary aceOIDits, current yearly salaries u provided by
the Board were totaled. In most cues, a 10 percent lnereue over
projected spending hu been allowed. For line Items which are
subject to more volatility (e.g., hearlJ11 and holpltalizatlon), a
larpr Clllhlon hu been provided. (Attachment I to govemlng
body's Resolution adopted April 27, 1987.)
The Board observes that the Commllsloner hu held that conclusions and
opinions masquerading u a detaDed statement setting forth the govemlng body's
underlying determinations and supporting reuons will not be tolerated. Board of Education of the Boroulh of South River v. \favor and Councll of the Boroulh of South River,
Middlesex County, 1988 S.L.D. __ (OAL DKT. No. EDU 4548-88; Agency Dkt. No. 19511/88); Board of Edueatlon of the Borouctt of Union BeaC!h v. Mayor and Councll of the
Boro!Sh of Union BeaC!h, 1973 ~ 2311 Board of Education of the Boroulh of Holedon,
1970 S.L.D. 70. The Board contends that CouncD supplied no reUOIII tor Its reductions of
the Items whlC!h total $153,018. The goveming body limply provided a 10 or 20 percent
Increase over the projeeted expenditure for 1988-8'7. The COIDicll's "justlfteatlCIIII" are
eonclusl0111 ldthout the detaDed statement of underlylnr determinations and supporting
reuo111. The Board contends that abeolutely nothlfll II Mt forth In the IOft"llnl body's
~ed reuon1 lndleatlrc any Investigation or C!OIICel'll about the aetual amOIDits
antlelpated to be needed for the funding of th.. aeeounts In order to meet required
expenditures for the 198'7-88 budget year. In effeet, COIDicll arbltrarUy Hleeted the
figure of 10 percent or 20 percent above projeeted l(leftdlng for 1988-8'7 without any
lndleatlon of a reuon why that particular figure was seleeted u CI{JPOMd to any other
percentap ftfUN. No relationship whatsoever Is establllhed between the reductions
Indicated by Council and the requirements for those aeeounts In fileal year 198'7-88. The
governing body's "reaolll" or u It refers to Its "justlfleatlons" are totally devoid of any
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rationale indicating any examination end usessment or the school district's needs for the
items which total the $155,018 reductions. The action by Mayor and Council 'ith respect
to these line Items are 2!!:..!! arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable (citations omitted).
The Board lll'1fiUII that under such circumstances, the presumptive eorreetness
of the determinations of the local board of education must prevail. Boult and Harris
Bd. of Ed. of Pllllllie, 1939-40

!!.:bJ!: 7,

at 13, all'd. State Bd. of Ed. 15, 135

v.

!!::Lb 329

(Sup. Ct. 1947), afl'd 136 ~ 521 (E. lc A. 1948).
The Board, at Point 0 of its brief, eontends that It is entitled to summary
decision ll'antlng restoration of the entire capital outlay budget which was totally
eliminated by Mayor and Council. The Board auerts that althoiJih the covernlng body did
not provide a detailed statement of supporting reasons for thll reduction in aeeordance
with But Brwllwtck, Mayor and Council did advance Its opinion that the capital outlay
budget lhould be funded throufh the use ot a projected surplus in the aeeount In an
amount of $348,188. It arpe~ tbat while the lack of a detailed statement of l!lpp(lrtilll
reasons is fatal to the Mayor and Council's reduction as arbitrary, capricious end
unreuonabie .I!!! sa, the reduction cannot be sustained on yet another II'OUnd; i.e., the
Board's entitlement to maintain a reasonable surplus of funds to meet unforeseen
eontinpncies during the ensuing fileel year. 8d. of Ed. Pair Lawn v. Mayor, Council Pelr
~. 143!!.::!: Super. 259, 113 (Law Div. 1978).
The Board eontendl that Its capital outlay budget of $98,1145 lhould be
restored and funded In full for the 118'7-88 fiscal year. It UMPts that ot the $348,000 the

covernilll body projected u surpl111 funds, the sum of $230,000 is strictly dedicated to the
fiU'Iding of the conatM.Ictlon of a proposed field house pUl'llllant to a referendum approved
by the voten in 1915~ At a eonsequenee of this specific dedication of $230,000, the
projected capital outlay IUI'PI• is therefore reduced to the amOIU'It of SU8,000, of which
$UIO,OOO was appropriated by the Board with the awarding ot contracts on May lt, 1987,
for 'the supply and lllltallatlon of air excha~~~etln ten substandard clulrooms as demanded
by the school district's 1918 T & E Monitoring Report (Exhibit P-2). Thus, the anticipated
capital outlay surplus is reduced to $18,!188.20, which !s the actual unappropriated capital
outlay free balance as of JIU'Ie 30, 1987 (!!!a Affidavit of Lawrence Mack, Board
Secretary).
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The Board obee"es that wtllla the Commllsloner of Education and the Courts
have lllowed and permitted loeal boVdl of edueation to maintain reasonable surplus
fundi, no brlftlt Une test, In terms of the ratio between uuppropriated free balance and
the total budpt, ha eYer been adopted by the Commlllloner. In the instant matter, the
I.IMIPPI"'Pfiated eapltll outlay free balance II only 118,118.20, which II very modest in
term• of the total potential COlt of IIIKIX()eC!ted capital outley expendltures. This is
pertieularly In Upt of the T .t B Monltorlnr Report (Exhibit P-2) and the Robbins Report
(Exhibit P-5) which fONC!IIIt oontlnutnr expenditure of fundi from the capital outlay
account In order to properly aervice the needl of the dlltriet's physieal faellities.
The Board af'IIMIS, amonr other thinp, that the pverntng body's clear mistake
of faet, In ita elimination of the entire capital outlay budpt, would ca111e a virtual
eUmlnation of the unappropriated eapltal outlay free balance and brine to a 1tandstlll all
eapltal projeeta previOI.aly undertaken by the Board. Therefore, It .....,._ that It Is
entitled to aummary deellion In its favor to fully l'eltore ita propoaed capital outlay
budpt In the amount of $98,845 for tlleal year ltaT-81.
At Point

aov•rnlnc

m In

Its brief and on ita arpment, the Board oontendl that the

body's "Juatlficationa" for ita reduetlon of the Current l!xpe... budget on

account of Counell'll antletpatlon that ravanuaa would be JN&tar than thole antleipated by
the Board are not aupported by detallad rauonJ u NqUired by lilt Brunlwlok but, rather,
are CounoU's oonetUiions which, therefore, mandate the l'eltoratlon at $34,000. The
Board arpes further that Counelh antlelpatlon of in_..... , . , _ In the amount of
$54,000 on aecount of wlthdrawall from the State Unemployment r--enee Fund (S.UJ.)
II erroneoua u a matter of law.
The ~ bociJI'elpondl to the Boud'IIIIIICII'tlons and aJ'IUmenta by way of
affidavits aneuted by Its 'Wayor and Boroulfl Administrator.
\

In JUmiDarJ, the Board oontandl that lt antielpated $80,000 in mlleelleneous

reYflft'lleS (Interest paJIIIenta on depollta) In Its ~ 1911-88 eurrent ezpe... budget.

Counetl, on the other hand, opined that the Board would or eould experience a savinp or
$34,000 in ltl current expanae bud(et throulh the pneratlon of $114.000 ln miseellaneous
1'41Yenues. While Counelllndlcated that the projeeted milea1laneous revenues for 19811-8'1
wu In an amount of $115,000 and, In part, ltl "jultlficatlon" In support its $34,000
antielpated savinp, the Board aJ'IUIS that thll "hiitorteal faet," althoulfl interestlnr, does
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not constitute a detailed reason for Council's assertion that a S34,000 savings would
occur. The Board argues that the govemlng body provided no analysis nor review or past,
current and anticipated Interest rates with respect to funds on deposit by the Board whieh
would from the basis for the revenues to be generated. The Board eontends that there is
absolutely no correlation between the amount of 1988-87 projected revenues and those to
be anticipated In flseal year 1987-88. The Board contends that in addition to the Couneil's
failure to set forth Its "detailed supportinr reasons," the goveming body's projection of
miscellaneous revenue (Interest payments on deposits) was ineorrect for 1988-87. The
amount of total revenue on account of Interest or deposits during the 1988-87 fiscal year
was $100,000, whleh wu down from the actual amount of $115,000 for flseal 1985-86
formed the basis of Council's projeetlon. The Board argues, among other things, that
Council's erroneous projection computation coupled with Its laek of any detailed statement of reuoM u required by But Brunswick dictates that the $34,000 reduction must
be restored to Ita 1917-88 current expense budget.
AI a C!OIIIeqUenee of Council's stipulation there wu no basis in law for Its

reduction of $54,000 in the Board's SUI account. The Board's arguments are not included
nor considered here.
Council, through Mayor Arms and Municipal Administrator Laracy, eontends
that Its line Item reductions of $153,018 were made on the balls of information gathered
by its !!! hoc committee torether with meetings held with Laracy and the Board
Seeretary, Superintendent of SC!hools, Board members and the Oeean County Superintendent of Sehoot.. It -rts that the 10 pereent and 20 percent reduetlons were not
arbitrary but, rather, w- u a C!OIIIMIQII8nee of the Board having built surpluses Into many
of Its budget Items which, Mayor Arms contends, wu arbitrary. The Mayor further
as1erts that the Board may dt.qree with Council's reasons, however, there can be no
serious argument that Council failed to state any reason for Its reductions. The Mayor
relies upon Its Attachment I to Council's Resolution of April 28, 1987, which Is eaptioned
"Description of General Approach Taken For Line Item Reductions" and states that:
The Governing Body and Its advisors approached the school board
bud(et with the eoncept or reducing expenditures only In areas
whieh would not effect educational services received by the
community's students. For "other expense" accounts, the primary
approach wu to review 1988-87 spending levet. through
March 31st, to project spending through June 30th, and to allow for
a moderate Increase In spending for the 198'1-88 school year. For
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sallry aC!t!OUIIts, C~U~Tent yearly salarle1 u provided by the Board
were totan.-. In most eues, a 10'J!6. lnere- over projected
spendlnr hu been allowed. Por Une Items whleh are subject to
more voUtlllty (a.,., heetlnr and hospitalization), a lll'IW eushlon
hu been provided.
TtUI fti'J GOIWa"ative ..,..._ch ' - been taken in order to
~· the Boerd'l financial nexlblllty and to ....... that the
reductions remain defenmble when eonsldered either individually
and u a whole. (Mayor Arms Affidavit, Exhibit C)

Mr. Laraey eontendJ that the 10 percent inereaa u to Une items JllOb, J212,
J214 and Jl14e wu not arbitrary but, rather, reaJOMble. Moreover, u to line Items
J21W214e, Department Head salaries, the appropriation valued by the Mayor and Counell
lnel~ moniu for an additional week of work In the summer months to prepare for the
IUI:IIeqWmt SGhool JUI'J Information conveyed to the ~ !!!! committee by the Board and
Superintendent which
palled on to Mayor and Counoll for Its determination. Purther,
in communications with the Board, Laraey and the ~ !!!! committee learned that the
Board p18JIMd to employ an additional aleohol eounMlor who would be employed durinr
the summer Naion. Mayor and Couneil felt that lllell additional expenditure were
neoeaary for a tJioroulh and efficient education and therefore adjwted the appropriation

w•

aeeordlftlly.
The Boroulh Admlnt.trator anerts that he and the~!!!! committee pthered
Information with rupeot to 11M Item J240, Teachlnr SUppllu aetual coats and expendlturu .. wen .. surpl- and tranafers of fundi from the aeoount in put ,...,... The
Boud'l audit report for 1111-18 lhowecl that $221,150 had been budpted and that
$110,S1T .20 had been apanded which resulted in $40,111.10 havinr been tranaferred from
the Jl40 aeeount to Other aeoounts. Therefore, CouneU re1111Md, It wu clear that the
Boerd'l propollld 1117-11 budpt for teaehtnr tuppllu wu Inflated. Cor.aquenUy, Mayor
and Council t.ted to ~te 10 pereent one lllaal ,.... 1118-11 npendltlfts to
correct tor Inflation and permit smallii'Owth.

\
As to Une ltemt JSSOa - Ou for Transport and .J551b - Lubrloantt, Lm'IOJ and
the ,!!! !!!! eommlttee fOUild that these items had been ewer ~ted In 1111-18, rasultiiiiJ'

In a tranller out to other aC!C!OWits, yet the Board wu
,..,.. budpted amount.
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The ,!!! ~ committee presented Mayor and Council with information
regarding the Board's property insurun and UabWty insurance and the relative stable
nature of property i!IIW'anoe and the lesteninc rate of inoreue In UlbiUty i!IIW'ance. The
ad hoc committee allo presented the rovernlng body with Information reprdlnr savings
the Board could experience In Its liability iniuranee coats by joining the Insurance pool
through the New Jersey School Board's Asaoeiatlon.
With regard~ to Une ltema.J850o- Supplies and J810a- Employees Retirement,
Council applied the 10 percent over current apendlng. As to Une Items J630 - Heat,
J810- Social Security and J820b • Bmploye•lnsurane., Mayor and Council realized that
thele areu are of poeater volatnlty and, therefore, applied a 20 percent factor Cor the
1987·88 budpt.
With reprd to the Councn'l lmpoaed oepltal outlay reduotiona, Mr. Lareey wu
aware that $230,000 of the Board's $348,918 capltalsurplua waa dedicated and allocated
by the constituent votera to bund a lleldhoule and, therefore, waa not avallable for any
other use by the Board. However, the sum of Sll8,986 In capital surplua wu available to
fund propoaed oepltal outlay projectl without the $98,845 budpted by the Board. He and
the Mayor contend that the laue of air exchanger appropriations of approximately
$100,000 wu made after counon took Its action to reduce this budpt Item and that there
wes no prior dlscu.ion of the need for such an expenditure prior to CouncU's action to so
reduce. The appropriation for the expenditure for air exchanpl'l did not appear In the
Board's 1987-88 eapltal outlay buctpt nor wu there an expllctt mandate from the County
Superintendent to 10 lllltall. the equipment u the reault of the Board's T &: B monitoring.
The §!! ~ committee and Mr. Laraoy viewed the Bou'd's mlseellaneous
revenues and noted that It anttci&»ted $80,000 for fiscal year 1987-88. However, an
examination or the Boarl.fl audit report revealed an amount of $178,215.98 in
mlscellaneoua revenue for 1915-81. Mr. Laraoy therefore Uled the year to date figures
for. fiseal year 1118&-87 and projected it throulh the end of the flleal year to arrive at its
projeeted total of SUS,OOO for 198&-87, Mr. Laraey contend~ that the projected revenue
for 1987-88 would at leaat equal that of 198&-87 baed upon several taetor11 i.e.;
(1) Interest rates had bottomed out and appeared to be on the lnereaHJ (2) Even with the
reduetiona In appropriations lmpoaed by Mayor and Council, the total budpt for flseal
year 1987-88 Is 8 percent higher than the prevloua year, therefore, the Board hu more
money to Invest and more money upon which Interest may be earned; (3) the interest
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income II but one element of mlseelleneoul revenues. Mr. Laraey asserts that the
auditor's report for filcal year 1985-18 lncluded a variety of Items other than interest
income which totallttd S49,029.00 in mileellaneou~ revenues.

..

8oroulrh Administrator Laraey I!OftC!lucled his affidavit by stating:
The ad hoe oommlttee John MeOeehan, Robert KUnr and Robert
Urban, aJrot whom have experience in the edUeational Cleld, met
with the Mayor and Council to preeent their ftndlnp. I also
att.nded this m•tlnr and petlelpated In tha dlaewllon, but It was
the Mayor and Counell which decided to reduee appropriations in
eerta.ln &real baled upon the facta before them. This was not an
aero.-u.-board eut made In fi'Uitratlon from laC!Ic of Information.
Rather, as deiM!rlbed above, the ad hoe oommlttee and 1 p!lrticlpated In an extenalve informattori=Jailiirinc proee11 which resulted
in aubltantlal Information which we pr.ented to the Mayor and
Council (Laraey Affidavit, AIJII8t 4, 198'7}.
DISCUSSION RE: AD HOC COMMrrTBE
The herein reoord demonatrates that ~ayor and CouncD conducted three
meettnrs between AprD. 23 and April 2'7, 198'1 • conoerntnr the Board'l proposed eurrent
expen~e and capital outlay budpt for 1911'7-11. On AprU U, 198'7, a Joint meeting of
Mayor and Counell with repreHntatlves of the Board were pretent to dlsel8 the Board's
budget at an opan pubUc meetlnr. On April 24, 191'7, Mayor and Counell met with Its ~
!!!!! oommlttee which presented a Ust of pollible blldptlrc reduetlona to the Board's
propoled 1t87·88 INI"Nftt expenM and capital outlay blldpta In open public meettnr. On
AprD. 2'7, 1887, Mayor and Counell adopted Its reeolutlon to certify to the Ocean County
Boerd of Tuatlon the amount of $8,515,711 tor CIUt'NIIt up~~- In tu:es to be ...,.d,
levied and ooJ.1IIOted for lchool purpo~e~for the 1887-81. Mayor and Council resolved that
no amount at. tuatlon lhou1d be railed for oepltal outlay.

\
MaJ'Ol' Arm• and 8oroulb Administrator Laraey eontenc1 that the ~ hoe
committee meNly tupplled Information to Councn for COWICII'I ultimata determination to
reduee the Board'~ 1987-88 IOhool budget. A review or the tohl racordt lncludlftl' the
trenlcript or the opan pubUc meeting held on April 24, 1981, reva.U the foUowl~~g~
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'dayor Arms aeknowledpd his appointment of the!!!.!!!!!! committee (p. 4land
expressed his opinion that it had more expertise In school budp~ than Council (p. 5). The
'layor then turned the open public meeting over to !!! J!!g committee member John
\lcGeehan who expressed hla opinion u foUoIn my opinion, u a current principal and also u of September, 1
will have three children in the district, I have a dual concern,
actually three concerns, and u a profeRional concern, but also u
a parent u wen u a taxpayer. (Transcript of Recorded
Proceedlnp Exhibit "C", p.7, Unes 14 through 18)
Ad .!!2!! committee member \leGeehan proceeded to present projected savings
line-Item by line-Item to Mayor and Council. 1\fr. McGeehan aRerted, among other
things, that the first Item for consideration was line Item llOb, Board Secretary Salaries
where a savtnp of $4,711 could be realized (p. t).
CouncUman Smith followed:!

A dlscuslion by the Mayor and

MAYOR ARMSt Okay. So, the conaellllll of the entire ad hoe
committee Ia that the reduetions on JUOb by $4,711 II a Vlabli
reduction.
MR. SMrrHr Let's develop a concept that says ft're 101118' to go to
the State and My that we're goinr to revise the budpt, 1 don't
think $4,771 Ia the number to utilize. I think we lhoWd tr~ve them
our projection~ and sugest that a cut of $4,000 II an appropriate
amount, not to ret Into the $771. • • • (p. 10)•

• • • So, whatever ftpres you fellows (ad hoe committee) came up
with, If you feel •tronr about It, which I kiiOw you Niiarebecl It,
rm for colnr with your figures (p. lll.
Counenman Pream stated1 "1 agree one hundred percent." (p. 11)
With reprd to the ad

.!!2!! committee recommendation to reduce

J211 account, CouncUman Smith stated:
MR. 8~1 I ruess the name of the pme II to 10 for the $92,500.
It wUl be C!hallenpd rm sure. It win probably be defenalble by the
Board and Dr. De8el11s to a certain extent. But I think there'S a
reduction there. I don't think we'll get the full $92,500 but I think
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If it Is ehallenpd and reviewed on a State level, I think it will be
looked at and a reduction would be in order (p. 13).
It is tppaNnt from the tranaeript that

!!!.!!!!! committee

member McGeehan

lud the dise1111lon and presented eoneluslons to "'ayor and Council with respect to

IIM!ciflc Une Item Nduetlons and the 8owd's budpt (pp. 17, 18 and 19) with the approval
of the Mayor and Council members present and partlcipattnr (pp. 26 and 27).
Mr. McGeet.n made more than reeommendatlonl to the Mayor and Council. He expressed
firm opinions and stated eonellllions which were aceepted unchallenged by the Mayor and
CouncD.

For example at pap 28, MR. SMrfH:

"No problem."

MAYOR ARMS:

"Everybody happy with that!" At pap 29, MAYOR ARMS: "I have no problem with that

one. Everybody acree? Okay,"
Where the dllewaion centered on the Teeohlnr Supplies aeeount (.1'240),
Mr. Me<leehan 1upporttd the proposed reduction by penonallzlnr his experience u a
teachlnc 1taff member In another school district:
MR. MCGEEHAN: Okay.
In a $221,000 budget and
end of the IIChool year, I
certain aeeount, you run

So, u of now, u of Maroh, the $195,000
apln, what tendl to happen towardll the
know I do it, If you have a b8lanee In a
out and you ~pend that. • • • (pp. 35 and

38).

There is abo the l111tanoe where Mayor Arm• ovwrules a reeommendatlon of a
CouneD member and 1upport1 the reeommlndatlon of the td ,!!!!! committee. Mayor Arm•
181d, In pert, 'Td Uke to 10 with the1r (ad hoe committee) recommendations althourh my
cut feeUnr is I think you're rlpt, CharUe (Coi.IK!Ilman Charla~ WIUis) (p...9).
'l'blte is Uttle doubt that Mayor and CouneU. met the precise
down

\

eonclltlon~

In ~ 11Ar22-3'7, which proYides • foDoWit
It the voter~ reject any of the Items IUbmltted at the annual nhoot
eleetlon, the boetd of edueatlon llhal1 deliver the propciMd IC!hool
budpt to the pvemlnc body of the munlolp.tlty, Ott of each of the
munlclp.tltl• lnoluded In the dlltrlct within 2 daJI thereafter.
The 10vernlnr body of the munlcip.nty, or of each of the
municipalities, lnoluded In the cllltrlot llhal1, after eolllllltatlon
with the board, and by April n, determine the amount which, In
the .fudrment of lllld body orliodle~, II ~ to be appropriated, for each Item appeariJ'II In such budpt, to proYide a
thorouch and efftolent IJilem oflehoots In the cliltrlet, and certify
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to the county board of taxation the totals of the amount so
determined to be necessary !or each of the followinr.
a.

Current expe!IH!I of schools;

b.

Vocational evening sehools or el.uses;

e.

Evening IC!hools or el.asses for forelcn born residents;

d.

Appropriations to eapltll reserve fW'Id; or

e.

Any eapttll project, the coat whereof is to be paid directly
from taxes, which amounts shall be Included in the tues to
be assessed, levied and collected in such municipality or
municipllitiea for such purposes.

Within 15 days after the aoverning body of the munleiplllty or of
each ot"The munlctpUitlea Included in the district shall make such
eertlflcatlon to the COW'Ity board of taxation, the board of education shall notify such governlnc body or bodies If it Intends to
appM1 to the commlslioner the amOW'Its which said body or bodies
determined to be neceaury to be appropriated for each item
appearlnc in the propoMd school buclpt.
The lalue here, however, is whether the Mayor and CoW'Icil met the criteria
laid down In East Brunlwick!
There is nottnr In the statute,~ 18A:22-47, nor In the East BrW'IIwick
Court's admonitions which provide or preclude a aoverntng body the use of a citizen's ~
~ committee to collect data and Information concerning a budget which was rejected by
the voters, It is the extent beyond which mere data and Information collection by such an
ad hoe committee Ia at islue here.
The Bast Brunntck Court admonished Ioellaoverntnr body's that In the cause
of seeldnr to affect savinp which will not lmpllr the educational proeesa, the aovemlng
body's " ••• determinations mu.t be independent ones properly related to educational
considerations rather than voter reactions." (48 !d.: 105) (Emphasis lll(lplied)
Mayor and CouncU together with Its Borough Administrator would have this
trlbW\ai believe that its ~ !!!!£ committee was merely an information and data collector.
The transcript of the proceedings held on Friday, AprU 24, 1987, auaests otherwise.
Here, not only ttid Mayor and COW'Ieil effectively turn the open public meeting over to ~
~ committee member, Mr. McGeehan; a citizen taxpayer who made specific
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reeommendatlo111 for reduc!tiolll to the Board's 1987-11 budpt. In feet, Mr. McGeehan
stated on the record of the proeeedlnp that his concerns (reeommendatlons) were made
to Mayor and Councll In part becaUM he Is "a parent u well u a tupayer" (p. 7).
Moreover, the record shows, amonr other thlnp, that there wu no cllseusslon by Mayor
and Council sublequent to one of Mr. MeGeehan's speelflc reeommendatlon (p. 42); that
Mayor Arms uked the ad hoe committee for Its speelflc recommendation with regards to
a Une Item reduction (p. 41); that Mayor Arms asked the _!!! hoe committee whether it was
"comfortable" with a reduetlon recommended by Mr. Laraey (p, 54 and 55); and, among
others, where Mayor Arms asked the !!L!!!!!! committee's reasoning for a specific
reduction.
This 11M of an ~.!!!!! committee roes well beyond the bounds of mere data and
Information colleetlon.
Here, Mayor and Councll's determinations were neither
Independent nor without C!OIIII.deratlon of voter reeetlo111. Rather, the IQYemlng body
relied In whole or in llcnlflcant part upon opinions and conellllions Mt forth by eltlzen
taxpayer to effeetuate reductions In the Board's annual budpt. This eltlzen ad hoe
committee Is neither statutorily nor constitutionally bound to perform any pemmental
function. Its members submit to no oath of offtce to uphold this State's statutes and
constitution. Nor Is It a cllspusionate entity, free of blu or prejudice. Thus, despite the
govemlng body's protestations to the contrary, Its the 11M of the ad hoe committee Is
clearly contra to and In eonruet with the speelflc dlreetlons lfven to It by the ~
Brunswick Court (!!1. 105-108).

I PllfD and COWCLUDB, therefore, that the Mayor and Councll's adoption of
Its citizen's ad hoe committee reeommended reduetlons to the Board's 1917-11 budget
co111tltutes procedural and substantive arbltrarln-. 41 N.J. lOTI Board of Edueatlon of
the To!!!!!hlp of Jack8on v. Townahlp Committee of the ToWIIIhlp of Ja!lc!on, Ocean
County, tti3- ~COAL OKT. No. EDU 5573-12, Commillloner Deelslon
January 13, 1113).

\
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DISCUSSION RE: DETAILED STATEMENT UNDERLYING
GOVERNING BODY'S DETERMINATIONS AND SUPPORTING REASONS
Resort Ia apln taken to Eut Brunawletc where the Court said, at 106 that:
Where the aoverning body's action entails a significant aggregate
reduction in the budget ••• it should be accompanied by a detailed
statement setting forth the aoverning body's underlying determinatlona and aupporting reuona.
The Commissioner hu eorwistently required strict adherence to the governing

body's obliption to provide specific determinations and supporting reasons for its
reductions In each putleular Une Item. Where, u here, there are "significant aggregate
reductions," the BOverniftlf body's obUptlon to nt forth the bois for its determinations is
fundamental to UHII the appropriateness and its actiolll and to weigh whether the
constitutional and llflllatlve mandate for a thorough end efficient system of free public
schools is being carried out.
With reprd to the 14 llne items identified by the Board and set forth
hereinbefore u representing a total reduction of $153,018 by Mayor and Council, the
governing body applied, In most ln~tanees, a two pronged method for its justification for
the reduction of the Individual line item account; !:!,:, the Board's 1986-87 projected
spending plus a 10 percent or 20 percent Increase depending upon the "volltWty" of the
account. (Seal Exlliblt C, Affidavit of Mayor Arms, August 4, 1987.) Those items
deemed to be subject to more volltlUty appear to be Heat - J830, Social Security - J810
and Employee Jnstll'llllee - .JI2Gb. What is meant by "volltlllty" is neither explained nor
described by Mayor and Council.
Bzeept for Una Item• J212 - Department Head Salary and J214 - Counselors
Salaries, there is no analJiil of the Board's needs for the 1987-88 budpt year to support
the aovernlng body's "Justlfleatlon" for its reduction~. Even with rerards to thole two Une
items (J212, J214), Mayor and Counctl applied the two pronpd method (1916-87 projected
spending plus 10'16) with an additional stipend for extra work durlnr the summer months.
There Is no ena1Jiis es to why a 10 percent Increase over the 1986-1'1 projected spending
is adequate, necessary or, even appropriate for these two line Items or thole others where
the same standard wu applied. Attachment I, "Description of General Approach Taken

tot Line Item Reductions" Is of no consequence for meeting the governing body's
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obUption to Mt forth Ita detailed statement underlJIIIJltll determinations and supporting
reuons Eat Brunntak (Sees Ell:hlbit C - Affidavit of !'otayor Leonard Arms, August 4,
1911). That document merely deiC!ribes the method u to how the reductions were made.
There II no olarlty u to wtty the Mayor and Counoli made Its determinations, nor does the
document let forth tile underlJinr reuons in support of the reductions.
The Commlllloner ttu held that the "underlylfll" determinations and
supportlnr reuolll" required by Eat 8runlwlek m~at l.ndleate for each Une Item reduced,
preellely how and why the trOVernlng body determined that the reduetlon wu warranted.
Rei. of Bd. of Boro. of Union Buch v. Mayor and Councll of Boro. of Union Beach, 1913
!:Jd!.: 231; Bd. of !d. Boro. South River v. Mayor and Counen Boro. South River, 1986
~ __ (OAL DKT. No. BDU 454&-18).
The Commlllloner has held that mere
cono!Uiions and jUdplents made by the trOvernlnr body are not adequate reuons, nor do
they meet the COIA'tl fllldel.tnes In Eat Bruftlwl!lc aor.quenUy, they cannot be
col'llidered. Union S.ch, 1973 !:Jd!.: 231, 234. 11'1 BeL of BeL of Twp. of Old Bride! v.
Mayor and Council of Twp. of Old Brldl!. 19111 !:b!!:, _
(OAL DKT. No. 4025-85,
september 9, 1985) the Commlllloner adopted, amonr other tblnp, the following
la~

The .,... law ••• admits no qu•tlon that the ran_.. of a aovernlnr
body to 1peclly uoh Une Item to be redueed or eUmlnated and the
partleular reuont therefore, at the time ot Its aetlon, II a defaet
fatal to the reduetlon.
After a eomplete review of the herein reeord and ln eonlfderatlon of the
fllldanoe In statute and eue law, 1 COWCLVDB that the flll12e of the Mayor
and Counen to submit ita tupportlnc reuon1 for oerta1n Una Item reduction~ to the
8ollrd's budpt f.U. to ~ with the But Brunwtok cufdellnes.
unamblpou~

CONCLUSIONS

\
Althoulh this tribunal finds and eonol*'- that Ma,or and Counell's adoption
of Its citizen _!!! hoe oommfttee recommendations with reprdll to Une item reductions to

the Board's eurrent expenH and capltll outlay budpt eonstttut• arbitrary conduct,
summary decision ill DIIOJU) to petitioner Board due to oertaln facts in dispute. Judson,
1T J!:l: t1 (1954). Slmllarly, the 8ollrd's motion tor partial summary declllon Is DRillED
notwltllttandlnr that thll tribunal tlndll and concludu that Mayor and Council's
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determinations to reduce certain budpt Une Items In an amount of $153,018 were not
supported by detaUed statements of reuo111 for the reductions. Eut Brunswick; ~It Is well establlshed that the burden or proof In a budpt appeal lies with the
board of education by 1 preponderance of the credible evidence thlt the restoration of
bUtlget fundi reduced by the IOYarnill( body are necessary rtther than desirable, Bd. of
Ed. Boro. of Tt'lanvme v. Mayor and Council of Floro. of Manville, 19'10 ~ 285, 288. In
the instant matter, the Board hu stipulated that two items reduced by Council are not
contested and, therefore, are no tonrer in dispute: h!! J820b - Employee Insurance in the
amount of $79,050 in reduction; and, JllOb - Board Secretary Salary in an amount of
$.t,771 reduction. Aecordinrly, the amount of the combined total of the two accounts of
$83,821 Is no 1onpr In diapute and, therefore, Council's action is SUSTADfBD with respect
thereto.

Further, the Board, tllrOIJih its Board Secretary Mr. Lawrence Mack, concedes
Councti•s reductions in the following Une items:
J550 b
J650 c
J820 a
J820 c

Lubricants
Supplies for Grounds
Property Insurance
LiabUity Insurance
TOTAL

$ 2,038

7,967
S,.tS.t
11,109
$28,588

Respondent Mayor and Councll concede that Its reduction of $5-t,OOO In the
Board's State Unemployment Insurance (SUI) Pund hu no lepl bUis .nd, therefore, must
be restored to the Board. Aecordiftlly, the amount of $54,000 Is restored to the Board's
SUI account and Is not to be CORIIdered u a revenue to the Board.
The Board bu faDed to demonstrate its need for the restoration of an the
funids to Its J211 at!COUilt. The record shows that the Board's creation of a new position of
Supervisor of Pacillties and Speeial Program is desirable rather than neceuary. Whether

Counell's recommendations u to the distribution of~~~~ for the propoeed position is
followed by the Board II of no consequence here~ Attaehment 2, B:dllblt F- Board's
Brief in support of Motion for Summary Decision). Rather, the need for the position, in
view of thls budpt dispute, hll not been affirmatively establlshed by the Board.
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Further, the Bollrd admits that Its hilfl sehool functioned with only one· vice
principal durb• the 19811-8'1 sehoot year whUe one of Its two vice principals was on an
approved leave of abeence. Accordlncly, the Board llu falled to establish Its need for the
recommended reduction of one vice principal.
The reoord doelllhow, howevar, that the Board's hllfl school is due to undergo
Ita ten-year evaluation by the Middle States AIIOciation of Secondary Schools and
con..-. Further, the Board II at Leval D of the T & E monitoring syatem where the need
for improvement hu been Identified u In Its physical plant and faciUtles and curricUlum
plannJnc and development. Two of the four potltloM eUmlnated by Couneil's budget
reductlOIW In acoount J211, aN In the area of curriculum. Wbere, u here, curricUlum
coordinator pollltlotW are neoella1"Y to meet the Board's needs In devalopment and
articUlation In order to meet and satisfy the State's T & E mandate; the potltlons must be
restored. Therefore, the two curriculum eoordtnator pcNJitiOIW eliminated by Council at
the projected I!Oit of $18,500 each Is hereby restored to the Board's 1987-88 current
expense bucfret.

In aonneation with the restoration of $37,000 to the Board's J'Ul account,
Mayor and Couneil Imposed a $10,000 t'eduetlon to the Board'l Jt15 a Une Item account Salaries for Clerical Mllftenta. The IJOYernlnc body reaoned that a reduction In four
supervfiOI'J posltiOIW would eliminate the need for two leONtal'tal-olerloalstaff members
In an amount of $to,OOO. Now that thll tribunal hu restored two of the four reduced
supervisory starr poaltiOIW under nne item Jill, it follows that one olerlcal potltlon be
restored. Therefore, the amount of $10,000 Is restored to the Board't JUS a account.
The Board bu failed to sueee~~fuDy establllh ltl need for the three teaehlng
ltaff mem.,_. eliminated by Mayor and Couneil. The t..Umony derno!Wtrates thet the
middle IOhool (III'IMlpel wes able to adjust the setlooll ota.. In art, mi.Wlo, computer
seience and ltl prop'aJII for the academically advanced papfll with the l'eduotlon of three
tea~nc staff mamban by attrition. Althoulh the mi.Wle, art and computer procram
moved from compullorJ to alectlve, there II nothing In thla reoord to lhow that any pupf1
wa denied acoe~~ to any of the courses or study. The recor4 doea demOIWtrate that all of
the aoedemlcally advanced pupils were accomodated In the lehoall procram. Aocordlngly,
the amount of $55,SDO reduced from the Board's J213 account II herebJ IUSTAIJQD.
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A major point of contention between the parties, amonr others, Ia the Board's
capital outlay bud(et and surplus, or unexpended balance, accrued therein. The Board
does not dispute it had accumulated $348,988.20 In its capital outlay at the close of its
1985-86 flacal year. Nor does the :Wayor and Council dispute that $230,000 of the above
smount ill dedicated, by the voters, for the construction of an athletic field house and,
therefore, is unavailable for any other capital expenditures. The dispute, therefore,
centers upon; (1) the 9oard'l use of the aporoximately $119,000 unexpended balance in its
capital outlay budget; and, (2) Mayor and Council's reduction and elimination of $98,645
from the Board's 198'1-88 budpt.
The Board contends that It hes already spent $100,000 of the approximately
$119,000 In capital surpi111 for the Installation of air exchanprs to its school buildings in
order to comply with its T at E Monltortnr Report and the directions from the Ocean
County Superintendent of Schools. It argues that It ill In need of the budpted $98,845 to
commence repairs to Ita physical plant which Is estimated to cost approximately $420,00
(Exhibit P-18, P-18). The board argues that the remainilll $19,000 in Its capital outlay
account Is inlufflclent to carry out any one repalr project and ls totally inadequate in the
event an emergency arises durlnr the 198'7-88 year. The Board IIJ'I'Ues further thflt It
should not be penalized by Couneil for carrying a surplus In this account which, It notes, is
permissable under State Board of Education rules and the Commissioner's decisions
(N.J.A.C. 8:28-2.14, Bd. of Ed. of Penns orov...upper Penns NHIC R!C· S.D. v. Mayor and
Council Boro. of Penns Grove and Twp. Comm. of Twp. of Upper Penna Neck, 19'11 ~
3'72).

Mayor and Council contend, amonr other thlnp, that the Board hu carried an
extraordinary amount of surpl111 In Its capital account and that It wu not until the
govemlng body determined to ellmlntate the entire amount of $98,845 that the Board
decided to spend $100,000 of Ita IIUI'PIIII In the account. Couneil IIJ'I'Ues, amonr other
thlnp, that the Board did not project any expenditure for a1r exctwlprs In Its 198S.81
budret or In Its 198'7-88 budpt, therefore, It should not be allowed to add to Ita capital
surplus through the restoration of the $98,845 reduced by the governlnr body.
The Board advances a sound and persuuive arwument for the restoration of its
eapltal outlay funds. In veiw of the fact that the Board ls faced with capital projects of
considerable mqnltude and expenae, It has establiahed its needl for the funds. Its
approximately $19,000 in ID'Iexpended free balance In this account ls not adequate to
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perform any of thole project. outlined in iu two studies (I.e., Robbins Report; Facilities
exce~~lve In llpt of Commissioner's decision

Study 1U. AIIOOiate~). Nor II the $19,000
and State Board of Education rules.

I COlfCLODB, therefore, tl\e Bovd hU demOIWtr'ated Its need for the
restoration of the $91,145 reduced by '\!ayor and Council.
Havtnr pre¥lolllly concluded that tl\e rovernlnr body's adoption of Its _!!! ,!!2!
eommlttM recommendations a arbitrary and, havlnr also concluded that those line item
reductions (not eoneeded by the Board} which lacked Council's underlyllllf supportinr
reUOI'II for lu determinations violated tl\e standards set forth In Eaat Brunswick; I now
COJJCLUDI that

an of the remalnlnr reductions to the Board'a 1987·88 sehool budget are

hereby rellored.

A summary of the reductions and rellorat:lons are set forth hereinbelow a

foDowsa

Aoeount

Amount of
Reduction

Amount
Reltored

s

$

.!!!!!!!!!!:

Amount
Not
Restored

CURRINT EXPINSEr

JUOb

Bd. Sec. Sill.

Jill

.Jill

Sill. Prine. Superyllor, ato.
Dept. Read Sll1.
Tee.ehers.:L

Jtl4

.~s.:L

J214 0

PIJ.s.L

":t"

Sll1. a.te.1
T_..,Suppliel

nn

Jt
JSSO a
JSIOb
Jilt.
Jilt
JISOo
JllO a

4,7T1
74,000
1,200

SS,Ht

Heat
Supp. Ot'OUndl

Emp. Retirement

- 2'1-

2500

-o55,500

-o-o-

-o-

2,038

10,000
48,1'11

-o-o-

7,11'1

-o-

'1,98'1

10,!111

10,!111

-o-

14,412
2,0SI
10,000
48,111

Lubrloanu

-·-

4,771
3'1,000

10,000

31,121

CUlt. Sll.

31,000
1,200

$

1,000
11,542
10,000
U,lts
14,422

1,000
15,542
20,000

S..Tranlp.

-o-

-o-o-
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Aceount

Amount
Not
Restored

!!.!!!!!!!!!:

!!!!!!

Amount of
Reduction

J810
J820 a
J820 b
J820 c

Soc. Security
Prop. Ins.
Emp.lns.
Liab. Ins.

$ 6,869
5,454
79,050
11,109

$ 6,669

-o-

-o-

5,454
79,050

$ 98,845

$ 98,645

34,000
54,000
$599,183

34,000

-o-

54,000
$388,278

-0-

CAPITAL OUTLAY:

Amount
Restored

-o-o-

11' 1fl9
$

-o-

REVENUES:
Misc. Revenue
SUI
TOTALS

$212,887

Aocordill(ly, I POfD and DBTBRMIMB that the certification of the appropriations necessary for lcllool purposes for 1987-88 made by Mayor and Council Is insufficient
by an amount of $287,831 in current expenses and $98,645 in capital outlay tor the
maintenance of a thoroiJifl and etflclent system of public schools In the district. It Is
therefore OllDDBD that the certification to the Ocean County Board of Taxation be
increased by the sum of $287 ,8U ln current expenses and $98,845 in capital outlay of
appropriations for school purposes for 1987-88 to the previous adopted certlflcatlon 10
that the total amount ot the J.ooal tax levy for current expenses of the school district shall
be $9,803,31'1 and the total amount of the local tax levy for capital outlay shall be
$98,845.

1'hJs recommended decllion may be adopted, modified or rejected by the
COMJIJ88IONBB OP TBB DBPAilTMBNT OP EDUCATION, SAUL COOPERMAN, who
by law is empowered to make a final decision in this matter. However, If Saul
Cooperman does not 10 act In forty-five (45) days and unl. . such time limit II otherwise
extended, this recommended decision shall become a final declsion In accordance with
N.J.S.A. 52:148-10.
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I hereby I'1L1l my Initial Dedslon with SAUL COOPBRMA.If for consideration.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF POINT PLEASANT,
PETITIONER,

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE BOROUGH
OF POINT PLEASANT, OCEAN COUNTY,
RESPONDENT.

The record and initial decision rendered by the Office of
Administrative Law have been reviewed. Exceptions were timely filed
by the parties pursuant to N.J.A.C. 1:1-18.4 as were the parties•
reply exceptions.
Petitioner Board of Education of the Borough of Point
Pleasant {Board) focused its exceptions to the initial decision on
the ALJ's disposition of the Board's Motions for Partial Summary
Decision and for Su111111ary Decision, both of which the ALJ denied on
the basis that certain factual issues were extant, citing Judson v.
Peoples Bank and Trust Co., 17 N.J. 67 (1954). The Board subm1ts
that the ALJ erred in making such~conclusion because there were no
factual issues concerning the prayer for relief respecting each
motion.
***Were it otherwise, Judge Law would not have
been able to reach his conclusions that the
respondent did not comply with the requirement
that it provide a detailed statement of underlying determinations and supporting reasons nor
could he have reached the conclusion that the use
of the ad hoc citizens committee constituted both
procedural and substantive arbitrariness renderin' the reductions effected by the respondent
inval1d.
(Board's Exceptions, at p. 3)
Rather, the Board contends, concerning the Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment relative to the line item reductions, the
facts in contest pertain to the merits of demonstrating that the
reduction made by Respondent Mayor and Council (Council), "would
have the effect of denying a thorough and efficient education to the
pupils under the control and direction of petitioner.
See Judge
Law's citation of Bd. of Ed. Boro. of Manville vs. Mayor and Council
of Boro.
of Manville,
1970 S.L.D. 285, 288.***"
(Board's
Exceptlons, at p. 4) This was an issue that need never have been
reached had the ALJ not reserved decision on the Motion for Partial
Summary Decision and the Motion for Su111111ary Decision prior to the
commencement of the hearings in connection with the budget, argues
the Board.
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Citin& Board of Education of East Brunswick Township v.
Township Council of East Brunswick, 48 N.J. 94, 105-106 (l966) among
other cases, the Board contends that failUre of a governing body to
comply with the dictates of Eaet Brunswick through a lack of
detailed statements setting forth the underly1ng determinations and
supporting reasons for line item reductions of the governing body
will result in the full restoration of the line item reductions for
which no such reuons were provided. "Such lack of reasons is fatal
and reaultl in the line item reductions being void ab initio ...
claias the Board.
(Board •a Exceptions, at p. 4) Moreover. the
Board aven that Council "sought to 'bootstrap• ita way into a
factual dispute by fashioning and providing reasons for its
reductions after it had acted." (Id., at pp. 4-5) Citing Board of
Educa~ion of the Townahip of Un1on v. Township Committee of the
Towns ip of Union, decided by the Commissioner July 9, 1981, the
Board submits that "the governing body must have the rationale ***
at the time it acts and ahall not be permitted to subsequently
construct one in a 'bootstrap• manner."
(emphasis in text)
(Board's Exceptions. at p. 5, citing Slip Opinion, at p. 5)
The Board claims that the ALJ, after making a finding that
there is a lack of a detailed statement of underlying determinations
and supporting reasons. decided the reductions made by Council were
arb~t~ary.~ !!• but then, instead of granting the partial summary
dec1s1on 1n favor of the Board
required petitioner to go forward with each of
the line item reductions which were the subject
of the motion for partial summary decision and
bear the burden of proof in demonstrating that
those same reductions were arbitrary on the basis
that the reductions would inhibit the ability of
petitioner

to

provide

the

constitutionally

mandated
thorough
and
efficient
education.
(Initial Decision, at 24).
·
(Board'a Exceptions. at p. 6)
Thus. contends
arbitrariness twice:

the

Board.

the

ALJ

made

it

prove

Once Judge Law made the determination that
respondent had not supplied a detailed statement
of underlying determinations and
supporting
reaaons for its reduction• which were the subject
of the motion for partial aummary decision, the
inquiry should have ended there.
(Id.)
The Board submits the same objection with respect to the
"Although Judge Law
decided that the utilization of the ad hoc citizens committee had so
tainted respondent's budgetary review--proceedings and ita resolution
of reductions so as to render the reductions procedurally and
substantively arbitrary .2!!. se, Judge Law refused to restore the

ALJ'I rulinc on the summary decision motion.
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full &IIOunt of petitioner's proposed budcet. ***" (Id. ) Instead.
avers the Board, the ALJ reserved decision on the Motf.On for Summary
Decision and required the Board to go forward and attempt to meet
the burden of proof regarding arbitrariness as defined in Manville, ·
supra. The Board contends that once there was a determinat1on that
the use of the citizens ad hoc co111111ittee rendered the reductions of
Council arbitrary !!!. se,-theinquiry should have ended there. The
Board further argues that it is not required to prove the need for
the funds eliminated from the budJet because the reductions
themselves are invalid from the beginn1ng. The Board cites Board of
Education of the Borough of Point Pleasant v. Borough Council of the
Borough of Point Pleasant, 1975 S.L.D. l039 for the proposition that
such reductions arbitrarily enacted, legally do not exist.
The Board submits that the initial decision should be
modified to the effect that each line item which was the subject of
the Board's Motion for Partial Su111111ary Decision and the entire
amount of the reductions effected by Council in the amount of
$599,163 be void ab initio in accordance with the ALJ' s finding of
procedural and substant1ve arbitrariness in connection with the
Board's Motion for Summary Decision.
Council filed the following timely cross-exceptions, a
reply to the exceptions to the initial decision filed by the Board.
These cross-exceptions are summarized below in pertinent part:
1.
Council takes exception to the AW's finding that the
involvement of the ad hoc committee constituted procedural and
substantive arbitrariness-.-Council argues that nothing in statute
or case law ~recludes the governing body of a municipality from
obtaining ass1stance n performing its function under N.J.S.A.
18A:22-37.
Further, Council suggests that the ALJ's dec1sion
"twists the language of East Brunswick, Supra, to support a finding
of arbitrariness. *** By tak1ng the word 'independent' out of this
context,
Judge
Law
requires
an
unreasonably
abstract
decision-making." (Council's Exceptions, at p. 6) Council avers
that the AW has equated partic1pation by an ad hoc citizens
committee with the impermissible "consideration of voter reaction"
language mentioned in East Brunswick, supra. Council claims, "The
ad hoc committee was not appo1nted to relay taxpayer sentiment, but
rather to assist the governing body in information gathering."
(Id.) It cites Board of Education of Monmouth Regional High School
v~District Township Committee of Shrewsbury, but omits the citation
for this case.

2.
Council takes exception to the AW's finding that it
failed to supply sufficient reasons as to contain reductions. In
this regard Council.avers the AW imposed a standard for explaining
reasons supporting the reductions which is unwarranted under
previous decisions.
"In those cases where the 1986-87 spending
levels plus ten percent was used as the basis for reduction, the
Board did not meet ita burden of proving that more than those sums
were needed." (Council's Exceptions, at p. 7) It claims the ALJ
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took an inconsistent approach, substituting his judgment for
Council's in those areas where a more detailed explanation was
provided but, without authority, removed from the Board its burden
of proving that the funds sought for said line items were needed.
3.·
Council takes exception to the ALJ's finding that the
entire capital outlay budget shall be restored.
4.
Council takes exception to the ALJ's finding that the
entirety of Item J630 - Beat shall be restored.
As to the third and fourth issues of exceptions. Council
claims the ALJ lacked a factual basis for his restoration of the
funds as follows:
As to the third and fourth issues of exception,
the ALJ lacked a factual basis for his restoration of the funds.
The record shows that the
Petitioner spent less than $3,000.00 from its
capital surplus in the preceding year and had not
planned to spend the money for the air exchangers
until the budget defeat.
This type of bald
manipulation of budgets cannot and should not be
countenanced by the Commissioner. As to the full
restoration of the J630 - Beat budget, Judge Law
erred in that the only testimony supporting such
an expenditure came from Board Secretary Mack who
testified to a sort of 3-year cyclical theory
which was his personal construction, unsupported
by scientific theory.
(Council's Exceptions, at p. 7)
By way of reply exceptions, Council avers, "The argument
adduced by the Petitioner in support of its exceptions suffers from
both factual inaccuracy and a fundamental misunderstanding of the
nature of summary decision." (Council's Reply Exceptions, at p. 1)
As to the ad hoe committee, Council avers the ALJ's
findings in the discus~Uonllection of his initial decision are mere
dicta, not the holding of the deddon. Moreover, Council claims,
nowhere in the initial decision does the ALJ find the reductions
procedurally and substantively arbitrary :2!!. n as argued at page 6
of the Board's exceptions. "Rather, Judge Law, after reviewing all
the evidence and testimony in the case made specific findings and
conclusions restoring $386,276. of the $599,163. reductions to the
budget, after finding that the involvement of the ad hoc committee
constituted arbitrariness in this case."
(emphasis-in text)
(Council's Reply Exceptions, at pp. 1-2)
Secondly, Council contends that summary decision and
partial summary decision in the instant matter were inappropriate
because factual disputes exist concerning the role played by the ad
hoc committee and whether the governing body gave adequate reasons
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for it1 reductions. Council citea Judaon v. People• Bank and Trust
Co.pany, eupra, for the fact that eu..ary decieion i1 to be cranted
only where no material fact• are. in diapute.
Further, Council
•ucgests that the burden of proof lie1 with the Board to prove by a
preponderance of credible evidence that restoration of funds is
neceasary, not aerely desirable, cit in& Board of Education of the
Borough of Manville v. Mayor and Council of the Borouch of Manville,
1970 S.L.D. 285, 288. Council ciaia1 t.hat the Board's exceptions
ignore "the fact that it bore the burden of proof and that in
considering the aotion1, J'ud&e Law wa1 bound to view the facts in
the li&ht ao1t favorable to the respondent."
(Council's Reply
Exceptions, at p. 2)
Council urces that nothin& in case law precludes the use of
a citizen's ad hoc COilllittee for purposes of collecting data and
information concernin& a budget which had been rejected by the
voters and it cites the initial decision, ante, as being in support
of this proposition. Moreover, Council says there are no decisions
which hold that the involvement of an ad hoc committee is arbitrary
~ se, the only other reported decilion-addressing ad ~ committee
tnvolVeaent, that of Board of Education of the Townshtp of Jackson
v. Townahip Committee of Township of Jackson, decided by the
Commissioner
January 13,
1983 also involved a finding of
arbitrariness after hearing.
As to the Board • s exception concerning the denial of the
Motion for Partial Summary Decision, Council avers "***Petitioner is
really asking the Collllissioner to restore to its budget money which
it bas already adaitted that it doesn't need." Council cites the
initial decision, ante, averring that the Board "stipulated that the
two items J820b - Employee Inaurance with a $79,050. reduction and
JllOb-Board Secretary salary with a $4,771. reduction are not
contested, and, therefore, are no longer in dispute." (Council's
Reply Exception•. at p. 3)

Further, Council states that Board Secretary Mack conceded
the Council's reductions in JSSO - Lubricants ($2,036). J650c Supplies for Grounds ($7, 96 7), 3820& - Property Inaurance ($5. 454),
and J820c - Liability Insurance ($11,109). Council challenges the
Board's statement that these stipulations and concessions would not
have been ude had the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment been
granted prior to bearing and. thus. these items should be restored
to its budget by the co. .issioner.
Council suggests that the
Board's allegation that it hal had to bear a double burden of proof
is incorrect. Council claiaa, "The issue of any arbitrariness in
the governing body's actions goes only to the scope of the
Commissioner •s r.eview of the bud&et reductions. and does not serve
to diainish the petitioner's burden of proof."
(Id. ) It cites
Board of Education of East Brunswick Township v. Township Council,
East Brunswick, 48 ~ 94, 106-107 (l966) for this proposition.
It is Council's position that the ALJ expanded his own
power to review the budget by finding procedural and substantive

·.
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arbi trarineaa in the involvement of the ad hoc committee. However,
once the ALJ did so, it remained the BoardTs burden to show the
restoration of funds was necessary.
As to certain items, the Petitioner stipulated
and conceded its inability to meet that burden.
***Restoring those funds would make a mockery of
the entire process of budget review.
As to other line items where he made less than
full restoration, Judge Law made a specific
finding of fact, based upon all evidence before
him, that such restoration was not needed.
To
ignore these specific findings by an ALJ fully
apprised to all relevant facts after seven days
of bearing encompassing eight witnesses and 65
exhibits would denigrate the hearing process and
exceed the proper scope of the Commissioner's
review of the Initial Decision.
(Id., at p. 5)
The Board's reply exceptions contend that, contrary to the
claim of Council, the ALJ's findings of arbitrariness with regard to
both the use of the ad hoc committee aa well as the failure of the
governin& body to provide a detailed statement of the underlying
determination su~porting reasons accompanying its resolution of
budgetary reduct1ons were certainly not dicta.
The Board claims
that "the [Council' a] • justifications •, which ostensibly represent
the
'underlying
determinations
and
supporting
reasons•
of
respondent, are not reasons at all but. rather, are factually
unsupported conclusions.*"'*" (Board • s Reply Exceptions, at p. 2)
The Board avers that ~ercentaae reductions do not comport with the
mandate of East Brunsw1ck, supra.
As to Council's alleaation that the Board's exceptions as
to the denial of the Motion for Partial Summary Decision demonstrate
that "'the petitioner is really asking the Commissioner to restore
to its budget, money which it had already admitted that it doesn • t
need.'" (Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 3 quoting Council's Reply
Exceptions, at p. 3) Such a concession was never made.
Instead,
the Board states that after the ALJ reserved decision on the motions
[P]etitioner conceded that it could not pr9ve
the need for the restoration of funds w1th
res~ect
to certain line items as measured
agunst the burden of proof indicated in
[Manville, supra].
In each case, that such a
concesuon was made, yetitioner stated that it
was not concedin&
ts entitlement to the
restoration of those same funds if it prevailed
on the motions for partial summary dec1sion and
summary decision. (emphasis in text)
(Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 3)
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As to the ad hoc co11111ittee and Council'• alle&ation that
summary decision wii 1nappropriate ·in re&ard to whether the
committee extended beyond mere fact-finding, the Board states that
it is clear fr011 the transcripts of the meeting held by Council, as
well u from the hearing below, "The ad hoc co11111ittee made specific
determinations and recommendations to respondent as to which areas
of the budget to cut and as to how much of specific line items
should be cut." (Board's Reply Exceptions, at p. 4)
The Board contends, "This is not.mere information gathering
but, represents the intrusion of value judgments of the members of
the ad hoc committee upon the deliberative process of respondent,
which is required by statute and case law to make independent
determinations without regard to voter reaction.***" (Id.)
With regard to cross-exception No. 3, the Board submits
that the initial decision and the testimony and exhibits more than
amply demonstrate the Board's need for the funds in question. As to
the finding of the ALJ returning line item J630-Beat in its
entirety, the Board rebuts Council's contention that there was no
factual basis to restore these funds. The Board states again that
it demonstrated at hearing that the funds were needed on the basis
of percentage increases from prior years.
Moreover, the Board
contends that Council had no factual basis supporting this reduction.
For the reasons set forth in the Motions for Partial
Summary Decision as well as Summary Decision, the Board asks the
Commissioner to review the brief and submission of the Board and
Council in connection with its exceptions and replies.
Said
documents are incorporated herein by reference.
Finally, the Board affixes to its reply exceptions a
Certification signed by Board counsel concerning the manner and
nature of the concession of certain line items made during the
hearing.
Said submission is made in lieu of transcripts.
The
Commissioner will not consider such a document as a part of the
record before him in that the regulations do not provide for said
submissions nor for ~rovision of an op,ortunity for Council to rebut
any statements made 1n said Certificat1on.
Upon his careful review of the record before him, which it
is noted includes the transcripts of Meeting of Mayor and Council
and Board of Education Re:
Budget, dated April 23, 1987 (Exhibit
B); Council Meeting of the Mayor and Council of the Borough of Point
Pleasant and the Ad Hoc Committee Re: Board of Education Budget,
dated April 24, 1987 (Exhibit C); as well as transcripts of the
hearing conducted before Lillard E. Law, ALJ dated September 3 and
September 4, 1987, the fourth and fifth days of hearing in the
instant matter, the Commissioner grants summary decision in the
instant matter, restoring all amounts in contest between the parties
for the reasons that follow.

7
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.,
Initially, the Co.iuioner notea at the outset of the
aeetin& of April 24, 1987, Mayor Ar.. read into the record a letter
from the lorouch attorney elucidatin& the purpose of the governing
body' a review procen in a budget appeal rejected by the voters.
includin& the atandard aet forth in Board of Education of East
Brunavick Townehip, aupra. Therein Mayor Arms stated:
The covernin& body'• review proceaa is limited to
affectin& aavings which ahall not impair the
educational proceu. Thil determination must be
independent or properly related to the educational consideration• rather than border (sic)
(voter] reaction. ***Where its actions result in
a significant a&&regate deduction in the budget.
(sic)
It (sic) should be accompanied by a
detailed statement settin& forth the governing
body (sic) underlined <sic) determinations and
s~ortin& reasons.***
(
ibit B, at p. 2 quoting East Brunswick, supra)
Despite what appears from the record to be a good faith
effort at achieving the above directive, the Commissioner is in
accord with the ALJ below in his findincs in the initial decision,
ante. "that the failure of the Mayor and Council to submit its
support in' reasons for certain line it• reductions to the Board's
budget f.ula to comport with the last Brunawick guidelines."
The Commissioner adopts as his own the reasons set forth in
the initial decision, ante, in support of this conclusion. (See
also- Exhibit B, at p. 5.)

In thla re&ard, the Co.ai11ioner reject• the c.oncluaion of
the ALJ and Council that partial summary decialon mu1t be denied in
the inatant aatt~r because, allecedly, there remain facta in contest
which preclude summary deci1ion. The fact• alle&ed to be in dispute
pertain to the merits of the line item reductions made by Council.
Such aatten need not be reached herein because there can be no
question that "the failure of a coverninc bodv to apedfy each line
item to be reduced or eliainated and the particular reasons
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Moreover, pertaining to the Motion for Summary Decision
concerning the ad hoc committee herein, the Commissioner agrees with
the ALJ in the 1nitlil decision, ante, that "(t]his use of an ad hoc
ca.aittee goes well beyond the bounds of mere data and informatiOn
collection." ·In the Co1111issioner•s opinion any such committee
represents
an
abdication
of
the
legislatively
mandated
responsibility of the Mayor and Council as delineated in N.J.S.A.
18A:22-47 and East Brunswick, aupra, because they are not the
elected officiall. It 11 clear from the transcript of the meeting
conducted on April 23, 1987 that Council did not participate to the
e:ztent mandated by law, but merely conceded to the recommendations
of its committee members. The Commissioner decries use of such lay
participants in the procen established by law and specifically
requiring action and interaction between the Mayor and Council and
the Board and for no participation by any other group, since voter
participation and lay participation have already been met by the
budget election proces1. The Colllliaaioner so finds notwithstanding
any language to the contrary in his earlier decision in Board of
Education of the Townebip of Jackson, eupra.
Although
inconsequential
to
the
Commissioner's
determination herein, it is noted for the record as follows:
1.
The charts on pages five, ten, and twenty-eight should
indicate line item J810~ - Social Security;
2.
The last paragrayh on page nine and the total on page
ten indicate line i tea reduct ons of $153,018, however, the amount
of the savings listed on page ten adds up to $253,018. The top of
page twelve indicates reduction• totaling $155,018; again, the
savings listed on paae 10 add up to $253,018;
3.

The last paragraph on page sixteen indicates an amount

ot $118,215.98 in miscellaneous revenue as per the 1985-86 audit

report. I t should be noted that the $178,215.98 was miscellaneous
revenue in the general fund.
There was an additional $90,266.80
miscellaneous revenue in the special
revenue
fund
due
to
registration fees for a total of $268,482.78.
Accordingly, the Commissioner orders that the local tax
levy for 1987-88 school budget in Point Pleasant as follows:
AMOUNT

AMOUNT

CERTIFIED

RESTORED

TOTAL

CURRENT EXPENSE

$9,515,766

$500,518

$10,016,284

CAPITAL OUTLAY

-0-

s 98,645

$

2511
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Tbe Ocean County Board of Taxation i8 hereby directed to make the
nece11ary adjustment let forth above to reflect a total amount of
$10,016,284 to be raised in the 1987-88 local tax levy for current
expense purposes and $98,645 in capital outlay for school year
1987-88.
Accordin&lY. suaary decision is granted in favor of the
Board. The Commiasioner hereby orders the entire amount reduced by
the Mayor and Council in its resolution of April 27, 1987 be
restored to the school budaet of Point Pleasant Borough for the
1987-88 school year.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
December 31, 1987

,..,
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IN TBE MATTER OF TBE TEACHING
CERTIFICATE OF PATRICIA ACIEN,
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF TBE TOWNSHIP

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

OF EAST AMWELL, BUNTERDON COUNTY.

DECISION

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, December 22, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Fogarty and Bara
(Stephen R. Fogarty, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Klausner, Bunter and Oxfeld
(Stephen E. Klausner, Esq., of Counsel)
The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.
May 6, 1987
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EVELYN BALL ET AL . ,

PITITIONERS-RISPONDENTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD or EDUCATION or THE TOWNSKIP OF TEARE<%, BERGEN COUNTY,

DECISION

RISPONDERT-APPELLAMT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 31,

1984

For the Petitioners-Respondents, Bucceri and Pincus
(Louis P. Bucceri, Eaq., of Counsel}
For the Respondent-Appellant, Greenwood and Sayovitz
(Sidney A. Sayovitz, Esq., of Counsel)
The parties in this ease are the same parties as those in
Hyman v. Board §f Education of the Township of Teaneck, decided by
the State Boar , March 6, 1985, aft •d, Docket #A-2S08-84T7 (App.
Div. February 26, 1986), certif. diiil'id, Docket 125,352 (June 30,
1986).
Each
of
the
Petitioners-Respondents
(hereinafter
"Petitioners") were originally auxiliary teachers employed by the
Respondent-Appellant, Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck
(hereinafter the "Board").
All are tenured.
Some of the
Peti tionera continue to serve as auxiliary teachers, while others
accepted assignments as classroom teachers in 1983 and 1984. Those
who accepted assignments as classroom teachers assert that, upon
their placement on the negotiated salary guide applicable to
classroom teachers, the Board was required by the education laws to
credit them with one step on the negotiated salary schedule
applicable to classroom teachers for each year of service as
auxiliary teachers.
Those who continue to serve as auxiliary
teachers assert that they are entitled to be placed on the
necotiated salary guide applicable to classroom teachers, with
credit of one step for each year of aervice as auxiliaries.
In an Initial Decision iuued prior to our decision in
supra, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), finding that
iuliTiiary service waa leaa than full-time, and that Irene Skulnik'a
claim to credit upon her initial employment as a cla11room teacher
was barred by laches, determined that the salaries of auxiliaries
who became clauroom teachers were controlled by the provisions of
the collective negotiations agreement applicable to classroom
teachers and that there was no requirement that prior auxiliary
experience be credited for salary ~urposes. She further found that
auxiliaries who continued to serve 1n that capacity were to be given
salary credit tor their service in determining placement on the
~.
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re&ular ClallrOOll teacher &Uide,
a1 Wal • directed
by
Commi11ioner•• deci1ion in ~.
She concluded, however,
entitlement to 1alarie1 of auxiliariel would be controlled by
ultiaate determination in ~!!!!!!. which was then on appeal to
State Board.

the
that
the
the

The Commiuioner adopted the ALJ's determination that the
placement of auxiliaries in the l&lary auide applicable to classroom
teachers, as directed by the Comai11ioner•s decision in Hyman,
included credit for their prior yearl of service.
Be, however,
rejected the ALJ'I determination concernin& credit for prior
auxiliary ~ervice upon employment a1 a clauroom teacher, finding
instead that experience as a aupplemental or auxiliary teacher is to
be included in determinin& proper placement on the salary guide.
Finally, he found that Petitioner Sk.ulnik. was entitled t.o
prospective relief from 1982 to 1983 and that time spent in home
instruction was not creditable for placement on the salary guide.
The Board waa directed to promptly aak.e proper renumeration to the
Petitionera. The State Board &ranted the Board's motion for a stay
of the Commis1ioner•a deciaion on March 6, 1985.
Bvu,n v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck..
decided by the State loard,
March 6,
1985, aff 'd, Docket
#A-2508-84T7 (App. Div. February 26, 1986), certif. Teii'red, Docket
#25,352 (June 30, 1986), hal lettled that auxiliaries, whether full
or part-time, have no entitlement under the education laws to
placement on any particular aalary guide, including the negotiated
guide applicable to clauroom teachera. Bence, the Petitioners who
continued to serve as auxiliaries have no claim to compensation
beyond that conferred by the negotiated salary guide applicable to
them during the years relevant to this litigation. Therefore, their
dependent claim that they are entitled to credit on the guide
applicable to classroom teachers for prior years of auxiliary
service must fail.
The remaining question is whether the former auxiliary
teachers involved in the litigation were entitled under the
education laws to the credit they ·aeek for auxiliary service when
they were subsequently employed aa clauroom teachers and placed
upon the negotiated guide applicable to classroom teachers, and that
therefore, they are entitled to salary adjustments.
The starting
point for resolvin& the question of whether the placements of
Petitioners on the negotiated schedule applicable to classroom
teachers contravened the education laws is N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9, which
provides that:
[w]henever a person shall hereafter accept
office, position or employment as a member in any
school district of this state, his initial place
on the salary achedule ahall be at such point as
may be agreed upon by the members and the
employing board of education.

Thus, when initial placement occurs, the member's place on the
schedule is determined by agreement between the member and the board
unless it is superseded by a collective negotiations agreement.
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Belleville Educa\ion Auociation v. Belleville Board of Education,
209 R.J. Super. j (App. biv. 1986). We emphasize that, whether by
individual or collective acreement, acreement between the parties
concerning initial placement may be aet aside in this forum only if
placement on the salary schedule
contravenes
the
specific
requirement• of the education laws.
~·
Larson v. Board of
Education of Piacataway, decided by the State Board, October 6, 1982.
"Member" is defined by R.J.S.A. 18A:29-6 for purposes of
determinin& when an initial placement bas occurred under N.J .S.A.
18A:29-9. That provision defines "member" as a "full-time teach1ng
staff member," and, based on the statutory language, we conclude
that an initial placement occurred when the Petitioners in this case
who were formerly part-time auxiliary teachers accepted full-time
employment for the first time, either as full-time auxiliary
teachers or as full-time classroom teachers.
In so concluding we
emphasize that, aa we found in ~. supra, auxiliary teachers in
this District who were employed ~or- six houra a day were full-time
teachinf staff members during the years
relevant to this
litigatlon.l
The education laws, however, include no requirement that
prior in-district experience be credited upon initial placement by
correlatin& each year of part-time experience with the steps
contained in the applicable salary schedule and placing the member
accordiqly.
Rather,
to the extent that prior in-district
experience must be recognized, such requirements are set forth in
N.J.S.A. l8A:29-7 (repealed 1985), which mandated for the years
relevant to this litigation that compensation conform to l!linimum
statutory amount•
that
incorporated
prior
experience,2
and

1
As set forth in Byman, the State Board is authorized to
prescribe the requirements of "full-time" under N.J.S.A. l8A:29-6
(repealed 1985) (provision now codified at N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5). The
authority to define "full-time" has been delecated by the State
Board to the district boards, as long as the number of hours
required each day is more than four hours. R.J.A.C. 6:13-1.13 The
Teaneck Board of Education baa utilized this authority by stating
"Auxiliary instructor personnel who are employed on a full-time
bads shall have a work day of six (6) hours exclusive of lunch."
Stipulation of racts, Exhibit J-1; A&reements between the Teaneck
Board of Education and the Teaneck Teachers• Association, 1982-1985,
Art. J:VII(B).
2 We note that, effective September 9, 1985, the compentation
statute• were substantially altered.
ll. J. S. A. 18A: 29-6, N.J. S. A.
18A:29-7, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-8, N.J.S.A.
lBA:29-10 and R.J.S.A.
18A:29-12 were repealed. Teacher Quality Employment Act, R.J.S.A.
l8A:29-5, ~· 1985, ~· 321 sec. 16 (1985). In addition to repeal1ng
those statutory provisions, the Teacher Quality Employment Act
raised the min1mum salary for full-time teaching staff members to
$18,500.
ll.J.S.A.
18A:29-5.
Although
the
entitlement
to
compensation benehts in this case is to be determined under the
statutes in effect prior to September 9, 1985, we emphasize that the
new statutory minimum, like the predecessor statutes, is applicable
only to full-time teaching staff members.
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In this case, the compensation of the Petitioners, whether
they were compensated pursuant to the schedule applicable to
auxiliary teachers or that applicable to classroom teachers, was
well above the amounts required by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed
1985), and there is no indication that any reduction in the
compensation of any tenured teacher resulted from initial placement
on the applicable schedules. We, therefore, conclude that neither
the individual Petitioners in this case who were previously employed
less than six hours a day and were placed on the salary schedule
applicable to classroom teachera upon their acceptance of full-time
employment as classroom teachers, nor those who served as full-time
auxiliary teachers durin& 1983-84 have any claim under the education
laws to salary adjustments b11sed upon their previous experience as
part-time auxiliary teachers.3
Initial placement, however, did not occur when placement on
the salary schedule applicable to classroom teachers occurred
followinf reassignment from service as a full-time auxiliary teacher
to serv ce as a full-time classroom teacher.
Again, N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-9 specifies that initial placement occurs when a "person
shall hereafter accept office, position or employment as a member in
any school district of this state .... " We recognize that, in
addition to cases where an individual accepts employment as a
full-time member for the first time, the statute encompasses cases
where a teaching staff member accepts a "position." However,
Petitioners in this case, whether full or part-time during the years
relevant to this litigation, were all employed under instructional
certificates and achieved tenure in the position of teacher. See
Lichtman v. Rid2ewood Board of Edu~ation, 93 N.J. 362 (1983); Childs
v. Union Township Board of Educat1on, 1982 S.L.D. 1456. Therefore,
reassignment from full-time auxiliary teacher to full-tiae classroom
teacher did not constitute acceptance of a "position," and N.J.S.A.
18A:29-9 ia not applicable in judging the validity of placements on
the applicable schedule following such reassignment.
3 Although the issue is not presented in this appeal, we note
that any challenge to compensation levels based on the propriety of
initial placement occurring in the past would be subject to N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.2. See Bertisch v. Board of Education of the Borough of
Bergenfield;--d"ecided by the Commissioner, April 10, 1986, aff'd by
the State Board, September 3, 1986.
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However, there is nothin& in the education laws that
mandates that upon reassianment from service compensated pursuant to
one salary schedule, a full-time teaching staff member 11 entitled
to credit on the schedule applicable to her new assianment in direct
correlation with the compensation levels specified
in that
schedule. A&ain, recognition of prior experience is mandated only
to the extent that it is incorporated in the applicable statutory
miniaums and in the requirement that placement on the applicable
auide upon reaaai&DIIent may not result in a reduction in
c011pensation of a tenured teacher.
As stated, Petitioners were
compensated well above the statutory minimums and there is no
indication that any reduction in compensation occurred in the case
of any of the individual Petitioners who had previously served as
full-time
auxiliary
teachers.
We
therefore
conclude
that
Petitioners who bad previously been auianed as full-time auxiliary
teachers have no entitlement under the education laws to salary
adjustment as a result of placement on the applicable salary
schedule upon their reassignment as full-time classroom teachers.
In so concluding. we reiterate that, aa set forth in Hyman, supra,
the education laws permit a district board to adopt different salary
schedules for different cate&ories4 of teachers, and wages are a
utter of negotiation within statutory limits. lHd&efield Park Ed.
All'n v. Rid&efield Park Bd. of EeL, 78 R.J. l44 (1978); Bd of
Education of En&lewood v. Englewood Teachers ;-64 If. J. (1973) . - - In sum, we conclude that, because those Petitioners who
continued to serve as au:ziliary teachers have no entitlement to be
compensated based on the salary schedule applicable to classroom
teachers, they have no claim to credit on that schedule for their
prior e:zperience.
We further conclude that, insofar as the
education laws mandate credit for prior in-district e:zperience,
whether placement on a salary schedule is an initial placement
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:Z9-9 or is the result of reassignment
within the d utu ct. those requi rementa are set forth in If. J. S. A.
18A:29-7 (repealed 1985), 5 and in R.J.S.A.
l8A:28-5,
wh1ch
prohibits reduction in the compensation of a tenured teachin~ staff
member.
Because there is no indication that any indtvidual
Petitioner in this case was compensated for her service at less than
the amounts set forth in R.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed 1985) or that
any reduction in the compensation of any tenured teachin& staff
member occurred as the result of any of the placements challenged
here, we concluded that the Petitioner• in this case have no
entitlement under the education law•
to retroactive ealary
adjuetmente baaed upon their previou1 e:zperience as au:ziliary
teachers. In light of our conclusion that Petitioneu involved in
this litigation have no entitlement under the education laws to
additional credit for their experience as audliary teachers upon
placement on the negotiated salary guide applicable to classroom

4
As
in Jyman,
"cate&ory" in thil conte:zt
refeu to
clas1ification o various kinds of teachers by subject matter tau,ht
or type of instructional service rendered, and not to seniort ty
cateaories.
5

See supra note 2.
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teachers, we need not addrel8 the question of whether Petitioner
Skulnik'l claim to euch credit is barred by laches. Finally, by our
decision, we dispose the remand that was directed by Appellate
Division in B~n v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck,
Docket #A-250 -84T7 (App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif. denied,
Docket #25,352 {June 30, 1986), for the purpose of determ1n1ng
whether three of the Petitioners were entitled to use their years of
service as auxiliary instructors for current placement on the
classroom teacher salary guide.
James Jones abstained.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
January 7, 1987
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IlENE BARTZ ,

PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE TOWNSHIP OF GREEN BROO~. SOMERSET
COUNTY,

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT,
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

AND

DECISION

MARILYN BURn:,

PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE TOWNSHIP OF GREEN BROO~, SOMERSET
COUNTY,

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, June 11, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent Irene Bartz. Ruhlman, Butrym
and Friedman (Richard A. Friedman, Esq., of Counsel)
For

Marilyn Burke, Sterns, Herbert and
Weinroth (L1nda N. Stern, Esq., of Counsel)

Petitioner-A~pellant

For the Respondent-Respondent, Nichols, Thompson, Peek and
Meyers (~enneth s. Meyers, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Intervenor Brian Reardan, latzenbach, Gildea and
Rudner (Ezra D. Rosenberg, Esq., of Counsel)
In this case, Petitioner Irene Bartz and Petitioner Marilyn
Burke, both tenured teachers with seniority in the category
applicable to home economics, challenged the Board •s actions that
restructured its home economics program so as to reduce an existing
full-time position to which both teachers claimed entitlement by
virtue of seniority.
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The record shows that for the 1984-85 ·school year,
Petitioner Bartz was employed by the Board to teach three home
economics classes.
Stipulation of Facts, 11.
For that year,
Petitioner Burke was employed on a full-time basis. and assigned
five home economics clanes. Id.: Deposition of Joseph Pililli,
December 18, 1985, at 6-7.
By letter dated April 23, 1985,
Petitioner Bartz was advised that the Board would offer her a
part-time home economics position for 1985-86.
Bartz, Petition,
Count 1. By action of the Board on May 13, 1985, the full-time home
economics position, in which Petitioner Burke was serving, was
reduced to a part-time position for 1985-86.
Burke, Petition,
Count 1. As a consequence of the Board's actions, both Petitioner
Bartz and Petitioner Burke were employed in 4/7 positions,
representing four home economics classes each, for the 1985-86
school year.
By petition filed with the Commissioner on May 20, 1985,
Petitioner Bartz challenged her appointment to a part-time position
for 1985-86, asserting that pursuant to the Administrative Law
Judge's determination in B\rtz v. Board of Education of the Township
of Green Brook, (Bartz I), in which the Initial Decision had been
rendered on April 8, 1985, and which was then pending before the
Commissioner, she was entitled to a full-time home economics
position.
Petition, Count 1.
She alleged that under the
circumstances, the Board's action to assign a teacher with less
seniority to the same number or more home economics classes would
violate her tenure and seniority rights where her assignment on a
full-time basis would not substantially interfere with the Board's
home economics department. Id.
On August 12, 1985, Petitioner Burke filed a petition with
the Commissioner challenging the Board's action in reducing her
position. She alleged that her tenure and seniority rights were
violated by the Board • s retention of a less senior teacher, i.e. ,
Petitioner Bartz, assigned to a part-time schedule of home economics
classes. Petition, Count 1.2
The
matters
were
transmitted
to
the
Office
of
Administrative Law on July 10 and August 29, 1985, respectively. On
August 16, ~rehearing conference established that the issue in the
matter ini tuted by Petitioner Bartz was whether the Board had
1 Bartz v. Board of Education of the Township of Green Brook,
decided by the Commissioner May 24, 1985, aff'd by the State Board,
Nov. 11, 1985, aff'd Docket IA-1800-85Tl and Docket #A-1934-85Tl
(App. Div. Jan. 2~87).
2 Ms. Burke also claimed that she was entitled by virtue of her
seniority to assignment to teach family living.
However, she
specifically abandoned that claim in this appeal. Brief on behalf
of Petitioner-Appellant Marilyn Burke, at. 1.
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violated Petitioner Bartz 'I seniority rights and I or acted in bad
faith by its failure to assign her to a full-time home economics
poaition while maintaining two part-time potitions or changing the
structure of its program.
Preheating Order, August 16. 1985.
On
September 11, the Adminiatrati ve Law Judge (ALJ) consolidated the
matter initiated by Petitioner Bartz with that initiated by
Petitioner Burke.
The matter
was
further
complicated when,
effective
October 31, Petitioner Bartz ·reaicned from her employment with the
District.
On November 27, Petitioner Burke filed an amended
petition, alleginf that on October 22, the Board had posted the
position that Pet1tioner Bartz had held, that Petitioner Burke had
applied for the position, but was advised on October 30 that it was
filled. Petitioner Burke further aaserted that on November 11, the
Board determined to retain the two part-time positions, and that it
had hired a non-tenured teacher to f1ll the position in violation of
her tenure and seniority rights. Amended Petition, Count 5.
Based on the stipulation of facts, the ALJ in his Initial
Decision concluded that as of November 1, Petitioner Burke was
entitled to a full-time position if Petitioner Bartz chose to work
outside the District. In reaching this conclusion, he relied on the
ALJ's determination and the Commissioner's decision in Bartz I,
which held that Petitioner Bartz wat entitled to a full-t1me home
economics position when her cooperative education position was
abolished, and found that as of June 1985, Petitioner Bartz had
eight years• seniority in home economics as compared to Petitioner
Burke's seven years.
Be further found that the Principal's
testimony showed that there would be no difficulty in assigning
Petitioner Bartz to a full-time home economic• teaching load and
there was no educational basis such at was pretent in Klinger v.
Cranbur-r Tp. Bd. of Ed. I 190 N.J. su-eer. 354 (App. Div. 1982),
underly1ng the Board •a decision to abollsh full-time home economics
teaching positions.
Relying on Mishkin v. Mountainside Bd. of Ed., Docket
fA-803-83T2 (App. Div. November 2, 1984), the ALJ however concluded
that Petitioner Bartz's resignation had not terminated her rights,
and found that the Board was required to pay Petitioner Bartz the
salary she would have earned had she been employed on a full-time
basis minus mitigation from November 1, 1985, to the date of the
final decision in the matter or the end of the school year, which
ever came first, and to offer Petitioner Bartz a full-time
position.
If Petitioner Bartz accepted, the non-tenured teacher
would have to be "riffed" and Petitioner Burke offered the remaining
part-time position.
The Commissioner adopted the ALJ's decision with minor
modification.
In adopting the ALJ' s determination in the matter,
the Commissioner rejected the Board's and Petitioner Burke's
exception that Petitioner Bartz did not have eight years home
economics seniority, relying on Bartz I. which held that Petitioner
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Bartz was to be credited for one full year for each year she was
assigned to teach home economics as part of her full-time
employment, although her position included assignment to only one
home economics course.
The Commissioner further rejected the Board's arguments
that its creation of two part-time positions was properly based on
sound educational policy.
The Commissioner found that under
Valinski v. Board of Education of the Borough of Garwood, decided by
the State Board, Nov. 18, 1985, appeal dismissed, Docket A-0738-SSTl
(App. Div. March 6, 1985), the Board bad the burden to establish the
existence of sound reasons to create two part-time positions and
thus reduce the employment of a tenured teacher. and that the ALJ's
assessment of the reasons for the Board's actions proffered by the
Principal was proper. The Commissioner concluded that the Board had
not established the existence of an educational reason precluding
Petitioner Bartz's retention on a full-time basis, and therefore it
had failed to fulfill its obligation to attempt to acknowledge her
tenure rights that were clearly established in Bartz I.
The Commissioner found that Petitioner Bartz was entitled
to a full-time position, and that "absent documentation to the
record that Bartz' 1 resignation was for anything but her then held
part-time position," the Appellate Division's unreported decision
in Mishkin, supra, was controlling.
Accordingly, he found that
Petitloner Burke was not entitled to relief.
However, the
Commissioner held that if Petitioner Bartz refused the full-time
position, Petitioner Burke would be entitled to it. Finally, the
Commiuioner corrected the ALJ' s award of back pay to direct such
relief from September 1, 1985.
Petitioner Burke appealed the Commissioner's decision,
arguing that Petitioner Bartz's resignation from her employment had
terminated her tenure rights, and that, regardless, Petitioner Burke
was entitled to relief on the basis of the impact on her of the
Board's retention following Petitioner Bartz's resignation of a
non-tenured teacher during 1985-86.
Petitioner Bartz filed a
responsive brief. but the Board neither appealed nor responded to
Petitioner Burke's appeal.
The underlying fremise of Petitioner Burke's claim that she
is entitled to a full-t1me position by virtue of Petitioner Bartz's
resignation is that the Board's action in establishing and maintaining two part-time home economics positions was improper. Thus,
although the Board did not appeal the Commissioner's determination
of this issue, we are required to assess the validity of the Board's
action in order to resolve this appeal. After careful examination
of the circumstances, we conclude that the Board's action in
eliminating one full-time home economics position, to which the most
senior tenured teacher was entitled, and allocating its home
economic courses between two part-time positions was in violation of
the tenure rights of the senior teacher entitled to the full-time
position.

'I
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Initially, we emphaaize that the question of which of the
two Petitioners involved here was most senior at the time the
controversy now before us arose is no longer at issue.
The
Commiuioner•s decision in Bartz I, which both the State Board and
the Appellate Division afflrmed on appeal, established that as of
the end of the 1983-84 school year, Petitioner Bartz had seven
years• seniority in the cate&ory of home economics at the secondary
level in coapariaon to Petitioner Burke's six years seniority. As
the ALJ found in considering the ease now before us, pursuant to the
COMillioner'l directive in Bartz I, at the end of the 1984-85
school year, Petitioner Bartz~entitled to be credited with eight
years• seniority in that category in contrast to Petitioner Burke's
seven years of seniority. Consequently, it is settled that it was
Petitioner Bartz who was entitled to the full-time position that was
reduced by the Board's action in this ease.
The reduction of a full-time position to part-time
reaultin& in reduction of the employment of a tenured teacher from
full-time constitutes a reduction in staff. Klinger v. Cranbury Tp.
Bd. of Ed., 190 N.J. Super. 354 (App. Div. 1982). Accordingly, the
threshold queation in resolving this appeal is whether the Board • s
action in reducing the full-time poaition to which Petitioner Bartz
was entitled waa a proper eserciae of the authority granted the
district Board by N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9.
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 authorize• a district board to reduce the
number of the ataff members it employs if it determines that such
action is advilable for reaaons either of 1) economy, 2) reduction
in the number of students, 3) a chance in the administrative or
tupervilory orcanization of the diatr ict, or 4) other good cause.
Althou&h a board may properly reduce ita staff for any one of the
permisaable reaaona, we emphasize that ita action must be taken on
the basis of at least one of the reasons set forth in the statute.
Samyietro v. Board of Education of the Township of Ridgefield Park,
dec1ded by the State Board, Nov. S, 1986.
It was not contended in theae proceedings that the Board's
action was taken for reasons of economy or because of a decline in
the number of studentB. In fact, the Board offered esactly the same
number of hoae econoaie• courses in 1985-86 as it had in 1984-85.
Depolition of Jo1eph Pililli, 12/18/85, at 10. Nor was the Board's
alteration of ita home economics pro&ram pursuant to a chance in the
administrative or aupervisory orcanization of the District. Rather,
a1 e1tabli1hed by the Principal'• depoBition, upon whole recommendation the Board relied, the program wu re~tructured so as to "better
aeet the needs of the students." Deposition of Joseph Pililli,
12/18/85, at 15.
Specifically, the change in format was intended to utilize
the talent of the teachers so as to best fit the needs of the
students and offer them "the best possible teacher for their
services." Id. at 21.
The record shows that the program as
structured in 1984-85 could have been maintained without scheduling
difficulties, clean up problems or the necessity of scheduling

-

..>
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either home economics teacher to teach three classes in a row, id.
at 23-24; 27, and the Principal considered both Petitioners to be
competent teachers. Id. at 29. The Principal. however, judged that
Petitioner Burke coUld relate better than Petitioner Bartz to
seventh and eighth grade students, id. at 29, and he preferred that
Petitioner Bartz teach sewing while Petitioner Burke teach cooking.
Id, at 26.
Thus, the reduction of the full-time position and
establishment of two equal part-time positions was taken by the
Board in order to facilitate assignment of the Petitioners according
to the relative strengths of each as perceived by the Principal.
Although N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 grants district boards broad
discretion to reduce the number of staff members it employs. we
emphasize that such action may not impermissibly abridge the tenure
rights afforded by N.J.S.A. 18A:28-S. !..:..&·, Lingelbach v. Board of
Education of the Borou'h of Hopatcong. Docket #A-4 783-83T7 (App.
Div. May 17, 1985), cert1f. denied, lOl N.J. 333 (1986). Because of
the measure of secun ty conferred by the tenure statute, we have
held that even in cases where a reduction in staff is legitimately
necessitated
by
declining
student
enrollment
or
budgetary
constraints, a district board must establish educationally based
reasons for reducing the full-time employment of a tenured teacher
while retaining a non-tenured teacher on a part-time basis in the
educational program affected by the reduction.
Valinski, pupra.;
Miles v. Board of Education of the Borough of Watchung, dec1ded by
the Commissioner, June l4, 1984, aff • d by the State Board, Dec. 5,
1984, aff'd, Docket *A-1903-84T7 (App. Div. Dec. 5, 1985). Although
both teachers in this case are tenured, we conclude that no lesser
standard applies in determining whether the Board bad "good cause"
in this case to reduce the employment of Petitioner Bartz, who was
entitled to the existing full-time position by virtue of her
seniority.
As set forth above, no reduction in the Board's home
economics program was anticipated, nor was any reduction in the
number of courses effectuated as a result of the Board's action.
Rather, as intended. the program was maintained at exactly the same
level following the Board • s action, and the most senior tenured
teacher deprived of full-time employment because the Board sought to
utilize what the Principal perceived as the relative talents of two
tenured teachers in a specific manner.
Although assignment of
classes within full-time tenurable positions based on such judgments
is within a Board's discretion, Capodilupo v. Board of Education of
the Town of West Orange, decided by the State Board, Sept. 3, 1986,
slip. op. at 9-10, aff'd, Docket #A-943-86!7, (App. Div. July 2,
1987), we find that N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 does not authorize reduction
in the employment of a tenured teacher on this basis.
Rather.
because qualification to fill teaching assignments within the public
school system is controlled by statute and regulation, !!! N.J.S.A.
18A:l-l; N.J.S.A. 18A:6-38; N.J.A.C. 6:ll-l et !!.9_., we find that
the rights conferred by N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 preclude reduction in the
employment of a tenured teacher based on administrative judgments
concerning relative ability or talent. We therefore conclude that
the Board • s action in this case to restructure its home economics

'
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progru 10 as to reduce an existing full-time position to which a
tenured teacher was entitled was improper.
As set forth above, it is settled that Petitioner Bartz was
the tenured teacher entitled to the full-time position. However,
for the reasons that follow we conclude that by virtue of her
resignation, Petitioner Bartz relinquished her rights to the
position as of October 31, 1985, the effective date of her
resignation.
Again, it is stipulated that Petitioner Bartz resigned from
the Green Brook School District effective October 31, 1985, to
accept a full-tiae position in Pennsylvania. Stipulation of facts,
at 2. In accepting her resignation, the Board waived the sixty day
notice requirement. Id.
It is settled that a voluntary resignation of a tenured
teacher terminates all previously acquired tenure rights, and no
part of a teacher •s service prior to the date of such resignation
may be counted in calculating the time necessary to attain new
tenure status. ~·· Misek v. Board of Education of the Township of
Willingboro, Docket M-4913-79 (App. Div. May 7, 1981).
Further,
tenure status is achieved in a position regardless of whether
service in the position is on a full-time or part-time basis.
Lichtman v. Ridcewood Board of Education. 93 N.J. 362 (1983). Thus.
there is no basis tor distinguishing the effect of a voluntary
resignation from employment in a district on the grounds that a
member's service was on a part-time basis at the time of her
resignation. In this case. there is no indication in the record
that Petitioner Bartz cast ubiguity on her resignation by
specifically affirmin& in her resi&nation that she would be prepared
to work for the Green Brook Board on a full-time basis after she
resigned her employment to accept full-time employment in
Pens!sylvania. See Mishkin v. Board of Education of the Borough of
Mountainside, Docket IA-803-8312 (App. Div. Nov. 2, 1984).
Under the circumstances with which we are presented, we
conclude that Petitioner Bartz's resi,nation from her employment
terainated her tenure rights.
Accord1ngly, we find that she is
entitled to relief only until the effective date of her resignation,
but direct payment of the difference between what she would have
earned in the full-time fOSition and the uount she was compensated
for her part-time serv1ce from the commencement of the 1985-86
school year through October 31, 1985.3
We emphasize that although Petitioner Bartz was entitled to
the protection afforded her by her tenure status while employed by
the Board, such protection could not survive a voluntary resignation
3we note that in her exceptions to our Legal Committee •s report,
Ms. Bartz concedes that the Board's obligation to her is in any
event limited to 1985-86 since she declined its offer of employment
for 1986-87.

7
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from her employment tendered in order to accept full-time employment
elsewhere. To hold otherwise would allow a teaching staff member
to forever opt between his alleged tenure entitlement and a more
lucrative position.
See Boauszewski v. Board of Education of
Demarest, 1979 S.L.D. 232. Nor can we ignore the uncertainty in the
admtntstration of the seniority system that would result if district
boards were required to effectuate seniority rights in circumstances
where a tenured teacher has resigned her employment.
We further find that although Petitioner Bartz's resignation terminated her rights to the full-time home economics position,
her resignation did not validate the Board's actions in reducing the
position. Nor did it entitle the Board to maintain the position on
a 4/7 th basis. Rather, upon Petitioner Bartz's resignation, the
Board could not continue to employ Petitioner Burke on a part-time
basis while also assigning a non-tenured teacher to teach its home
economics course on a part-time basis without establishing a sound
educational reason for doing so. Valinski, supra. As set forth
above, no such reason was established tn this case for the Board's
original action in reducing the position and the record reveals no
independent rationale for maintuning the position on a part-time
basis following Petitioner Bartz's resignation.
Accordingly, we
direct that Petitioner Burke be reinstated to the full-time home
economics position at issue with back pay minus mitigation from the
effective date of Petitioner Bartz's resignation.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
August 5, 1987
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LINDA BASSETT,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF OAKLAND. BERGEN COUNTY,
RESPONDENT/CROSS-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, March 19, 1984
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
July 11, 1984
For the Petition-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Res~ondent/Cross-Appellant, Parisi, Evers and
Greenfteld (Irving E. Evers, Esq., of Counsel)
Linda Bauett (hereinafter "Petitioner") was initially
employed by Board of Education of the Borough of Oakland
(hereinafter "the Board") in 1974-75 as a full-time reading teacher
and served continuously in that capacity until March 1980, when she
took an approved leave of absence.
Upon her return to active
employment on September 6, 1983, as a result of a reduction in force
that occurred at some point while she was on leave, she was assigned
to teach two periods a day as a supplemental and compensatory
education teacher.
One week after that assignment was made,
however, she was assigned one additional period per day.
On
February 10, 1984, her auignment was reduced to two periods per
day, but on February 17, 1984, she was assigned two additional
periods, and from that date taught four periods per day.
Certification of Linda Bassett, May 8, 1984. It is undisputed that
Petitioner achieved tenure puuuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 prior to
commencing her leave of absence in 1980.
Prior to co111111endna her leave, pursuant to the applicable
collect! ve negotiations agreement, Petitioner was compensated
$19,833 annually, which represented payment at step 8% of the
necotiated schedule applicable to all full-time teachers. Upon her
return and reauicnment, she was compensated at the rate of $10.80
per hour, which was the compensation rate set forth in the
collective agreement for 1983-84 tor hourly rate teachers with four
years of experience and which was the compensation applicable to
Petitioner•• assignment. Petitioner challenged the propriety of her
salary rate and benefits tor 1983-84, anertin& that her
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compensation and benefits
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-S.

for

that

year

were

in

violation

of

The Administrative Law Judge (AW) found that although the
Oaltland Teachers Association and the Board had the statutory right
and obligation to negotiate an agreement concerning terms and
conditions of employment, "[t]he implementation of any such terms
[of such agreement] ... may not contravene N.J.S.A. l8A:28-S by
redudng Petitioner's salary." Initial Deciuon, at 7. Be found
that Petitioner's compensation for 1983-84 was below tbe amount that
her salary would have been on a pro-rated basis under the Board • s
formula for calculating the salar1es of part-time teachers who were
compensated based upon the negotiated salary schedule that had
applied to Petitioner prior to her leave. Be therefore concluded
that since compensation below the amount established by that formula
would be in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-S, which prohibits
reduction in the compensation of any teaching staff member except as
provided by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l0, Petitioner was entitled to salary
adjustment.
F1nally, he found that under the terms of the
negotiated agreement, Petitioner was not entitled to Health Care and
Dental Services, but was entitled to the same siclt days as all
teacheu.
The Commissioner found that although the parties were free
to negotiate separate salary 1chedules for supplemental teachers ,
the salary agreement involved in thi1 case failed to accord remedial
teachers full rights and recognition of teaching staff members as
required by Spiewak. v. Rutherford Board of Education, 90 N.J. 63
(1982), and Rutherford Education Association et al. v. Board of
Education of the Boroulh of Rutherford, Docket I A-2014-8213,
iA-20i6-82T3,
NA-2018- 2T3,
iA-2021-82T3
and
IA-2023-82T3
(consolidated) (App. Div. Jan. 11, 1984).1 After reviewing the
language of the relevant provisions of the agreement,
the
Commissioner also found that the establishment of the category of
"hourly rate teachers" vi thin the agreement violated that agreement
because there was no provision for the recognition of hourly rate
teachers. He further found that because the agreement specified
that the salary schedules of all teachers covered by the agreement
were set forth in the salary 1ehedules incorporated in the
agreement, the Board bad attempted to artifically split and sever
Petitioner's 1alary entitlement from other part-time teachers
" ... who are apparently accorded the same salary on a pro-rata bas is
on the regular teachers' salary guide." Commissioner • s deci a ion, at
21.
The Commissioner therefore concluded that the applicable
provisions of the collective agreement were ultra vires and that
Petitioner was in fact a "regular" part-time teacher lnthe Board • s
employ. He further determined that relief afforded to Petitioner
1 We note that subsequent to the Commissioner • s decision in the
instant ea1e, the Hew Jersey Supreme Court rendered its decision in
Rutherford, holdinf that the Petitioners in that case were entitled
to retroactive rel1ef under Spiewak and specifying that Spiewak had
not addressed the question of what constituted the emoluments of
tenure. Rutherford Educ. Ass•n v. Bd. of Educ., 99 N.J. 8 (1985).
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must conform to the directives of Spiewak and Rutherford, and
directed the Board to establish Petitioner's salary and benefits at
the same rate as
other
part-time teachers
with
similar
qualifications and experience in accordance with the collective
azreement.
Petitioner appealed the Commiuioner•s decision, asserting
that the ALJ's calculations concerning her compensation, which were
impliedly adopted by the Commiuioner. were in error.
The Board
crou-appealed, claiming that the establishment of the category of
"hourly rate teacher" wat by agreement of the parties and did not
violate either that agreement or the education laws. After careful
review of the record and the relevant law, we conclude that although
the collective negotiations a&reement at issue here does not
contravene the requirements of the education laws. the rate at which
Petitioner was compensated durin& the 1983-84 school year
constituted a reduction in salary in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5.
Initially, we reiterate that compensation is a mandatory
subject of collective negotiations and that the adoption by a Board
of a salary policy that includes more than one salary schedule is
permissible so lone as those schedules conform to the requirements
established by the education laws. BYl!!an v. Board of !ducat ion of
the Township of Teaneck. decided by the State Board. March 6, 1985,
aff'd, Docket #A25o8-84T7 (App. Div. February 26, 1986). eertif.
denied. Docket #25, 352 (June 30, 1986). Moreover, the apphcable
standards, which are set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-l et !!.JL:., are
applicable only to full-time teach1ng staff members. See. ~.
id.2.
Thus, the education laws do not specify any standards
governing the compensation of members who are not full-time. aside
from the requirement that the compensation of a tenured teacher may
not be reduced, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, except as provided by N.J.S.A.
l8A:6-10, Bergenfield Education Association v. Board of Educatton of
Bercenfield, decided by the State Board, September 3, 1986, and,
accordingly, do not mandate that all categories of part-time
teachers be compensated in the same manner or at the same rate. We
therefore conclude that the collective agreement adopted by the
Board for 1983-84 did not contravene the requirements of the
2 We note that, effective September 9, 1985, the compensation
atatutes were aubatantially altered. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-7, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8, N.J.S.A. l8A:29-10 and N.J.S.A.
18A:29-l2 were repealed. Teacher QUality Employment Act, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-5, L 1985, e. 321 sec. 16 (1985). In addition to repeal1ng
those stafutorr provisions, the Teacher Quality Employment Act
railed the mintmum salary for full-time teaching staff members to
$18,500.
N.J.S.A.
18A:29-5.
Although
the
entitlement
to
compensation benefits in this cue is to be determined under the
atatutel in effect prior to September 9, 1985, we emphsize that the
new atatutory minimum, like the predeeeasor statutes, is applicable
only to full-time teaching staff members.
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education laws by its provu1on for a category designated as "hourly
rate teachers" so long as, if applied to full-time members, the
applicable statutory minimums were met. In so concluding. we note
that there is no claim that the statutory minimums were not met in
the case of any full-time member.
As we have previously stated, we will not set aside the
provisions of a collective negotiations agreement where the
agreement does not contravene the specific requirements of the
education laws, .!.!! !..i.&.:.• Bercenfield, supra, and we would decline
to do so in this case. Because we find that the relevant provision
does not on its face contravene the education laws, we would reverse
the Comaiss ioner 's determination that agreement as to the category
of "hourly rate teachers" was ultra vires. We further conclude that
this is not the proper forum for determining the validity of the
provision based sqlely upon the contract language and would set
aside tae Commisstoner•s finding that the provision was invalid
because it was not consistent with the recognition clause and other
provisions of the agreement.
However, although we conclude that hourly compensation such
as provided by the agreement does not on its face contravene the
requirements of the education laws, we find that the compensation
afforded to Petitioner at the hourly rate of $10.80 for the 1983-84
school year resulted in an improper reduction in the compensation of
a tenured teaching staff member in violation of N.J. S .A. 18A: 28-5.
It is not disputed that Petitioner achieved tenure prior to
commencing her leave of absence in 1980. We emphasize that upon her
return to active employment, she was not "transferred" within the
meaning of N.J .S.A. 18A:28-6 from one tenurable position to
another.
Rather, she was reassigned within the same tenurable
~osition.
Prior to commencing her leave, she was employed under her
1nstructional certificate, achieved tenure as a teacher and, upon
her return, was reassigned within the same position. Therefore, by
virtue of her status as a tenured teaching staff member, she had
statutory protection against reduction in her compensation. Since
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 apecifically mandates that the Petitioner's salary
level be maintained, the Board was required to conform to the
statutory requirement even if it was contractually bound by the
provision in the collective necotiations agreement establishing a
lesser rate of compensation for "hourly rate" teachers which was
applicable to Petitioner's assignment for that year.
As found by the ALJ, if Petitioner had been employed
full-time durin& 1983-84, her aalary would have been $24,699. The
Findings of Facts indicate that a full-time teacher works from 8:30
a.m. until 3:15 p.m., or 6.75 hours per day.
The negotiated
agreement states that there are 185 teacher days per year, four of
which may be used as snow days. Therefore, had Petitioner been
employed as a full-time teacher during the 1984-85 school year, she
would have been scheduled to work a minimum of 181 days.
By
multiplying the number of hours worked per day by the number of days
we arrive at a figure representing hours worked per year
(1,221.75).
By dividing the amount that Petitioner's full-time

y
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salary would have been by this number of hours, we reach an hourly
rate of $20.22, which represents the minimum hourly rate at which
Petitioner could'have been compensated without reducing her rate of
compensation. The rate at which she was compensated, $10.80 per
hour, falls far short of that minimum rate, and we therefore
conclude that by compensating her at $10.80 per hour, the Board
improperly reduced her compensation.
·
We further conclude that the proper remedy for the Board's
violati-on of !f.J. S .A. 18A: 28-5 is to award Petitioner the difference
between the amount that she received at the rate of $10.80 and
$20.22, which represents the proper rate of compensation in her
case, for all hours for which she was compensated in 1983-84. Such
hours, as indicated by the supplementation of the record in this
case, includes two periods of 50 minutes each per day from
September 6, 1983, through September 13, three periods from
September 14, 1983 through February 9, 1984, two periods from
February 10 through February 16 and four periods per day from
February 17 through the end of the school year. Certification of
Linda Bassett, Kay 8. 1984. If Petitioner had been compensated at
the rate of $20.22 per hour during that period, she would have
received compensation on an hourly basis at a rate that maintained
her level of compensation aa required by N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. By
awarding her the difference between the amount she received and that
which she would have received on an hourly basis absent reduction in
her rate of compensation, we would cure the statutory violation. We
find that because, as set forth above, the education laws do not
specify any standards governing the rate or manner of compensation
of teaching staff members who are not full-time and, therefore, do
not prohibit a Board from estabishing or agreeing to different
manners or rates of compensation for different categories of
part-time teachers, the remedy that we would provide represents the
full extent of Petitioner's entitlement under the education laws.
we therefore decline to apply to Petitioner the contractual
provision applicable to part-time teachers who, as set forth in the
collective negotiations agreement, are within the category of
teachers compensated pursuant to the schedules applicable to
full-time members.
Finally, because there il no indication that the Board has
acted in bad faith or has willfully violated the statute, we decline
to grant Petitioner's request for interest for the period prior to
our decision in this matter, which was included in her exceptions to
our Legal Committee's Report.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
February 4, 1987
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LINDA BASSETT,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF OAKLAND, BERGEN COUNTY,

DECISION ON MOTION

RESPONDENT/CROSS-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, March 19, 1984
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
July 11, 1984
Decided by the State Board of Education, February 4, 1987
ror the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus
(Grecory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
ror the Res~ondent/Crosa-Appellant, Parisi, Evers and
Greenf1eld (Irvin& E. Evers, Esq., of Counsel)
On february 4, 1987, we rendered our decision in this case,
concludin& that the diltrict Board had violated Appellant •a tenure
rights by compenaatin& her at a lower rate when she returned from
maternity leave and was reasaigned from service as a classroom
teacher to service as a supplemental and compensatory education
teacher.
In our deciaion, we denied Appellant's request for
interest, which was submitted in her exceptions to our Legal
Committee's Report in the matter, concludin& that
... because there h no indication that the Board
has acted in bad faith or has wilfully violated
the statute, we decline to grant Petitioner'•
request for intereet for the period prior to our
decision in thie matter .•..
Bauett v. Board of Education of the Borough of Oakland,
ellp. op. at 9.
Appellant now baa 1110ved puuuant to N.J.A.C. 6:2-1.17 for
clarification of our decision on the iaeue of interest. In support
of her motion, Appellant •s attorney etatee .that
[by] denying only intereet prior to the decision,
the State Board impliee that polt-decision
intereet il available. However, no real opinion
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is expressed on the subject and the terms of the
interest. if granted, are not specified.
Our denial of interest was based upon Appellant's request
... that interest should be awarded, based upon
the sum of back pay wrongfully denied to her
since the 1983-84 school year.
Several years
have passed and Bassett has been denied the use
of funds that should have been paid to her. This
deprivation was
further
increased
by
the
extraordinary delays
in the State Board's
handling of the appeal.
The only appropriate
remedy for this deprivation is an award of
interest.
Thua, Appellant did not requeat post- judgment interest.
We
therefore did not award such interest when we rendered our decision
in this matter, and did not imply by our our denial of pre-judgment
interest that post-judgment interest now is available to Appellant
in this forum.
April 1, 1987
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RICHARD FRANCIS BICKINGS,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CAMDEN
COUNTY VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS, CAMDEN COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 23. 1985
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Reuss, Cavagnaro and Kaspar
(Carl W. Cavagnaro, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Davis, Reberkenny, and
Abramowitz (Robert F. Blomquist, Esq., of Counsel)
This appeal involves the extent of relief to which
Petitioner Richard Bickings (hereinafter Petitioner) is entitled
under N.J.S.A. 18A:29-11 based on his claim under the statute to
salary cred1t for three years• service with the United States Marine
Corps. In his Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
found that although Petitioner was entitled to military service
credit under the statute, his entitlement to relief was limited by
Lavin v. Hackensack Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 145 (1982), to prospective
relief from the date on which he filed his Petition of Appeal with
the Commissioner. The Commissioner modified the Initial Decision,
and held that Mr. Bickings' individual claim should be given
retroactive remedial effect consonant with an earlier administrative
determination affecting 59 teachers whose claims for military
service credit were filed on their behalf by their collective
negotiations representative. Camden County Voc.-Tech. Ed. Ass•n, et
al. v. Bd. of Educ. of the Camden Cty. Voc-Tech. Schools, Camden
Cty., decided by the Commissioner, September 30, 1983, aff'd by the
State Board, November 7, 1984, aff'd, 207 N.J. Super. 23 (App. Div.
1986).
The Commissioner reasoned that the provisions of the
New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act, N.J.S.A. 34:13A-l et
~.
specifically N.J.S.A.
34:13A-5.3,
requ1red
that
the
Asao<:iation include Mr; Bickings within its action, and concluded
that. therefore, Petitioner Bickings was entitled to relief from the
date on which the Association's petition was filed.
The material fact• are &I follow•: Petitioner, who was not
an Auociation member, commenced employment with the Board in
September 1975. During the 1980-81 achool year, he became aware of
the pouibility that he waa eligible for military service credit,
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and
he
submitted
the
appropriate
form
(DD-214)
to
the
Superintendent. The Camden County Vocational-Technical Education
Association thereafter filed a Petition of Appeal with the
Commissioner on behalf of 59 individually named members, seeking
military service credit. The Association was and is the majority
representative of the Board's teachers under N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.3.
Mr. Bick.ings was not made a party to the As soc ut 10n act ion. Be,
however, believed its disposition would control his entitlement.
Mr. Bickings did not know that he had not been included in
the Association's action until Spring 1984, when a list of the
members who were represented in that litigation was posted.
Although the Superintendent assured Mr. Bickings that he would
receive benefits in the same manner as the teachers involved in that
litigation, in July 1984, the Board advised him that it would not
approve his request for retroactive credit. At its August 15, 1984,
meeting, the Board offered to prospectively grant Mr. Bickings
military service credit effective September 1, 1984, if he waived
any claim to retroactive relief. Mr. Bicking& declined this offer,
and filed a Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner on November 15,
1984.
While the matter initiated by the Association was pending,
the New Jersey Supreme Court decided Lavin v. Hackensack Bd. of Ed.,
90 N.J. 145 (1982). In Lavin, the Court held that the ux year
statute of limitations applicable to contract claims did not apply
to claims for salary credit for military service pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-ll. However, based upon its conclusion that bright
l1ne treatment of all claims of this nature was warranted, the court
further held that enforcement Of claims under the statute was
limited to the period subsequent to the date on which a Petition of
Appeal was filed with the Commissioner.
Accordingly,
the
Administrative Law Judge (AW) in the instant matter found that
Mr. Bickings was legallY. entitled to relief from November 15, 1984,
the date on which he f1led his petition. The ALJ, however, awarded
relief in this case from September l, 1984, because the Board had
offered Mr. Bickings prospective salary adjustment aa of that date.
The ALJ rejected Mr. Biekings claim that the date from which he was
entitled to relief was June 24, 1980, the date on which the petition
was filed in the Association•s action because: (1) the Board could
not be held to the Superintendent's promise of similar treatment and
(2) Mr. Biekinga had rested on his rights for: four years without
filing an individual claim and without ascertaining if he was a part
of the Association action.
The Commissioner: rejected the ALJ's determination that
Mr. Bickings was entitled to relief only from September 1, 1984,
holding that he was entitled to relief from the date on which the
Association tiled ita petition.
The Commissioner concluded that
Mr. Bickings should have been among those represented by the
Association in ita action against the Board because, as set forth in
N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.3, a majority representative has a responsibility
" •.. for representing the interests of all (negotiations unit)
employees without discrimination and without regard to employee
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organization membership .... " Commissioner's decision, at 14. The
Commissioner observed that Mr. Bickings "may have been lulled into
believing that he was included among the others", and he reasoned
that "petitioner had every right to expect that the Association
would rigorously represent his rights as well as those of its
members and to inform him of his status regarding the grievance."
Commissioner's decision, at 15.
The Commissioner further found that Mr. Bickings' petition
was filed within 90 days of when the Board tendered a final
settlement offer to him and was therefore timely filed pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. He concluded however that, even if the petition
was not filed in compliance with N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.2,
the
circumstances would warrant relaxation because Mr. Bickings would
have been included in the Association's action had he been a
member. Concluding that Mr. Bickings should have been represented
in the Association's action and finding that he had filed his
petition in a timely manner after learning that he was not one of
the individually named petitioners in that case, the Commissioner
found that Mr. Bickings was entitled to the same benefits as those
petitioners from the date that the petition in that matter was filed.
We first emphasize that Mr. Bicking's entitlement to
substantive relief pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:29-ll is not challenged
in this appeal, and that, as found by the ALJ, Petitioner is
entitled to salary credit for his military service. Thus, the issue
in this case is not Mr. Bicking's substantive entitlement to
relief. Rather, it is the question of whether Lavin's limitation on
retroactive relief controls the date from which enforcement of his
claim is to be afforded, or whether, as the Commissioner found, the
failure of the Association to include him in its action extends his
entitlement to include the period from the date on which the
Association filed ita petition on behalf of 59 individually named
teachers. In resolving this issue, we find that the Commissioner's
authority to relax the rules governing the administrative process
under which controversies arising under the school laws are resolved
does not control Petitioner's legal entitlement to retroactive
relief. Rather, that issue must be resolved under the applicable
legal standards enunciated by the courts.
In Lavin~ supra, the New .Jersey Supreme Co!lrt held that
because the beneflt conferred by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-ll u a statutory
benefit unrelated to service as a teacher, the statute of
limitations applicable to contractual claims does not apply. Thus,
although we would agree with the Commissioner that Petitioner's
claim in this case was timely filed, Mr. Bicking's claim to
substantive relief in any event would not be time barred by
application of the 90 day rule.
However, as set forth above, the court in Lavin established
a bri&ht line rule which coverns the date from wh1ch retroactive
relief is to be afforded where substantive relief is claimed under
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-ll.
Specifically, the court held that in such
cases, relief is limited to the period subsequent to the date on

.3
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which the Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner was filed.
In
finding that such bright line treatment was warranted, the court
emphasized the large number of claims of this nature throughout the
state and the financial
impact that
affording
retroactive
enforcement would have on district boards.
It found that it was
fair and equitable to treat all claims of this nature in a like
manner, and further found that bright line treatment had the added
advantage of administrative ease.
The question now before us is whether the fact that
Petitioner, who although not an Association member was a member of
the collective negotiations unit represented by the Association, was
not included in the earlier action filed by the Association on
behalf of 59 individually named teachers alters the application of
Lavin in this case. After careful consideration, we conclude that
the failure of the Association to include Petitioner in its action
does not alter the application of Lavin in this case so as to confer
on Petitioner an entitlement under the education laws to retroactive
enforcement of his claim as of the date on which the Association
claim was filed, and thereby impose solely on the Board financial
liability resulting from the Association's failure to include him in
its action.
We emphasize that any expectation that Petitioner could
rightfully hold that the Assoc1ation would "rigorously represent his
rights as well as those of its members and inform him of his status
regarding his grievance," Commissioner's decision, at lS, emanates,
not from the education laws, but, as the Commissioner indicated in
his decision, from N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.3. We further emphasize that a
violation of N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.3 was not established below, and that
neither the facts nor the legal issues relevant to an unfair
practice/unfair representation claim were before the AW or the
Commissioner.
Furthermore, N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.4 vesta the Public
Employment Relations (PERC) with "exclusive jurisdiction" under the
New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act with respect to unfair
practices such as those involved in the claim that the Association
had breached its duty to Petitioner in this context.
We have
serious reservations about extending our jurisdiction beyond school
law matters into the realm of issues that, even if not exclusively
reserved to PERC, are primarily within its expertise, and we
emphasize that such expertise uniquely equips that agency to
construe the scope of the duty of fair representation under the
New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations Act.
We further emphasize that although the Commissioner
characterized Mr. Bickinga' claim as a "grievance" in concluding
that he had a right to rigorous representation, the matter does not
involve the Association's failure to provide him with proper
repreeentation in persuing a contractual grievance. Rather, by his
deciaion, the Commisaioner would impose on employee associations
which repreaent teachers a duty of fair representation in the
litigation context.
To our knowledge, PUC baa not impoaed on
public eector employee association• a reaponaibility to represent
non-membera in litigation of non-contractual claims arising under
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statutes or administrative regulations, and our review of judicial
decisions related to this question fails to reveal any judicially
imposed duty in this context. Although the United States Supreme
Court recently held that a private sector union has standing to
represent its members in claims arising under federal statute, the
court did not impose any obligation on such employee organizations
to represent all members of a bargaining unit equally in a
litigation
context,
International
Union,
United
Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America v. Brock, 91
L.Ed. 2d 228 (1986), and the District of Columbia C1rcuit of the
Un1ted Stated Court of Appeals resolved in the negative the question
of whether an employee organization representing employees of the
federal government had a duty to provide attorneys to non-members on
the same basis as to members. National Treasury Employees Union v.
Federal Labor Relations Authority, 123 LRRM 2129 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
Thus, no duty of fair representation has been imposed on employee
associations in the litigation context in either the public or
private sector, and we decline to impose such duty under the
education laws.
I f an exception to Lavin is to be made in this case, the
determination to do so must rest on the Board's conduct with regard
to Petitioner. Although we find that assurances such as those made
by the Superintendent to Petitioner might warrant relaxation of the
90 day filing requirement even in the absence of Lavin's holding
that the statute of limitations is not applicable, we find that
assurances made four years after the Association's petition was
filed do not provide a basis for extending Petitioner's entitlement
to retroactive relief to the date on which the Association filed
that petition. Further, it was the Association and not the Board
that petitioned the Commissioner in the action on behalf of its
members, the Board had no authority to include Hr. Bickings in the
action, it had no obligation to represent him in his statutory claim
against it, and we find that there is no indication in the record
that the Board failed to process the required form submitted by
Hr. Bickings or was in any way responsible for his failure to be
included in the Association's action. We conclude that under these
circumstances, there is no basis for extension of retroactive relief
beyond the period authorized by Lavin to an individual who was not a
party to another action so as to enforce his claim as of the date
that action was commenced, and that to do so
would impose an
unwarranted financial burden on the district.
Our concern in
imposing financial liability on the Board in this case is
highlighted by the fact that any responsibility to include
Petitioner in the Association's action would lie not with the Board,
but with the Association.

Finally, we reiterate that by our decision Petitioner would
not be denied retroactive credit for his military service. Rather,
we conclude that, as provided by Lavin, Petitioner is entitled to
military service cred1t as requi~y N.J.S.A. 18A:29-ll from
November 15, 1984.
In so concluding, we flnd that, although the
Board offered to im~lement Bid~ings' military service credit as of
September 1, 1984, 1t was not bound by that offer. The offer was
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clearly extended as an offer of settlement in order to avoid
litigating Mr. Bickings' claim. Mr. Bickings did not accept.
For the reasons set forth above, we direct that the Board
implement Petitioner's entitlement to military service credit under
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-ll as of November 15 ,1984.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
February 4, 1987
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IN THE MATTER OF TBE TENURE
BEARING OF EDNA BOOTH, SCHOOL

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WEST

DECISION

ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, May 31, 1985
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Samuel A. Christiano, Esq.
For the Respondent-Appellant, Zazzali, Zazzali & Kroll
(Kenneth I. Nowak, Esq., of Counsel)
On September 26, 1984, the Board of Education of the
Township of West Orange (hereinafter "Board") certified tenure
charges pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:6-10 et seq. with the Commissioner
of Education against Edna Booth, a tenured teacher in the District.
The Board's statement of charges alleged incompetency.
Earlier, in August 1984, prior to certifying the charges,
the Board had served the same charges upon Mrs. Booth and scheduled
a hearing on those charges for its September 17 meeting.
On
September 13, Mrs. Booth petitioned the Commissioner to enjoin the
Board's consideration of the tenure charges, asserting that the
charges of incompetency were actually charges of inefficiency under
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll, which would require a 90-day corrective period
before formal certification of tenure charges.
On September 14.
1984, the Administrative Law Judge (AW) denied such relief. but
directed that the Board reassizn Mrs. Booth to a teaching poaition
by September 17. The Board thereafter suspended Respondent from her
posit1on, effective September 19, 1984.
The two matters were consolidated and hearings were
conducted before an Adminhtrative Law Judge (ALJ). The ALJ found
that the tenure charges included nine allegations of incompetency,
eight relating to Respondent • s performance as a teacher and the
ninth relating to excessive absenteeism. As to the eight charges
concernin& to Respondent's performance, the ALJ concluded the facts
showed that: 1) Respondent had failed to adequately implement the
daily lesson plans that she is assigned to teach, 2) Respondent had
tailed to create and maintain an appropriate emotional learning
climate in her classroom, 3) Respondent had failed to apply sound
principles of pupil growth and development,
4) Respondent had
failed to be reasonable and impartial with her students,
5) Respondent had failed to build and maintain an atmosphere of
mutual respect with her pupils,
6) Respondent had failed to
consistently assign appropriate homework, 7) Respondent had failed
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to be open and receptive to criticism and that she had demonstrated
a distinct unwillingness, over a period of three years, to listen to
suggestions for improvement and change, and, finally, that
8) Respondent had failed to develop and maintain good relationships
with parents of her pupils and with the community.
The ALJ found that under the facts and circumstances
involved in this case, the Board's choice in characterizing the
charges as incompetency rather than inefficiency was correct and
reasonable. The ALJ recognized that N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll provides that:
.... if the charge is inefficiency, prior to
making its determination as to certification, the
board shall provide the employee with written
notice of the alleged inefficiency, specifying
the nature thereto, and allow at least 90 days in
which to correct and overcome the inefficiency.
The ALJ emphasized that the intent of the statute as it
relates to charges of inefficiency is to give a teacher who has
rendered satisfactory service the opportunity to demonstrate that
she can still be an effective teacher, but that a Board, however, is
under no obligation to file charges of inefficiency.
Initial
Decision, at 21. Rather, the ALJ found that if a board concludes
that a teacher lacks the capacity to perform properly, it may. as in
the case before him, choose to file charges on that basu. Id.
Nonetheless, the ALJ found that the record was replete with
voluminous evidence showing long-term constant efforts to assist
Respondent over a period of three years and that such efforts
extended over a much longer period than the 90 days contemplated by
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll.
The AW further concluded that the Board had proven its
charge of excessive absenteeism. He determined that Respondent •s
consistent pattern over many years demonstrated that neither the
Board nor the students had obtained the full benefit of the services
to which they were entitled, and that Respondent's acknowledged
record of absenteeism was unacceptable and excessive. Id. at 23.
He further found that Respondent bad failed to adequately explain
much of her absenteeism, and that she had not heeded stern and clear
warnings concerning her absenteeism and the adverse effect her
absenteeism was having on the educational process.
Based on all of the charges, the ALJ determined that
di1missal was the appropriate penalty.
In so concluding, he
emphaaized that Respondent's attitude was mainly defiant and
defenlive, and that her performance never rose to the level of
reasonable acceptability despite consistent efforts
by the
administrative staff over a period of three years.
After thoroughly examining the entire record,
the
Commitsioner concluded that the Board had failed to meet its burden
of proof that Reapondent was incompetent, and he reJected the ALJ's
conclusion that the Board's choice of charging 1ncompetence was

·· .....
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reasonable based on its efforts at correction. Based on his review
of the record, the Commissioner found that any deficiencies relating
to the charges of incompetency in Respondent's job performance were
restricted to the 1982-83 and 1983-84 school years.
He observed
that Respondent's annual performance report for 1982-83 rated her
satisfactory in the area of creating an atmosphere of mutual
respect. which had been designated as needing improvement, and that
her observation/evaluation report developed by the pr inc ipa1 of the
high school to which she was transferred that year was extremely
favorable. Commissioner's decision, at 39. He further noted that
although Respondent's final evaluation for that year was not
finalized until October 3, 1983, there was no indication in the
record whether the high school principal's favorable view was
considered in the final report.
After review of the testimony and the evaluation reports
for 1982-83, the Commissioner found that there were three areas
which were identified as needing improvement as indicated by the
weaknesses noted by the junior high principal. He however found
that the evaluations did not in themselves support a charge of
incompetency, but required review in the context of the 1983-84
school year.
The Commissioner found that the observation report of
October 3, 1983, was unquestionably favorable, with the exception of
two relatively minor points that became a source of conflict, in
part because of Respondent • s defensiveness and lack of receptivity
to constructive criticism.
The other formal observations of
Respondent during the 1983-84 school year identified problems in
student preparation and lesson structure and recommended corrective
actions.
The Commissioner found that Respo~dent's 1983-84 annual
evaluation report was the most highly negattve one Respondent had
received during her teaching service. In that report, of the three
areas previously noted for improvement, two were rated satisfactory
in the 1983-84 report. However, seven new areas were identified as
needing improvement.
The Commissioner determined that,
even
assuming all the criticisms in the report were valid, at best they
provided a basis for a conclusion of inefficiency, and did not
support a finding of incompetency.
In reaching this conclusion, the Commissioner emphasized
the distinction between a charge of inefficiency and that of
incompetency, stating that
... [t]he charge of incompetence, as distinguished
from the charge of inefficiency, presumes that
the proofs in support of the charge will demonstrate that respondent is so lacking in competency to perform the responsibilities of classroom teacher that the requirements of the 90-day
improvement period, required for a charge of
inefficiency, N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll, would be a
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useless exercise.
Incompetence requires proof
that the affected person, regardless of the
assistance offered by certified supervisors, does
not have the ·ability or capacity to be an
effective teacher.
Commissioner's decision, at 45, quoting In the Matter of the Tenure
Hearing of Patricia Nafash, decided by the Commissioner, March 13.
1984, at 37. (citations omitted).
The Commissioner found that the only long term recurring
problem established by the record was that of Respondent's poor
attendance, and emphasized that prior to 1982-83 she had received
extremely favorable evaluations. Although he concluded that a prior
history of good evaluations does not in itself preclude a charge of
incompetency, he found that in this case, such history demonstrated
the ability to perform satisfactorily in at least eight of the areas
specified in the charges.
The Commissioner therefore concluded that the record did
not demonstrate that Respondent was so lacking in competency that
the 90 day improvement period would be a useless exercise. Id. at
46.
He again emphasized that the Board had charged her--with
incompetency rather than inefficiency, and determined that it had
failed to meet its burden of proof as to a charge of incompetency.
He rejected the ALJ's conclusion that the Board's choice of
incompetency was reasonable in light of its attempts at correction,
finding that 1983-84 was the only year in which a concerted effort
was made to help Respondent improve on perceived weaknesses. Id. at
47.
Although the Commissioner found that inefficiency might be
documented based on the record in the case, he again emphasized that
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll mandates that if the charge is inefficiency. the
employee must be provided with written notice of the alleged
deficiency and at least 90 days to correct it prior to the
certification of charges.
The Commissioner however adopted the ALJ•s determination
that Respondent's long-term record of absenteeism was excessive, and
that despite two increment withholding& baaed upon her absenteeism
and further warnings, Respondent's absenteeism had not improved and
was not likely to do so. Therefore, although he rejected the ALJ's
determination concerning the charges of incompetency based on job
performance,
the
Commiasioner
concluded
that
Respondent's
absenteeism constituted just cause for dismissal from her tenured
position.
Like the Commissioner, we have carefully reviewed the
record in this case, and we agree with him that it does not support
a conclusion of incompetency. For the reasons set forth in his
decision, we further concur with the Commis s loner that while the
record may support charges of inefficiency, we can not sustain such
charges aince Respondent was not afforded the written notice and 90
day correction period mandated by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll.
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We also agree with the Commissioner and the AW that the
Board has established that Respondent has demonstrated a pattern of
excessive absenteeism.
Initially, we emphasize that it is well
established that a teacher's entire record of absenteeism over a
reasonably relevant period may be considered by a district board in
determining whether to withhold that teacher's increment. Trautwein
v. Board of Education of the Borough of Bound Brook, 1980 S.L.D.
1539, certif. den., 84 N.J. 469 (1980). We find that although
Trautwe1n 1nvolved an increment withholding, this principle is
equally applicable in determining whether a tenured teacher has been
guilty of excessive absenteeism so as to constitute just cause for
dismissal or reduction in compensation pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10.
Respondent's record of absenteeism is as follows:
School Year

Number of Days Absent

1983-1984
1982-1983
1981-1982
1980-1981
1979-1980
1978-1979

16
18
12
20
10
61 (serious illness &
convalescence)
19
12
0 (maternity leave)
17
16

1977-1978
1976-1977
1975-1976
1974-1975
1973-1974
1972-1973
1971-1972
1970-1971
1969-1970
1968-1969
1967-1968

5

48
18
14
19
12

Thus, as the Commissioner found, the Respondent's
absenteeism is long-term, persistent and chronic.

pattern

of

Although we conclude that in a case such as this. where the
determination to be made involves the right of a tenured teacher to
continued employment in her position, consideration of her entire
record of attendance is appropriate, in assessing Respondent's
absenteeism over the course of her employment, we have focused on
the pattern indicated by her absences in recent years, specifically
from 1976-77, when she returned from maternity leave.
Prior to
1976-77, Respondent •a absences were in excess of statutory amounts
every year with the exception of 1972-73. Subsequent to returning
from leave in 1976, the only year in which Respondent's absenteeism
did not exceed statutory amounts was 1979-80, the year following the
Board's first action to withhold her increment. The Board acted to
restore Respondent's increment in 1980, but her absenteeism for the
1980-81 school year increased to 20 days. The next year, Respondent
was absent 12 days, and the Board again acted to withhold her
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increment based on her absenteeism. In contrast to the improvement
shown in 1979-80 following the Board's first action to withhold,
Respondent's attendance deteriorated following the Board's second
action, and her absenteeism during the next two years was well in
excess of statutory amounts.
Although her absences were not of lengthy duration except
for 1978-79 when she was seriously ill, and the number was not in
any one year dramatically high, the pattern demonstrated is one of
persistent sporatic absence during the entire cour.se of her
employment.
This pattern continued following her return from
maternity leave, and, again, her absences increased rather than
decreased following the Board's second action to withhold her
increment, and despite warnings and counseling. P-13, in evidence.
We reiterate that frequent absences are disruptive of the
instructional process, and emphasize that:
[f]requent absences of teachers from regular
classroom
learning
experiences
disrupt
the
continuity of the instruction process.
The
benefit of regular classroom instruc.tion is lost
and cannot be entirely regained, even by extra
effort, when the regular teacher returns to the
classroom. Consequently, many pupils who do not
have the benefit of their regular classroom
teacher frequently experience great difficulty in
achieving the maximum benefit of schooling.
Indeed, many pupils in these circumstances are
able to achieve only mediocre success in their
academic
program.
The
entire
process
of
education requires
a
regular continuity of
instruction

with

the

teacher

directing

the

classroom activities and learning experiences in
order to reach the goal of maximum educational
benefit for each individual pupil. The regular
contact of the pupils with their assigned teacher
is vital to this process.
In the Matter of the Tenure Bearing of Catherine Reilly, 1977 S.L.D.
403.
The continuity of instruction is disrupted as much by
sporatic absences as by lengthy absences where the impact on
instruction may be controlled to some extent by the use of a long
term substitute teacher. Although Respondent continues to maintain
that because her absences were within the number permitted by
contract, she should not be penalized, this does not alter the
impact of her absenteeism on the continuity of instruction.
Further, the disruptive effect of Respondent's persistent pattern of
absenteeism was exacerbated by her failure to maintain emergency
substitute plana.
P-13, in evidence.
The record also indicates
that her absences impacted her students since substitutes who had
knowledge of Spanish were not readily available.

'
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We emphasize that Respondent's absenteeism, year in and
year out, was well in excess of the statutory allowance under
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.
The fact that the collective negotiations
agreement may have provided for a greater allowance of compensated
leave can not excuse Respondent from fulfilling her obligations as a
teacher, nor shield her from disciplinary action ·Under N.J.S~
18A:&-10 based on her persistent pattern of absenteeism.
Nor does the fact that the reasons provided by Respondent
for her absences may be contractually .allowable reasons alter our
conclusion that she has been persistently and excessively absent.
Moreover. although we emphasize that this is not a case involving
abuse of leave. based on the record. we concur with the AW that
Respondent failed to adequately explain much of the absenteeism.
We now turn to the question of the appropriate penalty to
be imposed in this case. See In the Matter of the Tenure Hearin~
David Fulcomer, 93 N.J. Super. 404 (App. Dtv. 1967). As set forth
above, we recognize that although long-term, persistent and
excessive, Respondent's absenteeism was not dramatically egregious.
See, for example, In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of
Claire DeKrafft, 1981 S.L.D. 1308.
We however reiterate that
because of the importance of maintaining continuity in the
instructional process, regular attendance of teaching staff members
is essential.
The importance of regular staff attendance is
recognized in the monitoring process, which requires that in order
to be certified, a district's annual rate of occasional staff
absenteeism may not exceed 54, and if such rate exceeds 3. 5% a
review/ improvement process is required. MANUAL FOR THE EVALUATION
OF LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS PURSUANT TO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION
ACT OF 1975, New Jersey Department of Education (January. 1984).
Although individual cases are not judged on the basis of the
absenteeism rate with which all districts must conform, we again
emphasize that regular attendance by teaching staff members is
essential to the educational process and that excessive absenteeism
on the part of an individual teacher is a serious offense. Again.
Respondent has been persistently and excessively absent during the
entire course of her employment, and the seriousness of her failure
to attend school regularly is not dispelled by the fact that her
absenteeism is not dramatically egregious.
Further, although Respondent asserts that the Board had
tolerated her absences over a long period of time and suggests that
given the Board's past i.naction, it is unfair to seek dismissal, the
Board did in fact withhold her increments for 1979-80 and for
1981-82 because of her absenteeism. Further, Respondent was clearly
warned in July 1982, that if her attendance did not improve she
would be subject to tenure charges seeking her dismissal and she did
receive counseling. We find that the seriousness of her absenteeism
is compounded by the persistence of her pattern in the face of the
Board's efforts to reverse that pattern.
Although we acknowledge Respondent's length of service, we
find that any mitigation of the penalty based on her length of

J
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service is overshadowed by her persistent pattern of absenteeism and
total unresponsiveness to the Board's exhortations that she improve
her attendance. Fulcomer, supra. We further find that although the
record does not support a conclusion of incompetency, it clearly
establishes that Respondent's performance has been less than
satisfactory since the 1982-83 school year.
Thus, her record of
attendance is not mitigated by the quality of her performance, and
we can find no indication in the record of any improvement in her
attendance.
See In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Theodore
Augustine BurM. decided by the Commissioner, aff'd with modif. by
the State Board, October 24, 1984.1
Accordingly, for the reasons expressed, we affirm the
Commissioner's determination that Respondent's persistent pattern of
excessive absenteeism warrants dismissal from her position.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
April 1, 1987

1
Although Respondent argues that she should not be dismissed
because her record of absenteeism approximates that in Burns, see
Respondent's exceptions, at 13, and Mr. Burns did not show any
improvement, id. at 15, we note that in determining that dismissal
was not the appropriate penalty in that case, the AW emphasized
that " ... it is important to note that both the principal and the
chairman of the English department ... indicate that Mr. Burns is a
good teacher, is reaching out to help students and is improving his
attendance record." Burns, supra, Initial Decision, at 29. As set
forth above, this is not the case here.
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ANNUAL
SCHOOL ELECTION HELD IN THE

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BRIDGEWATER-RATITAN REGIONAL

DECISION

SCHOOL DISTRICT, SOMERSET COUNTY.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 23, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Lowenstein, Sandler. Brochin,
Kohl, Fisher, Boylan & Meanor (Kevin Kovacs, Esq ..
of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Soriano and Gross
(Daniel Soriano, Esq., of Counsel)
After carefully reviewing this case, we find that the
standards set forth in N.J.S.A. 19:29-1 et !!.<!· were applicable in
judging the violations alleged in this case, and in determining the
validity of the results of the election. We further find that the
Commissioner applied the correct legal standard in deciding the
case, ~1ication of James T. Murphy, 101 N.J. Super. 163 (App. Div.
1968), certif. denied, 52 N.J. 172 (1968). Accordingly. for the
reasons expressed therein,
we affirm the decision of
the
Commissioner.

January 7, 1987
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EDWAllD BOZINICY,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
CLIFTON, PASSAIC COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Remanded by the Commissioner of Education, April 24, 1986
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 20, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Wayne J. Oppito, Esq.
For the Respondent-Respondent, Dines and English
{Patrick c. English, Esq., of Counsel)
The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.
March 4, 1987
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JOYCE CAPRA,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE
BOROUGH OF EATONTOWN, MONMOUTH
COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Remanded by the State Board of Education, February 4, 1987
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 26, 1987
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Klausner, Hunter & Oxfeld
(Nancy Iris Oxfeld, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Gagliano, Tucci, Iadanza
and Reisner (Eugene Iadanza, Esq., of Counsel)
The question raised by this ap~eal is whether an individual
who has filed written charges with a d1strict board as specified by
N.J .S.A. 18A:6-ll has standing to appeal to the Commissioner of
Educat1on a district board • s determination not to certify tenure
charges where the individual filing the charges is no longer
employed by the district, and is neither a resident of the district
nor a resident of New Jersey.
The matter was initiated when, in March 1986, Joyce Capra,
a former employee of the Eatontown Board of Education (hereinafter
"Board") filed with the Board a written charge against the
district's Superintendent of Schools.
The basis of Ms. Capra's
charge was alleged conduct by the Superintendent that Ms. Capra
asserted
constituted conduct unbecoming a Superintendent of
Schools.
In support of her charge, Ms. Capra filed a written
statement under oath, attesting that she had been employed by the
Board from July 24, 1984, through July 5, 1985, as a bookkeeper
assigned in the administration office of the Board, reporting in
that capacity to the Board Secretary and Business Administrator. In
her statement, Ms. Capra attested to several incidents involving
comments made by the Superintendent to her and to other employees
pertaining to those employees. an incident involving the transfer of
another employee, instances of intoxication and parties held at the
off ice, and conduct related to Ms. Capra • s attempts to get a pay
increase.
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By letter dated April 9,
1986, the Board Secretary
confirmed to counsel representing Ms. Capra that the Board had
considered the charges she had filed, along with a responsive
statement made under oath, in executive session at its regular
meeting of April 7, 1986, and had adopted a detailed resolution
dismissing the charges by an 8-0 roll call vote. The letter further
stated that, on advice of counsel, the resolution was not being made
public.
On July l, 1986, Ms. Capra filed a Petition of Appeal with
the Commissioner of Education, alleging that the Board • s action in
dismissing the tenure charges was in violation of N.J.S.A. l8A:6-ll
in that there was probable cause to credit the evidence m support
of the charge and that the charge, if credited, was sufficient to
warrant dismissal or reduction of salary. She further alleged that
the Board had failed to make any determination as to whether there
was probable cause to credit the charge and whether penalty was
warranted, and that the Board had violated N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll in
failing to plainly articulate the reasons for its determination of
those questions and to supply Ms. Capra with its determination and
its reasons.
In her Petition, Ms. Capra requested that the
Commissioner require the Board to expressly determine whether
probable cause supported the charge and whether penalty would be
warranted, to require the Board to articulate its reasons, and to
require it to provide her with its determination and its reasons.
Based upon review of the papers and conference call of
counsel, the Director of the Bureau of Controversies and Disputes
dismissed the petition on July 10, 1986, on the grounds that
Ms. Capra would not be substantially, specifically and directly
affected by the outcome of the controversy. Ms. Capra appealed the
dismissal, and the State Board remanded the matter to the
Commissioner of Education in order that he could render his decision
pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:6-9.
On February 26, 1987, the Commissioner dismissed the
petition pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.9, concluding that Ms. Capra
was not an interested person as defined by N.J.A.C. 6:27-1.1 in that
she would not be substantially, specifically or dtrectly affected by
the outcome of the controversy since she is neither a resident of
the District nor of New Jersey, she is not any longer an employee of
the District and is not challenging her termination.
The
Commissioner further determined that the matter failed to meet the
definition of a contested case under N.J.A.C. 1:1-l.6(a)(6), which
provides that contested cases are those involving subject matter
susceptible to the receipt of evidence or particularized legal
argument.
Ms. Capra appealed, contending that she does in fact have
standing to bring the claim, and seeking a directive that the
Commissioner consider her petition. She argues that since N.J.S.A.
18A:6-10 confers standing to bring a tenure charge to a dutnct
board on any person, such person must also have the right to appeal
the board's denial of certification to the Commissioner.
She
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asserts that to hold otherwise would render ineffective the right
conferred by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10, and that that right together with
the public interest in the fitness of the Superintendent of Schools
to remain in his position provides standing to challenge the
district Board's determination in this matter.
Initially, we reject the Commissioner's conclusion that the
matter fails to meet the definition of a contested case. There is
no question that the subject matter involved here is susceptible to
the
receipt
of
evidence and particularized legal argument.
Manala an-En lishtown
Ed
·
Assn.
v.
Bd.
of
Ed.
of
Manala an-En l1shtown Re
1str1ct, 187 N.J. Super.
426 (App. Div. 1
ucation Association and
Clifton L. West, Jr. v. Board of Education of the Township of
Ridgefield Park, decided by the State Board, February 6, 1985,
aff'd, Docket NA-2859-84T7 (App. Div. December 24, 1985). See In re
Uiilform Procedure Rules, 90 N.J. 85, 105 (1982).
-Likewise, we find that Ms. Capra is not precluded from
pursuing her claim by the fact that she does not meet the definition
of an "interested person" set forth in N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.1. Although
the regulations require that an individual be an "interested person"
in order to petition for a declaratory ruling pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:24-2.1, the petition here is not one for a declaratory ruling, and
there is no requirement in the regulations that petitioners meet
that specific criterion in any other instance.
In resolving whether Ms. Capra has sufficient standing to
invoke administrative review of the Board • s determination in this
case, we emphasize that although the language of N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10
provides that the person or persons making a written charge against
a tenured employee "may or may not be a member or members of the
board of education ... ", and although N.J .s .A. l8A: 6-11 specifies the
obligations of a district board where written charge is made against
any tenured employee, the statutes in question do not confer
standing on the person making such charge to invoke review by the
Commissioner of Education of the board's determination concerning
certification. Further, although we conclude that N.J.A.C. 6:24-2.1
does not preclude standing in this context, we recognize that even
under the liberal approach taken by the New Jersey courts,
litigation is generally confined to those situations where the
litigant's concern with the subJect matter evidences a sufficient
stake in the outcome of the li t1gation and real adverseness.
New
Jersey State Chamber of Commerce et al. v. New Jersey Elect ion Law
Enforcement Commission, ·s2 N.J. 57, 67 (1980), Crescent Park Tenants
Association v. Realty EquitleS Corp. of New York, 58 N.J. 98, 107
(1971).
Nor are proceedings entertained where the plaintiffs are
"mere intermeddlers" or strangers to the dispute.
Crescent Park
Tenants Association v. Realty·Equities Corp., supra at 107.
At the same time, the courts have recognized the danger
that lack. of standing to invoke the power of judicial review may
confer on administrative action a conclusive character to the
possible great detriment of the public, Elizabeth Federal Savings &
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Loan Assn. v. Howell, 24 N.J. 488, 502 (1957), and have further
recognlzed that to take a narrow approach to standing may lose sight
of the overriding need of the system to make sure that someone shall
in fact be able to secure review of administrative action.
Id.
Accordingly, where a substantial public interest is involved ,a·
slight interest may be sufficient to give standing to invoke
judicial review. N.J. Chamb. Commerce v. N.J. Elec. Law Enforce.
Comm., supra at 68; Elizabeth Savings &Loan Ass•n v. Howell, supra
at 499.
Although we are mindful of the distinctions between the
exercise of judicial power and the nature of the quasi-judicial
authority
exercised
in administrative
proceedings,
City
of
Hackensack v. Winner, 82 N.J. 1, 28-29 (1980), we find these
pr1nc1ples equally applicable-In assessing whether an individual who
has made charges to a district board pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A;6-10
and filed them pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll has sufficient standing
to invoke the Commissioner's rev1ew of a district board's determination under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll not to certify the charges.
In
reaching this concluuon. we recognize that even under the limited
review to which such determinations are subject, ManalapanEnglishtown Education Assn. v. Bd. of Ed. of Manalapan-Englishtown
Regional High School District, supra; Ridgefield Park Education
Association v. Board of Education of the Township of Ridge£ ield
Park, supra, litigation of challenges to those determinations will
Imlpict the tenured staff member who is the subject of the
substantive charge. At the same time, we can not ignore the danger
that in some cases great harm to the public, and particularly to
students, may result from a determination not to certify charges
where certification would be mandated under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-11. We
further recognize, however, that such danger 1s not present in all
cases where a board determines not to certify charges.
We find
that the principles ennunciated by the courts properly balance the
conflicting considerations present in cases of challenge to a
board's decision not to certify charges, and would hold that where
the potential for harm to the Fublic is great in a particular case,
a alight interest is suffic1ent to provide standing to invoke
administrative review of the district board's determination.
In the case now before us, the sole interest asserted I;>Y
Ma. Capra, beyond the fact that she made the charges at issue, u
the interest of the public. However, the charges here are limited
to allegations of conduct pertaining to the Superintendent's
relations with administrative employees of the Board, and include no
alle&ations concerning conduct occurring on school premises or
involving students.
Insofar as the conduct asserted affected
Ms. Capra, any particular interest she may have had based on her
status as an employee of the District is negated by the fact that
she no longer has any connection with the District. Although we
recognize that the public may have some general interest in the
fitness of a superintendent of schools to remain in his position, we
conclude that the charges here do not implicate any substantial
public interest so as to provide Ms. Capra, whose interest in the
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Loan Assn. v. Bowell, 24 N.J. 488, 502 (1957), and have further
recognlzed that to take a narrow approach to standing may lose sight
of the overriding need of the system to make sure that someone shall
in fact be able to secure review of administrative action.
Id.
Accordingly, where a substantial public interest is involved,--a
slight interest may be sufficient to give standing to invoke
judicial review. N.J. Chamb.
erce v. N.J. Elec. Law Enforce.
Comm., supra at 68; E tzabeth
a & Loan Ass•n v. Howell, supra
at 499.
Although we are mindful of the distinctions between the
exercise of judicial power and the nature of the quasi-judicial
authority
exercised
in
administrative
proceedings,
City
of
Hackensack v. Winner, 82 N.J. 1, 28-29 (1980), we find these
pr1nc1ples equally applicable-In assessing whether an individual who
has made charges to a district board pursuant to N.J. s. A. 18A: 6-10
and filed them pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll has suff1cient standing
to invoke the Commissioner's revtew of a district board's determination under N.J .S.A. 18A:6-ll not to certify the charges.
In
reaching this concluuon, we recognize that even under the limited
review to which such determinations are subject, ManalapanEnglishtown Education Assn. v. Bd. of Ed. of Manalapan-Englishtown
Regional High School District, supra; Ridgefield Park Education
Association v. Board of Education of the Township of Ridgefield
Park, supra, litigation of challenges to those determinations will
rmpict the tenured staff member who is the subject of the
substantive charge. At the same time, we can not ignore the danger
that in some cases great harm to the public. and particularly to
students. may result from a determination not to certify charges
where certification would be mandated under N.J.S.A. 18A:6-ll.
We
further recognize, however, that such danger 1s not present in all
cases where a board determines not to certify charges.
We find
that the principles ennunciated by the courts properly balance the
conflicting considerations present in cases of challenge to a
board's decision not to certify charges. and hold that where the
potential for harm to the public is great in a particular case, a
slight interest is sufficient to provide standing to invoke
administrative review of the district board's determination.
In the case now before us, the sole interest asserted by
Ms. Capra. beyond the fact that she made the charges at issue. is
the interest of the public. However. the charges here are limited
to allegations of conduct pertaining to the Superintendent's
relations with administrative employees of the Board, and include no
allegations concerning · conduct occurring on school premises or
involving students.
Insofar as the conduct asserted affected
Ms. Capra. any particular interest she may have had based on her
status as an employee of the District is negated by the fact that
she no longer has any connection with the District.
Although we
recognize that the public may have some general interest in the
fitness of a superintendent of schools to remain in his position, we
conclude that the charges here do not implicate any substantial
public interest so as to provide Ms. Capra. whose interest in the
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matter is limited to the fact that she filed the charges, with
sufficient standing to invoke review by the Commissioner of
Education.
Thus, although the State Board of Education rejects the
grounds upon which the Commissioner determined to dismiss the
petition in this case, we affirm dismissal of the petition for the
reasons set forth in this decision.

November 4, 1987
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WILLIAM F. CARROLL, JR.,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SUSSEXWANTAGE REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT,
SUSSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 26, 1985
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Klausner and Hunter
(Stephen E. Klausner, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Chase, Clark and Leonard
(R. Webb Leonard, Esq., of Counsel)
In April 1984, the Board of Education of the Sussex-Wantage
Regional School District resolved to withhold Petitioner-Appellant
William F. Carroll, Jr. 's salary and adjustment increments for the
1984-85 school year.
On April 25, 1984, the Board informed
Mr. Carroll, who is a tenured physical education teacher, that it
had determined to withhold the increment because of his failure:
1) to carry out his assigned duties with regard to training
playground/cafeteria aides, 2) to follow a directive to escort
students to and from adaptive physical education classes, 3) to
follow repeated directives to meet with a parent who had requested a
conference and 4) to follow directives relative to the supervision
of students during recess periods.
P-1, in evidence.
Those
failures
were
viewed
by
the
Board
as
reflective
of
Petitioner-Appellant's
"unwillingnesa
to
cooperate
with
administration for the improvement of programs offered our students
and improvement of student discipline and supervision."
Id.
Petitioner-Appellant challenged the Board's action by filing a
Petition of Appeal with the Commissioner, alleging that the Board's
action was illegal, arbitrary, capricious and unfounded. Petition,
Para. 5.
In his Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
found that Petitioner-Appellant had discussed with his playground
aide the essential rules of kickball and certain aspects of the game
over the December-January period. Findings of Fact, 14. Be further
found that ~rior to September 1983, Petitioner-Appellant had a
cHscunion wtth his Principal regarding the time that was being
provided to allow him to escort students to and from adaptive
physical education classes, id. at 15, that during the first few
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days of the program teachers were sending students unescorted, but
that Petitioner-Appellant spoke to teachers about it, id at #6, and
that subsequently, on one occasion, some students came to class
unescorted.
Id. at #7.
The ALJ also found that PetitionerAppellant was directed on November 18, 1983. to schedule a new
conference date with a parent who had requested a conference, id. at
Ill, but that as of January 4, 1984, the conference had not been
held.
Id. at 112.
Petitioner-Appellant met with the parent on
January T. 1984, since he happened to see her in school that day.
Id .. at #13. Finally, concerning the incident on December 19, 1983,
which involved Petitioner •a alleged failure to adequately supervise
students during recess, the ALJ found that Petitioner-Appellant
could exercise adequate supervision from the spot where he was
positioned at that time. Id. at 116.
Based
on
the
proofs,
the
ALJ
determined
that
Petitioner-Appellant had provided training to the playground aide to
the extent that those responsibilities were spelled out.
Initial
Decision, at 13. Be further determined that although PetitionerAppellant had failed to escort students to adaptive physical
education class on one occasion, "no culpability should be placed
upon petitioner" since teachers were sending students unescorted
during the "start-up" period of the program ·and did not know that
Petitioner-Appellant was to "collect them." Id. at 13. The ALJ
also
concluded
that
Petitioner-Appellant
was
satisfactorily
supervising students during recess and that his location during
recess on December 19, which was somewhat removed from the students,
was due to his undisputed medical ailment and not to any desire to
shirk his duties. Id.
The ALJ, however, concluded that the proofs established
that Petitioner-Appellant bad failed to obey a directive to meet

with a parent who bad requested a conference and that his conduct in

this regard was not proper. Id. at 13-14. Nonetheless, he found
that this "charge" alone did not warrant withholding PetitionerAppellant's
increment.
Therefore,
in
light
of
PetitionerAppellant's overall performance, the ALJ recommended that the
increment be restored without interest and that Petitioner-Appellant
instead be given a written reprimand. Id. at 14.
The Commissioner concurred with "the findings of fact as
determined by the ALJ," Commissioner •s Decision, at 21, but
disagreed with his conclusion that Petitioner-Appellant had proved
"the absence of a sound basis for the withholding." Id. However,
in determining that the Board had a reasonable basis for-withholding
the increment, id. at 22, the Commissioner relied on "admissions"
contained in the~ranscript.
Specifically, the Commissioner found that PetitionerAppellant admitted the "on at least one occasion he failed to escort
students to their adaptive gym classes, despite a written directive
from the principal that he do so." Id. at 22. The Commiaa ioner
further noted Petitioner-Appellant's concession that he did not
train the aides on a regular basis, as he was instructed to do, id.,
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and Petitioner-Appellant's admission that he was standing at a
remote distance from the student activity on December 19, 1983,
without seeking excusal from his duties due to his physical
infirmities. The Commissioner concluded that the facts relating to
non-supervision were alone sufficient to support a withholding of
increment.
After carefully reviewing the entire record in this case,
we find that the record does not support the Board's conclusion that
Petitioner-Appellant failed to carry out his assigned duties to
train playground/cafeteria aides, nor its conclusion that he failed
to follow directives regarding the supervision of students during
recess.
We, however, find that the record does demonstrate that
Petitioner-Appellant failed to follow instructions to meet with a
parent who requested a conference and that he failed to fulfill his
assigned res pons i bi 1i ties to escort students to and from adaptive
physical education classes. We further conclude that these failures
provided the Board with "good cause" to withhold PetitionerAppellant's increment pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14.
As set forth above, the ALJ concluded that PetitionerAppellant had provided training to the playground aide to the extent
that those responsibilities were spelled out.
We agree.
The only
documentation of Petitioner-Appellant's duties in this area included
in the record are two memos from Anthony Mistretta, the Principal,
to Petitioner-Appellant and a health teacher.
The first, dated
December 21, 1983, states that "[w]hen there is a fifteen minute
outdoor recess period held [the Principal] would like you to utilize
the remaining available time to review games and procedures with the
aides."
R-4, in evidence.
The second, dated January 6, 1984,
indicates that "[e]ach teacher will be responsible to train aide(s)
in their respective sections."
R-3, in evidence.
Mr. Mistretta
also met with both teachers involved in January, 1984 and discussed
the training. He testified the intent of the training was to make
the aides competent in the games so as to eliminate any unforseeable
problems, Tr. 68, and told Petitioner-Appellant that he was to do
Tr. 76-77.
He further testified
more than just review the rules.
that

he

expected

Petitioner-Appellant

to

"place

the

person

in

situations so they can handle and be competent in the game," Tr. 82,
and so that he or she could "handle or eliminate any unforeseeable
problems ... " Tr. 83. However, Petitioner-Appellant had ascertained
in informal discussions with his aide at the time that she was very
knowledgable with the kickball activity, and he remained available
for any questions she might have.
Tr. 127, 153.
In view of the
lack of specificity concerning the scope and substance of training
that Petitioner was required to provide and the fact that Petitioner
did review the games with the aide, ascertained that she was
competent in kickball and remained available for questions, we find
that the record does not support the conclusion that Petitioner
failed to carry out any duties that were assigned with regard to
training aides.
Likewise, we agree with the AW that the record does not
support the Board's conclusion that Petitioner-Appellant failed to
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adequately supervise students during recess.
The one incident in
this regard occurred on December 19, 1983.
Pupils in the fifth
grade were playing football on a large field in the extreme cold,
and Petitioner-Appellant's feet were swelling. Be suffered from an
arthritic condition, and therefore stationed himself on a hill
overlooking the field, which was shielded from the wind by a
building. The playfield at given points was hom twenty to sixty
yards from his vantage point. Petitioner-Appellant taught classes
in football and felt he had full command of the field.
Tr.
123-124. When observed by Mr. Mistretta, the students were between
100 and 150 feet away from Petitioner-Appellant. Tr. 109. Based on
these facts, we concur with the factual finding of the ALJ that
Petitioner-Appellant was in a position to exercise adequate
supervision.
We however find that the record shows that petitioner
failed to fulfill his responsibilities to meet with a parent who had
requested a conference and to escort students to and from adaptive
physical education class. As to Petitioner's failure to meet with
the parent, the ALJ and the Commissioner agreed that Petitioner had
in fact disregarded instructions to conduct such parent conference.
Petitioner-Appellant, however, disputes this finding, asserting that
Mr. Mistretta's testimony is not credible.
The parties agree that Petitioner-Appellant did not wish to
meet alone with the parent because the parent had previously accused
him of "touching young girls." It was therefore concluded that the
conference should be conducted in the presence of Mr. Mistretta.
The conference was scheduled for November 8, 1983, but the parent
notified Petitioner through her spouse that she was cancelling the
conference. Despite the cancellation, she presented herself on the
designated date and requested that the conference be held.
Petitioner-Appellant's conference times, however, were filled.
The
parent communicated her desire to see Petitioner-Appellant both to
Mr. Mistretta and Petitioner.
According to Mr. Mistretta, he spoke with Petitioner on the
day of the conference, November 7, and instructed Petitioner to
arranfe another conference time with the parent.
On November 18,
Mr. Mutretta again instructed Petitioner to meet with the parent.
Tr. 50 et ~·
Petitioner denied talking with Mr. Mistretta on
November 7, and, in fact, he was not in attendance on that specific
date.
Additionally, the parent's cancellation note was dated
November 8.
As
to
his
conversation with Mr. Mistretta on
November 18, Petitioner asaerts that Mr. Mistretta merely asked if
he had met with the parent and Petitioner replied that he had not.
Petitioner asserted that the parent did not request that the meeting
be rescheduled.
Based on our review of the record, we are satisfied that
Petitioner was aware that the parent desired a conference and that
his principal did instruct him to meet with the parent. We find
that althrough Mr. Mistretta did not correctly specify the date of
his first conversation with Petitioner concerning rescheduling the
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conference, his failure to accurately specify that date does not
negate either his credibility or our conclusion that the record
establishes that Petitioner was reminded of his responsibility to
reschedule the conference on two occasions.
However, Petitioner
made no effort to reschedule the conference. His meeting with the
parent on January 7, 1984, was the consequence of a chance
encounter, and discussion was initiated entirely by the parent.
Because the semester was by that time concluded, the meeting appears
to have been completely superfluous. We therefore concur with the
AW and Commissioner that Petitioner's responsibility to meet with
the parent and his failure to do so is supported by the record.
We further find that Petitioner's failure to escort
students from their regular classroom to his adaptive physical
education class is also supported by the record.
Petitioner was
advised of this res pons ibili ty in September 1983.
However, from
October 17, when the class commenced, until October 21, when
Petitioner received a memorandum of inquiry from Mr. Mistretta, he
failed to perform this task.
We find that Petitioner's assertion
that he could not get to all teachers to remind them to hold their
students, Tr. 122-123, does not provide a basis for excusing his
failure since it is established that he required only one day to
rectify the problem once Mr. Mistretta intervened. Tr. 124.
In sum, we conclude that the record in this case
substantiates
that
Petitioner
had
been
advised
of
his
responsibilities to meet with a parent who had requested a
conference and to escort students to and from adaptive physical
education, and that he failed to fulfill those responsibilities. We
further conclude that his failures to fulfill these responsibilities
provided the Board with a reasonable basis for its determination to
withhold his increment pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:Z9-14.
Kopera v.
W. Orange Board of Educ., 60 N.J. Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960). Nor
does the fact that Petitioner's overall evaluation for 1983-84 was
satisfactory negate the reasonableness of the Board • s conclusion.
Petitioner's evaluation of June 1984 notes improvement in his
performance "over the past month," and we find that the overall
satisfactory rating was clearly related to Petitioner's "recent
improvement." P-2, in evidence.
Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, we conclude
that Petitioner has not shown that the withholding of his increments
for the 1984-85 school year was either arbitrary or unreasonable.

February 4, 1987
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ERICA A. COHEN,
PETITIONER/CROSS-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF EMERSON, BERGEN COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT,
AND

SUZANNE CARTER,
INTERVENOR-APPELLANT.
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 3, 1985
For the Petitioner/Cross-Appellant, Klausner and Bunter
(Stephen B. Bunter, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Parisi, Evers & Greenfield
(Irving C. Evers, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Intervenor-Appellant, Alfred F. Maurice, Esq.
This case involves questions relating to the seniority
entitlement of a speech correctionist employed by the Board of
Education of the Borough of Emerson and assigned by the Board prior
to February 1, 1981, exclusively at the elementary level, with
additional employment by the Board during 1978-79 that included
providing services to parochial school students in grades K-8.
Petitioner was initially employed by the Board on January 7, 1974,
and assigned on a two day a week basis to provide services to an
elementary school. During the 1974-75 school year, she served in
the same assignment on a full-time basis. She continued assignment
at the elementary level during 1975-76 on at least a four day a week
basis, also providing services without being so assigned in the
cases of two secondary students during that year. For the 1976-77
school year, Petitioner was assigned at the elementary level. She
filled this assignment until January 11, 1977, when she commenced
maternity leave. During that period, she consulted with the staff
members who were responsible for providing services to a former
sixth grader with whom she had worked, who was then in junior high
school.
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Petitioner returned to work following her maternity leave
on February 1, 1978, at which time she served at the elementary
level on a four day a week basis. In 1978-79, Petitioner was again
assigned to an elementary school, this time on a two and a half day
basis.
In addition, she was employed by the Board to provide
services one and a half days per week to eligible students in
kindergarten through eighth grade who attended Assumption School,
which is a parochial school.
From September 1979, until March 30, 1980, Petitioner was
assigned two and a half days per week at the elementary level. From
that date, her employment was increased to three and a half days per
week. From September 1980 through January 31, 1981, Petitioner was
again on maternity leave, receiving compensation only for nine days
of accumulated sick leave. Upon her return on February 1, 1981, she
was again employed on a two and a half day per week basis. but
specifically assigned to provide services to students at the
secondary as well as elementary level. During the next three years,
Petitioner was employed on a two and a half day per week basis and
was assigned exclusively at the elementary level.
On May 21, 1984, the Board acted to reduce Petitioner's
employment for the 1984-85 school year to one and one half days per
week. While reducing Petitioner's employment, the Board retained
another speech correctionist, Intervenor Suzanne Carter, assigned at
the secondary level on a three day a week basis. On July 6, 1984,
Petitioner filed a Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner of
Education, in which she claimed that she was entitled by virtue of
her seniority to the three fifths position, and that by reducing her
assignment while retaining the Intervenor Suzanne Carter on a three
fifths basis, the Board had violated her tenure and seniority rights.

I

In his Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
concluded that Petitioner bad been entitled to employment on a three
fifths basis for 1984-85 on the basis of her seniority. In arriving
at his decision, the ALJ first resolved the factual disputes in the
matter. finding such dispute to be limited to the nature of
Petitioner's assignments during the 1975-76, 1976-71 and 1978-79
school years. He found that Petitioner's limited involvement with
two secondary students during 1975-76 did not alter the character of
her assignment from elementary to secondary, emphasizing that the
Board had not assigned her to provide such services and that contact
with these students was limited, constituting professional courtesy
rather than performance of the duties of speech therapist for these
students. Similarly, the ALJ concluded that her availability on a
consulting basis the subsequent year to those staff members
responsible for providing services to Petitioner's former student
was nothing more than assistance provided to ease the transition of
a former student from elementary to junior high school.
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The ALJ however found that Petitioner's employment by the
Board during 1978-79 to provide services to eligible parochial
school students in the District who attended Assumption School was
district-wide because her caseload included six students who were in
seventh and eighth grades and received departmentalized instruction
at Assumption School. In so finding, the ALJ emphasized that in
contrast to her public school assignments, Petitioner's case load at
Assumption School ranged from kindergarten through eighth grade.
The ALJ further emphasized that these services were arranged and
paid for by the district Board as part of ·its obligation to provide
special education to all children in the District.
Based on application of the seniority regulations now in
effect, the ALJ concluded that Petitioner had accrued 3.15 years of
district-wide seniority at the time of the Board's action, in
contrast with Intervenor's Suzanne Carter's 3.08 years of
district-wide seniority.
Be specifically rejected Petitioner's
claims that she was entitled to district-wide seniority from the
date of her initial employment based on her minimum contacts with
secondary students during 1975-76 and 1976-77, emphasizing that the
Board had assigned Petitioner during this period to the elementary
level and that both the sco~e and duration of·her duties concerning
the secondary students was l1mited.
Be however found that pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(15),
Petitioner's service to seventh and eighth grade students who
received departmentalized instruction at the parochial school they
attended, which was provided by Petitioner pursuant to her
assignment by the Board, entitled Petitioner to district-wide
seniority during 1978-79,
to which,
pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6: 3-l.lO(h), her subsequent service at the elementary level was to
be "tacked on."
The ALJ further concluded that credit for her service
pursuant to assignment to Assumption School was to include credit
for time spent fulfilling responsibilities required by the
assignment, including preparation and reporting requirements,
regardless of the fact that the Board did not allocate compensation
to the hours required to fulfill those responsibilities. Be further
concluded that Petitioner should not be penalized by loss of
seniority credit because the academic year at Assumption School was
shorter than that in the District.
The ALJ however rejected Petitioner's claim that she was
entitled to 30 days• seniority credit during her maternity leave in
1980-81 pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b), finding that such credit
is mandated only if a leave of absence is less than 30 days.
Be
also rejected Petitioner's contention that the seniority regulations
now in effect grant district-wide seniority from date of employment
to anyone who subsequently serves on a district-wide basis, and that
her seniority rights had vested under the regulations in effect
prior to September l, 1983. The ALJ further rejected the argument
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that the Commissioner's decision in Felper v. Board of Education of
the Town of West Orange, decided by the Commissioner January 28,
1985, entitles a staff member who, as here, suffered a reduction in
force prior to September 1, 1983, but who continued to be employed
by the District after that date, to calculation of seniority under
the previous regulations for the portion of his service rendered up
to the time of the earlier reduction.
Based on his conclusions. the ALJ determined that
Petitioner had greater seniority at the time of the reduction than
Intervenor Suzanne Carter, and he therefore recommended directing
correction of Petitioner's seniority for assignment for the then
upcoming 1985-86 school year, and payment of $6,529 representing the
difference between her salary in the three fifths position minus
mitigation for the 1984-85 school year, and restoration of benefits
and emoluments she would have received if she had served in the
three fifths position during 1984-85.
The Commissioner adopted the Administrative Law Judge's
determination of the matter with several significant modifications.
First, the Commissioner concluded that Petitioner was entitled to
credit for district-wide seniority from her initial date of
employment, reasoning that when she suffered a reduction in force in
1978, she had achieved tenure, and her seniority entitlement should
have been calculated under the regulations in effect at that time.
Second, the Commissioner concluded that Petitioner's service to
Assumption school could not be construed as creditable for seniority
purposes since that service was not by virtue of her regular
contractual assignment with the school district. The Commissioner
found that such service was in addition to her "regular teaching
assignment, similar to that of staff who have coaching or
extracurricular assignments," Commissioner's decision, at 23, and
that her compensation was not based on her regular contracted salary
with the District, but was by way of vouchers.
Third, the
Commissioner found that Petitioner should have been credited with
.05 year seniority credit for the first 30 days of unpaid leave in
1980 pursuant to N . .J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b), as well as .03 year for the
nine days of accumulated sick leave she utilized in September 1980.
As stated, these modifications did not alter the Commissioner's
concurrance with the ultimate conclusion reached by the ALJ and,
accordingly, the Commissioner adopted the recommended orders as
modified by his determination.
The Board appealed, contending that Petitioner was not
entitled to district-wide seniority based on her service prior to
February 1981.
The Board argues that both the ALJ and
Commissioner's decisions are in error in this respect, that neither
by virtue of her parochial school assignment nor the reduction in
force occurring in 1978, prior to which she spent the majority of
her time with elementary students, did Petitioner gain entitlement
to seniority credit on a district-wide basis. The Board further
argues that Petitioner is not entitled to 30 days credit for her
maternity leave in 1980 since the regulation applied by the
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C011111issioner was not in effect at that time and, in any event,
Petitioner never started the school year in question and therefore
time during September should not count toward seniority. Intervenor
Suzanne Carter also at~pealed, essentially arguing that Petitioner •s
secondary seniority 1s far less than Intervenor's and therefore
Petitioner has no claim to any position in this category given to
Intervenor. Petitioner cross-appealed the Commissioner's denial of
seniority credit for services provided to students at the Assumption
School.
After
careful
consideration,
we
agree
with
the
Commissioner's conclusion that the Board failed to properly credit
Petitioner for her prior service when it reduced her employment for
the 1984-85 school year. In determining Petitioner's seniority, we
however
reverse
the
Commissioner's
determinations:
1) that
Petitioner was entitled to seniority credit on a district-wide basis
from the date of her initial employment by virtue of the reduction
in her position in 1978, 2) that she was entitled to seniority
credit for the first 30 days of her unpaid maternity leave and
3) that Petitioner was not entitled to seniority credit for her
service in her assignment to Assumption School. Rather, for the
reasons that follow, we conclude that Petitioner is not entitled to
district-wide credit for seniority purposes by virtue of having been
affected by reductions in force prior to September l, 1983, but that
she did acquire seniority on a district-wide basis commencing with
the 1978-79 school year on the basis of her employment by the Board
to provide services to parochial school students K-8, which included
7th and 8th grade students receiving departmentalized instruction.
We further conclude that Petitioner is not entitled to credit for
the first 30 days of her unpaid maternity leave, and also reverse
the Commissioner's determination on that issue.
II

The threshold questions in this case are whether
determination of Petitioner's seniority necessitated by the Board's
action of May 21, 1984. is controlled by the seniority regulations
that became effective on September l, 1983, and whether those
regulations control the categories to which her service from her
date of initial employment is to be credited.
Initially, we emphasize that seniority is a concept which
applies to certa1n rights of tenured personnel and only has meaning
when a reduction in force is necessary.
Bowley v. Board of
Education of the Township of Ewing, 1982 S.L.D. 1328, 1340, aff'd by
the State Board, June 1, 1983; In the Matter of the Seniority-Rlihts
of Certain Teaching Staff Members Employed by the Old Bridge Board
of Education and the Edison Townsh1p Board of Education, Docket
IIA-2241-8416 and IIA-2531 - 84T6 (App. Div. June 17, 1986). When a
board acts pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:28-9 to reduce the number of
teaching staff members employed in the district, dismissal resulting
from such reduction must be made on the basis of seniority.
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-10. The standards upon which seniority is to be
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determined, however, are those " ... established by the commissioner
with the approval of the state board," N.J.S.A. l8A:28-10, and, as
specifically provided by N.J.S.A.
18A:28-13, the Commissioner
" ... may, in his discretion, determ1ne seniority upon the basis of
years of service and experience within ... fields or categories of
service as well as in the school system as a whole, or both."
Further, any member dismissed as the result of Board action pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 must be placed and remain " ... upon a preferred
elig1ble l1st in order of seniority for reemployment whenever a
vacancy occurs in a position for which such person shall be
qualified . . . and in computing length of service for reemployment,
full recognition shall be given to previous years of service .... "
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12.
Thus, although the statutes mandate that
determ1nations concerning which tenured staff members are to be
retained following a reduction in staff must be based on seniority,
thereby mandating that prior service be recognized, the categories
to which such service is to be credited are controlled by the
categories established by the Commissioner within the broad
parameters set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:28-13.
It is now settled that the categories in which prior
service is to be credited when a seniority determination was
necessitated by Board action ta.ken pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9
after September l, 1983, are defined by the regulat1ons now in
effect, and that a teaching staff member affected by such action has
no right to be credited for service prior to September 1, 1983,
according to the categories defined by the regulations previously in
effect. Elsa Bill v. Board of Education of the Town of West Orange,
decided by the Commissioner. January 21, 1985, aff 'd by the State
Board, May l, 1985, aff'd, Docket N A-4355-84Tl (App. Div. Feb. 19,
1987).
In this case:-The Board acted on May 21, 1984, to reduce
Petitioner's employment for the 1984-85 school year from two and a
half days a wee.k to one and a half days per week.
Such action
constitutes a reduction in force pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9,
Klinger v. Cranbury Township Board of Education, 190 N.J. Super.
354, 357 (l982), thereby requiring the Board to arrive at a
seniority determination pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-10.
Thus, as
found by the ALJ. the regulations now in effect controlled
Petitioner's seniority entitlement, and pursuant to those rules, she
was entitled to credit for her prior service only in the categories
in which she had actual experience. Based on our conclusion that
Petitioner's experience prior to September 1978 was entirely at the
elementary level, we find that under the regulations now in effect,
she was entitled to credit in that category only for her service
from 1974, when she was initially employed, until the 1978-79 school
year, when, as subsequently discussed, she acquired seniority on a
district-wide basis.
That Petitioner was affected by reductions in force prior
to September 1, 1983, does not alter our conclusion.
Again,
seniority rights are inchoate until such time as dismissal or
reduction actually occurs. Bowley, supra.
Since the Commissioner
has the statutory authority to establish, and therefore to alter,
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the definition of the categories to which prior service is to be
credited, a member has only an expectency interest in the existing
seniority rules until such time as a reduction actually occurs. The
nature of this interest is not altered by the fact that a member
currently employed by a board was previously affected by a reduction
which required that his seniority be determined under the prior
regulations.
Again, when a reduction occurs, seniority rights are
triggered and the necessary seniority determinations are to be made
under the rules in effect at that time. Elsa Hill, supra. Once the
seniority determinations necessitated by a reduct1on have been made
and such determinations mandate the continued employment or
subsequent reemployment of the staff members having the most
seniority in the categories defined by the applicable regulations,
the mandates of N.J.S.A. l8A:28-10 and N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12 have been
fulfilled as to those staff members, and we can find no basis under
the regulations that became operative on September 1, 1983, for
concluding that when subsequently affected by a reduction after that
date, such staff member is entitled to credit now for service prior
to the earlier reduction on the basis of the categories defined by
the regulations in effect when the earlier reduction occurred.
We emphasize that in such cases. the prior service of
teaching staff members affected by reductions in staff prior to
September 1, 1983, was recognized at the time of the earlier
reduction and was credited under the regulations then in effect.
Those regulations required that prior service be credited in all
areas of endorsement regardless of whether or not the member had
provided any service under such endorsements. Thus, the regulations
in effect prior to September l, 1983, mandated the retention of
individuals in assignments in endorsement areas in which they had
not previously served. See Mulhearn v. Board of Education of the
Sterlin& Reiional High SChOol Dutnct, Docket #A-5123-SlTl (App.
Div. Oct. 3 , 1983). By virtue of their continued employment, such
members directly benefited from the previous regulations, and
enactment of the current rules in no way deprived them of such
benefit. Further, a member who was retained or reemployed under the
prior regulations in an endorsement area or at a grade level at
which he had not previously served continues to benefit from the
determination made under those rules.
We reiterate that the intent of the current regulations is
to insure that seniority is baaed on actual experience in a subject
area or category rather than on the mere possession of a certificate
endorsement. In the Matter of the Seniority Rights of Certain
Teaching Staff Members Employed by the Old Bridge Board of Education
and the Edison Township Board of Education, Docket #A - 2241 - 84T6
and IA-253l-84T6 (App. Div. June 17, 1986); Proposed Amendment:
N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10, 15 N.J.R. 464, 465 (1983). See SUB-COMMITTEE ON
SENIORITY, NEW JERSEY STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:--REPORT ON PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS TO N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 (June 1, 1983).
Although the
regulations spec1flcal1y provide for the recognition of all prior

7
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service, N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(e), nothing in the regulations purports
to freeze categories defined by the prior regulations for those who
have served in them. To hold that the seniority of those affected
by reductions in force prior to September l, 1983, who were retained
or reemployed by a board on the basis of seniority credited under
the regulations then in effect should now be credited to the
categories defined in the previous regulations for service prior to
such reduction would have the effect of freezing the categories
defined by the previous regulations for service prior to any
reduction occurring before September 1, 1983. At the same time.
those members who also served prior to September 1. 1983. but who
were not affected by a reduction in force before that date would not
receive the same benefit despite the fact that actual service may
have been identical. Not only would such result undermine our
intent that seniority be based on actual experience. but would
conflict with the purpose of seniority to provide a mechanism for
ranking tenured teaching staff members so that reductions in force
can be effected in an equitable fashion in accord with sound
educational policies. Lichtman v. Ridgewood Bd. of Ed .• 93 N.J.
362, 368 (1983). We conclude that when a reduction in staff occurs,
the policy embodied in the seniority regulations now in effect is
furthered and equity best served by determining the seniority of all
members currently employed by a board under the regulations now in
effect regardless of whether such members had been affected by a
reduction in force prior to September 1, 1983. To the extent that
our conclusion conflicts with that in Felper, supra. we overrule
that decision.
III

As set forth above, we conclude that Petitioner's service
from her date of initial employment is to be credited according to
the seniority categories defined by the regulations now in effect.
We turn now to the question of whether, pursuant to those
regulations, Petitioner acquired seniority on a district-wide basis
during her employment by the Board.
As stated, Petitioner was assigned upon her initial
employment as a speech correctionist at the elementary level. Had
her assignment been throughout her employment entirely at the
elementary level, she would have earned seniority only in the
elementary category and could not claim entitlement to assignment in
the secondary category by virtue of seniority. However, N.J .A. C.
6:3-1.10(1)(16)(iii) provides that:
Persons employed and providing services on a
district-wide basis under a special subject field
endorsement
or
an
educational
services
certificate
shall
acquire
seniority on
a
district-wide basis.
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Thus, if Petitioner provided services on a district-wide basis
during her employment by the Board as a speech correctionist so as
to entitle her to assert seniority in the secondary category, and if
by virtue of such service she had at the time of the reduction
superior seniority in the secondary category to that of Intervenor,
Petitioner would have been entitled to the assignment filled by
Intervenor following the reduction, and the monetary award in this
case would be warranted.
We therefore are required to resolve
whether during her employment Petitioner provided service on a
district-wide basis and the effect of such service on her seniority.
Initially, we emphasize that seniority on a district-wide
basis for persons serving under special subject field or educational
services endorsements is limited to those persons whose actual
duties were assigned on a district-wide basis, such as a child
psychologist who as a member of the child study team provided
services on a K-12 basis. In the Matter of the Seniority Rights of
Certain Teaching Staff Members Emoloyed by the Old Bridge Board of
Education and the Edison Townshfp Board of Education, supra.
In
essence, this provision recognizes that those staff members whose
assignments require them to provide services simultaneously to
students at both the elementary and secondary level have by virtue
of such assignment acquired experience in both the elementary and
secondary categories. Consistent with the purpose of the current
rules, this provision mandates that the experience of the member in
both categories be recognized, and, as is the case where a member
serves under different subject area endorsements during the same
year, see N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(f), requires that simultaneous service
be credited fully in each category within which the member served.
Thus, a member whose assigned duties required that he provide
services to students at all grade levels K-12 bas earned and may
assert seniority in both elementary and secondary categories.
Additionally, although neither N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(16)(iii) nor
N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(l)(lS)(iv) establuh an additional seniority
category, seniority acquired on a district-wide basis controls
entitlement to asugnments made on a district-wide basis, such as
speech correctionist K-12.
Further, once having acquired seniority on a district-wide
basis, a member is to be credited in both elementary and secondary
categories for his
subsequent service pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:3-l.lO(h).
Application of this provision in such cases 1s no
different than in cases where members are credited in categories in
which they are not currently serving by virtue of their sequential
assignments in different categories. Moreover, we emphasize that
while the current regulations require that a member have actual
experience in a category in order to earn seniority credit in that
category, once that requirement is met, the regulations control the
allocation of credit for such service in particular cases, and do
not permit the denial of credit on the basis that the amount of
actual experience in a category was minimal in comparison to an
individual's overall experience.

r
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Based on the foregoing, we now will consider whether
Petitioner acquired seniority on a district-wide basis so as to
entitle her to assert seniority in the secondary category, which is
the seniority category applicable to the three fifths assignment
filled by Intervenor during 1984-85. After careful review of the
record in this matter, and for the reasons expressed in his Initial
Decision, we concur with the ALJ that Petitioner's service from her
date of employment through the 1977-78 school year is to be credited
in the elementary category only. As found by the ALJ, Petitioner
was assigned during this period at the elementary level only and her
involvement in the cases of two secondary students during 1975-76
and, as well as her assistance to staff members during 1976-77 in
the case of her former student, was outside the scope of her
assi,nment.
Such involvement did not constitute the provision of
serv1ces on a district-wide basis.
However, for the reasons that
follow, we conclude that in 1978-79, Petitioner acquired seniority
on a district-wide basis pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.10(1)(16)(iii)
by virtue of her employment by the Board to provide services to
eligible parochial school students K-8 who attended Assumption
School.
Initially, we reject the proposition that employment by a
public school district to provide sp~cial education services to
eligible parochial school students 18 akin to "coaching or
extracurricular" assignment regardless of contractual employment or
the manner of compensation. See Commissioner's decision, at 23. In
contrast to such assignments, Petitioner's employment to provide
mandated services to parochial school students was of such character
that she was required to hold valid certification, and her
assignment therefore was as a teaching staff member. See N.J. S. A.
18A: 1-1.
Further, not only was the District requi redto prov1de
special education services to the Assumption School students
pursuant to Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965, 20 U.S.C. sec. 241, superceded bl Chapter I of the Education
Consolidat1on and Improvement Act of 981, Pub. L. No. 97-35. 20
U.S.C. sec. 3801 et ~·· as amended, but was required to control
and supervise the provuion of these services.
45 C.F.R. sec. 116
(1975-80) (now codified at 34 C.F.R. sec. 200.70)
Petitioner
provided such services as an employee of the District, and in view
of the character of her employment, we can not, in the absence of
statutory exception or contrary legislative intent. deny the
creditability of the service she provided as a teaching staff member
in the District on the basis of the contractual relations between
the parties. Spiewak v. Rutherford, 90 N.J. 63 (1982).
The record indicates that during 1978-79, Petitioner was
employed to provide services to eligible students attending
Assumption School on a K-8 basis. Pursuant to her assignment, in
addition to a global screening, Tr. 11/19/84, at 24, 39, 61-2,
Petitioner provided services to approximately six 7th and 8th grade
students.
Id. at 26.
The record indicates that students at
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Assumption School received departmentalized instruction at those
grade levels. Id. at 11.1 Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(15),
Petitioner'S
service
to
students
rece1v1ng departmentalized
instruction was in the secondary category for seniority purposes.
and since her assignment was K-8, that assignment must be considered
as assignment on a district-wide basis. We therefore conclude that
Petitioner acquired seniority on a district-wide basis by virtue of
her service at Assumption School.
we now must determine the amount of 'credit that Petitioner
entitled to assert on a district-wide basis for the 1978-79
school year.
As stated, Petitioner was employed that year to
provide services to the District's public school students as well as
to the students at Assumption School. Her public school assignment
was two and one half days a week..
Based on our review of the
record, we concur with the ALJ that Petitioner's assignment to
Assumption School was a one and a half day a week. assignment.
Petitioner's responsibilities in this assignment went beyond the
student contact hours to which compensation was allocated, and
included parent-teacher conferences, consultation, medical follow-up
and reporting. C-S(c), in evidence. Petitioner testified that, in
fulfilling her responsibilities, she provided ·services to Assumption
School one and one half days per week.. Tr. 11/19/84, at 23. In the
absence of any indication to the contrary, we hold that she is to be
credited for one and a half days per week. for seniority purposes for
her assignment to Assumption School.
i8

Petitioner •s assignment to Anumpt ion School , however , was
not for the full academic year as established by the district
Board's calendar. We emphasize that Petitioner was not an employee
of Auumption School, but rather was employed by the District and
was tenured in the District. We conclude that pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:3-l.lO(b), Petitioner is to be credited for her serv1ce to
Assumption School only for that portion of the academic year as
established by the district Board's calendar during which she was
l In its e::xceptions, the Board argues that Petitioner •s testimony
concerning whether Auumption School was departmentalized was
hearsay and that therefore our conclusion on that question is not
supported by competent evidence. As indicated above, upon specific
inquiry by the ALJ, Petitioner testified that seventh and eighth
grade students at Assumption School did not have one teacher and
that she knew it was departmentalized because she had conferences
with the individual teachers. Tr. ll/19/84, at 71. Ber testimony
was direct testimony rather than hearsay, and in the absence of any
indication to the contrary, see Tr. ll/19/84, at 124, we have
concluded, as set forth above, that seventh and eighth grade
students received departmentalized instruction at Assumption School
during the period that Petitioner provided services to students at
that school.

II
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employed in the Assumption School assignment.
Middlesex County
Educational Services Commission Education Association v. Board of
Daectors of the Mtddlesex County Educattonal Services Commi s s 1on,
decided by the State Board, January 7, 1987.
The record indicates that although the District • s academic
year commenced on September 6, Petitioner began her assignment at
Assumption School on September 25.
C-2(a), in evidence; Tr.
11/19/84, at 59. Likewise, Petitioner's assignment ended before the
close of the District's academic year on June 15. Id. Although the
Board would deny credit for any service in June, C-2(a), in
evidence, we find that the Board's pay records, C-2(c), in evidence,
and Petitioner's testimony, Tr. 11/19/84, at 59, indicate that she
did not complete her asugnment until June 1, and we would credit
her for that service.
Thus, based on the academic year as
established by the Board's calendar, Petitioner is entitled to .26
(.872 x .30) credit for her service to Assumption School students.
Further, although Petitioner served in her elementary
assignment for the full academic year, she did not serve in the
District on a district-wide basis until she commenced her assignment
to Assumption School. She is therefore entitled to credit on a
district-wide basis for all service that year only from September 25.
However, as stated, she continued her employment in the District
after June 1 on a two and a half day basis until the end of the
1978-79 academic year, and is therefore entitled to .46 (.928 x .50)
credit on a district-wide basis for that year for her concurrent
service to the District's public school students.

IV
We must now resolve the impact of Petitioner's maternity
leave from September 1980 through January 31, 1981, on her seniority
entitlement. N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b) specifically provides that
... The periods of unpaid absences not exceeding
30 calendar days aggregate in one academic or
calendar year, leaves of absence at full or
partial pay and unpaid absences granted for study
or research shall be credited toward seniority.
All other unpaid absences or leaves of absence
shall not receive seniority credit.
Thus, the regulation insures that a member is not deprived
of credit as the result of short-term leaves and specifically
provides for credit in cases of unpaid leave of longer duration for
purposes of study or research. We find that the language of the
regulation clearly precludes credit for any portion of an unpaid

/}..
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leave which, when totaled with all other unpaid leaves during that
calendar or academic year, is in excess of 30 days.
Such
interpretation is consistent with the purpose of the seniority
system to insure equitable determinations on the basis of actual
service, and we find that to broaden the exception provided by
N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b) would undermine that purpose.
As found by the ALJ, Petitioner's five month maternity
leave was unpaid, with the exception of payment she received for
nine accumulated sick. days.
We conclude that since her unpaid
maternity leave was in excess of 30 days, Petitioner is entitled to
credit during this period only for the nine days for which she was
paid. As found by the Commissioner, nine days equals . 03 of the
academic year. We therefore conclude that Petitioner is entitled to
to .02 credit (.03 x .50) for this portion of the 1980-81 academic
year based on her two and a half day a week. employment during that
academic year.

v
In sum, we conclude that the reculations now in effect
control the determination of Petitioner's seniority necessitated by
the Board's reduction of May 1984. We further conclude that her
seniority from 1974 through 1977-78 is to be credited only in the
elementary category since her service pursuant to her assignment
during that period was at the elementary level. We however find
that Petitioner acquired seniority on a district-wide basis pursuant
to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1) (16) (iii) during the 1978-79 school year on
the bas1s of her assignment to provide services to eligible students
K-8 who attended Assumption School, and that such seniority is to be
credited for both her public and parochial school assignments during
that year on the basis of the academic year as established by the
Board's calendar. We further find that Petitioner is entitled to
seniority credit only for the nine days for which she was paid
during her maternity leave during the 1980-81 academic year.
These conclusions, however, do not resolve whether at the
time of the Board •a reduction, Petitioner had greater seniority
creditable to the secondary category than Intervenor so as to
warrant the monetary award in this case.
The validity of
Petitioner's seniority claim must be determined by comparison of
Intervenor Carter's seniority with Petitioner's. As stated, the
assignment at issue is in the secondary category. As set forth
Mbove, Petitioner is able to assert seniority in the secondary
category by virtue of her district-wide service. Likewise, although
Intervenor Carter is currently assigned at the secondary level, she
may assert seniority in that category from January 21, 1980, on the
basis of her employment as of that date on a district-wide basis.
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Ms. Carter's seniority assertable in the secondary category
is stipulated to be 3.08.
In comparison, Petitioner's seniority
assertable in that category is:
Portion of
School Year

School Year

Portion of
Full-Time
Position

Seniority
Credit

.928
.872

.50
.30

.46

9/l/79-3/3/80
3/4/80-6/30/80

.6
.4

.50
.70

.28

9/1/80-1/31/81
2/1/81-6/30/81

.03
.50

.50
.50

.02

1978-79

School Year

Public School
Assumption

Portion of
School Year

Portion of
Full-Time
Position

.26
.30

.25

Seniority
Credit

1981-82

1

.50

.so

1982-83

1

.50

.50

1983-84

1

.50
TOTAL

___:_2.Q_

3.072

Thus, at the time of the Board's action, Petitioner did not
have superior seniority usertable in the secondary category to
Intervenor Carter, and we therefore reverse the Commissioner's award
of monetary damages in this matter. We however direct the Board to
adjust its records to reflect Petitioner's seniority entitlement as
set forth above.
2 As set forth above, to assure greatest accuracy in calculating
Petitioner's seniority credit, we have computed to three decimal
places Petitioner's seniority assertable in the secondary category
for the portion of the 1978-79 school year during which she earned
seniority on a district-wide basis. Bad we limited computation to
two decimal points, Petitioner's seniority in the secondary category
would total 3.08 (.928 = .93, .872 • .87). Although as a result of
such computation, Petitioner's seniority credit in the secondary
category would equal that of Intervenor Carter, we note that
Petitioner did not have superior seniority in that category at the
time of the Board • s action and, therefore, had no entitlement by
virtue of seniority to the assignment in which the Board retained
Intervenor Carter during the 1984-85 school year regardless of
whether computation is limited to two decimal places.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
June 3, 1987

Pending N.J. Superior Court
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MARY C. COKSTOCIC ET AL. ,
PETITIONERS-RESPONDENTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
SUMMIT, UNION COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 15, 1983
For the Petitioners-Respondents, Bucceri and Pincus
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-A~pellant, McCarter and English
(Steven B. Bopk1ns, Esq., of Counsel)
This is another case involving supplemental teachers who
petitioned the Commissioner of Education prior to the New Jersey
Supreme Court's deei s ion in Spiewak v. Ruther ford Board of
Education, 90 N.J. 63 (1982), challenging the district Board's
fulure to recognue their status as teaching staff members within
the meaning of N.J .S.A. 18A: 1-1. Petitioners in this case were
initially employed by the Board of Education of the City of Summit
prior to 1977 aa supplemental teachers on a part-time basis, and
were compensated at an hourly rate.
In November 1977, they
petitioned the Commissioner auerting that their service was in
tenurable positions, that the Board had failed to compensate them
properly and bad failed to enroll them in the Teachers • Pension
Annul ty Fund (TPAF). The matter was transmitted to the Office of
Administrative Law as a contested case on July 2, 1979, but was held
in abeyance on acreement of the parties, first in pending resolution
of Point Pleasant Beach Teachers Ass•n v. Bd. of Ed. of the Borough
of Point Pleaaant Beach, 173 N.J. Super. 11 (App. Div. 1980),
certif. den., 84 N.J. 479 (1980), and then of Spiewak, supra.
On August l, 1983, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
rendered his Initial Decision in the matter, finding that
Petitioners• service as supplemental teachers was in tenurable
posi tiona, and that they should have been accorded all salary,
enrollments and benefita of part-time teachers under the applicable
collective negotiations agreements.
Be further found
that
Petitioners Comatoct, Goldberg, Bobbie. Lummer, Yort and Pedicini
had acquired tenure, but that Petitioners Levinsonl and Nozik had
l We note that Petitioner Levinson has withdrawn her claim and ia
no 1onaer involved in this litigation.
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not met the statutory requirements and therefore had not achieved
tenure.
Be found that the retroactive relief to which Petitioners
were entitled was limited to a three month period prior to the
filing of the Petition of Appeal. Be determined that Petitioners
were entitled to statutory benefits such as accumulated sick leave,
which they would have acquired had they been recognized as teaching
staff members. Be directed reinstatement of Petitioners Comstock
and Goldberg, who bad been terminated by the Board after the
Petition of Appeal had been filed in the matter.
Finally. he
directed that the Board notify TPAF of pertinent employment data
concerning Petitioners.
The Commissioner adopted the AW' s
substantive findings and determinations. Be, however, directed full
retroactive relief to Petitioners, except Petitioner Pedicini, whose
service as a supplemental teacher was prior to April 1977.
The Board appealed, arguing that Petitioners were not
entitled to retroactive relief and that the salary and benefits that
had been afforded Petitioners had been proper. Petitioners appealed
the Commissioner's denial of relief to Petitioner Pedicini, arguing
that the Commissioner • s decision in all other respects should be
affirmed.
The threshold issues in this case are whether the
individually named Petitioners in this case are entitled to
retroactive application of Spiewak and, if so, the extent of such
relief. We find that the New Jersey Supreme Court's decision in
Rutherford Education Association v. Board of Education of the
Borough of Rutherford, 99 N.J. 8 (1985), settles these questions.
In Rutherford, the court settled that petitioners who. like
the Petitioners 1n th1s case, had filed Petitions of Appeal with the
Commissioner prior to the date of the Seiewak decision are entitled
to the retroactive benefit of that decuion. The court. however.
placed two limitations on such benefit.
First, because of the
administrative confusion that would result from retroactive
application of Spiewak to teachers terminated prior to the decision
in that case, the court in Rutherford held that Spiewak would not be
applied retroactively to any teacher who was not employed by a board
on the date of the Spiewak decision. 99 N.J. at 29-30. Second,
because of its concern with the financial impact on district boards
if Spiewak were given unlimited retroactivity as to those teachers
still employed on the date of the Spiewak decision, the court held
that even with respect to those teachers, calculation of the
retroactive benefits that each teacher is entitled to receive is
limited to a date six years prior to the court's decision in
Rutherford, Id. at 30.
Baaed on the clear mandate of Rutherford, we conclude that
the Petitionera in thia case who were employed by the Board on the
date of the Spiewak decision, specifically Petitioners Bobbie and
York are entitled to benefit retroactively from the decision in
Spiewak and to calculation of any benefits due them as a result of
our decision in this matter from the date six years prior to the
court's decision in Rutherford. We, however, find that retroactive
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relief pursuant to our decision is precluded in the eases of all
other Petitioners still involved in this litigation since none were
still employed by the Board on the date of the Spiewak decision.
We turn now to the question of whether by virtue of their
status as teaching staff members, Petitioners were entitled under
the education laws to salary and benefits equal to that of other
teaching staff members in the District.
Initially we emphasize that in determining the validity of
this claim, Petitioners are entitled to retroactive application of
the substantive holding of Spiewak, although calculation of any
retroactive benefits due them by virtue of the State Board's
decision in this case is limited to the period commencing on
April 11, 1979. Rutherford, a~pra. It is no longer disputed that
Petitioners' service in the Dutriet from their initial employment
as supplemental teachers was in tenurable positions and that both
have achieved tenure. However, as we found in Hyman v. Board of
Education of the Township of Teaneck, decided by the State Board,
March 6, l98S, aff'd, Docket IA-2S08-84T7 (App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986),
certif. denied, Docket i¥25,352 (June 30, 1986), tenure status does
not ent1tle Petitioners to compensation baaed on a negotiated
schedule applicable to other teaching staff members. Nor did the
court's decision in Spiewak confer such entitlement. Rutherford,
supra at 14. Rather, as set forth in ~· any entitlement to
compensation under the education laws u controlled by N.J. S .A.
18A:29-l et ~·, which are the statutory provisions applicable to
the compensat1on of
teaching staff members. 2
Again, those
statutes are applicable only to the compensation of full-time
teaching staff members.
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1; N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6
(repealed 1985) (provision now cod1fied at N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5). We
reiterate that, although the education laws proh1bit reduction in
the compensation of any tenured teaching staff member, N.J.S.A.
18A;28-5, they do not prescribe any standards governing the rate or
manner of the compensation of teaching staff members who are not
full-time.
See Hyman, supra. As stipulated, Petitioners' service
as supplementir teachers was on a less than full-time basis, and we
therefore conclude that they have no entitlement under the education
laws to additional compensation for their service as part-time
supplemental teachers during the period commencing in April 1979.

2 We note that, effective September 9, 1985, the compensation
statutes were substantially altered.
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-7, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-8, N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-10 and N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-12 were repealed. Teacher Quality Employment Act, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-5,~. 1985, ~· 321 sec. 16 (1985).
We further note that, 1n
addition to repealing those statutory provisions, the Teacher
Quality Employment Act raised the minimum salary for full-time
teaching staff member• to $18,500. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5. Although the
entitlement to retroactive benefits in this case is to be determined
under the statutea in effect prior to September 9, 1985, we
emphasize that the new statutory minimum, like the predecessor
statutes, is applicable only to full-time teaching staff members.
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We further conclude that although both Petitioners were
subsequently employed by the Board as full-time teaching staff
members, they are not entitled under the education laws to salary
adjustment based on credit for their prior service as part-time
supplemental teachers. In so concluding, we emphasize that nothing
in the education laws entitles a teaching staff member to credit for
prior part-time experience when, as here, initial placement on a
salary schedule occurs Fursuant to N.J.S.A~ 18A:29-9, so long as the
statutory minimums, wh1ch for the years relevant to this litigation
were set forth in R.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed 1985), are met and no
reduction in the compensation of a tenured teaching staff member
results from the placement. Ball et al. v. Board of Education of
the Township of Teaneck., dec1ded by the State Board, January 7,
1987.
Although the Board in this appeal has not challenged
Petitioners' statutory entitlement to be credited for accumulated
sick. leave pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:30-3, we emphasize that both
Petitioners are entitled to calculation of such sick. leave from
April 11, 1979. Finally, although the record indicates that from
September 1980, Petitioners have been receiving all employment
benefits specified in the collective negotiations agreement to which
they are entitled, for the reasons set forth in Scotch PlainsFanwood Education Association v. Board of Educat1on of Scotch
Pla1ns-Fanwood, wh1ch we also are dec1d1ng today, we daect that
they be cred1ted with any carry-over benefits from April 11, 1979,
for which they qualified under the terms of the collective agreement
by virtue of their status as teaching staff members within the
meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
March 4, 1987
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF CRANBURY, MIDDLESEX
COUNTY,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF LAWRENCE, HERCER COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 30, 1985
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Golden, Shore, Zahn
(Philip H. Shore, Esq., of Counsel)

& Richmond

For the Respondent-Respondent, Mathews, Woodbridge, Goebel,
Pugh & Collins (Dennis J. Helms, _Esq., of Counsel)
This case calls upon us to determine whether the application of the Board of Education of the Township of Cranbury, which
was made by the Cranbury Board through its Petition of Appeal to the
Commissioner of Education filed in August 1982, to terminate its
sendin,-receiving relationship with the Board of Education of the
Townsh1p of Lawrence should be granted pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:38-13. For the reasons set forth in this opinion, we conclude
that under the statute in effect when appeal to the State Board was
made, termination of this relationship is warranted, and that
subsequent amendment of the stat1.1te by the Legislature does not
alter our disposition of this case.l
I

The sending-receiving relationship between the Cranbury and
Lawrence Boards for &rades nine through twelve originally was
established by a five year contract approved by the Commissioner of
Education on Hay 31, 1978. As stated, this case was initiated in
Au&uat 1982, when the Cranbury Board petitioned the Commiuioner
seeking termination of the relationship pursuant to N.J. S. A.
l8A: 38-13. Thus, the proceedings weu governed by the statute 1n
effect prior to November 24, 1986,2 and both the Administrative
Law Judge and the Commissioner made their determinations under that
statute. Prior to its amendment, N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 provided that
1
As
subsequently discussed,
effective
N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 was substantially amended.
2 See supra note 1.
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no designation of a rece1V1ng district made by a district board
lacking high school facilities for the attendance of its pupils
"· .. shall be changed or withdrawn ... except for good and sufficient
reason .... "
A prehearing conference was held in this case on
November 16, 1982, and, following extensive discovery and efforts ~Y
the parties to settle the matter,3 the hearing commenced 1n
February 1985. The only parties to the case are Cranbury and
Lawrence.4 In its petition, the Cranbury Board asserted twelve
Ten of the reasons const·i tuted
reasons warranting termination.
Cranbury's affirmative reasons for desiring withdrawal and two
related to the impact of its withdrawal on Lawrence.
Cranbury
asserted that it desired termination because:
1) Princeton High
School was closer to Cranbury Township than to Lawrence High School,
2) the bus routes from Cranbury to Princeton involved fewer traffic
hazards than those to Lawrence, 3) Cranbury had more significant
community ties to Princeton than to Lawrence, 4) student transition
would be easier at Princeton since it was a four year high school,
5) Princeton High School had more and varied advanced placement
courses
than
Lawrence,
6) participation
in
extracurricular
activities would be facilitated since Princeton was closer.
7) Princeton High School offered free attendance at Princeton
University for qualified students, 8) Princeton had a better
computer program,
9) Princeton High School offered greater
opportunities for participation in sports because it has a "no cut"
policy and 10) Lawrence's projected growth might
result in
termination of the relationship at some time in the future.
In
addition to its affirmative reasons for desiring termination,
Cranbury asserted that withdrawal of Cranbury's students would have
a negligible effect on Lawrence's student population and would not
have a significant negative financial impact on the Lawrence Board.
3 The success of such efforts was contingent on the success of the

Washington Township Board of Education's efforts to obtain approval

for withdrawal from its relationship with the Upper Freehold
Regional Board of Education. Although no final determination had
been made on Waahington Township's application for withdrawal at the
time hearing commenced in this ease, we note that ultimately
Washington Township was not successful in its efforts to terminate
its relationship with Upper Freehold. See Board of Education of the
Townshi of Washi ton v. Board of Educatton of the U er Freehold
Re 1onal School
1ct, dec1ded by the State Board, June 5, 1985,
aff'd, Docket lA-84Tl (App. Div. September 17, 1986).
4 We note that, during the proceedings. the Lawrence Board moved
to join the Princeton Board as a third party petitioner.
Both
Cranbury and the Princeton Board opposed the motion, which was
denied.
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In her Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
determined that, under the applicable standard, the Cranbury Board
was required to show that there were good and sufficient reasons
underlying its determination to terminate its relationship with
Lawrence that outweighed any adverse impact on the Lawrence Board,
and that such reasons must be directly associated with the education
and well-being of the students affected by the termination. Based
on this standard, she denied the Lawrence Board's motion to dismiss
the matter and considered the question of whether termination was
warranted in this case.
The ALJ, however, recommended that the matter be dismissed
based on her conclusions that the Cranbury Board had not shown that
there were good and sufficient reasons underlying its preference to
send its students to Princeton Bigh School and that it had not shown
that there would be no adverse impact on Lawrence as a result of
withdrawal. Specifically, she found that, although travel time from
Cranbury to Princeton High School was less than that between
Cranbury and Lawrence High School, Cranbury had not shown that
travel to Lawrence was more hazardous or that travel time would
increase in the future. She further found that Cranbury had failed
to show that travel time to Lawrence had any·ne~ative effect on the
participation of Cranbury students in extracurncular activities or
that a reduction in travel time of fifteen minutes would increase
participation.
She determined that although Cranbury had shown
substantial community ties to Princeton, the Lawrence Board bad
shown that differences in socio-economic factors between Princeton
and Cranbury might cause difficulties in the adjustments of some
Cranbury students if they were to attend Princeton Sigh School. She
found that both Lawrence and Princeton had excellent academic
programs, and concluded that Cranbury had not shown any educational
advantage to sending its students to Princeton High School. The ALJ
further found no evidence to show the superiority of extracurricular
programs at either school and no proof that Princeton's no-cut
policy allowed more students to participate in athletics than the
program at Lawrence High School.
The ALJ then assessed the impact that Cranbury's withdrawal
from the relationship would have on Lawrence. She found that in the
first year of t~hased withdrawal, Lawrence would lose approximately
$154,000 in tuttion payments, and that, by the fourth year, total
annual lou would be approximately $500, 500. She found that the
lou would be partially offset by state aid as a result of an
increase in Lawrence • s student ~opulation.
However, abe further
found that although new constructton in Lawrence should increase tax
ratables, there was no evidence submitted to show how much
additional money would be available to the Lawrence Board.
She
therefore determined that if the increase in state aid and money
from new ratables was not sufficient to offset the loss in tuition,
Lawrence would have to request an increase in property taxes or cut
its budget, which might affect its educational program. The ALJ
therefore concluded that Cranbury had not shown that there would not
be any adverse financial impact resulting trom its withdrawal and
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had not shown that
educational program.

such

impact

would

not

affect

Lawrence's

The Commissioner affirmed that the applicable legal
standard required that the Cranbury Board show that good and
sufficient reason outweighing any adverse impact on Lawrence
supported its determination to withdraw from the relationship, and
that such reason must be directly associated with the education and
well-being of the students affected by the termination. He found
that the AW had applied the standard properly, and following his
review of the affirmative reasons profferred by Cranbury and the
impact of withdrawal, the Commissioner concluded that good and
sufficient reason supported by a definite presentation of facts and
outweighing any negative impact on Lawrence had not been
established. The Commissioner however did not concur with the ALJ's
conclusion that Lawrence had shown that some Cranbury students might
have difficulty in adjusting, specifically rejecting any argument
that socio-economic factors should serve as a basis for determining
where students attend school.
In reaching his conclusion, the Commissioner determined
that although there would be no negative educational or racial
impact as a result of termination, it could not be said that there
was an absence of negative financial impact. Rather, he found that
tuition loss would cause Lawrence to exert significantly greater
financial effort and to face budgetary constraints. He specifically
found that loss of tuition could conceivably be as high as $7,000
per pupil, that the loss of tuition paid by Cranbury would require a
substantial financial burden to be borne by Lawrence taxpayers if
the current level of programs and services were to be maintained.
and concluded that Cranbury's withdrawal might therefore conceivably
adversely affect Lawrence's programs. In so concluding. he noted
that tuition from Cranbury students represented 4. 3'%. of Lawrence's
current expense budget.
In assessing Cranbury's affirmative reasons for desiring

termination, the Commissioner found that Cranbury had established by

a definite presentation of the facta that Princeton High School is
closer to Cranbury than Lawrence High School, that travel time to
Princeton would require fewer miles on Route 1 than currently
re<Juired to reach Lawrence and that Cranbury has community ties to
Pr1nceton.
He however found that no one of these reasons, or
combination of them, rose to the level of good and sufficient
because: a) Cranbury failed to show travel on Route 1 was more
dangerous than travel on local roads, and b) proximity was not shown
to be a negative factor in the education of Cranbury students. The
Commissioner further found that Cranbury's community ties with
Princeton did not provide support for termination given that
Cranbury and Princeton were not part of a single community and were
not integrally related. Thus, the Commissioner concluded that, in
addition to having failed to establish an absence of negative
impact, Cranbury had failed to demonstrate good and sufficient
reason to terminate its relationship with Princeton.
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II

As set forth above, the Commissioner's determination that
withdrawal in thia case was not warranted was made under N.J.S.A.
18A:38-13 prior to its amendment by the Legislature. Again, prior
to amendment, the statute provided that withdrawal would be
permitted only for "good and sufficient reason." Although it was
not required by the standards developed under the statute that the
petitioning district prove that the receiving district was unable to
offer a thorough and efficient education, the petitioning district
was required to demonstrate by a definite presentation of facts that
there was good and sufficient reason to approve withdrawal. Board
of Education of the Borough of Brielle v. Board of Education of the
Borough of Manasquan et al. , decided by the State Board. August 7,
1985, limited remand by the Appellate Division, Docket IA-5701-84!6
(App. Di v. Sept. 20, 1985), decided by the State Board. March 5.
1986, appeal dismissed, Docket #A-5701-84T7 (App. Div. July 17,
1986); Board of Education of the Township of Washington v. Board of
Education of the Upper Freehold Re~ional School District, supra. In
determining whether good and sufhdent reason had been presented,
the Commissioner was required to "weigh all the relevant factors."
Branchburg Township Board of Education v. Somerville Board of
Education, 173 N.J. Su~er. 268, 276 (App. Div. 1980). Those factors
tncluded the educattonal impact, financial impact, facilities
considerations and racial impact on all pupils and districts
involved. Board of Education of the Township of Washington v. Board
of Education of Upper Freehold Regional School District, supra.
Under the standard established in Washington Township, a
petitioning district was permitted to withdraw once good and
sufficient reason was demonstrated if negative impact was not
shown.
Brielle, supra at 8.
Although the State Board recognized
that community preference could be considered, the standard that we
developed through our decisional law required that the reasons for
such preference be established by a definite presentation of facts
and be based upon the educational interests of the students in the
petitioning district.
Brielle, supra, at 8; Washington Township,
supra, at 6-7.
Atter careful review of the record in this case, including
the argument• preunted by counsel before the Legal Committee, we
find that a proper re1olution under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 prior to its
amendment requires that we once aga1n review the Legislative
policie1
embodied
in
the
statutory
scheme
that
governs
sending-receiving relationships. Initially, we emphasize that this
statutory scheme was intended to make unused facilities available to
those in need of education in outside districts, specifically to
students in districts that lack high school facilities.
See
Berkeley Beichts
v. Board of Ed. of Union County Regioi\ai
School Diat. No. ~40 N.J. Su~er. 549 (App. Div. 1956), aft'd, 23
N.J. 276 <1957). Although appllcation of the statutory scheme has
long reflected the policy of insuring stability in send1ng-receiving
relationships,
see Board of
Education
of
the
Borough
of
Merchantville v. Board of Education of the Township of Pennsauken,

f:!R.
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204 N.J. Super. 508 (App. Div. 1985), certif. denied, 103 N.J. 469
(1986), we emphasize that the policy favonng stability did not
create in a receiving district a statutory right to continue as the
receiving district for a particular sending district indefinitely or
to perpetuity. Board of Education of the Borough of Kinnelon v.
Board of Education of the Borough of Riverdale, Docket NA-3S87-83T2
(App. Div. Feb. 8, 1985).
Further, in addition to effectuating the policy favoring
stability when determining whether termination is warranted in a
particular case, the State Board also is required to effectuate the
legislative policy of this state to guarantee local participation in
educational matters. See H.J.S.A. 18A:7A-2.
In effectuating this
policy, we recognize that the tnvolvement of a sending district in
decisions affecting the education of its students is limited by the
fact that another district actually provides the educational
programs to its students. However, we find that the fact that a
district does not have the facilities to educate its students within
its own district and therefore must enter into a sending-receiving
relationship in order to insure a thorough and efficient education
for its students should not totally deprive a sending district of
involvement in any of the decisions affecting the education of its
students.
We further find that, given the reality that the
substance and direction of the educational programs provided to
students of a sending district by the receiving district are largely
determined by the
receiving district,
the most
significant
educational decision made by a sending district is the decision
concerning where its students will be educated. Again, the purpose
of the applicable statutory scheme is to make unused facilities
available to students in districts that lack facilities.
Because
the statutory scheme is intended to benefit the students of sending
districts and because the decision of where those students are to be
educated is the most significant decision concerning its students'
education in which the citizens of the sending district are
involved, we conclude that proper application of the standards
developed under H.J.S.A. l8A:38-13 prior to its amendment requires
that we effectuate to the desire of a sending district to educate
its students in another district so long as its preference is
educationally based and termination of its existing relationship
does not create unwarranted instability.
Our dual responiibility to both insure stability in
sending-receiving relationshipa and to effectuate local involvement
in the fundamental educational decision of where a district's
students are to be educated requires that we achieve the proper
balance between these two policies in each individual case.
As
indicated in our previous decisions involving terminations of
aending-receiving relationshipa, we have concluded that the pro~er
balance between these policies is to be achieved by grant1ng
approval for withdrawal when a sending district presents an
educationally based reason for seeking withdrawal that 1s supported
by a definite presentation of facts and no negative impact on the
receiving district is shown. Board of Education of the Borough of
Brielle v. Board of Education of the Borough of Manasquan et al.,
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supra.
Additionally, because of the importance we attached to
furthering the
legislative policy of local
involvement in
educational matters, we also have given approval for withdrawal when
the reason favoring withdrawal outweighed the negative impact on the
receiving district. Board of .Education of the Borough of Kinnelon
v. Board of Education of the Borough of Riverdale, supra.
We again emphasize that in ap~lying the standard developed
under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 prior to 1ts amendment, the sending
district u required to establish by a definite presentation of
facts that there is an educationally based reason underlying its
des ire for withdrawal. Brielle, supra. We found such requirement
necessary under the applicable statutory scheme in order that we
could insure that even the minimal instability inherent in the
termination of any established lending-receiving relationship was
warranted in a particular case and, in cases where the impact on the
receiving district would be more than minimal, to assess whether the
reasons favoring termination outweighed such impact.
Furthermore, the intent of the statutory scheme to make
unused facilities available to districts that lack facilities would
be undermined if withdrawal were permitted. where the receiving
district would suffer significant negative impact since the risk of
such impact upon termination would cause potential receiving
districts to hesitate to enter sending-receiving relationships.
Therefore we would not approve withdrawal in such circum1tances.
Becau1e it is the sending district in a particular case that makes
the initial assessment that withdrawal is warranted. and because
that district must assess the impact of its withdrawal before
seeking approval for termination, we conclude that under N.J.S.A.
l8A:38-13 prior to amendment, in addition to providing factually
supported educationally based reasons for its desire to withdraw,
the sending district also bears the initial burden of producing some
evidence that withdrawal will not significantly impact the receiving
district racially, educationally, financially or in the area of
facilities. See Washington Township, supra; Brielle, supra.
However, the requirement that the sending district produce
some factual aupport for its claim that withdrawal will not
significantly impact the receiving district does not impose on the
sending district the obligation to prove that no negative impact on
the receiving district would result.
See Brielle, suprf.
In
applying the atatute prior to amendment. once the sending d strict
provides educationally based reaaon1 for ita desire to terminate,
provides factual support for those reasons and provides some
evidence in support of its claims concerning the 1mpact of its
withdrawal, the burden shifts to the receiving district to
demonstrate that it will suffer significant negative impact as the
result of the withdrawal. If the sending district hu established
educationally based reasons for its desire to withdraw and the
receiving district does not demonstrate that withdrawal will impact
it
negatively,
we will effectuate the sending district's
determination concerning where beat to educate it students by
approving withdrawal. We reiterate that the receiving district has

7
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no claim on the students of the sending district and that, under the
applicable standard, it is legitimately concerned only with the
negative effect of withdrawal on its continued ability to educate
its students. See Brielle, supra.
We recognize that in every instance where a sending
district seeks to withdraw from an established relationship, in the
absence of immediate replacement by a new sending district with the
same student population, the receiving district generally will bear
the loss of tuition previously paid by the sender.
We however
reiterate that the statutory scheme was designed to make unused
facilities available to students from districts that lack facilities
and that tuition payments to the receiving district are intended to
permit receiving districts to accommodate students from the sending
districts without additional cost to them. The statutory scheme was
not intended to create a revenue source for districts, to subsidize
the expansion of facilities and programs for the benefit of the
receiving district, or to protect the receiving district's citizens
from tax increases. Thus, we conclude that where educationally
based reasons for withdrawal are substantiated, approval for
withdrawal will be granted unless the receiving district can show
that withdrawal will result in negative impact beyond the fact of
the loss of tuition. We further conclude, as we did in Brielle,
that such impact must be definite and tangible. Specifically, we
will not find negative impact based on speculation regarding the
future of the receiving district's programs where the future
direction of such programs will be determined by decisions, both
financial and educational, made by that district and the continued
ability to achieve its educational goals is within the control of
the receiving district.
III

Based on the principles enunciated above, we now turn to
the question of whether under the applicable statute, there is good
and sufficient reason to permit the Board of Education of the
Township of Cranbury to withdraw from its sending-receiving
relationship with the Board of Education of the Township of
Lawrence. Again, the standard under which we make this judgment
requires
us
to
assess
whether
Cranbury
has
demonstrated
educationally based reasons for seeking withdrawal and whether
Cranbury's withdrawal would negatively impact Lawrence.
As reflected in its petition in this matter and established
through these proceedings, Cranbury seeks withdrawal in order to
send its students to Princeton Bigh School. During the proceedings,
it was established that the factual basis for Cranbury's preference
to educate its students at Princeton Bigh School is that Princeton
Bigh School is closer to Cranbury, the travel route to Princeton
involves fewer miles on Route l, Cranbury has substantial ties to
Princeton, the curriculum at Princeton includes varied advanced
placement courses and an excellent computer program, Princeton
offers free attendance to Princeton University to qualified
students, and it has a no-cut athletic policy. Although Cranbury
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also
asserted
that
geographic
proximity
would
facilitate
participation in extracurricular activities and that growth in
Lawrence' a student population might result in termination of the
relationship at some point in the future, these assertions have not
been substantiated in this litigation. We emphasize that there is
no indication in the record that Lawrence High School is
overcrowded, and, at oral argument before the Legal Committee,
Lawrence reaffirmed that it had a commitment to accommodate the
Cranbury students which it was prepared to continue to meet in the
future without overcrowding. Tr. 4/9/86, at 43-5. We therefore
conclude that the reason profferred by Cranbury related to
Lawrence's population growth was not supported by a definite
presentation of the facts, and therefore we would not authorize
termination in this case on that basis alone. We, however, find
that those affirmative reasons underlying Cranbury's preference to
educate its students at Princeton High School that have been
substantiated by a presentation of the facts are sufficient to
permit withdrawal if it is not shown that termination would
significantly impact Lawrence.
Essentially, Cranbury has made a judgment that because of
geographic proximity, the travel routes involved, its community ties
with Princeton and the educational opportunities afforded by the
Princeton curriculum, the educational interests of ita students
would be furthered by attendance at Princeton High School. See Tr.
4/9/86, at 28.
In reviewing Cranbury's affirmative reasons for
seeking withdrawal, we recognize that it has not established that
the program at Princeton High School is better than that offered by
Lawrence. We however emphasize that under the applicable standard,
the receiving district has no "claim" to the sending distl'ict' s
students, other than that their withdrawal must not result in
significant negative impact on the receiving district.
Brielle,
supfa. at 9. Thus, the applicable standard does not require that
pos1tive benefits accrue to the students sufficient to overcome the
"claims" of the receiving district to these students, id., and
where, as here, it has been established that both districts-rnvolved
provide quality education programs, we need not balance the relative
academic merits of the proposed receiving district against those of
the current receiving district. Id. at 13. Rather, as stated,
where the reasons underlying the sending district • s preference to
educate its students in another district are factually and
educationally based, we will effectuate the sending district's
decision of where its students are to be educated by permitting
withdrawal if no significant negative impact is shown. As indicated
above, we find that Cranbury's preference is educationally baaed and
has been factually substantiated.
As

~reference

stated,

however,

although

we

find

that

Cranbury's

is educationally baaed, we would not approve withdrawal

1f withdrawal would result in significant negative impact on
Lawrence. Thus, we now must determine whether Cranbury's withdrawal
would produce such impact.
In making this determination, we
emphasize that it is uncontroverted that withdrawal would not impact
racial balance or facilities. The assertions here are limited to
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Lawrence's claims that Cranbury's withdrawal would have a negative
financial impact on it and that such impact might affect its
educational programs in the future.
The Commissioner found that
Cranbury had failed to show that Lawrence would not suffer negative
financial impact. He found that the loss of tuition from Cranbury
students would cause Lawrence to exert greater financial efforts and
to face greater financial constraints. which might conceivably
adversely affect its programs.
The Commissioner buttressed his
conclusion with information provided by the Division of Finance.
which, incorporating estimates of tuition increases, projected that
tuition loss would be greater than that projected by the ALJ.
As set forth above, we conclude that a sending district
need not prove that negative impact would not result from its
withdrawal.
Rather, in this case, the receiver was required to
establish definite negative impact beyond the fact of tuition loss.
We find that such impact was not established in this case. Rather,
we find that the only impact definitely established was that
Lawrence would be required to engage in planning and decision making
in order to adjust to the loss of tuition payments.
Our review of the record indicates that the impact of the
loss would depend on a number of variables, including growth in
Lawrence's student population.
However, even if Lawrence's
population growth does not produce an optimum increase in state aid
and revenues from new tax ratables are not allocated to education in
the amounts desired by the Board, the future direction of Lawrence's
educational programs will be determined by the decisions of the
Lawrence Board and its ability to generate the necessary financial
support among the citizens of its community, including support for
any necessary tax increases required if Lawrence's citizens desire
to maintain the District's current educational standards.
We
recognize that such tax increase may be required, but, as stated,
sendin,-receiving relationships are not intended to insulate
receiv1ng districts from financial constraints or its citizens from
tax increases.
Moreover, Lawrence's argument before the Legal
Committee indicates to us that any increase in municipal taxes in
this case would be necessitated primarily by expenses associated
with the Township's development, rather than by the loss of
continued tuition payments from Cranbury. Tr. 4/9/86, at 24-6. we
emphasize that although a district board can not insulate itself
from financial considerations, it i8 not the responsibility of the
district board to set tax rates or to operate the district on the
basis of municipal tax requirements.
Thus, although we find that the Commissioner's reliance on
information provided by the Division of Finance to buttress his
conclusions was improper, N.J.A.C. l:l-15.3(b); N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.13,
consideration of those figures does not alter our conclusion that
the phased withdrawal of a total of 90-95 students would not
significantly impact Lawrence if that district engages in sound
fiscal planning during the phase-out period. Even if the higher
figures,
which included
incorporation of
estimated
tuition
increases, were accurate and reliable projections of the revenues
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that would be received by Lawrence if Cranbury students continued to
attend school in Lawrence. Lawrence has not shown that the failure
to receive the higher amount would impact it differently or prevent
it from maintaining its educational programs at current levels.
Again, regardless of the amount of revenue that Lawrence expected to
receive from tuition payments, Lawrence was not entitled to rely on
revenue from tuition payments from Cranbury into perpetuity and, as
stated above, we will not prohibit withdrawal based solely on the
fact that the receiving district will lose tuition payments.
In sum, even using the more conservative figures relied on
by the AW, we recognize that the loss of revenue from Cranbury's
tuition payments would require adjustment by Lawrence over the
period of phased withdrawal. However, as stated, we conclude that
the fact that adjustment to tuition loss is required does not in
itself represent a significant negative impact on the receiving
district, especially in a case such as this where the district has
the option of maintaining its educational programs at current levels
despite withdrawal.
Such a case stands in sharp contrast to a
situation where loss of tuition revenue would impair the receiving
district's ability to provide a thorough and efficient education to
it students or to meet its educational goals and objectives.

IV
As set forth above, we conclude that Cranbury has presented
and substantiated educationally based reasons for its preference to
educate its students at Princeton High School. We further conclude
that it has not been shown that Cranbury's withdrawal would result
in significant negative impact on Lawrence, and we therefore find
that good and sufficient reason has been established under the
N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 prior to amendment to authorize withdrawal. We
now must consider whether the statute as amended by the Legislature
subsequent to appeal to the State Board is controlling in this case.
As stated, N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 was amended effective
November 24, 1986, while the appeal in the present case was pending
before the State Board.5
As the result of the legislative
enactment, N.J.S.A. 18A:38-l3 now provides that:
No such designation of a high school or high
schools and no such allocation or apportionment
of pupils thereto, heretofore or hereafter made
pursuant to law shall be changed or withdrawn,
nor shall a district having such a designated
high school refuse to continue to receive high
school pupils from such sending district except
upon application made to and approved by the
5 We note that the present case was the only case pending before
the State Board on the effective date of the amendment that involved
application of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13.

II
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commissioner. Prior to submitting an application
the district seeking to sever the relationship
shall prepare and submit a feasibility study
considering
the
educational
and
financial
implications for the sending and recetvtng,
districts, the impact on the quality of education
received by pupils in each of the districts, and
the effect on the racial composition of the pupil
populations of each of the districts.
The
commiuioner shall make equitable determinations
based upon consideration of all the circumstances
including
the
educational
and
financial
im lications for the effected distr'
the
1m act on the ualit of educat1on
pup1ls and the effect on the raca compoutton
of the pupil population of the districts. The
commissioner shall grant the requested change in
desh:nation or allocation if no substantial
negative impact will result therefrom.
(emphasis added).
The statute as amended now further provides that:
Any school district entering into a sendingreceiving relationship subsequent to severing a
prior sending-receiving relationship pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 shall remain in the subsequent
relationship for not less than five years. If,
after
. that
five
year
period
that
sending-receiving relationship is severed, any
student in the sending district shall be
permitted to complete his secondary education
within the receiving district.
Thus, the Legislature has modified the standard to be
applied when considering requests to alter or terminate sendingreceiving relationships. See Assembly Education Committee Statement
accompanying Assembly BillJNO. 2072 (Kay 22, 1986); Senate Education
Committee Statement accompanying Assembly Bill No. 2012 (October 2,
1986). Sfecifically, the Legislature has eliminated the language
that requued that "good and sufficient reason" be presented before
approval for termination could be granted. Instead. the new law
requires that prior to ~aking its application to the Commissioner, a
district wishing to sever a sending-receiving relationship prepare
and submit a feasibility study considering the educational,
financial and racial
implications,
and mandates
that
the
Commissioner grant the request to sever the relationship if no
substantial negative impact will result. Further, if a district
enters a new sending-receiving relationship subsequent to severing a
prior relationship, it must remain in the new relationship for not
less than five years, and any student in the sending district must
be allowed to complete his/her secondary education in the receiving
district. See Statement to ~- 1986 ~· 156.
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In determining the affect of the legislative enactment on
the case now before us, we have carefully reviewed the supplemental
briefs submitted by the parties and the relevant law. We conclude
that the new law does not apply to this case so as to alter the
conclusions we have reached by. application of the statute prior to
amendment.
Initially, we emphasize that the courts of this state have
long followed the general rule of statutory construction that favors
the prospective application of statutes.
Gibbons v. Gibbons. 85
N.J. 515, 521 (1981). However, when legislation affect1ng a cause
rs-amended while the matter is on appeal, an appellate court will
apply the statute in effect at the time of its decision, at least
where the Legislature intends that its modification be retroactive
to pending cases.
State, Dept. of Environ. Protect. v. Ventron
Corp., 94 N.J. 473, 498 (l983); Kruvant v. Mayor & Cou~cil ~wp: of
Cedar Grove, 82 N.J. 435, 440 (1980). The purpose of th1s pr1nc1ple
is to effectuatethe current policy declared by the legislative
body, Kruvant, supra, at 440, and it is therefore applicable where
the Legislature has clearly indicated that a statute should be given
retroactive effect unless such effect will violate the constitution
or result in a manifest injustice. State, Dept. of Environ. Protec.
v. Ventron Corp., supra, at 498. Further, the Legislature's intent
that the statute in effect at the time of decision be applied will
be effectuated and may be either express or in the legislative
history, or implied so as to make the statute workable or to give it
the most sensible interpretation. Gibbons v. Gibbons, 86 N.J. 515,
522 (1982).
In this instance, the Legislature did not provide that the
amended statute was to have retroactive effect.
Rather, the
language of the statute provides only that it would be effective
immediately, and the Legislature did not explicitly address its
application to cases already in litigation. However, our review of
the terms of the enactment, as well as the legislative history,
indicates that the Legislature did not intend that the new law apply
to cases such as the case before us, in which, following lengthy
litigation, the final agency determination in the matter is now to
be made on appeal and where the resolution achieved under the
predeceuor statute would be consistent with the legislative policy
expressed in the new law.
As set forth above, the new law requires that prior to its
application for severance, the district seeking to sever a
sendin&-receiving relationship must prepare and submit a feasibility
study. Thie requirement was added to the proposed legislation by
the Assembly Education Committee,
and as
indicated by the
Committee • s Statement which repeats the languace incorporated into
the statute as enacted, the requirement was added at the sponsor •a
request.
Assembly Education Committee Statement accompanying
Assembly Bill No. 2072 (Hay 22, 1986). We conclude that by its
inclusion of a threshold requirement to be met prior to litigation
of cates to be resolved under the statute as amended, the
Legislature demonstrated its intent that the statute be applied
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prospectively, at least where the evidentiary proceedings had been
completed and compliance with the statutory requirement would
require relitigation of the matter.
Again, the purpose of the principle that an appellate court
on direct review will apply the statute in effect at the time of its
decision, at least where the legislature intended retroactive
application to pending cases, is to effectuate the current policy
declared by the legislative body. Kruvant v. Mayor & Council Twp.
of Cedar Grove, supra at 440. We find that, as expressed by its
modiflcatton of the standard to be applied in considering requests
for alteration or termination of sending-receiving relationships.
the statute as amended does not represent a departure from the
legislative policies embodied in the statutory scheme applicable to
sending-receiving relationships prior to amendment of N.J.S.A.
18A:38-13, but rather gives further definition to the balance
between those policies.
By elimination of the requirement that the petitioning
district establish educationally based reasons for its preference of
where to educate it students, the Legislature has furthered the
policy favoring local involvement.
It however also has given
further guidance in effectuating the policy favoring stability by
the adoption of specific statutory criteria to be applied in
assessing the impact of termination, criteria that we emphasize were
developed through our decisional law under the predecessor statute.
See Washington Township, su~ra. The Legislature has further defined
the balance between the legtslative policies through the requirement
that upon severance, a subsequent relationship must be of at least
five years duration.
As set forth above, in making our judgment in this case
under the statute prior to amendment, we have concluded under the
standards developed under that statute, termination in this case
will not result in significant negative impact on Lawrence.
We
therefore conclude that by approving Cranbury's withdrawal from its
current relationship under N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 prior to amendment, we
are acting consistently wtth the current legislative policy as
expressed in the new law.
Furthermore, the petition in this case was filed over five
years ago.
Extensive litigation followed in which both parties
submitted their proofs on the question of the impact of withdrawal
and, as discussed previously, we have carefully considered that
impact. We find that under these circumstances, further prolonging
this litigation would place an undue burden on the petitioning
district and, in light of our conclusions concerning the substantive
questions involved, would not contribute in any meaningful way to
furthering the legislative policy as expressed in the statute as
amended. See Kruvant v. Mayor & Council Twp. of Cedar Grove, supra.

,.,
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As set forth above, under the standards developed under
N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 prior to its amendment, we conclude that good and
sufficient
reason for
termination of
the
sending-receiving
relationship between the Cranbury and Lawrence Boards has been
presented.
We specifically find that Cranbury has established
educationally based reasons for its preference to educate its
students at Princeton High School and that its withdrawal wi 11 not
result in significant negative impact on Lawrence.
We therefore:
direct termination of the sending-receiving relationship currently
existing between Cranbury and Lawrence.
However, although we conclude that N.J.S.A. 18A:38-13 as
amended effective November 24, 1986, does not govern disposition of
this case, we recognize our responsibility to effectuate the
legislative
policy
favoring
stability
in
sending-receiving
relationships, which is embodied in the statute both prior and
subsequent to amendment. We therefore direct Cranbury's withdrawal
on a four year phase out basis commencing with the 1987-88 school
year contingent upon the establishment of a new relationship with
Princeton of at least five years' duration.
Maud Oahme opposed.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
April 1, 1987
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KENNETH DEVENEY,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF SOUTH PLAINFIELD, MIDDLESEX
COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 25, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Katzenbach, Gildea and Rudner
(Peter Wint, Esq., of Counsel}
For the Respondent-Respondent, Wilentz, Goldman and Spitzer
(Robert J. Cirafesi, Esq., of Counsel)
The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.

January 7, 1987
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE
BEARING OF ROBERT E. DOYLE,
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

OF PEMBERTON, BURLINGTON COUNTY.

DECISION ON REMAND

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, March 15, 1984
Decided by the State Board of Education, November 7, 1984
Remanded by the Appellate Division, May 14, 1985
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
August 9, 1985
Decision on Remand by the State Board _of Education,
June 6, 1986
Remanded by the Appellate Division, November 13, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Sever and Hardt
(Ernest N. Sever, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent/Cross-Appellant, Selikoff and Cohen
(Joel s. Selikoff, Esq .• of Counsel)
This matter is again before us pursuant to a remand by the
Appellate Division.
In its decision, the court affirmed our
determination of June 4, 1986, that Appellant Robert Doyle's conduct
as to count 6 of the tenure charges against him was in violation of
N.J .S.A. 18A:6-l. In the Matter of the Tenure Hearing of Robert
Doyle, Docket IA-4885-BSTS (App. Di v. Nov. l3, 1986). The court,
however, remanded the matter to us for clarification of:
... whether the penalty (we] imposed is to be
reduced by the periods of suspension and
dismissal that were imposed on appellant as a
result of these charges ....
The court further directed that we
... express precisely the extent of any credit to
be given to avoid further disputes.
Thus, we are not called upon today to reconsider the penalty that we
assessed in our decision of June 4, 1986, but rather to clarify that
penalty.
As stated in our decision, after consideration of the
relevant factors and the additional proofs submitted by Appellant,
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ROBERT P. DURKIN,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY
OF NEWARK, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, June 25, 1985
Remanded by the Appellate Division, April 14, 1986
Decided by the State Board of Education, June 4, 1986
Transferred by the Appellate Division, December 4, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Thomas E. Durkin, Esq.
For the Respondent-Respondent, Vickie A. Donaldson, General
Counsel (J. Issac Porter)
This case was initiated by the Newark Teachers' Union and
thirteen individual teachers, including Appellant Robert Durkin.
Petitioners alleged that the Board's actions in withholding their
increments for 1984-85 were improper because they were not notified
within ten days of the Board's actions and, in some instances, were
not provided with reasons. In Appellant's case, the Board notified
him that the Human Resources Services Committee would conduct a
hearing on July 21, 1984, concerning denial of his increment. On
September 25, 1984, the Board advised Appellant that it had taken
action at a special meeting on August 31, 1984, to withhold his
increment.
The Board's action was based on his principal's
recommendation to withhold his increment because of his excessive
absenteeism. R-51, in evidence.
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found the Board's
actions to be factually and procedurally flawed in three cases so as
to warrant setting them aside. Be further found that the Board had
failed to give reasons for the withholding& within ten days as
required by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-l4, and directed that it do so within
ten days of the f1nal decision in the matter. He however sustained
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the withholdings in the cases of seven of the Petitioners, including
that of Appellant, finding that the Board had a reasonable basis to
withhold the increments in those cases.l
In his decision of
June 25, 1985, the Commissioner adopted the Administrative Law
Judge's findings and determination in the case.
Of the ten
remaining Petitioners, Appellant is the only one who sought to
challenge the Commissioner's decision in this matter.
On August 8, 1985, Appellant filed notice of appeal to the
Appellate Division. On September 17, 1985, Appellant filed a notice
of appeal to the State Board, enclosing a copy of the notice filed
with the Appellate Division.
Pursuant to a consent order entered
into on April 14, 1986, the Appellate Division retained jurisdiction, but remanded the matter to the State Board for the limited
purpose of allowing the State Board to act on the appeal.
On
June 4, 1986, we concluded that we were without authority to hear
the matter since Appellant had not filed an appeal with the State
Board within the statutory period set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:6-28,
and his appeal to the Appellate Divis ion was not filed within that
period.
On motion, the Appellate Division dismissed the matter on
November 28, 1986, and transferred it for adjudication by the State
Board with directions that "the appeal be adjudicated as brought
within time." On January 30, 1987, we notified the parties of the
court's directive and established a briefing schedule in the
matter. Appellant filed his brief on March 6, 1987, notifying the
State Board that he intended to rely on his submission to the
Appellate Division in the case and enc:.losing copies.
Respondent
fil~d its answer brief on March 27, 1987.Z
After reviewing the record in this matter, including the
briefs filed by the parties. we conclude that Appellant has failed
to show that the Board's action in wi tbbolding his increment was
arbitrary or unreasonable.
Kopera v. West Orange Board of
Education, 60 N.J. Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960). As found by the
ALJ, the Board withheld Appellant's increment because of his
excessive absenteeism, and he has not challenged the validity of
that substantive determination in these proceedings.
Further,
although we join with the Commissioner in cautioning the Board that
it is required to conform with the ten day notice requirement of
N.J. S .A. 18A: 29-14, we find that Appellant bas not provided any
basts 1n this appeal for rejecting the Commissioner's determination
concerning the effect of the Board's failure to provide such notice

1
The
claims.

three

other

individual

Petitioners

had

withdrawn

2
We note that because Appellant failed to serve his
with his appeal brief, the briefing schedule was extended.
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in his case.
We find that the record adequately supports the
Commissioner's
conclusions,
and
we
therefore
affirm
the
Commissioner's determination that while Appellant is entitled to
written reason for the withholding of his increment, the Board had a
sufficient basis to withhold his increment.
June 3, 1987
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FAIR LAWN EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
!CATHERINE SOLOMON, ARLENE ALB.ALAR,
ELAINE PAVON AND PHYLLIS STOLAR,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT.

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF FAIR LAWN, BERGEN COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Remanded by the New Jersey Supreme Court, April 11, 1985
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 27, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Jeffer, Bartman, Hopkinson,
Vogel, Coomber and Peiffer (Ronald F. Hopkinson, Esq.
of Counsel)
The decision of
reasons expressed therein.

the

Commissioner

March 4, 1987
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we concluded that the pattern of the use of force demonstrated by
Appellant • s conduct called for more severe disciplinary action than
the 120 day suspension without pay, the loss of an additional 30
days• salary and withholding of increment for 1983-84 ordered by the
Commissioner. We, therefore, increased the penalty to suspension
without pay for one full academic year, representing a monetary loss
of $26,875, as well as withholding of increments for 1983-84. We,
however, were cognisant that prior to our decision, Appellant had
been suspended without pay for the statutory period set forth in
M.J.S.A. 18A:6-l4, and had suffered dismissal from his position
during two separate periods by virtue of the Administration Law
Judge's determination and our first decision in this case.
Since
Appellant had returned to work., we determined to leave him the
choice of returning salary to the Board or accepting any additional
suspension required to fulfill our penalty of suspension without pay
for one full academic year.
As stated, the total penalty that we judged to be warranted
in this case was suspension without pay for one full academic year,
representing a financial loss of $26,875, which would have been the
salary due him for his services during the ten month academic year
of 1983-84. Such salary was based on service he would have provided
had he worked on each day required by the Board during the academic
year, and it was our intent that he suffer the full extent of the
loss of salary for that year.
However, as stated, we were well aware that Dr. Doyle had
already suffered disciplinary action, which included loss of salary,
as a result of the prior determinations made in this matter, and by
such action had already suffered the greater portion of the penalty
that we found warranted by his conduct. Thus, although we defined
the total penalty in terms of the academic year rather than the
calendar year specified in M.J.S.A. 18A:6-l4, thereby precluding
credit for the periods after school closed and before it opened,
calculation of the portion of the penalty not yet served was to made
by crediting Appellant for each day designated by the Board's
calendar as a required work day but on which Appellant did not work
as a result the disciplinary actions he suffered during the 1983-84
and 1984-85 academic years, and subtracting the total of such days
from the number of required work days in the 1983-84 academic year.
If Appellant chose to suffer additional days' suspension without pay
in order to fulfill the full terms of the penalty rather than to
return salary received, he was to be credited for each such day by
allocation of his current salary on a per diem basis.
Maud Dahme opposed.
January 7, 1987
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IN TilE MATTER Or THE TDt1RE
STATE BOARD

BEARING Or ROBERT I'ERENZ, SCHOOL

DISTRICT

Or

TilE BOROUGH

or

or

EDUCATION

DECISION

PAULSBORO, GLOUCESTER COUNTY.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 1, 1985
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Eugene P. Chell, Esq.
ror the Respondent-Appellant, Selikoff and Cohen
(Steven R. Cohen, Esq., of Counsel)
This appeal is from a decision of the Commissioner, which
found that a tenured graphic arts teacher was guilty of conduct
unbecoming a teacher based on an incident during which he permitted
a seventeen year old female student to sit on his lap, and which
directed Respondent's dismissal from his position.
The record establishes that, on November 16, 1984, during
the regular class period and in the presence of students, Respondent
permitted the student to sit on his lap while instructing her in the
use of a camera. The student did so on her own impulse and without
invitation. However, the Respondent did not seek to dissuade or
remove the student. In addition to the students who were present,
the incident was witnessed by the school nurse, who entered the room
to remit her faculty coffee club dues to Respondent. The incident
concluded only when the Respondent eased the student off his lap in
order to reach to his wallet to make change.
The record indicates that Respondent had an unorthodox
teaching style that was well received by students. He was popular
and considered his students as "friends."
The Respondent •a
abilities were also generally well regarded by fellow teaching staff
members.
In determining whether Respondent's conduct constituted
conduct unbecoming a teacher, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
concluded that the teacher-student distinction had diminished to a
degree where the student "does not recognize, or may be confused as
to the outer limits or bounds of the relationship," Initial
Decision, at 14, and that the Respondent's behavior was wanting of
the high degree of exemplary behavior expected of those who teach.
He specifically found that:
Respondent's failure to act, on November 16,
1984, to immediately remove T. P. from his lap
when she determined, under impulse, to sit
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thereon does not demonstrate the degree of "selfrestraint" or "controlled behavior" requisite to
his
professional
standing.
Respondent's
acquiescence to T. P. • s impulsive act goes beyond
the boundaries of impropriety and poor judgment
to confirm the Board • s charge that such behavior
constitutes conduct unbecoming a teaching staff
member.
Id. at 15.
The ALJ however concluded that the incident was not so
flagrant as to warrant the penalty of dismissal. In so concluding,
he rejected the Board's contention that Respondent's prior disciplinary record and warning concerning future misconduct coupled
with the charges here could only result in dismissal.
In the prior incident Respondent, as a "joke," and "without
ap4'arent malevolence," printed and disseminated within the school a
"N1gger Application for Employment." In consequence thereof, the
Board received complaints and was the subject of an investigation by
the United States Department of Education, Division on Civil
Rights.
The Board at that time passed a resolution wherein it
cautioned that it would seek the Respondent's dismissal for any
alleged future misconduct. The ALJ observed:
Such a predetermination by the Board ignores the
gravity of the alleged offense and the statutory
duty of the Commissioner to set the penalty
against the alleged offender based upon the facts
of the particular case.
Initial Decision, at 17.
While emphasizing that unfitness to teach might be shown by
one incident, if sufficiently flagrant, or by many instances, Rediay
v. State Board of Bducation, 130 N.J.L. 369 (1943), aff'd,
31
N.J.L. 326 (E.&A. 1944), the ALJ concluded that the present charge
W'iS'iiiot sufficiently flagrant to warrant Respondent • s dismissal."
Although he noted that Respondent's prior offense could not be
ignored, the ALJ did not explicitly consider Respondent's prior
offense in reaching this conclusion. He however determined that a
penalty was warranted, and reco~m~ended directing Respondent • s
reinstatement at the same rate of pay at which he was compensated
during his suspension with the forfeiture of 120 days• pay.
The Board excepted to the ALJ's decision and the Respondent
filed reply exceptions, which included a cross-exception. The Commissioner declined to review the Respondent's exceptions on the
grounds that they were untimely filed, and focused upon the Board's
exceptions, which essentially concerned penalty.
The Commissioner
first sustained the ALJ • s determination that the tenure charge in
the instant proceedings could not be based on other alleged, but
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unspecified instances of lap sittina.
The Commiasioner next
affirmed that the Board, by a preponderance of evidence, had proven
its charge based on the incident of November 16 of unbecoming conduct.
Regarding the appropriate penalty to be imposed in this
case, the Commissioner however disaareed with the ALJ, concluding:
The Commiuioner concurs with the legal premise
upon which the judge considered the assessment of
a penalty to be imposed herein against respondent. However, the Commissioner is not iersuaded
that the judge did, in fact, weigh both 1ncidents
of respondent's misconduct. Instead, it aJlpears
from a readin~ of the above-cited language 1n the
initial decis1on that the judge preemptorily made
a determination with respect to the tenure charge
prior to weighing both incidents or respondent •s
misconduct before such a determination was made.
Redcay, supr~. Therefore, the Commissioner does
not agree w1th the judge's finding that the
nature and gravity of circumstanceS' related to
the incidents of respondent's unbecoming conduct
warrant the imposition of a penalty less than his
dismissal from tenured employment. In arriving
at this finding and determination the Commissioner finds that Fulcomer, supra, is distinguishable from the arguments presented in
these proceedings with regard to the appropriateness of the penalty to be imposed upon respondent
herein. In Fulcomer, respondent had served in
the Board •s employ for 23 years wi tb an
unblemished record of service until the time of
the incident resulting in the tenure charge
against him.
Respondent's conduct complained of in the instant
matter involves two serious incidents which
occurred within a period of leas than three
years. These incidents of misconduct as stated
in the record of this matter are, in the Commissioner •s judzment, "sufficiently flagrant" to
establish that respondent is deemed to be "unfit"
to continue in his tenured position as a teacher
in the Board's employ. Redcay, supra.
Commissioner's decision, at 27-28.
Respondent appealed, challenging the penalty imposed on him
by the Commissioner. Be seeks reversal of the Commissioner's determination that dismissal is warranted and urges adoption of the ALJ's
decision in that regard. Be argues that the Commissioner •s determination is improper in that the Commissioner failed to consider his

3
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crou-exception, that the Commissioner substantially modified the
ALJ's decision without setting forth separately stated findings of
fact, that the Commissioner reached his decision without the benefit
of transcripts, and that the penalty of dismissal was imposed on the
basis of his prior conduct thereby depriving him of due process. By
incorporation of his croas-exception, Respondent further contends
that the purpose of severely reprimanding him for the conduct
charged here and deterring other school employees from engaging in
similar conduct would be accomplished by either loss of increment or
loss of 120 days' pay, and seeks modification of the penalty recommended by the ALJ to one of these two "fines."
Initially we reject Respondent's contention that the Commissioner was required under N.J.S.A S2:14B-10(d) to set forth in
his decision separately stated findings of fact and conclusions of
law because of his "substantial" modification of the ALJ's Initial
Decision. Rather than rejecting either the ALJ's factual findings
or his legal conclusion that Respondent engaged in conduct
unbecoming a teaching staff member, the Commissioner adopted the
ALJ's findings and conclusions. The Commissioner was not required
to restate the ALJ 's findings and conclusions in his decision in
order to justify the penalty he assessed based on those findings and
conclusions. See In re Morrison, 216 N.J. Super. 143 (1987).
Nor did the Commissioner's conclusion that the ALJ's
findings warranted a more severe penalty than that imposed by the
ALJ obligate the Commiesioner to direct production of and to consider the transcript. In re Morrison, supra. In•so concluding. we
emphasize that bad Respondent sought to challenge the ALJ's factual
findings before the Commissioner, it was incumbent upon him to provide the Commissioner with the necessary transcripts.
N.J.A.C.
l:l-16.4(b); In re Morrison, supra.
We further conclude that the failure of the Commissioner to
consider Respondent's exce,tions, which were filed on July 8, within
the five working days perm1tted by N.J.A.C. 1:1-16.4(c), does not in
itself constitute "reversable error." However, having the benefit
of the entire record, including the transcripts and the exceptions,
for the reasons that follow, we reverse the Commisaioner•s determination that dismissal is warranted in this case.
Again, Respondent has not challenged the conclusion below
that his conduct in permitting a student to sit on his lap during
the regular class pertod was conduct unbecoming a teacher. However.
dismissal does not automatically follow such conclusion, and in
assessing the proper penalty to be imposed, we must consider all of
the relevant circumstances, including the nature and gravity of his
offense, any evidence as to provocation, extenuation or aggravation,
and any harm or injurious effect that Respondent's conduct may have
had on the maintenance of discipline and the proper administration
of the school system. In re Fulcomer, 93 N.J. Super. 404 ( 196 7).
We emphasize that although the proper penalty in a particular case
is not assessed under this standard solely on the basis of a
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teacher •s past record, such record is one of the relevant circumstances to be considered.
We, like the ALJ and the Comminioner, view Respondent's
conduct in permitting a seventeen year old female student to sit on
his lap during class as a serious departure from the degree of selfrestraint and controlled behavior required of teachers. ~ In the
matter of the tenure Bearing of Jacque L. Sammons, 1972 S.L.D. 302.
However, the record shows that the incident was initiated by the
student, and that it was reflective of Respondent's unorthodox
pedagogical approach. While not diminishing the seriousness with
which we view Respondent •a failure to exercise appropriate judgment
under the circumstances, we agree with the ALJ that the incident in
itself does not warrant dismissal. Further, the record shows that
Respondent is considered a good teacher despite his unorthodox
teaching style, which to some degree contributes to his good rapport
with his students. We hesitate to direct dismissal where an otherwise effective teacher has committed an offense that, while
departing from the standards of proper student-teacher relationships, was caused by a lapse of judgment and was not in itself of
such character or magnitude to warrant dismissal.
Although our conclusion is not altered by consideration of
Respondent's ,.,rior disciplinary record, we can not ignore the fact
Respondent•s 1ncrement was withheld within two years of the incident
here for conduct reflecting another serious departure from the level
of professional judgment expected of teaching staff members within
the public school system. However, even considering that Respondent
has failed to exercise a~propriate judgment on two occasions, we
conclude that dismiual 11 not the appropriate penalty given the
nature of his offense viewed in the context of his seventeen years
of service as an effective and committed teacher.
Although we conclude that dismissal is not the appropriate
penalty in this case, we reject Respondent's claim that either withholding of increment or lou of salary alone would be sufficient
reprimand under these circumstances. While we do not find Respondent's conduct of November 16 of such macnitude to warrant dismissal
even viewed in li&ht of his prior disciplinary record, we reiterate
that his failure to exercise the level of professional judgment
expected of teachers was not inconsequential, and the resulting conduct represents a serious departure from the standards under which
teachers are expected to conduct their relations with students. We
conclude that Respondent's failure to exercise the professional
judgment expected of teachers even after his increment had been
withheld because of conduct resultin& from another failure to
exercise the level of profeasional jud&ment expected of teachers
calls for a penalty more severe then either withholding of increment
or loss of salary alone. Therefore, although we direct Respondent's
reinstatement with back pay minus mitifation, we direct forfeiture
of salary that would otherwise be due h1m for the first 120 days of
his suspension and loss of increment for 1985-86.
Maud Dahme, Betty Dean, Anne Dill~~an and Robert Woodruff opposed.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
October 1, 1987
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DR. JENNIFER FIGURELLI,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT.
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

V.

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
JERSEY CITY, HUDSON COUNTY,

DECISION

•RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, December 11, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Jeffrey A. Bartges, Esq.
For the Respondent-Appellant, William A. Massa, Esq.
For the reasons expressed in his decision, we affirm the
Commissioner's determination that Petitioner is entitled to
reinstatement to the senior administrative position for Pupil
Personnel Services from which she was wrongfully transferred
effective January 6, 1986. We further affirm the Commissioner's
determination that Petitioner is entitled to back pay and emoluments
minus mitigation from the date of her transfer, and emphasize that
such emoluments include any rights that she would have accrued had
the Board complied wi tb the Commissioner's previous dec is ion
directing her reinstatement, which we affirmed on appeal to the
State Board. Figurelli v. Board of Education of the City of Jersey
City, decided by the Commissioner, Jul~ 2~, 1984, aff'd by the State
Board December 15, 1984, appeal dumused Docket #A-2034-84T7
(Dec. 18, 1985).
Further, we share the Commissioner's concern about the
Board's failure to assure equal employment opportunity when filling
administrative positions, and join with him in reminding the Board
that it is obligated to act consistently with all state and federal
laws related to equal employment when filling vacancies.
May 6, 1987
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PETER FISCHBACH II AL.,
PETITIONERS-RESPONDENTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOAID OF EDUCATION OF TBE TOWNSHIP OF NORTH BERGEN, BUDS ON
COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, February 19, 1985
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
August 7, 1985
For the Petitioner/Cross-Appellant Fischbach, Bucceri and
Pincus (Louis P. Bucceri, Esq., of Counsel}
For the Petitioner-Respondent Farley, Greenberg, Kelley and
Prior (John B. Prior, Jr., Esq., of Counsel)
For the Petitioner/Cross Appellant Gattoni, Schneider,
Cohen and Solomon (Bruce D. Leder, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Giblin and Giblin (David F.
Lyttle, Esq., of Counsel)
After carefully reviewing and conaiderating the entire
record in this case, including all documentary and testimonial
evidence, we fully concur with the decision of the Commissioner of
Education, and, therefore, we affirm that deeiaion for the reasons
expressed therein.
In affirming the Commissioner's decision, we share his
certainty that if the Board of Education of the Township of North
Beraen is truly committed to wresting itaelf away from its past and
steering onto a course of sound fundamental education for its
students, it will acknowledge the necessity and wisdom of the
Commiasioner•s directive that the County Superintendent oversee the
selection process for filling the position of Supervisor of
Instruction.
October 1, 1987
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JERSEY CITY EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION ET AL.,
PETITIONERS-RESPONDENTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY
OF JERSEY CITY, HUDSON COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 22, 1983
For the Petitioners-Respondents, Philip Feintuch, Esq.
For the Respondent-Appellant, William A. Massa, Esq.
This is another case which involves the question of whether
the New Jersey Supreme Court's decision in Spiewak v. Rutherford
Board of Education, 90 N.J. 63 (1982), is to be afforded retroactive
application to Petitioners so as to entitle them to relief pursuant
to
that
decision.
The
Petitioners-Respondents
(hereinafter
"Petitioners") are fourteen bilingual teachers. who were compensated
by federal funds received by the District through the Title I
program, and the Jersey City Education Association, which is the
collective negotiations representative for all of the teachers in
the District. The Petition of Appeal in this case was filed on
January 4, 1982, approximately six months prior to the Spiewak
decision. In their petition, Petitioners sought salary adjustment
for each of the individually named
Petitioners based on the
negotiated schedule applicable to teaching staff members in the
District retroactively from the date of employment. and retroactive
employment benefits under the terms of the collective negotiations
agreement in effect during the relevant years.
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that Petitioners
were tenured teaching staff members and that they were entitled to
the relief they sought. However, based on the language of Spiewak
that the court's decision in that case would apply prospectively to
those not before the court, the ALJ determined that such relief was
to be prospective only. In addition, he concluded that litigation
of a similar claim by the Association prior to initiation of the
instant proceedings, !.!.! Jersey Cit¥ Education Association v. Board
of Education of the City of Jersey C1ty, decided by the Commissioner
August 26, 1980, aff'd by the State Board, March 4, 1981, barred
relief in this case for the period before the Spiewak decision was
rendered.
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The Commissioner of Education adopted the AW' s finding
that Petitioners were tenured, but rejected that part of the ALJ's
determinations that limited Petitioner's relief to prospective
relief only. He found that because the individual Petitioners were
not involved in the previous case initiated by the Association, they
should not be denied retroactive relief. The Commissioner concluded
that Petitioners were entitled to the benefits of salary, sick leave
and personal days retroactively to the date of first employment.
The Board appealed.
Although not
challenging the
Commissioner's determination that Petitioners had achieved tenure,
nor his determinations of the substantive relief to which individual
Petitioners were entitled, the Board argues that Petitioners are not
entitled to retroactive relief. Thus, the sole issue on appeal is
whether Petitioners are entitled to retroactive relief under Spiewak.
In Rutherford Education Association v. the Board of
Education of the Borough of Rutherford, 99 N.J. 8 (1985), the
New Jersey Supreme Court settled that Petitioners, like those here,
who had filed Petitions of Appeal with the Commissioner of Education
prior to the date of the Spiewak decision are entitled to the
retroactive benefit of that decision. The court, however, placed
two limitations on such benefit.
First,
because of
the
administrative confusion that would result from retroactive
application of Spiewak to teachers terminated prior to the decision
in that case, the court in Rutherford held that Spiewak would not be
applied retroactively to any teacher who was not employed by a board
on the date of the Spiewak decision. 99 N.J. at 29-30. Second,
because of its concern with the financial impact on district boards
if Spiewak were to be given unlimited retroactivity as to those
teachers still employed on the date of the Spiewak decision, the
court held that calculation of retroactive benefits that each
teacher is entitled to receive is limited to a date six years prior
to the Rutherford decision. Id. at 30.
We conclude that the mandates set forth in Rutherford are
applicable
to
the
individual
Petitioners
in
th1s
case,
notwithstanding the fact that the Association was involved in
litigation of a similar claim prior to the New Jersey Supreme
Court's decision in Spiewak. In arriving at the conclusion that the
mandates of Rutherford are applicable here, we are mindful that
although court-fashioned doctrines such as !!! judicata have genuine
utility in administrative proceedings such as these, the application
of such precepts by the State Board must be tempered by our
appreciation of this agency's statutory found at ions, its executive
nature and its special jurisdictional and regulatory concerns. City
of Hackensack v. Winner, 82 N.J. 1, 28-31 (1980). We emphasize that
the quest1on of whether the 1ndividually named Petitioners in this
case were entitled to the salary benefits they seek by virtue of the
New Jersey Supreme Court's determination in Spiewak that such
teachers are teaching staff members within the meaning of N.J.S.A.
18A:l-l has not previously been resolved, and we find that a fair
resolution of this case would be precluded if we were to apply the
doctrine of rea judicata on the basis of litigation that occurred
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prior to the court's decision in Spiewak and to which, as the
Commissioner emphasized, the individually named teachers in this
case were not parties. See City of Hackensack v. Winner, 162 N.J.
Super. 1 (App. Div. 1978), aff'd with modif., 82 N.J. 1 (1980).
Applying the mandate of RutherfQ5A· however, we conclude
that Nancy Mulvaney is precluded from retroactive application of the
rule announced in Spiewak since she was no longer employed by the
Board on the date of the Spiewak decision.
All of the other
individually named Petitioners in this case were still employed by
the Board on that date and we therefore conclude that. pursuant to
Rutherford. all are entitled to the benefit of the rule announced in
Spiewak, although calculation of any retroactive benefits due them
as a result of our decision in this matter is limited to the period
commencing April 11. 1979.
The Board
has
not challenged
in
this appeal
the
Commissioner's determination that Petitioners in this case are
entitled to the salary benefits, including compensation, that were
afforded other teaching staff members under the terms of the
collective negotiations agreements in effect during the years
relevant to this litigation. Further, the record demonstrates that
Petitioners were employed full-time during the relevant years,
Stipulation of Facts, and we conclude that by virtue of their status
as full-time teaching staff members, they were entitled under the
education laws to salary benefits for which that status qualified
them under the terms of the collective agreement. In so concluding,
we emphasize that although a district board is not required to adopt
a single salary schedule for all full-time members, if a board
adopts a schedule covering one group of full-time members, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.1 requires that it adopt schedules for all such members.
Hyman v. Board of Education of the Townshi.lL.QL_Teanec~. decided by
the State Board, March 6, 1985, aff 'd, Docket I/A-2508-84T7 (App.
Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif. denied. 104 N.J. (1986). We find that
by virtue of the Board's adoption of ~single salary schedule
applicable to full-time members for each year relevant to this
litigation, Petitioners were entitled under the education laws to be
compensated pursuant to that schedule. Therefore. we would direct
that the Board pay Petitioners the difference in compensation
between that which they received and that which they would have
received had they been paid in accordance with the salary schedule
applicable to full-time teaching staff members during the relevant
years.
We would specifically direct that, pursuant to Rutherford,
such compensation be calculated from April 11, 1979, to the date on
which each was afforded appropriate placement on the applicable
schedule.
We further emphasize that in addition to the specific
authorization conferred on district boards by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.l to
adopt salary schedules applicable to all full-t1me teaching staff
members, the statute permits a district board to adopt a salary
policy.
Such policy may include employment benefits, ~
Teachers Aasn. v. Bd. of Ed. of Newark, 108 N.J. Super. 34 (App.
Div. 1969), aff'd, 57 N.J. 100 (1970), and we flnd that the
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agreements adopted by the Board in this case must be considered as a
salary policy adopted by the Board under the authority of N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.1. We therefore conclude that Petitioners, as full-time
teaching staff members during the years relevant to this litigation,
were entitled under the education laws to sick. leave and personal
days for which they qualified by virtue of that status under the
terms of the policy adopted by the Board and expressed in the
collective negotiations agreements in effect during the relevant
years, again calculated from April 11, 1979.
In sum, we conclude that the individually named Petitioners
in this case are entitled pursuant to Rutherford to retroactive
application of the rule announced in Spiewak, except for Petitioner
Mulvaney, who was not still employed by the Board on the date of t~e
S2iewalc. decision.
We further conclude that by virtue of their
status as full-time teaching staff members during the relevant
years, the individually named Petitioners were entitled under the
education laws to compensation and employment benefits for which
they qualified by virtue of that status under the terms of the
collective negotiations agreement.
We however emphasize that
pursuant to Rutherford, calculation of such relief is limited to the
period commenc1ng on April 11, 1979.
April l, 1987
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CONSTANCE JOHNSON,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY
OF ENGLEWOOD, BERGEN COUNTY,

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, May 13, 1985
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Klausner and Hunter
(Stephen B. Hunter, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Gutfleisch and Davis
(Susan Raymond, Esq., of Counsel)
This is an appeal from a Commissioner's decision which
directed the reinstatement of Petitioner Constance Johnson, a
tenured School Social Worker, to the position of "Bilingual Social
Worker", a position title established by the Board, on the basis of
her seniority as a School Social Worker. Ms. Johnson had been
continuously employed by the Board as a School Social Worker from
January 29, 1973. On April 26, 1984, as part of a reduction in
staff necessitated by declining enrollment and economic constraints,
the Board resolved to terminate Ma. Johnson and Olga Godinez, who
had been employed by the Board since November 12, 1979, as a
"Bilingual Social Worker".
On August 16, 1984, Ms. Godinez was recalled
position of "Bilingual Social Worker". Ms. Johnson filed a
of Appeal to the Commissioner, alleging that the Board had
her seniority rights by reemploying a leas senior social
i.e., Ms. Godinez, as a "Bilingual Social Worker".

to the
Petition
violated
worker,

The record shows that the position of "Bilingual Social
Worker" was established in 1979 when the Board employed Ms. Godinez
in that capacity. In addition to ponessing certification as a
School Social Worker or- being willing to pursue certification, the
Board also required proficiency in spanish for such service. It did
not however seek at that time the approval of the County
Superintendent for the use of an unrecognized position title.
In 1982, the Board applied for a federal grant to fund its
Title VII Basic Secondary School Project. C-1, in evidence. In its
grant application, the Board proposed that the project include one
"Bilingual Social Worker". It further proposed that all personnel
in the Bilingual Education Program be fluent in english and
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spanilh. Appended to ita application was its job description for
the "Title VII Bilingual Social Worker", which specified that, in
addition to certification as a School Social Worker or commitment to
puraue graduate studies leading to certification in school social
work, evidence of succeuful experience in bilingual education and
oral and written proficiency in spanish and english were required
for employment in the position. C-1, in evidence. ·
In contrast to the District • s job description for School
Social Worker, C-4, in evidence, the responsibilities of the
Bilingual Social Worker were delineated with particular reference to
the non-english speaking and limited english speaking students and
parents to whom the "Bilinfual Social Worker" would provide
services.
Those
responsib lities
included:
1) facilitat:ing
adjustment of non-english speaking students by aiding staff in
accommodating the student's social and emotional needs and fostering
educational placement by academic assessment and transcript
evaluation,
2) administering the Language Assessment Battery,
3) providing
career
guidance
and
placement
services,
4) administering
interest
inventories,
5) fostering
career
exploration, 6) recommending materials to the district in the area
of career education, 7) developing potential . community work s i tea
for students for after school and easing transition, 8) planning,
organizing and monitoring orientation, 9) developing an operation
manual for
improvement of services,
10) conducting parental
involvement activities, 11) providing individual consultations, and
12) providing technical assistance to staff.
On Karch 26, 1984, Janice L. Dime, the Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Personnel, requested that the County
Su\)erintendent review the job description and approve the title of
"Bllingual Social Worker". C-6, in evidence. On April 5, 1984, the
County Superintendent approved the title for the 1983-84 school year
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6. C-7, in evidence. On July 30, 1984,
the District •a Superintendent requested approval for the position
title for the 1984-85 school year, indicating that the request was
being made so that the District could fulfill the requirements of
the Title VII Bilingual Grant. C-11, in evidence. On August 3,
1984, the County Superintendent again approved the title, specifying
that be understood that the request was being made so that the
District could fulfill its grant requirements. C-12, in evidence.
On April 16, 1984, the Manager of the New Jersey Department
of Education's Bureau of Bilingual Education responded to inquiry by
the Diltrict' s Director of Pupil Services concerning whether the
grant required that the social worker be bilingual. It was the
Manager's opinion that it did, and, further, that in her view, a
person unable to speak spanish would be unable to meet the
responsibilities of the position such as administering a native
lancuage inventory and interpretin& results. C-8, in evidence.
On April 19, 1984, the Grants Officer for the Bilingual
Grant Section of the U.S. Department of Education responded to an
inquiry from the Director of Pupil Services concerning whether the
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Board could utilize a non-bilingual social worker who has greater
seniority to fulfill the grant requirements of the program.
The
Grants Officer advised that the federal government does not
supercede local policies so that it was up to the district to retain
or dismiss based on seniority as established by the district. C-9,
in evidence.
At prehearing conference, the parties agreed to submit the
matter for summary decision based on the pleadings and evidentiary
documents submitted.
Included in those documents were affidavits
submitted by Ms. Johnson, Ms. Godinez and Dr. Janice Dimes, Acting
Superintendent.
In her affidavit, Ms. Godinez attested that during her
employment as the "Bilingual Social Worker" she had worked
exclusively with Hispanic students of limited ability in english
with the exception of a one month period during 1983-84.
She
further attested that her fluency in spanish was essential in
interviewing students and parents, referring students to outside
agencies with spanish speaking professionals, career and vocational
counseling and conduct1ng formal parent advisory meetings.
She
likewise attested that spanish fluency was essential in evaluating
students in the bilingual program for referral to the Child Study
Team.
In her affidavit,
Janice Dimes,
the Board's Acting
Superintendent, also attested that certain tasks, like testing
bilingual handicapped students, required a bilingual professional.
Constance Johnson attested that she readily acknowledged
that Ms. Godinez's ability to speak fluent spanish had resulted in
her being utilized in a broad spectrum of social worker educational
duties involving Hispanic families and students.
Nonetheless,
Ms. Johnson found that in actual practice there was little or no
difference between the duties performed by a "Bilingual Social
Worker" and a School Social Worker in the District. She attested
that in fulfilling her responsibilities as a School Social Worker.
she dealt when necessary with students and parents whose primary
language was not english, and whenever necessary utilized the
services of an interpreter supplied by the Board.
She further
attested that after review of the job description for "Title VII
Bilingual Social Worker", it waa her conclusion that only three of
the twelve duties listed required any level of proficiency in
spanish. All other duties could easily be performed by her without
any need to be bilingual, and the three responsibilities requiring
spanish fluency could be fulfilled with the use of other bilingual
~rofessionals within the Title VII program or the use of in-district
1nterpreters.
In his Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
found that the Board's action in recalling Ms. Godinez was
reasonable in ita attempt to achieve the goals of the bilingual
program. He concluded that a strict construction of the applicable
regulatory framework would result in the conclusion that no
"category" could exist for a bilingual social worker since the Board
of Examiners does not issue such endorsement and no specific State
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Board rule deall with it. Be however further concluded that the
State Board of Education had recognized the educational problems
created by the influx of pupils whose native language was not
english, specifically noting that N.J.A.C.
6:28-2.4 requires
communication with the parents and such pup1ls in the language used
for communication by them, and requires the use of interpreters when
necessary.
Be further noted that N.J.A.C. 6:31-1.3 appears to
require a district hoard to establish a bilingual education program
when there are twenty or more pupils of limited english speaking
ability in any one language classification, and that N.J.A.C.
6:31-1.6 recognizes the need to provide bilingual support serv1ces
for pupils of limited english speaking ability.
Indicating his belief that the absence of a bilingual
endorsement for education services was an oversight rather than
intentional, the AW emphasized that the State Board of Education
had demonstrated its desire to provide flexibility to district
boards in implementing State required programs, as illustrated by
N.J .A.C. 6:29-7.1 concerning who may teach family life education.
Bis review of the documentary evidence in this case revealed to the
AW "... a sincere intent and attempt by the Englewood Board to
exercise its discretionary authority to do what it perceived to be
the proper course of action .... " Initial Decision, at 5. Review of
the District •s application for the Title VII grant and the job
descri~tion
revealed the need for proficiency in spanish for
effectl veness, which the AW found the County Superintendent also
perceived in approving the use of an unrecognized title.
Such
perception was reinforced by the agreement of the Manager of the
Bureau of Bilingual Education with this conclusion. The ALJ found
that little weight could be given to the response to the District's
inquiry to the Bilingual Grant Section since it shifted the issue
back to the diatrict Board for resolution with no indication of the
impact on Title VII funding.
Finally, he found that the District
had demonstrated good faith in ita letter to Ms. Johnson concerning
reimbursement policy for pursuing spanish proficiency, which showed
that the Dbtrict had not precluded Petitioner from consideration
for recall as a "Bilingual Social Worker".
The ALJ concluded that the Board did not
discretionary authority to recall Ma. Godinez, and that
was not inconsistent with the spirit and intent of the
scheme of the State Board of Education. Be therefore
dismissal of the petition.

abuse its
its action
regulatory
recommended

The Commissioner rejected the ALJ'a recommended decision.
Be emphasized that the standards for determining seniority are set
forth in N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10.
Quoting the language of N.J.A.C.
6:3-l.lO(g) and N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6, the Commissioner noted w1th
approval the compla1nt by Ms. Johnson that the Board made no attempt
to comply with N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6 for the first five years of its
employment of Ms. Godinez. Further, in his opinion, proof was not
made that the title of "Bilingual Social Worker" is a prerequisite
to the Title VII Bilingual Grant.
Be observed that N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10 provides for additional seniority categories of spec1flc
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educational services endorsements, but that the regulations relating
to certification revealed no special endorsement entitled "Bilingual
Social Worker."
The Commissioner noted with approval Ms. Johnson's argument
that she is fully certified as a School Social Worker and capable of
performing the work required as part of the District's Title VII
Grant and that, if needed, the use of an occasional interpreter
could be supplied. Finding that Ms. Johnson was a fully certified
School Social Worker and senior in that category to Ms. Godinez, the
Commissioner
rejected the ALJ's determination and directed
Ms. Johnson's reinstatement to the position of School Social
Worker.
The Board appealed, arguing that its establishment of the
position of "Bilingual Social Worker" was a proper exercise of its
managerial prerogative, that its action established a position
separate and distinct from that of School Social Worker and that the
Board's delay in seeking approval from the County Superintendent for
the use of an unrecognized position title did not entitle Petitioner
Johnson to reinstatement to a position of "Bilingual Social Worker",
for which, it argues, Ms. Johnson is not qualified. For the reasons
that follow, we reject the Board's arguments and affirm the
Commissioner's decision.
Initially, we reject the Board's contention that it had the
managerial prerogative to establish the position of "Bilingual
Social Worker" so as to preclude Ms. Johnson • s claim to the
assignment on the basis of seniority. In rejecting this contention,
we emphasize that the right to reemployment in order of seniority is
statutory. N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12. Thus, although the education laws
J?ermi t a distuct board to establish qualifications for employment
1n or promotion to a particular position title beyond the threshold
qualifications established by statute and regulation, N.J.S.A.
lBA:27-4; Bd. of Ed Tp. N. Bercen v. N. Bergen Fed. Teachers, 141
N.J. Super. 97 (App. Div. 1976), we find that a Board's desire to
employ or retain individuals with such additional qualifications can
not defeat the seniority rights conferred by statute on teaching
staff members.
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-l0; N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12.
See
Lichtman v. Board of Education of the Village of Ridgewood, 93 N~
362, 368 n. 4 (1983).
We also reject the Board's argument that either the
legislative mandate pr.oviding for the establishment of Bilingual
Education Programs in the public schools, N.J.S.A. 18A:35-l5 et
!!!·· ~· 1974 ~· 197 (1975}, or the regulations promulgated by the
State Board to effectuate this mandate, N.J .A.C. 6:31-1 et !!!·.
re9uired or authorized the Board to estabhsh a "job category" of
"Bllingual Social Worker" so as to create a separate category for
purposes of seniority or to defeat the entitlement to the position
of a tenured teacher based on seniority in the category otherwise
applicable to the position. Rather, review of the statutory and
regulatory framework applicable to Bilingual Education Programs
indicates that it does not alter the operation of the seniority
system as established by statute and regulation.
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In providing for the establishment of Bilingual Education
Programs, the Legislature recognized that instruction given only in
english is often inadequate for the instruction of children whose
native language is not english. N.J.S.A. 18A:35-l5. Accordingly,
the Legislature specifically mandated that when there are twenty or
more pupils of limited english-speaking ability in any one language
clasnflcation, the district must establieh a program in bilingual
education for the8e student8. N.J.S.A. l8A:35-l8. The Legislature,
however, entrusted implementation of Bilingual Education Programs in
this state to the Commissioner and the State Board of Education,
N.J.S.A. 18A:35-23, -24, -26, and, in doing so, did not alter the
operat1on of the seniority system as it applies to teaching staff
members serving in Bilingual Education Programs.
In fulfilling the Legislature's mandate, the State Board of
Education adopted regulations establishing criteria for the development of Bilingual Education Programs. N.J.A.C. 6:31-1.1 et !!S· In
N.J.A.C. 6:31-1.9, we addressed certification requirements for
teachera of bilingual and ESL classes, requiring specialized certification for these staff members. However, we did not alter the
certification requirements applicable to teaching staff members
providing educational support servicee so as to establish
specialized qualifications or separate categories for seniority
pur~oses for those members providing support services to students in
Bil1ngual Education Programs. See N.J.A.C. 6:11-12.1 et !!i·
Nor do the requirements of N.J.A.C. 6:31-1.6 re<fuire or
authorize district boards to require specialized qualificat1ons for
the provision of educational support services to students in
Bilingual Education Prosrams 80 a8 establish separate positions for
seniority purpoaes.
N.J.A.C. 6:31-1.6(a) requires that pupils
enrolled in Bilingual and ESL Education Programs have full access to
educational eervices available to other atudents in the district,
and N.J.A.C. 6:31-1.6(b) requires that districts "use full and
part-time bilingual peraonnel to provide aupportive services (such
aa counaelling) to pupils of limited English speaking ability." The
reculation however does not require that a di8trict employ bilincual
peraonnel ao aa to mirror each educational support serv1ce offered
to all atudents by the district, and does not require that districts
employ a bilingual ataff member in any particular educational
support services poaition.l Thus, the regulation does not alter
the operation of the seniority aystem.
l We note. aa did .the ALJ, that in addition to the requirements
of N.J.A.C. 6:31-l et ~·, the regulations controlling the proviaion of apecial educat1on to students require that notice to
parenta. atudent evaluation and ~arent conferences required by those
regulations must be conducted "1n the language used for communication by the parent and pupil unle11 it is not feasible to do so."
N.J.A.C. 6:28-2.4. That requirement applies whether or not a student is in a Bilingual Education Program mandated by N.J.A.C.
6:31-1.3. This regulation does not however mandate that the conferences be conducted in the native lanauage under all circumstances, and apecifically permits the use of interpreters when necessary.

'
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Nor does the authority of the County Superintendent to
approve the use of unrecognized position titles pursuant to H.J.A.C.
6:11-3 .6(b) alter the operation of the seniority system 1n thu
context. That regulation provides the one exception to our mandate
that district Boards must assign position titles to teaching staff
members that are recognized in the certification rules. N.J.A.C.
6:11-3. 6(a). In the event that a district determines that the use
of an unrecognized title is desirable, or if a previously
unrecognized title exists, H.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6(b) confers on the
County Superintendent the authortty to approve the use of an
unrecognized title on an annual basis based on a detailed job
descri~tion,
and authorizes him to determine the appropriate
certiflcate and title for the position. The regulation alters the
operation of the seniority system insofar as the County Superintendent's determination concerning title and certificates required for
unrecognized
positions
is
binding
upon
future
seniority
determinations on a case by case basis.
We however emphasize that the authority of the County
Superintendent in approving unrecognized titles is limited to
determining the appropriate title and certification for the proposed
position.
Neither statute nor regulation authorize the County
Superintendent to establish new certifications.
Nor does the
applicable legal framework permit the County Superintendent to
approve the use of an unrecognized position title based on
additional qualifications for employment in recognized positions
within the public school system. Cf. Appel v. Board of Education of
the City of Camden, 1975 S.L.D. 562.
Rather, threshold qualification for employment as a
teaching staff member within the public school system is controlled
by statute and regulation, N.J.S.A. 18A:1-l; N.J.S.A. 18A:6-38;
H.J.A.C. 6:11-1 et ~·· and acqu1S1t1on of the tenure and seniority
r1ghts conferredJbY statute is based on the statutory and regulatory
framework establishing threshold qualification for employment as a
teaching staff member.
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5; N.J.S.A. 18A:28-l0;
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12; N.J.S.A. l8A:28-13; H.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10; N.J.A.C.
6:11-1 et ~·
See, for example, N.J.A.C. 6:11-12.10, which
lpecifies-the requirements to be met for tssuance of the endorsement
required to serve as a School Social Worker. Careful review of the
statutory and regulatory framework reveals no authority that would
permit the County Superintendent to approve the use of an
unrecognized position title where there is no functional difference
between the proposed . title and a titled recognized in the
Administrative Code on the basis of qualifications beyond those
established by the regulations controlling certificationZ so as to
2 We note that prior to October 15, 1984, the certification
regulations did permit certification not covered by the regulations
to be granted.
N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.14, effective January 23, 1981,
deleted effective October 15, 1984. That authorization, however,
was limited to situations involving experimental curriculum and it
was the Commissioner, not the County Superintendent, who was
authorized to grant such certification.
1
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render
inapplicable categories established by the seniority
regulations.
See N.J.S.A. l8A:7-5, N.J.S.A. l8A:7-8; N.J.A.C.
6: ll-3.5.
As subsequently diacuased, we find no functlonal
difference between the duties of School Social Worker and those of
"Bilingual Social Worker".
In any event, the District did not seek the County
Superintendent's approval in thia case until April 1984, when it
sought approval for 1983-84. Although tbe County Superintendent did
not indicate the basis on which he granted approval for that year,
in granting approval in August 1984 for the use of the title for
1984-85, he specified that approval was baaed on his understanding
that use of an unrecognized title was neceasary so that the district
could fulfill ita grant requirements.
Like the Commissioner, we
note that it bas not been established that employment of a social
worker who was proficient in spanish was in fact a requirement of
the grant, and we further emphasize tbat, as the Grants Officer
informed the District, the grant did not supercede local policies
such as seniority. We conclude, therefore, that in this case any
obligation the district otherwise had to recognize Ms. Johnson • s
seniority rights was not altered by the County Superintendent •a
approval for use of an unrecognized position· title for 1983-84 and
1984-85.

.

We now turn to the question of whether Ms. Johnson's
aeniority as a School Social Worker entitled her to reemployment for
1984-85. Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12,
[i]f any teaching staff member shall be dismissed
as a result of reduction [pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:28-9], such member shall be and remain upon a
preferred eligibility list in the order of
seniority for reemployment whenever a vacancy
occurs in a position for which such person shall
be qualified an he shall he reemployed by the
body causing dismissal ...
(emphasis added).
It is undisputed that Ma. Johnson' a senio! i ty aa a. School
Social
Worker
in
the
secondary category 1s
supertor
to
Ms. Godinez •s. It is also undisputed that Ms. Johnson meets the
qualifications established by N.J.A.C. 6:11-12.10 to serve as a
Scbool Social Worker. Accordingly, if the category applicable to
the position at iaaue is that of School Social Worker, Ms. Johnson
had a statutory right to reemployment for 1984-85.
Under the current seniority regulations, seniority is
acquired in specific categories.
N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1).
Again,
N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6 mandates that district boards "· .. shall assign
pout ton titles which are recognized ... " in the administrative code,
specifically in the rules pertaining to the certification required
to serve in those poai tiona. In the case of a recognized position
title, such as that of School Social Worker, N.J.A.C. 6:11-12.10,
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seniority ia acquired in the eate,ory defined by the endorsement
required to serve in the position t1tle in either the elementary or
secondary
category.
N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10(1)(15)(iii);
N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10(1)(16)(ii).
Where, as here, the title for the employment is not to be
found in the certification rules or elsewhere in the administrative
code, the holder of the employment must "be classified as nearly as
may be accordin& to the duties performed, pursuant to the provisions
of N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6." N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(g). As set forth above,
N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6 in turn mandates that district boards assign
pos1t1on titles to teaching ataff members that are recognized in the
certification rulea, and establiahea the procedures required for
obtaining approval for the uae of an unrecognized position title.
As previously discuased, operation of N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(g) is not
affected in this caae by the approval of the County Superintendent
for use of the title of "Bilingual Social Worker" for 1983-84 and
1984-85.
Review of the duties specified in the District's job
description shows that, as the Commissioner found, the responsibilities of the position, although delineated with reference to the
limited engliah proficiency of the students to whom services would
be provided, were those of a School Social Worker. Consideration of
Ms. Godinez's affidavit reinforces this conclusion.
In fulfilling
her duties related to evaluation and clauification as part of the
Child Study Team, parental and student interviews, agency referrals
and career and vocational counseling, Ms. Godinez performed functions properly assigned to a School Social Worker. We recognize
that Ms. Godinez • s fluency in apanish, as well as her "community
background", no doubt enhanced Ms. Godinez • s effecti veneu as a
social worker in this context. However, that one staff member may
possess qualities or proficiencies not required for certification
that enable her to be more effective in some areas of performance
cannot defeat the seniority rights of other teaching staff members
who are qualified by virtue of their certification to perform the
duties attending the position.
In the absence of endorsement
establishing that qualifications different from those required to
provide social work servicet to all students are necessary in order
to provide ruch services to atudents in Bilingual Education
Programs, or to fulfill social work responsibilities that include
the involvement of parents of such students, we conclude, as did the
Commissioner, that the proper classification for this position for
seniority purposes ill that of School Social Worker.
Since
Ms. Johnson was properly certified as a School Social Worker, we
would affirm the Commissioner's determination that she was entitled
to reemployment in the position on the basis of her seniority.
In sum, we reject the contention that a district board has
the prerogative to establish ~osition& for seniority purposes
distinct from thoae recognized 1n the certification rules on the
basis of qualifications beyond those established by those rules. We
conclude that the district's obligation to recognize seniority
rights conferred by statute is not obviated by the Legislature's
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mandate for the provision of Bilingual Education Programs. nor by
our reculations implementing that mandate.
We reiterate that
districts are required to assign position titles that are reco,nized
in the Administrative Code, and that although the County Superlntendent may approve the use of an unrecognized title in a proper case,
the regulatlon does not authorize him to do so based solely on the
district's desire to impose qualifications beyond those in the
certification rules.
We conclude that in this case, County
Superintendent approval of use of the title for 1983-84 and 1984-85
did not alter the operation of the seniority regulations. Under
those regulations, since the position title u not to be found in
the certification rules, proper claasification pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:3-l.lO(g) is, based on the job description and the dut1es
performed under that job description, that of School Social Worker.
Because Ms. Johnson's seniority in that category was superior to
Ms. Godinez's, Ms. Johnson had a statutory right to reemployment in
the position for 1984-85. In light of the fact that Ms. Johnson was
recalled as a Social Worker by the District for 1986-87, her relief
however is limited to emoluments and compensation minus mitigation
from 1984-85 until 1986-87, when she was reemployed by the district.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
October 1, 1987

/I)
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JOSEPH KOSLICK,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF EDISON, MIDDLESEX COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 20, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Klausner & Hunter
(Stephen E. Klausner, Esq .• of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, R. Joseph Ferenczi, Esq.
The Petitioner, a tenured teaching staff member employed by
the Board of Education of the Township of Edison as an English
teacher, claims that the Board improperly denied him an appointment
as head varsity basketball coach for the 1985-86 season. Petitioner
was not recommended to the Board following his application for the
assignment and his interview by the screening committee. Instead,
the Board appointed the school athletic director, Robert Coward, who
had been on the screening committee and who did not submit a written
application. Petitioner is seeking a declaration that Mr. Coward's
appointment is void, and an order for reimbursement of the stipend
attached to assignment.
The facts in this case are not complicated. Petitioner had
been head boys' basketball coach from 1975-76 through 1980-81. He
was terminated from this assignment due to concerns over his ability
to motivate
and
develop
the
players.
Petitioner
sought
reappointment to the same assignment for the following year, and was
advised by an assistant superintendent that if the Board had
intended to continue him in the position, it would not have
terminated him.
In the Spring· of 1985, a vacancy for head boys• basketball
coach was posted.
Petitioner applied for the opening, and was
interviewed by both the District Athletic Director and the school
Athletic Director, Robert Coward, during September 1985.
Each
advised Petitioner that it would be difficult to recommend him based
on his prior record and that the Board would be unlikely to appoint
him.
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Three out-of-district candidates also applied for the
appointment and submitted resumes.
Two of those candidates were
thought inappropriate by the District Athletic Director, and one
withdrew from consideration after being invited for an interview.
Petitioner was the only Edison staff member interviewed, and the
only in-district candidate. The District Athletic Director, finding
all of the applicants for the position, including Petitioner,
unsatisfactory, spoke to the school Athletic Director, Robert
Coward, about filling the assignment. Mr. Coward did not, however,
submit a written application, and the opening was not reposted.
Agreeing that appointing Coward to the position was the
best course of action, the Deputy Superintendent and the Principal
recommended
his
appointment
to
the
Superintendent.
The
Superintendent agreed with the recommendation.
The recommendation
to appoint Mr. Coward was the only one submitted to the Board
members, who accepted the Superintendent's recommendation.
In his Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
found that a district board is free to adopt rules and regulations
which are not inconsistent with the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l
et ~· or N.J.A.C. 6:1-1.1 et ~· Be further emphauzed that
there 11 no r1ght to employment as a coach, and that tenure does not
attach to coaching posi tiona. Be concluded that the selection and
appointment proceu followed in this case was "well within the
borders of administrative and board discretion," and therefore
recommended dismissing the petition with prejudice.
The Commissioner concurred with the ALJ that there is no
right to employment as a coach.
The Commissioner therefore
concluded that reappointment as a coach is not required as long as
the board's reasons for not reappointing are not arbitrary.
The
Commissioner found that the action of the Administration in this
case with respect to screening candidates for suitability for the
assignment was "entirely reasonable" and "certainly within [the
Administration's] function." The Commissioner also found that the
Administration was acting "within its
role" by approaching
Mr. Coward and inviting him to apply for the position since the
posting and screening process had not generated any acceptable
candidates.
The Commissioner, however, rejected the AW' s conclusion
that Petitioner was not entitled to relief. Emphasizing that he was
not finding that Petitioner was entitled to the appointment or that
there were not valid reasons for rejecting him, the Commissioner
directed that the Petitioner be paid the stipend attached to the
coaching assignment for the 1985-86 school year because Mr. Coward
was appointed "without having so much as filled out an application"
and bad been part of the interviewing committee.

We, like the Commissioner and ALJ, emphasize that there is
no right to employment as a coach, and tenure does not attach to
coaching positions.
Furlong v. Kearny Board of Education, 1980
!:.bJh 1420. Like the Commissioner, we find that Petitioner has
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demonstrated no entitlement to have his candidacy submitted to the
Board or to selection as head basketball coach. Nor has he shown
that there were not valid reasons for rejecting his candidacy.
Further, we can find no obligation imposed by the school laws that
required the Board to repost the opening in these circumstances.
Nor is there any requirement for written application as a
prerequisite to the appointment of an in-district staff member to an
opening as coach where posting and interviewing procedures have been
followed, but have failed to generate any acceptable candidates. We
therefore decline to invalidate the Board's selection of its
Athletic Director to fill the assignment for the 1985-86 season,
and, in the absence of any entitlement on the part of Petitioner to
be selected as coach, we reverse the Commissioner's award to
Petitioner of the stipend attached to the coaching assignment.
April 1. 1987

Pending N.J. Superior Court
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF T.BE BOROUGH
OF LAWNSIDE,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.

STATE.BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION or THE BOROUGH
or HADDON HEIGHTS, CAMDEN COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, June 18, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Harvey C. Johnson, Esq.
For the Respondent-Appellant, Hannold, Caulfield, Marshall
and McDonnell (Anne McDonnell, Esq., of Counsel)
The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.
October 1, 1987
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IN THE KAnER OF TBE TENURE
BEARING OF JOYCE MALLEY, SCHOOL
DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP OF
PEQUANNOCK, MORRIS COUNTY,
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

AND

DECISION

JOYCE MALLEY,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE TOWNSHIP OF PEQUANNOCK, MORRIS COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, December 29, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Joyce Malley,

2rQ

se

For the Respondent-Respondent, Feldman, Feldman, Hoffman and
Fiorello (John Fiorello, Esq., of Counsel)
The State Board concludes that Petitioner-Appellant's
desire to now be represented by an attorney does not provide good
and sufficient cause to reopen her case and remand the matter to the
Office of Administrative Law for further proceedings, and we
therefore deny the Petitioner-Appellant's request to reopen. In re
Marvin Gastman, 147 N.J. Super. 101 (App. Div. 1977).
After careful review of this matter, the State Board of
Education affirms the Commissioner's decision for the reasons
expressed therein.
We further direct, as did the Commissioner, that a copy of
the Commissioner's decision in this matter, together with a copy of
this State Board of Education decision, be forwarded to the State
Board of Examiners.
April l, 1987
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE
HEARING OF PATRICIA MARSDEN,

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF TOMS RIVER ·
REGIONAL, OCEAN COUNTY.

Decided by the Commis;ioner of Education, October 10. 1985
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Gelzner. Kelaher, Shea and
Novy (Milton H. Gelzner, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Cross/Appellant, Gaetano J. Alaimo, Esq.

This case involves tenure charges of conduct unbecoming a
teacher and incapacity to teach certified by the Board of Education
of the Toms River Regional School District (hereinafter "Board")
based on Respondent Patricia Marsden •s record of absenteeism during
her eighteen years of employment by the Board. The charges alleged
that Respondent had established a pattern of "outrageously irregular
attendance" that had become more apparent during the five years
immediately prior to her suspension by the Board, that she had
failed to give adequate notice that she· would be absent for a gall
bladder operation during the fall of 1983, and that she had
manipulated her absences in order to maximize her income in callous
indifference to the welfare of her students.
In her answer,
Respondent asserted seventeen affirmative defenses, including that
1) all her absences were for legitimate purposes that were accepted
by the Board, which never provided her with counseling or warning
that the number of her absences was not acceptable, 2) her absences
did not adversely affect her classes, 3) the charge of incapacity
was really one of inefficiency requiring statutory notice, 4) the
Board should have applied for involuntary disability on her behalf
since it charged her with incapacity, 5) the Board failed to conform
with notice requirements in the collective negotiations agreement
when it initially considered the charges, 6) the Board's attendance
records are not accurate, and 7) the Board discriminated against her
by initiating disciplinary action.
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Prior to hearing, the issues involved were agreed to be:
1) whether Respondent had a record of excessive absenteeism, and, if
so, whether that record warranted dismissal, 2) whether her alleged
manipulation of scheduled work days constituted conduct unbecoming a
teacher, 3) whether Respondent's actions show an incapacity to teach
and, if so, whether the Board was obligated to initiate an
involuntary disability pension on her behalf, 4) whether the filing
of charges was discriminatory in motivation and 5) whether there
were procedural errors attending the certification and filing of
charges. Following agreement of the parties as to the issues, both
parties requested that the matter be placed on the inactive list so
as to permit them to attempt settlement. Such attempts were not
successful and by order of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). the
matter was listed to be heard following extension of the discovery
period.
Prior to hearing, the ALJ indicated during telephone
conference call that she would limit evidence regarding Respondent's
attendance record to the seven school years prior to her suspension
since absences prior to that time were too remote to be relevant in
this matter. Following denials of the Board's motion for summary
judgment and Respondent's motion to dismiss, the matter was heard
during May and June 1985. During the hearing, the ALJ determined
not to allow reports concerning Respondent's attendance prior to
1977-78 into evidence due to their remoteness in time.
After presentation of her case, Respondent again moved for
dismissal. The ALJ denied Respondent • s motion to dismiss, but did
dismiss the question of whether Respondent had manipulated her
scheduled work days so as to have constituted conduct unbecoming a
teacher, finding that the Board had not presented a prima facie case
in this regard. The ALJ also again denied the Board's motion for
summary judgment and likewise denied Respondent • s motion for
dismissal on the grounds that the Board had acted improperly.
Respondent's
permanent
Based
on the
testimony and
attendance records, the ALJ found that her absences during the
period at issue were as follows:
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MISCELLANEOUS
DAYSl __

YEAR

SICK
DAYS

PERSONAL
DAYS

1977-78

12

5

1

18

1978-79

382

2%

1

41%

1979-80

1%

3

793

83%

SCHOOL

TOTAL

1980-81

27

3

0

30

1981-82

31

3

0

34

1982-83

53%4

2%

1

57

1983-84

485

0

0

48

19

82

313

TOTALS

211

Following review of the testimony, the ALJ further found
that 1) Respondent's absences during the period in issue had a
detrimental effect on her students, 2} Respondent tried to mitigate
the impact of her absences by providing some lesson plans and
suggestion to the substitute teachers, 3) no other teacher employed
Board had a pattern of absenteeism comparable to
by the
Respondent • s, 4) Respondent told two administrators that the timing
of her gall bladder operation was a decision of her doctors, 5) as
of October 7, 1983, one of Respondent's doctors recommended that the
operation occur on November 7, and sometime thereafter her other.
doctors concurred, 6) Respondent did not notify the administration
after October 7 that there was a possibility that the operation
would occur on November 7, 7) she did not attempt to work out a date
for the operation that would permit reasonable notice, 8) she was
concerned about her salary and had the right to question how salary
payments are calculated, 9) her return to work before Christmas
recess may have been prompted by salary concerns. but there was no
showing that she was physically unable to perform her job
responsibilities, 10} there was no evidence to show that the Board
acted improperly in certifying the charges.

1
Includes legal holidays, death in family
compensation days off, leaves of absence

days

2
Includes 24 days off
automobile accident

resulting

3

because

of

injuries

off,

workers
from

an

Includes 73 workman compensation days off

4
Includes 48% days
automobile accident

off

because of

injuries

resulting from an

5
Absences prior to suspension, including 20 days for a maternity
absence and 25 days off because of the gall bladder operation
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Based on the facts, the ALJ concluded that although the
administration had not strictly complied with the collective
negotiations agreement prior to submitting information to the Board
as to the tenure charges, there had been no showing that Respondent
had been prejudged or that such non-compliance had a direct bearing
on the issues before her. She also concluded that Respondent had
not shown that the charges should be classified as inefficiency
rather than incompetency, and she determined that the Board was
under no obligation to file an application on Respondent • s behalf
for involuntary disability pension as a result of filing charges of
incapacity. The ALJ found no showing of discrimination had been
made notwithstanding counsel's argument that the Board had never
initiated disciplinary action based on a history of excessive
absenteeism and that a number of teaching staff members had records
of frequent absences.
The ALJ then turned to the question of whether the Board
had shown that Respondent's record of absenteeism was excessive,
concluding that, based on the facts, it had.
Emphasizing that
excessive absenteeism causes disruption in learning and has a
negative impact on students, the ALJ noted that although withholding
of increment for excessive absenteeism may be proper even where
there are legitimate medical reasons, most cases involving dismissal
were accompanied by a finding that the underlying reasons for the
absenteeism had not been abated and that there was a likelihood that
the pattern would continue in the future.
The ALJ •s review of Respondent's absenteeism showed that
many of Respondent • s absences were the result of traumatic events
such as accidents, the birth of her children and an operation. The
ALJ further recognized that Respondent's absences resulting from her
chronic bronchitis and other reasons were not inordinate.
She
therefore concluded that the Board had not shown that Respondent • s
record of absences constituted conduct unbecoming a teacher or
incapacity. The ALJ however did conclude that Respondent's record
warranted forfeiture of salary for the first 120 days of her
suspension as well as a reprimand that included advising her that
she must significantly improve her attendance in the immediate
future or that she may be subject to future disciplinary action.
The ALJ further concluded that it had been established that
Respondent did not provide the Board with adequate notice that she
was going to have a gall bladder operation and that this failure
impacted on the Board's ability to provide for a smooth transition
to a substitute teacher.
The ALJ determined that this failure
constituted conduct unbecoming a teacher so as to warrant loss of
salary increment for 1983-84. She however concluded that the Board
had not shown that Respondent's concern about her salary constituted
conduct unbecoming a teacher or that such concern was paramount to
her concern about the welfare of her students.
Declining to consider Respondent's exceptions, which he
found were not timely filed as required by N.J.A.C. l:l-16.4(a) and
(b), the Commissioner, following summary of the Board's exceptions
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and Respondent's reply exceptions and upon his review of the record,
concurred with the ALJ 's determination that Respondent's absences
for the period at issue constituted a pattern of excessive
absenteeism. Emphasizing that the fact that the ALJ did not find
that such absenteeism constituted conduct unbecoming a teacher or
incapacity did not render the recommended penalties erroneous, the
Co~~missioner found that Respondent's pattern of chronic, persistent
excessive absenteeism alone constituted other just cause pursuant to
N.J.S.A.
18A:6-10
and
warranted
disciplinary
action.
The
Comm1ssioner concluded that the loss of 120 days• salary plus
reprimand and loss of increment were warranted even if Respondent
had not been found guilty of unbecoming conduct on the basis of the
sick leave incident of November 1983.
In assessing the proper penalty to be imposed in this case,
the Commissioner rejected dismissal as the appropriate penalty. Be
determined that, as deplorable as Respondent's excessive absenteeism
was, it had not been proven that her absenteeism constituted
incapacity or conduct unbecoming a teacher.
The Commissioner
further determined that the record failed to establish that either
the Board or its administrators had taken any corrective action to
improve Respondent's pattern of attendance prior to suspending her
and certifying tenure charges. The Commissioner's consideration of
the exhibits concerning aspects of Respondent •s performance in part
related to her absences on particular occasions did not alter his
conclusion.
Emphasizing that the Commissioner does not hesitate to
order dismissal for chronic persistent absenteeism where it can be
demonstrated that attempts to correct such patterns have been taken
but have failed to elicit chan,e, the Commissioner found that here
the Board clearly failed in 1ts responsibility to take measures
sooner. Given the inaction of the Board and its administrators, the
Commissioner concluded that he could not but deny the Board'3
request for dismissal. The Commissioner however directed the Board
to examine Respondent's attendance pattern for 1985-86 to determine
whether her pattern of chronic absenteeism continued despite the
determination in this matter and emphasized that if the Board
determined that an unsatisfactory pattern persisted, tenure charges
could again be instituted.
Finding that the Board had borne its burden of proof that
Respondent had a chronic persistent pattern of absenteeism
constituting "other just cause" for disciplinary action pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 and that she was guilty of unbecoming conduct in
regard to her November 1983 sick leave, the Commissioner adopted the
determination recommended by the AW with the modification that the
Respondent • s increment was to be withheld for 1985-86, rather than
1983-84.
The Board appealed the Commissioner's decision, contending
that dismissal is warranted on the basis of Respondent's record. In
this respect, the Board argues that it can no longer afford the
luxury of an excessively absent teacher and that notwithstanding her
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satisfactory evaluations or the legitimacy of her absences,
Respondent's record is the worst of any other employee in the
District.
The Board further asserts that Respondent's monetary
concerns motivated her above educational concerns and resulted in
manipulation of her schedule so as to constitute conduct unbecoming
a teacher and, in conjunction with her absentee record, to warrant
dismissal. The Board contends that Respondent knew that the Board
was concerned about her absenteeism and yet disregarded this advice
so that any alleged lack. of diligence on its part does not militate
against dismissal. Finally, the Board contends that the AW erred
in excluding from consideration the reports relating to years prior
to 1977-1978, arguing that Respondent's entire record is relevant as
background evidence, if not as evidence of the charges.
Respondent cross-appealed,
asserting that her crossexceptions should have been considered by the Commissioner and that
based on those arguments, the monetary penalties imposed on
Respondent should be set aside. Those arguments, in turn, reiterate
that Respondent's absences included worker's compensation leaves.
sabbaticals, maternity leaves and other lawful leaves, that she was
not cleared for gall bladder surgery until October 31, 1983, and
that she is a teacher of good caliber, as demonstrated by her
evaluations.
After careful consideration of the record, we affirm the
decision of the Commissioner. We agree with the Commissioner that
Respondent's record of absenteeism is excessive and that, notwithstanding the legitimacy of her absences, disciplinary action is
called for.
We further concur with the Commissioner the proper
penalty to be imposed in this case is loss of 120 days • salary,
reprimand and loss of increment for 1985-86.
The record in this case clearly demonstrates that
Respondent has been excessively absent over a seven year period.
That Respondent's absences were for legitimate medical reasons does
not alter the fact that her absenteeism was excessive so as to
warrant disciplinary action.
The level of absenteeism shown by
Respondent's attendance record inevitably impacts on the instructional process, and the record here shows that in this case,
Respondent's absences did have a detrimental effect on her students
despite her efforts to mitigate such effect.
The pattern here however is not one of short term sporadic
absences.
Rather the. majority of Respondent • s absences are
unquestionably attributable to traumatic events, which included
automobile accidents, miscarriages, child birth, a work-related
accident and surgery. As the ALJ recognized, her absences for other
reasons were not inordinate, and the largest proportion of those
were attributable to her chronic bronchitis.
As found by both the Commissioner and the AW, the Board
has not established either that Respondent's absenteeism demonstrates incapacity or that her absences or the circumstances
attending her absences constituted conduct unbecoming a teacher,
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with the exception of Respondent •s failure to properly advise the
administration concerning her gall bladder operation of November
1983. Further, as emphasized by the Commissioner, the record shows
that, although Respondent was criticized for her performance of
particular tasks and that her failure to adequately perform those
tasks may be attributable in part to being absent on particular
days, at no point prior to the initiation of tenure charges did the
Board or the administration advise Respondent that her absenteeism
was a problem.
We
emphasize
that
excessive
absenteeism
does
not
necessarily constitute inefficiency so as to require a board to
certify such charce thereby entitling the staff member to statutory
notice and opportunity to correct pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-14.
Since the Board in this case did not charge Respondent with
inefficiency, N.J.S.A. l8A:6-14 is not controlling in this matter.
However, we agree wt th the Commissioner that dismissal is not the
appropriate penalty where, as here, there is no allegation that any
absences were other than legitimate, the level of absenteeism is
attr.ibutable to traumatic events causing temporary medical
disability but not resulting in incapacity, and the Board has taken
no action to address the problem before initiating tenure charges.
Nor does further examination of the record convince us
otherwise. Respondent was considered to be a good teacher, she
attempted to mitigate the effects of her absences and the record
fails to support a conclusion that she improllerly manipulated her
work. schedule. We reject the Board's assertton that Respondent's
concern about her salary demonstrates that monetary concerns
motivated her above educational concerns so as to warrant
dismissal. Nor does the fact that Respondent may have been absent
more than any other teacher during this period or that the Board has
concluded at this time that it can no longer afford the luxury of
employing Respondent warrant dismissal.
Further, although we
emphasize that a teacher's entire record of attendance may be
considered in determining whether disciplinary action based on that
record is warranted, ~· Trautwein v. Board of Education of the
Borough of Bound Brook, 1980 S.L.D. 1539 (App. Div. April 18, 1980),
and we recognize, as did the Commissioner, that Respondent's
absenteeism may extend beyond the seven years considered in these
proceedings, under the circumstances with which we are presented,
the fact that Respondent's level of absenteeism was high prior to
1977-78 would not alter our conclusion that dismissal is not the
appropriate penalty in this particular case.
However, we reiterate Respondent's long term record of
absenteeism calla for disciplinary action, regardless of whether or
not the Board had ever taken disciplinary action in the cases of
other teachers with high levels of absenteeism. We find that, given
the persistence of the problem, the appropriate penalty must be
severe enough to convey to Respondent the importance of her regular
attendance at school. The necessity for such penalty is heightened
in our view by Respondent's failure under the circumstances to

7
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advise the administration that her gall bladder surgery that
occurred in the fall of 1983 was not going to be put off until the
summer. Although we find that the Commissioner properly declined to
review Respondent • s exceptions that were not timely filed,
consideration of the arguments contained in those exceptions that
were raised by Respondent in her cross-appeal does not alter our
conclusion. Therefore, for the reasons stated, as well as those
articulated by the Commissioner in his decision, we concur with the
Commissioner that the appropriate penalty in this case is loss of
120 days• salary, reprimand and loss of increment. We also join the
Commissioner in directing the Board to
review Respondent • s
attendance records for 1985-86 to determine whether Respondent's
absenteeism has continued.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
November 4, 1987
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THOMAS C. McHUGH,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWN
OF WESTFIELD, UNION COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, May 8, 1985
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Ricardo M. Ryan. Esq.
For the Respondent-Respondent, Nichols, Thomson, Peek
& Myers (William D. Peek, Esq., of Counsel)
For Intervenors Senyk and Konet, Robert M. Schwartz, Esq.
This case involves the question of whether a tenured
assistant principal employed on a twelve month basis and generally
assigned as an assistant junior high school principal bas accrued
seniority under the seniority regulations now in effect in the
category of high school assistant principal by virtue of assignment
durin' his employment with the District as principal and assistant
princ1pal of sen1or high school summer sessions so as to entitle him
upon reduction of his position as assistant junior high school
principal to anignment as assistant high school principal on the
basia of his seniority. Petitioner-Appellant Thomas c. McHugh was
employed by the Board of Education of the Town of Westfield as an
assistant principal from December l, 1969, through June 30, 1984.
During his employment by the Board, which was on a calendar year
basis, he was assigned as a junior high school assistant principal
with the exception of two six week periods when be was assigned as
principal of the senior high school summer session (June-August
1978) and as auistant principal of the senior high school summer
seaaion (June-July 1983). He was properly qualified to fill these
assignments, holding a school administrator's certificate issued in
1972, and endorsements qualifying him for assignment as both
elementary and secondary school principal. It is undisputed that
Petitioner acquired tenure in December 1972, while serving as
assistant junior high school principal.
By letter dated April 25, 1984, Petitioner was advised by
the Board that a position of junior high school assistant principal
waa being abolished due to a reduction in force, and that he would
not be offered a contract for employment as a junior high school
assistant principal for the 1984-85 school year. Petitioner applied
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for a position as assistant high school principal, but was
rejected.
Be then petitioned the Commissioner of Education,
claiming that the Board had improperly continued to employ two
untenured
members 1 in positions as
assistant high school
principals in violation of his tenure and seniority rights.
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that although
Petitioner's certification authorized him to be employed as a
principal or vice-principal under N.J.A.C. 6:11-10.4(b), his
seniority rights depended on the number ~academic or calendar
years of employment in specific categories under N.J.A.C.
6:3-l.lO(b). The ALJ concluded that since the seniority categories
of high school assistant principal and junior high school assistant
principal are different, Petitioner had no seniority as a senior
high school assistant principal.
The ALJ further found that Petitioner's "collateral"
service as high school principal and assistant principal during
summer sessions did not confer on him any tenure or seniority
rights.
The ALJ reasoned that since seniority follows tenure,
Petitioner's rights must be measured against the tenurability of his
service in those two summer sessions under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6,
emphasizing that prior Commissioner's decisions had hela that such
service is part-time and temporary and, as such, not countable
towards tenure or seniority in the cases of classroom teachers. The
ALJ however further found that even if such service could be counted
towards tenure under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6, Petitioner's service was far
short of that required 1n order for him to have achieved tenure in
the new position.
The ALJ therefore concluded that although Petitioner was
tenured as a junior high school assistant principal, he had no
tenure in any other position and, thus, no seniority that would
entitle him to the position of assistant principal at the high
school. The Commiuioner adopted the ALJ' s determination, finding
that Petitioner's seniority entitlement was limited to junior high
school vice-principal or assistant principal.
Initially, although we agree that seniority follows the
acquisition of tenure, we emphasize that tenure is achieved in a
position aa defined by statute.
See N.J.S.A. 1BA:28-5.
In
contrast, seniority ia credited in a category or categories
established by the Commissioner for seniority purposes. N.J. S .A.
1BA:28-10; -13. Accordingly, the scope of the position in wh1ch
tenure is achieved is .not necessarily the same as the category in
which seniority is to be credited pursuant to the seniority
regulations now in effect. Capodilupo v. Board of Education of the
Town of West Orange, decided by the State Board, September 3, 1986.
1
We note that the record indicates that one of
individuals, Richard Konet, achieved tenure on October 3,
Initial Decision, at 4.
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See Bowlev v. Bd. of Ed. of the Township of Ewing, 1982 S.L.D. 1328,
aff •d by the State Board, June 1, 1983.
--As we concluded in Capodilupo after careful examination of
the statutes, the position in which tenure is achieved and to which
tenure protection attaches is either one of those specifically
ennumerated in N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 or other employment for which a
certificate is requ1red, either Instructional, Educational Services
or Adm1nutrative and Supervisory.· Capodilupo, sypra at 8. The
scope. of the position in which a member is entltled to tenure
protection is however limited by the scope of the endorsements held
by such member that define the assignments within the tenurable
position for which he is qualified. !d. at 11. Again, as we
emphasized
in
Capodilupo,
under
the
current
regulations,
endorsements are not limited by grade level, with the exception of
elementary and nursery school endorsements. Id. at 11.
The JIOSition in which Petitioner was employed was that of
assistant pr1ncipal, one of those specifically ennumerated in
N.J.S.A. l8A:28-S and for which an Administrative and Supervisory
cert1f1cate is required. Since the endorsements held by Petitioner
under that certificate do not limit his qualification for assignment
within the position to particular grade levels, we conclude that
Petitioner is tenured in the position of assistant principal. See
N.J.A.C. 6:11-10.4.
It does not automatically follow, however, that because
Petitioner is tenured as an ass1stant principal, he is to be
credited with seniority in the category applicable under the current
regulations to the assignment of assutant high school princi"al.
As emphasized by the Commissioner, junior high school vice-princ1pal
or assistant principal, N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(12). and hi&h school
vice-principal or assistant pr1ncipal, N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(11), are
separate cate&ories in which seniority 1s credited only where an
individual has actual experience in that category. As indicated in
the record, Petitioner' a service was in the category of assistant
junior high school principal, with the exception of two six week
periods during which he was assigned as high school principal and
assistant high school principal during summer sessions. Therefore,
the question of whether Petitioner is entitled to seniority credit
in the category of assistant high school principal turns on whether
his service during either of these summer sessions is creditable to
the category of assistant high school principal.
Under the current regulations, seniority is determined
"according to the number of academic or calendar vears of
employment, or fraction thereof, as the case may be, in the school
district in spec1flc categoues" provided in the regulations.
N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b).
In contrast to teaching staff members
employed on an academic year bas is, as in the cases cited by the
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AW,
Petitioner was
employed
on a
calendar year basis. 2
Accordingly, his service in summer sessions was assignment within
the scope of his contractual employment, and we conclude that such
assignment can not be considered in this case to be temporary
employment outside of the scope of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-S, N.J.S.A.
18A:28-6 or the seniority regulations.
During June through August 1978, Petitioner was assigned as
principal of the· senior high school summer session.3
Although
tenured as an assistant principal and qualified to serve as a
principal by virtue of his certification, Petitioner was not tenured
as a principal.
See N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5.
Nor did he serve the
requisite time as a punc1pal in order to acquire tenure in that
position pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6. Therefore, his service as
principal during 1978 11 to be credited for seniority purposes in
his former position, i.e., assistant principal. N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6.
We specifically find that since Petitioner had served only as an
assistant junior high school principal at the time of his assignment
as principal of the high school summer school, such service is to be
credited in the seniority category of junior high school assistant
principal. N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(h).
2 We emphasize that the instant case involves a teaching staff
member employed on a calendar year basis and that we therefore are
not called upon to resolve the question of the effect of additional
employment during summer seas ions in the case of a member employed
on an academic year basis.
we however note that in Spiewal!:. v.
Rutherford J!d. of Ed. , 90 N.J. 63 (1982), the New Jersey Supreme
Court spec1hcally rejected the proposition that whether
a
professional employee of a board qualifies as a teaching staff
member eligible for tenure depends on the nature of the employment
so as to exclude teachers from tenure eligibility on the basis tht
the contractual relationships with the employing board were intended
and understood to be temporary. Spiewal!:., supra at 76-81.
3 Although the Board in its exceptions to our Legal Committee's
Report now argues that the matter must be remanded for a
determination of the actual duties of a summer school administrator,
we note that those duties are delineated in the record in this
matter, J-11, in evidence, J-12, in evidence, and that there is no
suggestion that the titles assigned by the Board are not properly
descriptive of the duties performed. See N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(g). Nor
are those duties inconsistent with the authonzation set forth in
N.J.A.C. 6:11-l0.4(b). As set forth above, it is established that
by v1rtue of his certification as a principal, Petitioner was
qualified to perform those duties.
Further, whether or not the
Board was required to assign a principal or assistant principal to
administrate its summer sessions, the Board in this case chose to do
so.
Thus, this is not a case requiring further proceedings to
establish the duties performed by Petitioner or the proper
qualificiations for service as either principal or assistant
principal of the District's 1978 and 1983 summer sessions.
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In contrast to his assignment as principal, Petitioner's
assignment as a senior high school assistant principal during the
1983 summer session4 was an assignment within the scope of his
tenured position of auistant principal and, therefore, this
anignment did not constitute a transfer to another position within
the meaning of N.J.S.A. l8A:28-6. See Capodilupo, suera. Pursuant
to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b), be is eilltled to be cred1ted with his
fractional year's service in this assignment in the applicable
seniority category, i.e. , that of anistant high school principal,
and, pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(h}, to be credited with this
service in any and all categories in which he previously held
employment. Further, upon the Board's reduct ion in force, he was
entitled pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(h}, to be credited in the
category of assistant htgh school principal for his service
subsequent to that assignment.
In sum, we conclude that Petitioner achieved tenure in the
position of assistant principal. We further conclude that he is
entitled to be credited for his service in the course of his
employment by the Board on a twelve month basis rendered pursuant to
assignment by the Board as principal and assistant principal during
summer sessions. We find that Petitioner's service as pr1ncipal of
the senior high school summer session is to he credited pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6, but that such service is creditable for seniority
purposes only to the category of assistant junior high school
principal since Petitioner did not fulfill the
statutory
requirements to achieve tenure in the position of principal and had
served only in the category of assistant junior high school
principal at the time of his assignment as principal of the high
school summer session. However, Petitioner's service as assistant
principal of the senior high school summer session during June-July
1983 is to be credited to the category of assistant hi&h school
principal. Accordingly, be is to be credited in that category for
his subsequent service during 1983-84 as assistant junior high
school principal pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(b), and is entitled
to assignment as assistant high school principal in preference to
other staff members with leas seniority in this category.
Although the record indicates that Richard Konet achieved
tenure on October 3, 1983, Affidavit of Laurence r. Greene, at 5,
Mr. Konet's employment history is not established in the record and,
therefore, we are unable to determine his seniority in the category
of assistant high school principal.
However, in light of our
conclusion that Petitioner was entitled by virtue of his seniority
to the assignment as assistant high school principal that the Board
continued to fill with an untenured member following its reduction
in staff, we need not resolve whether Mr. Konet has superior
seniority to Petitioner in the applicable category.
4

See supra note 3.
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For the reasons set forth above, we direct Petitioner's
reinstatement to the position of assistant principal assigned to the
high school that was filled by the Board by an untenured teacher
following it's reduction in staff, and to back pay minus mitigation
from the date on which he was terminated as the result of the
Board's failure to properly recognize his seniority entitlement.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
April l, 1987
Pendinll; N.J. Superior Court
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES COMMISSION EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
MIDDLESEX COUNTY EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES COMMISSION, MIDDLESEX
COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, April 30, 1981
Decided by the State Board, March 24, 1982
Remanded by the Appellate Division, March 2, 1983
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 29, 1984
Decision on Motion by the State Board, April 3, 1985
Decision on Motion by the Appellate Division, June 24, 1985
Decision on Motion by the Appellate Division,
October 4, 1985
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Klausner and Hunter
(Stephen E. Klausner, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Borrus, Goldin, Foley,
Vignuolo, Hyman and Stahl (James F. Clarkin, III, Esq.
of Counsel)
This is another case that calls upon us to determine the
benefits to which supplemental and remedial teachers are entitled
under the education laws by virtue of the New Jersey Supreme Court's
holding in Spiewak v. Rutherford Bd. of Ed., 90 N.J. 63 (1982), that
such teachers are teaching staff members with1n the meaning of
N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l. This case, however, differs from those that we
have decided previously in that the teaching staff members
represented by the Middlesex Educational Services Commission
Education Association (hereinafter "Association"), who is the
Petitioner in this easel, are not employed by a district board of
1 The Middlesex Educational
Services
Commission
Education
Aasoeiation is the certified collective negotiations representative
for the teaching staff members employed by the Commission.
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education. Rather, they are employees of an educational services
commission operating pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-51 et ~·
The case is before us pursuant to a remand by the Appellate
Division.
In Middlesex Countv Educational Services Commission
Educational Association v. Board of Directors of the Middlesex
County Educational Serv1ces Communon, Docket #A-3813-81 Tl (App.
Div. March 2, 1983), certif. denied, 94 N.J. 583 (1983), the
Appellate Division held that the teachers--iepresented by the
Association were tenure eligible teaching staff members and that
those employed on the date of the Spiewak decision were entitled to
calculation of their tenure eligibility from the beginning of their
employment. In so holding, the court concluded that, although there
were differences between a district board and an educational
services commission, those differences were not so significant as to
"place educational services commissions beyond the reach of
Spiewak". Slip. op. at 4. In so concluding. the court emphasized
that N.J.S.A. 18A:6-66 expressly provides that those employed by a
commiss1on shall enjoy the same rights and benefits as employees of
a district board.
The court further held that the teaching staff members
involved in the litigation specifically were entitled to retroactive
relief pursuant to Spiewak. However, aside from its determination
concerning calculation of tenure eligibility and its conclusion
that, pursuant to K.J.S.A. 18A:30-2, members of the Association were
entitled to sick leave benefits as of the date they achieved tenure,
the court did not resolve the Association's claims to additional
benefits. Rather, the court stated that
[a]s we earlier pointed out, the petition of
appeal also claims payment for public holidays,
minimum employment increment, a salary schedule,
credit for military service and enrollment in the
Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund. With regard
to enrollment in the Teachers• Pension and
Annuity Fund, such claims are not within the
purview of the Commissioner of Education, but
must be addnssed to the Division of Pensions ...
With regard to the other i terns, petitioner has
not referred us to any statute mandating them.
We should not be expected to do independent
research for petitioner .
. . . . At any rate, deferring to and relying on the
expertise of the Commissioner or Education, we
shall refer the matter to him for a determination
as to the statutory basis for the additional
entitlements claimed by petitioner.
Id. at 6-7 (citations omitted).
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Thus, the Appellate Division remanded this case to the
Commissioner for a determination of whether the teaching staff
members represented by the Association were entitled to the
additional benefits claimed by the Association on their behalf in
the Petition of Appeal. The appeal now before us is an appeal from
the Commissioner's decision resolving those claims.
I

As previously stated, the claims involved in this case
included claims for the calculation of tenure eligibility, paid sick
leave, compensation for public holidays and additional salary
compensation baaed on a salary schedule containing increments and
credit for military service.
As indicated above, the Appellate
Division determined only that the members involved were entitled to
calculation of tenure eligibility and, upon achieving tenure, to
paid sick leave. Thus, it did not determine either which statutory
provisions governed the calculation of tenure or to what additional
benefits. including additional sick. leave benefits, the teaching
staff members employed by the Commission were entitled by statute.
In this context, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) addressed all of the
clai~s
for additional benefits still in dispute between the
part1es.2
In his Initial Decision, the ALJ found since, based on the
Commission's calendar, the Commission's members were employed for 38
weeks a year, they could achieve tenure only through the operation
of N.J.S.A. 18A:38-5(c), and he calculated the date of tenure
acqu1s1t1on of those hired in or after 1980-81 accordingly.3
Recognizing that the Appellate Division had addressed only the
entitlement of tenured teaching staff members to paid sick leave,
the ALJ determined that, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2, all of the
members steadily employed by the Commisa1on were entitled to the use
and accumulation of sick leave benefits from date of employment.
Noting that there was no claim that the compensation of any member
was below statutory minimums, the ALJ found that there was no
statutory requirement that a salary schedule be imposed or
increments paid so long as the minimums were met.
Finally,
observing that the Association had not provided information
concerning which public holidays had fallen on Saturday or Sunday or
on which holidays members had worked, the ALJ refrained from making
any finding on the question of whether the members were entitled to
2 We note that although the Association had also claimed
remuneration for its members for attending New Jersey Education
Association conventions, as indicated in the Initial Decision, this
was no lonfer at issue when the Administrative Law Judge considered
the case unce the Association did not challenge the Commission's
representation that it has paid such remuneration.
3 The ALJ found he was unable to calculate the date of tenure
acquisition for members hired prior to 1980-81 because the school
calendars for those years were not of record. Id. at 5
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additional compensation for
question.

public holidays during the years

in

Although finding that the Initial Decision went beyond the
scope of Appellate Division's directive, the Commissioner, rejecting
the ALJ's determination, found that, based on the Commission's
calendar, 38 weeks constituted an academic year in this case, and he
directed the Commission to calculate the dates of tenure acquisition
on this basis pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:25(c). Be further determined
that a full school day of at least four hours was to be used in
determining tenure eligibility.
The
Commissioner
adopted
the
ALJ's
determinations
concerning retroactive sick leave benefits, but. found that the
Commission was required by the education statutes to have adopted a
minimum salary schedule with employment increments for the full-time
teaching staff members in its employ. The Commissioner therefore
directed that all such members were to be compensated retroactively
from date of employment based on a salary schedule containing
minimum increments to be adopted by the Commission and that, upon
placement on the schedule, each member entitled to military service
credit must receive such credit. Finally, the Commissioner found
that the Commission was required to compensate its teaching staff
members for any public holidays that fell on weekdays, and directed
retroactive payment to those members who had not received
compensation for such holidays. The Middlesex Educational Services
Commission appealed the Commissioner's decision in its entirety.
II

In resolving the specific statutory claims involved in this
case, we recognize, as did the Appellate Division, that there are
differences between a district board of education and an educational
services commission. See Remedial Educ. & Diag. v. Essex Cty. Educ.
Ser., 191 N.J. Super. ~24 (App. Div. l983), certif. denied, 97 N.J.
601 (1984). However, we emphasize that, as found by the Appellate
Division, those differences are not so significant as to place the
Commission outside of the reach of Spiewak. We further emphasize
that N.J.S.A. 18A:6-66 specifically requires that persons employed
by an educational services commission " ... shall enjoy the same
rights and benefits as are enjoyed by persons holding office,
position or employment under a public school district board of
education."
As we consider· the claims in this case. we are mindful that
the teaching staff members employed by the Middlesex County
Educational Services Commission are entitled under the education
laws to the same statutory rights and benefits as members employed
by district boards of education. Further, we recognize that the
statutory mandate that these members be afforded such rights and
protections
requires
that,
in the employment context,
the
Commission's actions be judged by the same standards as would those
of a district board. At the same time, we emphasize that the rights
and benefits to which the teaching staff members employed by the
Commission are entitled by the education statutes are no greater
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than those
entitled.

to

which members

employed

by a district

board

are

We further emphasize that, pursuant to the Appellate
Division's decision in this matter, we are entrusted with the task
of determining whether the teaching staff members employed by the
Commission are entitled to the specific benefits that were claimed
by the Association in its Petition of Appeal. Although we .may not
revisit the determinations made by the Appellate Division concerning
those benefits, specifically the court's determinations that the
teaching staff members involved in this litigation were entitled to
to calculation of tenure eligibility and to paid sick leave
following the acquisition of tenure, we find that the court's
determinations that the the members involved in this case are
entitled to these specific benefits does not relieve us of the
responsibility for determining the full extent of the entitlements
still at issue under the applicable statutes.
Finally, we can not ignore the Appellate Division's
determination that the teaching staff members involved in this case
who were employed on the date of the Spiewak decision are entitled
to retroactive relief. We emphasize that the Appellate Division's
determination is entirely consistent with the New Jersey Supreme
Court's decision in Rutherford Educ. Ass•n. v. Bd. of Educ., 99 N.J.
8 (1985), which held that retroact1ve beneftt of the Spiewak
decision is to be afforded those petitioners who, like the
Petitioner in this case, filed pet1tions of appeal with the
Commissioner prior to the date of the Spiewak decision and who were
still employed on that date.
We therefore conclude that the
teaching staff members involved in these proceedings are to benefit
retroactively from any relief to which they are entitled by virtue
of our decision.
The Court in Rutherford, however,
placed a second
limitation on retroactive rehef to be afforded teachers who, like
the teachers represented by the Petitioner in this case, had filed
petitions with the Commissioner prior to the date of the Spiewak
decision.
Because of its concern with the financial impact on
district boards if Spiewak was given unlimited retroactivity as to
those teachers still employed on the date of the Spiewak decision,
the court held that even with respect to those teachers, calculation
of the retroactive benefits that each teacher is entitled to receive
is limited to a date six years prior to the court's decision in
Rutherford. 99 N.J. at 30.
Accordingly, we conclude that although each member still
employed by the Commission on the date of the Spiewak is entitled to
retroactive benefit of the decision in Spiewak, such relief is
limited to the period six years prior to the date of the Rutherford
decision. In so concluding, we emphasize that while, consutent
with the court's decision in Rutherford, the Appellate Division in
this case specifically directed calculation of tenure eligibility
from date of employment, it did not direct that retroactive benefits
be awarded from date of employment.
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Based on these principles, we turn now to the specific
statutory entitlements that have been claimed by the Association on
behalf of the teaching staff members it represents.
III

It iB settled that all of the teachers involved in this
litigation who possess the appropriate certificate required for
their positions are entitled to calculation of their tenure
eligibility from the date of their employment. Accordingly, in this
appeal, we are required only to determine the length of employment
after which a teaching staff member employed by the Middlesex County
Education Commission would achieve tenure pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:28-5.
We emphasize that tenure is a legislatively conferred
status. Spiewak, supra. If the other statutory prerequisities are
met tenure is acquired
... after employment ... for:
(a) three consecutive calendar years, or any
shorter period which may be fixed by the
employing board for such purpose; or
(b) three consecutive academic years, together
with employment at the beginning of the next
succeeding academic year; or
{c) the equivalent of more than three academic
years within a period of any four consecutive
academic years;
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 (emphasis added).
The statutory provisions applicable in this case are N.J.S.A.
18A:28-5(b) and (c), both of which condition the acquisition of
tenure on employment for the specified number of academic years.
In this appeal, the Commission contends that its members
can achieve tenure only through application of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(c),
and that calculation
under this provision should not include
" ... those periods of time when petitioner's teachers did not serve
in each academic year. u4
Appellant 8 brief. at 14.
For the
reasons that follow, we reject this contention.
I

Initially, we emphasize that N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 specifically
provides that tenure is achieved after employment for the requisite
period, and that the requisite period under either N.J.S.A.
18A:28-5(b) or (c) is measured by the "academic year." As found by
the Commissioner, N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l defines "academic year" to mean

4 We note that Appellant does not specify what periods of time
would be excluded.
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... the period between the time school opens in
any school district or under any board of
education after the general summer vacation until
the next succeeding summer vacation ...
Pursuant to the statutory definition the only determinant
of the length of the academic year is the date on which school opens
and the date on which it closes for summer vacation. We emphasize
that, pursuant· to N.J.S.A. 18A:36-2, a board of education is
obligated to determine annually, in accordance wi tb law, the dates
between which school shall be open. Although a district board • s
discretion is limited by requirements imposed by law, see, !L&..:_,
N.J.S.A. 18A:36-l; N.J.S.A. 18A:58-16; N.J.A.C. 6:27-1.13, the dates
of commencement and termination of the school year and the
scheduling and length of intermediate vacations during the school
year are matters of educational policy and are the exclusive
res pons ibili ty of those entrusted with administering the schools.
Board of Education of the Woodstown-Pilesgrove Regional School
District v. Woodstown-Pilesgrove Regional Education Association, 81
N.J. 582 (1980}; Burlington Cty. Col. Fac. Assoc. v. Bd. of
Trustees, 64 N.J. 10 (1973).
We recognize that an educational services commission is not
subject to the same requirements of law when it establishes its
calendar as is a district board. This fact does not, however, lead
to the conclusion that the calendars adopted by the district boards
for whom a commission provides educational services define the
academic year for purposes of determining whether a teaching staff
member has been employed the requisite length of time to achieve
tenure with a commission.
Again, the acquisition of tenure status is contingent on
employment in a district or by a board for a specified number of
academic years. which in turn, pursuant to statute, is measured by a
period designated by the employing board. We emphasize that the
rights and benefits of tenure attach only to positions with the
employing board, and that, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-51 et ~· an
educational services commission is an agency separate and dutinct
from the districts with which it contracts. Accordingly, where a
teaching staff member is employed by an educational services
commission, tenure is achieved with the commission, not the
districts for whom the commission provides services.
We further emphasize that N.J.S.A. 18A:6-66 mandates that
employees of a commission be afforded the same rights and benefits
as those employed by a district board. Because the right to achieve
tenure and the benefits conferred by that status is contingent on
employment for a specified number of academic years by the
commission, we conclude that when an educational services commission
establishes its calendar for the purpose of providing educational
services pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:6-5l, it establishes the length of
the academic year for purposes of determining tenure acquisition
with the commission under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5.
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Again, we recognize that, in establishing its calendar, an
educational services commission is not subject to the same
constraints under the education statutes as a district board of
education. However. we reiterate that the obligations imposed on
district boards by other provisions of the education statutes are
not part of the statutory definition of an academic year.
In this case, the Commission did establish its calendar for
the years relevant to this litigation. In exercising its managerial
prerogative, it considered the calendars of the private and
parochial schools to whom it provided services, and established a 38
week calendar.
As stated, we find that in establishing its
calendar, it established the length of the academic year as defined
by N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l.
Accordingly. any member employed by the
Commusion for the requisite number of 38 week academic years or
their equivalent, either under N.J.S.A. 18A:35(b) or (c), achieved
tenure pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. We specifically find that any
member who was employed by the Commission for three consecutive
academic years of 38 weeks as established by the Commission's
calendars with employment at the next succeeding academic year,
acquired tenure pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(b).5 Finally, we
emphasize that the tenure protection acquired through employment as
a part-time teaching staff member is not limited to tenure in a
part-time position. Lichtman v. Ridgewood Bd. of Ed., 93 N.J. 362
(1983).
IV
We turn now to the question of whether the teaching staff
members employed by the Commission were entitled to sick leave
benefits pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2. That statute provides that
All persons holding any office, position, or
employment in all
local
school
districts.
regional school districts or county vocational
schools of the state who are steadily employed by
the board of education or who are protected by
tenure in their office. position, or employment
under the provisions of this or any other law,
except persons in the classified service of the
civil service under Title ll, Civil Service, of
5 We are aware that ·in Camden Education Association v. Camden
Board of Education, decided by the Commissioner, January l2, 1984,
the Commissioner held that those employed by a district in a program
the length of which is less than the academic year established by
the district have not been employed for a full academic year.
However, as set forth above, an educational services commission is a
distinct entity from the districts with which it contracts. and we
therefore do not find the principles articulated in Camden to be
applicable in determining whether an individual has been employed by
a commission for a full academic year.
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the Revised Statutes, shall be allowed sick
leave with full pay for a minimum of 10
school days in any school year.
Thus, an employee is entitled to the benefit conferred by
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2 if his employment is within any one of the
categoues included in the statute.
Prior to achieving tenure, a
teaching staff member is entitled to minimum sick leave by virtue of
being steadily employed by the district. The record in this case
clearly indicates that the teachers employed by the Commission
during the period relevant to this litigation were steadily
employed, ~. Middlesex County Educational Services Commission
Education Association v. Board of Directors of the Middlesex County
Educational Services Commission, 1981 S.L.D. 505, 508, and we
therefore flnd that they were entitled totii'e benefit conferred by
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.
As set forth above, all members who were employed for the
academic year established by the Commission's calendar were employed
Each such member, therefore, was
for the full academic year.
entitled to 10 days sick leave each year, which, pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3, must be accumulated if not utilized in that year.
We emphasize, however, that the entitlement conferred by
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2 is to "· .. sick leave with full pay for a minimum
of lO school days in any school year," and that the statute grants
no entitlement to compensation beyond that which a member would have
received had he worked on the days that he was absent.
Further,
since accumulation pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3 is of the sick
leave not utilized in a particular year and of " ... the specified
number of days of sick leave with pay allowed ... ", in cases where a
member was not em~loyed full-time, the accumulation mandated by
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3 18 based on the actual amount of time in a day
that a member was scheduled to work that year.
We find that the Commission's records in this case permit
calculation of the remuneration that is due each member pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2 for each day that the member did not work because
of 1llness. In the event that any member did not utilize the number
of days allowed by the statute in. any year, he is to be credited
with accumulated sick days pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3.
We
emphasize, however, that the entitlement of any member who was not
employed at the start of the academic year as established by the
Commission's calendar is to be prorated according to the portion of
the academic year during which he was employed. Schwartz v. Dover
Public Schools, 180 N.J. Super. 222 (App. Div. 1981). We, however,
further emphasize that any member who, as subsequently discussed, is
determined to have been a full-time teaching staff member during
this period is entitled to full days• credit for sick leave not
utilized and thereby accumulated. As set forth above, pursuant to
Rutherford, retroactive remuneration pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2
11 lunted to the date six years prior to the court's decision in
Rutherford, as is calculation of accumulated sick leave pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3.

f
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The Association claims that the teaching staff members
employed by the Commission are entitled to payment for public
holidays pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:25-3. That statute provides that
No teaching staff member shall be required to
perform his duties on any day declared by law to
be a public holiday and no deduction shall be
made from such member's salary by reason of the
fact that such a public holiday happens to be a
school day and any term of any contract made with
any such member which is in violation of this
section shall be void.
There is no question that teaching staff members employed by an
educational services commission are entitled to the protection
afforded by this statute.
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-66.
However. after
carefully examining the statute, we conclude that it does not grant
to teaching staff members, whether employed by an educational
services commission or by a district board of education, a statutory
entitlement to payment for public holidays on which the member is
not required to work.
Essentially, N.J.S.A. 18A:25-3 protects the right of
teaching staff members to be absent on public holidays without
financial loss.
Moldovan et al. v. Board of Education of the
Township of Hamilton, 1971 S.L.D. 246. Thus, although a district
board may determine that school will be open on a public holiday
when it establishes its calendar, it may not require its teaching
staff members to work on that day. Id. Accordingly, if a member is
absent on that day, the district board is prohibited from penalizing
him by deducting an amount from his salary proportionate to his
daily rate. Id.
We emphasize that the statute is applicable only when a
public holiday occurs on a day when school is open. It does not
prohibit a district board from deducting from a member's salary when
the designated day on which the public holiday fell was a day when
school was not in session and the member chose to celebrate it on a
day when school was open. Rumson-Fair Haven Education Association
et al. v. Board of Education of the Rumson-Fa1r Haven Reg1onal H1gh
School District, decided by the Commissioner. February 3, 1984. Nor
does the statute require that additional compensation be paid when a
member is scheduled to work additional days because he was absent on
public holidays. See Black Horse Pike Regional Board of Education.
10 NJPER 448 (par:- 15200 l9S4).
Rather, the question of such
additional compensation is a mandatorily negotiable subject. See id.
There is no indication in the record in this case that the
Commission deducted any amounts from the compensation of its
teaching staff members for public holidays designated to fall on
days when they were scheduled to provide their services. Because
the statute grants no entitlement to additional compensation for
public holidays designated to fall on days when they were not

fo
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scheduled to work, we conclude that the teaching staff members
involved in this litigation are not entitled under the education
laws to such additional compensation.
In so concluding, we
emphasize that the question of additional compensation for public
holidays is subject to the collective ne~otiations process governed
by the New Jersey Employer-Employee Relat1ons Act, N.J.S.A. 34:13A-l
et ~. and that violations of that act do not lle within our
JUrisdiction.

VI
We turn finally to the Association's claims that the
education statutes mandate that the Commission have adopted a salary
schedule containing minimum increments, that the teachers involved
in this litigation were entitled to payment on such schedule. and
that they were entitled to credit for military service.
As set forth in Hyman v. Board of Education of the Township
of Teaneck, decided by the State Board, March 26, 1986, aff'd,
Docket IA-2508-84T7 (App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif. denTed,
Docket 125,352 (June 30, 1986), any entitlement to compensation
based on placement on a salary guide is governed by N.J.S.A.
18A:29-l et ~·, which are the statutory provisions applicable to
the compensat1on of teaching staff members. 6
Again, those
statutes are applicable only to full-time teaching staff members.
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6 (repealed 1985) (provision now codified at
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5). We reiterate that, although the education laws
proh1b1t reduction in the compensation of any tenured teaching staff
member, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, they do not prescribe any standards
governing the rate or manner of the compensation of teaching staff
members who are not full-time. See Hyman, supra.
Thus, the threshold question in resolving the Association's
compensation claims is whether the members employed by the
Commission were full-time teaching staff members during the years
relevant to this litigation. As set forth in Hyman, "full-time" is
defined by statute as the number of days of employment each week and
the period in each day required to qualify any person as a full-time
member. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6 (repealed 1985) (provision now codified
at N.J.S.A. l8A:29-S). Under the applicable regulation, district
boards are given the authority to define full-time so long as the
number of hours required each day is more than four hours. N.J.A.C.
6 We note that, effective September 9, 1985, the compensation
statutes were substantially altered. N.J.S.A. l8A:2.9-6, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-7, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8, N.J.S.A. lSA:29-10 and N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-12 were repealed. Teacher Quallty Employment Act, N.J .S .A.
18A:29-5, ~ 1985, £.· 3.21 sec. 16 (1985). In addition to repeallng
those statutory prov1sions, the Teacher Quality Employment Act
raised the minimum salary for full-time teaching staff members to
$18,500.
N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-5.
Although
the
entitlement
to
compensation benefl ts in this case is to be determined under the
statutes in effect prior to September 9, 1985, we emphasize that the
new statutory minimum, like the predecessor statutes, is applicable
only to full-time teaching staff members.
II
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6:3-1.13.
Although the language of this regulation does not
specifically
include
educational
services
commissions,
the
authorizing statute is among those encompassed by the mandate of
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-66, and we conclude that, pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.13,
the
Commission bad
both
the
discretion and the
responsibility to define, within the perimeters established by the
regulation, full-time employment for the period relevant to this
litigation. In so concluding, we emphasize that hours of work is a
mandatory subject of collective negotiations. In re Byram Township
Board of Education, 152 N.J. Super. 12 (App. Div. 1977); ~ci__,__Qf
Educat1on of Englewood v. Englewood Teachers, 64 N.J. 1 (1973).
In this case, the Commission did not prescribe the number
of hours in each day required for full-time employment by formal
action of its Board of Directors. See N.J.S.A. 18A:6-57. Nor does
the record indicate that an appfrCable collective negotiations
agreement specified the number of hours that the members employed by
the Commission were required to work.
Rather, in these procee~ings the Commission maintains that
" ... by Commission practice Slnce the Commission first hired
employees in 1978 ... " it has prescribed a standard of seven hours
per day, which is applicable to each of its teaching staff members
for each of the years involved in this litigation.
Supplemental
memorandum, January, 1986.
The Commission further maintains that
all teachers were hired on an "as needed" basis and were not hired
as full-time employees, and that all of the teaching staff members
involved in this litigation were part-time employees. Id.
Initially, we find that the question of whether the
teaching staff members employed by the Commission were full-time
members for the years relevant to this litigation is not determined
by the Commission • s designation of their employment as "as needed."
See "As Needed" Basis, M86-80202 (September 10, 1986). Furthermore,
we emphasize that it is well established in the record that the
teachers involved here were regularly employed by the Commission and
that their hours of employment did not change once the school year
began. Accordingly, we conclude that the question of whether they
were full-time teaching staff members during the relevant period
requires a determination of whether they were employed for the
number of hours required for full-time employment.
Again, the Commission maintains that it prescribed through
practice during this period an applicable standard of seven hours a
day for determining whether its members were employed the requisite
number of hours to be considered full-time teaching staff members.
However, the record in this case shows that, in practice, none of
the members employed by the Commission were employed during this
period on a seven hour per day basis.
The record indicates that for the years in question, the
teaching staff members employed by the
Commission
provided
supplemental instruction to students enrolled in private and
parochial schools. Each worked an assigned number of hours a week.
during the school year and the schedule of each was established at

/1--
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the beginning of the school year. The record shows that the daily
schedules of the Commission's teachers ranged from approximately two
hours a day to a maximum of six hours a day. ~ Middlesex County
Educational Services Commission Education Association v. Board of
Directors of the Middlesex County Educ:atlonal Serv1ces Commis8lon,
1981 S.L.D. 505, at 508.
We find that the fact that none of the Commission's members
were employed for the seven hours per day that the Commission now
maintains it required in practice for full-time employment belies
the validity of this standard.
Furthermore, our acceptance of a
standard,
ostensibly prescribed
through
practice,
which,
in
application, deprives every single teaching staff member employed by
the Commission of the rights and benefits conferred on full-time
teaching staff members by the education laws would permit the
Commission to circumvent the clear statutory mandate of N.J. S .A.
18A:6-66.
As set forth above, the maximum number of hours per day
that any member was employed was six. We therefore conclude that,
in practice, the Commission required no more than six hours a day
for full-time employment. Thus, all teaching. staff members employed
for at least six hours a day during the period relevant to this
litigation must be considered full-time teaching staff members
within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6 (repealed 1985) (provision
now codified at N.J.S.A. l8A:29-5), and therefore entitled to the
benefits conferred by !i.J.S.A. 18A:29-l et ~· 7 After carefully
reviewing the record, we further conclude that because the hours of
work. required in practice by the Commission began when the member
reported to work. and ended upon completion of the last scheduled
assignment, the number of hours per day that each member was
employed for purposes of determining whether the member was employed
full-time is to be determined by the number of hours between
reporting for work. and the conclusion of the work day regardless of
whether the Commission allocated compensation on the basis of the
total number of hours that constituted the work day.
Our
conclusions
concerning the
proper
standard
for
determining full-time status for the members employed by the
Commission during this period, however, do not
resolve the
Association's substantive claims that the teaching staff members
employed by the Commission are entitled by the education laws to
additional compensation.
In considering these claims, we emphasize
that the Association made no claim that any individual was
compensated at below the salary levels required by the applicable
statutes. Rather, its claim is that the teachers employed by the
Commission are entitled to additional compensation because the
statutes required the Commission to adopt a salary schedule that
included minimum increments and employment credit for military
service.
1 See supra note 6.

/:?
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We reiterate that if, pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.1, a
board adopts a salary policy that includes salary schedules. see
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.3, that policy may include more than one schedule
so long as, prior to the 1985-86 school year, the schedules met the
requirements set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed 1985) and
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8 (repealed 1985),8 and all full-time members were
1ncluded in some schedule.
Placement on such schedules. in turn.
was required to conform with N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8 (repealed 1985),
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-10 (repealed 1985) and N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-ll. Finally, a board was required to compensate members not
covered by the categories set forth in ~J. S. A. lBA: 29-7 at least
$2,500 per year. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5 (repealed 1985).
Essentially,
the
applicable
compensation
statutes
established statutory minimums for the compensation of full-time
teaching staff members up to a maximum salary set forth in the
statutory schedule for a teacher with a doctorate and maximum
experience. Whalen v. Sayerville Bd. of Educ., 192 N.J. Super. 453
(1983). See Sponsor's Statement accompanying Ass. Bill No. 9 (1957)
and Statement accompanying Ass. Bill No. A463 (1963). They did not
mandate the payment of adjustment increments once the minimums were
met, they did not confer an entitlement to an employment increment
once the maximums in the statutory schedule were achieved and they
did not mandate the adoption of salary schedules in the same form as
that set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7.
In sum, the applicable
compensation statutes d1d not require the Commission to adopt a
salary schedule that included increments, nor entitle the teaching
staff members here to any compensation beyond the statutory
m1mmums.
We therefore conclude that the teaching staff members
involved in this litigation are not entitled under the education
laws to additional compensation based on a salary schedule
containing increments.
We further conclude that N.J.S.A. 18A:29-ll does not confer
an entitlement to additional compensat1on on the members involved in
this litigation. That statute provides that a member who has served
in the military is entitled to "· .. receive equivalent years of
employment for such service as if he had been employed for the same
period of time in some publicly owned and operated college, school
or institution. . . except that the period of such service shall not
be credited toward more than four employment or adjustment
increments."
As set forth above, entitlements to adjustment or
employment increments under the applicable statutes extended only to
teaching staff members . whose compensation was below the statutory
minimums specified in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7, and to those members who
had not yet reached the statutory maximum.
In the absence of any
claim that any member employed by the Commission who was entitled to
military service credit was compensated less than the statutory
amounts, we find that N.J.S.A. l8A:29-ll does not confer on the
teaching staff members involved tn this litigation an entitlement to
additional compensation.
Cape May County Vocational Technical
9 See supra note 7.
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Education Associ at ion v. Cape May Countv Vocational-Technical Board
of Education, Docket NA-3585-84T6 (App. Dlv. June 30, 1986).
VII
In sum, we hold that, for the purposes of calculating
tenure eligibility pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, the academic year
for teaching staff members employed by an educational services
commission is determined by the calendar established by the
commission. Specifically, in this case, we hold that the academic
year for the relevant period was 38 weeks, and direct the
calculation of the date of tenure acquisition of each member
employed by the Commission during the relevant period on this
basis. We further direct that where employment was for 38 weeks for
three consecutive years with employment at the next succeeding
academic year, tenure was acquired pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5{b).
We find that all of the teaching staff members involved in
this case are entitled to sick leave benefits pursuant to N.J.S.A.
l8A: 30-2 from the date six years prior to the court 1 s decu1on 1n
Rutherford, and direct compensation for days that members were
absent due to illness based on the Commission's records. We further
direct that minimum sick leave not utilized be accumulated pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3, with the specific directive that all members
who were full-time teaching staff members during this period are to
be credited from the date six years prior to the decision in
Rutherford with full days 1 credit toward accumulated sick leave.
We, however, find that the teaching staff members involved have no
entitlement to additional compensation for public holidays on which
they were not required to work.
We conclude that the number of hours required by the
Commission in practice for full-time employment was six and hold
that all members whose scheduled hours, measured from reporting time
until completion of last assignment, totaled six hours per day are
to be considered full-time teaching staff members during the period
relevant to this litigation.
We,
however,
find that the
compensation statutes that were in effect during the years in
question do not entitle the teachers involved here to additional
compensation.
We recognize that we have not made determinations of the
specific relief to which particular individuals are entitled by
virtue of our decision. Nor could we do so on the basis of the
record before us. We therefore direct the Commission to determine
the specific entitlements of each individual involved consistently
with our decision. In so directing, we emphasize that any relief to
the individuals involved here are entitled is to be afforded
retroactively for the period six years prior to the court's decision
in Rutherford.
Finally, we remind the Commission that pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:6-66, it is required to insure that the teaching staff members
it employs are afforded the same rights and benefits as those
conferred by the education laws on members employed by district
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boards of education. We further remind the Commission that as an
agency
authorized
under
the education statutes to provide
educational services to public school districts, it is part of our
state's system of public education. Although we recognize that the
Commission is not subject to the requirements of all of the
education statutes that define the perimeters within which a
district board may exercise its discretion, we emphasize that this
fact does not excuse the Commission from properly fulfilling its
responsibilities as part of our system of public education or from
meeting its statutory obligations as the employer of teaching staff
members.

John Klagholz abstained.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
January 7, 1987
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IN THE MATTER OF THE TENURE

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BEARING OF THOMAS MOLINEUX,

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE TOWNSHIP

DECISION

OF MEDFORD, BURLINGTON COUNTY.

Remanded by the Commissioner of Education. December 23, 1985
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 8, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Eleuteri, Wilkins and Dyer
(John G. Dyer, III, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Freeman, Zeller and Bryant
(Allen S. Zeller, Esq., of Counsel)
After careful consideration of the record in this case,
including all transcripts provided by the parties pursuant to
N.J.A.C. 1:1-3.3, the State Board of Education affirms the
CommlSSlOner's Decision for the reasons set forth therein.

January 7, 1987
Date of Mailing -----------------
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SHIRLEY ODENWALD ET AL.,
PETITIONERS-RESPONDENTS.

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF OAKLAND, BERGEN COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 6, 1984
For the Petitioner-Respondents, Bucceri & Pincus,
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Parisi, Evers & Greenfield,
P.A. (Irving C. Evers, Esq., of Counsel)
The Pet i Honers-Respondents in this case (hereinafter
"Petitioners") were continuously employed by the Board of Education
of the Borough of Oakland (hereinafter "the Board") as Compensatory,
Supplemental and Title I teachers. While so employed, Petitioners
worked on a less than full-time basis and were compensated on an
hourly basis pursuant to the negotiated agreement.
In their
petition, Petitioners alleged that they had acquired tenure in their
positions, and were therefore entitled to pro-rata compensation
based on the salary schedule applicable to full-time teachers, as
well as to pro-rata benefits under the collective negotiations
agreement.
The Administrative Law Judge (AW), relying on Spiewak v.
Boroufh of Rutherford, 90 N.J. 63 (1982), found that each of the
Petit oners had acquired tenure under N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. Initial
Decision, at 12.
Finding that Spiewa~ d1d not determine the
emoluments of tenure, the ALJ relied on Rutherford Education
Association et al. v. Rutherford Board of Educat 10n, Docket
IA-20l4-9ZT3,
fA-20l6-82T3,
fA-20l8-82T3,
#A-2021-82T3
and
fA-2023-82T3 (consolidated) (App. Div., January 11, 1984)1 and
Hyman v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck., decided by
1 We note that subsequent to the Commissioner's decision in the
instant case, the New Jersey Supreme Court rendered its decision in
Rutherford, holdin~ that the Petitioners in that case were entitled
to retroactive rel1ef under Spiewak, but specifying that Spiewak. had
not addressed the question of what constituted the emoluments of
tenure. Rutherford Educ. Ass•n v. Bd. of Educ., 99 N.J. 8 {1985}.
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the Commissioner, August 15, 1983,2 and determined that a board is
only free to negotiate differences in salary between supplemental or
auxiliary and full-time teachers when the tenure eligibility of the
former is clearly recognized. Finding no such clear recognition of
tenure eligibility in this case, the ALJ determined that the
negotiated agreement was not made at "arm's length" and, therefore,
with respect to Petitioners • compensation, was invalid.
He
concluded Petitioners that were entitled to pro-rata compensation,
and calculated such compensation based on the number of minutes each
worked per day.
The ALJ further determined that seven of the eight
Petitioners had an "in-school work. week of more than 20 hours," and.
therefore, based on the language of the negotiated agreement which
conferred such benefits on "those teachers working 20 hours or more
per week.," he concluded that they were entitled to contractual
benefits on a pro-rata basis.
The Commissioner adopted the ALJ • s determination that the
negotiated agreement was not made at arm's length. In adopting that
determination, he relied on his decision in Bassett v. Board of
Education of Oakland, decided by the Commissioner, March 19, 1984,
wh1ch 1nvolved the same negotiated agreement, finding, as he had in
Bassett, that the agreement at issue was not in conformity with
Sptewak and Rutherford, and was self-violative in that it included
no provision for the recognition of hourly rate teachers. As in
Bassett, the Commissioner concluded that Petitioners in the instant
case were entitled to be compensated based on the formula set forth
in the agreement that was applicable to part-time teachers who were
compensated on the basis of the salary schedules applicable to
full-time teachers.
Finally, the Commissioner adopted the ALJ • s
determination that Petitioners em~loyed more than 20 hours per week.
were entitled to contractual benef1ts.
The sole issue presented in this appeal is whether
Petitioners are entitled to pro-rata compensation based on the
salary schedule set forth in the collective negotiations agreement
for full-time teachers.
Initially, we affirm the Commissioner's
conelul!lion that Petitioners were employed in tenurable positions,
and have achieved tenure. Spiewak v. Rutherford Board of Education,
90 N.J. 63 (1982).
However, as set forth in our decision in
Base~ which we have decided today, we conclude that the provision
of the collective negotiations agreement involved in this case does
not contravene the requirements of the education laws, and we
therefore reverse the Commissioner's determination that Petitioners
2 We note that on March 6, 1985, the State Board reversed the
Commissioner's decision in Hyman, and that the State Board's
decision was subsequently affirmed by the Appellate Division. ~
v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck, decided by the
State Board, March 6, 1985, aff •d, Docket IA-2S08-84T7 (App. Di v.
February 26, 1986), certif. den~Docket #25,352 (June 30, 1986).
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are entitled to pro-rata compensation based on the negotiated salary
schedule applicable to full-time teachers.
Initially, we emphasize, as did the New Jersey Supreme
Court in its decision in Rutherford Education Association v.
Rutherford Board of Education, 99 N.J. 8 (i985), that the court in
Spiewa!s dtd not determine what benefits constituted the emoluments
of tenure, and that, as we concluded after extensive analysis in
~!!· entitlement to compensation is not controlled by the tenure
laws, but by the compensation statutes, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-l et ~3
As set forth in Hyman, application of the compensation
statutes is limited to full-time teaching staff members.
In
addition, the compensation statutes do not mandate that full-time
members be compensated based on a uniform salary schedule applicable
to all teachers, although any schedule applicable to full-time
teaching staff members must conform to the statutory minimums.
Hyman. ~upra.
See also, Hamilton Township Supplemental Teachers
Associat1on, et al. v. Hamilton Township Board of Education, decided
by the State Board, September 3, 1986.
Moreover, although the
applicable compensation statutes establish statutory minimums up to
a maximum set forth in the statutory schedule, they do not mandate
the payment of adjustment increments once the minimums are met, they
do not confer an entitlement to an employment increment once the
maximums in the statutory schedule are achieved and they do not
mandate the adoption of salary schedules in the same form as that
set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed 1985).
See Whalen v.
Sayerville Bd. of Educ., 192 N.J. Super. 453 (Ap~·Div:-1983);
Sponsor's Statement accompanying Ass. Bill. No. 9 (1957) and
statement accompanying Ass. Bill No. A463 (1963).
In sum, the
applicable compensation statutes do no more than guarantee to
full-time members compensation in conformity with statutory amounts.
Moreover, we reiterate that compensation is a mandatory
subject of collective negotiations, and that the education laws do
not specify any standards governing the compensation of members who
are not full-time, aside from the requirement that the compensation
of a tenured teacher may not be reduced, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, except
as provided by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10. Bergenfield Education Association
v. Board of Educat1on of Ber,enfield, decided by the State Board,
September 3, 1986. Thus, as 1n the case of full-time members, there
3 We note that, effective September 9, 1985, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6,
N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-7, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-8, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-10 and
N.J. S .A. 18A: 29-12 were repealed. Teacher Quall ty Employment Act,
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5,L. 1985, c. 321 sec. 16 (1985). We further note
that, 1n addition- to repealing those statutory provisions, the
Teacher Quality Employment Act raised the minimum salary for
full-time teaching staff members to $18,500.
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5.
Although the entitlement to benefits in this case is to be
determined under the statutes in effect prior to September 9, 1985,
we emphasize that the new statutory minimum, like the predecessor
statutes, is applicable only to full-time teaching staff members.
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is no requirement under the education laws that all categories of
part-time teachers be compensated at the same rate or in the same
manner.
Therefore, as we concluded in Bassett, we find the
agreement between the Association and the Board establishing a
category designated as "hourly rate teachers" does not contravene
the requirements of the education laws, so long as application of
the provision does not result in reduction in the compensation of a
tenured teaching staff member.
In so concluding, we emphasize that the record in this case
establishes that Petitioners were employed less than full-time.
~. Findings of Fact; Exhibit J-4, in evidence; J-1, in evidence.
Although Petitioners now argue that the fact that they may have been
employed more than twenty hours a week, thereby qualifying for
contractual benefits pursuant to Article IV of the collective
negotiations agreement, requires a conclusion that they were
full-time teaching staff members for all purposes, we find that the
criteria specified in Article IV applies only to qualification for
benefits under that article, and is not applicable in determining
status as a full-time teacher under the compensation statutes. The
hours of employment required by the Board for employment as a
full-time member are clearly set forth in Article V of the
agreement.
As stated, it is established by the record that
Petitioners did not meet those requirements.
Again, we will not negate the provisions of a collective
negotiations agreement where the agreement does not contravene the
specific requirements of the education laws, ~ ~. Bergenfield,
supra, and, as indicated in our decision in Bassett, we decline to
do so in this case. Because we find that the relevant provision
does not on its face contravene the education laws, we reverse the
Commissioner's determination that agreement as to the category of
"hourly rate teachers" is ultra vires. We further conclude as we
did in Bassett, that this --rilnot the proper forum for determining
the val1d1ty of the provision based solety upon the contract
language and we therefore set aside the Comm1ssioner•s finding that
the provision is invalid because it is not consistent with the
recognition clause and other provisions of the agreement.
In conclusion, we find that Petitioners in this case have
no entitlement under the education laws to compensation based upon
the negotiated salary schedule applicable to full-time teachers, and
therefore are not entitled under the education laws to compensation
beyond that provided by the collective negotiations agreement.
Accordingly, we reverse the Commissioner's directive that the Board
establish Petitioners• salaries at the same rate as other part-time
teachers.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
Feburary 4, 1987
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OLD BRIDGE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
ET AL., AND MARILYN JACLIN ET AL.,
PETITIONERS-APPELLANTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF OLD BRIDGE, MIDDLESEX
COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT/CROSS-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 8, 1985
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
February 5, 1986
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
March 5, 1986
For the Petitioners-Appellants, Ruhlman, Butrym and Friedman
(Richard A. Friedman, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Petitioner-Appellant Marilyn Jaclin, Weinberg and
Kaplow (Richard J. Kaplow, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Petitioners-Appellants Lenore Pearlman and Theresa
Nason, Klausner and Hunter (Stephen E. Klausner, Esq.,
of Counsel)
For the Intervenors-Appellants, Oxfeld, Cohen and Blunda
(Sanford R. Oxfeld, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent/Cross-Appellant, Wilentz, Goldman and
Spitzer (Stephen J. Tripp, Esq., of Counsel)
The dechion of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.

January 7, 1987
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PISCATAWAY TOWNSHIP EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF PISCATAWAY, MIDDLESEX
COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 13, 1983
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Oxfeld, Cohen & Blunda
(Sanford R. Oxfeld, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Rubin, Lerner and Rubin
(David B. Rubin, Esq., of Counsel)
This case involves the issues of whether teachers of
English as a Second Language (ESL) and supplemental teachers
represented by the Piscataway Township Education Association, who
are employe~ by the Board of Education of the Township of Piscataway
and compensated on an hourly basis, are entitled to benefit
retroactively from the New Jersey Supreme Court's decision in
Spiewak v. Rutherford Board of Education, 90 N.J. 63 (1982), and. if
so, whether that decision entitles them to the substantive relief
that they are seeking through these proceedings.
I

The matter was initiated in December 1981, when the
Association petitioned the Commiuioner of Education, seeking an
order directing that each ESL and supplemental teacher be given all
emoluments and benefits afforded other teaching staff members by the
Board on a pro-rata basis. Prior to petitioning the Commissioner,
the Association had successfully sought a clarification from the
Public Employment Relations Commission (PERC) that ESL teachers were
members of the collective negotiations unit represented by the
Association. Following the clarification by PERC, the Association
pursued through arbitration the question of whether the ESL teachers
were entitled to receive pro-rata benefits under the collective
negotiations agreement.
In May 1981, the arbitrator issued his
award, concluding that the ESL teachers were not entitled to
pro-rata benefits under the agreement, and this award was confirmed
in superior court when the Association sought to have it vacated.
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As of the 1981-82 school year. following the Board's
recognition of the supplemental teachers as part of the collective
negotiations unit, provisions specifying the terms and conditions of
employment for both supplemental and ESL teachers were negotiated by
the Association and Board. and were included in the collective
negotiations agreement.
Subsequent to that school year. on
September 8, 1982, an individually named teacher, the Associ at ion
and the Board reached a settlement in proceedings before the
Commissioner, in which the Association and the teacher had sought
for supplemental teachers tenure and all the benefits and emoluments
afforded classroom teachers.
Thus,
prior
to
initiating
these
proceedings.
the
Association had sought pro-rata benefits before the Commissioner and
in other forums for both the supplemental and ESL teachers
respectively.
However, although the petition in the instant
proceedings was filed prior to the New Jersey Supreme Court's
decision
in Spiewak,
these proceedings
represent
the only
consideration of the Association's claims subsequent to the court's
decision in that case.
A pre-hearing conference was held in the instant matter on
May 11, 1982, at which time it was agreed that the issue involved in
the case is whether the ESL and supplemental teachers employed by
the Board are entitled to the emoluments and benefits afforded other
teaching staff members as a matter of law. In a summary decision
based on stipulation of the facts by the parties, the Administrative
Law Judge {AW), applying the relevant judicial decisions, found
that the teachers in this case were not barred from retroactive
relief by the court's holding in Spie'!_{l!, that its decision would
apply prospectively to those not before the court. Relying on the
Appellate Division's decision in Hackensack v. Winner, 162 ~~
Super. 1 (App. Div. 1978), aff'd with modif., 82 N.J. 1 (1980), the
ALJ further concluded that because the facts in this case were of a
type capable of repetition, and because facts of this type had been
reviewed by the Appellate Division in its decisions following
Spiewak., he could not overlook. the direction being taken by the
courts.
He therefore concluded that res judicata should not be
applied so as to bar retroactive relief under Spiewak in this case.
The AW determined that the ESL and supplemental teachers
employed by the Board were employed in tenurable positions and
should have been accorded all salary, emoluments and benefits of
part-time teachers under the applicable collective negotiations
agreements and that they were entitled to such other statutory
benefits as accumulated sick leave that they would have acquired if
they had been accorded their rightful places as part-time teaching
staff members. He further determined that they were entitled to any
other emoluments guaranteed to teaching staff members by the
collective agreement in effect since September 1981, or as of 90
days prior to the filing of the Petition of Appeal. Finally, he
directed that the Board provide the Teachers' Pension and Annuity
Fund with the pertinent information concerning the matter.
The
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Commissioner adopted the AU's determinations with the modification
that the teachers involved were entitled to full retroactive relief.
The Board appealed the Commissioner's decision. arguing
that because the Association had unsuccessfully sought pro-rata
benefits for ESL teachers through the arbitration process, its
claims concerning those teachers were barred by res iudicata, and
that its claims on behalf of the supplemental teachers were
similarly barred by the settlement concerning those teachers that
had been approved by the Commissioner after the instant proceedings
had been initiated.
The Board further argues that the Spiewak
decision precludes retroactive relief to the teachers involved in
this case and that the court's decision in Spiewak does not in any
event entitle them to the same compensation as other teachers
employed by the Board.
In response, the Association argues that res judicata does
not bar: its claims since Spiewak had not yet been decided when the
arbitration proceedings involving the ESL teachers were completed.
It contends that the settlement involving supplemental teachers has
no bearing on these proceedings since the individual teachers
involved are not the same.
As to its substantive claims, the
Association renews its assertion that Spiewak entitles the ESL and
supplemental teachers involved here to the same statutory and
collectively negotiated benefits as other teachers in the District
and that such benefits should be accorded them from the date on
which the Association sought clarification from PERC tllat the ESL
teachers were members of the collective negotiations unit
represented by the Association.
II
The threshold issue in this case is whether the ESL and
supplemental teachers represented in these proceedings by the
Association are entitled to retroactive application of the decision
in Spiewak.
In Rutherford Educ. Ass•n v. Bd. of Educ. of
Rutherford, 99 N.J. 8 (1985), the New Jersey Supreme Court settled
that petitioner~ho like the Petitioner in this case, had filed a
Petition of A~peal to the Commissioner prior to the date of the
Spiewak deeiuon are entitled to the retroactive benefit of that
decision.
The court, however, placed two limitations on such
benefit. First, because of the administrative confusion that would
result from retroactive application of Spiewak to teachers
terminated prior to the decision in that case. the court in
Rutherford held that Spiewak would not be applied retroactively to
any teacher who was not employed by a board on the date of the
seiewak decision. 99 N.J. at 29-30. Second, because of its concern
wlth the financial impact on district boards if Spiewak were given
unlimited retroactivity as to those teachers still employed on the
date of the Spiewak decision, the court held that even with respect
to those teachers, calculation of the retroactive benefits that each
teacher is entitled to receive is limited to a date six years prior
to the court's decision in Rutherford. Id. at 30.
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Thus, pursuant to Rutherford. the teachers involved in
these proceedings would be entitled to retroactive application of
the rule of law announced in Spiewak, although calculation of any
benefits due them as a result of our decision in this matter would
be limited to the period commencing six years prior to the court • s
decision in Rutherford.
After careful consideration, it is our
judgment that the ESL and supplemental teachers in this case are
entitled to retroactive application of the decision in Spiewa1.
subject to the limitations of Rutherford.
In arriving at the conclusion that the mandate of
Rutherford is applicable here, we are mindful that although
court-fashioned doctrines such as !.!!.! judicata have genuine utility
in administrative proceedings such as these, the application of such
precepts by the State Board must be tempered by our appreciation of
this agency's statutory foundations, its executive nature and its
special jurisdictional and regulatory concerns. City of Hackensack
v. Winner, 82 N.J. 1. 28-31 (1980). We find that a fair resolution
of this-case would be precluded if we were to apply the doctrine of
!.!!.! judicata on the basis of arbitration occuring prior to Spiewak
or a settlement of claims made before that decision. Again, in no
forum has the question been resolved of whether the ESL and
supplemental teachers involved in these proceedings are entitled to
the same benefits on a pro-rata basis afforded other teaching staff
members in the District by virtue of the court's determination in
Spiewak that Title I and compensatory education teachers are
teaching staff members within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-1. We
therefore conclude that, consistent with our responsibility to
assure that Title I and compensatory education teachers employed
within the public school system are afforded the benefits to which
their status as teaching staff members entitles them under the
education laws, the mandate of Rutherford is applicable to this case
so as to afford the teachers involved in this case retroactive
application of the rule announced in Spiewak.
III

Our determination concerning the retroactive application of
Spiewak in this case, however. does not resolve the substantive
question of whether the teachers involved in this case are entitled
as a matter of law to the same emoluments and benefits on a pro-rata
basis as afforded other teaching staff members.
Again, in Spiewak, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that
public
school
teachers
who
provide
part-time
remedial
or
supplemental instruction are teaching staff members within the
meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l and may acquire tenure if they meet the
specific cr1ter1a in N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5.
While finding that the
teachers involved in the consolidated cases were entitled to
retroactive benefits resulting from the court's holding that they
were tenure eligible teaching staff members, the court did not
decide to what retroactive benefits the teachers were entitled.
Rutherford, supra at 14.
Rather, the court remanded two of the
1nd1v1dual cases involved in the consolidated appeal to the
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Commissioner for a determination of what benefits were owed to those
teachers who had acquired tenure. l
Id. at 84.
In remanding the
cases. the court stated:
We do not decide what, if any. additional benefits the teachers in these cases are entitled to.
either retroactively or prospectively.
That is
primarily a matter of contract and the relevant
collective bargaining agreements are not part of
the record.
Further. the parties for the most
part did not brief this question and the Appellate Division did not address it. We therefore
remand to the Co111111issioner of Education to make
that determination in accord with the principles
laid down in this opinion.
Id. at 84 n. 3.
The court's decision in Spiewak is based on analysis of the
tenure statutes. Although the court acknowledged that supplemental
teachers may be entitled to additional benefits, it clearly stated
that such benefits, unlike tenure rights are. primarily a matter of
contract, and did not grant to supplemental teachers any entitlement
to benefits. including compensation, beyond that which may be
conferred on them by existing statutes.
Thus, the decision in Spiewak did not confer on teachers
such as those represented by Petitioner an entitlement under the
education laws to pro-rata benefits afforded other members in the
District. Nor, as we found in Hyman v. Board of Education of the
Township of Teaneck, decided by the State Board March 6, 1985,
aff'd, Docket #A-2508-84T7 (App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif.
denied, 104 N.J. 469 (1986), do the tenure laws confer such
entitlement. - We recognize that specific statutory benefits such as sick
leave are mandated by the education laws, N.J.S.A. l8A:30-2;
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3, and that the record indicates thu benefit was
not provided to ESL and supplemental teachers by the Board.
We
therefore direct that, pursuant to Rutherford, the Board calculate
accumulated sick leave for the teachers 1nvolved here from April 11.
1979, the date six years prior to the court's decision in Rutherford.
Petitioner however has not presented any statutory bas is
for its claim that as a matter of law the ESL and supplemental
teachers it represents must be afforded the same benefits as other
members in the Board's employ on a pro-rata basis. Thus, Petitioner
has not claimed that the teachers represented by the Association are

1 In the third case, Anderson v. Summit Bd. of Ed .• the court
reversed the decision of the State Board and reinstated the decision
of the Commissioner. 90 N.J. 63, at 84.

{
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entitled by the statutory provisions of the education laws to
compensation based on a negotiated salary schedule applicable to
full-time members.
We, however, reiterate that, as we found in
~an, su~. the statutory provisions governing the ccmpensation of
teaching staff members are applicable only to full-time members and
do not specify any st.mdards governing the rate or manner for the
compensation of members who, like the teachers involved in this
case, are not full-time.
N.J.S.~ 18A:29-l et ~e~.2
Thus, the
compensation statutes do not mandate that members who are not
full-time receive pro-rata compensation based on that of full-time
members.
We find that any entitlement under the education laws to
contractual benefits, including compensation, beyond those mandated
by particular statutes is to be found in N.J~-A:.. 18A:29-4.1, which
provides in pertinent part that
(a] board of education of any district may adopt a
salary policy, including salary schedules for all
full-time teaching staff members which shall not
be less than those required by law ....
Thus, in addition to the specific authorization to adopt salary
schedules applicable to all full-time teaching staff members, the
statute permi~ a district board to adopt a salary policy.
Such
policy may include employment benefits such as health insurance,
Newarlt Teachers Assn. v. Bd. of Ed. of Newarlt, 108 N.J. Super. 34
(App. Div. 1969), aff'd, 57 N.J. 100 (1970), and, although the
collective negotiations agreements applicable in this case are not
part of the record, we conclude that such agreements must be
considered as the salary policy adopted by the Board under the
authority of N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.1.
We reiterate that if a board acting pursuant to N.J. S .A.
18A:29-4.1, adopts a salary schedule applicable to one group of
full-time members, it must provide schedules for all such members.
Hyman, supra. We emphasize, however, that N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1 does
not preclude the adoption of a policy that provtdes salary benefits

2 As indicated above, effective September 9, 1985, the compensation statutes were substantially altered.
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6,
N.J.S.A.
18A:29-7, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-8, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-10 and
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-12 were repealed. Teacher Quality Employment Act,
N.J.S.A. l8A:29-5,L. 1985, c. 321 sec. 16 (1985). We further note
that, 1n addition to repealing those statutory provisions, the
Teacher Quality Employment Act raised the minimum salary for
full-time teaching staff members to $18,500.
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5.
Although the entitlement to retroactive benefits 1n th1s case is to
be determined under the statutes in effect prior to September 9,
1985, we emphasize that the new statutory minimum, like the
predecessor statutes, is applicable only to full-time teaching staff
members.
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staff mem~ers.
We f~~~her emphasize tha~ so long as
S:;Jec if ic statutory reg,uire:aents are met. the education laws do not
:;;and a :e that a board provide uniform compensa-:: ion or benefits for
all classifications of members when it adopts a salary policy
:l'Jrsuant t•J N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1. and that such benefits, including
compensation.--are-·a mandatory subject of collective negotiation
within statutory limits.
~J

~t~e:

As stated, we conclude that the employment benefits,
including compensation, specified in the collective negotiations
agreements adopted by the Board during the years relevant to this
litigation must be construed as its salary policy, and therefore the
Board was required to apply the terms of that policy to all teaching
s:aff members.
From the 1981-82 school year, compensation and
!:enef its to which the terms of t.;e Board's salary policy would
entitle ~SL and supplemental teachers were set forth in the
pro•,isions of the collective negotiations agreer.1ent applicable to
them.
In the absence of any indication that the terms of that
a5reement contravene specific requirements of the education laws, we
wil.!. not set aside such agreement and we find that the ESL and
su~?lemental teachers represented by Petitioner have demonstrated no
entitlement in these proceedings to benefits or compensation beyond
that conferred by the agreement.
Nor has Petitioner demonstrated entitlement to additional
compensation or benefits for the period prior to the 1981-82 school
year.
As set forth above, the education laws do not specify
standards governing the rate or manner of compensation of members
who are not full-time and do not mandate the provision of uniform
employment benefits. Thus, although by virtue of their status as
teaching staff members within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l, the
ESL and supplemental teachers represented by Petitioner were
entitled to application of the Board's salary policy expressed in
the collective agreement in effect from April 11, 1979, through the
end of the 1980-81 school year, they have no entitlement to benefits
beyond those for which they qualified during that period under the
terms of the agreement.
Although we have concluded that the
doctrine of res judicata does not bar our consideration of whether
Petitioners are entitled under the education laws to the relief they
seek, we find that the question of whether ESL teachers were
entitled by the terms of the collective agreement to pro-rata
benefits is settled by the arbitration award in this case. In the
a~sence
of any indication that ESL and supplemental teachers
::::ol·;ed here were deprived of specific contractual benefits for
·,;.·.ich they qualified by virtue of their status as teaching staff
=embers under the terms of the agreement, we conclude that there is
no relief for this period to which they are entitled as a result of
these proceedings.
In sum, we conclude that the mandate of Rutherford entitles
in this case to retroactive application of the rule
.ncunced in Spiewak, and that ~ judicata should not be applied in
.. ese proceedings so as to bar our consideration of whether the
:achers repesented by Petitioner are entitled under the education
~~itioner

1
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taws to the benefits afforded other members in the District on a
pro-rata basis.
We find that the teachers involved here were
entitled to statutory sick leave and, pursuant to Ruth~~<Jrd, direct
calculation of accumulated sick leave under N.J.S.A. l8A:30-3 from
April 11, 1979.
We however conclude that they are not entitled by
the education laws to the salary benefits, including compensation.
afforded other members in the District under the terms of the
collective negotiations agreements on a pro-rata basis during the
years relevant to this litigation.

April 1. 1987
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JEANNE PRIOR,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

.v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARDS OF EDUCATION OF BERGENFIELD, DUMONT, TENEFLY, ORADELL,
RIVER EDGE, NEW MILFORD, ROCHELLE
PARK AND RIVER DELL REGIONAL,
BERGEN COUNTY,
RESPONDENTS-RESPONDENTS.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 11, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus
(Sheldon B. Pincus, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Res~ondent-Respondent, River Edge Board of
Educat1on, Schwarz, Pisano, Simon and Edelstein
(Irving C. Evers, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Res~ondent-Respondent, River Dell Regional Board of
Educat1on, Stein, Joseph and Rosen (Marc Joseph, Esq.,
of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Oradell Board of Education,
Breslin, Herten and LePore (Andrew Cevasco, Esq.,
of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, New Milford Board of
Education, Gerald L. Dorf, Esq.
For the Respondents-Respondents, Bergenfield and Dumont
Boards of Education, Greenwood and Sayovitz (Sidney A.
Sayovitz, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Tenafly Board of Education,
Aron, Salsberg, and Rosen (Frank N. D'Ambra, Esq.,
of Counsel)
For the Res~ondent-Reapondent, Rochelle Park Board of
Educat1on, Seattle, Padovano, Breslin and Dunn
(Robert M. Jaworski, Esq., of Counsel)
Petitioner-Appellant Jeanne Prior has appealed the decision
ot the Commissioner of Education, which held that Petitioner had not
preaented any evidence that supported her contention that by their
provision of apecial education services, the Respondent Districts
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involved in this litigation had constituted themselves as a de facto
jointure commission, and that, baaed on the existence of such
entity, she had acquired tenure so as to render her non-renewal by
the Bergenfield Board of Education following three years employment
by the River Edge Board and employment the subsequent year by the
Bergenfield Board violative of her tenure and seniority rights.
After carefully reviewing the entire record in this case, including
the
transcripts
and
documentary
evidence,
we
affirm
the
Commissioner's decision for the reasons expressed therein.
Like the Commias ioner, we emphasize that the mandates of
N.J.S.A. 18A:46-24 and N.J.S.A. 18A:46-25 were not followed by the
D1stncts involved here and that, therefore, a jointure commission
was never established by the Respondent Districts. Further. despite
the voluminous documentary evidence submitted by Petitioner, she did
not establish that in performing its coordinating functions, Region
V exercised the powers of a jointure commission set forth in
N.J.S.A. 18A:46-26, or that the Respondent Districts performed the
mandated functions specified by N.J .S .A. 18A:46-27. Nor does the
record indicate that the services provided by the Respondent
Districts were those provided by a regional school district pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 18A:13-1 et !!!I· Accordingly, in the absence of proofs
establ1sh1ng that Petitioner was employed during the relevant period
by either of these statutorily defined entities rather than by the
individual Boards with whom she contracted and served, we concur
with the Commissioner that, as set forth in his decision, Petitioner
did not acquire tenure by virtue of her employment by the River Edge
and Bergenfield Boards of Education.
We further affirm the Commissioner's determination that the
Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) limitation on admission into
evidence of exhibits P-241, P-242, P-250 and P-254 on the bas is of
attorney-client privilege was proper.
As found by the ALJ, the
excluded material involved legal advice rendered by counsel to the
Districts involved here concerning this litigation and there was no
knowing waiver of the privilege by the Respondent Districts. Tr.
4/14/86, at 51-2; 69-73: 147-50. See, e.g., Aysseh v. Lawn, 186
N.J. Super. 218 (Ch. Div. 1982).
-

March 4, 1987
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HENRY R. PRZYSTUP,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

v.

DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
JERSEY CITY, HUDSON COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, June 23, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Robert M. Schwartz, Esq.
For the Respondent-Respondent, William A. Massa, Esq.
Petitioner-Appellant Henry R. Przystup is a former Chief
Administrator of the Bureau of Pupil Personnel Services (BPPS), who
was transferred from that position by the Board to the position of
Principal of the Regional Day School following his service as
Interim Superintendent of Schools from May 16, 1984, through
July 10, 1985. Dr. Przystup claimed tenure as Chief Administrator
(BPPS) and, on that basis, claimed that his transfer to the position
of principal was improper.
He also claimed he was improperly
compensated for his services as Interim Superintendent, for which he
was compensated at one-tenth of his salary as principal on a monthly
basis based on the Board's resolution of July 18, 1984.
The Commissioner held that Dr. Przystup was not tenured in
the position of Chief Administrator (BPPS) because, as established
in Figurelli v. Board of Education of the City of Jersey City.
decided by the Commissioner July 23, 1984, aff'd by the State Board,
Dec. 5, 1984, appeal dismissed, Docket 1 A-2034-84T7 (App. Div.
December 18, 1985), he did not possess the requisite certification
for the position.
In resolving this question, the Commissioner
expressed his grave concern and displeasure over the long history of
litigation arising from the position at issue, which had been known
by a variety of titles for which the Board had not sought approval
from the County Superintendent as required by regulation. Viewing
the litigation surrounding this position in conjunction with that
surrounding other cases involving failures of the Jersey City Board
of Education to conform with the requirements of the education laws
with respect to administrative and supervisory positions, the
Commissioner found it necessary to direct the County Superintendent
to conduct a comprehensive
review of all supervisory and
administrative positions in the District.
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The
Commissioner
then
turned
to
the
question
of
Or. Przystup•s compensation for his period of service as Interim
Superintendent.
Recognizing that the Commissioner would not
ordinarily act with respect to a dispute about the salary of an
Interim Superintendent, the Commissioner emphasized that he had the
right to review the actions of a board where bad faith was alleged
and where a board had failed in its obligation to· act on a matter it
had promised to act on by way of prior board resolution.
Citing the Board's resolution of July 18, 1984, the
Commissioner concluded that the record left no doubt that the Board
intended to compensate Dr. Przystup at a rate other than that of
principal.
The Board's resolution had approved Dr. Przystup's
compensation"··· based on one-tenth of his annual salary, effective
June 26, 1984," and further resolved that "such compensation is to
continue until negotiations are completed." J-3. The Commissioner
found that there was no doubt from the record that negotiations had
occurred relative to salary and had culminated in a proposed salary
agreed to by Dr. Przystup and the Board's personnel committee, which
was never acted upon by the Board. The Commissioner however found
sufficient bad faith exhibited by the Board's failure to act to
require a remedy.
The Commissioner rejected Dr. Przystup 's argument that he
be compensated at one-tenth of his principal's salary for each month
of service as
Interim Superintendent based on the Board's
resolution, finding that this construction would impermissibly
enrich
Dr. Przystup.
Likewise,
he
rejected
the
Board's
interpretation that the resolution entitled Dr. Przystup to only
one-tenth above his principal's salary.
He found another option
could be to base compensation on the current superintendent's
salary. Rejecting all of these options, the Commissioner concurred
with the ALJ that the "just, reasonable and equitable figure" was
the one in the proposed contract, on which the Board would have had
the opportunity to act but for its bad faith.
The Commissioner
therefore directed compensation of the sum equal to the difference
between the amount set forth in the proposal and that which
Dr. Przystup actually received from September 1, 1984, to July 10,
1985.
For the reasons expressed by the Commissioner, we affirm
his determination that Dr. Przystup was not tenured in the position
of Chief Administrator of the Bureau of Pupil Personnel Services.
We also join the Commissioner in his concerns regarding the
continual litigation arising from the Board of Education of the City
of Jersey City's use of administrative and supervisory titles, and
fully concur with the Commissioner's directive for comprehensive
review of all such titles in the District by the County
Superintendent. We however reverse the Commissioner's determination
that
Dr. Przystup
is
entitled
to
compensation
as
Interim
Superintendent on the basis of the proposed amount that was never
acted upon by the Board.
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The Commissioner's determination concerning Dr. Przystup's
salary entitlement was based on his conclusion that the Board's
failure to act on the contract proposal was the result of bad
faith.
In this he relied on the Administrative Law Judge's finding
that the omission was motivated , by bad faith.
Commissioner's
decision, at 20.
In his Initial Decision, the AW discussed the
testimony of witnesses that the lack of quorum at the Board's
meeting of June 26, 1985, resulted from intervention by the mayor,
but concluded that no findings could be made on the basis of that
testimony because it was pure hearsay.
Initial Decision, at 9.
Both the AW and the Commissioner base their conclusion that the
Board's failure to act was in bad faith on the fact that the board
did not act. Nor does the record reveal more.
In the absence of any evidence of bad faith beyond the fact
that the Board did not act on the proposal, we find no basis for
implementing the terms of that salary proposal. Although the Board
had a statutory obligation to "fix" Dr. Przystup's salary during his
employment as Interim Superintendent, N.J.S.A. 18A:l7-19, this
obligation was met when the Board acted on July 18, 1984, to
establish his
salary until
such
time as
negotiations were
completed. As set forth above, negotiations occurred, resulting in
agreement concerning the salary proposal to be submitted to the
Board, but this proposal was never acted upon.
Accordingly,
although Dr. Przystup may now desire a higher rate of compensation
based on the nature of the services he provided, his salary was
fixed during his employment as Interim Superintendent by the terms
of the resolution.
The terms of the resolution provide that Dr. Przystup was
to be compensated "based on one-tenth of his annual salary,
effective June 26, 1984."
Thus, in addition to amounts earned
during the 1983-84 academic year, for which payment was deferred
until July and August, Dr. Przystup was entitled to one-tenth of his
annual salary of $45,692 for each month of service as Interim
Superintendent, with proration on that basis for that portion of
July 1985 during which he served in that capacity. Whether or not
i t was the Board's intention at the time it acted to adopt the
resolution to compensate Dr. Przystup at a principal • s rate of pay
during his entire year of service as Interim Superintendent, it did
not act to alter the terms of the resolution, and we find no
reasonable basis in the language of the resolution for directing
compensation beyond the amounts set forth above.

S. David Brandt opposed.
September 2, 1987
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RAHWAY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, AND
NANCY LAZUR,
PETITIONERS-APPELLANTS,
V.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF
RAHWAY, UNION COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, June 19, 1986
For the Petitioners-Appellants, Klausner and Hunter
(Stephen B. Hunter, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Magner, Orlando, Kahn,
Schnirman, Hamilton, Kress and Charney
(Leo Kahn, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Intervenor-Respondent, Ruhlman, Butrym and
Friedman (Susan Holley, Esq., of Counsel)
The decision of the Commissioner of Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.

Deborah Wolfe abstained.
January 7, 1987
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PETER J. ROMANOLI,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WILLINGBORO, BURLINGTON
COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 16, 1985
Decision on Motion by the State Board of Education,
February 4, 1987
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Jeffrey A. Bartges
For the Respondent-Appellant, Paul Ferrell, Jr., Esq.
The facts in this case are straightforward. At a special
meeting on October 20, 1982, the Willingboro Township Board of
Education established the salary for its Superintendent, Peter J.
Romanoli, for the 1982-83 and 1983-84 school years at $63, 945 and
$68.741 respectively.
On June 27. 1983, the Board determined to
withhold Mr. Romanoli 's scheduled salary increase for 1983-84, and
to compensate him for the 1983-84 school year at his then current
salary of $63,945. Mr. Romanoli challenged the Board's act ion as
violative of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14. The Commissioner found that the
withholding of the 1ncrement was not improper, and that decision was
affirmed on appeal by the State Board and the Appellate Division.
Romanoli v. Willingboro Township Board of Education, decided by the
Commissioner, NovemberTl, 1984, aff'd by the State Board, March 6,
1985, aff'd, Docket #A-3668-8416 (App. Div. Jan. 24, 1986).
The Board did not establish a new salary for Mr. Romanoli
for the 1984-85 school year, but continued to compensate him during
that year at the same salary level at which he had been compensated
during 1982-83 and 1983-84, $63,945. In this action, Mr. Romanoli
has challenged the Board's continuation of his salary at that level,
asserting that since the Board failed to act pursuant to N.J. S .A.
18A:29-l4 to withhold a salary increment for 1984-85, he is entttled
to receive a retroactive increment of $4,796, the salary increase he
would have received for 1983-84 had the Board not acted to withhold
his increment for that year.
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In his Initial Decision, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ)
observed that the salaries of superintendents have historically been
set following personal negotiations between the superintendent and
employing board.
Re found that this approach was not altered by
enactment of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.3, which authorizes, but does not
mandate. distnct boards to adopt salary schedules applicable to
their superintendents.
The ALJ concluded that by listing Mr. Romanoli's recompense
for services to be performed to take place on a regular basis, the
Board in this case had adopted a salary schedule within the meaning
of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.3 when it established Mr. Romanoli's salary for
a two year period.
Accordingly, pursuant to that statute, the
provisions of .N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.l were applicable to the case.
Relying on Gallowa! Tp. Bd. of Ed. v. Gallo~ Tp. Ed.
Ass'n., 78 N.J. 25 (1978) , the ALJ found that based on the
court's holding in that case and the fact that the Board did not act
to withhold an increment for 1984-85, Hr. Romanoli was entitled by
virtue of the Board's adoption of a salary schedule applicable to
him to receive the difference between the salary he was presently
receiving and $68,741. the amount established by the Board for the
1983-84 school year.
The Commissioner concurred with the ALJ•s conclusions that
the Board's action in establishing Mr. Romanoli's salary for a two
year period constituted setting a two year salary schedule for him,
that the difference between the amount established for 1982-83 and
1983-84 constituted an increment of $4,796 and that, absent evidence
of an action to withhold pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14 for the
1984-85 school year, Mr. Romanoli was presumed to have earned that
increment.
Although recognizing that N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.1 does not
require a salary schedule to be binding for longer than two years
from the effecttve date of the schedule and that Galloway involved a
one year schedule, the Commissioner adopted the ALJ's determination
in the case. The Commissioner found that by virtue of adoption of
the schedule in October 1982, Mr. Romanoli was entitled to progress
to the next salary level specified in that schedule following
withholding of his increment for 1983-84. The Commissioner further
found that even assuming the schedule expired on June 30, 1984,
Mr. Romanoli would be
entitled
to
the
increase of
$4, 796
incorporated in the prior schedule because that schedule represented
the status quo in terms of salary and the Board took no affirmative
steps to alter that schedule or to withhold the increment.

1 We note that the ALJ cited
Tp. Ed. Asa'n .• 78 N.J. 1.
questions entirely unrelated to
that this represented merely on

Galloway Tp. Bd. of Ed. v. Galloway
However, since that case involved
the issues in this case, we conclude
error in citation.
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After careful review of the relevant law, we agree with the
AW and the CoDUDissioner that by establishing Mr. Romanoli 's salary
for the 1982-83 and 1983-84 school years, the Board exercised its
discretionary authority conferred by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.3 to adopt a
salary schedule applicable to its superintendent. We further agree
that, pursuant to that statute, the schedule it adopted was subject
to the provisions of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1.
We, however. conclude
that nothing in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.l, nor under any other provisions
of the education laws, entitles Mr. Romanoli to receive any
compensation for 1984-85 beyond his salary of $63,945.
N.J.S.A. 19A:29-4.1 provides that
A board of education of any district may adopt a
salary policy, including salary schedules for all
full-time teaching staff members which shall not
be less than those required by law. Such policy
and schedules shall be binding upon the adopting
board and upon all future boards in the same
district for a period of two years from the
effective date of such policy but shall not
prohibit the payment of salaries higher than
those required by such policy or schedules nor
the subsequent adoption of policies or schedules
providing for higher salaries, increments or
adjustments.
Every
school
budget
adopted,
certified or approved by the board, the voters of
the district, the board of school estimate, the
governing
body
of
the
municipality
or
municipalities, or the commissioner, as the case
may be, shall contain such amounts as may be
necessary to fully implement such policy and
schedules for that budget year.
Thus, when a board acts under authority of N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.3, it is, pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.l, bound by the
terms of the schedule it adopts for a two year period, unless it
modifies such schedule as provided in the statute. Galloway Tp. Bd.
of Ed. v. Galloway Tp. Ed. Ass•n., 78 N.J. 25 (1978); Cliffside Park
Bd. of Education v. Malor and Council of Cliffside Park., 100 N.J.
Super., 490 (App. Div.96S). Therefore, when a board adopts a-ani
year schedule, but fails to adopt a new schedule the next succeeding
year, the previous schedule remains operative and the Board is
obligated by the education laws to pay non-discretionary salary
incrementa specified in the previous schedule. Galloway, supra at
51-2. However, we can find nothing in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1 that
confers an entitlement under the education laws to receive salary
benefits beyond the two year statutory period where, as in this
ease, a two year schedule has expired.
We further conclude that in contrast to collective
negotiations to which the New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations
Act, N.J.S.A. 34:13A-l !1 ~ .• is applicable, the requirement that
the status guo be maintained during negotiations concerning terms
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and conditions of employment, se~ N.J.S.A. J4:13A-5.3, is not
applicable in this case. As recognized by the AW, the authority
conferred by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.J on district boards to establish
salary schedules for their superintendents does not alter the fact
that any negotiation involved in establishing such schedule is
individual and not collective.
Thus. we conclude that the only
requirements concerning maintenance of the status quo. upon
expiration of a two year salary schedule applicable to a
superintendent under the education laws are those embodied in the
specific statutory mandates of the education laws.
Our examination of the requirements of the education laws
indicates that although the Board was prohibited from reducing
Mr. Romanoli's salary from then his current level upon expiration of
the two year schedule that it had adopted, N.J.S.A. l8A:28-5;
N.J.S.A. l8A:l7-19, it had no legal obligation under the education
laws to increase his salary from that amount. We emphasize that as
a result of the Board's action in June 1983, the salary increase to
which Hr. Romanoli would otherwise have been entitled for 1983-84
was permanently withheld unless the Board chooses to act
affirmatively to restore that increase, North Plainfield Education
Association v. Board of Education, 96 N.J. 587 (1984). and that
payment at the same level for 1984-85 --a9 for 1983-84 did not
constitute a reduction in compensation. Williams v. Board of Ed. o~
Plainfield, 176 N.J. Super. 154 (App. Div. 1980).
In sum, we affirm the Commissioner's determination that the
Board in this case adopted a two year salary schedule applicable to
its Superintendent, Hr. Romanoli, within the meaning of N.J.S~
18A:29-4.3, and that such schedule was subject to the provisions of
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1. We conclude that the board was bound by the
terms of the schedule pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.1 during the two
year period it was in effect, but that, notwithstanding the Board's
withholding of increment during the second year that the schedule
was in effect, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1 did not create any obligation on
the part of the Board to pay Mr. Romanoli in 1984-85 the salary
increase to which he would have been entitled for 1983-84. Rather,
we find that the schedule expired by its terms following the two
year statutory period specified in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1, and that,
because the establis~ent of a new schedule in this case was not
subject to the provisions of the New Jersey Employer-Employee
Relations Act, the Board was not subject to requirements of that Act
concerning the maintenance of the status guo, although it was
prohibited by the education laws from reducing Hr. Romanoli's
salary. Since the Board continued to compensate Mr. Romanoli in
1984-85 at the same salary he received in 1983-84, we conclude that
Mr. Romanoli baa no entitlement under the education laws to any
additional compensation for that year.
For the reasons
Commissioner is reversed.

set

forth above,

Attorney exceptions are noted.
April 1, 1987
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RUMSON-FAIR HAVEN EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

AND

DECISION

NEW JERSEY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION,
INTERVENOR-RESPONDENT,

v.
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE RUMSOMFAIR HAVEN REGIONAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT, MONMOUTH COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 16, 1986
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Oxfeld·, Cohen and Blunda
(Mark J. Blunda, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Intervenor-Respondent New Jersey Education
Association, Ruhlman, Buthyrm and Friedman (Richard A.
Friedman, Esq .• of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Reussille, Mousner,
Carotenuto, Bruno and Barger (Morton M. Barger, Esq.,
of Counsel)
This case calls upon the State Board of Education to
resolve whether the Teacher Quality Employment Act, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-S, !!· 1985, £· 321, applies to substitute teachers employed
by a board on an annual basis pursuant to contract so as to entitle
them to a minimum salary of $18,500 per year.
The case was
initiated by a Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner filed on
February 6, 1986, by the Rumson-Fair Haven Education Association
(Association). which is the collective negotiations representative
for all classroom teachers employed by the Board, and Brad Wilbur,
who was employed by the Board in the 1985-86 school year pursuant to
an employment contract as a "Permanent Substitute Teacher" at a
salary of $9,250.00.1 The New Jersey Education Association (NJEA)
1 We note that in their Petition, Petitioners asserted that the
Anociation "represented" Mr. Wilbur, but that in its answer, the
Board denied this assertion.
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was granted leave to intervene in support of Petitioners • position
in May 1986.
On May 13, 1986, Brad Wilbur withdrew his claim
against the Board.
The AW considered the matter on a summary basis based on
Petitioner's motion for summary judgment and the affidavit and
exhibits filed in support of that motion. Those documents included
a job description for "Permanent Substitute," which specifies that
the Board requires a New Jersey Secondary Teacher Certificate in
order to qualify for this service, and designates the primary
function as "substitutes for absent teacher as assigned by principal
or designee."
Exhibit II.
The specific responsibilities are
designated as follows: 1) reports to school and remains at school
in accordance with current teacher contract hours, 2) prepares for
assignment as directed by principal, 3) reports to specific location
as directed by the principal, 4) attends all faculty meetings, 5)
completes appropriate reports as required by the administration
regarding substitute activities, 6) covers classes as assigned, 7)
supervises cafeteria, corridors, auditorium, gymnasium, resource
rooms, or other locations as assigned by the principal, 8) assists
the librarian when assigned to the library, 9) performs other
appropriate tasks as assigned by the superintendent. principal or
other designee.
The job description also provides that the
permanent substitute will be evaluated by the principal.
The exhibits also included an observation report, Exhibit
III, and a summative evaluation.
Exhibit IV.
The observation
report assesses command of subject matter, teaching techniques,
teacher-student relations and class-management. and concludes that
the individual observed had done a commendable job as a "permanent
substitute" during her brief tenure at Rumson-Fair Haven High
School. The Summative Evaluation assesses an individual who had
served as a permanent substitute for one year, concluding that this
individual had performed her duties in specified areas, but that she
could improve in 1) implementing the lesson plans prepared by the
teacher, 2) adjusting to the fact that, as a substitute, her
expected assignment would be changed and 3) should not release
classes early when the plans left by the regular teacher wete not
adequate to fill an entire class period, but should attempt to carry
in alternative plans for such contingency.
Based on this documentation and the briefs submitted by the
parties, the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that there was no
dispute as to the fact that permanent substitute teachers were
certified teachers who· substituted on a full-time daily basis and
were assigned to various classes.
They were employed on a
contractural basis for the entire year and worked the same work day
as full-time teaching staff members. The ALJ noted that they were
evaluated and that they were expected to attend faculty meetings and
perform other duties as assigned by the principal. He also observed
that their assignments included classes outside their area of
certification. He found that they performed the same functions as
regular substitutes except that they reported to school each day
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rather than waiting at home, and that this arrangement was an
administrative convenience for both the school and the substitute.
Although recognizing that if assigned to fill in for a full-time
teacher on leave for an extended period, the permanent substitute
might perform long-term teaching functions, he found that they were
not generally involved in long term functions such as homework and
testing.
Noting that this case does not present the issue of a
substitute assigned over an extended period of time to cover the
classes of a teacher on leave, the AW concluded that permanent
substitutes are not entitled to the minimum salary provided by
N.J.S.A.
18A:29-5.
He noted that the only substantive and
funct1onal difference between permanent substitutes and those
working on a day-to-day basis was that the former report to school
each day under contract. He again emphasized that unlike full-time
teaching staff members, the substitutes do not become involved in
long term duties unless they were assigned to fill in over an
extended period for regular teachers.
He concluded that by any
other name, a substitute is a substitute, and that the daily work
arrangement established for administrative convenience does not
alter the substance of the daily work.
Although he found that it was possible to conclude based on
the language of N.J. S .A. 18A: 29-5 that the Legislature intended to
pay permanent subst1tutes the same salary as full-time teaching
staff members, he further concluded that this would be an
unreasonable and absurd result which was not mandated by the
language of the statute, and that such result would fail to consider
other sections of the Act that express the Legislature's intent.
Emphasizing that the Legislature was specifically concerned with the
starting salary for new teachers, and that it expressly excluded any
teacher employed as a substitute on a day-to-day basis, he concluded
that the legislative concern with establishing competitive starting
salaries for teachers simply did not apply to substitute teachers,
who perform an inherently different function from a full-time
teacher.
The ALJ therefore concluded that the minimum salary
provisions of the Teacher Quality Employment Act did not apply to
"permanent" substitutes performing the same functions as regular
substitutes who did not have an annual contract and who waited for a
call at home.
He further concluded, however, that the Act did
require that the minimum salary be provided to a teacher who is
filling in for a teacher on leave of absence for an extended period
amounting to some proportion of the academic year.
The ALJ
recommended that the action of the district Board in denying payment
of the minimum salary provided by the Teacher Quality Education Act
be affirmed and that the petition be dismissed.
After recounting the arguments made by NJEA and the
Association, the Commissioner rejected the ALJ's findings and
determination.
He found that the permanent substitutes meet the
definition for teaching staff members set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l
because the Board required an instructional certificate for such
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employment, which he noted was appropriate for the office, position
or employment of a permanent substitute. Further. since permanent
substitutes were paid annually, the Commissioner concluded that they
were not day-to-day substitutes, the single excluded group from the
Act.
The Commissioner's final inquiry was whether permanent
substitutes functioned as full-time employees.
Based on the job
description, the Commissioner resolved this inquiry in the positive.
The Commissioner concluded that since permanent substitutes
in the District were not employed on a day-to-day basis. but were
contracted on a year-to-year basis to hold a position under an
appropriate certificate, they were entitled to the benefits of
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-S. Since he found that the permanent substitutes
were full-time employees, the Commissioner found it unnecessary to
reach a discussion of whether they would be entitled to such benefit
by virtue of filling an assignment of a teacher on leave on an
extended basis.
The question presented by this case is whether persons
employed on an annual basis by a board to substitute as assigned by
the principal for absent teaching staff members are entitled to the
minimum annual salary established by the Teacher Quality Employment
Act, L. 1985, c. 321, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5 (1985).
That statute
provides that: The minimum salary of a full-time teaching staff
member, in any school district. who is certified
by the local board of education as performing his
duties in an acceptable manner for the previous
academic year pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.19 and
6:3-1.21 and who is not employed as a substitute
on a day-to-day basis, shall be $18. SOO for an
academic year and a proportionate amount for less
than and academic year.
(emphasis added).
Thus. pursuant to the statute an employee of a district
must be a full-time teaching staff member in order for the statute
to be applicable to him.
There is no dispute that "permanent
substitutes" employed by the Board are employed on a full-time
basis. However, as stated, they must also be teaching staff members
in order to qualify for the benefit provided by the statute. We
therefore must resolve whether the substitutes employed by the Board
are teaching staff members as defined by statute. In resolving this
question, we emphasize that if these employees meet the statutory
criteria for teaching staff membership, they would be entitled to
application of N.J.S.A 18A:29-5 regardless of the contractual
relationships between the parties. Spiewak v. Rutherford Board of
Education, 90 N.J. 63 (1982).
N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l defines a teaching staff member as
... a member of the professional staff of any
district
or
regional
board
of
education,
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... holding office, position or employment of such
character that the qualifications, for such
office, position or employment, require him to
hold a valid and effective standard, provisional
or emergency certificate, appropriate to his
office, position or ·employment, issued by the
State Board of Examiners ...
Careful review of the applicable statutory and regulatory
scheme indicates that employment as a substitute teacher is not of a
character that requires an individual so employed to hold a valid
standard, provisional or emergency certificate appropriate to
employment as a substitute in order to be qualified.
To the
contrary,
there
is
no standard,
emergency or
provisional
certification appropriate to employment as a substitute teacher.
N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.1 et seq. See N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6 (requiring district
boards to assign titles to teach1ng staff members that are
recognized in the certification rules and establishing the procedure
for obtaining a determination of the appropriate certification from
the County Superintendent in the event the use of an unrecognized
title is desirable).
Furthermore, N.J.A.C. 6:11-4.4 specifically
provides that any person who does not hold a standard instructional
certificate may serve as a day-to-day substitute teacher when
granted a County Substitute Certificate based on the completion of a
minimum of sixty semester hours credit at an accredited college.
Such individuals may not serve however for more than twenty
consecutive days in the same position in any one school district
during the school year. N.J.A.C. 6:11-4.4 (c). Likewise. although
a County Substitute Certif1cate 1s not required in order for persons
holding a New Jersey Instructional Certificate to be employed as
substitutes, such individuals may serve in areas outside the scope
of their certification in one position within a district only for
twenty
consecutive
days
duting
a
school
yeat.
N.J.A.C.
6:11-4.4(f). Although the regulations do not address the ass1gnment
of persons holding instructional certificates within their area of
cettification, we conclude that the authorization set forth in
N.J .A. C. 6:11-4. 4(f) establishes that service as a substitute as
deflned by the regulation is not of such character to require such
certification. and that possession of the certification applicable
to any particular substitute assignment filled by an individual does
not alter the character of the employment.
In essence, as established by the certification rules, the
character of employment as a substitute serving in particular
assignments on a short-term basis is not such as to require
certification and, accordingly, there is no requirement under
New Jersey law that an individual possess standard, provisional or
emergency certification "appropriate" to employment as a substitute
in order to serve in that capacity within the limitations
established by the regulations. Furthermore, those limitations do
not preclude the District from contracting substitutes on an annual
basis so long as no substitute so employed is assigned to fill one
position for more than twenty consecutive days within a single a
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single school year, and we emphasize that there is no claim in this
case that the Board assigned any "permanent substitute" to the same
position beyond the regulatory period. Moreover, although the Board
required a
"New Jersey Secondary Teacher
Certificate"Z
for
employment as a "permanent substitute," it did not require that an
individual possess the certification required for any particular
teaching assignment, N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.l(a), and we therefore conclude
that it did not alter the character of the employment at issue by
establishing this criteria for employment.
Nor does the fact that individuals employed by the Board as
"permanent substitutes" contracted to serve as substitute teachers
on an annual basis alter our conclusion that the character of the
employment is not such to require appropriate certification within
the meaning of N.J.S.A. lBA:l-1. Examination of the job description
indicates that, as concluded by the ALJ, regardless of their
contractual relationship with the Board on an annual basis. the
function performed by the "permanent substitutes" in this case is to
substitute for absent staff members. Assignments are made by the
Principal,
and the substitute covers classes
as
assigned.
Evaluation is as a substitute, with focus on the ability of the
substitute to implement lesson plans prepared by the absent
teacher.
Review of the job description further indicates that
permanent
substitutes
are
not
responsible
for
providing
instructional services on a regular basis to an assigned group of
students, and, accordingly, are not responsible for lesson plans in
any curriculum area, homework, testing or grading. Quite simply,
"permanent substitutes" do not have full responsibility for
instructing a class of pupils for a designated course of study for
credit, Arthur Jones et al. v. Board of Education of the Borough of
Leonia, et al., 1976 S.L.D. 495, mod1f1ed, 1978 S.L.D. lO~and do
not fill teaching asslgiiiilents so as-t'Ci""require certification. See
N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.l(a). We therefore conclude that employment as a
"permanent substitute" is not that of a teaching staff member.
Review of the auxiliary functions required by the Board of
substitute teachers does not alter our conclusion that such
employment is not as a matter of law employment as a teaching staff
member.
No certification ie required to perform such duties as
attending faculty meetings, supervising cafeteria or other locations
and assisting the
librarian.
Although substitute teachers
performing such duties in addition to covering classes for absent
teachers may legitimately desire additional compensation, we
emphasize that the prerequisite for the entitlement conferred by
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5 is employment as a teaching staff member. which in
turn requires that the employment be of such character so as to
require appropriate certification.

2 We note that the Board of Examiners does not issue a certificate
with such designation. See N.J.A.C. 6:11-4.1 et seq.
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As stated, we conclude that employment as a "permanent
substitute" is not employment as a teaching staff member, and
therefore we find that the "permanent substitutes" employed by the
Board are not entitled as a matter of law to the benefit conferred
on teaching staff members by N.J.S.A. 1SA:29-5. In so concluding,
we again emphasize that this u not a case involving employment by
the Board of teachers possessing appropriate certification to fill
for extended periods of time teaching assignments from which staff
members are on leave. See Sayreville Education Association v. Board
of Education of the Borough of Sayreville, 193 N.J. Super, 424 (App.
Div. l984).
See also N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-l.l (authorizing district
boards to designate a person to act in the place of a staff member
who is absent, but providing that no person so acting will acquire
tenure).
In light of our conclusion, that "permanent substitutes"
employed by the district are not teaching staff members, we need not
decide whether employment as a "permanent substitute" falls within
the Legislature's exclusion from the benefit of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5 of
those employed as substitutes on a day-to-day basis.
However,
neither the petitioning Association nor the NJEA presented any
evidence to indicate that, regardless of the contractual commitment
of "permanent substitutes" to report each day, their em~loyment was
other than substituting for absent staff members as ass1gned by the
principal on a day-to-day basis. In the absence of any indication
otherwise. we concur with the ALJ that the only functional
difference between "permanent substitutes" and "regular" substitutes
is that the former report to school each day rather than waiting at
home.
For the reasons set forth above, we reverse the decision of
the Commissioner.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
August 5, 1987
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S.T., on behalf of her minor
child, N. T.,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF

MILLVILLE, CUMBERLAND COUNTY,

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, December 24, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Joseph F. Shanahan, Esq.
For the Respondent-Respondent, Jacob and Robinson
(Frederick Jacob, Esq., of Counsel)
For the reasons expressed in his decision, we concur with
the Commissioner that N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.7 does not preclude a
district board from requiring alternative health assignments for
students who have been excused from any part of the instruction in
health pursuant to that statute.
We further agree that when
presented with alternative topics, the Petitioner in this case had
the right and opportunity to invoke the statutory right of excusal
from the alternative program, but did not do so. We find, as did
the ALJ and Commissioner, that the independent study program in this
case provided a proper alternative to the part of the instruction in
health from which Petitioner's daughter had been excused. We affirm
that a failing grade may properly be awarded as a consequence of a
failure to complete outstanding assignments required for completion
of an alternative program where there has been no excusal from the
alternative program. However, in light of the fact that the student
in this case did not complete her assigned work because her mother
advised her that legal action would relieve her of the need to do
so, a question that we have settled today, we direct that the
district Board afford this student two months from the date of this
decision to complete her outstanding assignments and, if she does
so. that it award her the grade she earns for the third mar):.ing
period.
·

Alice Holzapfel opposed.
May 6, 1987
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SCOTCH PLAINS-FANWOOD EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION ET AL.,
PETITIONERS-RESPONDENTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF SCOTCH
PLAINS-FANWOOD,
RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, October 11, 1983
For the Petitioner-Respondents, Bucceri & Pincus
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Boehm & Cam~bell
(Casper P. Boehm, Jr., Esq. of Counc1l)
This consolidated case involves eleven individually named
Petitioners who were initially employed prior to 1978 by the Scotch
Plains- Fanwood Board of Education (hereinafter "Board") as Title I,
supplemental
and
compensatory education teachers
and
were
compensated at an hourly rate. In 1978, Petitioners filed Petitions
of Appeal with the Commissioner of Education • seeking a
declaration that the positions in which they served were tenurable
and an order directing payment of retroactive benefits, including
pro-rata compensation based on the salary schedule set forth in the
collective negotiations agreement between the Scotch Plains-Fanwood
Education Association and the Board.
The matter was transmitted to the Office of Administrative
Law on July 2, 1980, but, on request of the parties , was held in
abeyance, first pending a decision in Point Pleasant Beach Teachers
Ass•n, 173 N.J. Super. 11 (App. Div. 1981), and then pending the
iiiW'Jersey Supreme Court's decision in Spiewak v. Rutherford Board
of Education, 90 N.J. 63 (1982). After the court rendered its
dec1uon 1n Spiewak and following the submiuion of supplemental
stipulations, the record was closed and the Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) made his initial determination in the matter.
1 Petitions of Appeal on behalf of ten individually named
Petitioners were filed on July 24, 1978, and on behalf of Petitioner
Esposito on September 5, 1978. The cases were consolidated prior to
transmittal to the Office of Administrative Law.
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The ALJ first deter11ined that pursuant to Spiewak, each
individually named Petitioner who held a valid certificate to teach
and was employed the requisite amount of ti11e achieved tenure. He
further determined that Petitioners, whether tenured or not, were
entitled to retroactive relief.
He, however, concluded that such
relief was limited to the three 11onth period prior to the date on
which the Peti tiona of Appeal had been filed and that Petitioners
who had achieved tenure but had been terminated prior to the
decision in Spiewak were entitled to reinstatement only if
ter11ination occurred within three 11onths of the filing date of the
peti tiona.
The ALJ then made his determinations concerning the
substantive relief to which Petitioners were entitled. Be found
that for each Petitioner who was properly certified, such relief
included retroactive eo11penaation based on the salary schedule
negotiated between the Board and the Association during the relevant
years for the period commencing three 11onths before the peti tiona
were filed.
Although he found that the Petitioners who had not
achieved tenure prior to their termination were not entitled to
reinstate11ent, he further determined that Peti tionera Strudler and
Esposito had acquired tenure when terminated within three months of
the filing date of their petitions and that therefore each was
entitled to reinstatement, and to co11pensation for the period
following termination if seniority entitled either to reinstatement.
Although observing that the Commissioner had refused to
assert jurisdiction over disputes involving enrollment in the
Teacher Pension Annuity Fund (TPAF), the ALJ found that the
Commissioner did have the authority to direct the Board to inform
TPAF of the pertinent details regarding the employment of individual
Petitioners, and directed that the Board do so.
Be found that
Petitioners were eligible for all statutory benefits accorded
regular teaching staff members si11ilarly situated,
including
accumulated sick leave, and, although the collective negotiations
agree11ent was not part of the record, to carry-over benefits
conferred on other teaching staff members covered by that
agreement. The Commissioner adopted the ALJ's determination in the
matter with the 110dification that petitioners were entitled to full
retroactive relief.
The Board appealed, arguing that Spiewak does not confer on
Petitioners an entitlement to be compensated on the basis of the
negotiated salary schedqle set forth in its collective agreement
with the Association or to receive other benefits conferred by the
collective agreement on other teachers.
It further argues that
Petitioners who were ter11inated prior to the date of the Spiewak
decision are not entitled to reinstatement, and that any relief due
to any Petitioner is limited to the period subsequent to the date of
the Spiewak decision. The Board, however, ~~aintains that no relief
is due any Petitioner, that all tenure rights including calculation
of senior1ty should be fro11 the date when Petitioners were appointed
to their current full-ti11e positions and that
Petitioners'
co11pensation claims are barred by N.J.A.C. 6:24-1.2. In response,
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Petitioners urge affirunce of the Commissioner's decision, arguing
that they are entitled to retroactive relief from date of employment
and renewing their claim that Spiewak prohibits negotiation of
salary or benefits for supplemental teachers which are less than
those agreed to for other teaching staff members.
I

The threshold issues in this case are whether the
individually named Petitioners in this case are entitled to
retroactive application of Spiewak and, if so, the extent of such
relief.
We find that the New Jersey Supreme Court's decision in
Rutherford Education Association v. Board of Education of the
Borough of Rutherford, 99 N.J. 8 (1985), settles these quest1ons.
In Rutherford, the court settled that petitioners who, like
the Petitioners in th1s case, had filed Petitions of Appeal with the
Commissioner prior to the date of the S~iewak decision are entitled
to the retroactive benefit of that decuion. The court, however,
placed two limitations on such benefit.
First, because of the
administrative confusion that would
result from
retroactive
application of Spiewak to teachers terminated prior to the decision
in that case, the court in Rutherford held that Spiewak would not be
applied retroactively to any teacher who was not employed by a board
on the date of the Spiewak decision.
99 N.J. at 29-30.
Second,
because of its concern with the financial impact on district boards
if Spiewak was given unlimited retroactivity as to those teachers
still employed on the date of the Spiewak decision, the court held
that even with respect to those teachers, calculation of the
retroactive benefits that each teacher is entitled to receive is
limited to a date six years prior to the court's decision in
Rutherford. Id. at 30.
Based on the clear mandate of Rutherford, we conclude that
the Petitioners in this case who were employed by the Board on the
date of the Spiewak decision, specifically Pet1tioners Armstrong,
Helfrich, O'Shea and Smith, are entitled to benefit retroactively
from the decision in Spiewak and to calculation of any benefits due
them as a result of our decision in this matter from the date six
years prior to the court's decision in Rutherford.
We, however,
find that retroactive application of Sp1ewak.,
and therefore
retroactive relief pursuant to that decision, is precluded in the
cues of Petitioners Bruno, Bruns, Jenkins, Markowitz, Paskowitz,
Strudler and Esposito since none of these Petitioners were still
employed by the Board on the date of the Spiewak decision.
Our determination concerning retroactive application of
Spiewak to the Petitioners in this case does not, however, reaol ve
Petitioners' claims to substantive relief, and we are now called
upon to determine to what, if any, substantive relief Petitioners
Armstrong, Helfrich, O'Shea and Smith are entitled by virtue of the
New Jersey Supreae court's determination in Spiewak that service as
a Title I, compensatory education and supplemental teacher is as a
teaching staff member within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l.

3
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II

Petitioners claim that by virtue of their status as
teaching staff members during the relevant years, they were entitled
to receive the same salary and benefits as other teaching staff
members in the District. They specifically claim that· they are
entitled to retroactive compensation based upon the District's
salary schedule for their service as Title I, compensatory education
and supplemental teachers, and, as a consequence, to salary
adjustment upon their subsequent assignments as Teachers of the
Handicapped.
Initially we emphasize that in determining the validity of
this claim, Petitioners are entitled to retroactive application of
the substantive holding of Spiewak, although calculation of any
retroactive benefits due them by virtue of the State Board's
decision in this case is limited to the period commencing on
April 11, 1979. Rutherford, ~upr~. It is no longer disputed that
Petitioners' servtce tn the Dutuct from their initial employment
as Title I, compensatory education and supplemental teachers was in
tenurable positions and that each has achieved tenure. However, as
we found in Hyman v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck,
decided by the State Board, March 6,
1985, aff 'd, Docket
fA-2508-84T7 {App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif. denied, Docket
#25,352 (June 30, 1986), tenure status does not ent1tle Petitioners
to compensation based on a negotiated schedule applicable to other
teaching staff members. Nor did the court's decision in Spiewak
confer such entitlement. Rutherford, supra at 14. Rather, as set
forth in Hyman, any entitlement to compensation under the education
laws is controlled by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-1 et ~·, which are the
statutory prov isions appllcable to the compensation of teaching
staff members. 2 Again, those statutes are applicable only to the
compensation of full-time teaching staff members.
N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.1; N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6 (repealed 1985) (proviuon now
codified at N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5). We reiterate that, although the
education laws proh1bit reduction in the compensation of any tenured
teaching staff member, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, they do not prescribe any
standards governing the rate or manner of the compensation of
teaching staff members who are not full-time. See Hyman, supra.
2 We note that, effective September 9, 1985, the compensation
statutes were substantially altered. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-7, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-10 and N.J.S.A.
18A:29-12 were repealed. Teacher Quallty Employment Act, N.J.S.A.
18A:29-5,L. 1985, c. 321 sec. 16 (1985). We further note that, 1n
addition -to repealing those statutory provisions, the Teacher
Quality Employment Act raised the minimum salary for full-time
teaching staff members to $18,500. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5. Although the
entitlement to retroactive benefits in tb1s case is to be determined
under the statutes in effect prior to Se~tember 9, 1985, we
emphasize that the new statutory minimum, ltke the predecessor
statutes, is applicable only to full-time teaching staff members.
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Thus, the threshold question in resolving Petitioners•
compensation claims is whether they were full-time teaching staff
members during the years relevant to this litigation. As set forth
in Hyman, "full-time" is defined by statute as the number of days of
employment each week. and the period in each day required to qualify
any person as a full-time member. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-6 (repealed 1985)
(provision now codified at N.J.S.A. l8A:29-5). Under the applicable
regulation, district boards are given the authority to define
full-time so long as the number of hours required each day is more
than four hours. N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.13.
The Board in this case maintains that for the years in
question, it defined full-time status through practice and
considered a member to be full-time if he was on school grounds for
a minimum of seven hours, which included classroom instruction,
lunch duty. hall duty. free periods and "any other services which
may be expected of a teacher." Supplemental memorandum, January 30,
1986. Based on this standard, the Board contends that none of the
Petitioners were full-time employees.
The record shows that Petitioner Helfrich was employed from
February through June 1977, from September 1977 through June 1978
and from September through October 26, 1978 on a six hour a day
basis, and provided with a one hour unpaid lunch.
Likewise,
Petitioner Armstrong was employed on that basis from September
through June 1980, as was Petitioner Smith from September through
October 14, 1978. We find that although the Board did not allocate
compensation to lunch, the one hour each day allocated to
Petitioners• lunch must be considered part of their work. day. We
therefore conclude that the work day of these Petitioners during the
periods specified above totaled seven hours. and that under the
Board • s standard they were employed as full-time teaching staff
members during those periods. In so concluding, we emphasize that
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.15, the Board was required to provide
each member employed to teach in both morning and afternoon
sections, including Petitioners, a duty free lunch period of 30
minutes or of the length provided to students if less than 30
minutes. Because we conclude that Petitioners Helfrich, Smith and
Armstrong were employed as full-time members during specific
periods, we find that the standards set forth in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-l
et !£!~.· are applicable in judging the propnety of their
compensation.
We reiterate that, as set forth in Hyman, a district board
is not required to adopt a single salary schedule for all full-time
members. However, if, as here, a board adopts a salary policy that
includes a schedule covering one group of full-time members, it must
adopt schedules for all such members. N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.l H:pan,
supr' at 8-9. We emphasize that although the statutes nu ther
requ1re the adoption of a single schedule for all full-time members
nor prescribe a particular form for schedules adopted pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1, N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.l requires that all schedules
be adopted by formal act1on of the Board.
Newark Teachers
Association v. Board of Education of Newark, 57 N.J. 100, 104
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(1970). We further conclude that by authorizing the inclusion of
salary schedules as part of a board • s salary policy, the statutes
contemplate that when acting under authority of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1,
a board is required to adopt salary schedules of general
-application, and that, accordingly, statements of compensation
·established for individual employees such as contained in individual
employment contracts are not in themselves salary schedules within
the meaning of the statute.
Having found that Petitioners Helfrich, Armstrong and Smith
were full-time teaching staff members during specific periods of
their employment as compensatory education and supplemental
teachers, we find that the action of the Board in adopting the
single salary schedule applicable to full-time members that was set
forth in its collective negotiations agreement must be construed to
have entitled these Petitioners under the education laws to be
compensated pursuant to that schedule for the periods during which
they served as full-time members.
However,
we
reiterate
that
Rutherford
limits
the
calculation of any benefits due Petitioners to the period commencing
six years from the date of the court's decision in that case, i.e.,
April 11, 1979. As of that date Petitioners Helfrich and Smith were
employed by the Board on a full-time basis as Teachers of the
Handicapped.
Accordingly, we hold that the relief due these
Pet it ioners as a consequence of Board • s failure to compensate them
pursuant to the District •s salary schedule during their periods of
full-time service as compensatory education and supplemental
teachers is limited to salary adjustment as of Apri 1 11, 1979, and
to any difference between the compensation they received from that
date and the amount of their salary after adjustment.
Although Petitioner Armstrong was assigned as a Teacher of
the Handicapped on a full-time basis in September 1981, she was, as
of April 1979, employed as a supplemental teacher on a full-time
basis. As set forth above, she was entitled during this period to
be compensated pursuant to the salary schedule applicable to
full-time teachers. We therefore conclude that she is entitled to
receive the difference between the compensation she received between
April 11, 1979 through June 1980, and that to which she was entitled
pursuant to the District •s salary schedule applicable to full-time
teachers.
During the 1980-81 school year, however, Petitioner
Armstrong was employed as a half-time Title I teacher, and
additionally, from February through June 1981, was assigned as a
supplemental teacher 2'1. hours per day. The record shows that she
achieved tenure prior to September 1980, and therefore was entitled
pursuant to N.J .S.A. 18A:28-S to compensation for this period at a
rate equivalent to that of her salary as a full-time member.
Therefore, we conclude that she is entitled to receive the
difference between the compensation she received for the 1980-81
school year and that which she would have received had she been
compensated at a rate equivalent to the rate of her salary as a
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full-time member, as well as to retroactive salary adjustment as of
the date of her assignment as a Teacher of the Handicapped in
September 1981.
Although we are unable to determine whether
Petitioner Armstrong's employment from February through June 1981
was employment as a full-time member, we direct the Board to
calculate her compensation for that period on the basis of
employment as a full-time teaching staff member if her assignment
was equivalent to employment as a full-time Title I, compensatory
education and supplemental teacher under the criteria set forth
above.
Petitioner O'Shea was never employed on a full-time basis
prior to September 1978 when she accepted employment as a full-time
Teacher of the Handicapped, at which time she was placed on Step 2
of the negotiated guide. When, as in this case, initial placement
on a salary schedule is determined pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9, a
board is not required to credit prior part-time expeuence in the
district beyond the requirements specified for the years relevant to
this litigation in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed 1985) and the
requirement to such placement may not result in reduction in the
salary of a tenured teacher. Ball et al. v. Board of Education of
the Township of Teaneck, dec1ded by the. State Board, January 1,
1987.
Accordingly, we conclude that Petitioner O'Shea has no
entitlement under the education laws to additional compensation
based upon her service prior to September 1978.
III

We turn now to Petitioners• claim that they are entitled by
to benefits conferred on other teaching staff members in the
D1strict by the collective negotiations agreement.
Initially,
although no longer in dispute, we emphasize that as persons steadily
employed by a board of education, Petitioners Helfrich, Armstrong,
Smith and O'Shea were entitled to statutory sick days pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2, and to accumulation of unused sick leave pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3, and to calculation of such statutory benefits
from April 1979.
Petitioners, however, maintain that they are
entitled further by Spiewak to all contractual benefits negotiated
between the Association and the Board.
S~iewak

Again, in Spiewak, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that
public
school teachers who provide part-time
remedial
or
supplemental instruction are teaching staff members within the
meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l and may acquire tenure if they meet the
specific cr1ter1a in N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. While finding that the
teachers involved in the consolidated cases were entitled to
retroactive benefits resulting from the court's holding that they
were tenure eligible teaching staff members, the court did not
decide to what retroactive benefits the teachers were entitled.
Rutherford, supra at 14. lather, the court remanded two of the
1nd1v1dual cases involved in the consolidated appeal to the
Commissioner for a determination of what benefits were owed to those
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teachers who had acquired tenure.3
cases, the court stated:

Id. at 84.

In remanding the

We do not decide what, if any, additional
benefits the teachers in these cases are entitled
to, either retroactively or prospectively. That
is primarily a matter of contract and the
relevant collective bargaining agreements are not
part of the record. Further, the parties for the
most part did not brief this question and the
Appellate Di vh ion did not address it.
We
therefore remand to the Commissioner of Education
to make that determination in accord with the
principles laid down in this opinion.
Id. at 84 n. 3.
The court's decision in Spiewak is based on analysis of the
tenure statutes. Although the court acknowledged that supplemental
teachers may be entitled to additional benefits, it clearly stated
that such benefits, unlike tenure rights are primarily a matter of
contract, and did not grant to supplemental teachers any statutory
entitlement to benefits beyond that which may be conferred on them
by existing statutes. Thus, the court in Spiewak did not decide the
issue of whether the education laws mandate the provision of uniform
contractual benefits to all teaching staff members.
Initially, we emphasize that while affording teachers
significant rights and protections, nothing in the tenure laws
confers the right to employment bene£ its. Although the education
statutes mandate the provision of specific statutory benefits such
as sick leave, N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2; N.J.S.A. 18A:J0-3, Petitioners
have not asserted that the benefits that they seek in these
proceedings are mandated by statute. Rather, the issue presented is
whether by virtue of their status as teaching staff members,
Petitioners are entitled to contractual benefits provided by the
collective negotiations agreement adopted by the Board during the
relevant years.
We find that any entitlement under the education laws to
contractual benefits beyond those mandated by particular statutes is
to be found in N.J.S.A. l8A:29-4.l which provides in pertinent part
that
(a] board of education of any district may adopt
a salary policy, including salary schedules for
all full-time teaching staff members which shall
not be less than those required by law ....

3 In the third case, Anderson v. Summit Bd. of Ed. , the court
reversed the decision of the State Board and re1nstated the decision
of the Commissioner. 90 N.J. 63, at 84.
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Thus, in addition to the specific authorization to adopt salary
schedules apilicable to all full-time teaching staff members, the
statute permtts a district board to adopt a salary policy.
Such
policy may include employment benefits such as health insurance,
Newark Teachers Assn. v. Bd. of Ed. of Newark, 108 N.J. Super. 34
(App. Div. 1969), aff'd 57 N.J. 100 (1970), and, although the
collective negotiations agreement applicable in this case is not
part of the record, we conclude that such agreement must be
considered as the salary policy adopted by the Board under the
authority of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1.
We reiterate that if a board acting pursuant to N.J. S. A.
18A: 29-4.1, adopts a salary schedule applicable to one group of
full-time members, it must provide schedules for all such members.
~. supra.
We emphasize, however, that N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1 does
not preclude the adoption of a policy that provtdes salary benefits
to other staff members.
We further emphasize that so long as
specific statutory requirements are met, the education laws do not
mandate that a board provide uniform employment benefits for all
classifications of members when it adopts a salary policy pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1, and that such benefits are a mandatory
subject of collective negotiation within statutory limits.
As stated, we conclude that the employment benefits
specified in the collective negotiations agreement adopted by the
Board in this case must be construed as its salary policy.
Accordingly, the Board was bound under N.J.S.A. 18A:29-4.1 by the
terms of the policy, and therefore was requued to apply the terms
of that generalized policy to all teaching staff members. However,
we further conclude that in the absence of any indication that the
agreement contravenes any statutory requirement imposed by the
education laws, the entitlement of the individual teaching staff
members involved in this litigation to particular benefits pursuant
to the collective negotiations agreement is controlled by the terms
of that agreement, which, as indicated above, is not part of the
record.
Although the Board's policy is not part of the record. as
stated, we conclude that by virtue of their status as teaching staff
members within the meaning of N.J.S.A. l8A:l-l, Petitioners were
entitled to application of the terms of the Board • s salary policy,
which was set forth in the applicable agreement. We reiterate that
Petitioners are entitled to calculation of any benefits due them by
virtue of our conclusion only from April 1979.
The record shows
that since 1978, Petitioners Helfrich, O'Shea and Smith have
received all benefits to which they were entitled under the
collective negotiations agreement. and we therefore conclude that
there is no further relief to which they are entitled. The record
further indicates that since September 1979, Petitioner Armstrong
has been afforded all contractual benefits to which her status as a
teaching staff member in the district entitled her.
We therefore
find that any further relief due her is limited to an entitlement to
be credited with any carry-over benefits specified in the relevant
agreement to which she is entitled on the basis of her status as a
teaching staff member from April through June 1979.
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IV
In sum, we find that Petitioners Bruno, Bruns, Jenkins,
Markowitz, Paskowitz, Strudler and Esposito are not entitled to
retroactive application of Spiewak since none was employed by the
Board on the date of to the court's decision in that case.
Petitioners Armstrong, Helfrich, O'Shea and Smith were still
employed by the Board on that date and therefore are entitled to
retroactive application of the decision of Spiewak, although
pursuant to Rutherford, calculation of any retroactive benefits due
them as a result of the court's holding in Spiewak is limited to the
period commencing six years prior to the court's decision in
Rutherford.
We conclude that by virtue of the Spiewak court's holding
that the employment of Petitioners as Title I, compensatory
education and supplemental teachers was as teaching staff members
within the meaning of N.J.S.A. lSA:l-1, Petitioners were entitled
under the education laws to compensation on the only salary schedule
adopted by the District for full-time members for all periods during
which they were employed full-time.
We find that Petitioners'
employment on a six hour basis with a one hour unpaid lunch
constituted full-time employment under the Board's standard.
However, we conclude that relief due Petitioners Helfrich and Smith
is limited to retroactive salary adjustment from April 1979, since
both of those Petitioners were by that date compensated pursuant to
the salary schedule applicable to full-time members.
We conclude
that Petitioner Armstrong is entitled to retroactive salary
adjustment as of April 1979, and to retroactive compensation
representing the difference between the amount she received during
her subsequent employment on a less than full-time basis and that to
which her status as a tenured teacher entitled her.
We, however,
find that there is no relief to which Petitioner O'Shea is entitled
since her entire service prior to April 1979 was on a part-time
basis.
We conclude that although Petitioners were entitled by
virtue of their status as teaching staff members to application of
the Board • s salary policy, including all employment benefits for:
which they qualified, Petitioners Helfrich, O'Shea and Smith are
entitled to no further relief since they have been receiving such
benefits since April 1979.
We, however, direct that Petitioner:
Armstrong receive credit for any carry-over benefits specified in
the collective agreement for which she qualified under the terms of
the agreement but did not receive from April through June 1979.
Finally,
we emphasize that pursuant
to Rutherford,
calculation of each Petitioner's tenure is to be from her date of
employment and, that in the event that calculation of Petitioners'
seniority is required, the seniority of each is to be credited under
the regulations then in effect.
Under the current regulations,
Petitioners• service as Title I,
compensatory education and
supplemental teachers is to be credited to the applicable category
as defined in the regulations.
N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10.
We further

to
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emphasize
that each Petitioner achieved
tenure under
her
instructional certificate in the position of teacher, and that under
the current regulations, the category in which seniority is to be
credited is to be determined by the endorsement under which each
Petitioner served regardless of how the Board characterized the
assignments, N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(15), and regardless of whether or not
employment was full-time. Lichtman v. Bd. of Ed. of the Village of
Ridgewood, 93 N.J. 362 {1983).
Attorney exceptions are noted.
March 4, 1987

If
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MARILYN R. SHEEHAN,

PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE CITY OF

DECISION

NEWARX, ESSEX COUNTY,

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, July 3, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bruce D. Leder, Esq.
For the Respondent-Respondent, Vickie A. Donaldson,
General Counsel (J. Isaac Porter, Esq., of Counsel)
Petitioner, a tenured school psychologist. filed a Petition
of Appeal against the Board of Education of the City of Newark
(hereinafter "the Board") claiming that the withholding of her
increment for the 1984-85 school year was arbitrary and capricious.
Her increment had been withheld due to an alleged abuse of sick
leave. The Board contends that Petitioner feigned illness and used
her sick. leave while she was actually attending classes at Antioch
Law School.
By letter dated June 17, 1983, Petitioner requested a leave
of absence for the period of October 15, 1983, to September l. 1984,
in order to attend law school.
That request was granted on
September 8, 1983. Petitioner worked for the Board from the first
school day in September 1983, through October 14, 1983, when her
approved leave of absence began.
During this period, Petitioner
took sick days on September 12, 13, 14, 21, 23, 27, 28, 29 and 30,
and on October 4, 5, 6, 7, 12 and 13. She took personal days on
September 20, and 22, and on October 11.
Petitioner subsequently
withdrew from law school when she broke her leg in February 1984.
The Board's written policy concerning attendance, the
"Attendance Improvement Plan," called for an informal conference
after 3 days • absence, a formal conference after 5 days • absence.
and another formal conference after 8 days' absence. However, it
was not until October 14, 1983, the last day before Petitioner's
approved leave commenced, that she attended a meeting concerning her
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absences. Prior to this meeting she had not been advised that she
bad taken too much sick time although she had taken a total of 15
sick days and 3 personal days in September and October, 1983.
The following summer, on July 16, 1984, Petitioner was
advised that the Board • s Human Resource Services Committee "would
conduct a hearing on the denial of increments." Petitioner attended
the hearing, but due to the Board's lack of preparation it was not
held. Although she was not notified of another hearing before the
Committee, Petitioner was advised that a recommendation would be
made by the Committee to the Board to withhold her increment due to
"unsatisfactory teaching performance and for other good cause
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14." P-6, in evidence.
Subsequently,
she received a letter of apology for the Committee's failure to
advise her of its recommendation. P-7, in evidence.
The Board took action at a special meeting on August 31,
1984, to withhold Petitioner's increment.
Petitioner did not
attend, and was notified of the Board's decision by letter dated
September 25, 1984.
P-8, in evidence.
The reason given for the
withholding was "Litigation and/or investigation of: Abuse of sick
leave."
The Petitioner maintains that she was genuinely ill on the
days on which she used sick leave. She had been in an automobile
accident on April 15, 1983, after which she was absent for ten
days.
The accident allegedly caused neck and back pain which
persisted during September and October. Although she admits being
enrolled at Antioch Law School during this period, Petitioner claims
that Antioch's flexible and informal scheduling did not require
weekday attendance, and that she never attended law school while
using sick leave.
In support of her claim, Petitioner submitted
into evidence notes from her physician stating that she was under
his treatment during the period in question for treatment of
injuries sustained in the accident. Only one note is date specific
as to an office visit on September 23, 1983, P-11, in evidence, but
another states that Petitioner was "diagnosed as having cervical
strain and acute lumbosacral strain" and was "advised to rest, swim,
have physical therapy treatments three times per week, and not to
drive long distances." P-10, in evidence. To support her statement
eoncerning Antioch's scheduling, Petitioner submitted a note from
another law student stating that she attended Saturday classes with
Petitioner. P-12, in evidence.
The Board submitted two letters from Antioch's Registrar,
one stating that Petitioner began to matriculate as a full-time
student on August 8, 1983, together with the school's fall 1983
course schedule, R-3, in evidence, and the other indicating that to
the Registrar's knowledge no courses beyond those listed had been
scheduled. R-8, in evidence. Copies of Petitioner's fall 1983 and
spring 1984 registration materials, R-10 and R-11, in evidence, and
a copy of the transcript listing her fall 1983 courses, R-4, in
evidence, were also submitted.
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The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) noted that the Board had
violated the requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14 by failing to give
Petitioner written notice of 1ts action. The statutory defect was
not found to be fatal as the AW determined that it resulted in no
harm to the Petitioner. However, the Board's failure to follow its
own Attendance Improvement Plan, and the Board's failure to provide
Petitioner with a hearing before its Human Resource Services
Committee rendered the Board's action arbitrary and capr1c1ous,
according to the AW's recommendation. The ALJ therefore concluded
that Petitioner was entitled to have her increment restored without
interest.
The Commissioner rejected the ALJ's conclusion that
Petitioner was entitled to have her increment restored.
Be
considered Petitioner's testimony, the transcript of courses in
which she was enrolled, and the fact that Petitioner failed to
notify the Board when she withdrew from law school due to a broken
leg in February 1984.
Although the Commissioner agreed with the
ALJ's finding that the statutory defect with respect to the ten day
notice was not fatal, the Commissioner, having reviewed the evidence
in the record, found it "entirely too coincidental that Petitioner's
absences
were for any other reason than to facilitate her
attending law classes during the weekdays in Washington, D.C. until
the official start of her leave of absence."
Commissioner •s
Decision, at 34. The Commissioner also found that "petitioner acted
in bad faith and is guilty of conduct unbecoming a teacher,"
Commissioner's Decision at 34, because she failed to notify the
Board of her withdrawal from law school in February 1984.
Initially, in assessing whether the Board's action in
withholding Petitioner • s increment was proper, we reject the idea
that Pet,itioner•s withdrawal from law school in February 1984 has
any bearing in this matter. The Board has stated that its reason
for withholding Petitioner's increment was based on "(l]itigation
and/or investigation:
Abuse of sick leave."
P-8. in evidence.
Even if the Board had claime'd that Petitioner's failure to notify
the Board concerning her withdrawal from law school was a basis for
withholding her increment, the Board has not demonstrated that it
had any knowledge of Petitioner's leave of absence from law school
when it acted on August 31, 1984.
In Kopera v. West Orange Board of Education, 60 N.J. Su~.
288 (App. Div. 1960), at 296 297, the court set forth the proper
standard of review for the first hearing on the withholding of a
salary increment.
The court stated that the Commissioner should
determine:
(1) whether the underlying facts were as those
who made the evaluation claimed, and {2) whether
it was unreasonable for them to conclude as they
did upon those facts, bearing in mind that they
were
experts,
admittedly
without
bias
or
prejudice, and closely familiar with the mise en
see~; and that the burden of proving unreasonableness is upon the appellant.
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In addition, the facts before the board must include some "legally
competent evidence." See Colavita v. Board of Education of the
Hillsborough Township School D1str1ct, Docket HA-4342-83T6 (N.J.
App. Div. March 28, 1985). Therefore, we are called upon to resolve
whether the facts were as though the Board claimed, and whether,
based upon the facts it had before it when it acted to withhold her
increment on the basis of abuse of sick leave, the Board's
conclusion was arbitrary or unreasonable.
A review of the record indicates that the Board had
received a letter dated December 12, 1983, from Antioch's Registrar
together with a copy of the school's fall 1983 course schedule.
R-3, in evidence. However, it was not until October 7, 1985, more
than a year after the Board acted, that the Board requested copies
of Petitioner • s registration materials, and questioned whether
professors conducted classes other than those listed in the course
schedule. R-7, in evidence. The response from Antioch's Registrar
is dated October 14, 1985, R-8, in evidence, and the copy of
Petitioner's transcript is dated April 25, 1985. R-4, in evidence.
Therefore, the Board's conclusion that Petitioner had used sick
leave while she attended law school was based on a letter stating
that she was a full-time student together with a list of the
school's fall 1983 course offerings. We find that it was arbitrary
and unreasonable for the Board to merely assume that Petitioner had
abused her sick leave based on the facts that the Board had before
it when it acted on August 31, 1984. Nor does the evidentary record
in these proceedings establish that Petitioner was actually
attending classes, and that she was not genuinely ill, when she used
her sick. leave.
In light of our conclusion that the Board's action. based
on the facts it had before it, was arbitrary and unreasonable, we
need not consider the effect of the procedural irregularities in
this case.
For the reasons stated, we direct that Petitioner's
increment be restored. We however find that in the absence of any
indication of bad faith on the part of the Board, this is not a
proper case for an award of interest for the period prior to the
State Board of Education's decision in the matter.
Finally, in deciding this case, we have determined not to
grant the Board's application to supplement the evidentiary record,
which would in this instance necessitate administrative rehearing.
The information now being offered by the Board was available to it
at the time of hearing and the Board has made no claim that it was
deprived of the opportunity to present the evidence by virtue of
illegality or fraud.
To the extent that it claims mistake
concerning the issues in dispute, we emphasize that the standard
applicable to increment withholding& is well established, and that
the Board was represented by counsel throughout the proceedings in
this matter.
Further.
it does not appear that the evidence,
if
presented, would alter our determination in this matter.
Evidence
concerning Petitioner's physical condition basically challenges
Petitioner's credibility, and, despite the opportunity we provided
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the Board, it has yet to offer to prove the only factor relevant to
altering our determination:
that the additional information upon
which the Board now asserts its administrators based their
recommendation was before the Board when it acted. See Yvonne Heli
v. Board of Education of Burlington County VocatfOiial Techmcal
Schools, Docket NA-5820-85T7 (App. Div. Hay 21, 1987), slip. op. at
3-4.
Under these circumstances, we conclude that the Board has
not shown good and sufficient cause that the reopening of hearing
would "serve the ends of essential justice and the policy of the
law." In re Harvin Gaatman, 147 N.J. Super. 101, 114 (App. Div.
1977).

S. David Brandt, Betty Dean, Alice Holzapfel,
opposed. Regan Kenyon abstained.
December 2. 1987
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BRIAN J. SMALL,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF WESTWOOD REGIONAL, BERGEN
COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT,
AND

LINDA SCHADT,
INTERVENOR.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, July 17, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus (Gregory T.
Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Sullivan and Sullivan
(Mark G. Sullivan, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Intervenor-Respondent, Klausner and Hunter
(Steven B. Hunter, Esq., of Counsel)
Brian J. Small, a tenured teaching staff member, filed a
Petition of Appeal with the Commissioner of Education, claiming that
the Westwood Regional Board of Education (hereinafter "the Board")
violated his tenure and seniority rights by terminating his
employment for the 1985-86 school year and that the Board improperly
denied him seniority credit in driver education and health.
Linda J. Schadt, a tenured teaching staff member whose employment
and seniority credit was potentially affected by the outcome of the
case, was granted leave to intervene. Intervenor Schadt's claim is
based the seniority regulations that were in effect prior to
September 1, 1983, which she contends are applicable to her because
she was affected by a reduction in staff before that date. Her
claim presents the issue of whether the current seniority
regulations control the seniority credit of teaching staff members
who were affected by a reduction in staff prior to September l,
1983, the date on which the current regulations became operative.
The employment histories of Petitioner Small and Intervenor
Schadt with the Board are as follows:
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Petitioner Small
Subject Taught
11/12/79-6/30/80

Physical Education and Driver Education

9-12

1980-1981

Physical Education and Driver Education

9-12

1981-1984

Physical Education and Health

9-12

1984-1985

Physical Education, Driver Education and
Health

9-12

Intervenor Schadt
Date~.

Subject Taught

Gr~des

1973-1982

Physical Education

K-6

1982-1984

Physical Education and Health

9-12

1984-1985

Physical Education and Health

7 &8

As indicated by their employment histories, both Petitioner
and Intervenor were continuously employed by the Board on a
full-time basis from their respective starting dates.
In April
1982, the Board notified Intervenor that her position as an
elementary physical education teacher would be reduced from
full-time to half-time for the 1982-83 school year. However, before
the reduction took effect, the Board terminated a non-tenured
teacher instead, and assigned Intervenor to that teacher's full-time
position at the secondary level. In the Spring of 1984, the Board
acted to terminate the employment of Petitioner Small, but rescinded
this termination before it took effect. Instead, the Board acted in
June 1984, to terminate the employment of Intervenor Schadt, who was
then assigned as a teacher of physical education and health at the
secondary level. Intervenor then filed a Petit ion of Appeal with
the Commissioner, but withdrew it when she was offered, and
accepted, another assignment.
The assignment that Intervenor
accepted was one previously filled by Wendy Zalko, a tenured teacher
who had been granted a maternity leave from September 27, 1984, to
September 1, 1986.
Due to a reduction in staff, the Board
terminated Petitioner's employment as a physical education, driver
education and health teacher at the secondary level for the 1985-86
school year, but retained Intervenor as a health and physical
education teacher assigned to teach 7th and 8th grade students, an
assignment within the secondary category.
Petitioner Small filed a Petition of Appeal with the
Commissioner claiming that the Board had violated his tenure and
seniority rights. He originally sought reinstatement. as well as
back pay and benefits. However, since he was reemployed by the
Board effective November 25, 1985, Petitioner now seeks only back
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pay for the period during which he was not employed by the Board,
September 1, 1985 to November 25, 1985. Intervenor Schadt sought a
determination that she had greater seniority in the secondary
category as a teacher of physical education and health than
Petitioner.
The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) found that the current
seniority regulations controlled Intervenor Schadt' s seniority
credit.
Although Intervenor had been notified of a future
termination in the spring of 1982, the ALJ found that such notice
was an "obvious error" which the Board had "corrected" before the
termination took effect.
Since the reduction in staff of April
1985, which gave rise to the instant case, and the Board's action of
March 1984, which was the subject of the petition that was filed and
withdrawn by Intervenor, both occurred after the new seniority
regulations became OJlerative, the AW concluded that the current
regulations were appl1cable in determining intervenor's seniority so
as to resolve whether Petitioner or Intervenor had been entitled to
the assignment at issue for 1985-86.
Applying the current regulations, the ALJ found that the
seniority of Petitioner and Intervenor was to be credited as follows:
Petitioner Small
Secondary physical education

5 years,

7~

months

Secondary driver education

5 years,

7~

months

Secondary health education

4 years

Intervenor Schadt
Elementary physical education

12 years

Secondary physical education and health

3 years

The ALJ therefore determined that Petitioner had greater seniority
than Intervenor as a secondary teacher of health and physical
education.
Based on the testimonial evidence, the ALJ rejected
Intervenor's argument that the necessary duties and responsibilities
of a physical education teacher at the secondary level and the
privacy rights of adolescent girls mandated the conclusion that her
retention for 1985-86 was based on a bona fide occupational
qualification excepting her retention from N.J.S.A. 18A:28-10. In
rejecting the argument, the ALJ emphasized that alternative means
for
locker room supervision are used
when Intervenor
is
unavailable. Be further emphasized that such goals as equality in
educational programs can not be achieved in violation of the
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seniority rights of tenured teaching staff members.
The ALJ
therefore found that the Board's termination of Petitioner's
employment was in violation of his seniod ty rights, and concluded
that Petitioner was entitled to back pay for his period of
unemployment from September 1, 1985 to November 25, 1985.
The Commissioner rejected the ALJ's conclusions.
Citing
Felper v. West Orange Board of Education, decided by the
Commissioner January 28, 1985, he held that the notice that
Intervenor Schadt received in April 1982, of the reduction of her
position from full-time to half-time, triggered her seniority rights
under the pre-amendment regulations. Once her seniority rights were
triggered they, according to the Commissioner, were vested on a
district-wide (K-12) basis in all subject areas endorsed on her
Instructional Certificate. The Commissioner held that Intervenor's
seniority continued to accrue on a district-wide basis and that she
had accumulated twelve years of district-wide seniority in grades
K-12 in physical education and health at the conclusion of the
1984-85 school year.
In contrast, Petitioner Small's seniority was held by the
Commissioner to be controlled by the current seniority regulations.
Therefore, Petitioner was held to have accrued 5 years, 7.5 months
of seniority in secondary physical education and 4 years of
seniority in secondary health education at the conclusion of the
1984-85 school year.
The Commissioner concluded that Intervenor
Schadt possessed greater seniority in the subject areas of physical
education and health (12 years seniority acquired on a district-wide
basis) than did Petitioner Small (5 years, 7.5 months of physical
education in the secondary category and 4 years of health education
in the secondary category). The Commissioner therefore directed the
Board to correct both Petitioner's and Intervenor's seniority credit
and dismissed the petition.
Petitioner appealed, contending that Intervenor's seniority
must be determined under the current regulations and that Intervenor
therefore has not acquired district-wide seniority so as to have
entitled her to the assignment at issue. In addition, Petitioner
claims that Intervenor waived her tenure and seniority rights by
accepting a position as a "substitute."
The State Board of Education has settled the issue of
whether the seniority regulations now in effect control the
seniority rights of a teacher who was affected by a reduction in
staff before September 1.. 1983, but who continued to be employed or
was subsequently reemployed by a board. Cohen v. Board of Education
of the Borough of Emerson, decided by the State Board, June 3,
1987. In Cohen, the State Board reasoned that
[s]eniority rights are incohate until such time
as dismissal or reduction actually occurs. Since
the Commissioner has the statutory authority to
establish, and therefore to alter, the definition
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of the categories to which prior service is to be
credited,
a member has only an expectancy
interest in the existing seniority rules until
such time as a reduction actually occurs.
The
nature of this interest is not altered by the
fact that a member currently employed by a board
was previously affected by a reduction which
reguired that his seniority be determined under
the prior regulations.
Again, when a reduction occurs, seniority rights
are
triggered
and
the
necessary seniority
determinations are to be made under the rules in
effect at
that
time.
Once the
seniority
determinations necessitated by a reduction have
been made and such determinations mandate the
continued employment or subsequent reemployment
of the staff members having the most seniority in
the
categories
defined
by
the
applicable
regulations, the mandates of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-10
and N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12 have been fulfllled as to
those staff members, and we can find no basis
under the regulations that became operative on
September 1,
1983, for concluding that when
subsequently affected by a reduction after that
date, such staff member is entitled to credit now
for service prior to the earlier reduction on the
basis
of
the
categories
defined
by
the
regulations in effect when the earlier reduction
occurred.
Id.

at

11-12.

(citations

omitted)

(emphasis

added).

The State Board therefore concluded
that when a reduction in staff occurs, the policy
embodied in the seniority regulations now in
effect is furthered and equity best served by
determining
the
seniority
of
all
members
currently
employed
by
a
board
under
the
regulations now in effect regardless of whether
such members had been affected by a reduction in
force prior to September 1, 1983.
Id. at 14. Based on this conclusion, the State Board explicitly
overruled the Commissioner's decision in Felper v. West Orange Board
of Education, supra, upon which the Commissioner relied in resolving
the case now before us.
In considering this case, we therefore conclude that both
Petitioner's and Intervenor's seniority are to be determined under
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the current regulations. Pursuant to those regulations, as found by
the ALJ, Petitioner and Intervenor are ·entitled to seniority credit
based on their service as follows:
Petitioner Small
Secondary physical education

5 years, 7% months

Secondary driver education

5 years. 7% months

Secondary health education

4 years

Intervenor Schadt
Elementary physical education

12 years

Secondary physical education and health

3 years

Thus, Petitioner has greater seniority than Intervenor as a teacher
of health and physical education in the secondary category.
In concluding that Petitioner has more seniority as a
physical education and health teacher in the secondary category than
does Intervenor, we specifically reject Petitioner's argument that
pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-l.l, Intervenor waived all of her tenure
and seniority nghts by accepting an assignment available because
another teaching staff member was on leave of absence from
September 27, 1984, until September 1, 1986.
N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-l.l
provides that:
In each district the board of education may
designate some person to act in place of any
officer
or
employee
during
the
absence,
disability or disqualification of any such
officer or employee subject to the provisions of
section l8A:l7-13.
The act of any person so designated shall in all
cases be legal and binding as if done and
performed by the officer or employee for whom
such designated person is acting but no person so
acting shall acquire tenure in the office or
employment in_ which he acts pursuant to this
section when so acting.
Petitioner, citing Sayreville Education Association v.
Board of Education of the Borough of Sayreville, 193 N.J. Super. 424
(App. Div. 1984), claims that Intervenor, while filling the
assignment in which Ms. Zalko had served, waived her tenure rights
by becoming a "substitute" teacher. In Sayreville, the court held
that N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-l.l applies when the services of a substitute
teacher are required because of temporary absence of a teaching

'
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staff member, even if protracted, but does not authorize the use of
a substitute to fill for a substantial balance of the school year a
position vacated through resignation or retirement.
Accordingly,
N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-1.1 would be applicable during her leave to the
poSltlon in which Ms. Zalko served.
However, N.J.S.A. 18A:l6-l.l
provides only that when a person is designated to "act 1n place" of
an absent employee, the person so acting does not ac~uire tenure in
the employment. We do not read this statute as depr1ving a tenured
teaching staff member of tenure rights, such as seniority rights,
that he previously has acquired because he accepted and assignment
within his tenured position that was available as a result of the
temporary long-term absence of another teaching staff member. We
therefore conclude that Petitioner's argument is without merit. and
find that Intervenor was entitled to seniority credit for her
service as a physical education teacher in the assignment in which
Ms. Zalko was serving prior to her leave.l
However, having determined that Petitioner Small has more
seniority than Intervenor Schadt in the applicable category, we
conclude that Petitioner was entitled by virtue of his seniority to
the assignment in which the Board retained Intervenor from
September 1, 1985, and therefore to the monetary relief he seeks.
For the reasons set forth in the AW' s Initial Decision in this
matter, we reject Intervenor's argument that the duties of the
assignment at issue mandated or permitted Intervenor's retention on
the basis of her sex regardless of Petitioner's seniority in the
applicable category. We therefore direct that Petitioner Small be
awarded back pay and emoluments minus mitigation from September 1,
1985, until his reemployment on November 25, and emphasize that such
emoluments include any rights that he would have accrued had he not
been improperly terminated. See Figurelli v. Board of Education of
the City of Jersey City decided by the State Board, May 6, 1987.
For the reasons set forth above, we reverse the decision of
the Commissioner.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
August 5, 1987

1 We note that although not established, the record indicates that
the assignment at issue is the one previously filled by Wendy Zalko.
Accordingly, if Petitioner's argument had merit, his service in that
assignment had he been retained by the Board would have constituted
waiver of his tenure and seniority rights.
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ROGER SMITH,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE LOWER
CAMDEN COUNTY REGIONAL SCHOOL
DISTRICT NO. 1, CAMDEN COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, April 1. 1985
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Selikoff & Cohen, P.A.
(Steven R. Cohen, Esq .• of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Maressa, Goldstein, Birsner,
Paterson, and Drinkwater (Robert E. Birsner, Esq., of
Counsel)
This is an appeal from a decision of the Commissioner of
Education, affirming the propriety of the action of the Board of
Education of the Lower Camden County Regional School District No. 1
in withholding Appellant's employment increment for the 1984-85
school year.
Appellant has served as a teaching staff member employed by
the Board since 1977. He was among those teachers employed by the
Board who frequented an area of the faculty lounge that had been
nicknamed the "Dungeon" by the faculty. Tr. 11/19/84, 72-73. This
small area, which was the lower level of the lounge, was off-limits
to students and smoking was permitted.
Id. at 14-15.
The
Administration never sought to regulate activiTies in the Dungeon,
id. at 98, and the record shows that the teachers using the area
engaged in humor, criticism and sarcasm, including racial and ethnic
humor, id. at 19; 67, and that the criticism and sarcasm in this
area was-such that some faculty members found it offensive and chose
to spend their free time elsewhere.
Id. at 37-38; 61-62.
Particular vehicles used for expressing critTcism and ridicule were
a character created by a group of faculty named "Dr. Academia", who
was used in postings on the bulletin board and as a sponsor for
faculty socials, and "Teacher of the Week" posters, which were
posted in the Dungeon. Id. at 19-23.
In April 1983, Appellant had lunch in the Dungeon area of
the faculty lounge. At that time, he added his comments as follows
to a form prepared in the District as a guide to District personnel
in calling citizens in the community to remind them to vote in the
annual regional school election:
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Hello, my name is [Dr. Academia

!!£. J

& boy am I messed

I'm calling to remind you to vote in the regional
school election on April 12 {today, tommorrow,
Tuesday).
[I won •t get the chance because of
marking papers.]
We are hoping you will approve both the school
bud~?et and the building referendum.
We need the
addttions badly in order to prevent the need for
double sessions. [&elimination of blacks.]
The polls are open from 2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Can we count on you to come out and vote?
Please inform anyone else you know who might be
interested in supporting our schools.
Thank. you.
*If any questions arise about details, refer to
the brochure from the Board of Education, or have
the person call the following numbers if you
can't find the answer - 784-9023. Or 227-9017 or
767-1563.
*If transportation to the polls is needed, the
Bot Line # is 767-2389.

P-3, in evidence
the brackets).

(Appellant's comments are enclosed

in

Appellant, who had just finished lunch at the table in
front of him, then placed the document with his paper bag and
sandwich wrapper that were on the table. Tr. 11/19/84, at 88. Be
left the document on the table for about a fifteen minute period,
and then picked up all that he had left there and threw all of the
items,
including the document,
into the
trash can.
Id.
Subsequently, another individual signed Appellant's name to the
document. Id. at 88-89.
The record shows that Appellant communicated his alteration
of the document to at least one other teacher, and that Mary Harris,
a teaching staff member who did not frequent the Dungeon, id. at 35;
55; 73, overheard discussion about the document in the upper level
of the faculty lounge. Id. at 100. Ms. Barris then went to the
Dungeon area of the lounge and retrieved the document from the
trash.
Id. at 100-102; 145.
At the end of the school day,
Ms. Harris brought a copy of the document to the Principal. Id. at
91. She was upset by the document, and the record indicates that it
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was she who was responsible for
at 91; 129-130.

its ultimate distribution.!

Id.

After Ms. Harris went to the Principal, a group of black
teachers, who had evidently heard about the document, went to the
Principal, indicating their feeling that something should be done to
correct the situation. Id. at 93. Subsequently, some black parents
approached the Superintendent about the document, id. at 118, and in
May, following several community meetings, id. at 118-120, a meeting
was held in which the Principal's handl1ng of the situation was
reviewed by the Board and the public.
In April, the Principal inquired of Appellant concerning
his knowledge of the comments that had been added to the document.
Although the record indicates that such inquiry was made on three
occasions, id. at 93-96, prior to the Board's direct inquiry at its
meeting with Appellant in the fall of 1983, id. at 141, formal
inquiry occurred only once, and it was Respondent's response to that
formal inquiry that led to the withholding of his increment by the
Board in February 1984.
The record shows that, although he apparently denied any
knowledge of the document in response to the Principal's informal
inquiries, id. at 94, Appellant at the formal meeting, quite simply,
did not answer the Principal's questions concerning the document.
Id. at 33-34; 80; 89. Bis silence was based at that point on the
advice of his Union Representative, who was present and represented
him at the meeting. Id. at 26-34; 79-80. Appellant maintained his
silence concerning his authorship of the comments until the hearing
in this matter, at which time Appellant, under protest by his
attorney, testified that he had written the comments in question.
Id. at 81-88.
Accordingly, prior to the public meeting in May, the
Admini-sttation was not able to specify who was responsible for the
document or take corrective action. During the two hour meeting in
May, the public demanded that the Board do something about the
document.
Id. at 120-121; 131.
Consequently, the Board had the
document analyzed by a handwriting expert. id. at 121-122; 136, who
concluded that although someone else had sfifled Appellant's name to
the document, Appellant had written the comments at issue.
In the
fall of 1983, the Board met with Appellant concerning the matter,
and, again, Appellant maintained silence. Id. at 141-144.
After receipt of the handwriting analyst's conclusions, the
Superintendent wrote to Appellant on January 16, 1984 as follows:
As you are aware, and as indicated to you in
my letter of August 3, 1983, a serious issue of
substantial concern to the Board of Education

1 We note that Mary Barris retired from her position with the
District prior to the hearing in this case. Tr. 11/19/84, at 35 .

.3
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arose during the Spring term of 1983 over a
racial slur that was written on a piece of paper
in the teacher's room at Edgewood Senior High
School. As you are also aware. a hand writing
expert's report procured by the Board of
Education clearly indicated that the substantial
portion of the writing on the paper in question
is your own. The expert's report in this regard
is contrary to information supplied by yourself
to Dr. McNamara regarding your knowledge of the
author and contents of the document found within
the teacher's room.
I have been unable to draw a conclusion
other than a deliberate misrepresentation of
facts by yourself to Dr. McNamara; and on this
basis, I intend to recommend to the Board of
Education at its next regularly scheduled meeting
on February 16, 1984, that your employment step
increment for
the 1984-85 school year be
withheld. I am affording you prior notice of my
intentions in this regard in order that you might
have an informal opportunity to express your
views on this subject, and my intended actions.
P-2, in evidence.
By letter dated February 10, 1984, the Board advised
Appellant that it had determined to withhold his employment
increment for the 1984-85 school year.
P-1, in evidence.
The
letter further advised Appellant that the reasons for its act ion
were included in the Superintendent's letter of January 16.
On Kay 14, 1984, Appellant challenged the Board's action by
filing a Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner of Education. In
his petition, Appellant alleged that the Board's action was
factually flawed in that the action was not premised on an admission
or eyewitness account as to whether Appellant had authored the
document. but rather on the "deficient opinion of an alleged
forensic document analyst." Petition, Count 1. He further asserted
that regardless of the identity of the author or the contents of the
document, the author had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the
document and that, therefore, even assuming that Appellant was the
author, the Board's action was in violation of Appellant •s rights
under the first, fourth, ninth and fourteenth amendments of the
United States Constitution and Article I of the New Jersey
Constitution.
Petition, Count 2.
Appellant claimed that the
Board's action was arbitrary and capricious because the document was
susceptible to numerous interpretations contrary to that of a racial
slur. Petition, Count 3. Finally, Appellant claimed that the Board
lacked good cause for its action because the action was motivated by
political considerations resulting from perceived pressures and
publicity attributable to conduct by others. Petition, Count 4.
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Following transmittal of the matter to the Office of
Administrative law and prehearing conference held on July 27, 1984,
Appellant moved for summary judgment based on his allegations that
the Board's action violated his rights under the United States and
New Jersey Constitutions. The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) denied
the motion, determining that there were disputed facts requiring
hearing.
At preheating conference, the issues in this case were
determined to be 1) whether Appellant's increment had been properly
withheld pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:29-14, 2) whether the Board
violated any of Appellant's r1ghts in questioning him after it
acquired the document that had been placed in the trash and 3) if
not,
whether
Appellant
misrepresented
facts
concerning
the
origination of the document. Following hearing, the ALJ concluded
that:
1) Appellant had added the comments in question to the
document, 2) he had shared this information in jest with another
teacher or teachers, 3) another teacher had signed Appellant's name
to the document, 4) other teachers had discussed the document in the
upper level of the faculty lounge and had been overheard by Mary
Harris, 5) Ms. Harris was sufficiently disturbed by what she heard
to visit the Dungeon, where she found the document in the trash can,
6) Ms. Harris delivered the document to the Principal, informed him
that she found that it contained racial slurs and was offensive, and
that it was Ms. Harris who was responsible for reproduction and
circulation of the document particularly in the black community,
7) Appellant did not answer his Principal's inquiries regarding
authorship of the document, 8) as a result, the black community was
outraged and demanded action and 9) the resultant determination by
the handwriting expert led to the withholding of Appellant's
increment.
The ALJ then considered whether the Board had violated
Appellant's constitutional rights " ... when it interrogated him about
his association with written expression composed in the privacy of
the faculty lounge, and when it withheld his increment for declining
to reveal his association with that document." Initial Decision, at
8-9.
The ALJ found it unnecessary to individually review the
approximately fifty cases asserted by Appellant as supporting his
constitutional claims, concluding that the United States Supreme
Court's decision in Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138 (1983), resolved
whether the Board's action here offended the f1rst amendment.
In Connick, the Court held that a questionnaire circulated
in her office by an Assistant District Attorney, who was discharged
as a result, touched on matters of public concern only in the most
limited sense and was most accurately characterized as an employee
grievance concerning internal office policy and that the limited
first amendment interest involved did not require her supervisor to
tolerate her action, which he reasonably believed would disrupt the
office,
undermine
his authority and destroy close working
relationships. The ALJ found that the case before him could be
analogized to Connick and that, therefore, the Board •s action here
did not offend the constitution. The ALJ further concluded that the
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inquiry in this case was into a matter that caused community
disturbance involving a teacher in one of its schools and was not an
intrusion by government into the affairs of an employee so as to
offend the first amendment of the constitution under Griswald v.
State of Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). Nor did the 1nqu1ry
v1olate the fourth amendment.~
Rather, the ALJ found that the case involved public school
property and a local board of education which has a responsibility
to operate and control the conduct of the schools. He found that
despite the fact that the teachers had been given free reign in the
Dungeon, their actions took place on public school property
administered by public officials and that when the document in
question came to light, the Administration and the Board had an
obligation to get to the bottom of it and put it to rest as quickly
as possible.
The ALJ found that Appellant's unwillingness to
cooperate to that end allowed the matter to get out of hand, and
concluded that under those circumstances, Appellant had no right "to
be left alone" during the inquiry. He concluded that Appellant had
failed to show that the Board's action was unreasonable, and
recommended dismissing the petition with prejudice.
The Commissioner found that the record showed that
Appellant had altered the document in question, and that his
comments were sarcastic and racially derogatory.
He found that
although someone else had affixed Appellant's signature to the
document, Appellant was solely responsible for the contents
regardless of whether he was directly responsible for dissemination,
and that his conduct in regard to alteration of the document was
inflamatory and exceeded the bounds of propriety.
The Commissioner found that Appellant could not escape
responsibility for his personal actions by virtue of the fact that
the Board had tolerated the conduct in the faculty lounge.
Be
further concluded that Appellant could not claim that the comments
he wrote were to remain his own private thoughts since he had thrown
the documents in the trash and some other teaching staff member had
knowledge of the document, which that member communicated to
Ms. Barris. The Commissioner found that Appellant • s right to remain
silent was not focal, but rather that his refusal to comment was
unfortunate since he could possibly have calmed community concerns
and eliminated the delay caused by the fact that the Board was
required to utilize a handwriting expert.
The Commissioner determined that given the factual context,
the Board had a reasonable bas is for its action.
Although the
specific reason given to Appellant for the withholding was
technically deficient in that it maintained that Appellant had

2 We note that Appellant has not pursued his fourth amendment
claim in this appeal. See Appellant's brief, at iii n. 3 and 20.
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deliberately misrepresented the facts to his Principal rather than
that he refused to answer, the Commissioner found that this was not
fatal. He, however, directed the Board to eliminate any references
to misrepresentation in Appellant's file. Finally, the Commissioner
directed the Administration to control the activities in the Dungeon
and strongly censured Ms. Barris for her role in the situation.
Appellant appealed the Commissioner's decision to the State
Board. He first claims that he has demonstrated that the Board's
action was unreasonable by establishing that the reason given by the
Board for withholding the increment was not true in fact.
He
further renews his constitutional claims, asserting that under the
first amendment, compelled disclosure as to his authorship of the
document was prohibited and therefore the Board could not compel
such disclosure or discipline him based on his silence upon
inquiry.
He further asserts that first amendment rights of
association and expression prohibited the Board from disciplining
him based on his authorship of the document, and that the first
amendment guaranteed his privacy of expression in a non-work area on
non-work. time and entitled him to share information anonymously.
Finally, Appellant claims that these rights cannot be outweighed by
the fact that the community considered the content of the document
to be offensive.
After carefully reviewing the record, we reject the
Appellant's claim that he has proven the withholding was
unreasonable because the Superintendent's letter, which provided
Appellant with the reasons for the withholding, characterized his
conduct as misrepresentation.
As found by the ALJ, despite
conflicting testimony concerning whether Appellant affirmatively
denied knowledge of the altered document at the formal meeting with
his Principal, Appellant at that meeting failed to answer his
Principal's questions concerning the comments. which he had in fact
authored, and as a result of black. community was outraged. Initial
Decision, at 8. By February, when the Board acted, the sequence of
events triggered by Appellant's comments had occurred, including the
series of community meetings, the Board meeting at which the matter
was initially discussed, the handwriting analysis and Appellant's
appearance before the Board, during which he maintained his silence
on direction of his attorney. Thus, in acting, the Board was not
considering Appellant's response at the formal meeting with his
Principal in isolation, and it had by the time it acted provided
Appellant, both through its Administration and directly, with
numerous opportunities to respond.
In this context, Appellant's
failure to respond could be reasonably considered as a denial, and,
although Appellant did not affirmatively misrepresent or lie, the
characterization of misrepresentation was not unreasonable.
We
find, as did the ALJ and Commissioner,
that under
these
circumstances, the Board's conclusion to withhold Appellant's
increment was reasonable based on the facts it had before it, and
that by establishing that he did not affirmatively misrepresent his
authorship of the comments, Appellant has not shown that the Board's

7
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action was arbitrary or unreasonable. 3 Kopera v. West Orange Bd.
of Educ., 60 N.J Super. 288 (App. Div. 1960). See Colavita v. Board
of Education of the Hillsborough Township School DlSt'rict, Docket
*A-4342-83T6 (App. Div. March 28, 1985). We however concur with the
Commissioner • s directive that any references indicating deliberate
misrepresentation in Appellant's personnel file be removed.
Nor do we find that the Board's action offends the
constitutional guarantees of the first amendment.
Initially, we
recognize that the employment of a teacher may not be conditioned on
a basis that infringes on a teacher's constitutionally protected
interest in freedom of expression. Connick v. Myers, 461 u.s. 138,
142 (1983).
However, not every employment decision involving
employee expression is a constitutional matter, id. at 143, and we
emphasize that a teacher's right to speak is not absolute but may be
limited for the protection of the State's legitimate interests.
Winston v. Bd. of Ed. of So. Plainfield, 64 N.J. 582, 588 (1974).
We further emphas1ze that the freedom to speak~ not a license for
uncontrolled expressions which are internally destructive of the
proper functioning of the institution. Id.
Where expressional rights of a public employee are
implicated by an employment decision, a balance is sought "between
the interests of the [teacher], as a citizen, in commenting on
matters of public concern and the interest of the [board], as an
employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public service it
performs through its employees." Connick v. Myers, supra at 142,
Pickering v. Board of Education, 391 U.S. 563, 568 (1968). Although
constitutional protection may attach-ro-a teacher's expression made
not to the general public but at meetings of faculty and
administrators, Winston v. Bd. of Ed. of So. Plainfield, ~upra at
588; see Givhan v. Western L1ne Consohdated School Dutnct. 439
U.S. 410 (1979), and 18 not absent from the workplace, Conn1ck v.
Mey~rs, s~pra, government officials enjoy wide latitude in manag1ng
theu offlces "when employee expression cannot be fairly considered
as relating to any matter of political, social or other concern to
the community .... "
Id. at 146. Thus, when a public employee such
as a teacher speaks not as a citizen upon matters of public concern,
but instead as an employee upon matters only of personal interest,
absent the most unusual circumstances, no deprivation of fundamental
rights has resulted from a personnel decision taken in reaction to
the employee• s behavior. Id. at 147.
In turn, the question of
whether the employee's speech addresses a matter of public concern
" ... must be determined by the content, form, and context of a given
statement, as revealed by the whole record." Id. at 147-48.
3
As subsequently discussed. we conclude that the protections
afforded by the first amendment did not in this case entitle
Appellant to avoid inquiry concerning the comments. Accordingly, he
had no right in this context to immunity from disciplinary action
resulting from his decision to remain silent.
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We do not characterize the document as altered by Appellant
as constituting speech on a matter of public concern.
Rather, we
conclude that Appellant's comments are most·.fairly characterized as
those of an employee upon matters of personal interest.
Id. at
146-147.
Appellant's comment pertaining to grading papers relates
entirely to the Administration • s work. requirements.
Although we
recognize that comments concerning a district's allegedly racially
discriminatory policies may be considered as speech addressing a
matter of publlc concern even if communicated privately with an
employer rather than publicly expressed,
Givhan v.
Western
Con~olidated School District, supra.
See Conpi ck. v. Mye!_S., SUI>.!_~! at
146, we f1nd that Appellant's comment concern1ng the "elimination of
blacks"
was,
at
best.
sarcastic
comment
concerning
the
Administration's policy.
The comment was included in a document
intended by the District for internal distribution, P-3, in
evidence, and Appellant in making his comments was not seeking to
inform the public concerning the Administration's racial policies.
Indeed, the racial comment when released to the public was itself
the cause of public concern. See Connick v. Myers, ~pra at 148-49.
Moreover,
insofar
as
Appellant's
comments
could
be
construed to touch on a matter of public concern, we find that the
State's legitimate interest in the efficient and harmonious
operation of the schools sufficiently justified the Board's actions
in this case. Winston v. Bd. of Ed. of So. Plainfield, 64 N.J. 582
(1974).
As found by both the AW and Commissioner, once-p\iblic
concern was expressed, it was incumbent on the Board to remedy the
situation, preliminary to which was ascertaining who was responsible
for the comment. Although the Administration was not required to
wait until its ability to effectively and efficiently fulfill its
public responsibilities in operating the school had been disrupted
or working relationships destroyed before taking action, Connick v.
Meyers, supra, at 150-52, there is no question that in this case,
Appellant's racial comment interfered with harmonious relations
between black staff members and the Administration and between the
community and the Board, and that Appellant's silence in this
context exacerbated the situation.
Consideration of the context in which this dispute arose
reinforces our conclusion that the Board's action was justified. We
reject the contention that the Board's past failure to regulate the
activities in the Dungeon conferred on Appellant's conduct the
character of expression made in a public forum.
Rather, we fully
agree with the Commissioner that the Administration has a
responsibility to control activities by its faculty on school
premises.
That responsibility is heightened where as here, such
activity has taken the form of expression involving race and
ethnicity that is offensive to other staff members and that
concededly
would
offend others.
Again,
we emphasize
that
Appellant's
comment.
whether
arguably
subject
to
other
interpretations, was considered racially derogatory and did offend
both black staff members and the black community .
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We further conclude that the Administration • s failure to
regulate conduct in the Dungeon does not excuse Appellant from
responsibility for his own actions, either .in making the comment or
subsequently in refusing to answer the Administration's inquiries.
Again, this is not a case where a teacher sought to participate in
public affairs or comment as a citizen on a matter of public
concern. Rather, Appellant made a sarcastic or satirical comment of
a racial nature that was offensive to the racial group that was the
subject of the comment. We find that the fact that such comment was
made during lunch in the lounge area does not remove the conduct
from the control of the Administration nor insulate Appellant from
the consequences of his actions.
Although we recognize that
Appellant was not responsible for general distribution of the
document, we emphasize that he did share the contents of his comment
sufficiently so that other staff members were aware of the document,
thereby creating the circumstances leading to its distribution.
Once distribution occurred, given the nature of the comment and the
fact that it offended both staff and the public, we do not believe
Appellant could escape responsibility for his role by his refusal to
answer the Administration's inquiries.
Finally, we find no merit to Appellant's claims that he was
entitled to remain anonymous under the first amendment. This case
implicates neither Appellant's right to participate in public
affairs nor to join in association for an inter-change of ideas for
bringing about political or social cha~ge. See, .!L.&.:..· Connick v.
Mrers, supra at 144-45. Further, we flnd that none of the cases
c1ted by Appellant support his claim that he had a first amendment
privacy right in this context, and we emphasize that this is not a
case involving infringement on Appellant's right to hold ideas.
Rather, the case involves administrative inquiry concerning a
document brought to its attention aimed at ascertaining the intended
meaning of a racial comment that had been construed as a slur and.
accordingly, the situation required the Administration to find out
who was responsible for the comment. As stated, we agree with the
ALJ and Commissioner that such inquiry was proper in order that the
Board could fulfill its public responsibilities.
In sum, we conclude that any limited first amendment
interest involved here did not require the Board to tolerate
comments made on school premises by a staff member that were
reasonably construed to be racially derogatory in the absence of
explanation. Therefore, inquiry· into Appellant's role was proper
and in the face of his steadfast silence, the Board's action in
withholding Appellant's increment neither offended the first
amendment nor was unreasonable. Further, although Appellant asserts
that the State Board has an obligation to consider his claims under
the New Jersey Constitution, he chose not to include argument in
support of his claim in this appeal that the New Jersey Constitution
provides independent grounds for invalidating the Board • s action.
Appellant's brief, at 6 n. 10. We find no basis for concluding that
the Board's action offended the New Jersey Constitution, and decline
to invalidate the action on those grounds.
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We join with the Commissioner in finding that the
Administration has failed to take appropriate affirmative measures
to hold its staff members professionally accountable for their
conduct in the Dungeon and that Ms. Barris, by disseminating the
document without providing school authorities the opportunity to
handle the matter internally, contributed to the atmosphere of
racial tension that was a consequence of this incident. However. we
again emphasize that neither the Administration's tolerance of
conditions in the Dungeon nor Ms. Harris' responsibility for
dissemination of the document excuses Appellant's conduct.
Finally, we find that oral argument is not necessary for a
fair determination of the issues in this case, and, therefore, deny
Appellant's request for oral argument.
For the reasons set forth in this opinion, we affirm the
decision of the Commissioner.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
May 6, 1987
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SOUTH RIVER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
ET AL.,
PETITIONERS-APPELLANTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF SOUTH RIVER, MIDDLESEX COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 9, 1985
For the Petitioners-Appellants, Oxfeld, Cohen and Blunda
(ArnoldS. Cohen, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer
(Steven J. Tripp, Esq., of Counsel)
This case involves the issue of whether a district board
may impose requirements for qualification for employment as a
teaching staff member beyond those established in the certification
regulations so as to defeat the claims of tenured staff members who
would otherwise have entitlement to the position on the basis of
seniority in the category applicable to the position.
The case
arose from the Board of Education of the Borough of South River • s
(hereinafter "Board") efforts to implement a computer literacy
program in its elementary schools. In doing so, the Board adopted
the recommendation of the committee established in the District to
develop a formal program for computer literacy at the elementary
school level and to issue recommendations for implementation. That
committee recommended that a computer literacy course be taught at
the elementary level by a teacher who, in addition to appropriate
certification, possessed a minimum of nine credits at the college
level in computer science.
At its meeting on June 26, 1984, the Board approved the
establishment of an elementary computer literacy position. The job
description adopted by the Board specified that the responsibilities
were to encompass grades K-5, and that a valid New Jersey
instructional certificate plus nine credits in computer science were
required.
Although written request for approval for use of an
unrecognized title was made of the County Superintendent, no written
response was received.
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Notice of vacancy for the position was posted on July 10,
In addition to the job description adopted by the Board, a
cover memorandum from the Superintendent was circulated that
indicated that willingness to accumulate nine credits in computer
science would be considered. Following receipt of applications and
interviews of candidates meeting the Board's stated requirements,
the Board approved the appointment of an out-of-district candidate
who had been employed as a consultant for a computer company.
1984.

On November 20, 1984, the South River Education Association
{Association) filed a Petition of Appeal with the Commissioner of
Education on behalf of individually named Petitioners, each of whom
had been employed by the Board prior to a reduction in staff not at
issue here, .and who were consequently on a preferred eligibility
list in the elementary category. The Association claimed that the
petitioning teachers were entitled to the position of elementary
computer literacy teacher on the basis of seniority in the
elementary category.
Following hearing of the matter, the Administrative Law
Judge (AW) issued his initial decision, recommending dismissal of
the petition. In reaching this conclusion, the ALJ determined that
the Commissioner has recognized that district boards have the
authority to establish greater requirements for positions than the
minimum standards for teacher certification in a particular area so
long as such requirements were not unreasonable or in contravention
of statute or regulation. He found that the Board's requirement in
this case of nine credits of computer science was reasonable in
light of the Board's philosophy of providing all students in its
elementary schools with the opportunity to become computer
literate.
Acknowledging that the present certification regulations
contain no endorsement specifically authorizing the teaching of
computer science in the elementary schools, the ALJ however
concluded that computer science was not of the general class of
subjects generally taught in elementary schools, but rather was a
separate discipline. The AW therefore concluded that Petitioners'
seniority in the elementary category did not translate into a
superior claim over non-tenured teachers for the position of
computer literacy teacher in the elementary schools.
The ALJ further concluded that the absence of approval from
the County Superintendent was not fatal to the Board's employment of
an out-of-district candidate since the District's Superintendent
made a good faith effort to secure approval and, beyond that, the
Board had demonstrated that the requirement for nine credits in
computer
science
plus
elementary
endorsement
were
proper
qualifications for such unrecognized title.
The Commissioner, relying on Van Os v. Board of Education
of Cinnaminson Townsh~p. 1977 S.L.D. 1040, found that the Board's
desae to employ an 1ndividual to teach computer literacy who had
elementary certification and nine college credits in computer
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science was a reasonable criterion based upon the established needs
of the Di~trict and the purposes of setting such requirement. He
therefore
adopted
the
ALJ's
determination
in
the
matter.
Additionally, the Commissioner pointed out that if the Board had
been unable to find an individual who had nine credits in computer
science, it would have been obligated to look at its preferred
eligibility list of elementary certified staff who were willing to
accumulate the desired credits.
The Association appealed, contending that pursuant to the
certification rules, each individual Petitioner is qualified to
teach computer literacy at the elementary level and that their
seniority in the elementary category prohibited the Board from
imposing additional requirements.
Additionally, the Association
claims that the individual Petitioners meet the Board's minimum
standards for qualification. In this respect, it argues that, under
the Board's criteria, nine credits in computer science are not
necessary to be competent to teach computer literacy.
The
Association asserts that the three named Petitioners involved meet
the Board's alternative requirements in that one Petitioner has the
required expertise and the other two would gladly take computer
courses to reinforce their background in curriculum development and
elementary instruction, which are the two primary background areas
for an elementary computer literacy teacher.
This case turns on whether a district board of education
may impose requirements for qualification for employment in a
teaching position beyond those established in the certification
regulations so as to preclude the claims of tenured teaching staff
members to the position based on their seniority in the category
otherwise applicable to the position. For the reasons that follow,
we conclude that a district board does not have the prerogative to
impose such additional requirements so as to preclude claims to
assignment to the position based on seniority, and we therefore
reverse the Commissioner's decision.
Threshold qualification for employment as a teaching staff
member within the public school system is controlled by statute and
regulation. N.J.S.A. lSA:l-1; N.J.S.A. 18A:6-38; N.J.A.C. 6:11-1 et
~·
Accordingly, a district board may not employ any 1ndividual as
a teaching staff member unless he holds a valid certificate to
teach, administer or supervise instruction or educational guidance.
N.J.S.A. 18A:26-2. See N.J.S.A. 6:11-3.1. The regulations further
mandate that one of teach1ng endorsements set forth in the
administrative code be required for each of the corresponding
teaching assignments N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.l(a).
See N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.6,
which mandates that district boards assign--position titles to
teaching staff members that are recognized in the certification
rules.
Although the education laws permit a district board to
establish
qualifications
beyond
the
threshold
qualifications
established by statute and regulation for employment in or promotion
to a particular position title, N.J.S.A. 18A:27-4; Bd. of Ed. Tp. N.
Bergen v. N. Bergen Fed. Teachers, 141 N.J. Super. 97. (App. Div.
1976}, we find that a board's desire to employ or retain individuals
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with such additional qualifications can not defeat the seniority
rights conferred by statute on teaching staff members.
N.J.~-'-~.
18A:28-10; N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12.1
In so concluding, we emphasize that effectuation of the
substantive rights conferred by N.J.S.A. l8A:28-10 and N.J.S.A.
18A: 28-12 is controlled by the regulations establishing the
particular categories to which seniority is credited.
N.J.A~.
6:3-1.10. In the cases of those teaching staff members serving in
instructional positions, the scope of the category in which
seniority is credited is defined by the endorsement under which the
member has served in either the elementary or secondary category.
N.J.A.~.
6:3-1.10(1)(15); N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(16).
In turn, the
endorsements required for servtce in particular assignments are
specified by the certification regulations which establish the
threshold qualification for
employment
in such assignments.
N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.1 et ~· See also N.J.A.C. 6:11-7.1 et ~··the
provistons of which establish the substant1ve components of teacher
preparation programs, and which account for computer literacy,
N.J.A.C. 6:11-7.3.
We find no authority that would permit the
d1str1ct board to establish qualifications beyond those established
by the regulations controlling certification so as to render
inapplicable categories established by the seniority regulations, or
for the County Superintendent to approve the use of an unrecognized
position title on that basis.
Se~
N.J.~,-~.
18A:7-5; N.J.S,~.
18A:7-8; N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.5.
After careful examination of the applicable statutory and
regulatory framework, we conclude that under the current framework,
qualifications different from those set forth in the certification
regulations may be established so as to insulate the position from
claims of tenured teaching staff members based on seniority only by
the issuance by the State Board of Examiners of an endorsement
encompassing such qualifications.
N.J .S.A.
18A:6-38; N.J ·-~·
6:11-2.2.2
As acknowledged by the ALJ. the State Board of
1 We note that Van Os, supra, upon which the Commissioner relied
in the present case did not involve the question of whether a
district board could impose requirements for qualification for
employment beyond those included in the certification rules so as to
insulate the position for seniority purposes.
Rather. that case
involved only whether a district board could require a comprehensive
field endorsement rather than a specific subject field endorsement
for employment so as to permit it to deny the application of a
non-tenured teacher for the position.
2 We note that prior to October 15, 1984, the certification regulations did permit certification not covered by the regulations to
be granted. N.J.A.C. 6:11-3.14, effective January 23, 1981, deleted
effective October 15, 1984. That authorization, although applicable
to situations involving experimental curriculum, authorized the
Commissioner, not the district board or County Superintendent, to
grant such certification.
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Examiners presently issues no separate endorsement for the teaching
of computer literacy, and is not currently authorized to do so.
N.J.A.C. 6:11-2.2. Nor is the authorization established by N.J.A.C.
6:ll-6.2(a)(6) limited by subject matter, but includes authorizat1on
to teach in all instructional areas kindergarten through eighth
grade, subject to certain limitations not relevant here, whether or
not the subject matter is "generally" taught at the elementary
level.
Furthermore, the position at issue here. as established by
the Board, is that of an elementary teacher with designation of the
subject matter being taught. for which there is no corresponding
endorsement.
Accordingly,
elementary
certification
is
the
appropriate
certification,3
and,
as
set
forth
above,
the
applicable legal framework does not permit approval for the use of
an unrecognized position title for instructional positions based on
additional requirements determined by the district board to be
necessary because of the nature of the subject matter to be
taught. 4 Cf. • Al!:eel v. Board of Education of the City of Camden,
1975 S.L.D. 562. To hold otherwise would undermine the seniority
system by permitting the creation of positions distinct for
seniority purposes based on distinctions in subject matter beyond
those made by the certification rules.
In sum, we reiterate that a district may determine to
employ or promote individuals possessing qualities or qualifications
beyond those set forth in the certification regulations.
That
prerogative however does not alter the statutory entitlements of
tenured teaching staff members to retention or reemployment on the
basis of seniority. N.J.S.A. 18A:28-10; N.J.S.A. 18A:28-l2. Thus,
in filling the position at issue here, for wh1ch, as the position
was established by the Board, elementary certification was the
appropriate certification, the Board was obligated to offer the
position to those on its preferred eligibility list in the
elementary category in order of seniority. N.J.S,A. 18A:28-12.
In this case, the relief sought by the Association is for
an order that the position at issue was improperly offered and
assigned to the out-of-district candidate, that the position must be
offered to one of the individual Petitioners, and that the
Petitioner assigned to the position be awarded back pay and
emoluments together with interest. The preceedings here are limited
to the three named Petitioners, and the relative seniority of these
3
We note that although the job description specifies only that a
valid New Jersey Instructional Certificate is required for the position, as recognized by the Administration's Suggestions for Computer
Literacy in the Middle School, J-1, in evidence, appropriate certification for a teaching position at the elementary level, in the
absence of specific subject matter endorsement, is an instructional
certificate with elementary endorsement. See N.J.A.C. 6:ll-6.l(a).
4

See supra note 2.
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individuals was established in the proceedings. We therefore direct
the Board to offer the position to the most senior of the
individually
named
Petitioners
rema1n1ng
on
its
preferred
eligibility list in the elementary category and find that, upon
acceptance of the position, such individual is entitled to back pay
and emoluments minus mitigation from September 1984, when the Board
employed the out-of-district candidate in violation of the seniority
rights conferred by N.J.S.A. 18A:28-12. We however find that in the
absence of any indicatlon of bad faith on the part of the Board,
this is not a proper case for an award of interest for the period
prior to the State Board of Education's decision in the matter.

Alice Holzapfel, James Seabrook and Deborah Wolfe opposed.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
November 4, 1987
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BARBARA SPOONER,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF PALISADES PARK, BERGEN COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 22, 1986
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Bucceri and Pincus
(Gregory T. Syrek, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Respondent, Joseph J. Rotolo, Esq.
The decision of the Commissioner of· Education is affirmed
for the reasons expressed therein.
February 4, 1987
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ELIZABETH SZPIECH,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT.

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF HOPATCONG, SUSSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, April 1, 1985
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Zazzali, Zazzali & Kroll
(Kenneth I. Nowak, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Rand & Algeier (Robert M.
Tosti, Esq., and EllenS. Bass, Esq., of Counsel)
Petitioner-Respondent,
Elizabeth
Szpiech,
(hereinafter
"Petitioner"), has challenged the termination of her full-time
employment by the Board of Education of Hopatcong (hereinafter "the
Board"), claiming violation of her tenure rights.
The facts
underlying this controversy are not in dispute.
Petitioner, who
possesses an Instructional Certificate with elementary endorsement,
was initially employed by the Board as a substitute teacher for the
1978-79 school year. On April 27, 1981, she was employed as a basic
skills instructor on a three and one half hour per day basis and
During the 1981-82 and 1982-83
compensated at an hourly rate.
school years, Petitioner was again employed on an hourly bas is for
19~ hours per week as
a basic skills instructor.
In 1983-84,
Petitioner was employed by the Board on a full-time basis, assigned
as a second grade teacher and compensated at the first step of the
District's salary guide.
By
letter dated April 23, 1984, the Board advised
Petitioner that it would take formal action at its April 26 meeting
to non-renew her contract for 1984-85 for reasons of lack of work
and/or economy.
By letter dated April 27, the Board further
informed her that it had taken formal action not to renew her
contract on the basis of lack of work and/or economy.
However,
commencing in September 1984, the Board employed a non-tenured
teache~ assigned as a second grade teacher on a full-time basis.
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While terminating Petitioner's full-time employment, the
Board acknowledged that circumstances might support a claim that
Petitioner was tenured, and therefore resolved at a special meeting
on June 20, 1984, to withhold Petitioner's employment increment for
1984-85 on the basis of her job performance.
Petitioner filed a
Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner of Education in July 1984,
challenging the Board's action in withholding her increment, as well
as the termination of her full-time employment and her placement on
the salary guide .1 She however accepted part-time employment with
the Board as a remedial teacher for the 1984-85 school year because
of her duty to mitigate damages.
Shortly before Petitioner filed her petition, the Board
sought a declaratory judgment from the Commissioner, seeking a
determination that Petitioner was not entitled to tenure status as a
full-time teacher. Both matters were transmitted to the Off ice of
Administrative Law, where following answers by the parties. the
matters were consolidated on motion. At preheating conference held
on September 26, 1984, the issues were determined to be: 1) whether
Petitioner was a tenured teaching staff member and, if so, when such
tenure attached, 2) whether Petitioner's tenure was full-time or
part-time and 3) determination of Petitioner~s proper placement on
the salary guide.
Following oral argument in the matter, the Administrative
Law Judge issued a summary decision. He first determined that, as
conceded by the Board, Petitioner acquired tenure in April 1984,
following three years of continuous service. Relying on Lichtman v.
Ridgewood Board of Ed., 93 N.J. 362 (1983), the ALJ further found
that Petitioner acquired teiii:i'ie as a full-time classroom teacher,
the position in which she was serving when she achieved tenure,
regardless of the fact that the majority of her service had been
part-time. He concluded that once tenured, Petitioner's seniority
rights placed her in a preferential position over the nontenured
teacher hired by the Board to replace her in the classroom
assignment.
The ALJ further found that because Petitioner's service on
a part-time basis was employment in a tenure eligible position, she
should have been moved up on the salary guide one step each year
from 1981-82, with the exception of the 1984-85 school year for
which her increment had been withheld.
The ALJ determined that
Petitioner was also entitled to accumulated sick days, pension
credits and all other contractual benefits enjoyed by tenured
teachers, and should be compensated for all bene£ its and sick days
retroactive to June 1982, the date on which Spiewak v. Rutherford
was decided.
90 N.J. 63 (1982).
Therefore, in addition to
immediate assignment-ro-the full-time position that the Board had
1 Prior to hearing of the matter, Petitioner withdrew her claim
concerning the Board's action to withhold her increment for 1984-85.
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filled with a non-tenured teacher and payment at step three of the
salary guide for 1984-85. retroactive to September 1984, the AW
directed compensation for the difference between Petitioner's actual
earnings and compensation based on the guide from September 1982
through September 1984, as well as contractual benefits, including
accumulated sick leave, enjoyed by tenured or tenure eligible
teachers since June 1982.
The Commissioner found that the undisputed facts clearly
established that Petitioner achieved tenure protection as an
elementary teacher in a full-time position during the 1983-84 school
year pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(b).
He further found that
according
to
the
provisions
of
N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10(1)(16),
Petitioner's service, both full and part-t1me, was to be credited
for seniority purposes in the elementary category. The Commissioner
therefore concluded that termination of Petitioner's employment in
the absence of abolishment of her position was in violation of her
tenure rights.
He further concluded that even had the Board
abolished Petitioner's position, employment of a nontenured teacher
in a vacant elementary teaching position would be in violation of
Petitioner's seniority rights.
In reaching these conclusions. the
Commissioner rejected the proposition that Petitioner •s assignment
as a full-time classroom teacher for 1983-84 constituted a
"transfer" within the meaning of N.J.S.A_,_ 18A:28-6, emphasizing that
her entire service as a teaching staff member, both full-time and
part-time, was under her Instructional Certificate with elementary
endorsement. Based on his conclusions. the Commissioner adopted the
AW 's findings and conclusions in the matter and directed the same
remedies as those recommended by the AW.
For the reasons that
follow, we affirm the Commissioner's determination that the Board's
action in this case was in violation of both Petitioner's tenure and
seniority
rights,
but
modify
the
relief
afforded
by the
Commissioner's decision in this matter.
Initially, we reiterate that: as we concluded after
extensive analysis in Capodilupo v. Board of Education of the Town
of West Oran~. decided by the State Board, September 3, 1986,
appeal pending, Docket IA-943-86!7, the position in which a teaching
staff member achieves tenure and to which tenure protection attaches
is either one of those specifically enumerated in N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5
or some other employment with a board for which a cert1ficate is
required,
either
instructional,
educational
services
or
administrative and ~upervisory. See Howley v. _Board of Education ()!
the Township of Ew1ng, 1982 S.L.D. 1328, af~ by the State Board,
June 1, 1983. Although·the scope of a tenurable position is limited
by the certification qualifying a member for assignment within the
position, once tenure is achieved, tenure protection extends to
service in all assignments within the scope of the endorsement
qualifying the member for service within his tenured position.
Capodilupo, supra.
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We reject the proposition that the scope of a tenurable
position is affected by the fact that a member is employed in an
assignment within the tenurable position on a part-time basis. In
Lichtman v. Ridgewood Bd. of Ed., 93 N.J. 362 (1983), the New Jersey
Supreme Court held that a tenured part-time teaching staff member
may claim seniority preference over a non-tenured applicant in
seeking appointment to a full-time position where the certification
requirements and responsibilities of the full-time position are the
same as those required for the part-time position. In reaching this
conclusion, the court emphasized that the regulations governing
seniority evinced no legislative intent to distinguish between
part-time and full-time service, except in so far as service on a
part-time basis would affect the calculation of the amount of
seniority credit earned.
Like the seniority regulations, the tenure statutes evince
no legislative intent to distinguish between full-time and part-time
employment for tenure purposes. N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 conditions tenure
on employment by a board for the number of academic years specified
in the statute without any qualification that such employment be on
a full-time basis.
Compare with N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5 (1985), which
conditions minimum salary on status as a full-time teaching staff
member. Nor do any of the statutory provisions that define the
scope of positions for tenure purposes make any distinction between
full-time and part-time employment. See N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l; N.J.S.A.
18A:28-l; N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5. Likewise the authorizations set forth
in the regulat1ons governing certification requirements make no
distinction between service on a full-time or part-time basis. See
In the absence of specific statutory
N.J.A.C. 6:11-1 et ~·
except1on or leg1Slat1ve intent, we hold that the distinction
between full-time and part-time employment in itself has no bearing
on the scope of a position tenurable within the meaning of N.J.S.A.
18A:l8-5.
Spiewak v. Rutherford, 90 N.J. 82 (1982).
Rather,
determinations concerning whether tenure has been achieved are to be
based solely on whether a teaching staff member has fulfilled the
precise conditions of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 by virtue of employment for
the requisite period 1n one of the enumerated positions or some
other employment for which a certificate is required without
reference to whether such employment was full-time or part-time. Id.
Nor does the fact that a particular assignment requiring
endorsement
under
the
Instructional
Certificate
involves
individualized instruction alter the scope of the tenurable
posit ion.
Neither the tenure statutes nor the regulations
pertaining to qualification to provide instructional services make
any distinction on the basis of the instructional methods utilized
in various educational settings within the public school system.
See N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.1 et ~· Rather, the regulations that define
quallflcat1on under the Instructional Certificate for service in
particular teaching assignments distinguish between assignments only
on the basis of subject matter, N.J.A.C. 6:11-6.1; N.J.A.C.
6:11-6.2, and, in the case of the nursery school and elementary
endorsements, on the basis of grade level. N.J.A.C. 6:ll-6.1(a).
Furthermore, we emphasize that the current regulations pertaining to
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teacher preparation and certification insure that all individuals
who are issued a standard New Jersey Instructional Certificate
receive preparation in the instructional methods utilized within the
public school system, including those appropriate to individualized
and
classroom
instruction.
N.J.A.C.
6:11-7.3;
N.J.A.C.
6:11-8.2(a). Accordingly, we find no basu in either statute or
regulation to support the conclusion that service in a teaching
assignment involving individualized instruction constitutes service
in a position separately tenurable from an assignment that requires
the same endorsement in order to be qualified, but involves the
provision of classroom instruction.
Petitioner in this case was employed from April 1981 as a
teacher, one of the tenurable positions specifically enumerated in
N.J.S.A.
l8A:28-5.
Her assignments as both a basic skills
instructor and second grade teacher were pursuant to her
Instructional Certificate with elementary endorsement. Therefore,
as found by the Commissioner, Petitioner's reassignment from service
as a basic skills instructor to that as a second grade teacher did
not constitute a transfer from one tenurable position to another
within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-6. See Capodilupo.supra. at
9-10.
Rather, Petitioner met the precise conditions for the
acquisition of tenure as a teacher pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5(c)
in April 1984 by employment requiring certification as an elementary
teacher for the equivalent of three academic years within four
consecutive academic years. Having achieved tenure as a teacher,
she was entitled to tenure protection while serving in particular
assignments within the scope of her tenured position. Again. such
protection extended to all assignments within the scope of the
certification required for her employment, and included protection
from termination of her employment or reduction in compensation
except as provided by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10 and N.J.S.A. l8A:28-9.
This case does not involve tenure proceedings pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-10, and, as found by the Commissioner, in terminating
Pet1t1oner•s full-time employment, the Board did not act pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-9 to reduce its staff.
Rather, it terminated
Pet1t1oner•s full-time employment as a second grade teacher, an
assignment requiring an Instructional Certificate and elementary
endorsement, and employed her in a part-time assignment as a basic
skills instructor. an assignment requiring the same certification
and within the scope of Petitioner's tenured position.
While
reducing Petitioner •s employment in her tenured position, it
employed a nontenured teacher in the same tenurable position on a
full-time basis. As found by the Commissioner, such action was
unquestionably in violation of Petitioner's tenure rights.
Further, although calculation of Petitioner's seniority
credit would be based on her actual service on both a full-time and
part-time basis. Lichtman, supra, the seniority category to which
Petitioner's service 1s to be credited pursuant to N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10(1)(16) upon any reduction in force is the elementary
category. Accordingly, as the Commissioner concluded, even had the
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Board acted validly to reduce its staff pursuant to N.J.S.A.
18A:28-9, employment of a non-tenured teacher on a full-time basis
to serve in this category 'while reducing Petitioner's employment
would be in violation of _Petitioner's seniority rights.
Therefore,
for the reasons stated, we affirm the
Commissioner's determination that Petitioner is entitled to
reinstatement in the full-time assignment as an elementary teacher
in which the Board employed a non-tenured teacher. We however
modify the Commissioner's determinations concerning the relief to
which Petitioner is entitled.
.
We reiterate that nothing in the education laws governs the
compensation of teaching staff members who are employed less than
full-time, and that compensation is a mandatory term of collective
negotiation.
Hyman v. Board of Education of the Township of
Teaneck, decided by the State Board, March 6, 1985, aff'd Docket
#A-2S08-84T7 (Ap~. Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif. denied 104 N.J. 469
(1986).
Accord1ngly, nothing in the educat1on laws prohibits
payment at an hourly rate or requires that a part-time member be
compensated based on tbe salary schedule applicable to full-time
members or other classifications of part~time members.
~.
Comstock et al. v. Board of Education of the Summit, decided by the
State Board, March 6, 1987. Petitioner's compensation at an hourly
rate during her period of part-time service from April 1981 through
the 1982-83 school year did not contravene the education laws and we
therefore conclude that she · is not entitled to additional
compensation based upon her service during this period.
Nor is she entitled to additional compensation as a
consequence of her employment on a full-time basis for the 1983-84
school year. Her placement at step 1 of the District's salary guide
upon her acce~tance of full-time employment constituted an initial
placement with1n the meanin& of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-9, and therefore was
not controlled by the education laws except to the extent that the
Board was required to conform to the statutory minimums set forth in
the applicable compensation statutes. ~· Ball et al. v. Board of
Education of the Township of Tea,neck, dec1ded by the State Board,
January 7, 1987.
Likewise, the education laws do not provide any basis for
awarding contractual relief in this case.
Although N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.1 provides that members are entitled to the applicat1on of
a salary policy adopted· by a district board, including provisions
for benefits, such entitlement extends only to benefits for which
~.
such member is qualified under· the terms of such policy.
Scotch Plains-Fanwood Education Association et al. v. Board of
Education of Scotch Plains-Fanwood, decided by the State Board,
March 6, 1987. There is no indication in the record that Petitioner
was deprived of any benefit during her employment for which she
qualified, and we therefore reverse the Commissioner's award of
contractual relief in this ease.
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In sum, we conclude that termination of Petitioner's
full-time employment and her employment on a part-time basis, in the
absence of a valid reduction in staff, was in violation of her
tenure rights, and that employment on a full-time basis of a
non-tenured teacher in a category in which Petitioner had seniority
was violative of her seniority rights. We however conclude that the
full extent of the relief to which Petitioner is entitled as result
of the Board's violation of her tenure rights is reinstatement to
the full-time assignment in which a non-tenured teacher was
employed, and compensation at the salary she would have received had
the Board not terminated her full-time employment for the 1984-85
school year,
minus
mitigation.
We
therefore
reverse
the
Commissioner's award of additional relief in this case.

Attorney exceptions are noted.
June 3, 1987
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MARGARET D. TANNENBAUM,
PETITIONER-APPELLANT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE BOROUGH
OF GLASSBORO, GLOUCESTER COUNTY,
RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, June 11, 1987
Reconsideration denied by the Commissioner of Education,
June 29, 1987
For the Petitioner-Appellant, Margaret D. Tannenbaum,

R£Q

se

For the Respondent-Respondent,
Montgomery,
McCracken,
Walker and Rhoads (Louis A. Petroni, Esq., of Counsel)
This is an appeal by a member of a district board of
education from a Commissioner's decision dismissing her Petition of
Appeal prior to transmittal of the matter to the Office of
Administrative Law.
See N.J.A.C.
6:24-1.9.
The matter was
initiated on March 26, "1987. when Petitioner Margaret Tannenbaum
filed a Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner alleging violations
of the Open Public Meetings Act, N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 et ~·. against
the Board President, the District's Super1ntendent and the President
of the Glassboro Education Association (Association).
More
specifically, she asserted that the Superintendent and the Board
President had prepared an agenda for a non-public meeting of the
Board held on March 4, 1987, to discuss charges against her without
notifying her. She sought relief in the form of a copy of the
charges presented to the Board by the Executive Committee of the
Association, a public hearin' to determine the validity of the
charges, the costs of reta1ning private counsel and a public
apology.
Answers were filed on behalf of the Association's President
and the Board's attorney. Counsel for the Association's President
asserted that the Commissioner of Education lacked jurisdiction over
claims against the Association President in that the Open Public
Meetings Act creates a cause of action against public bodies, and
not individuals. He further asserted that the Commissioner lacked
subject matter jurisdiction over the dispute in that the exclusive
remedy available to Petitioner under the Open Public Meetings Act
was an action to set aside official action of the public body and no
such action had been taken in this case.
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In his answer on behalf of the Board President and the
District's Superintendent, the Board counsel denied that there had
been any violation of the Open Public Meetings Act and denied that
any charges were brought or formal action requested against
Petitioner.
The answer further asserted that the Commissioner
lacked subject matter jurisdiction in that violation of the Open
Public Meetings Act was not cognizable against individuals and,
since no public action had been taken, there was no remedy that
could be provided by the Commissioner.
Board couns~l further
claimed that Petitioner has stated no claim upon which relief could
be granted, that she was not entitled to counsel fees as a matter of
law and that Petitioner had actual notice of the matters discussed
in the non-public session.
On May 11, 1987, the Commissioner advised Petitioner by
letter that under the Open Public Meetings Act, actions could be
taken only against a public body. Accordingly, he informed her that
if she wished her petition to be considered, she must amend it to
delete causes alleged against individuals.
Petitioner filed her
amended petition on May 20, naming the Board of Education of
Glassboro as Respondent.
In her amended petition, she alleged
violation of the Open Public Meetings Act and resulting violation of
her due process rights by the Board. On May 27, the Board's counsel
moved to dismiss the amended petition for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction and failure to state a claim.
On June 11, the Commissioner dismissed the petition,
determining that: 1) Petitioner had failed to set forth a cause of
action in that she was not an employee of the Board who might, under
the law, be entitled to an open airing of her status with the Board,
and 2) that as a member of the Board against whom no specific
charges had been averred, she could not claim deprivation of due
process. Petitioner sought reconsideration of the dismissal, which
was denied by the Commissioner on June 29, 1987.
Petitioner then appealed to the State Board, again
asserting that the Board's actions violated the Open Public Meetings
Act, that charges had been brought against her, that she did not
have notice of the matters to be discussed, that the Open Public
Meetings Act does apply since application of the Act is not
conditioned on status as an employee, that she has been deprived of
due process and that such violation has continued.
The Board renews its arguments for dismissal, more
specifically contending that the Open Public Meetings Act does not
preclude non-public meetings for informational purposes and that no
relief could be afforded Petitioner since no formal action was
taken.
It further argues that even if action had been taken,
Petitioner was limited to proceeding in lieu of prerogative writ so
that there is no subject matter jurisdiction.
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Although the pleadings and briefs filed thus far in this
matter show that there
is
dispute concerning the factual
circumstances, there is no dispute that the Board met in private
session on March 4, 1987.
In her original petition, Petitioner
alleged that the Association had requested the private session in
order to discuss concerns regarding the actions of a "certain board
member," that the Executive Committee of the Association and five
other teachers attended the Board's meeting of March 4, that, at the
meeting, the Association's President read a list of charges against
Petitioner, and that she was not informed in advance that the
teachers were coming. Her amended petition contained no additional
factual
allegations.
In
assessing
the
propriety
of
the
Commissioner's determination to dismiss the petition, Petitioner's
allegations must be taken as true and she must be afforded the
benefit of all favorable inferences.
~.
Arcell v. Ashland
Chemical Co., Inc., 52 N.J. Super. 471 (Law Div. 1977); Hirsch v.
Travelers Ins. Co., 134 N.J. Super. 466 (App. Div. 1975). Based on
the facts as alleged, we find that it would be improper to conclude
at this juncture that no charges had been averred against
Petitioner, or that, as a matter of law, the facts as alleged do not
state a cause of action under the education laws. ~. C.B. Snyder
Realty Co. Inc. v. Seeman Bros., Inc., 79 N.J. Super. 88 (App. Div.
1963). See N.J.S.A. 18A:l0-6; N.J.S.A. 18A:ll-l; N.J.S.A. l8A:l2-3.
Our conclusion in this regard, however, does not resolve
the question raised by the Board's motion to dismiss and renewed on
appeal, that the Commissioner lacks subject matter jurisdiction to
consider Petitioner • s allegations that the Board violated the Open
Public Meetings Act. We reject this contention, emphasizing that,
contrary to the Board • s arguments, it is settled that the
Commissioner of Education has jurisdiction to determine issues
arising under the Open Public Meetings Act as they relate to
controversies under the school laws.
Sukin v. Northfield Bd. of
Ed., 171 N.J. Super. 184 (App. Div. 1979). As set forth above,
based on the facts as alleged, we find that it can not be concluded
at this juncture that the petition in this case does not present a
controversy under the education laws. Accordingly, it can not be
concluded that the Commissioner lacks subject matter jurisdiction to
determine the issues arising under the Open Public Meetings Act.
We also reject the Board's argument that the petition
should be dismissed on the grounds that the Open Public Meetings Act
does not preclude non-public meetings for informational purposes.
The clear language of the Act requires that all meetings of public
bodies shall be open to the public at all times, N.J.S.A.
l0:4-12(a), except as provided by N.J.S.A. 10:4-12(b). Thus~~unless
one of the enumerated exceptions applies, the public may not be
excluded from any gathering attended by or open to all members of a
district board held with the intent to discuss the specific business
of the board, whether or not formal action occurs, and simply
classifying a meeting as informational does not exclude it from the
statutory definition of a public meeting. Opinion of the Attorney
General, Formal Opinion No. 19-1976 (June 22, 1976). See OFFICE OF
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THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, THE OPEN PUBLIC MEETINGS ACT: A GUIDE FOR NEW
JERSEY PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND CITIZENS (January 1<:186). Dismissal of
the petition in this matter on the grounds that the Board's meeting
of March 4 was informational, therefore, would be improper.
Finally, we reject the Commissioner's determination that
the petition be dismissed because Petitioner was not an employee of
the Board who might under law be entitled to an open airing of her
status with the Board.
Neither application of the Open Public
Meetings Act nor standing to invoke the Commissioner • s incidental
jurisdiction to consider whether a district board has acted in
conformity with that Act is conditioned on status as an employee of
the Board.
Rather, the question of whether an individual has
standing to invoke the Commissioner's jurisdiction to consider
claims under the Open Public Meetings Act turns on whether a
controversy arising under the education laws is presented. Sukin ~
Northfield Bd. of Ed., supra.
As stated, we find no basis for
conclud1ng at this pCilnt that Petitioner's status as a board member
rather than as an employee precludes her from challenging in this
forum
the Board's actions concerning the March 4 meeting.
Accordingly, we could not now properly hold that she had no right
under law to an open airing of her status with the Board.
In summary, based on the pleadings in this case, and
recognizing that the factual circumstances are in dispute, we can
not say at this juncture that Petitioner has failed to state a cause
of action cognizable in this forum. We therefore conclude that the
Commissioner improperly dismissed the petition, and we remand this
matter to the Commissioner for transmittal to the Office of
Administrative Law.

November 4, 1987
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SHARON TOMPKINS,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF HAMILTON, MERCER COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Partial Summary Decision by the Commissioner of Education,
October 2, 1986
Decision on motion by the State Board of Education,
February 4, 1987
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Selikoff & Cohen
{Barbara E. Riefberg, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Sills Beck Cummis Zuckerman
Radin Tischman & Epstein (Lester Aron. Esq., of
Counsel)
This is an appeal from a Commissioner s decision denying
the Board of Education of the Township of Hamilton s (hereinafter
"Board") motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction
where the petitioning teacher, Sharon Tompkins, sought payment of
benefits under ~.J.S.A~ 18A:30-2.1.
Petitioner Tompkins is a
non-tenured teacher employed by the Board, who had been absent from
work from January 13, 1986, as the result of an illness that she
claimed was work related. In March, her accumulated sick leave and
additional benefits under the collective negotiations agreement were
exhausted.
1

1

On April 24, 1986, she filed a Petition of Appeal with the
Commissioner of Education, seeking payment of full salary pursuant
to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1. The Board denied that her illness arose out
of and occurred in the course of employment, and raised as an
affirmative defense that the Commissioner lacked subject matter
jurisdiction to find a causal connection between an injury and a
work related situation.
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The matter was transmitted for hearing to the Office of
Administrative Law, and, on June 16, 1986, the Board moved for
summary judgment. Following submission of briefs on the question of
jurisdiction~
by which time Petitioner had filed a claim for
workers• compensation with the Division of Workmen's Compensation,
the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) issued his Initial Decision,
recommending that the Board's motion be dismissed.
The Commissioner adopted the ALJ's recommendation, holding
that he was not precluded from rendering a decision under N.J.~~
18A:30-2.1 before the matter had been decided by the Division of
Workmen's
Compensation,
although
the
Division of
Workmen's
Compensation is not bound by the Commissioner's determination. In
so concluding, the Commissioner found that a determination rendered
under N.J_._l).A. 18A:30-2.1 is a "wholly separate finding with its own
standard of review from that rendered under Chapter 15 of
Title 34 ... ", although the factual findings may be the same. Noting
that there might be a valid reason in any given case to hold
consideration of the claim pending determination by the Division of
Workmen's Compensation, the Commissioner directed that the matter
before him proceed to plenary hearing on the merits. On February 4,
1987, the State Board granted the district Board's motion for a stay
of the Commissioner's decision.
In its appeal to the State Board, the district Board does
not assert that the Commissioner lacks subject matter jurisdiction
to decide whether supplemental benefits should be paid pursuant to
N.J.S.A.
18A:30-2.1.
Rather,
the Board asserts
that
such
determination must be stayed where, as here, the issue of causal
connection between the injury and the workplace is in dispute. For
the reasons that follow, we agree and hold that where a claim is
made under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 and the question of whether the
accident aroSEie>ur-of and in the course of employment is in dispute,
determination of whether to award benefits under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1
should be deferred until a determination is made by the Division of
Workmen's Compensation.
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 provides:
Whenever any employee, entitled to sick leave
under this chapter, is absent from his post of
duty as a result of a personal injury caused by
an accident arising out of and in the course of
his employment, his employer shall pay to such
employee the full salary or wages for the period
of such absence for up to one calendar year
without having such absence charged to the annual
sick leave or the accumulated sick leave provided
in sections 18A:30-2 and lBA:JQ-3.
Salary or
wage payments provided in this section shall be
made for absence during the waiting period and
during the period the employee received or was
eligible to receive a temporary disability
benefit under Chapter 15 of Title 34, Labor and
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Workmens • Compensation, of the Revised Statutes.
Any amount of salary or wages paid or payable to
the employee pursuant to this section shall be
reduced by the amount of any workmens • compensation award made for temporary disability.
Thus, pursuant to this statute the Commissioner of
Education is authorized to direct benefits in cases of personal
injury caused by an accident arising out of and in the course of
employment.
In accord with the jurisdiction conferred on him by
N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9, the Commissioner is authorized to resolve disputes
ar1s1ng under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1, and we emphasize that the
jurisdiction conferred on the Commissioner by N.J.S.A. 18A:6-9 is
fundamental and indispensable jurisdiction over all d1sputes arising
under the school laws. Theodore v. Dover, 183 N.J. Super. 407 (App.
Di v. 1982). However, 1n resol v1ng quest ion before us, we can not
ignore that, as here, a petitioning employee whose injury arises out
of and in the course of employment may also seek benefits under the
Workmen's Compensation Act so as to require a determination
concerning the causal connection between the injury and employment
by the Division of Workmen's Compensation. Nor can we ignore that
N.J.S.A. 34:15-49 confers on the Division of Workmen's Compensation
" ... exclusive original jurisdiction of all cla'ims for compensation"
arising under the workers • compensation statutes.
City of
Hackensack v. Winner, 82 N.J. 1 (1980).
The question before us is one of first impression.
Initially, we recognize, as did the Appellate Division in its
decision in Williams v. Bd. of Ed. Deptford Tp., 192 N.J. Super. 31
(App. Div. 1983), aff'd o.b., 98 N.J. 319 (1985), that the Workmen's
Compensation Act and N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 both share a concern with
methods of compensation of employees for personal injuries sustained
in accidents arising out of and in the course of employment.
However, as emphasized by the court, N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 is not part
of the Workmen's Compensation Act, but rather is part of the
statutory scheme governing the educational system of New Jersey, and
the statutes were enacted for different purposes. Accordingly, in
resolving the specific question before it. the court in Williams
held that, in the absence of any suggestion that the time lim1tation
of N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 and the nonchargeability of sick leave during
that pertod was intended to be read in conjunction with a specific
provision of the Workmen's Compensation Act, resort to the Workmen's
Compensation Act was not necessary in order to construe in N.J.S.A.
18A: 30-2.1 the meaning of the phrase "period of such absence-for up
to one calendar year."
In contrast, the phrase "arising out of and in the course
of employment" has been held to have precisely the same meaning
under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 as it does under N.J.S.A. 34:15-7.
Theodore v. Dover, 183 N.J. Super. 407 (App. D1v. 1982).
In
Theodore, the court confronted a case in which a district board had
den1ed a school custodian's claim to benefits under N.J.S.A.
18A: 30-2.1 where the custodian had injured his back subsequent to
his return to work following absence resulting from an earlier
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injury to his back, for which he had received workers' compensation
benefits. No appeal to the Commissioner had been made in that case,
and the matter came before the Appellate Division following a
decision by the Chancery Division dismissing the custodian's
complaint.
In resolving the case, the court found that because the
Commissioner of Education had fundamental and
indispensable
jurisdiction over all disputes arising under the school laws,
appellant's claim should have been made to the Commissioner rather
than by bringing an action in the Chancery Division. The court.
however, proceeded to consider the legal issue raised because of the
undue burden on the appellant custodian that would have been caused
by a remand to the Commissioner.
In resolving the matter, the court emphasized the .purpose
of N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 to provide leave of absence with pay 1n cases
of lnJuries or illnesses arising from employment and subject to the
Workmen •s Compensation Act and the express function of the statute
to complement workers• compensation benefits for a strictly limited
period of time.
Accordingly, the court held that the phrase
"accident arising out of and in the course of employment" was
intended to have precisely the same meaning as it does under
N.J.S.A. 34:15-7. Applying that standard to the case before it, the
court found that when appellant reinjured his bac:k., he suffered an
accident arising out of or in the course of employment so as to
entitle him to benefits under N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1.
Thus, Theodore settles that the question of whether an
injury arose out of and in the course of employment within the
meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 is controlled by the standards
established under the Wor:k.men•s Compensation Act. The court in that
case, however, did not address the question of whether determination
of entitlement to benefits pursuant to N.J.S.A-=.. 18A:30-2.1 must be
deferred until the Division of Workmen's Compensation decides the
matter. Nor does the court's decision provide any indication that
appellant in that case had applied to the Division of Workmen's
Compensation for benefits on the basis of the back injury at issue.
Again, the Board in the case now before us does not
challenge the Commissioner's jurisdiction to resolve disputes
arising under the education laws. Rather, the question presented by
this appeal is whether this agency should defer to the Division of
Workmen's Compensation where a petitioner claims benefits under
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 and_ the question of whether the injury arose out
of and in the course of employment is in dispute. We conclude that
although the breadth of the Commissioner •s power is great, Theodore
v. Dover, supra at 412-13, under these circumstances, this agency
should abstain from considering the matter until a determination is
made by the Division of Workmen's Compensation. City of Hac:k.ensac~
v. Winner, supra; Hinfey v. Matawan Region<l_L]\~.:t!LQ.LEducati()!l. 77
N.J. 514 (1978)
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Again, the quest ion of wht!ther an injury arose out of and
in the · course of employment is controlled by the standards
established under the Worlunen' s Compensation Act. Where, as here,
that question is in dispute and a claim has been made under the
Worlunen's Compensation Act, we conclude that deference to the
Division of Worlunen' s Compensation, the agency with the greatest
expertise in resolving the question, is called for. Hackensack v.
Winner, supra; Hinfey v. Matawan Regional Board of Education,
su~r~.
Such approach also properly recognizes the exclusive
or1g1nal jurisdiction of the Division of Workmen's compensation over
claims arising under the Workmen's Compensation Act, and is
consistent with the legislative purpose of N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 to
provide leave of absence with pay in cases of inJuries or illness
arising from employment and subject to the Workmen's Compensation
Act. See sponsor's statement accompanying Assembly Bill A357 (1967)
and sponsor's statement accompanying Assembly Bill A695 (1959). See
also Hackensack v. Winner, supra.
Furthermore, in cases where
questtons of the relationship between the injury and employment are
in dispute. determination by the Division of Workmen's Compensation
may well resolve the entire dispute. Even where questions remain
requiring resolution under the education laws, prior determination
of the questions controlled by the Workmen's Compensation statutes
may permit systematic resolution of the entire matter and avoid
conflicting results.
Our conclusion that deference is called for in these
circumstances is further supported by our consideration of the
Appellate Division's decision in Forgash v. Lower Camden County
School, 208 N.J. Super. 461 (App. Div. 1985). In that case, the
court considered the question of whether a denial of benefits under
N.J.S.A. l8A:30-2.1 by the Commissioner of Education, who had denied
beneflts on the grounds that the petitioning teacher had failed to
show that work related activities were the direct cause of her
inability to work, precluded a workers• compensation judge from
subsequently entertaining the teacher's claim for benefits under the
Workmen's Compensation Act. In holding that the compensation judge
was entitled to, if not required to, entertain the claim and proceed
to final determination despite the prior denial of benefits under
N.J.S.A. 184:30-2.1, the court emphasized that:
[t]he distinctive function and expertise of the
compensation court qualified it as the more
appropriate tribunal for the adjudication of
petitioner's
controverted
claim
for
her
work-related lnJuries. Furthermore, this agency
was entitled to exercise primary jurisdiction
over petitioner's claim in view of the "exclusive
original jurisdiction" which had been conferred
on it with respect to such matters ....
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Moreover, as the express function of N.J.S.A.
l8A:30-2.1 is to complement worters' compensation
benefits for a strictly limited time period, a
proceeding pursuant to that statute may not be
utilized to supplant the function of the
compensation court. By its terms, this statute
contemplates
a
prior
determination
of
a
compensable injury by the compensation court
before consideration by the commissioner of the
eligibility of the injured employee for the
additional benefits provided by the statute.
Id. at 466-67.
Although the specific question before the court in Forgash
was whether the prior determination by the Commissioner of Education
barred subsequent litigation of the wortmen's compensation claim, we
find the considerations articulated by the court in that case
especially applicable where, as here, a claim is subject to the
Wormen's Compensation Act and the question of whether the injury
arose out of and in the course of employment is in dispute.
In
these circumstances, determination of the claim under N.J.S.A.
lBA:J0-2.1 prior to resolution by the Division of Workmen's
Compensation would result in supplanting the function of the
compensation court.
For the reasons set forth above, we reverse the decision of
the Commissioner, and, under the circumstances with which we are
presented, remand the matter to the Commissioner for determination
of any issues relating to Petitioner's claim for benefits under
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 that have not been resolved by determination of
the Div1sion of WorKmen's compensation.
Regan Kenyon abstained.
Attorney exceptions are noted
December 2. 1987
1.

In remanding this matter, we note that although the record
indicates
that
Petitioner
filed
a
claim
for
workers'
compensation, there is no indication of whether the Division of
Wortmen•s Compensation has made its determination, nor of
whether any issues pertaining to Petitioner's claim under
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2.1 remain in dispute.
We further note that
wh1le Petitioneer .bas raised questions related to the time
limits that may be applicable to claims made pursuant to
N.J.S.A. lBA:J0-2.1 under a variety of circumstances, such
ISSU~re not presented by this case.
Accordingly, we need not
consider those questions in order to decide this matter.
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ZALOTTA WALTER ET AL.,
PETITIONERS/CROSS-APPELLANTS,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
DECISION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF TEANECK, BERGEN COUNTY,
RESPONDENTS-APPELLANTS.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, July 22, 1985
For the Petitioners/Cross-Appellants, Bucceri
and Pincus (Louis P. Bucceri, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondents-Appellants, Greenwood
and Sayovitz (Sidney A. Sayovitz, Esq., of Counsel)
This is another case involving the question of salary
entitlements under the education laws. It is a companion case to
Ball v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck, which we also
have decided today.
Like Hyman v. Board of Education of the
Township of Teaneck, decided by the State Board, March 6, 1985,
aff'd, Docket JIIA-2508-84T7 (App. Div. February 26, 1986), certif.
den1ed, Docket 125,352 (June 30, 1986), and Ball, this case involves
the Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck, (hereinafter "the
Board"), and each of the Petitioners/Cross-Appellants (hereinafter
"Petitioners") was also a Petitioner in BalL
The difference
between Ball and the instant case is that the Petitioners in this
case challenge their placements on the salary schedule for the
1984-85 school year, and, in addition to claims for salary
adjustments based on prior in-district experience as auxiliary
teachers, Petitioners also seek salary adjustment for prior
experience outside of the District.
All of the Petitioners are tenured teaching staff members.
Findings of Fact, at 2. For the 1983-84 school year, some had been
assigned as full-time classroom teachers, some as full-time
auxiliary teachers, some as part-time auxiliary teachers, and three
as less than full-time classroom teachers .1 Prior to the 1983-84
school year, most of the Petitioners served as auxiliary teachers,

1 One of the three who served as less than full-time classroom
teachers served simultaneously as part-time auxiliary teacher and
part-time E.S.L. teacher.
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either full or part-time.2
As set forth in Ball, during the
1983-84 school year, some Petitioners served as classroom teachers.
Others continued to serve as auxiliaries, both full and part-time.
We have decided the claims of the Petitioners involved in
this
litigation for
salary adjustment
in 1983-84 in Ball.
Specifically, we concluded. that Petitioners who continued to serve
as auxiliaries in 1983-84 have no entitlement under the education
laws to compensation beyond that provided by the applicable
collective negotiations agreement, and that Petitioners who had been
assigned as classroom teachers for the 1983-84 school year have no
entitlement to additional compensation based on their prior
in-district experience.
As stated, Petitioners however now seek salary adjustments
for the 1984-85 school year on the basis of their prior experience
as auxiliary teachers.
In August 1984, the Board placed all
Petitioners, both those who had continued to serve as auxiliary
teachers in 1983-84 and those who had been assigned as classroom
teachers in 1983-84, on the negotiated salar~ schedule applicable to
classroom teachers.
In placing Petitioners on that schedule. the
Board credited prior full-time classroom experience but did not give
credit
for
auxiliary experience.
The
Board
justified
its
determination not to credit Petitioners for prior auxiliary
experience on the basis of "long standing policy". ~· Initial
Decision, at 20, maintaining that it is the Board's practice to
grant salary credit for prior classroom experience, both inside and
outside of the district, but not to credit prior auxiliary
experience. Stipulation of Facts; Initial Decision, at 4.
For the
reasons that follow,
we conclude that Petitioners have no
entitlement under the education laws to salary adjustment as the
result of the Board's failure to credit their prior auxiliary
experience when it determined their placements on the salary
schedule applicable to classroom teachers for the 1984-85 school
year.
In resolving Petitionersl claims, the Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ) first concluded that since Petitioners are now classroom
teachers, the provisions of the negotiated agreement applicable to
classroom teachers and not those applicable to auxiliary teachers
applied. He relied on the Commissioner's decision in Ball, which we
have reversed today, to find that "the law requires that classroom
teachers receive salary credit for in-district experience as a
supplemental or auxiliary teacher." Initial Decision, at 22.
He
also found that the Board • s "policy" of denying credit for auxiliary
experience was "unfair and unreasonable," id. , and recommended that
summary decision in favor of the Petitioners--be granted.

2 Two Petitioners served as auxiliary teachers in the beginning of
the 1982-83 school year, but served as special education teachers
during the latter part of that school year.
Only one Petitioner
served as a special education teacher throughout the 1982-83 school
year.
All of the other Petitioners served as full or part-time
auxiliaries.
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The
Commissioner
of
Education
adopted
the
ALJ's
determination that the Board improperly denied Petitioners credit
for their prior auxiliary experience when it placed them on the
salary schedule applicable to classroom teachers. Finding that the
challenged placements were not initial placements pursuant to
N.J.S.A. l8A:29-9, the Commissioner held that upon transfer to the
pout ion of classroom teacher, the Board was required to recognize
Petitioners• prior auxiliary service that had been previously
recognized by Petitioners• placements on the schedule applicable to
auxiliary teachers.
He therefore directed the Board to place
Petitioners on the salary schedule applicable to classroom teachers
for the 1984-85 school year so as to recognize the level each had
formerly achieved on the auxiliary schedule.
The Board appealed the Commissioner • s decision, asserting
that it had no legal obligation to grant step-to-step credit when it
placed former auxiliaries on the salary schedule applicable to
classroom teachers, whether prior auxiliary experience was full-time
or
part-time.
Petitioners
cross-appealed,
challenging
the
Commissioner •s limitation on credit for prior auxiliary service to
the maximum of six years provided in the schedule that had been
applicable to them as auxiliaries.
Thus, the threshold issue
presented in this appeal is whether, upon placement on the salary
schedule apvlicable to classroom teachers for the 1984-85 school
year, Petit1oners were entitled under the education laws to credit
for their previous experience as auxiliary teachers.
We emphasize that, as set forth in Ball, the placements of
Petitioners who had previously served as full-time teachers, whether
they had been classroom teachers or auxiliary teachers, on the
salary schedule applicable to classroom teachers in 1984 were not
initial placements pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:Z9-9.
Thus, the
placements of those Petitioners reass1gned from service as full-time
auxiliary teachers to service as a classroom teachers were not
initial placements. Rather, the question presented here is whether,
upon continuation of full-time service as a classroom teacher or
reassignment to such service, the Board was required to credit prior
auxiliary service, whether full-time or part-time, in-district or
outside of the district, as if entire service had been as a
classroom teacher in the district.
As set forth in Ball, we find that the education laws do
not mandate that step-to-step credit be given for prior experience
as an auxiliary teacher upon reassignment to classroom service,
whether or not such prior experience was full-time or part-time, and
regardless of whether or not placement on the applicable schedule
constitutes initial placement pursuant to N.J. S .A.
l8A: 29-9.
Rather, to the extent prior experience must be recognized in
determining placement on the schedule applicable upon reassignment,
such requirements are limited to those embodied in N.J.S.A. 18A:Z9-7
(repealed 1985) and 18A:28-5, and we emphasize that there is no
requirement that experience outside of a district be recognized so
long as compensation conforms with the statutory amounts set forth
in N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7 (repealed 1985). c.f. Whalen v. Sayreville Bd.
of Ed., 192 N.J. Super. 452 (App. Div. 1983). We therefore conclude
3
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that when the Petitioners were placed on the salary schedule
applicable to classroom teachers for 1984-85, the Board was not
required by the education laws to credit them with prior auxiliary
experience on a step-to-step basis.
Our conclusion concerning Petitioners legal entitlements
under the education laws is not altered by the fact that the Board's
determinations of creditable experience for salary purposes when it
established the compensation levels of individual Petitioners for
1984-85 were not made pursuant to written Board policy.
As set
forth above, we find that the education laws include no requirement
that prior experience be credited upon reassignment so long as the
requirements incorporated in N.J .S.A. 18A:Z9-7 (repealed 1985) and
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 are met. Therefore, the distinction drawn by the
Board between prior service as a classroom teacher and prior
auxiliary service does not contravene the education laws. Although
we emphasize that compensation afforded by the placement of
individual teachers must satisfy the requirements of the applicable
statutes, we find that there is no indication in the record that the
Board failed to meet those requirements when it determined the
placement of Petitioners on the applicable salary schedule for the
1984-85 school year.
We further find that the fact that the Board did not act
pursuant to written policy does not invalidate its determinations of
Petitioners
placements
under
the
education
laws.
N.J.S.A.
l8A:29-4.1 authorizes district boards of education to adopt salary
policies, including salary schedules, but does not require that they
do so. Nor is there any requirement that that every aspect of a
board's salary policies must be written. See Bloomingdale Teachers
Asso~on et al.
v. Board of EducatiOn of the Borou~
Bloom1ngdale, 1981 S.L.D. 290.
Thus, where, as here, a board
determines the placeiileiitOf individual teaching staff members on a
negotiated salary schedule applicable upon reassignment, we will
disturb such determinations only if the placements contravene the
specific requirements of the education laws. As stated, we conclude
that the Board • s failure to grant step-to-step credit for prior
auxiliary experience, whether full-time or part-time, did not
contravene those requirements.
In so concluding, we reiterate that compensation is, within
statutory limits, a mandatory subject of collective negotiations.
Ridgefield Park Ed. Ass 1 n v. Ridgefield Park Bd. of Ed., 78 N.J. 144
(1978); Bd. of Education of Englewood v. Englewood Teachers, 64 N.J.
1 (1973). Although th·e collective negotiations agreement in th1S
case does not on its face mandate how prior experience is to be
recognized upon reassignment, we recognize that the Board 1 s past
practice in crediting prior experience policy would be relevant in
judging, under the collective agreement, the propriety of the
placements challenged here. Kearny PBA Local #2lv. Town of Kearny,
81 N.J. 208 (1979). However, we emphasize that this is not the
appropilate forum for
resolving the Board 1 s obligations to
Petitioners under the collective negotiations agreement. ~· Star
v. Board of Education of the Township of North Bergen, deClded by
the State Board, September 3, 1986.
'f
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In sum, we conclude, as we did in Ball, that the education
laws did not require the Board to credit Petitioners for salary
purposes for their prior experience as auxiliary teachers upon their
assignment as classroom teachers except insofar as N.J.S.A. 18A:29-7
(repealed 1985) and N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5 required recognition of
previous experience.
Because there is no indication that those
statutory requirements were not met when the placements of
Petitioners who continued to serve as classroom teachers and those
who were reassigned as classroom teachers for 1984-85 were made on
the applicable schedule for the 1984-85 school year. we conclude
that Petitioners have no claim under the education laws to the
salary adjustments they seek based on their auxiliary experience in
the district.
Finally, since there is no indication that
Petitioners' compensation was below the minimum amounts required by
N.J.S.A. 18A:28-7 (repealed 1985), we conclude that they have no
claim under the education laws to salary adjustment on the basis of
experience outside the district. Therefore, for the reasons stated.
we reverse the decision of the Commissioner.

James Jones abstained.
Attorney exceptions are noted.
January 7, 1987
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WEST ORANGE EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION ET AL.,
PETITIONERS/CROSS-APPEL~S,

v.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF TBE TOWNSHIP OF WEST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Decided by the Commissioner of Education, September 4, 1984
For the Petitioners/Cross-Appellants, Katzenbach, Gildea and
Rudner (Ezra Rosenberg, Esq., of Counsel)
For the Respondent-Appellant, Samuel A. Christiano, Esq.
Petitioners, the West Orange Education Association and
individually named Title I teachers, who were compensated at an
hourly rate during the years relevant to this litigation under the
terms
of
the
applicable
collective negotiations
agreement,
petitioned the Commissioner of Education on February 23, 1984,
claiming that the West Orange Board of Education (hereinafter "the
Board") had improperly denied them placement on the negotiated
salary schedule applicable to full-time classroom teachers. fringe
benefits and membership in the Teachers Pens ion and Annuity Fund
(TPAF). Although none of the Petitioners had been affected by a
reduction in force, they also sought a determination of their
seniority status.
In arriving at his determination of the matter, the
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) relied on prior Commissioner's
decisions. which had held that an hourly rate of compensation, in
the absence of recognition for level of preparation and experience,
was in violation of N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5 and N.J.S.A. 18A:29-8, and
that therefore any negot1ated agreement providing for such
com~ensation was
null and void.
The ALJ therefore found that
Pet1tioners were entitled to placement on the negotiated salary
schedule applicable to classroom teachers in accordance with their
level of preparation and experience, and to all statutory and
contractual benefits afforded to classroom teachers from the date on
which the petition in this case had been filed.
The ALJ further found that the categories in which
seniority protection afforded by statute to tenured teaching staff
members is accrued are set forth in N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1). Because
the regulations do not provide for any additional categories
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specifically applicable to service as a supplementa~ teacher and
provide for no endorsement specific to such serv1ce, the ALJ
rejected the Board • s argument that Petitioners • seniority should be
credited
only to
the
"position" of
supplemental
teacher.
Emphasizing that the regulations were never intended to limit
seniority protection to an assignment within an endorsement, the ALJ
concluded that under the regulations now in effect, Petitioners
accrued seniority under the endorsements under which each had served
as provided by either N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10(1)(15) or N.J.A.C.
6:3-1.10(1)(16). In the absence of definitive employment data, the
ALJ further emphasized that the services of a tenured teacher are to
be credited for seniority purposes to the appropriate category
whether such service was full-time or part-time. The Commissioner
adopted the ALJ's findings and determinations with the modification
that, in the absence of a reduction in force and specific
information regarding Petitioners' actual assignments, he declined
to reach any conclusion as to which specific seniority categories
Petitioners may be assigned.
The Board appealed. arguing that SRiewak v. Board of
Education of Rutherford, 90 N.J. 63 (1982) did not confer on
Pet1t1oners non-statutory benef1ts provided to classroom teachers in
the District. It further asserts that given the dramatic difference
between the duties and functions of Petitioners and those of
classroom teachers, Petitioners should not be placed in the same
categories as classroom teachers when determining their seniority.
The Board further argues that because Petitioners were hired solely
to provide Title I instruction, interpreting N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10 to
require that their seniority be based on the same categories as
classroom teachers would deprive the Board of selecting the best
individual for the job to the detriment of the students. Finally,
the Board asserts that it has attempted to place Petitioners in TPAF
and that subsequent to rejection by TPAF, Petitioners were placed in
the Public Employees Retirement System (PERS).
Petitioners
cross-appealed the Commissioner 1 s limitation on relief to the date
of the filing of the petition, arguing that they are entitled to
relief from the date of the court 1 s de cis ion in Spiewak. For the
reasons that follow, we affirm the Commissioner's determination that
under the regulations now in effect, Petitioners • seniority is not
limited to service as a supplemental teacher, but is to be credited
to the appropriate categories set forth in those regulations. We
however reverse the Commissioner's determinations that Petitioners
are entitled to compensation based on the negotiated salary schedule
applicable to classroom teachers and to contractual benefits
provided those teachers under the terms of the collective
negotiations agreement.
As in the other cases we have considered involving the
entitlements of Title I and supplemental teachers deriving from
their status as teaching staff members within the meaning of
N.J.S.A. 18A:l-l, our point of departure is the New Jersey Supreme
Court's decision in SRiewak v. Board of Education of Rutherford, 90
N.J. 63 (1982).
In SI!iewak, the court held that part-time
supplemental teachers are "teaching staff members" as defined by
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N.J .S .A. l8A: 1-1, and may acquire tenure if they meet the
requirements of N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5.
The court, however,
did not
determine
the
emoluments
of
tenure.
Rutherford
Education
Association v. Board of Education of the Borotl&.h_of Rutherford, 99
N.J. 8, at 14 (1985).
Nor did the court grant to supplemental
teachers any entitlements beyond those conferred by existing
statutes. Hyman v. Board of Education of the Township of Teaneck,
decided by the State Board,
March~6,
1985,
aff'd,
Docket
IA-2508-84!7 (App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986), certif. den1ed, Docket
125,352 (June 30, 1986). As set forth in Hyman, the tenure laws do
not entitle tenured teaching staff members such as Petitioners to
compensation based on a negotiated schedule applicable to other
teaching staff members. Rather, entitlement to compensation under
the education laws is controlled by fLJ.S.A. 18A:29-l et ~·, the
compensation statutes. The compensat1on statutes, however, are only
applicable
to
full-time
teaching
staff
members.
N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.1; N.J.S.A.
19A:29-6 (repealed 1985) (provision --nQW
codified at N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5).
Although the education laws
prohibit a reduct1on in the compensation of any tenured teaching
staff member, N.J.S.A. 18A:28-5, they do not provide any standards
for the compensat1on of teaching staff members who are not
full-time.
Scotch Plains-Fanwood Education Association et al. v.
Board of Educat1on of Scotch Pluns-Fanwood, dec1ded by the State
Board March 4, 1987; see also Hyman, supra.
Nor do they require
that compensation be uruform among all classifications of full-time
teaching staff members so long as statutory minimums are met.
~n. supra.
Although the record in this case does not include specific
employment data establishing the hours of employment of the
individual Petitioners, it indicates that Petitioners were not
employed on a full-time basis under the requirements established by
the Board for full-time employment.
Respondent's Supplemental
Memorandum, answer no. 5, Appellant's Supplemental Memorandum,
answer no.
5, Agreement between the West Orange Education
Association and the West Orange Board of Education, 1983-1985, Art.
v and Art. VI. Again, the education laws do not provide standards
governing the manner or rate of compensation for teaching staff
members who are not full-time. Moreover, the education laws do not
prohibit the negotiation of different levels of compensation for
different classifications of full-time members so long as statutory
minimums are met, Hyman, supra, and we emphasize that no claim has
been made in this case that the compensation of any individual
Petitioner involved in this litigation who may have been employed on
a full-time basis was below the applicable statutory minimum. In
the absence of any indication that the compensation of Petitioners
contravened the specific statutory requirements of the education
laws, we conclude that they have no entitlement under the education
laws to compensation beyond that provided by the terms of the
applicable collective negotiations agreement.
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Likewise, we conclude that neither Spiewak nor any
provision of the education laws entitles Petitioners to any
contractual benefits beyond those for which they may qualify under
the terms of the negotiated agreement.
Scotch Plains-Fanwood,
supra. Again, there is no indic.ation in the record in this case
that Petitioners have been deprived of any benefit for which they
qualified under the terms of the applicable agreement by virtue of
their status as teaching staff members within the meaning of
N.J.S.A. lSA:l-1.
As stated, we affirm the Commissioner's determination that,
in the event it is necessary, Petitioners are entitled to have their
service as Title I teachers credited for seniority purposes to the
categories established by the seniority regulations now in effect,
and that those regulations do not provide for a category of
"supplemental teacher." We emphasize that each Petitioner achieved
tenure under her instructional certificate in the position of
teacher, and that under the current regulations. the category in
which seniority is to be credited is to be determined by the
endorsement under which each Petitioner served regardless of how the
Board characterized the assignments. and regardless of whether or
not employment was full-time. Lichtman v. Bd. of Ed. of the Village
of Ridgewood, 93 N.J. 362 (1983).
We specifically reject the Board's assertion that the
duties and functions of Title I teachers are so dramatically
different from those of other teachers so as to warrant the creation
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 6:3-l.lO(g) of a separate seniority category.
As
emphasized
by the AW,
the endorsements required for
qualification for assignment as a supplemental or compensatory
education teacher are the same as required for qualification as a
classroom teacher and, as recognized in the Board's brief, the
distinction lies in the number of students taught and not in the
fact that the services provided are instructional. However, in the
absence of a reduction in force or the relevant employment data, we
like the Commissioner decline to specify to which category the
seniority of the individual Petitioners involved in this case is to
be credited.
Finally, although we direct the Board to provide TPAF with
any pertinent data it has not yet provided, we emphasize that we do
not have the authority to determine eligibility for enrollment in
TPAF.
In sum, we conclude that the Petitioners in this case have
demonstrated no entitlement under the education laws to compensation
or benefits beyond those provided by the provisions of the
collective negotiations agreement applicable to them. Although we
decline to specify to which specific seniority categories
Petitioners• service as Title I teachers is to be credited in the
event of a reduction in force, we find that the Board is required to
credit such service in the applicable category as defined by the
regulations and that, pursuant to the regulations now in effect,
such category is to be determined by the endorsement under which
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each served.
Finally, in light of out conclusions concerning
Petitioners' entitlements to substantive relief, it is unnecessary
for us to determine whether they would have been entitled to relief
prior to the date on which they filed their Petition of Appeal to
the Commissioner.

May 6, 1987
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WEST ORANGE SUPPLEMENTAL
INSTRUCTORS ASSOCIATION,
PETITIONER-RESPONDENT,
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

V.

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF WEST ORANGE, ESSEX COUNTY,

DECISION

RESPONDENT-APPELLANT.

Remanded by the Commissioner of Education, February 2, 1984
Decided by the Commissioner of Education, August 10, 1984
For the Petitioner-Respondent, Bernard Star, Esq.
For the Respondent-Appellant, Samuel A. Christiano, Esq.
This is another case involving the entitlements of supplemental teachers pursuant to the New Jersey Supreme Court's holding
in Spiewak v. Rutherford, 90 N.J. 62 (1982), that such teachers are
teaching staff members within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 18A:1-l. In
these proceedings. the West Orange Supplemental Instructors Association is representing thirteen tenured teacbersl who were employed
as supplemental instructors until June 1983. The Association was
the collective negotiations representative for supplemental instructors employed by the Board. 2 .J-1, in evidence, Article I. The
supplemental instructors represented by the Association were compensated at an hourly rate pursuant to the collective negotiations
agreements between the Supplemental Instructors Ass.ociation and the
Board that were effective during 1979-81 and 1981-83.
J-1, in
1 Although the Association is the sole Petitioner in this case,
eleven individuals were identified in the Petition of Appeal and two
more were added pursuant to order of the Administrative Law Judge.
Letter from the Administrative Law Judge, November 15, 1983.
2 We note that although the Anociation has not been formally
disbanded, Certification of Paul T. Kolin, April 1. 1987, the Board
evidently has not employed any supplemental instructors since June
1984.
Board's letter, April 9, 1987.
Any individual teachers
involved in this case who are currently employed by the Board are
assigned as resource room teachers, and are represented in those
assignments for collective negotiations purposes by the West Orange
Education Association. Id.
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evidence.
The agreements did not provide for contractual benefits
such aa medical insurance.
Nor did they provide for sick leave,
although the Board did agree to provide "those protections prescribed in the Educational Law", id. at Article IX(B), and for the
1982-83 school year, the Board provided each of the supplemental
teachers involved here with ten sick days. Petitio~ of Appeal, at 2.
In April 1983, some number of the Association's members
were notified that because . of "decreased enrollment," they would not
be offered employment for the 1983-84 school year.
Although the
petition did not establish the number or identity of the supplemental teachers who received such notices, J the record shows ten
of the teachers involved in this case were reemployed by the Board
for the 1983.-84 school year. West Orange Supplemental Instructors
Association v. Board of Education of the Town of West Ora~.
decided by the Commissioner, August lO, 1984, Imtul Decuion at
2-5.4 Three of the supplemental teachers involved in this case,
however, were not reemployed by the Board for the 1983-84 school
year. Id.
On July 26, 1983, the West Orange Supplemental Instructors
Association filed its Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner of
Education. In its petition, the Association sought for its members
all emoluments and benefits afforded other teaching staff members,
"step", i.e. , compensation based on the salary guide applicable to
classroom teachers, and the reemployment of those of its members who
were not offered reemployment for the 1983-84 school year. Thus,
this case presents issues relating to tenure and seniority, as well
as compensation and benefits.
I

In

his

Initial

Decision,

the

Administrative

Law

Judge

(ALJ), first considered the question of whether Petitioner's members

were entitled to additional salary or to non-statutory benefits,
finding that any relief to be granted was limited to the period
subsequent to the filing of the Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner.
Relying on Spiewak, the ALJ concluded that non-statutory
benefits are a matter of negotiated agreement, and that since the
relevant agreement did not addresa non-statutory benefits such as
holiday pay or dental and medical benefits, the only substantive
term relevant was the hourly wage rate. In light of his understanding that negotiations between the parties for the 1983-84 school
year had been held in abeyance pending a resolution of the dispute
before him, the ALJ found that, subject to retroactive application
of terms arrived at through anticipated negotiation, there was a
status quo entitlement to a wage rate of $9.50 per hour for the

3
In its Petition of Appeal, the Association asserted that a total
of nine were not offered reemployment. Petition of Appeal, at 4.
4

See supra note 2.
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1983-84 school year. The ALJ therefore directed the Board, if it
was not doing so, to compensate its supplemental teachers at that
rate until a new agreement was reached.
In reaching this
conclusion,
the
ALJ emphasized that unfair labor practice
allegations resulting from a failure to negotiate in good faith did
not lie within the jurisdiction of the Commissioner.
In considering the statutory benefits to which the
Association's members were entitled, the ALJ concluded that pursuant
to N.J.S.A. l8A:30-1 et !!S· and the terms of the negotiated
agreement effective duriiig the 1979-80 school year, the teachers
represented by Petitioner were entitled to sick days from that year
if the Board had not provided them. He also directed the Board to
fulfill its responnbilities under N.J.S.A. 18A:66-32 to the
supplemental teachers involved here who apply for membership in the
Teachers Pension and Annuity Fund.
The ALJ then turned to the issues presented by Petitioner's
claim concerning its members who were not offered employment for
1983-84.
Observing that no definitive employment records were in
evidence in the matter, that the record included no resolution
concerning the Board's action in abolishing .the nine supplemental
positions that Petitioner asserted represented the total number of
those of its members not offered employment for 1983-84, and that
the record revealed the identify of only four individuals not
reemployed, the ALJ found that a genuine issue of seniority was
nevertheless presented. Based on the seniority regulations now in
effect, the ALJ found that the supplemental teachers involved in the
matter accrued seniority under the endorsements on the Instructional
Certificate held by each staff member in the categories established
by either N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1){15) or N.J.A.C. 6:3-1.10(1)(16). In
reaching h1s conclusion, the ALJ rejected the argument that the
seniority acquired by the supplemental teachers was limited to
service as supplemental teachers. and relying on Lichtman v. Board
of Education of the Village of Ridgewood, 93 N.J.
362 (1983),
emphasized that the supplemental teachers involved would have a
valid claim to full-time positions if their seniority was greater
than that of currently employed members.
The ALJ specifically
directed the Board to determine the seniority of all members in its
employ serving in the applicable categories, to reinstate any
supplemental teacher to any position in which his seniority was
greater than members currently employed, with back pay minus
mitigation, and to place any less senior supplemental teachers on a
preferred eligibility list pursuant to N.J.S.A. l8A:28-l2.
Although not specifically addressing the ALJ • s resolution
of the seniority issues in the case, the Commissioner rejected his
conclusions concerning salary and benefits to which the supplemental
teachers were entitled. Relying on his decision in H)1'lan v. Board
of Education of
the Township of Teaneck,
dec1ded by the
Commissioner, August lS, 1983, !.!ti by the State Board, March 6,
1985, aff'd, Docket IA-2508-84!7, eertif. denied, 104 N.J. 469
(1986), and his interpretation of the Appellate D1 vision • s decision
in Rutherford Education Association v. Board of Education of the
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Borough of Rutherford, Docket NA-2014-82T3 (App. Div. Jan. 11,
1984), rev'd on other grounds, 99 N.J. 8 (1985), the Commissioner
found that the relief to which the supplemental teachers were
entitled was not controlled by the collective negotiations agreement
in this case. and remanded the matter for a determination of the
salary benefits and emoluments to which each individual was entitled.
On remand. the ALJ determined the salary entitlement of
each individual involved in this case based on a percentage
proration of the salary levels established for full-time service by
the District's salary guide. In the cases of ten of the teachers
who had been reemployed for the 1983-84 school year, the ALJ denied
retroactive relief. but directed compensation minus mitigation for
1983-84. Be however found that the three members of the Association
who had not been reemployed for 1983-84 had no salary entitlement
for that year unless it was determined through calculation of their
seniority pursuant to implementation of the directive in the AW' s
first decision in the matter that their seniority rights entitled
them to reinstatement.
The ALJ directed, pursuant to his first decision in the
matter, that each individual be credited for 30 days accumulated
sick leave representing unused sick leave for 1979-80 through
1981-82, plus any unused sick days for 1982-84.
Pursuant to
stipulation at settlement conference, the AW directed that the
Board provide the same insurance coverage for the individuals here
as provided for "regular" staff members, and that it reimburse them
for expenditures from the date on which the Petition of Appeal was
filed through August 31, 1984. The Commissioner adopted the ALJ' s
determination in the matter with the modification that by his
conclusion that the negotiated agreement was invalid because it
failed to recognize tbe salary entitlement and seniority status of
the supplemental teachers, the Commissioner had recognized in his
first decision that they were to be accorded the same seniority
rights as other tenured teachers in the Board's employ.
By separate ap~eals, the Board challenged each of the
Commissioner's decisions 1n this matter. Because of the identity of
parties and issues in each case, and with the consent of the
parties, we are considering the matter as a consolidated appeal.
II

As stated, this case involves questions of both seniority
and compensation and benefits. We first will consider whether the
teachers represented in these proceedings by the West Orange
Supplemental Instructors Association are entitled to compensation or
benefits beyond that to which they were entitled by contract.
Initially, we affirm that any relief to which the teachers in this
case would be entitled by virtue of our determination of these
inues is prospective from July 26, 1983, the date on which the
Petition of Appeal to the Commissioner was filed. Spiewak, supra.

3
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As in the other cases we have considered involving the
entitlements of Title I and supplemental teachers deriving from
their status as teaching staff members within the meaning of
N.J.S.A. l8A:l-l, our point of departure is the New Jersey Supreme
Court's decision in Spiewak v. Board of Education of Rutherford, 90
N.J. 63 (1982).
In Spiewak, the court held that part-time
supplemental teachers are "teaching staff members" as defined by
N.J.S.A. l8A:l-l, and may acquire tenure, as have all of the
teachers involved in this case, if they meet the requirements of
N.J.S.A. l8A:28-5.
The court, however,
did not determine the
emoluments of tenure. Rutherford Education Association v. Board of
Education of the Borough of Rutherford, 99 N.J. 8, at 14 (1985).
Nor did the court grant to supplemental teachers any entitlements
beyond those conferred by existing statutes.
Hyman v. Board of
Education of the Township of Teaneck, decided by the State Board,
March 6, 1985, aff'd, Docket NA-2S08-84T7 (App. Div. Feb. 26, 1986),
certif. denied, 104 N.J. 469 (1986}.
As set forth in ~. the tenure laws do not entitle
tenured teaching staff members such as those involved here to
compensation based on a negotiated schedule applicable to other
teaching staff members. Rather, entitlement to compensation under
the education laws is controlled by N.J.S.A. 18A:29-l et ~·, the
compensation statutes. The compensation statutes, however, are only
applicable
to
full-time
teaching
staff
members.
N.J.S.A.
18A:29-4.1; N.J.S.A.
18A:29-6 (repealed 1985) (provillon now
codified at N.J.S.A. 18A:29-5).
Although the education laws
prohibit a reduct1on in the compensation of any tenured teaching
staff member, N.J.S.A. l8A:28-5; N.J.S.A. 18A:6-l0, they do not
provide any standards for the compensat1on of teaching staff members
who are not full-time.
~
Scotch Plains-Fanwood Education
Association et al. v. Board of Educat1on of Scotch Pluns-Fanwood.
decided by the State Board March 4, 1987; ~also !Y!!B• supra.
The record in this case clearly indicates that none of the
thirteen teachers involved in this litigation was employed on a
full-time basis. West Orange Supplemental Instructors Association
v. Board of Education of the Town of West Orange, decided by the
Commissioner,
August 10,
l984,
Initial
Decision,
at
2-5;
Supplemental memorandum on behalf of Petitioner, January 27. 1986;
Supplemental memorandum on behalf of the Board, January 30, 1987.
Again, the education laws do not provide standards governing the
manner or rate of compensation for teaching staff members who are
not
full-time.
Accordingly,
we
conclude
that
the
hourly
compensation agreed to by the Supplemental Instructors Association
and the Board did not contravene any requirement of the education
laws, and whether or not the teachers involved here had a status guo
entitlement to continuation of that rate of compensation for the
1983-84 achool year under the New Jersey Employer-Employee Relations
Act. N.J.S.A. 34:13A-l et !!!·· the Supplemental Instructors
Associat1on has not estabiTshed in this litigation any entitlement
under the education laws to additional compensation for the teachers
involved here for the 1983-84 school year. In so concluding, we.
like the ALJ, emphasize that allegations of unfair labor practices
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based on failures to negotiate in good faith do not lie within our
jurisdiction. but rather within the jurisdiction of the Public
Employment Relations Commission (PERC). See. ~. ~. supra.
Likewise. neither Spiewak nor any provision of the
education laws entitles the teachers involved here to any
non-statutory benefits beyond those conferred by the applicable
collective negotiations agreement.
Scotch Plains-Fanwood, supra.
Again, the terms of the agreements in effect during 1981-83 did not
entitle the supplemental teachers represented by Petitioner to
medical or dental benefits, and there is no indication in the record
that any teacher involved in this litigation was deprived of any
benefit to which she was entitled by virtue of the collective
negotiations agreements applicable to supplemental teachers. Again,
the fact that a new agreement was not negotiated upon expiration of
the collective agreement in effect during 1981-83 does not entitle
.the Association's members under the education laws to any additional
benefits. We therefore conclude that none of the teachers involved
in this case are entitled under the education laws to medical or
dental benefits or to reimbursement for medical or dental expenses
during 1983-84.
We however affirm that the individual teachers involved in
this litigation were entitled to statutory sick leave pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 18A:30-2, and therefore to credit for accumulated sick
leave pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3. Such credit for sick leave to
be used prospectively does not constitute retroactive relief, and we
direct the Board to credit each teacher with 30 accumulated unused
sick days for the period prior to 1982-83 school year when it began
to provide the supplemental teachers with sick leave.
III

We turn now to the question of whether the Board's failure
to employ any teacher involved in this litigation for the 1983-84
school year violated the tenure or seniority rights of such
teachers. We emphasize that Petitioner in this case has not challenged the validity of the Board's determination to abolish pursuant
to N. .J .S.A. 18A:28-9, any position in which any of its members
served during 1982-83. Rather, it has asserted in these proceedings
that its members were entitled to reemployment in the District for
1983-84 based on their tenure status and consequent seniority
entitlements.
We further emphasize that, as set forth in the
Initial Decision on remand. all but three of the Association's
members involved in this litigation were employed by the District
for the 1983-84 school year. However, in the event that a reduction
in force becomes necessary in the District, and as set forth in our
decision in West Orange Education Association et al. v. Board of
Education of the Town of West Orange. decided by the State Board.
May 6, 1987, we affirm that the service of the teachers involved as
supplemental teachers is to be credited under the current seniority
regulations according to the endorsement under which each served
regardless of how the Board characterized the assignments and
regardless of whether or not employment was full-time .
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We turn now to the question of whether the Board's failure
to reemploy the three individuals who were not reemployed for
1983-84 violated their seniority rights. 5 We first emphasize that
as tenured teachers, each was entitled to retention in the District
over those teachers in the Board's employ with less seniority when
the Board made its determination as to which teachers would be
reemployed for 1983-84. N.J .S .A. 18A:28-10. Again, the seniority
rights arisinf from their status as tenured teachers was not limited
to their aangnments as supplemental teachers. West Orange Education Association et al., supra.
We further emphasize that when a reduction in staff is
necessary, senioti ty determinations are controlled by the regulations in effect at the time the reduction occurs, regardless of when
the Board's determination is effectuated. Elsa Rill v. Board of
Education of the Town of West Orange, Docket #A-43S5-84Tl (App. Div.
Feb. 19, 1987); Edison Township Education Ass•n v. Bd. of Ed. of the
Township of Edison, decided by the Commissioner, June 18, 1984,
aff'd by the State Board, Dec. 7,1984, ~· Docket #A-515-84T7
(Feb. 26, 1986). In contrast to the regulat1ons that became operative on September 1, 1983, under the prior regulations, which were
in effect in April 1983, when the teachers here were notified that
they would not be reemployed, prior service was credited in all
categories of certification regardless of whether a member had
actually served in that category. Mulhearn v. Board of Education of
the Sterling Regional High School District, Docket #A-5123-SlTl
(App. Div. Oct. 31, 1983). Accordingly, proper determination of the
seniority of the three individuals not reemployed by the Board for
1983-84 required that the Board credit their seniority in all areas
of endorsement.
5 In its e:x:ceptions to our Legal Committee's Report, Petitioner
asserted that the Report was in error because it did not consider
seniority questions concerning ten teachers whose positions were
eliminated for the 1984-85 school year. We emphasize that the case
before us concerns only the question of whether the individual
teachers involved in this case are entitled to any relief for the
1983-84 school year, and that any disputes involving subsequent
years are not before us.
Furthermore, on January 2, 1985, we
rendered our decision denying Petitioner •s motion to consolidate
this case with the matter it cites in its e:x:ceptions, which was then
pending before the Office of Administrative Law. Pursuant to the
Commissioner's decision in that matter, which involved questions
arising from the Board's elimination of positions of supplemental
instructors for the 1984-85 school year, resolution of any issues
unresolved by our decision in the instant case may be achieved by
e:x:ercising the right to reopen that matter within thirty days of the
final decision in the case now before us. West Orange Supplemental
Instructors Association v. Board of Education of the Town of West
Orange, decided by the Commissioner, January 2, 1985.
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However, the right of any of the three teachers who were
not reemployed to reinstatement turns on whether at the time of her
termination, the Board retained in its employ any teacher with less
seniority. As set forth above, Petitioner in this litigation did
not allege that while terminating its members. the Board retained
any teacher serving in any category in which any of its members had
superior seniority.
Nor does the record in this case provide a
basis for finding that any of the three teachers who were not
remployed for 1983-84 had superior seniority over any teacher
retained by the Board that year. We however direct that the Board
determine the seniority of each of the three individuals that it did
not reemploy for 1983-84 as set forth above. and in the event that
any of these individuals had superior seniority over any teacher
retained for that year, we direct that the Board reinstate that
teacher with back pay minus mitigation.
If any of these three
teachers are not entitled to reinstatement, we direct her placement
on the preferred eligibility list in accord with our decision in
this matter.

IV
In sum, we conclude that any relief to which the teachers
represented in this litigation by the West Orange Supplemental
Instructors Association. which filed its Petition of Appeal to the
Commissioner after the New Jersey Supreme Court rendered its
decision in Spiewak, are entitled is limited to the period subsequent to the date on which the petition was filed. We find that
the teachers involved here. all of whom were employed on a less than
a full-time basis, have no entitlement under the education laws to
additional compensation or non-statutory benefits for the 1983-84
school year, but direct that they be credited with accumulated sick
leave pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:30-3. We further conclude that, in
the event a reduction in staff occurs, the service as supplemental
teachers of those teachers who continued to be employed by the Board
is to be credited under the seniority regulations in effect at the
time of the Board's action and emphasize that under the current
regulations such service is to be credited according to the endorsement under which each served. Although we are not able to determine
whether any of the three teachers not reemployed for 1983-84 is
entitled to reinstatement, we find that each was entitled to determination of her seniority prior to her termination under the regulations then in effect and to retention over any less senior teacher.
Accordingly, we direct the Board to determine the seniority of each.
and in the event that any had superior seniority over teachers
retained for 1983-84, . further direct reinstatement with back pay
minus mitigation.
In the case of any teacher not entitled to
reinstatement based on seniority, we direct her placement on the
preferred eligibility list. Finally, although we reiterate that we
do not have the authority to determine eligibility for enrollment in
the Teachers Pension and Annuity Fund, we direct the Board to
provide TPAF with any pertinent information that it has not yet
provided concerning the teachers involved in this case.
JULY 1, 1987
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